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XATUBDA, XABCH 4, 1978

417.S. SENATE,
SUBCOMMITTEE ON CHILD AND IILAAN DEV}LOPMENT

OF TIIE COMMITTEE ON HUMAN 144301IRCE43,
. Dos Angetea,

The subcommittee met at 9:10 a.m.. pursuant. to notice, at 1816 a
'Figueroa Streei, Los Angeles,.Calif.. Senator Alan Cranston (chair-
man of/the subcoinmittee) presiding.

. .OPENING.STA4MENT r -SENATOR tIRANSTON

Senator CHAVsToN. The' hearing will .please come to order. 4%
This morning, the Subcommittee .on Chikl and Human Develop-

ment of the Committee on Malan Resources, will hear testimony on
domestit violent*.

'ouldlike to say that today's hearings were 'arranged in response
to ur .expressions .of interestyou here ind othcrsand concern
'with Federal efforts with respect. td,,domestk 4oleiwe.1.lere was

4 desire to have an opportunity to emiress viewpoints here in Calfornia.
I am glad that we were able to get together in this way.

This; is the first of 2 daP; of hearings which the subcommittee will
hold on this.matter. On Wednesday', in Washington4he subcommit-
tee will again meet to receite testimony on domestic violence. At that
timel.the administration will be presenting its views.

These 2 days'of hearings have been schedulgto gattier information
and provale full opportunity for public partiApation in the legisla-
tive . I am keeuly interested ins hearing our witnesses' recom-
menricoens: AR tii what role. if any. 'the Federal Government should
play .in estaliiisffing programs to assist victims of domestic. violence.
and aid in rethicingjhe incidence of domestic violence.

When I speak of domestic violence. T am referring to any act or
threatened act (s)f violente,including a forceful detentionwhich re-
stilts or threatens to resuli in physical injury and is committed by
and between adults. this detention (hies not include child abuse--an
equally serious societal problem which is already being addressed
thtough the Child Abuse Prevention and Treatment Act. Public Law
93-247although these problems are sometimes related. ob

My ,legislaf ion to extend the child abuse law is now pending in a
House-Senate conference, and sliould 'be cleared for*Presklential sig-
nature in the next severql weeks.

Public awareness of fhe problem of digkstic violence is growing.
Information RS to.the extrnt ofthe probleRf. altitongh not definitive.
reveals that domestic violence is widespread.

(11
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For example, inning couples randomly selected. a recent study re-
vealed that, during h single year, one out of six couples had engaged
in riolent-actsaets such as beatings. throwing. Objects at one an-
other, or threiits with a 'mini -01`1/4pr gun. Allienit he stnitly included,the
entip period of marriage rather t hair just 1 year, the estimatn in-
creases .to approxitilately 30. percent. of all couples experieneing
domestic violence in some form.

A rictint magazine article in !Inman Behavior repoyted that one-
fifth of all deaths of itoliee ()givers in the line of dut y oecur in domes
tic violetimintervent ions.

hi 85 percent., of the eases of MHisc murder ln n single yeaT
Kansas .City, Mo.. volice *ere summoned at least Once before the
'murderr occurred. and in 50 percent of the ea-5:es they hod been called
five or more t Um; before th FBI; figures show that annual.-
ly approximately,12 percent oflt44iiiirders occur bet ween spouKs.

It is time for broad- public recognition of what law Li 1 f ru ement
officials and others, including many sitting in this andienee, have
'long realimilviolenee erupts frequently in many 'American families.

We are interested in our witnesses' opinions as to what 'society'S
role sh9uld be when a tictim of domestic violer,ce seeks soeietKs as=
si*.tance. Molt of' the ,yietims who hive ken provided assi,stance.by
ongoing effArtshavel_Aieen women-7111mq of whom have special
probl his. . .

For exaMple. often, in those instances where the vietim lum de-
cided not to return to the home, her niany years As a housewife have
left her unprepared to compete successfully in the job market..1 want
to note that I will very shortly be introducing' an amendment t'o the
CETA legislation to pitivide spetlial pisistanee for displayed home-

makers.
These problems we face in the domestic. violence areq are. indeed.

complex. There are no simple answer:4. To overcome the proLlem, In
develop any type of successful pvogram. comnlitment is necessary
and not just from the Federal Grvernment: This i essentially a
local problem. Ail lev;POttr Government must.,be involved in seeking
a Solution, and most. importantly. interested private eitqens and
groups themselVes.mbst continue to take the learl.

Thus, in addressing these issues, it seeths to me OW till. 'Federal
Cgwernment's role should be to sery as a catalcvst for .etTolis.by state,
local, and pritate nodprofit.gronps.

legislation we are preparing is ge to providl*Feileral stint-
ulation and suppoo for loyal effort . This hearing aNl the one in
Washington next.week. should prov" le the informat lot) neeessary for

us to develop an effective national approach to achieving ,the active
involvement of States and local communities in'g6ppling.with this

problum.
Bemuse of my desire to allow its ninny people a.,4 pospihle to present

testimony today, and to rirovide time for questions. Iam asking each

of vou to limit your qya 1 remarks to 5, fir to mit more than 7, minutef.

I think we will haveliono)boly let you know if yon start. going over

that time. Otherwise we rust Won't be tilde to bear some people. Mid,

won't have any Aimee to ask questions. If I get. squeezed nn the

question time. it Makes it. less prodiwtive and we will have to.sulomit

--...v
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questions in writingwhich we way do anyway. Of milky, yoiir (quite
written statement will appear ill the record.

Our first witness is Senator tiobert.Presky.
Bob, I am delighted you are here; I know of your deep interest.

and concern about this topic.

STATEMENT OF HON. ROBENX PRESLEY, SENATOR, CALIFORNIA
STATE LEGISLATURE

Senator PRESLEY. Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
In the interest of time, I have a prepared statement; I was going

to read it, but we don't have to.
' Senator CIUNSTO.N. If you could summarizeithe high points.. Do

whatever you choose in about.5 mines; that .would be great. ;
Senator PRESLEY. Essentially what I was going to indent tO the

comniittee and it is presented in the,stateMent, is a little bit of the. background of the problem which Ithink most evetyone in the room
js. generally familiar wit h.

The second ',part al1/41 the part that I think is more or most ger-
*maim to this hearing, es the new law that we have in California tgat
was passeil by .the California legislature just last year., S.B. 91.

What that really does is provide, for the building of from four to
six centera ground the State of çatifornia for the purpose of provid-

te S also qualifie4 but they could go to these
ing some verybaEic "servi n.to women, i it is worded in such a way
hat if a man is beaten, h

centers which will be own on a 24 hour basis, 7 days'a week.- The
phone number or the availability of the center would be made avail-
tkble to the Police as viell its'other sotial agencik Provisions wovlil be
Made for transportation to.the ekliter were it not available otherWise,
and there they would receive temporarY housing and flod, and any
other _needs that may be necessary as' Welt as psychOlogical suppert
andcounseing.

At this point, should a .victim decide to avail themselves of this
service, then they will have an opportu n4 du ring this period of timb
which we hope isn't.. very long that. theyi would be thereto make a
decision of whether or mot they want to either return home and con-
tinue with this kind of arrangement in the faint hope that maybe
things will get better. or they can proceed if they desirc'to with the'
eriniinal, jilstice system. Thei ear 2.ri through the arrest and the
prosecution, or they Can'ileIide tlu ley do not want to return to the
home environment and ihey want to make other arrangements. Then'
I think at this point the Center would be Very helpful in assisting
wit.h job counseling and those tFings that would make it easier for the
victim to ge* '-iack into the mainstream, and back into tlie work-a-daYwog.

e money in the bill is not a great deal; it is $2-80.000 and von
might say that. is not going tri do very well. But I think we will be
able to do quite a lot Neal's(' of a eouple moons. 'One. is that we plan
on. where possible. to build on existing centersquasi okial centers
that are in existenceand have been 'making efforts to provide this
service in the community with funding from a variety of sources.
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So we cat) build on those existing center& .plus at the same time,
crank in the use of existing coMmunity services.

For instance. most communities have familylervices associations
who4have counselors. and I think that we can avail ourselves of some
services that are already available and would not be a charge to the

.Atate necessanily. 'And for those reasons I think we will be able th ...

do quite a lot with the $280.000. . . .
iOnce we are able to establish n California that this is a viable

. way to go that it is effective, that it does some gbod. then 1. think
we will 13; able to move legislation ttrbe More comprehensive in the
program throughout the State. .

So that's kind of where we are. I, was fainng you would prob.
ably ask me and I will anticipate it.° that what should the Federal
Government do. ,

Senator CRANSTON. Yes; Iwould ask you that. .

Senator PRESLEY. And my suggestion Would be two things. One is
to dry just exact1N what you are doMg here, to focus in on the 'prob-

. lem; to educate the people to Or. problem, and provide encourage-
ment to those in the States around the country who are trying to ", .

do something.
.. .

The secoful thing and probably' the Inost important thing, would
be to supplement the Starres with. funding becauP.e in California we
afg probablysmore fortunate than many of -the other States in that i
we are financially in pretty good shape at the moment. It may not .

always be so, but ive are as of today. But it seems to me that kates
could be encouraged to legislatie in this area, try to do more if.there .

was some assurance of some kind of suppleqiental 'funding froin the
Federal Government.-

That is just a very 'brief description of what we at+ trying to do .

in CalifOrma from the standpoint of legislation. -

I do have the specific statement that will be on file with' you. and
I do lave the bill---athe law itselfif anyone is interested.

Other than that; Mr. Chairman..if you have any questions, I will *,

try to respond to them.
Senator CRANSTON. Thank you fiery much. I appreciate your 4

presence. your statement, your brevity, and the points you have . a
1 i

made.
Ilongratulate von on S.B. 91. .-.. .

Steve Y'Barra, who is the assistant secretary as you know for
health and melfare in the State. notes that in response to this legtg-

Q

halm California has already feceived abbut 200 requests for appli-
cation from organizations seeking, funding, aiid they are in 36 out
of 5r, munties. I believe. The bill provides a minimuin of fonr or a ,,
maximum of six projects. , ,

Deyou have any comments od what can be done to meet more of
the requests, or sh,uld it be done, or stilat do you think?

Senator Pamr.Y. WA( I don't think there is any doubt that it
should fr done. and what _we Are doing in =Ns legislation 'is just a
very small first step. That's Nihy I indicated earlier that I think once ' N,
we are in operation which is goinglo be very shortly now, we will
be abli to prove that this is an effective way to go, and this is a

I
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bands. don't have the right to bent them. But thcv should also have
alternatives to remaining in a violent environment.

But w.hile shelteri, fill a real need, it is addressii g the problem
aftei the fact. Ije support shelter. for battered women, kit we are
also painfully aware ,of the fac't that we need. to get to the root of
the probiemto the cause. And' only through Puidic education do
we fml that this can be accomplished. .

One of the problems .tliat aggravates kie situation of course, is
tile. whole problem of drugs and alcohol. Ninety percent of the
men involved in relations e

)
:eeeding 7 years lurarion were reported-

1 am sorrythis is a stndy on the abused women's ahl in crishl'
and it gathered this information, and -150 eases. were selected at
random from mow 1,000 case samples. The sample indiel'ted a high
incidence of atcohol associate wit li domestic violence.

Ninetyllircent of fhe men nvolvtd in relationships of 7 yeiii 3 or
moro were reptrted to have alcohol problems. About S5 percent of
thr violt:nt- husbands had either alcohol or other drug problems.
These men were inclined to beat their wives at a higher frequency,'
either wlien under the influence of drugs, including allohol, or when
sober, and their violence, was usually characterized by physical as-
sault. without. a weapon, usually leading to serious injliries. including
sexual assault. . .

,
.

Mhre than SO percent of the' men who (hank oecasionally were in-
clined to beat their wives only when under th uence of alcohol.
In relationships of less than 31,:, years duraf , a very high per-

a
centage of concurrent aleolipl .atiii hard drug t,se was reported, list.-
allv leading td constant vi-Oknce,

At least our ,societv is becoming aware of domestic violence: an.
,

issue that, deserves the att ntion of all who are interested in pre-
serving human dignity.

Substantially ongoing funding nmst be available to provide.emer-
gency sheltt.rs to victims of domestic violence: to increase our
knowledge of thkeause of dmuestic violence in the home. and to use
our improved utitterstam-:ing to develop program

imest :c v
s to prevent do-

olence. I

That pretty much summariz'es my remarks.. .

Senator CRANSTON. Thank you very, very much. for siumnarizing
so'-well. It is a very meaty statement.

I would like to ask ypu this.
lit your December tetter, you enclosed recommendations l; the

CommisSion on the Status of Women for Federal legislation on
domestic violence. The Ottimission recommended that "Federal
funds be funneled directly to shelter programs for direct services
to victims of domestic vi9lenc0' ,

Often, however, the Federtil Government's grant process can be
as you well know, expensive, and manv community-based programs

. wouidn't be able to afford to apply: ff grants were made available .

through the States, it is likely the application and approval cost,
could be quite substantially reduced. :

Do you have ar .,. thoughts or recommemlations on that point 1
Ms. STEPHENS. You mean as far as what fim might- do to sim-

plify t he grant proces- ?
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Senator CRANSTON. Yes, to have the States handle it instead of
the Federal Government.

Ms. STITHENs. Actually, I really .don't know how that could be
handled. I just know that if is a ditlicult problem .end I was hoping
that somewhere along the line there has to be an easier way to do it.
And also wit how changing the whole complexion 'of the program.

Frequently because of relluirements t hat are made, tqw whole (!om-
plexion of the outline of the program is changed through the grant-
mg process; this needs to be addressed too.

Senator CRANSTON. The Ccmmission also recommends that the
program be a direct grant to shelters. Do you think the, legislation
should limit the. aid provided to shelters only, or are there other
purposes for %Ouch the aid should be allocated?

Ms. STEPHENS. I didn't hear your la$
,Senator CRANsTox. Should the aid be provided to shelters only,

or for other purposes too, related to
Ms. STEPHENS. Oh, for other purposes as well.
Senator CRANWros. For other purposes as well.
Ms. STEPHENS. Yes. Absolutely. That only addresses one particu-

lar problem.
Senator CRANSTON. Thank you very much. Good to see you.
Ms. STEklExs. Thank you.
[The prepared 'statenwnt of Ms. Stephens follows:1

v

1-
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The California Commission cm the Status of V:om'm han 01vo-ated s.t.ate

legislation eAtab/i!diing demousrratim projeet, to vietH.. 4

domestic violence.

The facts are that:

ApproXimateVy one-fourth of all murders in the United lit..tef. oocur

within the family. Half c4 the::o aro hu!;band-wife

In CA1)fornia wio out of throe female homieid, imc-rel

by her spouse.

Ono-fourth of all womon %hr. arc b-atfil 0-, prels.it.

AL least tes percent ra.tlef children who witno..n Oarental

eventually tecome adult batterern

Ode of evory five polico who lo,t th-lr tiV-A in ri;4 ;0

while trying to settle or put cl.y.,a a

Only two percent of th- b.f.,: up th-ir c; livin;

partners aro ov,.r pera.ocuted.

Fa:nily violence cuts acrons race, rfa!vi, and ::ocial Of
9

barkqround, It is wide,:priad and r,;.ffues ,e th-

middle clas glf; th- l,w-r.

Thone Facts dcmonntrate uu-quivoealfy ,h- d

In California, w haw rally :-toff:1,11,th- si:Iface
:11):10,60a

',for the entabl'nhmult of 4 t, 6 pifo,..n1,'It.,fis. Tfw 1:r

tundinq for the oufahli.nhm-ut et f.u.pi-1

of domr-f-:tid violene.. in parwiouut.
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Daily, the t'alifornia la%

are in stay in all-night restaurant!, ijt bl oi at home

whore they drc . expo:.inq themselves te further battering arr.1 abuse.

The very few shelters exasting in.Calitornia provide sate refuge,

but Are not able to meet the need for services.

federal legislation is now pending that addresses tho.rweds of domestic

violence victims. Companion billS S 1.728 (Anderson, D-Minnesota;

Kennedy, D-M,;ssachusetts) and HR 7927 (Boggs, D-Louiniana; Steers,

R-Marylandl provide that sixty percent of the appropriated funds be

spent for studies on the causes of domestic violence, developing and

I. A
Implementing means for prevention and treatm..,nt of domentic violence,

'developing and establip(ing training programs for prolesi,ional,

.'paraprofessional and volunteer personnel engaged in areas related

to the problems of domestic vidence, and dvmonstration projerls

relating to self-help proirams, emerqney shelter prulrams, and telephon

sysibms to provide emergency assi.itance.

directs the Secretary of the Departm-nt ot Health, Edn,iation, and

Welfare. to coOrclinate an 'effectiveness study" of State and local

lin, dealing with domIntic viulencr- and d the :;ati,,aal

of Mental Health to make recommondations to Congrosi.

Another bill, HR 8948 (MikgIski, D-Maryland) provide.. for establishment

1
.of an inter-departmYntal network of federal aq-neien to coordinate

all programs dealing with family violence, a reportin,"hy..tim to collect

data family violence, an VVJ! tLIt tot by th" n..parirent of Health,

ation 06d W"Ifare of fede.r.dprwiraria dealing with fo.,ily iolenc,

rnd stipend.. so that loeal volniit:.er. con ur:r1, in their neighboihnod.

"8
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The volunteers, trained by ACTION professionals, woutd stablish

and operate programs for battered spouses through the (MP of shelter,

hotlines, and support services.

Th^ Abused Women's Aid in CriJis has gathered data on domestic

violence derived from a Hotline intake questionnaire followed by

on-site, in-depth interviews with women calling the orgalization for

sa;sistance and information. One hundred and fifty cases were selected

at random from among one thPusand of AWAIC's case samples. The samOliPg

indicated a high incijence of alcoholisa,associated with domestic

vtoleude.

Ninety peteent of the men involved in relationships
exceeding seven years duration were reported to have
alcoholic and not other drug problems OP

About 8St of the violent husbands had either an alcoholic
and/pr other drug problems. These men werelnclined to
beat their wives at a higher frequency, either when under
the influence of drugs (including alcohol) or when sober;
and their violence was usually charactgeized by physical
assault with or without a weapon, usually leading to
sekipus i juries,. and inclueing sexual assault. '

More 811 of the !oen wno drank ocqsionally were
inclIned toTheat their wives Guly when under Inc influence
of alcohbl.

In relationships o ss han 3 1/2 years duration, a very
high percentage concurrent alcohol and hard drug usep
WWI repo d ually.leading to constant violence.

At last our socity in aware of domestic violence, an i.s.ale that'

deserves the attention of,all who are interested 4.n preserving

human dignity. Substantial, on-going funding must be ava able

to provide 41,-rgeney shelter to victims of domestic v ()limee.;

to increase our knowledgo of the caUses of violence the home,

to use our im:Iroved understanding to dev,.lop programs to ;A-event.

domestic v1olnc2.

.1$

hetty St i. h !, , Cha i



Senator CRANSTON. Is Alyce Dales herel
Ms. Dales, we appieciate vefy ipuch your presence.

STATEMENT OP ALYCE M. DALES, FORMER VICTIM OP SPOUSE

ABUSE, LAGUNA BEACH, CALIF.

MS. DALES. I am here in support of Federal legislation to make
funds available for facilities for battcred women and their children.

The lives of women who are batkred are in jeopardy became Hey
haye no whergito escape the violence in their hotnes.

This problem is one that crosses all class lines, and is not spe-
cific to any one socioeconomic group.

Even though money may not appear to be a preblem for some
women, they often have no one to turn to if their lives are in danger.
For this reason I feel it is imperative that shelters and other sup-
port services he made available.

I have been a victim of spouse abuse, and I would like to relate
to you some of my experiences and why I. feel shelters and other
support services are so desperately needed.

My former husband is a professional man who during the peried
of time to which I am referring, earned in excess of $90,000 a year.

The physical violence started approximately 2 months after the
marriage and Continued until after the divorce proceedings were
initiated.

I became pregnant soon after the marriage and at intervals
throughout the pregnancy, I was choked, beaten with his fists in the
head and face. I was also thrown across the room on many occasions.

During one particularly bad ingjdNit, I sought help from my par-
ents. They felt it was my prgblem tnsolve and none of their concern.

I have found since then, after talking with.other victims of spouse
e abuse, that this is not a rare occurrence. If one's own family is un-.

willing to accept this problem, to whom can one turn?
I was pregnant and felt that the only option I had was to return

to my husband. I came from a traditional background of anti-
divorce and antiabortion.

After my daughter Megan WILK born, the violence increased. It
ranged from pushing and shoving to being kOked.and choked. My
head was bliten on a tile floor, I was beaten abnnt the head and face
'with the telephone receiver. and I had irlargrt,00king fork held to
my throat. He told me he would me a I resisted his sexual
advances or "talked back.'

It was also during these times of terror that he would take away
my car keys and money and credit cards.

On two different occasions he attacked me while I had my child
in my arms and I droppea her. Only once did. I try to leave. After
being away for 3 days, I returned to my Mime for clothing for, my
(laughter and myself. I took what I considered precautions. I tele-
phoned the house, to make sure that he was not there and checked the
garage for his ear. No om. had answered the telephone and his car
was nowhere in sight.

When I entered my bedroom, he attacked me. I remived one of the
worse beatings I had ever received from him. It was at this time
he threatened to kill me if I left again and tried to divorce him.

1.)
-j lo - 2
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It is because of these kinds of situations that s ipport'services are
so desperately needed, to give a woman and her Viildren an oppor-
tunity to be in a safe enVironment so that she cak begin to get her
life and her thoughts in order.

Another aspect of this social issue that I feel needs to be ad-
dressed is the lack of law enawcement. There are laws on the books.
but the very system that enacted the laws. i not doing a responsible
job of enforcement.

The police tele you there is nothing they can do because it is ft
matter. Jir reality It is a criminal offense to heat one's wife.

he district attbrney does not move on. these cAses "becaluSe the
en don't fMlow thrmigh." How apt would you be to follow
gh with a'criminal vomplaint against your attacker if you had

to we with him until it went to court ?
Nen .11411 continue to abuse until law enforcement demonstrates

that they cannot do this. At this tbne the system, by not respondhig'
in accordance with the hrw. is condoning the actions of the attacker:

I was never told of my rights: I was only intimidated and
frightened.

Senator CliANsToN. Thank you vepy. very much.
I know lmw difficult it is to come and publicly give us a state-

ment. hut it is very helpful to us aml to others. and you are great
to be willing to do it.

Do you have any specific recommendat buts as to what the Federal
Government could do to be of help in this regard?

Ms. DALEs. I really don't. 1 know just the mere fact that tliere is
an interest is positive.il think it will take a lot of people putting
their heads together to conie up with the right idea.

Senator CitAssToN. A show of concern by the Federal Government
is the first offering of help. and we eon of course do more and I trust
we will find ways to do that.

'Thank you very, very much.
Are either Maxine Waters or Stevi. 1-Barra hen, yet
Ste;p. come on up.
Seir'or CRANsToN. 1 am glad yowore here. 1 want to sly to you

what. 1 mid to the other witnesses befor- you arrived, that because
of.the tight schedule and my desire to hear niany people. if p.m n
limit your opening-statement to about 5 minutes. 1 woold appreci
it.

Mr. VBARRA. That will be line, sir.
Senator Ca.xsTos. Yoor full stittement will go in the record

course.

STATEMENT OF HON. STEVE VIARRA, ASSISTANT TO. THE SECRE-
TARY, DEPARTMENT OF HEALTH AND WELFARE, STATE OF
CALIFORBIA, AqCOMPANIED BY BENTON CLAW; CHIEF, PRO-
TECTIVE SERVICES SECTION, AND JOYCE PAOMER, CHILD PRO-
TECTIVE SERVICES, DEPARTMENT OF HEALTH AND WELFARE

Mr. r13nium Naturally.
I do again want lo apologize for Iwing late. lmt du' good Lord

has decided to put in a 30-mile an hour crosswind this morning.

4
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For 0-.e record, my name is Steve I.:Aura; I d n the assistant to
the, sect etary of t he Ilea lt li and Wel fa 114 Aget
California.

.

To iny imhicliate left is 13enton (lark, the lief of protective serv-
lees section. state department of health. ) his immediate left is
noris Cole who is R social service consultant ni the protective services
sect ion. -,

47
1 am here this morning to talk on t . issue to you,.Senator, of

domestic violence. I would like to talk ust briefly, as you indicated
he full remarks. will be in the rem . about the existing problem
which 1 ath sure you have heard quit a bit of testimony on, or will
hear. 4

From a State perspective. omepetipeetive is that we me viewing a
brobleui in California tlatt sperneally relates to data that has come
0 our'attention from the State iirsembly. that in 1978 indicates that
45 percent oficot des in the Pnited States use violence against each
others and 10 peree it use extreme physical violence.

More importantly. it' is estimated that a Minimum of 10 percent .of
children who witness parental violence, use xiolence when they be-
come adults.

Wife beating is considered Izix the FBI and other law enforcement
experts to be the most under reported crime in thl. country. However,
more police calls involve family violence than any other cruninal inci-
dent. This 'api;armt contradietion is because most law enforcenwnt
agencies do not kee,p separate statisties for wife beating. The crime is
categorized under broader headings such as 'assault, barterjr, at-,

v for the State of

tempted homicide, or even murder.
The number of resources in California to serve the, victims of

domestic vioktup is totally inadequate. ni 1977 there were almut 11
.faeilities providing protective shelters. and these shelters were con-
centrated in only eight counties in the State. We rhav.e 5S counties and
therefore 50 of the 5S have Ho shelter programs.

Let me describe in some detail just what kind' of a sitelter you
might have to go to.

Existing shelters arc overcrowded 'and do not have the space to
accept all those victims of domestic viMence in need of atul requesting
shelter. It is not at ypield for two family groups unknown to each
other and consistMg of t wo mothers and 'four children to share a 20
bv 20 room. When bunk beds are mivailable. largeefamily groitps can
b'e accommodated in the SR MP amount of spare.

In tit least nine counties where volunteer groups providing crisis
line counseling haven't yet secured futuls to esturblirih a shelter tem-
porary plans haie been developed. To the extent possible. arrange-
ments are made for victims of donwst iv violenee awl their chilriven to
stay temporarily in private homes.with families who have volunteered
their services.

This seems to bc the most vommon way that volnnteers are rom-
p

baiting the problem.
We do place a high priority for protecting the citizens and believe

that victims of domestic violence are not reeeiving adequate
protect ion.

To this end. Senate bill 91 which was introduced by Senator Pres-
ley who is a former underAerifT iii Riverside Comity. I think he was
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ne of the more appropriate authors. I. 'myself. had some experience
in legal assistance for a number of years in dealing with domestic
violence and problems in the civil side, so I think it is very inipm-tant
that Senator Presley ,wrote the bill from a eriminal prospective.

Senate bill 91 was paised in,1977 and:became effective in anuary
of this year. It aNtropria'es a total pf $.250.000 for 2 years$30.000
is for professional staff in tlw State department of health, and the
other $250,000 is to miially finance the establishnwnt of four-to-six
pilot projects to Provide protMive shelter and.other support servic6:
to yictims of domrst* violerk and their children.

In part the law found that victims,of domestic violence come from
all socioeconomic classcs and ethnie groups. .t hough it is the poor
who,suffer most fiont marital vioienett, since they have no immediate
access ko private &tinseling and shelter for themselves and for their
children. --

In response to legislation, incidentally, California has received
about 2A0 reqadsts for application. It is anticipated that between 50
and 100 proposals will be received. The law provides for a minimum
of-four and ii maximum of six projectsfnay be funded.. The unmet
need is obvious:

California in other legislation enacted in 1977 included S.B. 92
which wap ekacted to require law enforcement agencies to. report'

, specified inM.mation to the California State attorney general con-
cerning the incidence or marital violence. A.B. 1019 authoriies a
court to grant a restraining order to prevent a recuryence of actmd or
threatened violene arising out of marital or other domest lc relations,
even if no proceedings are pending for divorce or dissolution of the
marriage,

This is an important stttp forward. Previously, of course, if an indi-
vidual wisherl to file. they had to go in for a temporarx restraining
order and dissolution order. request for separation won$1have to be
on file with the court. .

We find that the funding in the propdsed legislation is not suffi-
cient and I will be ri.questing Secretary Obledo to go forward to the
Governor with a plan to spend a portion of Mil. 3387 moneys spe-
cifically for the purposes of incr'earAl funding in domestic violence
areas. -

Existing bills that have been introduced in the House and the
SenateS.172g, 1I.R. 9053. 52. and 7027 are inadequate. We don't
need study money. We know what the exteni of the problem is. We
know that it is'a very. yery large problem. We need in California the
samtl -kind of things that we found' in S.B. 91. We need shelter on a
24-hour-a-dav hsis. 7 days a weel!. We need 21-hour-a-day 7-day
switchboard for caDs. We need temporary housing and food facilities.
We need psychological support and peer counseling, referrals to
existing agencies in trie community and follow up on the outcome of
the referral.

We need tlay programs and drop-in -centers. arrangements for
, school age children to vont mime their ethication during their stay at

. the center, and emergenev transportation to the shelter.
We need .assistance in arrangino for the following services for the

victims of domestic.violence: Medical eare : legal assistance: psydm-

.1
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logical support and counseling; information regarding .reeducation, -
marriage, and family eounseling; job einnseling and training pro-
grams; housing referrals; and other available social services.

We also need services to the batterer as well as to.the °battered
spouse and. their children. We believe this is extremely important. In .
many insances the families reunite. We timl that even after services
aregiven, the same incidents occur simply because the tatterer is fac-
ing the problems; the problems haven't gone awayunemployment,
psychological pressures., ,.

We also need the provisions for assistance in arriutging services to..
imprOve the will-being.of the children whe ae suffering from the

,deep and emot ional 'effects related to domestic violence.
I wish that we had a tremendous amount of time to einto the

kinds of individual problems that children face. Itavinghlopted two
children myself who have 'conic out of home s.. in which there was a
t r endous amount of domestic violence, it is a psychological effect
tha

o icidt.-
*will take years and years to go away. pow you deal with those

prlems is very, very diff .
Finally, proposed legislation has'no provision to assure protection

. to children who areinvolved and damaged by situations of domestic
violence. . 4

When Mr. Wickes talked to me, he asked m0, he saidwe want tit be
. sure that Califinnia will tell us exactly what we think we might be

able to do for us, so we, have a few thoughts.
We think the block grants to the States should I* the manner'

whereby moneys are distributed. If we are not going, to increase the
- title XX spending which is fairly obvion's the Senate and the House

are not going tor able to come to some agrepment. although Senator
Long I understand met with the Governor when he was back and
there was some discussions about possibly removing his objections to
the increase in.t he cap. If that doesn't occur. then block grants ought
to occur. .

That ought to go directly to the Governor. and a single State agen-
cy designated by the Governor should be responsible for administra-
tion of domestic violence funds.

Applications frdm loeal agencies for I lomestic violence funds should
be made to the single State agency, ,

Coordinated plans of toxiwilditures with the t itle'X X ageney should
lie required for those fuo.ds block granted to the States.

Sufficient funds to impact on the problem shouhl be made ilvailable
in those block grants. .

Federal reimluirsemelit .should lye avkilable for a wide variety of
domestic violence services. LEEA money is restrieted; title XX
money is restricted ; various and different other kinds of moffey as
they come in are categorically limited so that we cannot put the ap-
propriate need into the appropriate solution at any given point in
t ime. '

Administrat ion. we beli-ve. at the Federil level. fhould be by II_EW
as we bdieve domestic violenee is primarily a socral service program
and sbmihl be so treated. .

Strong monitorinir and evaluation emnponeni should he provided
to assure iirognuns funding are abh to justify costs and funding.

4
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. gommon reporting requirements should be provided lo a:-,sure the
ufflormity of data at the State, and-Federal level.

.0 COnsultatiOn from the single State agency about the content of re-
qiiired reports wduld enhance their usefulness.at Federal, State, and
lool levels 'and faCilitate minimum paperwork for 'all pariies
concerned.

The morass of Federal bureaucrucy is just unbelievable and vie
believe that at a minimum, absolutely at a minimum, that. IIEW
ghoul(' be required to issue the regulations no oftener than every
-quarter. +

We 'found in the exxl stanip program for instance, that USDA
sends out a tegulation ehange every day. Actually we have 372 in
that one program. This progdm should lx, required to have a specific
limitation written in thefederal law so that regUations can be issued
on in a reasonable and intelligent fashion. .

We alsd Irlieve in a strong,advisory board component at:the State
'level. It should be nequired for and provide that consumer services
be at least 50 percent of that membership.

Identification and coordination of all resources for domestic vio-
lence should be done at the Federal as well as. the State level.

Comm ii ity-based agerneies with st rong voluntoer comp;menis should
be given priority for funds.'

Matchi g.contributions. in kind or in cash, shouhl be provided for
lzy the State and/or local agency at a 25-75 basis.

I think this is basically the kind of program we would like to see.
We think 'that it wouki he an appropriate program here in Cali-
fornia and in the United States as well. .

If there are any questions T will be happy to answer them, or
members of my staff.%

Senator CRANSTON. Thank you very much for a very thorough
statement of the problem, and for giving us some insight into what
you are doing or attempting to do in the State.
.Yliiisaid, at the outset of your testimony, that 10 percent of chit;

drea who erow up in families where tliey experience or* witness
family violence then engage in its themselves.' Do you haVe anv
comparable figures on those who do not grow iii-i in such families..?

Mr. YTARRA. No. I don't think there has really been anyagain,
you know, it is a. matter of identification of the problem. There has
been some recent studies that. have come out in the last few years
that indicate at in homes where you have violence, it does pass
through and t just seems to be the most cnrrent reported statistic.

Senator CRA SION. You note that "Most law enforcement agen-
cies don't keep separate statistics for wife beating."

Do you think that such domestic "violence data should be. col-
keted I .

Mr. Y'llamtA. Well, in S.B. 92 in California We are actually requir-
ing that the State keep that kind of statistic.

. Senator CRANSTON. You think ilia might to be done in every
States . ...,

Mr. Y'13AA. I think it ought to,be done. Yes. sir. .

Senator ORANSTON. Are there uniform reporting requirements in
the State?

Mr. rBARRA. Under SR 92 there will be.
'1.

43.
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.'enator CkANsmN. lii addition to rograms developed as a re-
st of the Presley bill. does tin' State Illave any other programs that
i

affect or deal with domestic violence?
Mr. Y*BAlutA. We have presently mimic, programs that are running

in conjunction with the Office a Criminal Justice planning domestic
violence. and we will Is, writ Mg various additions to that as more
funds.become availabh,.

Senator CRANSTON. I want to ask you one question 'I asked Betty
stePhens regarding the fact that the Federal Government grant
processes obviously are- rather expensive in that bureaucraiie needs
have to be met. There are many egininunity-based programs that
wouldn't be able to afford or even to apply for that assistance. If
grants were anade.available through the States, it is likely that the
application-and approval cost. could .be reduced. . .

Do you think that is an appropriate way to proceed,to have the
application process n n through the State? . - -

Mr. Y'llAin:A. Absolutely, :;?)eliator. In fact that's what we will
recommend, that block grailts be given to the Statas.

Also 1 don't agree with the base premise that cornmunity-based
organizations don't have _sufficient funds to apply. What we have
found in our funding llocesses in this administration is that whien .
you utilize the office KT econoniie opportunity of the loeal State
ageOies that deal with p;ior peoph. through thek.CSA grantees, that
you can provide sufficient technical assistance as Tong as you have

. an open muut about accepting applications that aren't alwaya done
properly. ,

Senator CRANSTON. Thank you very much. You have lieen most
helpful. We look forward to working with you.

[The prepared statement of Mr. Y'Barra follows :[
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ATOR CRANSTON', MEMBERS OF iHt LomMITTEE.. I 4m STEvE'Y'EARRA,

ASSISTANT TC7MARIC Obi*, SECRETARY OF rHE HEALTH AND WELFARE AGENCY

OF THE STAticr CALIFORNIA, ATTENDIV,THE HEARIN(' WITH ME TOIDAY IS

bENT501fR. C!_ARK, CHIEt OF THE'TROTECtIvE SERvICES0ACTION, WHICH IS

'RESPONSSia FOR SERVICES.% VICT:mS OF DOMESTIC VIOLENCE. WE

APPRECIATEiTHE OFPAIUNITY TO MEET WIYW THE ComMITTEE ON THE SUBJECT

OF DOMtSTIC vIOLENCE. I wILL SPEAK TO THE ISS OF:

N

I. THE EXISTC, IPOBLEM.
2. ACTION TAKEN BY CALIFORNIA TO COPE WITH THE PROBLEM

' 3. THE NEED FOR IMMEDIATE AtTION BY THE FEDERAL 6OVERNMENT TO HELP

STATES DEVELOP FROGRAMS'TO DEAL wIT!I THIS MOBLEM.

PWILL ALSO DISCUSS SPECIAL PRovISIONt, Wt1ICH LALIFORNIA BELIEVES MuST

bE INCLUDED IN FEDERAL LEGISLATION.

lb

IHL_EXIIIIN628k81.0

ALTHOUGH THE TOA1 CONTENT or THE PROBLEM 15 NOT KNOwN,'THE SKETCHY

±AiA NOw /0, _AB

)E

PiRESENTS A FRIGHTENING POURE,
C

. 1 I

c
.:.. ,.,

. PETWEEN 1.8 AND 3.3 MILLION homEN ARE BEATEN E:rv THEIR HUSiANDS EACH

EAR IN THE UNITED STATES AND ABOuT 280,014 MEN ARE BEATEN Br THEIR
. .

WIVES ANUALLY.1/

e-
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A 1973, FBI REPORT iNDIOATES HOMICIDES WITHIN THf FAMILY ACCOUNTS

FOR 1/4 OF ALL MURDERS. OVER 1/2 OF THESE INVOLVED ONE SPOUSE

.KILLING.THE OTHER.if

(FBI REPORTS SHOW THAT IN SPOUSE MURDUS 521 ARE COMMITTED BY

THE HUSBANDS AND'48Z BY THE WIFE.)"

-IN CALIFORNIA IN 1971 OVER 1/3 OF ALL FEMALE HOMICIDE VICTIMS

WERE MURIARL9 EY THEIR HUSBANDS.4/

ACCORDING TO THE BUREAU, OF CRIMINAL STATISTICS OF THE CALIFORNIA

STAYE,DEPARTMENT OF JUSTICE, IN 56 COUNTIES DURING 1973.THERE

WERE 1,043. ELONY ARRESTS FOR WIFE OR CHILD BEAiINGS, OF THESE

ARRESTS THER ERE 349 comuloNs.51

DATA SECURED BY THE CALIFORNIA STATE ASSEMBLi IN 1978 INDICATES

25% OF COUPLES IN THE UNI.TED STATES USE VIOLENCE AGAINST EACH

OTHER. AND 10Z USE EXTREME PHYSICAL ABUSE.

iT IS ESTI, 'TED THAT A MINIMUM OF 10% OF CHILDREN WHO WITNESS

PARENTAL VIOLENCE ysE VIOLENCE WOO THEY BECOME ADULTS.

WIFE BEATING IS CONSIDERED BY THL FBI AND UTHEk LAW ENFORCEMENT

EXPERTS TO BE THE 'MOST UNDLR REPORTED CRIME IN THE COUNTRY, HOWEVER,

MORE POLICE CALLS INV.OLVE FAMILY VIOLENCE THAN %NY OTHER CRIMINAL

INCIDENT, THIS APPARENT CONTRADICTION IS BECAUSE MOST LAW ENFORCE-

MENT AGENCIES DO NOT KEEP SEPARATE STATISTICS FOk WIFE BEATING
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THE CRIME IS CATEGORIZED UNDER BROADER HEADINGS SUCH AS: ASSAULT,

BATTERY, ATTEMPTED HOMICIDE,,OR EVEN MURDER,

THE NUMBER OF RESOURCES IN CALIFORNIA TO SERVE VICTIMS OF DOMESTIC

VIOLENCE IS TOTALLY INADEQUATE, IN 1977 THERk,WERE ABOUT I4

FACILITIES PROVIDING PROTECTIVE SM....TER AND THESE SHELTERS WERE

CONCENTRATED IN ONLY 6 COUNTIEf. IN THE STATE, 50 OF CALIFORNIA'S

56 COUNTIES HAVE NO SHELTER PROGRAM, AND MANY OF THESE ARE

CALIFORNIA'S MOST URBAN AREAS,

DESCRIPTION OF SHELTER

EXISTING SHELTERS ARE OVERCROWDED AND DO NOT HAVE THE SPACE TO ACCEPT

ALL THOSE VICTIMS OF DOMESTIC VIOLENCE IN NEED OF AND REQUESTING

SHELTER. IT IS NOT ATYPICAL FOR FAMILY OROUPS UNKNOWN TO EACH OTHER

AND CONSISTING OF TWO MOTHERS AND FOUR CHILDREN TO SHARE A 20 x 20

ROOM, WHEN BUNK BEDS ARE AVAILABLE LARGER FAMILY GROUPS CAN BE

ACCOMMODATED IN THE SAME AMOUNT OF SPACE.

IN AT LEAST NINE COUNTIES WM VOLUNTEER GROUPS PROVIDING CRISIS LINE

COUNSELING HAVEN'T YET SECCRED FUNDS TO ESTABLISH A SHELfER TEMPORARY

PLANS HAVE BEEN DEVELOPED, TO THE EXTENT POSSIBLE APRANGEMENTS ARE

MADE FOR VICTIMS OF DOMESTIC vlocENCE AND THEIR CHILDREN TO STAY

TEMPORARILY IN PRIVATE HOMES WITH FAMILIES WHO HAVE VOLUNTEERED THEIR

SERVICES.
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CALIHRNIA'iLfaih_ILLWILP1_18L_PROLLLM

LALIFORNIA PLACES HIGH PRIORITY LN PROTECTINC,ITS CITIZENS AND

BELIEVES THAT VICTIMS OF DOMESTIC VIOLENCE ARE NOT RECEIVING ADE-

QUATE PROTECTION. TOwARD THIS END SENATE bILL 91 WAS PASSED IN 1977

AND BECAME EFFECTIVE IN JANUARY 1978, IT APPRURIATES A TOTAL OF

1280,000 FOR TWO YEARS. 00,000 IS FoR PROFESSIONAL S'A.t.f IN THE

STATE DEPARTMENT .OF HEALTH AND THE OTHER $250,000 IS TO PARTIALLY

FINANCE THE ESTABLISHMENT OF 4 TO 6 FILOT PROJECTS TO PROVIDE FROTECTIVE

SHELTER AND OTHER SuPPORT SERVICES TO VICTIMS OF DOMESTIC VIOLENCE AND

THEIR CHILDREN. IN PART, THIU LAW STATES:

"VICTIMS OF DOMESTIC VIOLENCE COME FROM ALL SOCIOECONOMIC

CLASSES ANL ETHNIC GROUPS, THOUGH IT IS THE POOR..WHO SUFFER

MOST FROM MOITAL VIOLENCE, SINCE THEY HAVE NO IMMEDIATE ACCESS

TO PRIVATE COU,.:-.ELING AND SHELTER FuR THEMSELVEi AND THEIR

CHILDREN, CHILDREN EVEN WHEN THEY ARE NOT PHYSICALLY ASSAULTED,

VERY OFTEN SUFFER DEEP AND LASTINT EMOTIONAL EFFECTS, AND IT IS

MOST OFTEN THE CHILDREN OF THOSE PANENTS WHO COMMIT DOMESTIC

VIOLENCE THAT CONTINUE THE CYCLE ANU ABUSE THEIR 'SPOUSES.

"IT IS THE INTENTION OF THE LEGIDLATuPE Tc BEGIN To ExTLORL

AND LETERMINE 'RAYS oF ACHIEVING kEDUCTIL,NS IN SEPIOUS AMJ

FKPAL INJURIES To THE VICTIMS DurE5rIc VIULENCE AND ELGIN

TC. CLARIFY THE FkuBLEM:), CAnr, iNi LEP4r3 oF DomESTIc VIOLENCE,

IN ORDER TO .A-.,HIE\iE THEBE KESuLT,, ir I, '1HE INTENTION OF THE
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LEGISLATURE THAT THE STATE SHALL INITIATE DEMONSTRATION PROJECTS

IN SEVERAL AREAS THROUGHOUT THE STATE FOR T4 PURPOSE OF AIDING

VICTIMS OF DOMESTIC VIOLENCE BY PROVIDING THEM A PLACE TO ESCAPE

THE DESTRUCTIVE ENVIRONMENT, IT IS FURTHER THE INTENT OF THE

LEGISLATURE T'HAT THE PROJECTS RECEIVE SUFFICIENT STATE FUNDS TO

SERVE AS SEED MPNEY OR MATCHING MONEY TO ASSIST tHE CENTERS IN

OBTAINING FURTHER SUPPORT FROM OTHER PUBLIC OR PRIVATE SOURCES."

IN RESPCNSE TO THIS LE SLATION, CALIFORNIA HAS RECEIVED APPROXIMATELY /

200 REQUESTS FOR APPE10 IONS FROM ORCANIZATIONS SEEKING FUNDING IN

36 OF THE 58 CWINTIES. OF THIS TOTAL 11 IS ANTICIPATED THAT AT LEAST

50 TO 100 PROPOSALS WILL BE RECEIVED. . THE LAW PROVIDES A MINIMUM OF
'1r

FOUR OR A MAXIMUM OF SIXIPROACTS MAY BE FUNDED, THE UNMET NEED 1S

OBVIOUS,

IN ADDITION TO SB 91, CALIFORNIA LNACTEC OTHER LAWS IN 1977 TO COMBAT

DOMESTIC VIOLENCE, SB 92 WAS ENACTED WHICH REQUIRES LAW ENFORCEMENT

AGENCIES TO REPORT SPECIFIED INFORMATION TO THE ATTORNEY GENERAL

CONCEANING THE INCIDENCE OF MARITAL VIOLENCE, ASSEMBLY BILL 1019

AUTHORIZES A COURT TO GRANT A RESTRAINING ORDER JO PREVENT A RECURRENCE

OF ACTUAL OR THREATENED VIOLENCE ARISING OUT OF MARITAL OR OTHER DOMESTIC

RELATIONS, EVEN IF NO PROCEEDINGS ARE PENDINC. FOR DIVORCE OR DISSOLUTION

OF THE MARRIAGE,

EFFORTS TO REUUCE THE INCIDENCE Of UR 1RMJMA FROM DOMESTIu VIGLENCE

REQUIRES A COORDINATED APPROACH. IIORE THAN UNE SYSTEM IS INVOLVED

IN THE DELIVERY OF THE NEEDED SERVICES. SOCIAL SERVICES, MEDICAL CARL,

9
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MENTAL HEALTH, CRIMINAL JUSTICE, EDUCATION, AND FINANCIAL ASSISTANCE

ARE.ALL A PART OF THE OVERALL SEKvICES DELIVERY SYSTEm.

WHILE THERE ARE SOmE SmALLTOCKEL, OF MONEY AVAILABLE THROUGH SUCH

SOURCES AS L.E.A,A., REVENUE SHARIND, TITLE XX AND HUD, EACH OF THESE

SOURCES HAS DEFINITE LIMITATIONS IN'AMOUNT AND THE ITEMS FOR WHillk

FUNDS MAY BE EXPENDED, FOR EXAILJLE, TITLE XX IS VERY LIMITED BOTH IN

TERMS OF THE ACTUAL DOLLARS AVAILABLE AND THE PURPOSES FOR wHICH.THESE

FUNDS MAY BE SPENT. CALIFORNIA HAS NOT RECEIVED A SIGNIFICANT INCREASE

IN ITS FEDERAL TITLE XX ALLOCATION FOR MANY YEARS AND CURRENT FEDERAL

LAW PROHIBITS STATES FROM USINu THESE MONIES FOR EMERGENCf HOUSING OR

SHELTER COSTS. EMERCENCY PROTECTIVE SHELTER IS A NAJOR COMPONENT CF AN

EFFECTIvE DOMESTIC VIOLENCE PROGRAM,

THE STATE OF CALII-oRNIA FIRMLY LELIEVIS IN AND STRONGLY URGES THAT

FEDERAL LEGISLATION BE ENACTED THIS FISCAL YEAk.

4

WE ARE VERY ENCOURACED BY THE,ECENT INTkODUCTION OF FEDERAL LEGIS-

LATION TO DEAlr WITH THIS CRITICAL PROBLEM. ,HOWEVER, OUR REVIEW OF

THE PENDING LEGISLATION POINTS OUT THAT IT IS INADEQUATE IN SEvERAL

AREAS. SOME OF THESE ARE:

1, FUNDING IN PROPOSED LEGISLAJION IS NOT SUFFICIENT.'"

2. -CALIFORNIA ALONE WOULD NEED MUT MILLION DOLLARS ANNUALLY

TO FUN. a NEw CENTERS.

V Ft 7vd, I,i i02, HP Ol6j, I. i5946, ANL 17.26
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3. TOO LARGE A PORTION OF THE LIMITED FUNDS Is DIVERTED FOR STUDY

PuRPOSES RATHER THAN FOR ACTION TO DELIVER SERVICES,

' 1977 HEARIWS IN CALINRNIA lEnISLATuRF ON SR 91 CLEARLY RilnuGHt

flwr kTION. NnT STJnY, MnNFY Is NFEnFD FOR A VARIETY nF SERVICES

INCODINA;

A. 'SHELTER ON k 24 HOUR-A-DAY, SEVEN DAYS A WEEK BASIS;

B. 24 HOURS-A-DAY, SEVEN DAYS A WEEK SWITCHBOARD FOR CRISIS

CALLS;

C. TEMFORARY HOUSING AND FOOD FACILITIES; s.

D. PSYCHOLO6ICAL SUPPORT AND PEER COUNSELING;

E. REFERRALS TO EXISTING SERVICtS IN THE COMMUNITY AND FOLLOWUP

ON THE OUTCOME OF THE REFERRALS;

F. A DAY PROGRAM OR DROP-IN CENTER TO ASSIST VICTIMS OF DOMESTIC

VIOLENCE WHO HAVE NOT YET MADE THE DECISION TO LEAVE THEIR ,

HOMES, OR WHO HAVE FOUND OTHER SHELTER BUT WHO HAVE A NEED FOR

SUPPORT SERVICES;

G. ARRANGEMENTS FOR SCHO L E CHILDREN TO CONTINUE THEIR

EDUCATION DURING THEIR S AY AT THE CENTER; AND

H. EMERGENCY TRANSPORTATION TO THE SHELTER; ;

0*
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I. ASSISTANCE IN ARRANEI*.FnR THE cOLLM SMICES rcn THE

VICTIMS OF DOMESTIC VIOLENCE:

(I) MEDICAL CARE;

(2) LEGAL ASSISTANCE;

t(5) PSYCHOLOGiCAL SUPPORT AND PUNSELING; AND

(4) INFORMATION REGARDING REEDUCATION, MARRIAGE AND FAMILY

COUNSELING, JOB COUNSELING AND TRAINING PROGRAMS, HOUSING

REFERRALS AND OTHER AVAILABLE SOC1L SERVICES.

J. SERVICES TO THE BATTERER AS WELL AS TO THE BATTERED SPON;

AND THEIR CHILDRENi

K. PROVISION FOR OR ASSISTANCE IN ARRANGING FOR SERVICES.TO

IMPROVE THE WELL BEING OF CHILDREN WHO ARE SUFFERING FROM DEEP

AND.EMOTIONAL EFFECTS RELATED TO DOMESTIC VIOLENCE.

4. PROPOSED LEGISLATION HAS NO PROVISIONS FOR REVIEW OF LOCAL

APPLICATIONS AT A STATE LEVEL PRIOR TO TEDERAL APPROVAL;

5.. AND, FINALLY, PRoPOSED LEGISLATION HAS NO emislow TO ASSURE

PROTECTION TO CHILDREN WHO ARE INVOLVED AND DAMAGaD BY SITUATIONS

OF DOMESTIC VIOLENCE.

°°"

if
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THE HEALTH AND WELFARE AGENCY OF THE STATE OF CALIFORNIA WOULD SuPPORT

AND URGES THE ENACTMENT'OF FEDERAL LEGISLATION WHICH INCLUDES THE

FOLLOWING COMPNENTS:

I. BLOCK GRANTS TO SUMS SHOULD BE THE MANNER WHEREBY MONIES AIMED

AT DOMESTIC VIOLENCE ARE DISTRIBUTED BY THE FEDERAL GOVERNMENT,

2. SINGLE SJATE AGENCY DESIGNATED.BY THE GOVERNOR IS RESPONSIBLE

FOR ADMINISTRATION OF DOMESTIC VIOLENCE FUNDS,

3. APPLICATIONS FROM LOCAL AbENCIES FOR DOMESTIC VIOLENCE FUNDS

SHOULD BE MADE TO SINCLNISTATE AGENCY,

4, COOKINEED PLAN OF EVENDIIDRES WITH TITLE XX AGENCY1HOULD BE

REQUIRED FOR THOSE FUNDS BLOCK GRANTED TO STATES.

\,

5, SUFFICIENT FUNDS TO IMPACT OPPROBLE8 SHOULD BE MADE AVAILABLE IN

BLOCK GRANTS.

6. FEDERAL REIMBURSEMENT SHOULD BE AVAILABLE FOR A WIDE VARIETY OF

DOMESTIC VIOLENCE SERVICES,

7,. ADMINISTRATION AT FLDF.RAL LEVEL SHOULD BE RY HEW AS WE BELIEVE

DOMESTIC VIOLENCE IS A SOCIALiERVICE PROGRAM AND SHOULD BE SO TREATED.

8. STRONG MONITORING AND EVALUATION COMPONENT SHOULD BE PROVIDEDTO

ASSuRE PROGRAMS FUNDED ARE ABLE TO JUSTIFY COSTS AND FUNDING.
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;OMMON_REPORTIMILWIELLUTI SHOULD BL PROVIDED FOk TO ASSURE

NIFORMITY OF DATA AT THE STATE ANC FEARAL LEVEL.

10. CONSULTAT10110 SINGLE STATE &LW IVIA0 CONTENT OFJEWRED

IP

RENEE wO'LD 7NHANCE THEIR USEFULNESS AT FEDERAL, STATE, AND LOCAL

LEVELS A N FACILITATE MINIMUM PAPERWORK FOR ALL PARTIES CONCERNED.

II. ADVISORY ILARDAL5TATC.LEVLL SHOULD BE REQUIRED AND PROVIDE FOR

CONSUMERS OF SERVICES TO COMPRISE 50% OF MEMBERSHIP.

12. IDENDERADOR ANDAOORDINAT1011_0F ALIALSOURCESJON DOMESTIC

VIOLENCE SHOULD BE DONE,AT A FEDERAL AS wELL AS A STATE LEVEL.

13. araillUaLLAS/MILIEM_YOLURILER COMPIONENI SHOULD

GIVEN PRIORITY FOR FUNDS.

MAIG4ING_CONIR1EIEN_IN_LASBAR_111 Klith SHOULD BE PROVIDED BY STATE

AND/Ok LSAL AGENCY ON 25-75 BASIS.

SHOULD NOT BE ISSUED OFTENER THAN QUAlstiALY.

THIS GIV RIEF OVERVIEW OF IOME OF THE KEY COMPO ENTS.TNAT COULD

BE ADDRESSED IN FEDERAL LEGISLATION. WE,WILL BE .HAPY TO WORK WITH

YOU TO MORE FULLY DEVELOP PROPOSED LEGISLATION.

4
AGAIN, ISMANK THE COMMITTEE FOR THE OPPORTUNITY OF SP KING wITH

YOUTODAY. I WILL BE GVD TO ANSWER ANY QUESTIONS JR ilD FORWARD ANY

ADDITIONA4_04TIEN MATERIAL THAT WILL bE USEFUL TO YOU IN EXAMINING

THIS CRITICAL ISSUE.

lp.23N 0 7 3
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Senator CRANwrON. I understand Maxine Waters is now present.

8TATEYENT OP HON. MAXINE WATERS. ASSENSLYWONAN,
CALIFORNIA STATE LEGISLATURE

Ms. WATEfts. A spokesperson for the women's resources and 're-
search center. At the University of California at Davis, estimates
that at some point in ler lifetime, one in every two California women
will be 'seriously battered by her father, boyfriend, husband, or
teenage son.

That one in every .two statistics, tran. ates into 'more .than 5 mil-
lion women, a whopping special interest group.

Richard C. Levy, co-author of "Wifeeating, the Silent Crisis,"
concurs with the center's estimate. His own study indicates that
one-half of all married women in America suffer physical abuse at
the hands of their hdsbands, ranging from an occasional slap to
regular beatings.

Other researchers have published widely virying figures. Some
say.only one-fourtji or one-tenth of all married'women may be vic-
tims of domestic violence.

Even the conservative figures hint at a widespread, And until
very recently, little known horror story.

If only 0 percent are victims of violence, that's nearly 3 million
people in California alone. If the figures are only 10 percent, we
are talking about nearly.) million.potential victims. California's total
female population appi aximately 11 million.

Because most law enforcement agencies do not 'keep spycific sta-
tistics on domestieViolence, mid many women still hesitate to report
violent husbands, we can only guess at how prevelatit the problem is.

The State legislature discovered this lack of up to date infortna-
tion when it attem*ted to deal with the problem of domestic. vio-
lence last year. AOhcies from the State attorney general's office 'to
local police departments. provided little aid in discovering the exact
extent of the probiem since they tend to lump statistics for battered
women under n. general heailing of domestic disturbance calls.

The Federal Government could provide an invaluable service by
directing its data collection agencies to separate episodes of wife
beating f'rom other general information categories.

For general background on domestic violence, I would hke tO refer
tp a recent issues 'booklet that was put together by the majority
4jonsultatits office for the Californi., State Assembly.
'Although the subject has recently attracted the attention of the

media, violence against women is not a new problem. Women have
been the object' of physical abuse throuphout written history, but

..only in the past few years have discussions about violence against
women taken place in State and Federal hearing rooms.

-Representative Barbara Mikulski, Democrat from Maryland,
author of Federal legislation on spouse beating, says women ere
raised to be subservient to men and in some cases believe they de-
serve to.be beaten.
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And a woman's conunission in one Eastern State recently turned::
down our proposal to aid battered women Blaming their prtdica,
ment on the rise of feminism. Thae women libbers, they said. irri-
tate the hell out of their husbands one Commissioner wai quoted as
saying. Groups like women against violence against women, believe
the media emetimes encourage the current state of affairs.

The organization protested the use of pictures depiAing hatterect
women on. record .albuni covers produced by some rock groups. ;

Richard C. Levy, who coauthored "Wifi. Beating the Si le
Crisis," describes a marriage. Jicense as a hunting license. He e.
mates that at least one-half of all married wonwn in America su er
physical abuse at the ,hands of their husbands ranging fronts an
occasional slap to regular beatings.

Other...researchers placed the number closer to 25 percent. Because
of women's reluctance to report violent husbands, the exact extent. of
the problem is unknown.

Homicides within families accounted for one-fourth of all mur-
ders in 1973. FBI statistics indicate that one-third of the females
mnidered in 1972 were victims of their husbands;

Recent research demonstrates that violence spawns violOnce. With
children who Witness violence between their paren:s, generally are
more likely to physically abuse their own spouses. Domestic violence
slices through social economic and racial lines. Ministers are num-
bered among the Nation's spouse beaters as are respectable busi-
nessmen and doctors.

Centers to provide shelter and assistance to victims of domestic
violence, have spraig up around thc country, and at least five are
now operatitig in California.

Many people staffing the centers view them as bandaids, not the
solution .to the .problem. They we a need to change attitudes espe-.
cial1 among enforcement and prOsecution agencies.

Author Levy reports that sonic police departments follow an un-
written stitch rule, refusing to arrest violent husbands unless a
battered woman requires a certain number of stitches.

The, Federal law enforcement assistance administration is spon-
soring workshops in police stations around. the country in an effort
to train officers to respnnd better to family violence cause.

California legislation. I think it has been mentioned. A.B. 1019
by Fasio, authorizes the courts to grant temporary restraining or-
ders to prevent recurrence of violence arising out of marital or other
domestic relationships. And S.B. 91 by Presley you have. heard.

Among services to be nffere.d by title centers are shelters on a 24
hours basis, psychological suppori afid'peer counseling, referral to
community social services, and to every possi extent, medical
care and legal assistance. And of coutse you have 1 ard of SB. 92
which requires the attorney general's office to with( enough infor-
mation regarding the incident of marital violence f m law enforce-
ment agencies, to develop a representative sample for the purpose
of analysis.

Aml S.B. 1242 which I ii4rstand is in the Senate Committee on
Judiciarv, woutd revise current law making it a felony for a hus-
band to beat his wife. If the bill passes. both men and women couM
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receive felony convictions for willfully inflicting injury on their..
spouses. ea

A number of conferences have been held throughout the State,
?and here in southern California around the whole question of do-
\ mestic violence.

I would just like to cite to you some statistics from around the
country about the incidence of battered wives.

A Cleveland study fourfd that 6,500 couples applying for divorce,
37 'percent of the women listed physical abuse as one of their com-

. plaints. -

In Lincoln, Nebr., the: police handled 2,000 cases of wife abuse in
1973 alonean average of more than five a day.

,) In San Francisco, the police reported that 50 percrt of the calls
.they received were family violonce=were family disturbances.

In Dadb County, Fla., 457 persons were homicide victims as a
result of family distprbances in the 5-vear period ending 1974.

In Atlanta, domestic disputes are tlie most troublesome area for
police on the night shift, accounting for 60 percent of all calls.

At Boston City Hospital, approximately 70 percent .of the assault
victims received in the .emergencv rootn, are women who have been
attacked in their homes.Where. ihe assailant is specified, it is usu-
ally a husband nr a boyfriend. ,

In San 'Francisco, a quarter of all murders in 1974 involved cou-
'ples. In Kansas City, 14 , a third of ail homicides are domestic
cises; In 'Thtroit and N York City, as many people have ben
killed each year for the past 3 years, by family members as havp
been kilkd in Northern Ireland.

To wrap this up,- since I only have a minute here, to indicate that
djie to lack of funds, many centers cannot adequately pay their
taft's, usually composed of women. Volunteers provide many essen-

tial'.services, but 'don't always have adequate training.
Educated women, experienced ip the area of family violence, can

find high paying jobs elsewlwre.
When we get into the id-ea or area of domestic violence, we are

;talking abouLan unusual set of circumstances wIlich render most of
our legal penalties and remedies useless, and some State and Fed-
eral funded programs. meaningless. ,.

We are talking about violence within the privacy of the family.
We are not talking about strangers. and in the ease of a husLand
beating his wife, a woman's main source. of financial and emotional
suppiirt, often children are present. Perhaps a national hot line for
violent men, or for their victims, ought to be established. Crisis
lines altrady are available to abusive parents.

Thank you very nnich. Senator.
, Senator CRANsTox.. Thank you very, very much. Maxine, for very

helpful testimony.
I do have a couple of questions
What about financing or funding of S.B. 92? What is the situa-

tion in regard to that ? .

Ms. WATERS. You mean S.B. 91, tlw Presley bill that establishes
the centers?

Senator CRANSTox. I am referring to S.B. 92.
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Ms. WAMS. As far as S.A. '92, I lielieve we have a very limited
amount of money $200,000 for some five or six centers throughout
the State. But it is only i4eed money. And it is not, enough money to
actually establish centers as' I trke it ; only those centers that (hive
already- been established and are doing things, can use this money
to assist a little bit.

Senator CRANSTON. S.B. 92 is the one on data collection.
Ms. WATERS. I see. I airi not familiar with how much money has

been allocated for thet..I am sorry. I was.talking about S.B. 91.
Senator CRANSTON. In the written testimony submitted to us by

Haven House, it it, sfated that.there is only one shelter that we know

of that is funded by a private foundation.
What do you think can be done to encourage more p rivate founda-

tions and private support of shelters?'
Ms. WaTnes. Well, I think continually publiciiing the piobletii,

and getting grants persons, dealing directly with possible private
funding sources, might help.

I thinklipost of the fuliding soucces are establishment type founda;
tions which do not recognize this as a serial's problem yet, and mady

of the funding sources are established for specific reasons Which

would 'perhaps cut out a lot of tieople.
So I think just contact and lobbying and encouraging some of the

poesible private sources to come up with money might help:
Senator CurisTort. Thank you very much, Maxine. Very good to

see you. I appreciate your help.
We now come to our first panel consisting of JoAnn LeFi4 execu-

tive director of the "emergency shelter program of HaywardI
don't knovilf everyone is present on this list-:-Kerry Lobel, Ocean
Park Community Center Santa Monica ; Beverly Monasmith, direc-

tor, Rosasharon North Hollywood; Susan Naples, Women's Tilinsi-
tional Living Center, Orange, Calif.; Annette Palmore, IA Casa de

las Madres, San Francisco, and Ruth Slaughter, director, Haven
House, Pasadena.

Would those who are present iroin that panel plmise come for-
t ward!

Please identify yourselves from left to right for the .recordb. and

then proceed in whatever order you see fit. Holding your Opening'

statements, please, to 5 minutes.

STATEMENTS 01 ZoANN LeFILS, RXECIITIVE DIRECTOR, RHEU-

MY SHELTER PROGRAM, INC., .HAYWARD, CALIF., BEVERLY

monmen, =num, ROSASHARON, NORTH HOLLYWOOD,

CALM.; AND r.ALI NAPL1S, WOKEN'S 'TRANSITIONAL LIVING

MITER, ORAIOR, CALI!.

Ms. NAPLES. I am Susan Naples; I am the executive director of
the Women's Transitional Living Centel..

Ms. Lefts. JoAnn LeFills, Ifayward, Calif.
Ms. Mosaszirni. Beverly Monasmith, Rosasharon.
Senator CRANSTON. Thank you very much.
Who is going to go first !
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MS. MONA/MITI!. I would like to say that Ms. Slaughter couldn't
be here because there wits flooding up in her area; she couldn't
make it.

Senator CRANSTON. Thank you. Who is going first ?
MS. MONASHITII. I can.
A lot of my submitted written testimony has been covered previ-

ousl, so what Bwould like tq go to is the problem we find with law
enforcement. When a woman is being beaten, she can try to-call the
police, but when the police do. respond and I want to emphasize
when they respond, many times they look at their rdles as mediators
and peacekeepers.

So they go into the house and separate the.euuple, have the man
walk around the block and leave. This sets up a situation a ap-
proval for that kind of behavior in front of the children and the
wife, and reinforces the belief that this is acceptable in our society.

Many policepeople are killed answering d6mestic violence 'calls
1, and leads us.to the belief that a lot of intensive training is needed
Mbetween law enforcement and social service agencies. I would'like t6

see that instituted very soon.
Detrbit police commander James Bannon told his department in

1975, that the real reason that police avoid dealing with domestic
violence is because ,they don't know how to cope with it.

Since that time I haven't seen a lot of action on the part of law
errforcement to change that.

The lack of community response to battering is 'very troublesome.
Domestic violence is a problem that requires a good deal of time,
energy, knowledge, and money. Social services ara overworked and
understaffed already. The legal system's ignorance and apathy
borders on criminal as far as I am concerned.

Fortunately, in Lys Angeles, the city and district attorneys are
beginning to sensitize their staff to deal more effectively with these
problems and to help women to prosecute.

We need,programs that are sensitive to the bilingual and multi-
...cultural nerds of minority and ethnic women.

We need Federal legislation to protect the rights of battered -wo-
men as well as it protects other rights.

Hospitals and doctors who see battered women for treatment do
not spend time to find' out what caused the injuries. They are there
to treatlitie trauma and not the cause. No attempt is made to keep
specific statistics either by the hospitals or law enforcement. This ir
really needed. I would like to see Federal legislation requiring tht
keeping of these battering statistics separately from other assaults.

Many women will turn to their churches for counseling and help
and are told to return to their home, that it is their responsibility
to ser that their husband doesn't bPat them any more, and they
should stay and hold the family together.

Pschologists and psychiatrists too often place the responsibility
for the violent situation on the woman. AP, of this adds up to the
.battered woman feeling i,olated. frightened, helpless and worthless.

I think in order to acal effectively with domestic vioience it is
absolutely necessary that we all recog-nize that it is the major social
problem that it is. By making domestic,violence a priority, the Fed-

_
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of California we have no requirement t keep statistics on battered
women....i, Senator CitAxwm.. I thdught we were told otherwise by an earlier
Wit ne:-s, by Mr. l' Barra.

MS. REMVOLD. He did say that it was covered, but in actuality I
am glad you brought it, up, because in fact it. has been deleted some-
how under the process. .

Ms. MorrAsman. RightThere was no money to put the program
in service.

Another issue is aid to victims of violent crimes.
We understand in meeting with the district attorney or the at-

torney general's representative, that battered women may not qual i fy
for this aidbecause the perpetrato:. of the crime is a family
member. Even if she should qualify for this aid, it would take up to
a year to receive it. It is not very realistic to deal with battered
women under those circumstances.

Low-income housing, second stage housing when they leave the
shelter, we need help from VUD. It is Very difficult for a woman
with children in any metropMitan area to find housing of any kind,
but especially in a crisis situation where she needs t' ., housing, im-
mediately, it is almost impossible. So we have women ready to, leave
the shelters *that can't leave because there is no housing for them
to go to.

I could go on and on, but I will quit and let you ask me some
questions.

Senator CRANSTON. Thank you very much.
I will get to the questions after each of you has testified.
Ms. LEFILs. Good morning, Senator, my name is JoAnn LeFils. I

am .the director of the emergency shelter program in Hayward,
Calif. It is one of the 30-32 shelters across the land that you have
been hearing about this morning.

I am here in a two-fold purpose. One because I atn the', director
of such a program, and also because a colleague of mintz-Ken Mer-
rittwho is a psychologist and the director of youth and family
services bureau with the Hayward Police Department, was unable
to attelid but did send his written.testimony.

We do have what. I feel is a very effective working relationship
with our local Hayward Police Department, and it sounds from
what I have heard nationwide, that's fairly unique. So I would like
to give you some of Ken's testimony and then I will support it with
some of wy own statistics from the shelter.

The problems and issues relating to domestic violence have been
long standing acquaintances with law enforcement. Law enforcement
agencies throughout the countky_ respond to literally Ini dreds of:s

calls for service regarding whilt is commonly known
/2

family
fight&

The Federal Bureau of Investigation national statistics consis)-c
tantly report annually that more law enforcement officers are killed
and injured in responding to requests for intervention in domestic
disturbances than any other single detail they receive. Many times,
these interventions end in violent altercations between the interven-
ing officials and the citizen.,

_d
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Alarmed by this data, law enforcement agencies have over the
years attempted to devebp effective methods,mf intervention in do-
mestic altercations of a violent nature.

The program to be presented in this paper was developed in Hay-
ward, COL, in 1973.

The city of Hayward is a suburban community located approxi-
mately 15 miles south of Oakland in Alameda County. The popula-
tion numbers approximately 100,000 people .consisting of largely
middle class working people. This type of community has been tra-
ditionally referred to as a bedroom community.

The minority ethnic strata consists of approximately 25 percent
Mexican-American, 12 percent Portuguese, and approximately 6 to
8 percent black. The med income per family is approximately
$1 ,500 peryear. A consi ra le majority of the population residing
in Hayward is affiliated ith various.tvpes of labor unions.

In 1970 law enforceme agencies . across the Nation became in-
creasingly aware of the issues relating to domestic Violence. The
Hayward Police Department was not an exception.

As a consequence, a group of mental health professionals 'from
the local university, colleges and social service agencies, met with
the Hayward police chief in order to study the is.sue more carefully.

A pilot study was conducted by this voluntary group whereby a
mental health professional 'observed police iofficers intervening n
domestic altercations. The results of this study were somewhat sur-
'prising. By in large the mental health observers believed that the
police officers were performing a superior job in their ability to re-
spond appropriately in these crises situations. The police officers,
however, felt that they were very inept and ill equipped to deal ap-
propriately with the families requesting assistance. As a ciansequence,
two individuals collaborated iri writing a special grant proposal for
the Hayward Police Department.

The grant was later to be titled Project Outreach, and called for
the employment of two mental health professionals to assist police
officers at the scene of a domestic disturbance.detail.

Furthermore, the two mental health professionals were to provide
training to all police officers and their first line supervisors in crisis
intervention techniques.

Family counselors as the mental health professionals were later
called, wits to provide free cflunseling to families contacted by the
Hayward police department as a mechanism for alleviating these
particular problems. The project was to be housed and managed in
the Hayward Police Department.

In 1973 the program was funded by the California council ou
criminal justice in the amount of $64,000 per year. An additional
family counselor was acquired from special emergency employment
act funding, thereby creating a counseling staff of three individuals.

Prior to the time that the program began the Hayward police
department was receiving approximately 104) calls for service per
month specifically dealing with domestic violence. And of the 100,
50 were repeat calls in an, one given month. t

Therefore, the recidivism rate was approximately 50 percent.
In addition, police officers were spending an average of 4 minutes

per eall. Two officers must respond to every call of this na ure be-

4 3
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I think Hay Ward and Alameda County are indeed fortunate that
our enlightened local officials have responded to the needs of victims
of domestic violence such a.s they have.

But what about these vietimsf
Well, I find I somet hues get so involved in statistics and writing

for more grants, funding proposals, personnel and evaluation and
monitoring, that I forget about the ind'ividual .vietims we serve. When
that happens, I read a lette om Sandi. And I have attached that
for you so that you will kpiiw the experience of one vioim, and then
to sonic degree realize tha there are Sandi's all over this country who
need the assistance and sul wt of all of us. a

I have included Sandi's letter; 1 have also included a statistical
sheet that tellw you that we served 437 women, 47t; chiklren for a
total of 5,967 units of serviee last year.

Thank you, Senator.
Senator CaAsorros. Thank you very much.

Ora
Mgiiiii1APLEti. The Women's fransit ;mai Living Center is located in

County. We are the only shelter serving Orange County
which has 26 cities and a population in excess of 1.h million yesidents.

We opened in anuary of 1971; and since that thne we have served
over 700 clients und we.have received over 21700 logged requests for
shelter and other services. . .

The services provided at our shelter Mehl& the lodging with a
maximum stay of 30 days; food and clot hing; individual and group
counseling whidi is provided by both parapmfessionals and profes-
sionals, and a wide range of information and referral to meet nessIs
that are social, legal. method, housing. finanrial. and all kinds 6f
other problems these women are facing.

On an average cost per client right now. is $162 nnd that is. for a
30-day stay.

We also have seryices provhled onsite by a group of eonammity
agencies such as legal aid. the housing authority. Orange County
child guidance, there is a women's reentry opt hms program Iltat

it.sni. ,O.1 opport !wit ieg or t% hen, amid the welfarecomes and talks I t i I

rights coalition.
And the reason that we have many of these ngencies come and pro-

Of io "WI vices on site, is that a large majority (if our clients lark
t ralisportat ion.

'We are currently operating under n $11s).000 Orange Cminty reve-
IMP sharing grant. and this grant is offset by our client. fees whirli are
$1 per day for women and 25 cents tier dny for 'each of their
children.

The grant is supplement d by memberships, donntinns, and oth
fund-raising efforts and We are currently operating bet wePII a $5,0
and $8,000 projected deficit for the coming year.

The staff currently eonsis s of seven full-time aud five part-time
posit ipns; nine of these positions provide direet servims to rlients and
the remaining three are responsible for administrative. Ntrical. and
public relations duties.

We feel that the homelike setting of our shelter facility p.rovides
elients an ongoing opportunity to interact with staff and other elients.
This communal living situation offers t wo major advantages.
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No. 1, the clients share similar feelings and experiences and come
to realize that their problems are not iuuque.

No, 2, the group process is facilitated by their daily interaciion.
I think Mr. rBurra was talking about our shelter along with what-

ever other shelters he was talking about. We have three bedrooms in
which we put 18 clients and that is the maximum we are supposed
tO have and at any given time wi) might have 21 to 24. So it is crowded
at our place too.

Major emphasis is placed on a pre-self-awareness and improvement
of self-esteem. These two things are included in all the individual and
group counseling sessions, and we also feel at the time limited nature
of the client's stay at the wrix provides the added emphasis fw
personal growth.

When addressing this issue, we find that there are two major ob-
stacles that we have encountered during our 2 years in the business.
The first one is the availability orfunding.

Our continuous search for operating funds is a time consuming
effort, and one of the reasons is there is no single identified funding
source for victims of domestic violence.

We went through Orange County revenue sharing which funds
social programs and looking since that time for other agencies, there
is no single souree at this tune.

The other problem is that there isn't a single referral source for
funding.

Our deficit budget situation necessitates heavy reliance on the do-
nated hours of,Aoth staff and volunteers. Adequate funding would
solve a variet& of problems including insufficient numbers of staff,
their low salaries and the current inadequacy in the area of children
services and services to the batterers.

Another obstacle that we have encoudered is the laCk of awareness
on the part of the general public as to the prevalence and severity and
of domestic violence within their community...

This lack extends to social service agencies and law enforcemsnt
agencies. Until these agencies begin to see domestic violence as a wide=
spread social problem, and become comfortable with their role in it,
client advocacy by agencies such as ours, is often obviated.

In response to the question you have been irsking this morning,
what should the Federal Government do, I made a few notes on that.

We believe that funding should lx. allocated to shelter programs
both existing and new programs. At this time we feel that is of ut-
Most importance because victims are currently forced to flee their
homes due to lack of enforcement of the existing laws.

We don't. agree that women should be forcisi to flee their homes but
at this point they have no other choice.

Funding should also cover some additional program components
such as children's services, to victims, Nome plan to deal with the bat-
terer such as court mandated counseling, rehabilitation, or training in
eduaotional programs for these women. Many of them have not been
employed outsidoMie home for many years if they have been at all.
Money for community education and especially pohce training.

We woUld aiso appreciate efforts to stait.lardize reporting .pro-
cedures among the different funding agencies so that programs could
more effectively complete the required reports.

wsr
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Thank you.
Senator CsANsioN. Thank you very much. "411.1

I appreciate very much the testimony from all three of you.
Do you know what happened to Kerry Lobel or Annette Palmore?
[No revenge.]
Senator CRANSTON. It does appear that public awareness is growing

-of the problcin of domestic violence, but there is not adequate. aware-
nese yet.

What are each of your projects doing to promote public awareness
in your community?

bls. NAPLES. We have a CETA position which is expiring in June
because unemployment in Orange County is not at a very high rate
light now, and this persqn inthis person provides information to
community groups that tequest it ; also speaks to high school aitd
college classes; does poliCe inservice training. So we:provide the in-
formation with that one staff person.

Ms. LEFaa. We have a similar situation. Our CETA person also
runs out in June, and it is her job to do community relations, public
!maleness, go on Speaking engagements. We have a speakers bureau
made up of volunteers. We have a film ancl we take that out to PTA's
and college poups. Any civic or community groups who are inter-
ested in having us.be involved in their program.

We are also doing some training at our local emergency hospital
and with the police derlartment on ongoing awareness so that they
will haveka. little more sensitivity with the problems of domestic
Violence.

Ms. MONMOUTH. We have pretty much the same problem; I just
wish I had a CETA position: Right now as I said, we are awaiting
money so.we have a volunteer group of about 125 volunteers and we
have a,speakers bureau that we are training. Two of us haVe been
doing the speaking primarily up to this point. We go out with a film
to speak,

One thing I would like to mention here is that we think is really
important to get this into schools, and we find certain reluctanre on
the part of school administrators to dee] with this problem..So I
think this is a major focus that needs to be attended to.

. Senator CanNerox.,If each one of you would respond'a minute ; any
of you who disagree or want to add or subtract, anything, don't hesi-
tate to do so.

My next question that I want to address to eat+ of you is, tWhat...

do you feel should be done beyond your own projects to help create
more wareness of the problem and of service or services that, actually
are available.?

Ms. LaFtiel am very pleased With the situation we have in Hay-
ward so I doi't know that it is appropriate for. me to resriond to
that. Maybe more kinds of situations like we have in Hayward would
be effective.

Senator ORANNTON. Any other comments?
Ms. NAPLES. Our shelter facility of 1R beds is not sufficient for the

number of residents in Orange County ; some expansion.
Senator Canx!rmx. There have been a number of 'bills introduced in

the current Congress dealing with programs for the prevention r.nd

7
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treatment of domestic violence; one approach would place responsi-
bility for implementation of programs and projects related to domes-
tic violence in the.National Institute of Mental Ikalth.

Another would use the ACTION agencY, the Federal volunteer
agency, as the lead agency for implementation of programs. Regard-
less of which Federal agency is given primary responsibility, it seems
to me that any initiative undertaken by the Federal Government will
have to basically depend on community and consumer support and
involvement in the planning and operation of individual programs.

Would you agree that it is extremely important that local com-
munities and grassroots organizations actually develop the local pro-
grams and commit resources to their operation, and that any Federal
legislation should seek to encourage and utilize that sort of involve-
ment of local support ?

Ms. MONASMITH. I think we are, certainly working in that area in
organizing Los Angeles with the Southern California Coalition on
Battered Women. That is one of our focuses; to involve, all agencies.

Ms. NAPLES. One of the problems with the bill that we have that
goes through ACTION, Mikulski's bill is apparently volunteers
would be trained by ACTWN to go out and work in these community
programs, and many of, us have established operational programs and
We should be training, our volunteers and not having another agency
training people to come and work ii our agency.

Senator CRANSmN« Maybe voluntesirs should be trained so they can
go and try to stimulate in ACTION comMunities where there are no
local programs. Would that be a sounder way in your view?

Ms. NAPLES. I wouldn't have problems with that one.
Senator CRANSTON. Go ahead.
Ms. LEFit.s. I would prefer it to go through HEW for the main

reasons -which have already been articulated here.
Ms. MoNitsmrrit. I have a problemsomewhat of a problem of a

conflict to the mental health becituse I don't like to see the attitude
that the woman is necessarily mentally ill or emotionally ill. I think
that the battering has created a lot of problems, but she can come out,

on her own with some supportive connseling within the shel-
ut if we label her as mentally ill, we've got a lot of pri)blems.
ever, we do need to qualify for those kinds of funds because
s one of the few sources that may be usable. So it is kind of walk-
t hin line there.
ator CRANSTON. I would like to ask if you would just think

he next, question and, if you desire, submit in writing your
within 2 weeks, please. .

lave any suggestion on how best to shape legislation to
I concern and commitment of local resources?
t it is unlikely that any Federal prop am-developed

with respect to domestic. violence wilt provide very large blocks of
money. Assuming there will be a limited number of Federal dollars
available to deal with the geographically #lispersed program prob-
lent, one approach would be. to try to stimaite the involvement nnd
activity of ns many interested groups as posale rather than give a
few groups whatever large amounts of money might be available.

of tl
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Such an approach woukl be aimed at providing)seey money and
technical, assistance to programs or groups seeking to tap other re-
sourees in both the private and the public sectors. ,

; Do you have any thoughts on that?
,

Ms. Littgns. We receive reven aring money,Aenator, from our
county and from our city. avreveiy year when .we go up for that

jia.4

money, we are told that it is seed money, and that we should not
comeback. Every yeai we come back becatise there is not money avail-
able from, any other source. We have tried private foundations and ,
80 far have been modestly successful. We have tried out local CAP

' agencies who also gave us seed money with the idea That they would
give us technical assistance to receive money from some other source,
but we could never come back to them again. So we get very much
caught into the kind of thing that said "We will be glad to give you a
start, but once you get started, please go someplace else. Thank you,
you know, but don't come back." .

Senator CRANSTON. It sort of appears that the Federal Government
is going to be limited to the seed money approach with a basic reli-
rice on the State government to distribute them.

Do you think that will turn out to be a feasible approach? ,

Ms. LcFiLs. We are one of the 100 applicants for the S.B. 91 money
and.I think probably we are going to hear the same thing there. This
i. a pilot project; this is seed money. For our purposes it would be
keiteelpfOkWe are established and so that's fine. I wonder about people

ross Ulm State or across the country who do not have that track
rd cind bow difficult it is for them. I am sure Beverly can tell you

more about that.
Ms. MoivAsivmr. I would like to say that it would simpfify thiQs.

I think, so much, for all of us in shelters, if, within a funding source
that granted um money, we could-have a 'position for a professional
fundraiser. Because the reali of it is we are in a bnsiness and we
have to stay in illisiness af the seed money is gone. And wthave to
run the4helter; we have to be involved in direct services. We need a
prition that can raise that money from the community base.

Senator CRANSTON. Would it be valuable to stimulate through Fed-
eral efforts, the creation in each State of a citizens' panel, similar to
that proposed in California, to act as a catal:$.4 for State and.local
advocacy of action to assist with the domestic violen ' problem ?

Ms. Lens. You are talking about a State advisory committee?
Senator Camqsverm-ires. Set up in the State level.
Ms. Lane. I would eipect that any assistance that was given to

further investigation of the problem, monitoring, and evaluation of
program, you know, I can't imagine that people would not respond
favorablrto that:

. Ms. MorrAsmrrit. I think it would depend to a large degree on who
was on that advisory council ; from what sectors of the public they
come from. .

Ms. Lan.s. I would liope that we would have input from 'program
operators as well as consumers.

Senator CRANtriniv. Yes. .

Ms. NAMARA. One.ot the pmblems that we see with that is if the
adviaory committee has anything to do with the funding. that the.

4 §
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program operators Cannot then be on the advisory committee and
who are the experts on the advisory committee. So that's the problem
Tie find. '

Senator CRANSTON. One task such a panel could undertake would
be to evaluate State criminal and civil public laws affecting domestic
violence and victims, and try to promote that where it is not done I
presume you think that would lip helpful also?

[Three nods of affirmative.]
Senator CRANSTON. Has the State of t2alifornia and the local gov-

ernmental units generally been sympathetic toward your efforts to
address the problem I

Ms. MortAsmrrit. It's been a lot of pushing and shoving and becom-
ing an irritant to our government officials to let them know thatIre
are not going to go away until they respond. That's the way it Has
been.

Ms. LEFILs. In Hayward, again, I think I mentioned earlier that
we have some fairly enlightened local officials; a very sensitive wom-
an mayor, Ilene Weinreb who has made a priority social program
within the city. So we really are very,fortunate.

Senator CRANSTON. Are you getting city financing?
Ms. Lams. We are receiving revenue-sharing funding through the

city. And some of our CETA positions.
Ms. NAPLES. I.would say that the board of supervisors are suppor-

tive; the social service agencies; department of mental health and
those types are supportive but our main problem comes with the
police epartments ario district attorneys.

Senator CRANSTON. Do you feel that one role that the 'Federal
Government might play would be to carry out an information clear-
inghouse operation so as to provide community-based programs with
informatiOn about how to find and tap the various Federal and other
resources that might be a'vailable?

Ms. LEFILs. I certainly could support thik My concern has to do
with some moneyso much money (Wel into research. We an
know there is'a problem; we all kn t the problem is and the
priority it would appear to me has to be more in line with direct
services and less in terms of research.

Senator CHAYsTo:. It would seem that. the Federal programs like
revenue sharing and CETA, LEAA, VISTA, commu9ity mental
health centers, title XX social services, and others, would be used or
could be used by different groups for funding programs.

Would you give .us for the record a list of all the sources of fund-
ing that you have Managed to develop?

Ms. NAPLES. You are talking about public funding?
Senator CRANSTON. Yes, and others. If they are private groups, it

would be of help if you could indicate them also. If you also indicate
the problems you face in getting public support from different agen-
cies when you sought it, and how you learned about the sources of
support you have tried to tap.

Ms. Mownsatrrp.Wo d like to say here, Senator, that we have
spent a lot of time loo g for sources of funding, and we are finding
out time and time again there is money available to the programs,
but the prAblem is that battered women do not fit any of the mite-

42.214 ( ) - 74 - 4



gories for funding. The guidetines 014 Tegtilotiotis arc so inflexible
as I mentioned, housing and community developnwnt won't fund, a
24-hour portion, and yet expects us to Obtain a faeility before they
give us any of the money. These kinds of things we have problems
wits in funding. They need to be changedthe guidelines.

Ms.lama. Senator, would you like that information in writing?
Senator CRANSTON. lies,.if you wOulirgive us that in writing, it

would be very helpful. / ..

I am going tcrshortly introduce an ametulment to the CETA legisla
tion to provide 'special assistance for displaced homenialeeck Havt.
CETA prime sponsors been supportive of your etrorW ,

Ms. Lams. For the most part ours have. We have 11 CEtA posi-
tions now. I am just not sure what in the World we are going to do if
we ever lost any of them.

Senator CsANsrox. Have your experiences with. CETA indicated a-
need for Special legislative recognition or federal assistane for meet-
ing the job training and plaeenwnt and related needs fifedisplaced
homemakers and would it be helpful to get that in CETA legislation?'

Ms. Lama. Well, again because of some enlightened local officials,
we have an excellent displaced homemaker center at Mills College in
Oakland. so we work with tlwm very closely. I am certain that Milo
Smith would be abk to give you anv information yip might need.

Senator CRANSTON. What did you say
Ms. Lams. The displaced homemaker center at Mills College in

Oakland, Calif. Milo Smith is:the director there and 1 am sure she
would be very helpful as to the pending legislation you are discuss-
hig here.

Senator CRANSTON.. HAW the others of you had experience_ withCETAI,
Ms. /Citrus. We have the one slot and that is all we have been able

to get since we have been in operation, and 1 do believe including tlw
displaced homemakers specifically ig really a good idea.

Senator CRANSTON, What have you done with CETA?
Ms. MONASMITH. We have just met with CETA and found that

there are no more CETA 'positions until September. I have heard
from other shelters that the problem with CETA is that they make
rip provision for supervision of trainees within shelter programs such
as ours. There is no provision in the other titlVhat allowS us to have
those trainees for, I believe, 4 to 5 months. Some of those have
changed how. And then they must go to permanent jobs outside the
shelter and wc need to be able to keep those people, in the shelter be-
cause they are trained PpOificaily within our program, and it WPM
like a waste of.energy. .

Senator CRANSTON. You said in your written testimony ttlat "fortu-
nately in Los Angeles the city and district attorner are beginning to
sensitize qieir staff to deal more Pffeetively with domestic violetmb
cases, a are attempting to. make prosecution easier for the w n."r

Wha brought about that changef Has it been a result of loen,
efforts,nn the part of groups like yours, or what?

, ,

Yu.
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MS. MONAsil ITN. Pressure. you know, pressure. We have women-
coming to us and telling us tales of what happens to them in city and
district attorney's offices and so we just Aocback with those..

Burt Pines, the city attorney, has just instituted a domestic violence
unit, and hopefully that will spread Without. the department and the
district attorney lias assigned a person to (leal specifically with domes-
tic violence. So things are happening; we will just have to keep the
.pressure on..

Senator CRANSTON. I would like Vach of you to just tell me briefly
ha), what is the relationship, of your operation to the local police
department,and give me your evaluation of how important it is to
have suppoft of the local police in your work, and (b) how have you
gone aboutBeverly has already answered thischanging the atti-
tudes Of the police?

Ms. Lams. 'Well, I think I mentioned befOre that I feel that (Mr'
relationship with the police department is fairly effective. It's much,
mon effective at Ole admiriistration level than it is the cop-on-the-
beat level, 1 must admit.

The administri.tion of the chief, '6 ur city council, and.our.mayor
'are very supportive of our program; very supportive of any inroads
we mike into the problem of domestic violence. The cop on the beat
may still have a little problem frankly, with response. "My goesdness,
it is:not as bad as Fou say." And that's not only true in the victim's
home, it is true when you come to the shelter. So it is something that
we continue to work on; training and sensitizing of the beat officers.
It is just.something that we see as an ongoing process and part of our
responsibility.

Sentor CRANSTON. DO you have anything to acid to that in your
experiences?

Ms. NAPLES. Again we are dealing with 26 separate police depart-
ments and the county sheriff's department. 'So. each department is
diffeient; and each officer within each department is different, and I
couldn't give you a blanket all the cities are the same. They are all
different.

As far as trking with the district attorney, the legal aid society
is now working on collecting statistics (in the police departments and
the courts on the Fazio bill because we are having some problems with
those new restraining orders.

Senator CRANSTON. Thank you all very much. You have been very.
. .

very helpful, and I appiseciate your testimony and your good work.
(The prepared statements of Ms. Lefi ls. Ms. Monasmith, and Mr.

Merritt follows:1

Ii
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EMERGENCY SHELTER PROGRAM, INC.
Multi.Servke Cente, Cts Offices

I WIA Siteet II.tyn.ud I A 9454.
I'll's) VII -1244

My same is JoAnne L.eil. I .. the Excutive Director of

the Emergency Shelter Program,(ESP) in Hayward. Calif.

We ere currently entering our 6th year of providing

emergency residential and support services for women and

children who are victims of.domestic violence.

The need for services for victims of domestic violence.

can best be illustrated by telling you a brief history

of/SP. We began in l9A,12 with I volunteer house mother,

a 6 bed donated houseand voluntary contributions to

keep us going.
5.

&Sp currently has 17 paid staff, a 35 bed facility and a

budget 00000 ding a quarter of million dollars.

This growth should be seen as an indication rat our cols-
.

mitment, t.o meeting the needs of the victims of domestic

violence in our community. And yet last onth we had

to refuse 146 requests for service because our shelter

was full and our funding does not permit further expan-

sion.

t feel it is unnac 00000 y to go on at length as to the

serio 000000 of the problem that I. the subject of this.

hearing. But it I. necessary to document the fact that

shelters such as ours must be given priority for funding

across the nation.
4

Residential Center, M Kelktgq Avenue tiayward. 9,1i44
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U. is Mayward and Alameda County are indeed fortunate.that our en-

lightened local officials have responded twthe needs ol victims

of domestic violence.

Arid what about these victims? I find, I sometimes become so involved

I. tatiatics. funding Proposals. personnel valuation matters,Ifor-

get about the individual victims we serve. When that happens. I read

agaim the letter from Sandi. I have attached the letter so you may

bear the experi4nce of one victim, and then to some degree realise

there ars Sandi's all over thalcountry who need the assistance and

support of all of us.

Ch.

?bask you,

tite..470) '

halloos LePile
Sascutive Director
tmergency Shelter, Program. Inc.
1303 "Am Street
Mywiird, Ca 94341

.11/ad
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EMERGENCY SHELTER PROGRAM, INC,
ARS Kellogg Avenue

IlAYWARD. CALIFORNIA
(415) P1111-1?11

WRITTEN BY A PRIMER RESIDENT Or THE SHELTER/4W 1917

11V111611111TALI111 Scrwe or TIN CRIME

Wv BOES A,WOMAN WOO HAN SEEN BrAT UP sEVCRAI TIMES MY writ HuslAwo OR OGYPRIERO

BO SACO THAT IS ONE QUESTION MANY PEOPLE INCLUDING THE WOMAN wsAsstr ssAs.

FIRST 11E ALL IN MARY CASES SHE THOUS SHE OS GOING TO CHANGE HER MATE, OUT IN

/WIT CAsir5,1 LIKE IN 9 TIMES OUT or 10, IT isomer MORA, IN rAcr IT WOOS up

ISCTTENN WOOS( rimming SHE GOCSAIACA. Atso IN MOST CASES ir YOU GO BACR IN

woo LIFT VOW WILL rimo'swr wAs BEATEN ALNOST ALL HER GROWING LIU y HER rArwoo.

moor or Tot TIME SHE wAS BEING sumo roe row SMALLEST THING OR SOMETIMES Poo

'llormifto AT ALS. You KNOW rwrArNos AN OLD SAYING "1 wILI HAT TOP TIL YOU LIKE

IT", TMAT ISN'T ALWAYS TRUE, IT ISN''T Tit YOU LIRE IT, IT'S OrTru YOU ARA

PUNENY, IT ALSO MARES YOU VERO MEAN AND SUSPICIOUS, A. ALSO VINT TILE,

Tee WORST THING or ALL IT CAUSES YOU TO LOOSE YOURSEL Also THAT IS THE

ISEICATCST DAMAGE or ALS. IN FIY OPINION IT . SO TURNS YOU INTO Am ANIMAL, MORE

LIAC A SOG...YOW mow s!r, NEII% LAY GOWN, SPEAR, ANO MOST or THE WOMEN wm0

GCT SCAT UP AllE.VCAY G000 WOMEN, ALSO TNEY ANE USUALLY VERY SUIWOISSIve TOWARD

THEIR MCA, MOST NEN TANC THIS TYPE Of LOVING RINONESS Poo root:swwcss, ANO

TNAT. IS ,NALLy: VOOMAO. VT THP 'memos) IS STILL WHY OCIES SHE GO SACO? WELL

IN MOST CASCS MN AS MINE, t LOVED MY NUSSANO VINT MUCH ANO STILi 00 IN AWAY.

het Oruro /USW Is Guar, boor swoon() I PEEL suave ccAust rou rrrt LINE YOU

tor rows sumo, sOcAuse NE HASNI.CHANGEO.YOU ALSO rert,t1Ar A rAltuoo. Our

rimAttv LEARNED TO LOVE MYSIiE A LITTLE MORI, USUALAY'WOMEN SUCH AS MYSELF'

NCO MELP. ANS NO.MATTPR WHAT ANYBODY MARS A GOOn PSYCHIATRIST IS YOUR REST

Atr, mouse IT IS PAETIY NANO In PUT TNIIIE. NArn, VOGEINEN ONCE YOU LOOSE

voloosttr. hum IS NOTMING TO OE ASHAMED Or WHEN YOU ARE HELPING YOURSELF'

to

.J
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PAsc CMS

m/MSALLS TO GAIN PEACE or MIND AND ANYONE amp MAKI% rum or vow goo HELPING

TiNktoz.srtr, limn 'twit, A! MUtH HVA At. VDU 110. %ATI( w0mIN GO RACK METAOSE

T Tmt CHILDREN AND INve DON'T WANT To %Er 'twos PHI.pRIN WITHOUT A rATNIR,

eV, THINK MUT IT tOR JUST A MINUTE, IS Alt THAT TrttING AND EIGHTINC

Alle PAIN EALLY HELPING YOUR rHILONENT Wow, IT DE 'ETTER EON THEM MENTALLY

Te Net NAVE TO GO TIMIOUGN THAT SORT Or THING SO IrEN. Or TOU THINK IT IS

NAOS OE 51111 MENTALLY, WHAT AMOY? FIRM? THINK ABOUT THE cErECT IT COULD AM ON

tww..LsTgo. "HT IT IT MANS MID GET HUNG-UP ON DRUGS SO YOUNO, OR JUST KEEP

ROOMING AWAY room momt, ASA YOURSELF WwAT API THEY TRYING TO ESCAPE TeDgy A

Nome tILLIO WITH Urn, C O ION, VNOTISTANDING, OR ARE THEY TOYING TO

IscAPt room A HOME PILLED Worm HATS AND HOSTILITY', WHICH ONE WOULD YOU TRT

TO ESCAPE ERIN:
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EMERGENCY SHELTER PROGRAM, INC.,
Multi-Service Center ilk Offices

I VI A titreti .11.1vhatil (A 94341

(4)') 14141.1?41

Services Provided by the Emergency Shelter Program, Inc.

the calendar Year January to Decimber 1976 We

pro$tded shelter for:

388 Women

40i Children

3,149 Bcdnights

Unable to provide services

for 1,879 women and child-

ren because of lack of

funding.

FOr the calendar Year January to December 1577 we

provided shelter for:

437 Women

476 Children

5,967 Bednights

Unable to provide services

for 1,776 women and child-

ren because of lack of

funding.

Residential Center 885 Kellogg Avenue I lAyward CaliformA 94544



EMERGENCY SHELTER PROGRAM, INC.
(415) 851°1244

C. S
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FROMM
I. OMISTIC MONO

Domeellt Violence is a problorn which

unth now has been mostly invisiblo

because tho attitude of authoritim and

-the public has boon ono of indifforonce.

Who aro the Mims ef domestic vio-

lence? Anyinto can be a victim. Via-

lmcs eccurs at all levols of Incomo,

ago, occupation, rogardiess of rocs or

.social stlnding. Th. victim can be a

women, man, or child, but tho ono

currontly in focus is tho battorod

woman.

Who is the. bettered women? She Is

any woman who has boon physically

or psychologically abused by her mato

and who may be abused again.

How many bettered women ere there?

Estimates vary. Tho Law Enforcomont

Assistance Administration reports thin*

ore 5 million victims annually. A study

by ono sociologist shows 15 million

women aro bottorod each yam. A re-

port by tho National teogue of °tin
stated half of all wivos will oxperionco

some form of violonce in their morriopo.

5 9
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(MORAL INFORMATION

History: Tho Emorgoncy Sheltie Pro-
gram, Inc. IESP1 was bogun in 1972
by a group of citizons who sow the
noed for a sholtor for women and
children in crisis. The first par, the
program was operated through dona-
tions. Each year, ESP has impended its

sorvicos to meet tho growing needs of
the community. Currently the program
receives review* sharing grants from
tho City of Hayward, Alameda County,
and the City of Fremont.

In 1977, ESP was allocated ten CETA
positions and received a grant from
ACAP/ACTIS for further expansion
its sieve's. ESP now oporatis sholters
for women and children in crisis and
victims of domostic violonce, and a
drop-in counseling contor.

Oool: Th. goal of Ow program is to
help worm, understand that they need
not continue to be victims of dommtic
violonco. Post crisis counseling focums
on praonting and detwring furthor
incidents of abuse.

The organisation: no Emorgency Shel-
tie Program, Int. is a non-profit.charit-
obi. organization: It is govorned by a
Board of %riots mode up of com-
munity mombors. Central mombership
in Ow organization exceods 200.
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SUMS OEPOND TO VICTIMS
OF DOMISIIC VIOLENCE

CRISIS 24 hour hotlinos'
HOTUNEI (415) 11E14244

SHELTER, Residence for womon
ond children .

Weal. provided)

Crisis Counseling

Advocacy Service's

Children's Program

Length of stay varies. Thom under the
influence of alcohol or drugs are not
scosPN.4.1.

COUNSEUNG Individual and group
SERVICE& counseling for womon,

' men, couphs, and
childrson.

Vocational counsoling
to facilitate care sr
life planning.

Availoble en a drep-in basis Monday
through Friday, MOO aim. to 5800 p.m.,
and eke by appointment (11111.1 244).

COMMUNITY %peeking snipe.-
EDUCATION,' mats to professinnal

and civic groups, high
school and university
elassos.

Seminars on working
with victims of
domestic violonce.

Included in thous prosontations are a
color film dealing with battered womewn
and a slide program explaining ESP's
softie's.

ALL SERVICES ARE FREE

WHAT YOU CAN DO

MIF YOU ARE A VICTIM OF ESTIC

VIOLENCE, CALL THE EMERGENCY

AHELTIR PROGRAM.

IF YOU KNOW SOMLONE WHO IS

A maw OF DOMESTIC VIOLENCE

P---41 REFER HIM / HER TO THE EMIR.

OENCY SHELTER PROGRAM.

BECOME A MEMO OF THE EMIR-

()Ewa SHELTER PROGRAM.

BECOME A VOLUNTEER FOR THE

EMERGENCY SHELTER PROGRAM.

DONATIONS OF CASH, FOOD,

AND USAILE HOUSEHOLD ITEMS

ARE ALWAYS WELCOME.

TO FIND OUT HOW TO OET
INVOLVED CALL US AT E111.1244,

ALL DONATIONS ARE 4TAX DE-

DUCTIBLE.
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STAff Of E.S.P.

JO ANNE LE -MU, IA.
Executive Director

SANDRA WEISEL, ILA.
Community Relations Specialist

SANDRA DOMINGOES
Secretary

KARIN AST, LA.
Counselor

DIANE BISHOP, S.A.
Counselor

KATHI GRONEK, S.A.
Counselor

RON SOUSA, M.S.
Counselor

CAROLE WALLER. M.S.
Vocational Counselor

JANUARY REDENIURG, M.S.W.
Child Therapist

HOLLY BROOKS, B.A.
Weikend Counselor

DENISE CORDEN, S.A.
Weekend Counselor

EDNA MORTAZAVI, A.A.
Night.Hoiise Manager

AGNES REDMOND
Nutritionist

VILLA ROPER

Maintenance
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RosasItarots, Inc.
P.0 Box 4510

North Hollywood. California 91604.
Telephone (213) 769-4237 (213) 781-2722

ItAroh 2, 1978

Senator Alan Cranston
10960 Wilshire Blvd
Room 410
Los Anseles, CA.

Dear Senator Cranston,

I want to thank you for holdin!: hearin,s on
battering on the West Coast. We sometimes feel
neglected and appreciate the opportunity to be heard.

Sincerely,

).:-;A, A
. t k v)

Beverly tion'asmith
Director

FOUNDTiot son flATTI RP ID WQMN.AP411 MI IH Crotoortrr.
Iloc,Awl.a dC & I rnol °.1 r `. r, ,a.1/T'ON

All. WP41)5 YOU HE 'II NT P1 rtvs StAt, it m 1.1 Afk Aiql ,-1 .11,1.0 iAUI.P v.ot (NCE

r 1



A recent study reported by the i;ashington Aar concludes

that more than one-half of the country's n.arried women are the

victims of physical abuse to SOPC ,',e,.ree by the:r'husbands and

at loast. 10% receive serious physical injuries as a result of this

abuse. There are many myths associlted with battered women.

Unforturately the &awe statistic is not one of those myths.

Leval experts think that domestic violence is one of tre,most

underreported crires in the countryeven mo-c underreported

than rape, which the rBI estimates is ten times more frequent

than statistics indicate.

In or'er to understand batterinv it is first necessary

to.explode some of the myths.' 7wo common misconceptions arc

(1) ramily.violence'only occurs in 'those" neirhlorhoods i.e.,

low socio-eLhomic, uned eated environments and (2) :+omen

enjoy bein.- bPaten; ot rwise.they would 1 ve. The facts

hor_x:s: amonr allare that (1) batterlw occurs in all nei

classes, racest a,es and occupatiohe.an, (r) Lany women do not

have options available to them.. They may have no money of their

oft to feed themselves or their children if they leave the abuser

.who is the breadwinner; iny have limited education and no job

skIl or experience. Ecenov:ic deten,:ence is a malor factor here.

Frien,H and.family a're often reluctant to become involved.

where does a batterea woran an I. r chiloren ro fur help

in Los AL,a2lus County? .',he can e in owe or the Mort-

term (1-2 ni,dit) hrerency Tiore are 30 such teds for

women and 4000 for mt.a in this county. rent: are available to

women with little boys over 4 years old. Unfortunately 1 or 2

U3
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nights does not give her time to make alternate plans.
She Call seek refuge in ove of the shelter

pro4rams but
they are always full with long waiting lists. Haven House in
Pasadena tyrned away 400 people in the month of October, 1977.
Area hotlines are flooded with these types of calls. It is a
source of great

frustration and ani-er to have no options or
referrals to offer the battered woman when she calls for help.

The need for
emerRency housing for women in general is

obvious but it is especially important to victims or abuse. If
a woman is turned away and has to return to the violence she
or.her. children may not have another

chance to esk for help.
It is important here to note that the abuser may sound likeL

a monster but in most cases he is quite normal appearing, may
be active in the community and considered a good citizen by his
peers. Abusers are often doctors, lawyers, policvand gov rnment
officials. Consequently .it is difficult for the wife to nvince.

'people of the daily terror she erperiences. It is only when
he arrives home that the mask is removed.' v

She may try calling the police. All too frequently law
enforcement has.not been sensitive to the problem. They see
their role as mediator and peacekeeper,

leaving therwoman to
.

.
her owv devices to survive another assault--one that could be
fatal. By mediating at the scene and then leaving, they are ...

.reinforcing, in the eyes.of the children as well ai the abuser,
that it is at least some4hat

acceptable for him to beat his
wife and their mother. S ies.have shown that children who
Witness violence between ents or between parents and children

t

legg
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often:grow up to be nbusers of their wives and/or children. It

in A pattern that is passed from genepation to generation. We

can't break that
cycle by turning our

backs on battered women.

In California
almost one-third of all female homicide

victims were murdered by therr hustands.
In 85% of domestic '

homicides the police were there at least once
before the murder.

In 50% of the cases the police had been'called five
times or more

,before the murder. It is clear that police need intensive

training, not only to aid the
1;ictims but to protect themselvei.

Twenty-eight
percent of police officers assaulted

rlitionwide in

a

1974 were
attempting to stop family fights.

Of 132 police

officers killed in the line of duty throughout the United

States in 1974, 29 (or more-than
one-fifth) died while responding

to calls of a family dititurbance..
Detroit Police Commander

James Q. Bannon
told his

depaNent in 1975: 'The real reason

'that police avoid domestic
violence situations

to the greatest

extent possible
Is because we do not know how to cope w'ith them.*

The lack of community response to battering is troublesome.

Domestic violence
is a problem that requires a

good deal of

'time, energy,
knowledge and mOney. Social services are overworked .

and understaffed already. The legal
system's-ignorance and

+spat* borders on crLminal.
Fortunately in Los Angeles, the

City and District Attorneys
are beginning to sensitize their

staff to deal more effectively' with domestic
ence cases and

are attempting to make prosecuttons easier
fck the woman. We

need leral services for battered women and prompt and effective

enforcement of laws that grotect the rights or battered wOmen.

We need programs
sensitive to the bilingual and multi-cultural

_

3
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needs of ethnic and minority women.

Hospitals and doctors who see battered women for treatment

do not spehd, the time to find the real reasons for the injuries. e
They see their job ae 'treating the trauma", not the cause.

No attempt is made to keep speeific statistics on the numbers of

battered women either by hospitals or law enforcement. We need

4legislation to require keeping these leparate statistics. '

Friends and. family may be concerned but are understandabjy

hesitant to be involved. If they do take in the woman and her

children, we now have two families in crisis. Many women turn.

to their churches only to be told that they must change so their

husbands won't beat them; they have a responsibility to hold the

family, together. Psychologists and psychiatrists too often

placerthe responsibility for the violent situation on the woman.

All of this adds up to the battered woman feeling isolated,

frightened,.helpless and.worthless.

. In order to deaLeffectively with domestic violence it is

essential that it be recognized as the major social problem it is.

By making domestic violence a priority, the federal government

would be setting n example for state and local governmen s as

wll Ss for the general public.

Lack of funding for programs is the major concern n . At

present battered women's programs do not fit into most fdOding

agericies'huidelines and regulations. For example, under the

sponsorship of Councilwoman Pat Russeli, Rosasharen has been

recommended for funding from the 4th year Community Block Grant

Program through Housing and Community Development. However,

111234 () -
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none of that money can be used for the 24-Aur-portion of the

shelter. This defeats the purpOse of the shelter. In addition,

HUD requires thallre obtain the property In order to initiate

the environmental impact report in order to quall.fy for the erant:

In other words we need a grant to qualify for a ,;rant. Then we

have to raise additional
monet for the night program. This all

becomes a vicious cycle because of Inflexible fr,uldelines that

are insensitive to the people and problems they are supposed to

addrest.

yew public ar;encies
understand the problems faceceby battered

women. They have been traced by their husbands throtwh county

DPSS records because the woman Is.required to provide hersaddress

in order to qualify for the aid she needs. It is certainly

unrealistic to ask a woman to go back to the violent home until

she qualifies for aid--she could'be dead by then. And she may tie

denied the aid if she is still lIvin. with the abuser. Another

catch-22.

Pattered women do not necessarily qualify for aid to victims

of vlolent crimes because the perpetrator of the crime is a

family member. If she should'qualify,
it may take el.,ht months

to receive the compensa.tioa.

If a battered woman is fortunate enotwrh
to find space at a

shelter, she will be provided a support system which includes

24-hour residence, freedom
from fear, time to consider her options,

counselin4 for herself and her children, referral to leial,.medlcal,

and welfare aid if needed, asyell as to Job trainin... and employment.

6' 7
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Young children will be provided with structured day care and

school age children will continue their education..Should the

woman choose to return to the abuser, the shelter provides

referral to family counseling with the husband and follow-up

upportiee services. Thie upport has proven successful in

averting-further violence in the home. If she chotises to

start a new life, ardther problem arises--second stage housing.

Where in Los Angeles or any other metropolitan area can a woman with

with children find low-income housing? ,And how can she manave

to get enough money together to cover move-in costs and

furnishings? This is ane of the'problems we hope thafederal

government will addressopossibly working through WUD. One

possib;e solistion is to stop forcing the victim of the yiorent

crime to leave their home. Why do we expect the woman and

children to leave the house andallOw the abuser to remain where

he is?

In looking for money to staff the shelter, we investigated

CETA only to find that under one title there is no provision for

staff supervision of trainees. In another.the trainees are

available.to the program for only a few months and then must be

placed outside the shelter in permanent jobs. We need to,be

able to keept.hese people 15ecause they are being trained to work

specifically with a shelter program.

We also suggest that the Department or Avrttoltorb work with

us in creating a food pr - for shelters. As long as funds, are

so limited to us, we neea tilize all avai1i4le resources.

In closing I want to stress the importance of increasing

6 a
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public awareness throwh pro--rams desi.;ned to Provide education

about battering to schools, PTA,.churches and other civic

orJanizations. Once people begin to be aware of and understand

the dynamics of,batterinP:, then necessary social charwe begins to

take place anc those of us who work in shelters can look forward

to the day when shelters for battered women and their children

are no longer necessary.

Mor,,m)th,

Pc,:a..halon, Inc.
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CITY OF HAYWARD*POLICE DEPARTMENT

The Nonorablo Allan Cranston
Mated States Senator
California
10,69 Wilshire Blvd. 0410

Los Angeles, CA 90024

Doer Senator Cranston:

March 2, 1878

Attention: Mr. Jack Wickes

Mg apology for not being Able to personally appear before the Senate'
Sub-Committee on Domestic Violence. I hope that the attached statement
is sufficient for your committee's needs.

have been in contact with your Aide, Mr. Wickes, and have forwarded
to your office in Washington, D.C. documentation of Project Outreach
for your perusal.

Pleas. know that I am concerned about Domestic Violence as it presently
xists 1n this country, and if I can be of any further service to you
please call upon me at your convenience.

KAMrtt

Sincerely. yours, 4

/ .

morrn A. MKRRITT
Psychologist
Director
Youth and Family
Srvices Bureau
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(SENATE S a-COMMITTVE ON DOMESTIC VIOLENCE

March, 1970

Problems and.issues relating to depose c'violence have been long

standing acquaintances with LAM Enter amt. Lire Enforcement

Agencien throughouc the country respon to literally hundreds

.

of calls for service regarding what is clmmonly known as "family

fights'. The Federal Bureau of Invest1gation national statistics

consistently report annually that more Law Enforcement Officers

ere killed end injured in responding to requests for intervention

in tic disturbances than any other single detail they receive.

Many times; these interventions end in violent altercations between

the intervening official and the citizen.

Domestic violence ia not essociated with any particular economic

or racial group. It crosses all economdc classification: as well

as racial groups. Domestic violence has Leen found to exist in

lower class neighborhoods AS well as middle'class suburbs, to

higher income geographical areas.

Alarmed ba this data, Law Enforcement Agencies have over the years

attempted to develop effective methods of intervention in domestic

altercations of a violent nature. Many different training programs

have been established from the New Fork City Police Department to

the Saa'franc14o Police Department thereby enconpassing the entire

nation. The program to be presented in this paper ings developed in

Hayward. California in 1973. For purposes of this presentation my

approach will be brief And concise although there is considerable

additional infornmlior that can be obtained upon request.
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The City of Naywe:a is a suburban community located apProximately

IS miles south o' oaklamt in Alameda County. The population numbers

approximately 100,000 Ileople consisting of largely middle class

working'people. This type of 4.ommunity has been traditionally re-

ferred to as a "Isdroope community. The minority thnic strata

mnsists of approximately 25% mexican/American, 12% Portuguese,

and approximately 6 to I% Black. The median income per family is

approximately $12,500 per year. A considerable majority of the

population residing in Hayward is affi'liated with various types of

labor unions.

In 1970 Law Enforcement Agencies across the nation became increas-

ingly aware of the issues relating tq donesti,* violence. The Hayward

Police Department VAS hot an exception. ,Am consequence, a group of

Mental Health Professionals from the local University, Colleges

and Social Service Agencies met with the, Hayward Police Chief in order

to studY the issue more carefully. A pi2i7t study was conducted by

this voluntary group whereby a Mental Health Professional observed

Police Officers intetvening in domestic altercations. The 'results of

this tudy were somewhat surprising. Sy in large the Mental Health

Observers believed that the Police Officers were performing a superior

job in their ability to respond appropriately in these crises situat-

ions. The Policy Officers, however, fent that they were very inept

and ill equipped to deal appropriately with the families requesting

assistance. As consequence, two individual, collaborated in writing

special yrant proposal for'the Hayward Police Departmeht,

The Grant was later to be titled "Project Outreach" and called for the

- 2 -
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employmentqf two Mental Health Professionals to assist Police.-

Officers at the scene of a domestic disturbance detail. Furthermore,

the two Mental Health Professionals wese to provide training to all

Police Officers and their first line Supervisors in crisis inter-

vention techniques. Famdly Counselors, as the Mental Health Pro-

fessionals were later called, were to provide free counseling to

fmilie conzacteJ by the Hayward Police Department as a mechanism for

alleviaiing these perticular problems. The Project was to be housed

And menaged in the Hayward Police Department.

In 1973 the program was funded by the California Council on Crimdnal

Justice in the amount of $64,000 per year. An additional Family

Counselor was acquired frail special Emergency Employment Act Funding,

thereby, creating A counseling staff ef three individuals. prior to

the time that the program began, the Hayward Police Departnent was

receiving approximately 100 calls for service per month specifically

dealing with dometic disturbances. And of the 100, SO were repcit

cells in any one given month. Therefore, the recidivism rate was

approximately sn. fn addition, Police Officers +ere +Pending An

average of 48 minutes per detail. Two Officers. must 'respond to

every eictail of this nature because of a risk factor and at this tiSie

the Officers were spending jointly approxiMetely 90 mdnutes per detail.

The monitary cost of each of these details is considered to be very

high (tho approximate dollar figure for placing a Police Officer on

the stilton considering supplemental equipment, supervision, communic-

ations system and auxilliary personnel was approximetely $200 per hour).

Philosophical intent of the Project Outreach program VAS to bridge a

.chaem between Law Encorcement personnel and Mental Health Profession-
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els. W. did not want to cre conflicting roles within each pro-

fessional domain; such as making a Police Officer :Social worker

or making a Social Worker a Police Officer. The goals of the pro-

gram were to be A joint effort between 'Police Officers and fomily
.

Counselors.

Specific objectives of the program were:

1. To reduce the total volume of domestic disturbance calls for

service throw?. the Hayward Police Department.

2. To reduce the amount of time Police Officers were spending

at domestic disturbance calls through training.

3. Reduce the recidivism rate of domestic disturbance cells.

After three years of operation the'final results of the program were

surprising. each goal of thc program was met and exceeded in the

following manner:

4. The total volume calls to Hayward Police DepartlUnt for

requests of crisis intervention by Police Dfficers was reduced

from 400 average calls.per month to approximately 40 calls per

month.

2. The recidivism rate for domestic disturbance calls was re-

duced from 50% to approximately 19%.

1. The amount of Police Officer time spent on the domestic

disturbance calls was reduced from 4S* minutes to approximately

10 minutes per detai

As a result of this data a cost effective study was performed'and the

program, not surprisingly, was found to be cost effective. As con-

sequence the City of Hayward has institutionalised the program and it

is funded completely bg city funds. furthermore, the program has ex-

".
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panded to include a Juvenile Diversion P.,,yran as well as a Youthful

Status Offender Program. ln adgitton, the staff has expanded to

include seven Clinical Psychologists (inclusive of the Director),

four Police Officers, two Student Interns, ard two Clerical Staff.

Om more subjective level of a complex auhject, thc Clinical Psy-

cholog)sts in this,program were able to learn a considerable amount

About family violence in the intervention services that they pro-

*idled. As previously stated, the Family Counselors could provide

true counseling services to the client population contacted through

the Police Deportnent to resolve some of the conflicts existing

within those family systems. The Counselors weft, allowed to provide

lb free counseling hours per family and could extend that service

provided there was a case review with the Director. because of

*the nature this program the counseling staff worked non-traditional

hours which were inclusive of evenings and weekend evenings. the

data evealed that the requests for.crisis intervention services

were mere frequent on Sunday,.friday, and Saturdal evenings LI that

sequential order. As consequence: the project always had at least

one Counselor on duty in the Police hepartment during these evenings

with tho ability to respon_ to a Police Officer request for Clinical

intervention.

The Counselors experienced a variety of complex clinical cases rang-

ing from situation where husband may have slapped his wife to a

traumatic encounter where both husband and wife had to be hospital-

ised. The basic clinical intervention assumption is that arrest is

not always productive in these cases.simply because husbands usually

'bell themselves out of incarceratinn and the famdly problems are

never resolved: if anything: the problem is expanded because: of the
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additional financial burden placed upon the family, and furthermore,

If the case was over litigated in court the wife would have to

testify against her husband, which most oftem times is unlikely.

Therefore, the initial clinical intervention was to attempt to

find some immediate resolution of the vlolerit altercation and

*put a bandaid, On it". Often tines betihnale as well

as fmale felt that they wain isolated from the main emotional bond

with their spouse and as 4 consequence acted this behavior out In

a violent manner. One particularly revealing theme that recurred

in these families experiencing'domestic violence was A clinical

dynamic of deprivation. Often times, these individualli ha4 been

raised in families whereby they had been either physically or em-

otionally deprived. Conseguentally, they have little tolerance

for stress and the sometimes ambiguous nature of llfe. Onconscious.7

ly they Seek each other out in a bond of Aaroaye which years later

rupts In violent altercations. The dynamic of this type of comm-

unication is onn of verbal provocation leading to a culmination of

violent behavior. While the male may use his physical strength

in it violent manner, often times a woman's verbal provoCation is Just

'as emotionally harmful as a man's fist. as a.group of Psychologists

we feel that violences In a family Is only the tip of the Icelerg

. end as result often suggest family pathology as well as psychopatholoy

within ach respective partmor. These problems. of course, are very

com ar-id vary depending upon the psychoemotional state of the family.

I cannot stress enough the need to deal more effeClively with [AmalAie

experiencing violent altercations. Termination of the marital relation-

ship Often times is not the answer because without individual insight



\\\L4to the nature of the problem the individual may remarry only to repeat

the LIMO pattern of behavior. Therefore, it is vitally important that

both worm's" and men becon, aware of how they equally, contribute to a

system of Interaction which culminates in violent discord. The needs

for ffectliu psychotherapeutic crisis intervention, treatment of

psychotherapeutic nature, and education a're considerable considering

the violonce thst may be.going on behind closed doors which no one

ii aware of. .Furthormore, without effective intervention children

formed as a union of these marital relationships often times learn

both consciously and obconsciously this tYpe of behavior and later in

life act it out with thoir own marital spouses.
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If we label a villian, in the scene of violent marital discord,

it might be society itsdtlf for not becoming eogni;antsat an earlier

date of these issues. Vie need is tor srvices for both rmn and women

SO that earh ran live to the fullest human potential and be happy as

productive human beings rather than swallowed in a'sea of mitigating

guilt, anxiety, and fear of phqsical oppression. In the City of

Hayward we belie'irr that we have an ahhroach that has built a bridge

across A chasm long ignored and hone t'at other communities may some-

day follow this example.

-
.KEUNETH A. HLBRITT
Psychologist
Director
Youth and Family
Services Bureau
Hayward Police Department
Hayward, California

KAM:tt
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Senator CliAssmN. We will now hear firietly from an added witness,
Sabrina. Pi i.

STATEMENY OF SABRINA FILI, BOARD OF DIRECTORS, YWCA

Ms. FILL Good morning. Senator. Thank yi'm very much first of
all for being here listening to these problems. It. is a serious problem
and My statement will be brief.

As you know, last-year I ran for the State senate.
One of the experiences consistently that occurred as I iva) walk-

ing more than 100 precincts. that I walked, was the pouring out of
the stories of women to me at thedoor.

I would say that of all the topics that were dikussed on people's
mind, of course there was busiiik, there were property taps, there
was gun contrbl, and then the next most often discussed problem was
that of wife. battering.

In fact 1 had some serious problems one day in a community where
a woman came running out, of the house, near hysteria. She de-
manded of me what, was I about to do about battered women. In
fact her husband was standing at. the hedge clipping and I could
see that as soon as I left it was going to be even more serious.

I contacted a local city councilwoman and asked her to get in-
. volved in the problem and there was absolutely nothflig the woman

could do other than offer her personal hospitality because there was
nothing available.

Because of the seriousness of the problem which constantly oc-
curred, I have joined with other members of the board of directors
of the. YWCA, to attempt. to establish a shelter here in Los Angeles
City called Los Angeles Family Haven.

One of the efforts that we &lye made is to contact the police in a
sensitivity training effort. We have discovered that as it was just
mentioned, the cop on the beat is not sensitive to the problems of
women. They are conditioned by the same experience that the gen-
eral male roie in society has assumed. We feel u is particularly eriti-

k cal due to the fact that they deal with these problems on a daily
basis. It is imperative that money come down to train policemen
sensitivity trainingto help people in this familyviolent family
situation.

We also feel that although we. and other women are ve.ry inter-
ested in 'sensitivity training for police. that we are not capable of
doing the joh. We feel that it. wonhl necessary for. other police
people. ex-police people perhaps. to get the money to have profes-
sional positions of training their fellow police. ofgeers. T think this
would be more effective.

That's really what I wanted to say.
Thank you very Much for listening.
Senator CaANsTox. Thank On very ninch. It is very helpfnl to

hear from ytmiuni we appreciate your testimony.
We now go to the amyl on law enforeement with Frederick H.

Samuels. assistant. unit, soperv. 'or. California Department of Cor-
rection. Parole and ComilThiiitv Services Division. Riverside: find
Lina Soccio, deputy p obation officer. adult probation. Ri-erside
County.
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I think everybody here knows that is- not. true, but it`is a common
belief: Peace officers need to learn the reasons why a wife might stay
with an abni ee husband, fear, financial dependance. no place to go,
low self-estee 1, children needing their father, plus all the societal

t
role concepts that keep a woman in the home, and her fverlasting
hope that this will never happen agaih. - .

In Riverside County, a man convicted of a crime related to spouse
abuse, is usually placfd on court. probation, thus he has no probation
officer. If he does abuse the Wife again and she fails to call the police,
this matter will not be brought. back to the attention of the court
and thus no action can be taken. .

I think judges should adopt a policy of plicing any convicted
spouse abuser on formal probation so that a probation officer could
provide surveillance of The defendant's behavior. .

During the past 10 months, I have interviewed numerous law
enforcement officers, including patrolmen, lieutenants, captains, dis-
trict attorneys, judges, private attorneys, and social service workers.
And the most common feeling is the frustration they feel. All these
public service workers feel frustration; the woman always returns
to the same situation, she changes her mind about. following through

. with a complaint and nothing ever happens.
I think everybody here understands why she doesn't follow

through.
This frustration tends to make public servants apathetic' toward

a woman in need"They assume nothing will happen, she won't press
charges, and the case will never get to court, so why put out a lot
of effort now. The police may be thinking they will save the system
some money; this woman probably won't go to court ; the case won't
be won, so why get involved. . . .

I believe That if shelters are available the woman will be able to
regain her strength, she will be able o follow through with appro-
priate actions and follow through with court proceedings. Then
things can change., .

Frustration is experienced in the district. attorney's office also. If
they feel a woman will testify, they will be more willing to prose-
cute her case.

.It. has been mentioned and I will repeat once again, that. statistics
show that. more p.olice officers are killed as the result. of domestic

- disturbance. calls than any other single call. Both parties are ex-
tremely anxious at that point; they are both emotionally charged
and anything is likely to happen. If the accused isn't hostile toward
the police officers, then the victim may he. Thus it. is a delicate mat-
ter for the police to handle.

Riverside County law enforcement agencies are in favor of estab-
lishing shelter. They believe a shelter could reduce homicides and
police fatalities stemming from domestic distArbance calls..A shelter
would provide a cooling off period. eould avoid escalation of further
violence and may evi n act as a preventative force.

Officers would be 'able to carry out their duties without the fear
of immediate retaliation by the husband ,against the wife. Often
officers feel if they do arrest the lnisband, the situation may deteri-
orate even further and could cause a subsoquent beating. If the offi-

Jr
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eer believes no court, action will result, he may help her out hy mak-
ing light: of the situation.

The district attorney's office would like to see a shelter. They see
victims who are afraid to testify because they are still living with
their attacker.

If the victim has a safe place to stay, has the support. of .other
women, and can look at her other alternative; she may be nmrealvill-
ing to come into court and testify.

A shelter, coupled with the positive effects bf the newly organize
victim/witness advocacy program such as separate waiting roo
outof the court. building so victims don't, need to be confronted
the corridors of the court with their attacker.

Currently in Riverside there is no facility that will house. women
with their clrildren. The department, of public social services is unable
to offer anything to a woman in A crisis situation.

And as I understand it, Ow Federal Housing Authority has pro-
visions to establish shelter homes in every area, however, local hous-
ing authorities are reluctant, to get, involved in the program. I would
like to recommend that at. the Federal level. the Federal-Housing
Adminiiration beef up their enthusiasm and ithtruct local offices
to get involved and start aiding new and/or established shelters.

That is one thinA. the Federal Government could do.
I ant also a member of dui Riverside County Coalition for Alterna-

tives to Domestic Violence. We have heft' in Operation for almost a
year, and work on a volunteer basis.

Between July and Febrnary of this year we worked with over 75
women, with 117 children. We have provideil shelter for women for
over 90 nights in private homes. This is extremely risky and is only
a stop-gap measure.

Once again, by provid ig the victims of spousal abuse, a shelter,
they are able to look at all the alternatives avhilable. They can then
decide what action to take: whether it be prosecution, counseling,
and /or d'ivorce.

Being a probatiOn officer, i !ave seen how the Pc 1000 drug diver-,

Aiion program works and I wo I like to see a similar prograth insti-
tuted fin; wife beaters. '

Right now the district attorney can stop criminal proceedings
against someone convicted of a drug ofTense, allow them to partic-
ipate in a rehabilitation program. When thr program is completed.

P then the charges may he ilismissed. I think we. need' legislation to
provide a similar law for wife beaters.

When I came in I provided you with a copy of the penal code
section which relates to child abusers. There is a term now that will
allow the proseenting attrey to -refer ehild beater to a public
social servwe agenev for counseling in lieu of koseention. I think
we could do something like.that for wife beaters. A law enforcement
officer could refer a wife beater to a .specific counseling program. If
the offendr,r followed through with the program, then no charges
would be Med. If not, then the distriet attorney would prosecute.

think ed,..cating the victims on how the criminal justice systeln
works will he beneficial. Tf she understands how the police. operate.

el
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what. policies they must abide Ii3f. what the laws are, and what their
reskictions.are. slip will understand anti 'hopefully won't feet the
police are letting her down. I think most police are very eagett to
help; they don't like to see a wolhan who has been beaten by her
husband, but officers repeatedly experience helpless frustration and
get that !awned ant effect. Unless we can otTer a, shelter, and Act the
woman strong enough to carry the burden of solving the/problem
herself, not nmeh will change. When she has shelter and support,
she can then liet through the syst ern. The police will then feel their
efforts are for a good ease and will be abh to carry out their, duties
of protecting its eh i?.ens.

1.Thank you.
leThe material referred to, followsl

EXCERI" FROM l'AtireRNIA PENAL CODE

i Mak [Person suspected of child abuse referred to envoy sneial services
department for courwlinp In lieu of prosecution.] (a) It is the intent of the
Legislature that nothing in this section is intended to deprive a prosecuting
attornex of the ability to prosecute persons suspected of violating any section
ot this code in which a minor is a victlin of hi act of abuse or neglect to the
fullest extent of the law it the prosecuting attorney so chooses.

(b) In lieu of prosecuting a persop suspected of violating any section of this
code in which a minor is a victim of an act of Atm or neglect when such
person is referred to him or her by the local pollee or sheriff's department, the
prosecuting !Wormy may refer that person to the county gepartment in chargl
of public social service% for counseling and soch other services that athe county
deparilnent in charge of public social services deems necessary. The prosecuting
attorney shall seek the advice of the county department in charge of pane
social servides in determining Whether or not to make the referral. [ unr eh
1130

Senator CRANMIN, Thtink you very much.
Mr. SARUM& Well, Senator, I am not going to repeat all the in-

formation that I have Written; I wolild rather make some other
points. They probably will not be made in a nice smooth, flowing -

manner,dbecause listening to what everyone is saying, there are some
things I still think need to be said ana about which I feel strongly.

No. 1, the family is the basic unit of this society, and I have to take
issue when we start talking about not being able to spend money.to
protect it, considering what.we can do with aid to foreign countves
and American corporations that get into trouble. We cannot always
take a look At cost when something must, be done. The basic unit of
this couritrythe familvi4 in trouble, in violent trouble,

ithin this link is where children are first handled. This is where
they get theit training, where they develop their ideas ns to "right"
and "wrong.:' Sometimes, someho*, we teach them that love is
linked to violence. While this is a complete mistinder8tanding, chit-
aren cannot help but arrive at this conclusion when they see mama
and papa fighting ferociouslv and serionsly, only to say later that
they love each other. In such circumstances, among ottiers, we per-
petuate domestic violence generationally.

Somewhere along the line we need interdiction at three points.
One, we must prevent or. at least. diminish violence as a acceptable,
means of frustration management. Two, we must avoid escalation or
initial violence or minimal physical abuse into crimes of violence by

12-11, o,
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early intervention. Three, and perhaps most important in societal
terms, we must stop the generational transmission of violence as an
app:opriate response to conflict, stress, and frustration. Tlwre is
ample evidence that children who witness violence in their families
of orientation often go on into their families of procreation to be-
come either perpetrators or victims.

I think also that we spend large amounts of money treating the
offender and protecting Ins rights.-We must. at least do the same thing
for the victim.

Another major problem follows after the victim is moved out of
a house into a shelter, and she then approaches welfare or any of the
other social service agencies. The time limit for response is far too
long, and the person applying for aid then gets disgusted and dis-
couraged, especially where children are concerned. A woman cannot
go into welfare and get food for her children, once she is out of
the house, that day; and yet, the mother must solve the problem
that day, not the 5, 6, or more days later that it takes for processing
paperwork. The same applies to food stamps. She has an immediate
problem and so, many times she will elect to stay in a negative skint-
tion in firder to protect her children. We need to do something about
that

My present research concerning incest focuses on childhood his-
tories of, ftniale inmates of State penitentiaries, and my findings in-
dicate 1 direct link beta; een both incest and early exposure to do-
mestic. violence and su sequent adult criminal behavir.r. Perhaps
some of the reasons these women get into trouble, commit crimes and
end up in institutions can be traced directly back to family violence
experienced at early ages. Both incest and physical violence are be-
trayals of trust and abuses of power relationships; both are experi-
enced at the hands of persons children ought to he able to tnist and
who defmitely are in superior power positions. When they experience
or witness such things children learn that power determines what is
right. They learn inadvertently that power means you do not have
to manage your frustrations. For these reasons, even when they only
witness physical abuse, children are the ultimate victims of domestic
violence.

One figure from a midwestern women's penal institution, indicates
that 'TO percent of the inmates had experienced sexual abuse in their
childhoo43. And I think that when we begin to have victims respond-
ing to such situations by producing more violence, apparently be-
cause no one protectee them then we must do something about that.

As to possible roles the Federal Government might ialrr with re-
spect to domestic violence, there are many, but I shoul like to men-
tion only two or three. Certainly, if Federal assistance is made avail-
able to those involved in shelter or intervention efforts, either di-
rectly or through local governments, I think the level of violence
should be reduced. Availability of a shelter not only provides direct
respite, but its very exi-...ence acts as a symbolic deterrent; bot!-.
offenders and victims know there isan alternative to enduring physi-
cal abuse.

Additionally, although victim assistajice programs are developing
at lo-al levels, they are not enough !IA not adequate. The Federal
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Government should develop more comprehensive victims' assistance
programs, especially since the Constitution sees that we have an all-
embracing offenders' assistance program. We regularly provide the
offender with a lawyer to protect him and his rights if he cannot pay
for one. We do not do this for the victim. 'We must become more
victim-oriented and avoid "blaming the victim."

Fihally, we must. also become more alert to the effects of domestic
violence, short and long range. In violent environments, along with
any other person suffering direct physical abuse, children are also
victims. Thei psyches are being damaged: They are learning things
we have no intention of teaching them, but because they are ob-
serving, they arc _learning.

Thank you.
Senator CRANSTON. Thank you, very, very much.
Mr. SAMUELS. One other point, sir. We will have a lot more de-

mocracy in the home when we take some of the violence out.
Senator CRANSTON. Yes.
Testimony submitted to us by Dr. Susan Back who is on the next

panel, states that a program on spouse abuse should not be combined
with one on child abuse.

She further states that the Director of the National Center on
Child Abuse .and Neglect, has said that the mere fact that spouse
abuse and child Idnise seem to be sometvhat related problems,
shouldn't lead to the assumption that they necessarily should be

treated together or in the same way.
What are your Comments on that?
Mr. SAMUEL& In my opinion, Senator, you cannot separate the

t wo.
Children in the home watching their parents physically abuse each

other or one parent, the other are going to be damaged and affected
by such experiences. I think the child must learn what is happening
and deserves an explanation. The parent accepting abuse must also
take a look at what it is doing to the child if she stays i the situa-
tion. The two are interrelated and you cannot deal with one without
dealing with the other.

Senator CRANSTON. Do you have any comment on that?
Ms. Soccto. No.
Senator CRANSTON. Who do you agree with ?
Ms. Soccto. The experience that I have had with poll, officers,

tells me it is a separate and different problem, however it it were
going to cut us out of money, to say split the problems, I would
say then put them together, hut I do see marital abuse as a different.

kind of problem. I believe societal norms create wife abusers, the
sfiuser needs to be reeducated about what is. permissable in this
society.

I ha VP t I ked W it Ii abusers who ha ye 110 Mae(' pt t hat t here is
anything wrong with weating a woman. I hat one man say--when
asked about why lie had beaten II Wolilea, beo her because she
wasn't keeping the house clean." 1 :isked what he would do if the
woman he started living with in th" future didn't keep the house
clean enowli. or he snspected that she %vaS going ont with another
man. lie reply was. "well. I would find out whether it was really
t rue, thel I would beat her."
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There was no concept in his mind that there was anything wrong
with beating a woman. That's the kind of thing we have to address.
I don't think it's totallx a clinical problem; rather it's the iipioring-
ing had regarding attitudes toward W4)111e11. SOUR' 11101 illSt don't see
anything wrong with it.

Mr. SAMUELS. Senator, both Ms. Soccio and I deal with offenders
after the fact. Most times when I get them, it. has been murder.
When I review the reCords, when I take a look at. what happened to
this type of offender in his chiklllood, he often has had the dual ex-
perience of his father, beating him and seeing his mother being

aten, because frequently there is a spillover from spouse abuse to
child abuse. And in every such case that I have reviewed or handled
there were indications along the line that something could have been
done before the murder occurred. When. I encounter the person,
he has been in prison and is now out on parole. One 5nnnot help but
feel that the final act of violence could have been avoided. There is
a link somewhere along the line of what happens when he is young.
and what occurs in thut house, with what he is going to do to his
own wife and children.

&Mater 'CRANSTON. The statistics that have been referred to a
number of times today indicate that police officers face.a great deal
of personal risk when they go to a home and wek to intervene in
their domestic violence situation. Has it been your experience that
law enforcement officials have generally encouraged development of
pro_grams designed to assist in reducing the incidence of domestic
violence?

Ms. Soccto. It is in Riverside County. They have tried and they
want to do something about. their problems. The officers go out with
a lot of enthuiiiasm and they are met with the reluctance of the vic-
tim to help them. The victim needs to help the pike so the police
can help her. Because she has no place to go, shr.t can't help the
police, thus the police can't help the district attorney und the whole
thing just fizzles.

I have to be an advocate for the police department. yet I under-
stand the frustration from everyone here about the inadequacies of
what the police do. I don't beheye the fault lies with the police
departments.

Senator CRANSTON. What they really have to do, I guess, is to try
to help; be one of those pushing programs that can be of help.

Ms. Socom. We do have the support of our local chief of police
and all of our law enforcement officers.

Senator CRANSTON. Did you have a comment ?
Mr. SAMUELS. Yes. Ms. Hampton is going to be testifying. and

she works directly with law enforcement agencies and will shed a
little bit more light on this_, Senator.

Senator CRANSTON. In the areas where shelters or other domestic
violence programa have been operating, what has been the relation-
ship as far as you know with the police department ?

Ms..Socao, I Can't answer that because we have no shelter.
Senator CRANSTON. Do you have any experience in that ?
Mr. SAMUELS. Relationships with law enforcement--sheriff's and

potice departmentsvaried, according to exchanges of information
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with service providers. Yet, as a parole agent and, therefore, a peace
officer, I know there are times when if there is a refuge of any kind
the police officer has the option of not necessarily having to arrest
one party in order to have the other person safe. If he can place the
woman in a shelter, it may not be necessary to make an arrest,
heighten hostility upon the offender's release, and start another chain
reaction.

In this way shelters and domestic violence programs can offer
police alternatives, unavailable within the present criminal justice
system. In turn, increased options can make law enforcements task
(tamers and at, the same time the known availability of shelters can
provide an aVenue of assistance that need not necessarily involve the
police. This, then, should cut down the number of po'lice calls for
such problems, and considered in this light shelters and various other
programs should be welcomed by the police. It is important to ob-
tain some statistical confirmation of what would seem to be a logical
consequence of these programs. Such documentation and a positive
approach on the part of the service providers could do much to en-
courage good relationships with law enforcement.

fenatjr CRANSTON. I presume when there is a local program, sup-
port by the police wouldbe very important?

Mr. SAMUELS. They must support it. It is essential.
, Senator CRANSTON. How, in your experience, have efforts been

made successfully to change the attitude of individual peace officers
who may not understand theproblein originally?

Ms. Soccm. I think the officers sv:m remain in the field do have a
sympathetic understanding of what's going on. Ws The officer who
has just gotten out. of the academy and goes out on the street who
doesn't understand it. The basic belief of people who aren't aware of
the depth of the problem, is that the wonien who stay, must like to be
beaten; why is she so stupid? Why does she. stay? Look what the man
has done to her; why do?sn't she get out ? The general public can't see
past that.

I think with a limited amount of training the public conld be sen-
sitized to the problem. But then again if there isn't a shelter for the
women, and they have no place to go, that same frustration is going
to build within the people providing service. I know why a woman
stays, but it still drives me crazy when I see someone whose had half
of their hair pulled out. Nock eyes. bruises, they can't walk, alid
yet they stay.

Senator CRANSTON. What is your explanation of why the woman
stays/

Ms. Soccm. The fear of the unknown world outside their home,
having no money. The maternal instinct, conies out. If a woman has
children, she is not going to walk out of the house, without a place
tu stay. Women have been trained to be martyrs and sufferers, and
will Wie a beating for the chil ui's sake and thus she remains.

If we can give her a chancef to look at the alternatives, I am sure
morcwomen would be able t change their situation.

Del Martin ,aid in a s pech about 2 weeks ago that every center
she has come in contact with, has been filled as soon as they get op-

. erational, withon, .:dvertising, and there is a waiting list. The women
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do want to get out; they do want a place to stay. But if they don't
have it they are going to stay in an abusive home; for the sake of
the children, the fear, of the unknown, or not having the money to
MOM

Senator Outworn. Thank, you both very much; you have been
very helpful.

(The prepared statement of Ms. Soccio follows ;]
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I have been a Deputy Probation Officer in Riverside County for five years

and supervise a caseload of about 90.women. I have been directly involved

is domestic violence many times and have seen no adequate solutions.

Ideally our society offers protection against bodily harm and deprivation

of freedom, but in reality the application of the law becomes ambiguous

whee the parties are husband and wife. A man's home is his castle. Police,

district attorneys and judges hesitate to intesfere with the sanctity of

the home. Our current criminal justice system ip not designed to prevent,

lessen or even discourag t. the practice of spouse abase; in fact,at times

abuse is encouraged by the lack of negative consequences the abuser experiences.

Once the abuser learns that nothing will happen to him if his wife refuses

to testify, it becomes his license to continue his abuse. Family violence

is not going to be remedied by new law enforcement pplicies alone or by the

Courts; however soca changes could improve the system:

Defense attorneys should not be allowed 0 call the victim/witness and

intimidate bor into not testifying. 'Recently a victim idiformed me that

she received call from as aldsin the office of the Male defender.

The aidtwarned the victim that if she testified against her husband and

be went to jail she would,have toNappily for Welfare,assistance to survive.

Law enforcement officers should not "discourage" victims who attempt to

make a citiasdh arrest. Inadvertently or knowingly officers discourage,

victims. A client related an incident in which she was beats:111y her

buaband. The client tried to fight back, but being outweighed and weaker,

she lost. The officers who werX called to the scene told the victim that

if elle filed a complaint, her husband would also file a cosplain,. This
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led the victim to believe that one complaint "(entailed" the other and

ghat nothipe coulJ bp done to help her.

! have been told by a police captain that "ANY WOMAN WHO STAYS IN A HOME

WIII A VIOLENT HUSBAND, $410 REPEATEDLY BEATS Hill,HAS TO BE MASOMSTIC AND

ENJOYS ThE BEATINGS." This is common belief,and I feel it should be mandatory

that all peace officers be provided training to include the reasons a wife

remains in a violent situation '. fear, financial dependance, no Once &42 go,

very low aelf-esteem, children need their father, societal role concepts,

promises Iron the abuser that he will never beat her again end the everlasting

hop, that it will never happen agait.

In Riverside County wan convicted of a crime related to spouse Ouse usually

is placed on Court Fibbation, (without a probation ofiicer). Judaea should

adopt s'Pollcy of placing (*evicted spouse abusers on formal probation so thst

a Prubatidh Officer could provide surveillance of the defendants behavior.

During the past 10 months I have interviewed numerous law enforcement officers,

including patrolmen, lieutenants, deptuty district attorneys, judges, se well

as privets attorneys add socialpservice workers. I have found that the most

common feeliee for those who work with the victims of domestic violence is

FRUSTRATION. " TMErWOMAX ALWAYS RETURNS TO THE SAME SITUATION: SHE CHANGES

NER HIND ABM' FOLLOWING THROUGH WITH A COMPLAINT, AND NOTHING CHANGES."

This frustration tends to make public servants apathetic toward woman in

need. They assume that "nothing will happen, she won't press charges, the

'case will never get to court, so why put out lot of effort now?" This

statue!. ie.sleu prevalent with private attorneys handling divorce cases.

If officersAnd district attorneys believed there wee chance that the case

would get to court they would probably be moie effective in handliug this

delicate situation.

r
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Statietice show that more police officers are killed as the result of domestic

l2
disturbanCOM11111 than any other single call. Both parties are extremely anxious

and emotionally charged at the time. If the accused.isn't hostile towards the

officerythe victim may be.

Riverside County.law enforcement agencies are in favor of establishing - shelter

for domestic violence victims. They believe that it coulA reduce homicides and

police fatalities stolum41 from domestic disturbance calin.. A shelter coulo

provide cooling off period and avoid the escalation of further violence and

l

ev 'act as preventative force. Officers could carry out their duties without

fe eof.immediate retalietion by the husband against the wife. Officers often

feel that if they arrest husband the situation will deteriorate even further

and may cause subsequent beating:

The District Attorney's office in Riverside also sees a need for shelter.

Victims aro often afraid to testify, because they are still living with their

attacker. If the victim has a safe place to stay and the support of others, she

min be more willing to testifi. A shelterpcoupled with the positive effects of

the newly organised victim/witness advocacy

more cases into Court.

prograyshould ultimately bring

Currently RIversies County has no facility that will house women with CHILDREN.

The toartment of Fcblic Social Services is unable to offer adequate aosistance

to a woman in crisis situation.
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I am a member of the Riverside County Coalition for Alternatives to Domestic

Violence. Our group was formed almost a year ago after Senator Robert Presley

spOke to our community about Senate Bill 91. This bill allows money to build

four to six shelters that will be called Domestic Violence Project Centers.

These Centers will provide shelter for women and their children, transportation,

counseling, referrals for medical and legal help, a 24 hour switchboard and

'Drop-1n" Centers for those who do not wish to leave the home yet, but may justi
want information or aomeone skilled and sympathetic to talk to.

Two community meetings were held by the Riverside County Mental Health Advisory

Board to assess the problem ana to determine if there were existing solutions

available.within the County. Members present volunteered to investigate such

areas as mental health services, law enforcement and legal Twit's, community

education, volunteer workers available, and research. It became immediately

apparent that a shelter.home was necessary. Volunteers were organized, and

between July and October of 1977 we were contacted by over 30 women with over

39 children. We have sheltered women for over 72 nights in private homes of

volunteer citizens who were willing to take women in for their safety from 1

or 2 nights, to.2 weeks. Obviously this is a great responsibility for the

volunteers, time cossumiag and disruptive to their own family life. We know

this is temporery "stop-gap" measure and that most of these victims need

looser stay to cal. down from the trauma, to examine their future alternatives

and resources. By providing tLe victims of spousal abuse a temporary shelter,

and emotional support, we enable her to look at ALL the alternatives available

to her BEFORE she is forced to decide what action to take; e.g., family counseling,

prosecution, dissolution or separation. With the support of a shelter the victim

can regain her strength and decision making capabilities end thus "follow through

with appropriate actions." Our Coalition has the support of the Riverside
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County Soard of Supervisors; in addition, over IS agencies (both public and

private) have expressed the need for a shelter hose in our county and have

given their unanimous support to our efforts to establish same.

I can not give you statistics on the number of domestic violence cells received

by the Riverside County law enforcement agencies, however, sn estimate fros s

deputy diacritic attorney in charge of Riverside Municipsl Court csses claims

that NOT MOIE TRAM 25 CASES A TEAR GET TO TRIAL AND ARE CONVICTED OF 273(d)

P.C., WIF11 SEATING. Of those csses, most are NOT place4 on supervised probation.

It stands to reason that if the victim refuses to testify, the accused will not

be convicted of s crime.

Being a Probation Officer, I have seen how the P.C. 1000 drug diversion program

works and feel a similar program could be used with wife beaters. Section 1300

of the Penal Code allows the District Attorney to stop criminX1 proceedings

agsinst person accused of certain drug offenses. Sy suspending crimlnal p o-

ceediapp the accused need not enter a guilty plea and there is no trial.

Instead the accused is referred to au educationsl, rehsbilitstion or treatment

program. Upon the successful completion of the designated program, the district

attorney will dismiss criminal charges. I would like to see sisilar LAW in

Califoraia for the Meadows *used of crimes related to domestic violence.

This procedure would eliminate the need to have the victim testify against her

husband; it would also give the offender the opportunity to alter his violent

behavior by attendieg an educational or clinical program.

We believe that if the victim understands how the criminal justice system works,

she will be sore willing to proceed through it. Thus cur Coalition has compiled

a hi-lingual handbook for the victim, which includes*

e. Lev emforeement arrest policies and procedures,

b. how the district attorney's office opperates, sad how victim can help,

e. steps the victim needs to take to aid the system,
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obstscles to be aware of and how to get sroumd them,
description of all court agpearsnces and when she needs to be

presamt,
explanatiom au sentencing proc ures and probstion,

where and bow to get assistance ith civil actions, and

&Ascription of ase,
Aar, to go for counsalins,
bow to ap!'" for jobs, state aid, job training, etc.

Is closing, I must strongly encourage all California and Federal legislators

to take the problam of domestic violence seriously and to initiste appropriate

actions necesaary to alleviate the problem. First, allocate additional funds

to establish shelter hoses. Second, reeveluate existing laws related to spousal

sbuse, and @dealt appropriate changes.

I thank jou for giving me the opporunity to speak.

Sincerely,

Mrs. Lima Soccio
Deputy Probation Officer
livarsida, Calif.

(11 )
r....11
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Senator ('HANsTON. Now we have the panel on researchDr. Susan
Malone Back, director, HEW services to battered wotnen project of
Denver, .Colo.; Marilynne Brandon Hampton, cociologist, UC River-
side, prisident of Riverside County Coalition for Alternatives to
Domestic Violence; and Dr. Barbara Star. School of Social Work,
USC.

STATEMENTS OF SUSAN MALONE BACH, PH.D., DIRECTOR, HEW
SERVICES TO BATTERED WOMEN PROJECT, DENVER, COLO.;
MARELYNNE BRANDON HAMPTON, SOCIOLOGIST, UNIVERSITY
OF CAL/NORNIA, RIVERSIDE, PRESIDENT, RIVERSIDE COUNTY
COALITION FOR ALTERNATIVES TO DOMESTIC VIOLENCE,

RIVERSIDE, CALIF.; An BARBARA STAR, PH.D., SCHOOL

OF SOCIAL WORK, UNIVERSITY OF SOUTHERN CALIFORNIA, LOS

ANGELES, CALIF.

Dr. BACK. I am Dr. Susan Malone Back. I am employed by the
Colorado Association for Aid to Battered WomenCAABW.

We have a grant from HEW to do a national study of services to
battered women and I welcome the opportunity to come to the State
of California today to present a point of view from another State.

In our study we have located approximately 500 shelters or alter-
nate services to battered women, and we have sent thein all 9 titles-
tionnaire. From this Ruestionnaire we are going to chootr eight
representative centers which we will study in depth.

What ws are hoping to find are shelters that have alternative fund-
ing sources and alternative service delivery programs. And from this
we are going to write a monograph which will be of use to projects
getting started around the country. The monograph will provide
ideas on funding. staffing, service deliveq, and so forth.

As a result of doing this study I have come in contact with people
all over the country, and have some recommendations that I would
like to make today.

First of all, we hope that whatever program is established as a
result of this legislation, will take into cov.sideration the results of
the study we are currently doing. It would be a waste for the study
to be done and t11,.s! to be`forpotten and for rer:enrch money to be ap-
propriated to dup=icate the 3ervices we ha.ie already done.

Second, I see a tremendous need for cooperation of services among
itemment agenc 7 and other programs. There are a number of

p yarns that ilave .-}xpressed an interest in battered women. Pri-
marii3 of course, HEW hus expressed 8, interest in funding our
grant. But thei ale LIN) people in HUT) \ tho are interested; CETA
has provided sotnt, ser-e ices in this area; Li !. kA has funded projects;
Community ,Servius dministration is 1king into programs and
so forth.

Legislation should mandate that all of these programs get together.
For e v.:v(10e. cao help by funding sonic training programs

for the itice Tnere are some training programs that are currently
in me: r they are very stereotyped. They present the typical
situadon f4 t e wife being the nagrrinte female who precipitated the
inciden1:.
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LEAA has already funded a project which will result in the pub-
lication of a national directory of services to battered women. I have
cooperated with them in helping to eliminate any duplication of ef-
fort with the CAABW project.

Another source of cooperation is HUD, and I have noticed that
several persons here today have mentioned HUD programs. I would
like to clarify HUD's role in services for battered women.

There are a number of HUD programs that potentially are avail-
able to batttred women, but the battered women are not receiving
these programs. Om reason for this is that the shelters and the
women are not aware of all the programs; and second, the programs
themselves are ambiguous. The regulations are written in such a
way that they do not clearly specify battered women as recipients
of services.

I recommend that HUD change its regulations to spell out that
battered women are eligible.

One program that is appropriate is the community (kvdoprift.nt
block program whereby buildings can be renovated and used for
emergency shelter purposes.

Right now we find that possibly two or three projects around the
country have qualified for these services. As y.ou know, the program

through local governments, and the local govcrnents interpret
ItiTn

m
in such a way that they will not provide the funds for battered

women.
Another program is the rent subsidy program by which Wee

women are out of the shelter, they can find housing on their ownind
be subsidized in the cost of that housing.

Here again the regulations do not consider the battered woman's
plight. Eligibility for this program is based upon the family income,
noi, on the woman's income. Of course, the husband is often making
an adequate salary, while the woman is not. HUD has to be flexible
in establishing eligibility for this program.

Another program is the housing program itself wlwreby Federal
housing is available to families. Again, if the husband's income is
considered, the woman very often will not be eligible.

Another program that could be incorporated. is FHA. When
mortgages are foreclosed on FHA homes and the home goes back to
the city, perhaps the city could donate the home to a local shelter
program.

There is also room for cooperation with the Defense Department..
The Pentagon has been able to refer me to only one shelter on a
military base; that is located at Fort Campbell in Kentucky.

I understand that right now women who are on military bases
who are being abused, have no alternative but to go to the chaplain.
There is no specific service for battered women in most circum-.
sta aces.

I recommend that military personnel be educated as to the needs
for battered women. Also I recommend that the Defense Depart-
ment funding be appropriated to set up shelters either on the base .

itself, or adjacent to the base. Right now there are some local pro-
grams that are serving the military population, but they are not
getting any assistance from the military itself.
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Veterans' Administration personnel should also be educated with
regard to the needs of battered women. Sonw women go to VA pro-
grams seeking assistance and no one there knows how to help them.

The cooperative effort I am advocating should also include pro-
grams dealing with the treatment and prevention of alcoholism arid
drug abuse.

Many people claim that alcoholism is related to wife abuse and
believe that, if we provide alcohol programs, this will help eliminate
wife abuse. I would like to point out that in some cases these alco-
hol treatment programs actually may be causing domestic violerice.
When a person goes int:itis type of treatment program, they un-
dergo some very frustr g experiences, of which aversive condi-
tionmg is one. We have some indication that some recipients of this
treatment will go home and take out their frugration on the 'family.

I recommend that people, working in alcoholism and drug abuse,
be educated as to the dynamics of the battering relationship and the
effect of the treatment on the battering relationship.

I also recommend that people working in the shelters be aware of
these alcohol programs and what the consequences of the alcohol pro-
grams might be to the families of persons undergoing treatment.

In order to accomplish this cooperation, I recommend that there be
on advisory board established for the purpose of coordinating the
efforts of all these different programs. On this board there should be
representatives from the Community Services Administration, and
from the Departments of Defense, Justice, Labor, Housing and Urban
Development and Health, Education and Welfare, including the U.S.
Commission on Civil Rights and the Alcohol, Drug Abuse, and
Mental Health Administration.

My third recommendation is similar to that of Senator Presley's
suggestion that moneys be provided to existing services to battered
spouses rather than setting up demonstration proiects for study.

I do think we need some demonstration proj e 3 in the areas that
are not being presently sened. For example, I know that in many of
the rural areas there are no services available to women, so perhaps
here we Could set up some demonstration projects. Other than that,
we should just fund shelters that are already in existence.

Another recommendation is that in funding these programs, let's
not pull the rug out from under them after only 1 year. Many pro-
grams have to reapply year nfter year for funding. Even if they were
told they could have the funding for 3 years, they would have to re-
submit an application on a competitive basis each year, and I think
this is unnecessary. Certainly we can evaluate them on a yearly basis,
but they should not have to go through this competitive application
process.

I also reeommend that there be some ongoing research to deter-
mine the effectiveness of treatment alternatives and Government
policies.

I understand that mnny people 11"e opposed to research at this
point and I am certainly opposed to academie, esoterie research being
sponsored by this legislation. However, there are certain types of
research that can be very useful right now.

For example, we need to find out what are the statutes in all 50
States pertaining to domestic violence and in what ways do these
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statutes facilitate or inhibit the victim's rights. LEAA could possibly
support this type of study.

I can tell you that in Colorado NO/hold up your California legisla-
tion as a model for what we would like to have in Colorado. The
Colorado Association for Aid to Battered Women has written a bill
which has been introduced into the State legislature. The bill, how-
ever, Was totally watered down in committee. It is now practically
useless and we are now going to have to ki,11 it if ppssible.

I think an awareueis needs to be developed of thd.Oatutes through--
out the countty and their effectiveness. _-

It is also clear that HEW appropriations are !Aver going to be.
able to fund these programs forever and to an adequlite extent. What
we might have in the future are some health insurance progfams
which will be able to pdy for services.

If shelters\are going to qualify for some of thosesservices, n have
to show that the methods are berieficial. We need to do resea4. to
determine the effectiVeness of the present services and to estallish
aecreditation standards. It would be valuable to do this researcli now
before health insurance legislation is passed and shelters are over-

. looked.
Research is 'also needed on the prey ton of domeitic violence. Re-

lated to thid is the topic of child abuse. Th e are some pople work-
ing in child abuse who say that if we elimin te child abuse, this will
eventually'solve the problerrrof wife beatin . The preventive meas-
ures for wife beating must go beyond that. W e cannot satisfy our-
selves with simply relegating wife beating to fbe area of child abuse.

I think there is plenty of room for prevent! techniques beyond
the treatment of child abuse. For example. a ihedia campaign ts
needed to educate the public with regard to the nature of wife abuse.

Finally I would like to recommend that a proaram for battered
women be established within the Office. of Human Development Serv-
ices in HEW, under the condition that other agencies become in-
volved in .the cooperative effort. I do not necessarily think that the
Administration for Children, Youth, and Families is the place to put
therogram right now. That program is really geared up for direct
services that are already establishefl. We are now in a phase where
we are still trying to develop government policy and we are 'trying
to evaluate these new programs that are being instituted.

It would therefore be advAhle to place the program within Office
of Human Development Services because that office provides the op-
portunity for cross cutting of service- Toss agencies and for evalua-
tive research.

Thank you.
Senator CRANsTo.r. Thanks for coming so far to our hearing.
Dr. STAR. Good mornit g. Senator. Thank you for invitina me here.
My name is Dr. Barbara Stati T am on faculty with the school of

social work at the University of Southern California.
I RIR RhO imember of the honrd of directors of the Sonthern Cali-

fornia Coalition on Battered' Women.
For the past 2 years T have been enmhictina research in the area

of family violence in general. and on wife hatterina in particular.
The research involves nsing personality tests and interviews to nn-

I 7
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derstand the psychidogical and sociocultiold factors affecting the
victim, the sPouse, the marital relationship awl the chihlren.

'During the course of the research I have had an opportunity to
'test. and/or to interview over 100 WOIllell and several husbands. Some
of the research findings hold implivations for social policy as well as
human service development. .

1r To summarize briefly, some of the findings revealed that first of all,
'neither the assaulter nor the victim tended to be mentally ill. Violence
is not an act of a psychotic mind, rather it is an integral part of
family interaction, and is perceived as a legitimate means for dis-
charging frustrations or resolving conflicts.

Lest; than a. third of the women, but close to 60 percent of the men,
. grew up in a family environment where they witnessed or experi-
enced violench. Violenm is transmitted from generation to generation,
but it tends to be more of a function of t he "men's upbringing, than of
the women's. '-

Psychologically, the women are not masochistic, or excessive# de-
pendent. Personality .tests reveal they are passive, and interviews
reveat they possess very low self-esteem. Together, these fiietors create
the ideal victim. The women do not enter the relatiohship expecting
or believing they deserve punishment. Their low sense of self-esteem
leads them to assume the rnsrmsibility for problems in the marriage.
And their passivity prevent.s them from ta.king action on their own
behalf.

As a marital unit, men !aid women tend to be socially isolated. Mont
do not belong to clubs or organizations. They have iew friends and
maintain limited ties m ith relatives. They have no social or communi-
ty support system frovi which to learn alternate ways of dealing with
problems or fvelings.

Another finding that I want to bring out. is that men and women
both remain in violent, situations because there are so few alterna-
tives available that promote change. As we have heard here, there are
not. many shelters where victims and children can find refuge. Finan-
cial add legal support for victims are limited. Man, agency workers
do not understaml the fears and emotional needs of the victims or the
marital unit. There are no programs for the assaulters.

,Several types of changes of both the macro and micro level are
indicated if we hope to combat the effects of domestic violence. Some
of the solutions that I advocate woyfil

I. Nationwide reporting la ws a.niilar to the ones developed for child
abuse.

2. Laws that permit alternatives other than divome . jail. Women
want protection; not necessarily permanent separation. We need an
intermediary step that bridges the gap between Ilo legal action and
pressing ci iminal charges which result in imprisonment.

3. 11,:bh. edurat ion to make people aware of the problem, its causes
and solution. I w..orvice training- programs for police and mental
health professimm

4. Reading the victims their. rights. Clearly telling the women the
legal alternatives available to them; providing an advocate, usually a
paraprofessional person. who will help then) through the criminal
justice process if they choose to press charges.

12.211. - 74 7
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5. Toll-free hbt hie services to offer information aml crisis counseling
Tor both the victims and the assaulters.

6. Mandatory treatment for assaulteN including medical and emo-
tional counseling that produces better impulse control.
, 7. Housing; more shelters for women and eheir children during

times of crisis, and safe places to live once they leave the shelter, if
they decidanot to return tosthe spouse.

. 8. A community support n ork of agencies who are concerned
with various aspects of (iomesti ence to insure continuity of care
for the viaims.

9. And finallp I think that we need a coalition of communitY agen-
cies and interested lay persons to offer a base for sharing ideas, con-
ductint, research, disseminating information, providing community
education, and supporting needed kgislation.

Obviouslythese changes require more than verbal affirmation. Any
system of viable service must rest on- a foundation of financial se-
curity. The first step then involves appropriating adequate funding
to ensure physical as well as moral commitment.

Thank you.
Senator CRANSTOW. Thank you, very, very, much. It Nies very

interesting.
Ms. HAMPTON. My presentation will be sdniew t disjointej be-

cause several points have arisen during this test monyihat wrrran(
some comment. As in many instances these, arar sponses or supple.'
mentary remarks, they will not form a coherent whole.

A.t the /outset I should note, that I am IT doctoral candidate and
sociologisit at the University of California at Riverside. as well as
president of the Riverside County Coalition for Alternatives to
Domestic Violence. This dnal role has provided lin advantageplis
position from which to research and from which to observe the inter-
action of service-providers with the community PA its various
elements.

First of all, with respect. to the felony wife-beating law we have in
the State of California. often cited as a model, the law itself simPly
does not solve many of the prc;blems. Most often, even if it can be
-demonstrated that an arrest, should be made under. 273(d)
felony wife-beatingpolice have booked the case as a misdemeanor
because it is easier to obtain a conviction on a misdemeanor.

Next I feel an obligation to say that while the literature is replete
with references to antagonistic law enforcement responses in the area
of domestic violence. %I' have had extremely go...4 fortune with'law
enforcement in Riverside County. This is not tc, say ,that this his-
torically has always been the MP or even that we do 'not now en-
counter occasional hostility on.the part of individuals. What requires
emphasis is that, a positive relationship has beer% developed by the
coalition with all facets of the .criminal justit'e system, that, negative
responses generally refler.ponly individual biases and not department-
al.policies, and that by coopermive community effort where necessary
we have been able to effect policy Mange.

Riverside County has just instituted a new system- for gathering
statistics, an.] this promises to deliver far more refined information in
th i. area of domestic violence than'has previously' been available. Tlit%

9 9
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county hu 17 cities with 11 police departments; the sheriff is respon-
siblifor'unincorporated areas and six coortract cities. As of January
1 this year, all policv and sheriff's repiitt forms,have been standard-
:zed, and all reports are being fed into .a central report4 terminal.
With all law enforcement utilizing the -same forms and the same
codes, the statistical potential is remarkable. Not ofily will this Tesult
in both more comprehensive and specific figures, but refined statistical
distinctions are being made in all the various, categories of domestic
violence. If projected results are even half of the indicated potential,

. I would strongly recommend this as a national 'model.
Prior to this centralized, standardized gathering of statistics, how-

sever, both the city and county of Riverside have .done exceedingly
well in their compilations of statistical data. For example, both have
broken down police disturbance callsthe 415; about,which so muck

4 has been writteninto five categories: Om., family disturbance; two,
juveniles in the streets; three, loud residential parties; four, bars and
taverns; and five, others, in both eases, the largest single category
has been the family disturbance calls, with "others" making up the
second largest category.

.Because so much has been written about police hostility in answer-
ing 415's, with the justification being that police are at greater risk in
answering these calls than any others, there need!S to be some clarifica-
tion. If the danger is great for all poliee distutbance calls, unless the
categories are broken down into some typology that permits the dis-
tinction of family disturbance from general dishirbance calls, then,
we may well have exaggerated and oyerempliasized the danger to law
enforcement in such situations.. This is not 'to minimize the very real
danger in such volatile situations in particular instances, but simply
to emphasize the need to document the overall 'danger thathas been
quoted and assumed rather widely.

In New York City recently, 40 percent of the police calls were esti-
niated to be family disturbances. In responding to such calls, how-
em, police must spend much of tlfeir time essentially doing social.
work. Yet theY are trained specifically to handle very different sorts
of things, the most violent, aggressive on-the-street behaviors. This
seems a gigantic waste of manpower. even a misuse, and no one seri-
ously can suggest that more police would provide a solution to the
problem of domestic violence.

Data from the city of Riverside for 1977 point to the ired for al-
ternatives outside tof4the criminal justiee system. Out of 278 actual
cases of family distliances, including some family-related misde-
meanors and felonies while excluding others and h*icides, ;14 ar-
rests resulted in an arrest rate of 12.2 percent. The inferesting fact is
that the police could have cleared an additional 183 eases, or increased
theit arrest rate by 65.8 percent for it total rate of 713 percent. In these
cases they clearly knew what the circumstances were, who the per-
petrators were, but no complaints were fortheming. This brings me
to another recommendation.

We seriously need shelters and domestic violence programs, but we
1need them funded in a way that makes them stable, viable entities,

not the cliff-hanging operations which exhaust the spirits and re-
smirces of those involved. Shelters not only can help law enforce-
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ment, irt a variety of 'ways; they also can reduce the police workload. .Ai is much simpler to take someone to a shelter than to make
. .an arrest ancl take that person to jail.

Touching upon %research briefly, I have grave reservations about
funding' it and shelter programs .solelv. through NIMH. As. anillustration, in our county, crisis and. referral is listed in the local .
newspaper's services column undtc Riverside County Mental Health-.
Departinent. They rarely get a*call. front that listing. Like ir or mit,'there is still a stigma .involved when mental illtritt is impjied. Itwould be far better were they .listtd simply as Alsis.and referral,and' I am still trying to'understand what. regulitions preclude this.shoujd also like to'recommend athtinst having wife-abuse put in
with child abuse. While they often are related problems, it isperative thlit adult women and children be treated differently.. One
of the things that is agreed upon is that women wbo have been bat-
tered generally stiffer from low .self-esteem and iippear-to be quite
paasive. ,One of the,main goals of shelter programs is to return to.
the eorntnunity worhen whose sense of dignity has been .restorea,
wome,n ,who are capable of taking care of iheinselves and -their
children Without. or within marriage. To lump women and children
together is to risk similarity of treatment and to cont dine the "infan-
lilization of women," as pointee out by Richette.

The last thing I would say if .re is timeI haven't, timed my- .self L.

Senatr CRANSTON'. You are just about:out.'
Ms. AMPTON. Just then, to ,finish, in Riverside County we deafly

could not operate witli onlbssheiter. We have attempted thereforii to
coordinate all known age cies so that we can provide several alterna-
tives and crisis shelters. .*

It is vet7 good of you 14 have come tiere today. IAould like to
thank you for Your concrr in this area, and we hoge that we may-' receive your legislation fairly soon.

Sent#Or CRANSTON. Thank you, very, very much.
I am impressed by the great'attention to the prtigress in Riverside

County; there seems to be a lot happening there.
One witness, .ToAnn LeFils had some reservations about funding

research in this matter. Do you feel flint there is adequate funding;
is there more needed to get to.tlite basics in problems or roots?

Dr. STAR. Tlwre are different kinds of research that .1 think need
v to 'be funded. I wouhr like very pinch to avoid dupliCation of re-

search efforts. There is a lot of information that has alrenkly come up
through general surveys. What we need to know now are some of
the interrelationships between family violence or between wife bat-
tering and other problems in the cOmmunity.

For example, one that. we brought up today has to do with under-
4;tanding the relat6ionship between child battering and wife battering
beCause 'there are obviously Some similarities and differences. We
don't yet know what the differenees are and how best to intervene
in them. But that is one type of research that needs to be conducted.

,SOTTle research involves galhering data about the laws that are

We telso don't know anything about program evaluation. We have
no idea at this point about which women do best in which type of

)
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shetterS, but we know that there are dozens of differeAt niodels.that ,
.are being nse. We heed to be able.to evahmte'some of that also. So
ihat I would think that there is a lot of room .for research. Thai:. is
also obvioualy much more room for needed services.

.Dr. BACK. I would like to point oict, that il 1Inany olthese sheltotis
. they Wave been collecting demnographic daa t o the wOmeli. who have

been seeking services, and perhaps what. we ca (ki is take this data,
. tabulate it uniformlyand make it available to the pliblic. f ,

Ms. Ilismrro. I should like to ridd one thing_aboat researchat
some peril tO myself as.an academician. I am opposed to esoteric re-
search in which problems are staislied and.careers are nmde by people

. who .never,come inth direet contact with sictims, offenders, or the
. women whq are doing the grassroots work sand providing the.

services( . , .
. ... .

We need to do coMmunity research wherever, possible. That is
where the hifortuation is. We do not yet have enough informittion ..

from elicit to generalizes It therefore is imperative that ive study
many ditNrent kinds of communitb.s. in various regions. with ditter-
.M4 racial and ethnic. mixes before we can beigin to discern; the corn-
mtmalities. I believe that, in this sway thmiugh the process" of analytic,
induction we can Biel bagiti eo generalize. .. ,

Finally. community research serves another purpose. It helpkedu-
cate the persons participating im.the rewards effort.--afid generally )..
heightens conununity awareness. Ye have, found this to be it bene
ficial byoroduct of olir resea,rch. .

Senator CnANsrox. Thank yon very much.
{The prepared statements of Dr. Black and Dr. Star follow :1

7
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We already know that s4ftiouses, hot lines and a national clearing-

:

house of information are needed to reduce domestic violence. I r:efer you

.to the testimony provided to ihe U:S. Commission-on Civil Rights In January

30 and 31, 1978, to that provided before the ,House Subceemittelhn Domestic ,
N

aed International Siientific Planning, Anaylsis and Cooperation', February,

1978, an dstolhe testimony presenttd heri today. I would therefore like

to address myself to the mechanics of a comprehepsive program fo?services
Y

-toltattered spouses, Siblings and parents. While I advocate a program to

provide.services.to all victims of battering, t think we should keep in minds

that the majority of domestic violence victims are women beaten by men mitt'

whom themfare having an intimate relationship. Statistics from New 'York ,

City hospieals for s'ix.esonths iii1977,'S -that there were 490 caies of
.

battered wives and 2 cases of battered hu bands. Dr. Richard Gelles, a
.44

sociologist at the University of Rhode)Island, reports that 47% of the husbands

in his smeple hit their wives regularly, while only 11% of the wives hit

their ausbagds regularly. The battered man case is the "man Lites dog"

.tipef story picked up by the Press. For years women have been beaten,as

a matter of routine aml,dis such, did not attract the attention of the press.

I 'am employed by the Colorado Association for Aid to Battered Women

as Project Director of a national study of services to lietteretwomen. The

Project: entitled:Services to Battered Women: A Study of Diverle Models.

Rationale for Development, and a Strategy to-Determinetffectiveness of
f

Seriices",.hes located approximately 500 sqelters and alternate services foe

tattered women. We have sent'them a questiOnaire (a copy of which I have

. submitted with my testimony, Appendix A) and from the returns on this in-
,

strument we will select 8 representative programs. These programs and,their

6
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commlbnity suopori systems Wil) be itudied intensive* We

will choose the repriientative programs on the basis of geography, population

Serv m11 services provided and fundi'm sources, among other criteria. The

result of ournine-montle grant will be a momugraph which will Oropose future

procedures for evaluation. I have submitted A more detailed description of
, 4

the objectives and'activities of the Projecti (See Appendix B.) We are

particularly interested in studying programs that have made use'of existing

4 federal funds. For example, a few centers have managed to secure HUD fundtng

through their %local CommuniZy Development Block Program. Several ihelters

have obtained staffing money through the Department oftabor's (CETA) program..

Others have been able to make use of Law Enforcement Assistance Administration

(L(AA) ahd Community itrvices Administration (CSA) funds. The results of '

our study will be veluable in helping programs conceptualize plans for se-

curing funds'and providing treatment alternatives. It is my belief that .

the results will prove useful to any agency formed by the legislation current's),

pending in Congress.

In working on this project I hive

women, servittes providers, researchers.

and commissions on the status of women.

to wake recommendation's to you t6day on

gathertd from them:

Corresponded and met with battered i

government employees, goCiernors.

I havt learned much and would like

t4e, basis of the informition I have

First, I recommend that the results' of our research project sliould !Xi

considered by watever agency is'iandated as i result of the current legislatio's

/bis often; research projects are conducted a yie valuable information le

which is not utilized in program developme

by duplicating our efforts.

t .

Second, the problem of bAttered waren is

p.

Let us not re-invent the wheel

not something thit can be
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solved with a temporary, volunteer program. The comb!led effort of various

professions and government agencies will be required to tackle this mosV

distressing form of violence.

Ii is fenerally,agreed that the proposed program should be placed within

HEW: Mowever, interest in battered wren has been expressed by personS in HUD.

(f!

LEAA, CETA and CSA. For example, there was the p9ssibility that our project

'would publish a dlrectory of services to battered women. Howe4r, directori*e's 9

-

were aintady being published by Betsy Warrior of the National Coalition Netumrk,

and the Center for Women Policy Studies whith has been funded by 'IAA. I .
#.

w contacted these peitpleitndAte worked out an arrampwent whereby he would share
' ,

.

names and addresses and they would be responsible for the directors. I am now .

eble to hevote more of our resources to inTdepth site Visits and publication

,

\Another source df cooperation is Hun. I hale learned thattthere is

potential iource of assistance to programs,for battered,women within HUD's

programs. Many shelters are not recei4inq these services either because
a

(a) they don't know about them or (b) they haye applied for them and hive

0

been timed di& due to a miiinterpretation of HUD's regulations. At present. \

a number of HUO's programs have regulations which do not clearly specify

battered woien as recipients of the services. Ftrst, the regulations for the

Coemnity Block Development Program should.be re-written to specify the re-'

habilitation of buildings ior.the ptirpose of supplying loCal eme;gency shelters

for battered women. Secondly, the rent lsidy program, which.created a

balance between one-fourth of a persoWs income and.the fair market price for

an apartment should clearly stati that a wcman's eligibility for the program

should bibs& upon her income, not her husband's. Eligfbility4for housing '

through local housing authories should likewise be based upon the womin's

;

4

s)

I.
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Finally, homes for which FHA mortgages have been fgreclosed often become

city Property. HUD spould be making an attempt to use these abandoned

buildings for emergency shelter for battered women. If necessary, Comedhity

Development Block Grants.should be awaided to rehabilitate the bUildings.
.

dip OWIP

There is also room for co-operation with the Def. se Dbearbeent. To

my knowledge,.the only existing servic s fdr battered spouses on the military

:bases are the Chaplains. Military pe sonnel should be educated with regard,to

treatment alternatives for battering couples. Funds for the establishnent of

safe 4guses either on or Idjacent tg military 6..sts should be provided by

the Defense'leparbeent.

The co-operative effort I am fpocating should include programs dealing

with the treatmeni and prevention of alcoholism and drug abuse. There is evi-

.

dence that in many cases alcoholism and spouse abuse ate related (Grambs.

1977). .However, there are also cases ih yhich the treatment program itself

leads bi.domestic violence. Persons ilivoived in Such treatment programs

undergo frustrating experiencese one.example of which is aversive cond)tioAni.

These frustrations resuit in the person's lashing.gut at a family mobil'.

Thus, the dynamics 'of the,batlering relationship need to be made known to

service providers. Tbere is a definite cYcle to the battering relationship

(Walker, in press, a, b). For a comprehensive delltription of treatment,atter-

eatives for battered women and batterers, I refer you to Dr. Lenore Walker's

testimony Before the House Subcommittee on Dcoestit and InternatTbnal Scien-
.

tific Planning', Analysis and Cooperatidn (Appendix C). We cannot assume

C)
that alcohol and drug rehabilitation people know the antecedents and dynamics

oilspouse abuse. Likewise, safe house Personnel should become More know-

ledgeable of the conseq6ences of drug and alcohol abuse treatment programs.

V.

5

4

ArN
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V
4 I Oecomeend that an Advisory Board be estiblished for the purpose of

co-ordinating the efforts of all the agencies concerned with spouse abuse.

-This Board'shbuld consist of representatives from the Community Services

Administration and the Departments of De7A.se, Justice, Labor, Housing and

Urban Development, and Health, Education and Welfare, including the U. S.

Commission On Civil Bights, and the Alcdhol, Drug Abuse and Mental Hdalth

Administration.

My third recomnendation is tHat monies be provided to existing services

to battered spouses, rather then ietting up demonsirati.on projects for study.

There already exis; a diversity of services, including'some shelters with

crettfv administrative and stg'bing procedures, and comprehepOve services

such asopsychological and legal counseling, welfare advocacy,.job training,

counseling and placement, counseling of the batterer, couple% counseling,.

child'care, Parent Effectiveness Trainings,' Parent's Anonymous and on &Rd on.

,

If.. we want to study the etfect of these services, let's'look at prOgrame
.-

presently 4n existence. If Ihere areh't enough programs provTdingcompre-
.

ive services, hen let'% fund e ngxisti shelters that hate limited services

a help them along.1 This uvuld cirtainly be more cost-effective than setting

up demonstration projects which will not necessarily have the community

,

hicking thet the present shelters have./
1

I
,

Naturally, it would be useful to set up pregrams in.areas that are

not currently being served. A balance should be struck between creting new

programs where needed and supporting present programs.

Reiommendation numbtr four is that in funding these programs, let's

4
a

.not pull the rurout from ynder then after only.one year. Yes, a program

should be accountable fromiiar to Aar, but it show4d,not have to re -ipply on
.

a competitive basis each year for 6.1:year funding period. The stability of

tlip
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a 3-year contract (even 4f the percentage of funding decreases from year

to year) allows the shelter to devote time and effort to the establishment

of a more permanent funding source.

/".
,My 5th recommendation is that there be an pn- oing research program

to determine the effectiveness of treatment alterna ives and government

policies. Let.me make it clear that I am not advoczting reSearch of an

esoteric or purell academic nature.,(That type of Study has its pla:e but it

Ajs not in this legislation. Me' neeU the type of research that will ensue!

practical questions. I'off.:r a few examples:
411.

a. Uhat are the existing statutes in the 50 states which .

pertain to domestic violence and in what ways do these statutes

facilitate and/or inhibit individuals' rights? What is '.he effect of

.these statutes on the-proviiion of services to battered spouses.

*siblings and parents?

b. It is clear thet HEW 4propriations will never be able to

proville all'the.serviceseded to battered victims and batterers.

In the not tdO distant future we may find that federal and private

health insurance prOgrami will be able to pick up part of the tab

for mental healtepTelated services. For thjR ti occur, however, we
:

must be able to Snow that the.programs are beneficial. Likewise, we

will have to set standards for accreditation of programs. Research, '

is needed to validate procedures now in use And-to determine what

... quality standards art appropilate. The time for this research is now.

We ca`afford to lose this opportunity for validation.

c. I see a need fdpr on-going research sponsored by MINH. The

Center for the Study of CriTand Delinquency has demonstrated a long-
,

standing commibeent to answering questions about battfring and battered

spouses. Long before this topic received national recognition, the
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Center was sponsoring reslirch on violence in the family. I would

like the new legislation to ensUre Clot the Center fOr the Study of

Crime and Delinquency will be able to continue this type of research.

d. Technical assistance should be.given to help consolidate

and analyze the demographic ind evaluation data currently being collected

by service providet.

e. Reseb.ch is needed on the prevention.of domestic violence.

Individuals working in the area of child abuse have speculated that

child abuse lays the groundwork for violent behavior and eventual spouse

abuse.. This is really a chicken ,or egg type of question. It is just

as likely the spouse abuse teaches violence which will eventually lead

to child abuse. Actually many child abuse workers report children to

be accidental victims of intended spouse abuse or that they are used

by the wives as shields from attacks by husbands. Preventive measures

must be researched so that they can then be utilized in ichools, media,

and community organizations.

My 6th recommendation Is that technical assistance be given to shelters

t6t.age fairly new and/or are experdencing difficulties. Government employees

can aid the shelters in grant-writing skills and to a certain extent in im -

*wonting programS. Outlet's not legislate out the expertise of the grass

roots women who have been providing services and have been learning from

.that exPerience. I encourage the employment of a significant number of these

women as technica; assistants to the federal program.

Once again I would like to stress the fact that most cases of spouse

abuse are cases of tx red women. While it is true that some men are beaten

by women, the incidence, frequency and severity of the beatings are less

than that of men beating women. Dr. Suzanne Steinmetz's data, which has

4

0
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received much media attention, indicates that husband beating if Juist as

common as wife beating. However,,he data analyses have met with considerable

scientific criticism. For a comr4ete criticism of her statistical procedures,

I refer you to the Winter, 1978 issue of Victimology.

4

My final recommendation is that this program be placed within the Office

of Hunan Development Services in HEW. This office has denonstrated Its

concern with battered women in the funding of The Colorado Association's

grant. One alvantage of placin§ the program in this agency is that it will4

provide a smooth transition frcm our preliminary study to an extensive program.

Another advantage is that OHDS oversees the Administration for Children,

Youth and Families as well as other programs. As such, it allows for the

cross-cutting of services provided by different agencies,and departnents.

Also, INDS is responsibltfor the research that takes place in its subagencies,

whIle
1

the individual agencies are more geared up to provide direct services.

By placing the program in OHM there will be the flexibility to formulate

new programAelivery procedures. Once a prolram on domestic violence is

established, itcan then be placed into an agency such as ACYF. I caution

you not to ccebine a program on Spouse Abuse with one in Child Abuse. The

battered spouse is in need of unique psychologice, legal and housing services.

Much still needs to be learned specifically about the dynamics of the betteripg

couple and the success of various treatment approaches. As Mr. Besharov,

Director of the National Center on *Child Abuse and Neglect has said, the

mere fact that spouse abuse and child abuse seem to be somewhat related

problems should not lead to the assumption that fhey necessarily be treated

together or in the same way.
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SERVICES TO BATTERED WCMEN STUDY

The Li: S. Department of!Health. Education. and Welfare Is sponsoring a eationleide study of

services to,battered women. With this questionnaire, we invite you to participate in the

study"to heril-ua identify mil existing models of servife.

' THIS WILL NOT BE AN EVALUATION-OF YOUR PROGRAM.

(bur fin(ing. wjll be incompletikshould even a small program not be representetkin our study.
Those who deliver services often feel the time required to completer.gueFtionnaVres might be

better spent on more imeediate concerns. Accordingly.'We have designed the questionnaire

for rapid response to the minimal number of questicns necessary for our study.

We will appreciate your director being responsible for overall compLetion of the question-,

noire. If different:Persons cOmplete different sections, please indicate their names and

xtionsioils at ;be ends of those secpons.

Ns Walk that you Orovide.informstion'Ior the time.,period beginning January 1. 1977 AND ENDING

DECEMBER 31, 1977. If you have been'in operation leis than a year, please report on the.

length of time youhave been in existence.

N. wilt,Ipprec le'yoUr answering our questions in NOBERS of persons falling into each

e category TOO* percentages. are requested). If exact figgres are unavailable, please give

us your best e Nate.
6

For this study "battered woman" is defined as A WOMAN WHO IS REPEATEDLY SUBJECTED TO FORCE-
FUL PHYSICAL INJURY BY A MAN TO WHOM UHF IS MARRIED OR MITH WHOM SHE 15 HAVING AN INIlkIMATE

RELATIONSHIP. Cases of child Lr parent abuse are not included in this definition of-

'battered woman."

Based on the results of the survey, we will select eight programs which are representiltive

of different service orientations. These programs and theirconnunities will be studied

by project site visitors in April. Representatives of the eight programs will be invited

to 4 June workship in Denver to participate in developing a research and demonstration

methodology for future Programs for battered women.

PLEASE RETURN THIS QuESTIONNAIRE IN THE ENVELOPE PROVIDED BY.NAREH 13,_1978s when we will

(*gin to review the responses. Those received later than Stara-2C-19713 will be included

in the data analysis but cannot be tonsidered for selection is representative programs.

If you_provide counseling, referrai and other services to battered waxen,_but do nOt have
a shelter, please complete pertTnent parts -iiri:t74-uestlii .ii-naire717-eirormation Will be

extreueFy useful, end your program may he selected as a representative program.

lf, however, you do not previde any services specifically for battered women,. please indicate

your name and addrei.i7and cf.eck "no" on question 01, and return the questionnaire as soon

as possible.

We appreciate your efforts on the questionnaire,and thank you for your cooperation.

'THE COLORADO ASSOCIATION FOR AIR TO BATTERED WOMEN

SERVICES TO BATTERED WOMEN PROJECT.

4



NAME OF PROGRAM OR AGENCY:

ADORESS:

108 ',

street
city

county state KipPHONE 1 ) 00 YOU WISH TO KEEP YOUR'ADORESS CONFIDENTIAL?
area code -yrrDIRECTOR:

FACILITY

1. Do iou provide any.services for buttered women?

2. DO you have a shelterfrefuge?.

3. a. Do you have.an'a ernative service to a refuge?
b. If YES, desert

4. How long have you.been in operaiion?

S. What is 'he total number of women you served between January 1, 1977
and Dec. 31. 1977?

YES NO

6. What is the number you housed during that period?

7. What is the number you served on a nonresidential basis?

A. Do you need to comply with any of the following licences?

Zoning
Fire

Health

Buildlng
Rooming house
Day Care
Protective,Services
Hotel . . .... .
HoSpital Accredation. .

)(

Residential child care.
GrouP home

' Residential care
Other (SPECIFY): 4

9. Do you have any of the following security meksures?

Other (SPECIFY):

11

Guards
Alin! systell .

Peephole in door
Dogs
Special lock.

Special arrangement with polfte
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Name of PrO al

SERVICES PROVIDED

10. Do you provide any of.the following services at yoUr facility?
Emergency housing not part If your facility
(Ex. accommodatioh in.private homes. motels. YWCA. etc)

Describe:

Referral to other shelters outside'your area for the
purPost of the woman's safety

If YES, describe netparic

Welfare referral

Job coubSeling 1

Job training,
JotrplaCement
Legal counsel
Hot Line
Emotions: xouni'el ing

Women's Support group
Education of victim

, Counseling of batterer
Education q, community
Legislative reform
Joint couPle counseling
Assertiveness training
Self Defense training
Cultural/Civic Activities
Recreational Activities
Personal Grooming
Dance therapy
Yoga.

Religious activites

Aedital Aid
Finaecial assistance
Patent Effectiveness Training. . .....
Food.'

. .

YES NO

----4

with regard to battered spouses .

Clothing
Help with finding new housing

Other (DESCRIB():

PERSON COMPLETING THIS SECTION: Ott:

ORIENTATION AND COMMUNITY RELATIONS
.

.

, ..
.

II; Which one of the phrases below best deicribes the orlentation of your.

serviciiT (Please circle only one code numher.,
Political group. 0

Religious rirciin

Detoxification 2

Private foundatior 3

Mental Health treatment. 1

Legal Aid 5

LCAA/CRIMINAL Justice. . 6

.*Feminist group 7

Women's group ../13

Other (DP,CRIBEl:
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Name of pfOgram
-3-

12. He have noted in our research that many safe houses were established through
action by various women's groups. We are interested in knowing which of the
following groups, if any, wefts instrumental in crelting your program:
(Cheek all that apply.)

s
Women's Clubs (SPECIFY):
Chunch Societies
YWCA1s

Notional Coalition

Women's Resource centers
Women's Support Groups
Cons, iousness -Raising groups
Wmnen's PolitiCal Groups

* Professional Women's
Associations (SPECIFY):

Other gomen's Group (SPECIFY):

13. What actors and/or objectives were significant in the initiation and drielopment
of your program?

1

14. Would you be interested in being selected for a site visit? YES NO

15. If YES, what characteristics do you have that are unique?
.

16. In surveying women's resource centers. It has been noted that different levels Ot
cooperation exist &song groups,concerned with column Issues. Do youllnd that the
svomen:s "grass roots" groups (if any) and the professional service network interact
in your community in anyway? YES NO

17. Please describe specific areas of cooperation or conflict:

ikk

WE WISH TO LEARN HOW HELPFuL THE FOLLOWING PROFESSIONS AN1 AGENCIES APE. Choices are on
the-following lia4e for Question '18 and -19.

LM. To the left of eac.b -hoiLe. rate it op thin scale by circling 0,1, or 2.

19. 'to the right please indicAto which Nor"-, you receive referrals from, and to which
agency you refor clivntc:

.t

V

e ft
w11.
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Name of Program_it---_.

(Q. le - Circle the best
description for each)

NO !NOOtRATE VERY

HELP HELP HELPFUL

111

1

(Q. 19 r,Check all

that apply)-

REFER REFER

14. OUT

1 I General Public
.

.

.
. .

4 Police Departments

1

-4

If Place of Emplopent

0 1
* 2 POtyate Physicians

0 1 2 ' Hospital Beeigency Rooms

1 2 Social ServicNepartments

6 1

,

2 Mental Health Centers

2
legal.Aid t

Welfare

District Attorney's Office

' dlerrh GroupsiClergy Counseling
%

Women's SupOort nreups

Psychiatric Hospitals

Private Psychologists/Psychiatrtst1

Oeto.ification Groups
.......0

Parents Anonymous

i 1

.
0

'.. G

1

--t-I

0

a

1

0 1 /

6 2

-I-
.

IIII

1

1 -4
Private Lawyers

27-1
Other (SPECIFY):'

20. From the above seleCtion, please list in order of usefulness, those orifessions/
agencies which have been the most cooperative:

1 . _J-
2.

3.
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Nan& P,cuiram 9 -5-' 4

21...What are the major difficulties you have encountered with tilose agencies/professions
'which you have rated as 0'

, g. What are tp key positive points of those a encies/nrofessions you haVe rated as 2?

PERSON COMPLETING THIS SECTION ext:

CHILDREN

23. Do you house (or treat) children? YES. NO

If YES, answer questions 24 to 36.
If NO,.go.on to question' 37.

24. How many hildren have yoJ served between'Jan.1 and Dec. 31. 1977?

25. Do you have an age limit for the childreA? YES NO .-

267 If YES, what is the uPPer limit? 1i4er ittnit?

27. What facilAies do you provide for children? (Check all that apply.)

Playgcelnd
Day Cari!MO

Supervised Recreation activities
Counseling
Medical needs
Tutoring
Transportation 'to school

Other (SPECIFY):

28.. What4d1fficulties do you have with children? (Cbeck a)l that apply.)

Housing
Discipline
Legal.

Social/Emotional
Supervision

_______

Abuse by mother while in the home
Transportation to home school . .
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qtp

Name of rogram -6-

.

'`.

29. Are there any school age children not atteniiing sctieol regularly? YES Kr

30. If YES, Why?

31. Do you have difficulty placing preschool children in nearby day-
'are centers? YES NO

32. Do women leave.their children behind when they
shelter?

33. If YES, with whom do they leave them?

34. Do you employ people to Work with children?

35. If YES, are they mep?

36. are they women?

PERSON COMPLETING THIS SECTIJN

come to the

a
YES_ NO

YES NO

YES No

1ES NO

ext.

0
'STAFF

37. Please describe your staffing pattern: (Indicate the number of individuals in

each of the-following categories')

. 1 1S F 'a -T-V61unteer
Staff's_

Females Males

x attere women

Para professionals
D reed_prof2ssionals

.

TOTALS
,

38. Who in'Your program provide the following services? (Check all

IAli Proirams

ICounseling

Medical Assis.

Job Assis.

Legal'Advocacy
Welfare Advocacy
Self-improv. trn).
Special Activ. Oord.
fund raising

Transportation
Clerical work

Administratton

SHELTERS

Clients

Collectively
arapro
Staff

00. uy ng
Food preparation
Cleaning .

__-

'Laundry --, _ ____

Child care ---

,,
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y
Name of Proyram -7-

35. ftes your ff work in slmft,?
40. Do you covL, nights?
41. Do you cover weekends?
42. Do you cover holidays?,
.43. Do y I provide training for your staff'
.44. Do d provide training for.volunteers'
45. Do oil provide inservice training for ,,taff?
46. Do yOu provide inserVice training for volunteers'
47. Do you have iTgular stoff meetings?

.

48. Do you have regular meetings of st:ff and battered women

IF YOO PROVIDE TRAINING ANSWER OUESTION.50 TO 52, IF YOU 00 NOT PROVIDE TRAINING. SKIP
.70 QUESTION 53. ,_

50. How long does the initial training period last?

51. Describe the training procedure:

YES NO

52. How often do you provide inservice training?
_

Desceibe theiinservice trilWing program:

PERSON COMPLETIN( THIS SPCTION

r-

GOVERNANCE

53. Do you have a Board of Directors?

54. !f YES, please indica.te categories represented%

ext.

YES NO

Ex-battered women
Law Enforcement personnel. .

Clergy
IP

Business people
Corporation exe90t'ves . .

Human Service Prbfessionals.
Politicians

Other !SPECIFY):

55. Which of the follhwing are included in your orpnizational ICructure? (Check all
that aoply.)

Bord of Directors
ProgriM Directnr

, House Leader
Staff Coordinating founcll
Battered women gOvern program

through electedofficeri . .

' Battered women elect representa-
tive tp staff or board manav-

. f ment councils --
Other __



Name of Program

1 15

I .8_

--or--

56. Please indicate how decisions ,.-e made:

Board of Directors makes all decisions
.Staff hierarchy of responsibility/lines of authority., . .

Concil of stetf and'elocted representatives,of l',attered
women make decisions

Democratic, i.e., one woman/one vo6' Staff and'shelt,gred

wOmen have pqual authority
'Other (SPECIFY):____

57. What wOuld be your ideal Con-.,ption of a governing procedure?

-

PERSMCOMPLETING THIS SECTION:2_ ___ext.

FUND1Na'

58. Do you' have'a fee?

59. If YE'S,. indicate fee'

60. Do you have a sliding fee scale?

61. What Is your high fee?

62. What is your low fee7

63. What is the most common fje?

YES NO

YES: NO

64 What percentage of your income Is generated from fund.raisieg activities such as
rummage sales, dinner dances, bake salev, etc.'

_

65. Please indicate your st,itus with reOrd to the following program:

Pending
aTrl

HUD Community Oev, .PMent

!dti) ylit;

block program

Comunity Service
wommen seeking permanent housifr

HUD Rent subsidy program for

CETA
ACTION

CERA
Economic,Development

Administration
Displaced Hi:Ilium:10,1-s
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Name of Program a

66. Please describe the 1977 funding sour-Les folt youn program for battered women. Be

as'specific as possible and break out amounts for the year's operOtion. -Oise

additional pages, if necessary). If ymi wiiv not in existence for the full year,
then indicate the amount of time for which you are reporting,

1977 (or part thereof: r

SOURCE (Name of AMOUNT
Company, agency)

a. Private foundations
SPECIFY: S--

S
-.- --A-,

b. Business donations S

SPECIFY: S

,-0.
-7---

S

c. Private donations s
SPECIrf: i

S

d. City funding

SPECIFY:

b. County funding

SPECIFY:

f., State funding

/ SPECIFY:

q. Federal funding --
SPECIFY:

h. Donated goods and
SPECIFY:

,°"--

i. Donated services $

SPRIFf:

67. What new funding programs will you have for 1978?

2,

3.

SOURCE AMOUNT
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6£1. Is funding a major problem for your program'
69. Does your program want funding from federal agencies
70. Does your program want funding from state agencies'

,71. Does your program want fundine from local government agencies?

(NOTE: NUMBERS 69, 70 and 71 ARE NOT MUTUALLY EXCLUSIVE.)

72. Give brief rationale fot your answers to questions 69, 70 and 71.

YES NO

U. Who owns the building out of which your operate?

PERSON COMPLETINQ THIS SECTION ext.

BUDGET

74. Please attach a breakdown of.vnur operating budget for 1977 (or any part of that
year if you are a new progr/laN

PERSON COMPLETING THIS SO,TION ext.

PROGRAM POLICIES/PROCEDURES

/S. How many women can you house at ,ny one t'ime?

76. How many children can you house at any one time? . .

77. Do you have a madman &nount of time that a woman is allowed to remain with your

program? YES NO

79.. If so, what is it?

79. What is the average length of Stay

O. Co you have a ma,imum number of times that you permit a woman to return to your

program? YES NO_ .

lir. If so, what is it?

R?. What iithe average numher of times A woman returns?

63a. Are there ine conditionc under which vou refuse service to battered women?
YES NO

i13b. If fP,, whit ire the rondition0

14. 0n yotklinw the bitterer ee yner prendsec/ YES_ NO
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85. If YES to Q. 84, for which of the following reasons?

Counseling
Visiting
Other (SPECIFY):

86. Which of the following services do you provide to the batterer? (Check all that apply)

Counseling
Detoxification Program
Legal Assistance
Job Counseling
Job Placement
Support grouP
Other (SPECIFY):

87. Does your program emphasize crisis intervention or op-going treatment? Please

indicate and explain!

88. Have the police been of any help in your security operation? YES 40

89. If YES, in what ways? (Check all that apply.)
Guards
Arrests
Community Education
Special Alarms. .

Other (SPECIFY):

PERSON COMPLETING THI'S SECTION ext.__

CASE CHARACTERISTICS

FOR QUESTIONS 90 to 99 pLEASE GIVE YOUR BEST ESTIMATE IN NUMBERS.

90. Mow many of the cases have alcoholism involved in the violence?

91. How many of the cases involve battered/abused children?

92. How many of the cases involve rape?

93. How many women return to the battering relationship?

94. How many women le4ve the relationship permanently?

95. 'How many women achieve a satisfactory re

\
lution in the relationship?

96. How many women receive the following lega services:
Divorce
Child Support
Property Settlement
Restraining Order.

Arrest of batterer
Prosecution of hatterw
Otner (SPECiFY):

9
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Name of Program -12-......

97. How many of the WWW0 you serve qualify for Medicare?

98. How many of the women you serve qqilify for Medicaid?

99. How many of the women qualify for in dlternative Medical
Program for the needy?

---

THE FOLLOWING SECTION WILL ATTEMPT TO DRAW A PROFILE OF THE BATTERED WOMEN THAT YOU SEE
AND THEIR HUSBANOS/BOYFRIENDS. PLEASE POr VUMBERS IN TPF APPROPRIATE BLOCKS, USING BEST
APPROXIMATIONS OR STATISTICS YOU HAVE COMPILED.

100. AGE

26-35
36-45

46-55

56-65
Over 65

101.. EDUCATION
Doctoral degree
Masters degree or over
College degree

Some college
12th grade or (EO
Under 12th grade

102. INCOME PER ANNUM
Poverfi7WiTraT:e-lirider $5,000

$5,000 to $9,9)
$10,000 to SI4.999
$15,000 to $19,999

'$20,000 to $29,9 m
$30.000 to $39.999
Over S40,000

BATTERING
BATTERED WOMEN HUSBAND1/BOYFRIENDS

103. OCCUPATION
a: Executives aiTproprietors of large concerns

and major professionals. Physicians, Ldwyprs,

Professors, Corpordtv/Bank Presidents)
b. Managers and proprietors of medium-sized

businesses and lesser professionals.(Ex.,R.N.':
Ministers, Librarians, Accountants, Regional
Managers. Large Farmowners)

c. Owner; of small businesses, and wm. profes-
sionals (Ex.. Social Workers, Trai.hers)

d. Clerical and 5a1estWorker and Technician%
(Ex., Fdctory Supervisors, Ownrrs of Small
Farms, Electlicians. Plumbers t Carperters
who nwn their businesr.es)

COITINUED ON FOTOWING PAY
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Name of Program -13-

103. OCCUPATION
e. --Milled workers7777, TiTiphone operators,

Beauticians, Barbers, Police: Firemen/
women, Practical nurses, Bartenders,
Bank TWers). .

f. Semiskilled.workers (Ex., Nurses Aides,
Taxi and Truck drivers, Waitresses, Gas
Station Attendants).

g. Unskilled workers (Ex., Janitors, Migrant
fanners).

104. ETHNIC BACKGROUND

a

I

BATTERING

BATTERED WOMEN HUSBANDS/BOYFRIENDS

White
'Black

Chicana/o
Other Hispanic
Native American
Asian

Other (Specify):

PERSON COMPLETING THIS SECTION ext.

105. COMMUNITY DESCRIPTION
The camnunity catchment Irea that you are.describing is: (fill in one)

a. a small town population

b. a small city population
c. a larger city population
d. a major city population

e. a county population
f. other

106. Please indicate the number of people in your cammunity/tatchnent area:

107. The approximate racial composition of this community is:
White

Black

Chfeana/o
Other Hispanic %

Native American %

Asian

Other (Specify):

108. The approximate residence composition of this community is:
Rural

Urban

10Q. The approximate socio-economic composition of this community is:
Upper(Over $100,000 per annum) t

Upper Middle($23,7504100,000) %

Middle ($10,000423,750) %

Lower Middle ($5,500410,000) S
%

Poverty (under $5,000) f

PERSON COMPLETING THIS SECTION_ ext.
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FUTURE PLANS AN9 SELF ASSESSMENT

110. What changes do you anticipate in your program in the next 6 months?

111. What, if any. types of research projects do you think are needed on the topic of
battered women?

)

112. What, if any, types of demonstration projects do you think Are needed for
battered women?

IN THIS SECTION WE WOULD LIKE YOU TO RATE YOUR PROGRAM ON ris EFFECTIVENESS. FIRST,
PLEASE LIST THE OBJECTIVES OF YOUR PROGRAM. THEN PATE EACH OBJECTIVE ON THE DEGREE TO
WHICH YOU HAVE BEEN ABLE TO ACHIEVE IT.

113. OBJECTIVES. (Use ldditional pages if necessary.)

1..

2.

3.

114. RATING: For each of your objectives, circle the number that corresponds to the
degree to which it has been achieved.

Not Moderate High

Achieved Achievement Achievement

41:

42.

43.

i

/j-

1
1-

1.

1---
(Use add'tional pages if necessary.)

PERSON COMPLETING THIS SECTION ext.

iç
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THANK YOU VERY MUCH FOR YOUR COOPERATION IN FILLING OUT THIS FORM.

PLEASE ENCLOSE ANY BROCHURES, PAMPHLETS, ETC., WHICH CONTAIN INFORMA-

TION ABOUT YOUR PROGRAM. WE WILL UTILIZE THE DATA RECEIVED FOR THE

IMPROVEMENT AND EXPANSION OF SERVICES TO BATTERED WIEN THROUGHOUT

THE COUNIRY. YOUR HELP HAS BEEN INVALUABLE.

Are you interested in receiving the final result of this questionnaire?

YES NO
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THE COLORADO ASSOCIATION FOR AID TO BATTERED WOMEN

I.. PROJECT TITLE AND OBJECTIVES

"Services to Battered Women: A Study of diverse mopiel!r, rationale

for development, and a strategy to determine effectiveness of

service."

'The obiectives of the proposed project focus upon the development

of new know' ,c concerning the identification.ef special service projects

and needs. in this case, the topic of tudy is specifically the variety

and subsequent categorization of ervices that currently exist throughout

the country for battened spouses, and the developsi(t of a research and

demonstration strategy both to determine the effectiveness and to contribute

to the improvement of these services.

Specificallly, the objectives of the prograi4 include:

a) sending a broad survey-questionnaire to aNk.ovn and contacted

services specific to battered women that exist in the country;

b) assessing,the results of this questionnaire and grouping services

into clusters based upon orientation and variety of service and structure,

looking especially at the relationship with professional community services

and women's advocate groups;

c) visiting eight (8) sites to acquire in-depth knowledge of the

services and especially to obtain data from and study other existing

community services non-specific for battered women;

d) convening a conference in Jine in which the essential cluster

,groups attend and further share information and describe their programs;

e) preparing of a publication or mongraph that describe the project's

findings of different models, focusing upon the variety of service and

structure,- and suggesting rationale
for the divergent evolution of services;

f) proposing a research and demonstration strategy that would allow

for experimental study of varieties of services paving the way for further

research in which attention.could be
focused upon the levels of effective-

ness that are found, and suggesting ways and means in which better service

delivery concepts could be successfully implemented.

It is apparent from the above objectives that overall and far-

reaching goals include not only the sytemazation and collation of existing

services and their cvaluation and categorization in terms of orientation,

structure and kind of model; iut also understan4ing why these different

yodels of services. It is imperative that services specific to battered

women be studied in relationship to their surrounding community services.
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Thus, tke final objective of this :tudy is the improvement of existing
services as well as the faciliation of new, comprehenrive services based
upon experimental research of these identified and studied models.

II. PROCEDURE .

pctivity I. ,,Survey and Cone-rence

Step 1. To send a brdad-based survey/questionnaire to all known and to all
contacled services specific to battered women that exist in the countey.

This mailing will go to services specific to battered women--
including refuges, shelter-haws, specific advocacy groups and specific
professional groups that work with battered women.

The questionnaire is struCtured so as to obtain .4ata upon the.following:

a) kind of servia offered
b) relationship with and assasement of professional networks

and women's stoups
c) structure, orientation of service and kind of activities

offered
d) specific demographic data upon size of community; racial

composition, etc.
e) specificarregarding the service such as kinds of women served;

children's issues; staffing patterns; role of the mile; funding
sources; governing patterns; involvement with alcohdlism; recidivism
statistics; length oP stay; kind of physical facility;, size
of program, '-.

f) subjective pt.00nality profiles of both the battered women ,
and the battering male;

g) opinions abouf how the support of battered women's programs
could be fiCilitatod,

Step 2. To assess the results of the gnestionnaire and to group ervices
into clusters based upon orientation and variety of service and structure,
looking especialty at the yeaationship with professional community and
women's advocate, involvement.

The kinds of models thateme expected to emerge include, but ere
not restricted to, the following:

1. Detoxification model
2. Religious model
3. "Secret", fringe model
4. Mental health tiestment model
5. LEAA/criminal justice model
8. Voisen's Advocate model--non-residential
7. women's Advocate modelresident
8. Various combinations of.the above
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It is also anticipeted that a wide geographical spread will be

found atong these pecific battered women programs, lending additional

-scope and breadth to the project.

Step 3. To visit the sites ihat have been chosen as "cluiter models" to

acquire An-depth knowledge of the service and especially to obtain data

from and study other existing community services non-specific for battered.

yawn.

This step is most important, specificielly in that it will permit

tha project investigators to study trom an objective and uninvolved per-

sportive tbm kinds of services in the community that are non-specific for

bettered women. These agencies will be evaluated by the refuge, by

themselves and by the project invest/gators on their site-visit. Items

.of Investigation of the non-speLific agencies are concentrated upon any

F*.eripheral aontact they may have with battered women.

l_p 4. To convene a conference in which the essential "model" groups

atXstuil and share their program philosophy, services and structure with

giber nmodel"-programs.
.,

.."
'

This conference will be attended by both model groups and, hy
t specialists in the field and will be held in Denver, Colorado', which is

centrally loafed in the country. It is it this time that the final

decisions will be imule.ge'to how to present "model" clusters; precisely

what does a given model imply, and what *ekes it. different from other models;

m;11 what are the factors in services specific to battered women that'

con either be vary diverse or very similar.
)

Mich of the project's previous research will be compiled at this

time, specially in the areas of evoiutionary pattetns-between professional

groups, women's groups an4 the emergence of services for battered women.

laving these issues discussed byl leading
specialists in the field of wife

abuse sod in thearea of shelter care facilitiew'will be a major step in

the improvement of se

It
nd

ces.to battered women. At this time, aleo,

haquestionnaires wi ' t been tabulated and analysed from the surrouing

service agencies n the communities that do have services to battered women,

and th$q informs?ion will be useful in ht
'lping determiue the kinds of variety)r

of servites that exist. It can be expected that this will be a prominent

and significant conference in which a greet Many major concerns pertinent

to battered spouses and domeetic violence can be discussed, and perhips

eome unified conference strategies and objectives will emerge. It would

be a great step in solidifying the
knowledge, ideas and general areas of

activity to derive from this conference either a national association of

services to battered women or progromnatic set of goals or appeals that

could help unify activities in the country.
t

Another major function of the conference will be to discuss and

assess proposed research and demonstration strategies that have been
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formulated. These ideaswill have come from prior work by the principle
investigators, in associaiion with nationally known and expert conmultants,
tnd will be presented.ac the conference for evaluation and modification.

Step 5. The preiaration and publication of a monograph, and/or source
cook, that describes the project's firAilLgs of models and focusint_
the variety and rational* for different 'services, structure and orientation.

This will be the final and most significant contribution of the
project. The investigators plan to put together a comprehensive source-
book of all the'projects specific to battered women that were uncovered,
along with a brief description: The major portion of the monograph will
be devoted to an in-depth preientation of the "model" programs that emerged
from the quemtionnaire anilydis, and that attended the conference. These
programs will represent different approaches and different models of
'aervices,that can be both enl4ghtening from a research and information-
gathering position, as well as from a practicil, inetructive position.
In the description Of these models, the investigators will draw some
conclusions regarding the model in terms of evolutionary development.
Focus will be given to depicting the evolution of different kinds of
service. as a function of the roles of community services in general and

. of women's advocacy. Professionals and non-professionals apke can then
perhape draw some conclusions as to what models,would best serve their
communities, and how to avoid.any problem areas that previous models have
,encountered.

ACTIVITY 2. RESEL7,CH AND DEMONSTRATION METHODOLOGY

. The second portion involving project investilation is to develop
a research and demonstration strategty that would allow for experimental
study of varieties of ervices. The objective is to develop a strategy
that could efficiently and emperically determine the'level of effectiveness
of those services. Ultimately, suggestions regarding ways and means in

which better ervice delit.ery concepts could be successfully implemented
should be a prolluct of this research

The variables to be studied in this research are in great part
dependent upon and a function of the first portion of the study. Essential
variables must be determined before any experimental design can appeopri-
ately be implemented. Potential variable* that could be manipulated would
be, for example, the a) counseling technAques utilized; b) role of the
male on staff; c) relationship with the police; d) rules of the refuge;
e) funding source; f) kind of government, etc. It remains to be seen from
the survey and remelting analysis and conference which ót these variables
are the most important in creating 4 diversity of service and function.
It is essential to obtain the input of national specialists, and to have
ideas and suggestions discussed at the conference, in order to ensure
both the theoretical soundness of the process and the practical implementation
of the process.

-4-
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It has become clear that denpite most people's-desire to li-o in
.

a peaceful family, that is a goal never reached by most; 'Although the

history of spouse abuss_azancient: it has no been adequatoly sttm.led.

Even today, with all thr natioT,al ioterest in battered women, men,

children and other fanny menbers, governmental agencies coneerned wrth

aliocating research funds have not specif.ically designated domestic

violence research as top priority. Nor have monies to develop adequate'

treatmant programs been widely dispersed. Spouse abuu,! hau been .,

consideied an acceptable resolution to marital disagreement as long

as the violence is confined to the home. ,Talking about such assaultS,
u

and reporting it to the police or others in th' helping professions

haG br,en a taboo until the womon's movemont, uniro; the techniquo of

coosciousness raising groups, was able ta get women to share the

paIn and horror of livi-,' Iv by dPy io terror. Once batWreo v,m ..,1

*, waG have typically lived io isolation, began to realize that they

were not aLone in their fear of being harmed by their men, thoy he,:ao

to talk and from them I ha-c learned what I shAre w1th you today. I

am convinced that although we talk about spouse abuse, in 99 out of l00

sitaationceroally talkir,i-4bont battered womeig. Illii-le it iH ne

doHbt true th.t some cmaql. percenta;t of men are being beaten by their

i
womn, the in idence, frequency. and severity is nowhere nedr the

mTinitude of the societal problem of wife abuse. I shall try to

deocribe how 44-ais is so as I discuss my research and 'treatment In
%a

this area. I include published ',counts of thin researth an part
,

of ny testimony and attach them to this report.

e

Tn early 1975, when WAS a practicing psychologist on the faculty

of Itutgers Medical School in ;,ew Jersey sevPral of my clients began to

report Wyyjcal and psyrholmical a4tise by the nen with whom they had
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intirate P fr:7.1r:nt prycheth,re4''ir ti
were able to v!cti- of ru,:".

timulated my curiouity eel I t^-nn to sok ry coil,

achool.and psychologi facultie if they were also pbtr
who were reporting sirilarpsychelo;ical or physical sbuso by their eel:,

partnero. Slowly. these collea,-,ueu and ry feminirt network beean te

reoolrise and refer other such women to me so that I could interview them.

When I moved to Denver, Colorado in late 1975 I continued ry reneareh.

I began the round of goveriment fundin; agencies to support thlu work and

was unable to find funding despite writing grantc until this Janiiary 1978.

Thae. with my own money end the support ..f my colle;r,e I have pureaed ry

::tddy of tattered wcnen co t*.at to date I have interview 120 uonon iv

depth and about 30C more AlLd their helpers in less detailed formt. lv

la7fe I traveled tb England and thraugh efforts by several menborn of

con;rates, I was given courteslis by the Commonwealth Office of Irfur-.2th,r1

as n special Anerican.guest Lei scientist. I net with t:er, ,eru of Parlfeent

on the Select Cor!tlIte. on Violênee in Varriaie which held he:wirer sral

as thie ComMittee ind the repent U S Cottnission or Civil Richte Henrirc

held on January 30 and 01. 1976, which I ale* rqueut become part of !his

testimony. I visited ref.imes (as they call our shCAere or chfe-r,lurftn)

for batterd woeen end Oelr 0:i:dee:, ..nront F.,.7i:%,, L. . .r:. 7 r !..r:-.

., .:,...c :::...tr; t;:.'tli.-,?t or.:_.o.Jra;e th.-r ontut:Inht it. ev-.- :- :..

c:t; cr ts..:.. :tic t:-!In::_:%. ofc.ic't cro..tfra In r.:,. . :_

6stimilate, development or otnr kinds of treatrent procra7.; v;ni.e prc:,,,..

Ir late safety for vicitP:s of donsetio violence. I have lei..AC

1 ,iclative etianfze. Assisted in developee:It of chelters, at.d tPa ii .

n trials where tattered -cnen were defenderts for killieo, o; u_ria1y

arrinl t)eir battering rateuin self defense. I have developed nental

alth techniques that are useful for rental health profeenionals.to e.

1nVOilekns with battered worn and then began training other6 ir us1: t4er,

.
ry husband. Dr. Norton Flax, also a psychologict, and I have deve.ope.;

a technique for tceatirg couples which is successful in redueine seveekt

nnil frequency of their violent episodes. And toether we hav2 tried te

develop proerame for work.ing with the offehders - tk.! ar.., whicb pre:.:., te .

be moat reciutivo to wroccurful interiertion.

Developnent of trent-..nt alternatives iu d,..finetliy hunrrod by d

1 cAlly .of datj de.; .riti.e t.,.o nen anl women too l.re 1,. v,,,:er'.: .

-

el
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i applaud the efforts of Stra.s and his colleaslies in,deotritling incidonce

levels of violonoe from a cross Section of faMilies for whon iolence is

a way of life, his data is not useful for treatment fforts. le get lost

in arguing over how many hen and hcw nary women are harmed rat r than

streseing'our need to knoo what the characteristics are of violent men

and women and clinical research to 'earl% the fficacy of already stablished

treatment programs. Straus estimates that as many as 500 of the population

lives in violence and my data s.pports this stimate. The National Centtr

for Child Abuse and Neglect esIlmate tnat when abused children live in a

home where their parents fight violently. 700 ;Nth* men in that ho=e

abuse their children. too. This is contrasted with 400 of male child

?abusers in Gam where there is no docunented spouse abuse. My data confirms

that a large number of rgr w mb.se their wor,en also beat'their'cht,dron.

And furthilemort, acoOrding to :he women I've interviewed, men who ahuse

their mon have been.abused or neglecteil ad Children.

Lan certain that 11...in; !-Ahore where their f ther abuses their

mother is a most insidious forr of child abuse in itse . Tw' spcur4

ti.se is probably ver: related to 0.11d abase, probably especioal::* for

tie r3r. Interestint;:., t-ic does not ssen to have such a genera:icrc:

offoot tor thetwmnen victime 1- about S0 1 of the cases. Instead, thri

report that thalw were raised accordirg to sex role stereotypes that reiulted

in socialising them to believing that they were helpless to control their

lives. These data suggest that such sex role stereotyping in childhood is

a major factor in deterninirg 'the power relationships between men and

woven which.,Allows battering.behavior to take place. Although I fully

alree that'when you discipline your children by hitting them you also teach

then that tha person who loves then has the right to hurt them in order to

teaeh them a lesson, I also believe that the lessons little girls learn to

hi: nurturing, oompliart. and a good'little passive wife and the lessons

little boys learn to be stroni. aggressiie and the Alsband-im-charle

equolly sot the stage upon %hich later violence gets played out.

0
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4/There is much to te learned from the storien of tY,ne hilttered wow^n..
b PrA this renearrh 7 havt c;7eloped a psychological Jetion:ilq for why

AO'
the battered wonan becomes a victim, how the process of victimization

further ntraps her and how the psychological paralyais which prevents

her from leaving the relationship reaultn. This psychological pa,Dlyais

ID ttie cenatruct ofIler.r;1 helplessmons'which I report in detail in ...

scientific articile that is attached to this report. Tne maintenance of

violeni behavlior, once it occurs, also became an imperative question

in this research. While t krew it did not continue.becaU-..0 either

the men or women liked it, the old mnsochigtic myth. the specificn of wiv,:

u woman stayed in the Oi:;:tioaship naeded responae. Diacovery of thn

cycle theory of violence, 4hich demosatrbten that ttiere are 1ovir7

p..riuds in uch ielationahips too which bind oachother, came throulh

deductioti.from the' empiricll evidence. lurther examination of erpiric:1

dnta is urgently seeded in this area. %.

In my research. I have at'lempted to look at the battered wonen a5

victims of batterirg behavior rather than tho cause of the violence.

The 'stories the wsnen h1-:e told make it imperati?,: th;.!

this eictimiaatitrn pro.t.ess If we aro tO P4,,ly a:lequat6 psvahotherz:-y

rT1 t:...-nr, teehriv.:e:. 7,4a.. IT. his ook ?u.-;....: '.,, ';1^-.1-..or .......

:.;7:Irl tht sw.e.t.et or .. -.. viet!!. lu ..:-.c:c exp rlencin.; r:.-.:Ial

discrimination. In hIn ;:c0:.,,he discussed hov. such pre;Alcial a:I:I.ides

affected both the perpetrator and the victim of discriminntion. Suc

at/treat:41s prevent those who hold them fr4: dealing; adequately with

J the issues. They serve to nairtain the status quo and prevenyhe kind of

open dialolue neceasary to elimiratn racial prOudico. They also Imes

the victim in a Carefully delineatnd role bounded.by the stereotypical

myths and allow the bigots to avoid changinl their misconceptions.

So.too for all the women who have been victims of Violence connitted

by ner 'against them, individually or collectively. By perpotatinn ttw

belief thnt it is ration71 to blame the victim for her ahunll,

exeunt: the men (Orsthe crlr.. Thia geen deeper than violence lun-ral

bt r::lifieelly affects violence alainst women. Society hlr. porr:t!._.6

nufA pre;udicial rytha to exist in seven.areas of vielonce

----lordtn; to resear'h heing conducted at,the Univernity of

1 by Dr. Virle Lc di Then neven arum; are% 1) batc...r,d 1.

2) 3) rhild 4) porr.-J,:raph). 5) prust.tut:u!., t'

vrt Qr. ". t,vx)11.1 hlrrasnt
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301 Martin (191b).nr,..--1, coolie' evidence on 116w d resist society nctn..l'y .

fatilitaies If not encourage, wancn to be beaten. Police. courts, hnspitals. cm;

social services all refuse to provide them protection. Even we. as psychologists. have

.learned to keep the reit.ilyrto...ether et all costs - even.the individual's mental health

or life.is At stake. Xany c: ;le battered women interviewed told .of psychiatrit

bOspitallastion and treatment far diagnoses,ether then a generalized Stress reaction

irum constantly being &Duped.
its

The intervie....s with C.V.:- jZtterti women and soieral hundred othCrs and their

6...:0ers indicated that tany thc .:tythz associated with battered women sitply wore .

not true. Host irportatt, da nn: like toeing beaten, they are not masochistic,

.an4 thoy do not leave 1,a:a%a.;:, psycha-szial reasons. Many stay hecati3e".

of economics, dependency, chirdren, terror, tears, and ofte

tu'go. Their vietimiaation often provideg them with coMpa

wh.eb bind them to Oa:: relationships. Both.t

:tened that they esnrpt s:rvfve &lone.

the ve no safe place

logical foet:rs

C.

One of the Mnydr u141 learning theories that can applied to the

psyc410gfes1 rationale fcr u'my tho battered women bacon ictims nd,how the

process of victimitation further entraps ber is called le n elplessness.

Pavohalogist. Martin Sligman (l974) first hypothesized t doe. were

suhjected to non-contingent negative r'infortement could learn that the voluntary

bchaviorshad no effect on tom:culling :hat happened to.them. If such an aversive

tioulus were,repented, the dog's mot'vatien td resiond would be lessened. Furthermore,

even if the dog should later perceive the connection between its voluntary tesponso

and tba cessation of the sLroc'.. the mntivationsl deficit will remain. The dog's

itional state would be dr-A-tilled with anxlety occurring as result. Within', the

bcrcrel yee.rs the the. y learned helplessnessgas lau beeli tested with

sublits cra icifili to , e.;Jally applicabie. It is a use:ol thecir'ct'ical

..1...tru:t ft,- te the cumiiiive. craniuml and putivatiohol de1rtlit.

s
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A

00 fremointly nhcrv,d end reporta by batcerad vamea. 71u peychalogical

paralysis that maintains the victims etacus'se a battered voman,is eonsietent

Vith the theory. battered ww.lan can relearn the response-outcome ciintiCrencics

by directly eapericncing's sense of power and control over those events which

e re, indeed under her voluntary and I control(Walker. Submitted for

publicallee). Probably the most im rIant :my to learn which remits ere under

her vOluntary and .inapenOlontrol is to andlyse what Occurs in bettering we-

Latlemehipa.

After analysing the 120 batteri4 women's versions of their battering reiationshils

and using sole batterers end others involved in working with such violence tor'

comparisons, cycle theory of battering has been isolated. Rather than constant

or.readom occuresiees of battering, thorn is definite cycle whielPie repeated over

wind of time. This cycle 17perre to have these distinct phasec which vary in

time and Intensity both within the same couple and b difleront couples.

.1 1..re: pt;asos art: the ters177. tho emrlOo!en-OT Scutt 6:.tt...!rf-
.

ond the calm, loving reepite. So for, it has been difficult to dis.era
A

h.v long Couple vill re'sin in any Onii ohasb. Predicting the lengeh el ny tine

cycle Is also ndt yet peesible. There is 'evidence that situational events ean

.influence the timing. Relationships that have last.) 20 or sore years Indicate

everal difierent.cycle patterns corresponding to different stages of life.

There is also evidence that roma interventions 4t0 more suchessful if.they

At one phase'rether than another.
The available data is :till too.limited to make

any cvnclurtons, but trends suiesst the desirability of further invvetivatinn(Wellivr.

In.Pree,)..

roase one. or the tension building phase, is described as ono in which the

tenqica Legine to Fiso and tholl6;-.141 eon tense the nen becoming sonvwhat.e4gy.aal

tr pr,oe intact negitir'Zty 'to frustrations. There tan be Little OplOOOtt. Ot

1,,NWL ,re 40461) Lover's&
he -.3> begin to lash eut at h.r for done real or t,
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vronidninr. and quitkl pp,ler17( Or becn T docile

to catch these little nutbursts and attcnet to caln dovn the bitterer thvo,-.1 t'e

use of techniques that have had previous success. She noy here', nurtoring, ce-pllint

aud anticipate his every whi: ; or, she nay stay out of his way. She lets the

batterer know she accepts hic abusiveness ns legitimately dire..ted towards hcr. She

believes that what she doer will prevent his anger fr.r1 escalating. If she

does her job well, then tIsi incident will be over; if he explodes, then she assumes

the guilt. In order for her to naintain this role, the battered woman must not permit

herself to gvt angry with the bitterer. She denies her auger at unjustly heln-;

psyChologitally or physically abased. She reasons that perhaps she did deserve

the abuse awl often identifies with her Aggressor's fa'ulty reasoning. And this

works for a while to postpone the second phase or acute battering incident.

Women vho have been battered over a period of time huow that these ninor

battering incidents will get worse. However, to help themselves cope, they dun%

this knowIcli.;e. Iney air) defioheir terror of the inevizable

to bflievt, have some ccatrol ovcr t1 battcrer's behivi.r.

Isirin,; the initia1 stagy:, c: tLis first phasc, they do indeed have some licit,.

control. As thw tension builds, they rapidly loie this control. Each tin, a

rinlv battering iacident ozcurs there are residual tension building effects. Her

anger steadil)t increases even though she may not recognize nor express it. He is

aware of the inappropriateness of his behavior even if he does not acknowledge it.

fle becones more fearful thit she may leave him which Ls reinforced by her further

withdrawal from him in the bopes of not setting off the impending explosion. He

becemes more oppressive, jealous, and possessive in the hopes his brutality ma!

threats will keep her captive. Often, it does.

AJ tlw bitterer and battered woman sense the escalating tension, it hec7::

n, , diffirelt for their coping mechanism to continue to work. Larh betcres r ,:e

)fr nti'. The r...1 iocreases htb possessive smothering and brutality. Payela,10,;, 41

l
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l0 h t It., 1 !.

hili T luii.ini . The t-cirtI i. 1 1.. on tl.le to ret.tore the tiot Ihr tlo

le.. ,,llo I -, lIY ttol ar.tin th- pain onl leo . 'the p:ty, iiliiirii

tic ihre is rep, It, 'I.; ti t' t daf irult for her to hantle. IIhe tootally withdraw.,

further fro.... It:: c.S.1-1. ea., h.- to r ,ve r.tre oppieisively to.:Zirds her. There

c,int tew.irds to: c7- tenlion htiij1iiin phase where the process ceam:, to

ren tn.i to an; certr, I 5.. Drioe this point of inevitability is reached, the neyt

thin will occur. Snret ire!: , the hotter/ .1 wt.- al . rnat

telo-,!,,, 1 - tot r . *a th.e ....hnsion 1 5 inevitable but does iitt I

it ...ill st will often provoke on incident . They d.

do it "in order tt 'ott lItth.r, the,: 1.r.Olt that they will be abuwi no ratter

w tit!l pt efer.to het tIte ia,:iletit ever with, Sonehaw, these f ea women reason, If

thy v can nare the tire an! place 0: the explosion, they still }malt retain,ed nor.,

controls. They els.: know thot once the phase tic .is over, tlik battercr rs-,

into the thlr I ;I.... c' 1.. -,: Itt',!f thoir n,t tit, Itt

. t ano-L.:-. I . , tut r a . . 0 : a I ..rt: in i,,r ty,

vf

phtse Co, bitteter fully artepts the foLt that htl ray,e is out e:

cr it rol. The 1.1 1:e-in beht,,1 Li phase one is usually weted.out. The bat ter foe,

1,-,:ltlent in phase tco rly start out with the ran justifyinp his behivior tic hinsclf;

h,ver, it ivettlly eats wita hit, not unle.standing what hos happened. In his MI-. rage.

Ito to-olally start q toot wa it in., to tuarh her a lesson and doesn't want to inflict

tot, ItIrtirolor irlurv h-r lie tOils only when he feels :Ale Ilan lett-net he: It . .,

with--un rt., .1 t tlit ti f 1,ht c.,1 in a phone ti- hitilillct is on! s to uneitt ,tre

itto, vta'en 'lee/ elen, ht,:0Yer, hive been datIng up their

i t 11,1; it 0 it tiny Iny, ti netonti phit.,..

t h 1 1 h 1. , tla-r lbe the violent e ti ii I-c mr. 1.11 114,

1 . tO it they.are lote! lit, ultat I t

tlt .1 1,, . .te . I nn d -II., thin tht t.iiI. seay LC all.

1.1
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Ehicc tvo I ttw rt ic1, ' th. c le. it {. ol t t ,

I. a high incalence of police fata!itien when intervening at thi,, tiro. It f. 1--rtant

to ackm,wledu the self yropelli.a; nature of the oiedence during thin phase 1.11,

halpers try to intervene. Since the women report that only the batteret can end this

phase, the most ihportant n.qd they have is to find a safe place to hide from bin. iiy

he stops is still unclear. Pw;!.apa he bercx:es exhautted. liatteied women describe

inrid,nts vhich have no grownd iu reason. It is not uncormon for the batterer to

wake the woran from a deep situ-, to begin his assault. Although hist ire'severely

bwaten by the tine phase tuo is o..-tr, they.are usually grateful for its end. Ihe,

wonsider themselves lucky it was :,Jr. worse, 'nu natter how 8eriou3'their injurits.

Ihey often deny the seriuusnwss of their injuries and refuse to see% innediate relieal

treatment. Sometimes this is to appease'the batterer and make certain phas'e tua

really is finished ancl not ttcparzrily halted.

The ending of phase twD and rovement into phase three is welcomed by both rr(rties.

as brutality is assDciatt., with phase twup, thO third pAlse Is chara^terfec'...

hind I:navfor. It is this ta:rd phase of t!.

c that the battered w 's el ti-izath' b ....es wbrplited. Lir man

gwelinely sorry foi what he has diu.e, even if he doe!: not overtly tell her so, a-,a

tries with the sere sense of overill seen in the previous phases, to make it up to her.

varst fear is that she will leiee him rnd'he is charhing enorgh to attempt everything

to -.1%e sure this doesn't happLa. He believes he can control himself and he never

akain will hurt this woman vhem he loves. He manages to convince n11 concerned that

this'time he reAlly means-it. - ha will give up drinking, dating other women, visitinr,

ais rother, reducing the ubrkihid on the job, or whatever else affects his interell anxiety

state. His sincerity is believable.

The battered wran vents to bolieve that she will no longer hive to state!

111,.r isaulablenens sup:, .rts her b,21 let that he really tan changt., a., do c!. ht% h

1.1aeou during this phi,e, Sho convinces herself that he Cali de what h. suys 1.
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wlnts to do. It is dur ir: i $. thur tl..t th, e.-.,, ,., ;

(beam of how ,,,Werf,1 1, .- 1- . lht. 1.. hrr t. wierci- 'og f .1, .- 1- t' r.

tr""144

ship. Tho rrad i t tonal net ion that people 1 v luov e,f bit lie: will o :et cv -,

all kinds of oth.ln against th,' previls. She ehm.sen to believe thrt the behloknr

she sees during phase three s'1, r_f ills what her ran reall; is kilee. She identif ies

the "good" side of thil du-I r,rsan.fity with the nan she loves. Ine "pad" oi brutal

side wIll.disappear she he,g.s.

Since alc.ost all' of,the rt of' being rarried or cog:Ilei occur duf ing phase

three .for the w:7an; this is tre tire that is the mast difficult for her to ral-e

de.:isloa to end the relativaship. It is also the tine duriim whica belpers nooallo

see her. When she'resists leaving the marriage and pleads that shekreally

she bases her reference tu tbe curreliI loving phaS'e rather thaw Ow previously painful

!llamas. She hopes that tho other two cycles can be eliminated, the batterin,

behavior will cease and her idealfted relationship will magically re-Qin. II

4r

has already been through ievcrq cycles previously the nation she ha ,. trairt:

psychological and physical safety (and maybe that of her children) for this

0

tc-,..racy drea- viate .7 &co.:" . hit ;

withers ..,11 she copes with the ,t..c.reness that she is selling herself for the fe, !.-e.tts

of ohs fe rhree kind oi lovin;. She, in effect, beccr.es an acco-.pl ice to her lat tut ang

The length of tine that this phase lasts is not yet known. It seens as if it is

longer than phase tveloyet shorter than obese one. In sol caset, it is so.brief. It

almost defies detectiop. Mae does not seem to be any distinct end and before Olt

know it, the minor battering leridents and tension begin to build again and the cycle

lees anew.

pThe implications tnr tre.trenf alternatives for hattured vx-en and their fa-i,;cs

are pi ntomul vh:tt vit 101 11.11 i..^1.; theories are adopted as piy. .11 cuni.truet, .

ft-h ;v1 oral and uogh it IVe chin6vs ere encouraged whIle mot teat loa e'itt03 t v.1

tg 1,1 low. S tfet is ow'm rnv pi ler t y . rill mil I.

ht hit lei'. o.sistuh.e, h.-Aver, t I fit u! .
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1. lipecify the need for oxistinm, research funls to tie spent or;
hvaluation of basic scientific data that pertains to any form of violr'nce

in the family. Top priority must te* given to learnin-', th8 clinical
ci-scriptors of the victinc of do-.er;ic violence first - the buttered weren,

ren end children,. Precipitatlng factors, pre-existin4; conditions, arid
cwiunnquences of such violence mat be studied. Complen: pryeho-neci;.1 factors

need to be exarined 5y oc.rpe y_Lt researchers in the fiel I rather that. the
lz.oaratory. f.,cientif meth-Jdolo-,y needs refinthre.!.t. r ire

imp
functianc than do anir.rls ard our muasurcmio,t techniques mJst

f ct our sophistication.. All 1overc7ent rti.,un-nie's which have rea_...'rula
fundc aho,ad shift Some or 'their mosiez over to support this %it'd of rsoac.-th.

For e4a-p1e, the Eational cf :lealth could :,hift. sone of t.it.
funIrla earhIrited to study heart dinner. into projebts spcoificallt
to learii how living in the stress of violence nay affect the develn-,:
er pra7ress1on Of heart discnee. ,Nanieu allocated to stody horrcn ct

.1..ipport. a project to do:Yin-rine wi-iether or not the hormohen are.

stre'ds, jr Yiolent f.o

-..:1;:1 on. 1.!.

/.1coht.iity-. rutc_arch could be focused or th:

or. the coraissia: of as:milt:7e behavior. Inc l:ational uur
ccr.dd rialan avalln.blo a crants to an4int colle4es and .1.11.iercities

trairir; focflty and atuler.tc in davisinr, wadr to study the co,i lei
ter.: involved in domestic violence. Crfice of Education trainir, grant':

developmei.t o:°corpetent researchers to deal with deci,.r.i'r

s.t:h conplex research projects.' Other a7,encien could do the sann.
sho.ild be requirod ta avh-tit a liut of research projects eurrer.l:-

Lair ,waded that deal with damn:tie vielsnadir reportin.; tech-A(1.1es

ciir.iltitet their personr.y1 to r!.c-mro,.0 recearchers to develop

I know it works fr,c- r own experience. Withy.A the enceurat

ni 1 rissist%rce froN'the people in ttl,.! N1r2! Centor for the St.dly

7, 1;:lir1J-r,i7 I wild h:we tour to;) di to cantina, th

u fir.lin.; research lia,dc for sj projtnet. This ku 1 er prior0L4.1

ic already apr?priated funds sh.irte,1 to stoO:;
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coalition y

Ida!: a prinn ipol fo:Ort e: ; d tere r ' t trd

to do thin kind ;00/1v, seorc1,. t:o nt tl 174-1-Oo n11: It 7

.:noht writers in our corlonitY in Colorado nod son,1;:nrUll

for an W.: Grant contract. 7i %le 'XX

tan:. is to htit. ellettr.1 for of (n7P::..1, V /N1 ne onrosn th.

rry and 1 i 4..0,1, in .6110-, ' pr .fido

nor:At:co. After %P. ore to d.:eic.p a w to spa:

thn offectivonenu .of saoh nt fe houtto and n'aelter.. It is ettnitit t tictt

thin contract bidwas wcr 'n! a local orttari'4,ttion tnith, r ;nor

tho rt.,ny consul' c):-,Ja-Les w.. ri%e t%eir liv in t ;

the:: Inv/1 n,./cr i lior in. J. "!:

so:lent diruntor who 13 a %lc,' wi n a roemt

.r,d a rosearch ausftlant %,n1 iu a wonan witn a :7...intern dtiroe

1

p3:,',:ho1ora and experieace,nondttlt alua;.lon research ir

nor'..rAtj ni:..ur. I nasen; ;nu Gat to r ; 1.

ih our nolvite proniso ::co mac'a :;:er too littio r-dte!,' r.nI ti-n st

new 'researchers aru le inG rait ud and if such mrall projcts wero te

be funded across the countr:: we would nultiplv thin talert Tft,01.

research p1''J,S;(,C"::1 ..1" e: Co,

fnatl_d. -.ern r of rr:-.111 ta,,D,".2 : "-

:r research t.o../ IL thin ar-n lu learn whit Xinds. or 1,1Jji:holo

1 -.tte in dons ...het- t!..,;..in7, Ic ysrt pf thy child reorin;

ory of learned hulpluss;ess and its producin:t wostur w. ::4't2 '

kt. it"; of ric..." 71alenne in tr:Iu. -.het r 4n4 re:er.t.

firnt or the violier,: -,o1'..st women will not cottne. Chreno:n:-

1 ,r tern studios arc needed to leort the data G tined fron th rotre-

sportive' 9tudien that I hs.,e been cunductinc.

liii runt learn' how to rea.luro the
pnynholw:ical effents of npou:ie ;,1ent

in addition tu the trzinal dartatu. 1%loa3orin,4 effect.; huno:-.es dlfrieo,

to do sit,ee what 12wcruol t: to ono p-rn,,n nitht not ever.

1n.othor. hut thu inter:io/u with batterud wortt, all roveal ttol

factorn are on ,txuat or Greater fur the-, tu cope Lt
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.1 0--oi1 P.14 at the ronfrrItation arid ed-17atio- pr,,ra-
t e:'.15tirr. a wr.nien, u 5, and nupport 'r,roupo neelo to )17pp-..-

r.ental hrtilth o7ao-r1d 1:0 doir.g acre of thin an part cf
th ' r mandate a in in-111,dr:: pray appropriate nor: ic..

hed a ..ro hhol -,ers. A a. ic.plv direr'. ler fr:
111.1" offie-5 -.he enr,nity A

tlanr1: ;11 ----Th *a I:Pt thin inte rot le--

kr:. . -r:-., c-.11 for earlv ityrree-
lir.es, outp:Itient rli: v;1,:t
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: oint urf-r'!, ! tr, -

ol,r experience. Law;emr!, :udros n-I -; psy&c,b-hap

nnt leave it all to renthl health to cure thn offenders. We dn nor

have tho knowledrx yet. !!:,-,v of those who comnit vic,lence need to

:.offer the corselucn-o or the:iv cr:min- acts. For none.qo commit

mnst he:no..is of r\o-,, io how to cure. :,rith'er our prinonn

rnr our psychiatric f'.!:;11::.27 s..:ff;e but as irpnrfeet an they are we

nost learn when to unn eac. I estiiie thRt over eo% of all offenders

un not commit ,!nv othe'r cr:-e other than beatinr, their wiven. I wondr

L many, sr thes.i me!. : d ch harrassment if they knew the:.

=tell to lose their h,-.r. wc,men end freedom while in ,a1-

4-.*. the last rceti-:; of U.e Psycholn7icn1 Association in

197; :.:arjory F._elds, an a-tcrey who will also testify 1)Z:ore vo.

Inlay presented with rn w..re W.T;f: la,yers and.psycholne:ists could

enllaberatc. wt.r. e.:trcmly w-11 received and

for her paper hr..e still been srri-ir,,.t. We reed mbre of thin kind cr

conincling_of profess:on:: I-. such a complex pnycho-social area an

demestic Niolence..

7:tie of t!iIr .

an:. -.eh' ar. C.Z.::1" 7'

..sers s.- . !(-

r_7ard for their irco-e 7sis in already possible with ,tatterL.

c!.Ildren. ...pper class women are morn, reluctant t:

:Lr.ve their tiuses, evtr. vine:1 the'.' suffer severe abuse, because ;I.,

ahandonrInt a-d one-v.:a deprivation . rost of the women in th:::

c.--intry hold wealth tproAr,h their husbands, rot irdependentiv.:` If the;

:.:avn him, they fear he w".1 not provide sufficient financial resource:

'n lelep their fani1V solver:. S:Aies show that women who are receivi,-

;A to Det)endent Children monies fro--Social Security are more likely to

concrete steps to end the domestic violence they suffer because

tby.... know that thPy will hive a sec..:re income, however limited it mi:ht

Access to our soe..n.1 service s:!stem wouid prvride Sob training av.1

crisis inter:entic_ for thoso who need it on an em-mtux

: wor i. with ber.terd wore:. ieads ne to bel!ivve ttat prompt holy

L,1 hese-, n.d self suppoci-.

tii.!;
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UNIVIIIIIRTY OF SOUTFICIIN CALIFORNIA
OCH001. 0, OCK.Al. Vo On,

UNologniltry IMAM
IAA OOOOOOO CA4,01,0014. 1100,7

To: U.S. Senate, Committee on HIMIli Services, Subcommittee on Child
and Duman Develwrwra

trout Barbara Star, Ph.D. '

Bet Testimony on Domestic Violence Datu: March 4, 1974

Mly now is Dr. Barbara Star. I am on faculty with the School of Social

Work at tho University of Solthern California. I am also a mei/41er of

the Hoard of Directors for the Southern California Coalition oo Battered

Romeo. for the past two years I have been conducting research concerning

the area of famliy violence in general and of wife battering in particular.

The research involves using personality-tests and intervieus to understand

the psychological and socio.cultural factors affecting the victim, the

spouse, their marital relationship, and the children. During the course

of the research 1 have had an opportunity to,test and/or interview over

IDO *omen and several husbands. Some of the research findings hold Im-

plications for both social policy anu human service dellyery development.

.Summarlfed briefly thr findings revealed that:

a) Neither the assaulter nor the victims tended to be mentally ill.

Violence is not an aberrant act of alpsychotic mInd, rather it

is an integral part of family interaction and perceived as a

legitimate means for diseharging frostratIon or resolving conflicts.

b) 'Less than a third of the aomen, but close to 60 percent of the men,

grew up in a family enviroorm.nt where tiwy eitnessed or imperieoced

violence. Violence is transmitted from generation to generation but

it tends to tie a function of the men's uphringing Faure so than the

soften's.
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cl PsychnlOgically the women Are nnt masochistic or eseessively de-.

pendent. Personality t(sts reveal they are passive, and interviews

reveal they possess very low self-esteem. Tngether t.hese.factors

create the ideal victim. The women do not enter the reiatinnship

espectinq or believing they deserve punishment. Their I. Nrnse

of self-esteem leads the: to assume the responsibility for proidems

in the marriage and their passivity prevents them from taking action

on theirimen behalf.

d) As a marital unit the men and women tend tn be socially Isolated.

Most do nut berimg to clwhs.or organitations. They have few frie:nds

and maintain limited ties with relatives. They have.no social or

community Ngmort systehafrom which to learn alternate ways of dealing

with problems nr feelings.

el Women (and men) remold in:violent ,situations because there are so

few alternatives avallahle that promote chance: There are mnt many

shelters *here victims and thitr childien can findCrefuge. Financial

and legal supports fnr victims arellmited, ittny agency. workers do

not undirstand the fears and emetinnal needs of the victims or the

marital unit. There are no prng:ams for the assaulters.

/I...Several types of changes at both the macro and micro leels are indicated

W we hope to combat the effects nf domestic violence. !be solutions 1

advocate include:

1

I. Nationwide reporting 1411, sillir tn the ones develnoed Cnr child

abuse.

2. Lae permit alternatives other than divorce nr Jail. Women

t protection not permanent separation. We need an intermediary

step that bridges the gap Tw.tween no legal action and pressing

criminal charges that reault In Imprisonment.
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3. irtAS1le education to make people aware of the prohlem, its causes,

and its solutions.

it. In-service training programs for pollee end mental health profes

StonalS.

5. Reeding the victims their rights. Clearly telling the omen the

legei alternatives available to them a'a providing an advocate mho

'mill help them through the criminal Justice process If charges are
-

pressed.

6. loll-free hot line services to offer information and crisis counseling

for both the victims and the.assaulterS.

7. Mandatory treatment for assabiters including the medical and emo-

tional counseling that produces better impuise.cOntrol.

8. Housing. More shelters for women and their children during times

of crisis and safe places to live once they leave the shelter if

they decide not to return to thy sponse.

9. A community support neteora of agencies concerned oith various aspects

Of &trestle violence to insure continuity of care for the victilms.

10. 'Ai coalition of community agencies and interested lay persons to offer

a base for sharing ideas, conducting research, disseminating lnfor.

motion, providing enaoornity education, and supporting needed !cols.

lotion.

Obviously these changes require pore than verbal affirmation. Ally system

of viable service must rest on fuundatiun of,financial secur!ty. the

first Vitro involves appropriating ao quAte funding to Insure fis,al a%

*As mnral CoMMItMent.

qr. mp

a. . /
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Senator CRANSTON. Our final panel is one of interested groups
Nancy Clinch, California Coalition Against Domestic Violence, San
Diego; Barrie Levy, Coordinator, Southern'California Coalition on
Battered Women; Sue Martin and Bea Robinson, Women's Alliance,
San Jose; and Diane Muniz, director, East Los Angeles Ilot line, Inc.

STATEMENTS OF DIANE MUIZ, DIRECTOR, EAST LOS ANGELES
HOTLINE, IIIC., LOS ANGELES, CALIF. ; SUE MARTIN AND BEA
ROBINSON, WOMEN" ALLIANCE (WONA) SAN JOSE, CALIF.; BAR-
RIE LEVY, COORDENATOR, SOUTHERN CALIFORNIA SOALITION
ON BATTERED Wpm SANTA MONICA, CALIF.; AND NANCY
CLINCH, CALIFORNIA COALITION AGAINSUDOMESTIC VIOLENCE,
SAN DIEGO, CALIF., A PANEL

U. Mum. Senator Cranston and members of the subcomMittee
on domestic violence, I am Diane Muniz; I am the director of the
East. Los Angeles Hotline. We are a member of the coalition on bat-
tered, women. We have submitted a written statement to you.

However, I would- like to present a brief summation and perhaps
some recommendations, and focus on. the Spanish-speaking popula-

gib tion whieh exceeds 1,100,0(X), in L.A. County, and has been neglected
in the area of domestic violence.

Domestic violence permeates throughout every level of the socio-
economic strata SS Mr. rBarra pointed out earlier.

The lower economic status of the Spanish-speaking population
only exacerbates the strmses associated with domestic violence,
namely unemployment, alcoholism, isolation, lack of awareness, and
severity-of the 1-sue, lack of response from law enforcement agencies
and a variety of others.

As the problem of services to these women is so severe, many
Spanish-speaking women have called other unrelated services in the
hopes of getting Some type of assistance.

Since we are a rape hotline. the only bilingual hotline on the west
coast or I should say soothern CaliforRia. we do not. advertise or
publicize the fact that we will speak to battered women. We have
received an increased ni air of calls from these women in their
desperation. Over a week , time we received approximately six calls,
specifically from latttered women.

To illustrate more the desPeration involved and the lack of re-
sources available to this woman. to this victim. I would like to cite
one case that I personally dealt with, and it is kind of an emotional
level, and I would like you to understand because it was within the
past 2 Weeks that. the situation occurred. So if my yoke Cracks, please
bear with me.

This woman called the line, and it wasn't a call checking out re-
sources and finding out what was available, she called ready to leave
her home. She called saying I am ready to get out; I was beaten
very badly last night and proeeeiled to.give me some history.

She said this was the second pregnancy for her. The first time was
approximately a year, ago. Ifer husband had beaten her so badly.
and sexually abused lAir so badly, that she lost the baby.
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She was extremely depressed; extrethely emotional and very cheer-ful; wanted anything; just get nw out or here, her need was . sogreat, and 7 couldn't do anything for her. We had no resourcesavailable for her.
What I did, first of all I called Haven House who provides an

excellent service as Beverly mentioned, cannot accommodate all of
the needt in L.A. County ; it isn't equipped to deal with the problems
involved in helping bilingual and bicaltural persOns.

So, first off, they were full; not to mention that they couldn't
speak with her, but not having any resource to tell hars yes, we can
get you out of there. I proceeded to make a number of phone calls
and I couldn't find, anything for her that day.

SO the following day again, I returned the call and spoke with
her, again after her husband had leftfandshe had Peen beaten again

'very severely and it was raining amrshe was desperate and she was
ready tostay in any hallway anywhere.

Fortunately, a person associated with the line allowed us to place
this woman in her home and WS so sympathetic and felt so. bad
about the situation, that he is still allowing her to stay herestay
thereuntil she has her biynd can then receive aid.

There is,no shelter in the1çeater Los Atigeles area offering serv-
ices for the Spanish speaking. 7 think it is an atroqity. I think it is
something that does need attention as soon as possible.

I. would like to stress a few points in making aome brief recom-
mendationscthat money go directly to grassroot agencies.

It was mentioned that mental health still has a stigma attached
to it; and that's the logic behind many Of the grassroot agencies and
hot lines which now exist and I thii,k it. is a very goad one because
many women are not prej ired to *go into a mental health facility
even, if it isn't amental health problem so to speak. They are not
mentally ill.

In any case, stressing that grassroot agencies get these moneys
directly. I think it was mentioned that IIVD also he encouraged to
work with these agencies and I think that's a great idea. CETA is
excellent for staffing and utilizing those positions for. our hot line.
I think these moneys if they are provided in a cmptirablefor
instance, a lot of these positions are very low paidjobs. 'They can be
paid adequately and can be in not. a fl-month period, but a longer
term; either annually or biannually 'would be nn excellent idea.

'I' would also like to stress a catalyst. as you mentioned, Senator
Cranston, an advisory councit of sorts or committee, to continue to .
financially seek funds to be directed to shelters as an excellentidea.

Another suggestion that I would like to make would be- that more
money go diredly to the primary victims and bv primary victims7
mean women r:ho are in this immediate need, anil their children. and
that perhapv mental health facilities bp encouraged to have their
staffs 'York with the batterer because RS Dr. Star mentioned and other
.people had mentioned before, it is difficult to work with one agency
and not to work with all of the people involved in doniestic violence.

And since the money is very limited, I would like to see it. go to
the ones who really need it most. whieh in my opinion are those
being battered.
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I vim not overemphasize the dire need for services to the large
Spanish-speaking popuhition iii (lalifivnin. Shelters, outreach pro-

1
grams, day care serviers. public education, and research from the
grass root agenries Mann all domestic violence virtims, the Initterer
am) their rhildren.

We congratulate you for your interest and your strong rontimied
support.

Senator CitAxs.ro:s.. Thank y(nl, very !WWII.
M. MAirri N. My name is Sue Martin and I work as the program

developer for W( ) M AWoman's Alliance of San Jose.
WOMA is B Imultiethnir mommunity Imsed woolen's crisis and ad-

vocacy venter that has servieed women and advocated for women's
ronceril since it's establishment. in 1973.

, In une of 1977, We expamled our servives to include a lathered
women's program, and sperial services for these women whose needs
are not being inetwere not. !wing met.

Since Dechnber of 1977just recently, we have, in addition to the
crisis renter !Weil operating a residential slielter program for battered
wOmen and their ehildren.

Our total staff both erisis center shiff, and shelter staff. consist. of
16 paid persons. Three-fourths are full time. The closest. shelter to
us are the programs in Ilaywanl, 41) miles away, and the program in
San Francisco, 50 miles away.

What I wouhl like to do today is to brieflY describe the verwhelm-
ing need for our services. r know the need had been hhready ex-
pressed today but, I think we all must stress the need again and
again. I would like also to talk briefly alamt shelters as a service
model.

In the 6-month period from August 1977 throUgh JamiarY 1978,
W()MA has assisted 519 battered women with approximately 870

...........- children being affected.
.

In addition, our '..4 hour crisis line, which operates after office
hour, has received 250 ealls since September., The erisis center has
fithlwrinore assisted 348 nonbattered women who have contacted us
with a wide range of services.

The battered women .who contart us are from all age groups,
etlinir grouips;and economie barkgrounds.

In addition, our client popmlation eneompasses a large Spanish-
spa king populatiom. We have assisted, women with no economic re-
sourees; women with few eronomie resources; to wonien whose hus-
bands ninke over $20,000 a year but who have no- access to that
money.--,-4specially no immediate access to that money.

The pi a ry need of the women contacting us is that. of emer-.
itgeney sh r which I think yon have heard again and. again today.
Over 150 of the battered women who contacted us in the past 6
months, were recently abused women in need of emergency refuge
'from reoccurnmees of that violence.

We at present have a six bed shelter as well as 12 private homes
which shelter women .and their rhildren on a voluntary basis. How-
ever, as our existence bevomes more widely 'known, the number of
women contacting us is inereasing rapidly every month and we are
having to turn away women and children who have no place to go
and can only return to the danger that they have just left.

e
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We are planning soon to Move to a 25-bed facility, but Cven with
that facility, we are only able-to assist a small; small portion of the
women who are victims of physical abuse in their homes.

To giVe you an example of the need in our local community of
Santa .Clara Countya snrwy was conducted by our staff which
shows that an estimated 300 battered women aro seen each month in
hospital emergency rooms in our county. That's 300 battered wpmen
every month in emergency rooms. And I hope you will keep in mind
that that 300 figure tepresentS" only the most. severe cases and only
the tip of the iceberg.

Any Federal legislation which attempts to address this major
social problem which domestic violence is, must place a priority on
the'provision of direct services to the victims of that violence: This
.money should not go to extensive research by Government agencies,
law enforcement. efforts or other tower priority needs. Yes, -we do
need research; and we do nebd law enforcement coordination. But
first and foremost, we need slickers and we need adequate moneyto
operate those shelters.

'I think, as you huae stated. Senator CranSton, limited-money is
available. And I think if limited money is available, that we do have
to set priorities and those of us in the field, feel very strongly that
first priority should be difect .rvices: After this priority would
come funding for the programthe, research .and the coordination
that they are actually doing and spearheading.

Shelter programs are the only service models that have succeeded
in addressing the needs of victims of this abuse, and the needs of
their children.

Locally it has been reinforced to us time and time again, that a
shelter program is the most viable method of service.

In January of last year, a countywisle ad hoc committee in our
county, representing service providers, law enforcement agencies,
community programs, was formed. Each of these groups stated that
they wereunable to meet the needs of these women. And after 3
months discussion and research, the committee unanimously recom-
mended as its top priority, the establishment of shelters.

In addition, the sources from which our clients are referred, re-
inforces again that these other agencies are unable and.probably in-
appropriate to service these women.

I think that victims of domestic violence deserve and have a right
to some comprehensive services ;Ispecialized services.

We receive referrals from law enforcement; counseling programs;
department of sobial services; attorneys, community legal aid, medi-
cal facilities, et cetera.

Likewise, it has been a shelter program and it's staff, who have
developed the expertise, knowledge and commitment. to spearhead
the institutional reform, the. law enforcement training, and the
service coordination in mkr county.

What is being done around the country in tile area of coordination
of services, police training, has been spearheaded by those people
in the grass roots programs in the shelter programs. ,

So I am saying a shelter Program is not only primarily addressing
the need of the victims, but also vital in providing tho needed focal
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point for the institutional reform efforts, the agency cooraination,
and the program development that is needed.

..311elters are not just a bamlaid; I think they are the beginning of

the efforts to effpctively address the problem and with the expertise
acluired in shelter programs. they are expanding further into the
variety of areas needed to comprehensively :uhlress tlw problent.

So briefly I have tried to sham with you two basic facts which I

hope will be taken into aecount in creating legislation.
First, is the overwhehning necd for comprehensive direct services

to the victim; awl sec(md, is the priority that legislation shouhl place

on utilizing the shelter model.
Thank you.
Senator CitANsToN. Thank you very much.
Ms. RolussoN. Buenos dias.
'My name is Ilea Robinson and I am the director of Woman's Aili-

ance m San Jose.
I am here today also to urge you to please place direct services to

the victims of domestic violence; the top priority in any new Federal
regulation development..

Our organization is presently operating a shelter for batte,-ed
women in Santa Clara. County. In addition I want to stress that we
also provide bilingual services that is, Spanish.

So I gttess we are the seemul program in the State doing that.
In a,county of 1,200,000 people, and a city of 575,000 people, we

operate the sole battered women shelter, and we ean only house six
women and children.

All the furnishings and appliances for this house, we. have solicited
by donations. Our shelter is small; it is understaffed, and at this
moment we are fac a lawsuit. by the homeowners in tin; neighbor-
hood who'do not want us there.

'In addition to these problems we alp continually facing enormous
funding problems, If, lb faet, monev is made available to us, it car-
ries ridiculous guidelines imposed hy the funding agencies such as
"moneycan be used for expansion purposes only," when the reality
for us is that there is no food in the cupboard since we are not funded
by anyone for food.

When that. happens we do. wonder what our legislators are think-
ing about ; what,,in fact, do they know about domestic violence.

We are. one of the more fortunate organizations in that we 'have
been able to obtain son a. short-term seed moneys that have enabled us
to provide the shelter, the counseling., some transportation needs, the
advocacy. We have a 24-hour hotline in 'English and Spanish. We
have a free legal clinic with free supportive ,services that include
assistanOe in obtaining housing and employment to our clients.

However, these.moneys are only temporary and our future funding
opportunities appear tenuous, given that there is no large sources of
Federal money available specifically for this purpose.

It is not 'easy ; the staff is overworked and underpaid, but faced
with the reality of sometim ,s little or no support for the needs of
these women, we shall cont nue to exist and continue, to testify at
'hearings such as these, ir the hope that somewhere, somehow, some-
body is going to listen.

-21t. (1 . ii
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In addition I would like to point out that we are shocked and dis-
mayed when we read of the i*nding Federal legislation that pre-
siunptuously says to us who are the experts. that a large amomit of
this money will be spent in research rather than investing this money
in the projects where research is being 'done by us, the experts and
not funded.

Victims of abase do, in fact., need this type of research done, but
not by another bureaucracy in Washington. This can and should be
done at the local level by 6e service providers who know all aspects
of the, problem, are attempting to serve the needs and at the same
time. have worked unmercifully in order to keep our doors open. and
to prevent further homicides.

LEAA iS also supposedly doing their share in the war against do-
mestic violence. How By providing $1 million for a new supetagency
to do sortie more paper shuffling. Where are the priorities in this type
of logic? Is LEAA saying that you first give out the prescription, and
then we take care.of.the wound?

.

If, in fact. the money cannot go directly to the shelters where. it
should go in the first. place, it should definitely not go to the National -
Institute of Mental Health; it should not Ito to a law enforcement
agency, therefore the only alternativa we can see is that it go straight
to the Governor but with. tlie stipulation 1 hat a separate agency be
'established; a domestic violence agency sp that we don't have a situa-
tion like what. happened with SB 91 where the money was allocated
and then went to an agency that certainly is not appropriate.

Thank you very much and I don't congratulate you for doing thes
hearings; I think it is your duty ,and I appreciate that, you are doing
it.

Senator CRANSTON. riliank vet's? much.
Ms. Cu-scn. My name is Nancy Clinch. I am an attorney in private

practice and a member of the California Coalition Against Domestic
Violence.

CCADV was formed early in 1977. is a statewide coalition of shel-
ter programs and other serVice providers whose work addresses the
needs of victims of domestic. violence.

The focus of the coalition is to advoeate for tlw creation of, and .

monitor State and Federal legislation which relates to domestic
violence.

Due to tlw short notice of this hearing. the statements presented to-
day will be very brief. Limited to the concerns relating to the proposed
Federal bills themselves, and the imidementation process of .any
Federal legislation.

The first concern is which ageney will administisr the programs. We
feel ACTION is not an acceptable a eency for tlw following reasons.

First, we do not wish to relegate r'shelter programs to the realm of
voluntarism, and at the very base salary for staff persons of a shelter
program. should be at least $S50 prr month.

Second. ACTION" would not provide the administrative oiwrat ion-
al costs which are needed to rim a shelter program.

We also fe(l that the Nationa) Institute of Mental ITelth must be
further investigated before designated as the administering:. agency.
Our concerns are the following:
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having medical reports. and it is the jury that decides the defendant
is not guilty.

This is indicative of sorialization of the jury as a mirror of the
community, and their willingness to ;wept donwstir viOlence. either
as a generally accepted form of expression in a family situation, or,
the reluctanee on the part. of the jury to label the defendant as a
batterer, similar to the reluetanee of a jury to label an alleged rapist.
if they could find a less offensive lalwl for that. defendant.

I strongly .)elieye that funding for legal assistance of battered
WOMPH, that onongh is not happening. A lot of my work involves
them; I cannot hum a battered woman away. when legal aid and no
agency will help her at all.

I requeSt that. fundmg for legal assistance be part of a shelter
primary serviCe program.

Thank you.
Senator CRANsTON. Thank yon very much.
Dr. STAR. I am Bambara Star. 1 am sitting here on behalf of

Barrie Levy who is representing the Southern California Coalition
on Battered Women.

She. aciked tue t(inmake a statement for ber; unfortunately she was
unable to he here because of mudslides that. closed roads in her area.

Ilowe04.: in the intere4 of saving time. T have been requested
to ask her to submit, as.shewas planning to do. a written statement
and forego the statement hen. today so that we may be able to answer
addit nmal questions.

Senator CRANSTON. Thank you very inueli.
appreciate that very much. and T will he glad to have the state-

ment in the reconl.
Let. me address one question to hose of you who are directly in-

volved with shelters.
What happens to vict ims when the% leave; what kind of follownp

is there? Do you maintain contact usnally?
Ms. MARTIN% At our program in San Jose. we would like to ex-

pand our followup services, and we need to VNInind our followup
services. However, because of our staff limitations we are unable to
do that right now.

At present, we do some followap with the wonwn mainly. They are
free to call us and we often call them. We also have a support group
which operates once a week wilere women can continue to come and
get. problem-solving assistance.

Because we are fortunate to have two facilitik tlw crisis renter
and the shelter. the women can cont Mule to utilize the servires at the
erkis center.

Irowever. I think that we need to do a lot more of this. We need ,
to have staff and funding for thatfor ront limed support.

Dr. STAR. On behalf of Haven House. they do provide ongoing
serviee for people: t hey have an out rearh group for the women as
followup because 50 lwrvvnt of the women do go bark to the home
situation, and they need cmitinuing support as do the women who
go into the community on their own.

They also offer treatment or out reach services to t hr men who an'
the spouses of the battered women.

Senator CRANsTox. Thank you.
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Do you think it would be useful to have a Federal clearing house
that emild provid information on where you could get help in
financing, mul what works and what doesn't and so forth?

Ms. Mmmx. Well, this is my own feeling. Possibly a Federal clear-
ing might have sonte advantages, but I think von need a lot
or work done On and should place priority on the loval level and on
the community level and the regnant! level where the information
will be used.

I am not sure how much of the information would be used if it.
were on the Federal level, you know. It might be good to have some .

type of elearinghouse on the Federal level in terms of major agency
fimding sources and the areas relating to funding.

However, I think this type of service and coordination will be
more ntilized if it is regional.

Ms. Romxsox. If I may, I would like to add to that.
I think that the major probleinAlhaf shelters face is haying funds

to operate with. lf there is money, we see it as imperative that the
first tenneys go t 0 the shelters themselves, rather than adding
another Imrcauracy tothat limy or play not help.

Ms. (1.1Nen. If you decide to have it Federal clearinghouse, it
shotild inelinh, people who have been avtively involved in creating
shelters and supporting shelters. You can't just have people at the
Federal level that have had no practical experience to be able to tell
peoplo what to do and where to go.

Ms. Mmms. Just one question or statement. about the use of a
Federid elearinghoitse.

We don't have the money to make thi. phone calls to.the Federal
clearinghouse even to get the information. That's a reality. I think
that it wonldn't by utilized. The priority for the money should go
to .fmaling the shelter programs. Luxuries come afterwards.

Dr. STAR. One of the important parts that we keep forgetting, I
think, is that while there should be an essential place from which to
disseminate information, there should also be regional and local
bases where people van obtain information readily. One of the
things that we absolutely have to have is some kind of an informa-
tion system that immediately allows a daily update of the available
services in any particular arca.,,,

Senator CuANsms. What could the Federal Government do to
promote greater awareness of the problem?

Ms. MAirris. I tldnk II lot, of the shelter programs right. now are
doing work in that area. A lot of »s do a lot of public speaking; we
do a lot of radio work, we do a lot of TV work; we do a lot of
agency training' in other ageneies. 1 personally would feel that if
you fund the shelter programs to specifically do more public Allen-
tion, and more training, that would be the most effective way.

Dr. STAR. Ana, if you take wife battering from being an issue that
is predominantly a woman's issue. and make it an example, as I be-
lieve it is, of one instance of family violence, I think that you will
obtain the kind of backing and tile support from the media and
public foundations as well as private foundations that yon are look-
ing for.

Senator ClaAssmx. Thank yon very inneh. You have }wen very
helpful. I appreciate your vowing.

I-The pmpared statenwnt of Ms. Muniz follows :
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Senator CHANsToN. We have one other individual present who has
askefl to testify; and I will have to ask Margrit Cluindler to limit
herself to 3 minutes because 1 110 IiitVe to n.teet another commitment:

STATEMENT OF MARGRIT CHANDLE4, HUNTINGTON BEACH,
CAI37.

Ms. CHANDLER. I ant here to back up some of the statistics that we
have just heard; with personal experiences.

I believe it. is true when we say that the sins of the parents are
going to be visited on our children to the third and fourth gener-
ation.

I am the mother of seven children now ranging in ages from 9 to
23.

I have been a battered woman. I came here as an alien approxi:
mutely 25 years ago. I was isolated. I was alone without family.
was kept financially dependent even though my husband was mak-
ing in the latter years, up to $250,000),?tt year. I had no money to my
ready use.

was battered at times so badly that I nearly lost. my last child,
which in turn caused me to get a divorce.

My children. the way I see ik now, if they don't. take stock and
look at themselves, could be faced with the same situation.

feel that each of my daughters is going to have to stop before
she gets married and look at. the man she chose. I see tny 2 older sons
already-now, choosing violence as their first reaction when something
happens. They also will have to take stock. Not so, lily youngest boy--
who did not. grow up in the same environment; where we consciously
taught him, alternative 'ways to deal with his frustrations.

T also feel that women that have been battered one time, as they
go off into a second marriage. could be faced with the same problem
as "before, if the person that they are with, knows, that. they have been
battered. it, is easier once the barrier has been broken down, for the
same to happen again.

I am really very glad to see that sonw of the old stigmas are corn-
ing down because I think that's what. we suffered very much, from.
We were called masochistic, you know, "she's getting her kicks and
everything:" by the police and otherswhi lm really wasn't. trite at
all.

am very glad to see that. some of the help that was not available
to me, is becoming availabh, to my sWers today, and I thank you
very nutch, Senator, for holding the hearing.

Senator C1tANSToN. Thank you very, very much. I appreciate that
and I appreciate your concluding in that brief but effective 3 minutes.

That concludes our hearing but let. me say that I will be introduc-
ing legislation fairly soon on this snbject. I will mail each of yon
who testified, a copy and if others want to get. a copy, yott may write
to us for' it. We invite your comments on that legislation and what
it will contain because that of 'conrse will only be the. beginning. We
will go throngh it, mark it up, get comments, and rehash it.
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The record for this hearing will remain open.
We will have another hearino: in Washington next 'Wednesday and

we will try to move on.
Thank you all very much.
We stand adjourned.
[Whereupon, at 12:15 p.m., the hearing adjourned.]



DOMESTIC VIOLENCE, 1978

WIDNICSDAY, NEASCH 8, 1978

U. S. SENATE;
SURCOMMnTEE ON CHILD AND HUMAN DEVELOPMENT

OP THE COMMITTEE ON HUMAN RESOURCES
'Wa8hington,D.C.

The subcommittee met, pursuant to notice, at 8 :30 a.m., in room
457, Russell Senate Office Building, Senator Alan Cranston, (chair-
man of the subcommittee) presiding.

OPENING STATEMENT OF SENATOR CRANSTON

Senator CR.. WON. The meeting will come to order.
This morning, the Subcommittee on Child and Human Develop-

ment of the Committee on Human Resources will hear testimony on
domestic violence.

Today is our second day of hearinp on this matter.
Last Saturday, March 4, 1978, in Los Angeles, Calif., the sub-

committee received some very helpful and informative testimony,
and I am sure today's witnesses will be equally enlightening.

Recently, I have been working with a number of colleagues, Sen-
ators Kennedy, Anderson, Riegle, and Williamsson legislation with
respeet1b4omestic violence. I have also conferred with Representa-
tive Barbard Mikulski and the White House Staff.

We are pulling together different approaches 'that have been pro-
posed thus far and developing some new ones. I plan to introduce
that legislation later this week or early next week.

Today's testimony should prove helpful as we put the final
touches on the legislation. I will be sending to each of the witnesses
a copy of the bill we introduce and would appreciate receiving from
you your, written comments, as soon as possible, since we plan to
move forward rapidly with this legislation in order to meet the May

reportingl.deadline
I am keenly interested in hearing our witness&s recommendationS

as tO what role, if any, the Federal Goveitiment should play in es-
tablishink programs to assist victims of domestic violence, and aid in
reducing the inoidence of domestic violence.

When I speak of.domestic violence, I am referring to any act or
threatened act' of violenceincluding a forceful detenfn, which
results or threatens to result in physical injury, 'and is committed
by and between adults. This definition does not include child abuse,
an equally serious societal problem which is already being addressed
through the Child Abuse Prevention and Treatment Act, although
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these problems are sonwtimes related. Our kgislation to extend tlw
child abuse law is now pending a final House-Senate agreenient aud
should be cleared for Presidential signature ill the iwxt several
weeks.

Testimony received by the subcommittee on Satimhly, reveals
that domestic violence is widespreml. For example, Betty Stephens,
chair of the. California Commission on the Status of Women, testi-
fied that in California, one of three femak homicide vietims is mnr-
dered by her spouse, and approximately mw-quarter of all murders
in the ',rifted States occur within the family.

Those projects providing assistance to victims of domestic vio-
lence, often, because of limited facilities, have to turn away vietims
seeking shelter. For .exampk. Haven House. a shelter in Pasadena.
Calif., turned away 400 people in the month of October 1977. And
in Hayward, Calif.. during the month of Febrnary. the enwrgency
iThelter program there, refnsed 146 requests for serviee, because the
shelter was full and funding does not permit further expansion.
During 1977, the Hayward Enwrgeney Shelter Program provided
shelter fo 437 women and 476 children, a total of 5.967 bed nights--
yet, the program was unable to'provide services for far more who
asked for it-1,776 wonwn and children.

The testimony on Saturday clearly illustrated Ithe need for Fed-
eral action. I expect that today's testimony will substantiate that
need. We are interested in our witnesses' view on how society should
respond when a victim of domestic violence seeks assistance. Most
victims who have been provided assistance by ongoing efforts have
been women, many of whom have special problems. Foe example.
often, in those instances where the victim has decided not to return
to th e. home, lwr many years as a housewife hi .1 left her unpre-
pared to compete successfully in the job market.

In this regard. I want to note that I will be introducing today.
with Senator Riegle, an amendment. to the CETA legislation to
provide special assistance for displaced homemakers.

The problems we face in the dmmstie violence area fry, indeed.
complex. There are no simple answers. T overcome the problem.
to develop any tylw of successful program, co laitment. is neipssary
and not just from tlw Federal .Goyernment. This is essentially a
local problem, but all levels of,government must be involved in' seek-
ing a solution and. most. importantly. interested private citizens:
and groups themselves imist continue to take the lead.

Thus, in addressing these issnes, it seems to me tlmt the FNleral
Ghvernment's role should be to serve as a catalyst for efforts by
State, local, and private nonprofit groups.

Th e. legislation we are preparing is geared to provide Federal
stimulation and support for local efforts. Today's hearing should
provide additional information necessary for us to develop an effec-
tive national approach to achieving the active involvenwnt of States
and local communities in grappling with this problem.

In order to allow RS. ninny people as possible to present testimony
and to provide time for questions. T ani a.,,king NIA of you who are
appearing as witnesses, to limit your oral renuirks to 5 to 7 minutes.
Of course, your entire written statenwnt will be included in the
record and will be carefully reviewed.
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Many of us who are working in difIerent phases of this issue have
been attemutin`g to add our own small. but important changes in

existing legislation to deal with this issue.
I am mindful, for example. :hat in the am of Our criminal re-

codification. we elit'oinated the common law statutory provi-ion on
the issue of rape bet \\Ten SpollSc::. NH of the ilsplet of domestic
violence. some of the niost cruel and vicious ways. have been the
perpetration of rape on one spouse upon another. and it seemed
only appropriate that in trying to Iwing. the criminal rerodcation
into the i.).Oth century. that to recognize the severity of' the criteria
which has to be met by rape. and'that is to lx put in the threat. of
serious physicarviolence and even deaththat that occurs even be-
tween spouses and a victim should not behis defenses should not
lx eliminated by an archaic provi,i(itt Ut Ow existing law.

We can work with the Judiciary Comniittec and the LEA A pro-
visions to try to help and assist in addressing the opportunity which
exists for providing training for police and counseling with the
police and police agencies. which I)Jay such an important role in
terms of local communities;

Recently. as the Senator knows. initiation of such a program Juis
had about a million dollars in training program now. but in the
reorganization of the LEAA Art. there 'are things that we can do
andwork on in this particular area.

So. I know that there are many oplmrtunitics. other than just the
specific legislations. which I intend to support and fully support for
those of us who are concerned about these isslies. whether in the
health area. in the NIMIT budget. to insure the kinds of research
that is going to be done in this arca. and whether it is in these
other programs. we can play a constructive and positive role. and
I believe. with -your 1egi4lation giv:ng it the focus and attention.
that we can really begin to make a march toward progress that this
issue demands.

And so. Mr. Chairman. I say quit T look forward to likening to
our local representatives to inform us more effectively about the
various efforts that have been taking Mare at the lower level, to
whinh we can respond.. and play a verv active partnership to give
this issue the kind of attention. the kind of priority. the kind of
front. burner attention that it deserves.

And T want to thank you for the opportunity of appearing here
and T would liketo ask you to enter my statement in the record.

Senator CHANST. Thank you very much.
Of course. your statement \yin be in the record, and again. I ap-

preciate your being here.
[The prepared statement of Senator Kennedy follows:]

PREVARED STATEMENT or SENATOR EDNVADD M. KENNEDY

Mr. Chairman. the family is tin basis and strength of our society.
And yet, in manamilies there are proldems that for too long have
been hidden from he rest of society. In -1973. the Federal Govern-
ment finally reeog * 1 tl abuse and began to.7.N. ..le problems of child
respond. And today we are addressing the proldems of domestic
violence. It is a sad fact that many women fire physically abused by
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their husbands. In many instances these women have no place to
turn. They live with this situation for nmny years either believing
that the situation will change .or 'fearing the unknown if they leave
and seek outside assistance.

Domestic violence is a problem that cuts across all socioeconomic
lines. It is as much a problem in Milton, Mass. as it is in the South'
End. A recent study at the University of New Hampshire showed
that 16 percent- of students had witnessed one act of physical vio-
lence between their parents in the previous year. A Harris survey
conducted for the National Commission on the Causes and Preven-
tion of Violende said ,the "one-fifth of all Americans approve of
slapping. one's spOuse on appropriate occasions. Surprisingly, ap-
proval of this practice increases with income and education *,*

Victims of domestic yiolence suffer from u multitude of problems.
Many of them are economic prisonershow will they support them-
selves and raise children if they leave? Many lose their own sense
of self-respect. They get. little support from the legal system. Only
three States have laws that make it an automatic felony for a hus-
band to beat his wife. And yet assault is a crime in every State.
Most States, however,- treat. wife beating not as a crime, but as a
civil matter. In many instances the police are not adequately trained
o handle this problem. The problems are multifaceted. and Rertainly

the Federal Government can't solve them all. But we can and must
do more.

Last June, I joined Senator Anderson as a cosponsor of S. 1728,
"The Domestic Violence Prevention and Treatment Act." this was
the first bill introduced in the Senate to address this issue. Since
the introduction of that bill we have heard from many organizations
fold individuals dealing at a grassroots level with this problem.
Violence in the home was also a topic seriously discussed at the Na-
tional Women's Conference in Houston last November. We have
received excellent suggestions on the problem from all these groups.
They have suggestions about -what the Federal Government could
and should do. Many of these suggestions have been incorporated
into a bill which will be introduced later this week by Senator Cran-
ston. I intend to be a cosponsor bf this comprehensive bill.

In my own State of Massachusetts there are several groups al-
ready quite active. These include Casa Myrna Vazquez in the South
End 'Of Boston, Tramition House in Canibridge, and RESPOND. in
Somerville. Throughout the Commonwealth there are other pro-
grams in early stages of development. Many of them need not only

the money that cbuld come from this bill, but also 'the technical
assistance that this comprehensive, bill would provide. There are,
of course, a variety of services already available through Federal,
State, and local efforts. These services are, however, quite hag-
mentedj/The bill that we will propose will do much to l'1,elp coordi-
nate these efforts.

The Federal Government has filially started to respond to this
problem. The Office of Publie Liaison at the. White House has held

a series of meetings on this issue. I know that Midge Costanza has
a strong commitment to working with the Federal agencies in coor-
dinating services. In fact, she held another meeting at the White
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House just yesterday. I am sure many of you were, there. In addi-
tion, the U.S. Cominission on Civil Rights sponsored an excellent
symposium on this issue in January. With a coordinated program
within .HEW the Federal Government can begin to do more than
just address the issue. It can prOvide services and money to both
private nonprofit organizations and local government programs ad-
dressing this need.

I look forward to the testimony being presented today. In par-
ticular, I am interested in hearing from the shelter representatives--
how they work within the communities, how tlwy can aid families.
and how they work with police in the neighborhoods. I am very
pleased that Curdina Hill, vice president of Casa Myrna Vazquez is
with us. Casa Myrna Vazquez is in the South End of Bostonserv-
ing the whole city. Their honse opened last February and its full
time operation just began last July. It has served 2.90 people since
then. This house is a great example of what can be done on a. local
level.

We live, unfortunately, in a violent society. Domestic violence is
another manifestation of a society that has lost its respect. for the
individual. There are many examples of the, prevalence of violence
in our Nation. As a member of the Senate Judiciary Cornmittee, I
have seen efforts for more stringent gun control kgislation thwarted
year after year. We live in an nymerfeet world but each of us must
learn to treat others with compassion and understanding.

look forward to herbsing the testimony. I want to particularly
acknowledge Senator Amierson, Representatives Steers, Boggs, and
Mikulski for the work they have done on this serious issue.

Senator CRANSTON. Senator Anderson, likewise, you have been a
very dedicated Worker and I appreciate your eorning here tOday.

STATEMENT OF HON. WENDELL W. ANDERSON, A U.S. SENATOR,
FROM THE STATE OF MINNESOTA

Senator ANDERSON. Mi. Chairman, I have submitted a nu.re de-
tailed statement for the record, so if I could just highlight it for a
few moments--

There is a form of violence, which for many years we have pre-
tended did not exist and accepted as an occasional phenomena. That
of course, is domestic violencebeating aml abuse, and in sonw in-
stances, murder of wives, husbands, and children by each other.

We denied it because it violated our view of the American how
as a place of love and affection, of mutual respect and happiness.
The home was,. we seemed to say. a haven from the surrounding
chaos.

It was easy to deny, because the victims and tite perpetrators of
the violence themselves, denied the abuse or disguird it where pos-
sible.

Society, in turn, throuph the law enforcement system. through
the courts, through Ow social serviee agencies. treatN1 the problem
lightly or not Pt aD or with hostility or :a best, ambiguity.

We raised lots of questionscould we intrude' into Ow home?
Were the bonds of marriage not supreme? Was it not just tlw pat-
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tern of some marriages and did not, the victims invite the violence?
We ducked and dodged and never dealt with-the reality any better

than the victims themselves.
But, slowly, durMg the past several years, we have begun .to rec-

ognize the social illness, and to some extent, we have begun to ana-
lyze and define it.

Today, the magnitude of the problem is Ito longer deniable: Xn-
couraged .by, the women's movement, ninny of the victims (nem-
selves have come out from behind closed dodrs into public view.

We have learned from study after study that domestic violence
is widespread, cuts across social and economic lines;and Mtn' be in-

_ .
creasing. Certainly, it is not a decreasing phenomenon.,which if left
alone, will just go away.

There are 'some studies whieh would suggest that close to 5 mil-
lion wives suffer extreme violence at sonic thne in their marriages,
sonic frequently and regukrly. We know that nearly 2 million
American couples have used a lethal weapon on one another during
their marriages. We know that over a fourth of all murders and a
far larger percentage of aggravated.assaults occur between spouses.
We know that. the most common relationship betwtr murderer and
victim is membership in the. same family.

Maybe one set cif figures can demonstrate more clearly what I am
saying. From 1967 to 1973. we lost over 39.000 lives in Vietnam.
During those sanie years, with virtually no piddle attention, there
were over 17,000 deaths due to domestie violencethe result of
sponse and child abuse.

The Vietnam war is over. Domestic violence continues. The thne
is long overdue to Federal action that is coordinated. snbstantial.
and humane. More victims Avila help. more people want to help
them.

In recent years, shelters have begun to appear in various parts
of our country. Those shelters are almost always themselves victims
of inadequate funding. erra*i...11y given.

You will hear. later on ixlay. from Cheryl Beardsley, a staff
member of Women's Advoca in St. Paid. Minn., the ohlyst shelter
for battered women in the k nited States. During 31,Z, years. this
shelter has housed over 2.000 woolen and children. That is ,hopeful.
They saved livk. 'What is sad. is that they turned away three times
that many family members during the same period. What is sad is
that there are countless more women. countless ,more. families who
would come forth if there were safe places for them. You will hear
a fornwrly battered wife &seal(' ill(' ii ccii in personal terms, and
how Women's Advocates Shelter was indeed a haven of love and
support for her.

We have before. us. S. 18. This bill, iS designed to support, proj-
ects in the prevention and treatment of domestie violence, eoncen-
trating on family rehabiliiation and support. as well as on emer-
gency shelter for t lireatened family members.

nientitied the need for examination of existing State domestic
violence laws aml programs and for coordination of Federal. State.
and local efforts ia prevention. identification. a Ild treatment of
domestic violence. The bill would iirovide $60 minion over a 3-year
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period. It addresses the need to complement preyious and Ongoing
domestic tiolence research by the NLional- Institute. of, Mental
Health, Law Enforcement Assistance Agency; and other Federal
groups.

The responsit to this legislation has been enormous. Since ..Tune,
when the bill was introduced, the sponsors have received a tremen-
dous amount of valuable and constructive advice from people work-
ing to prevent and treat. fathily violence. It has been a very special
privilege to work'with the subcommittee in translating +hose ideas
to effective, responsive legislation to help battered women and their
families, andl am pleased to join you as a cospons4 of a new bill
which will be pending before the. subcommittee verv ,shortly.

Mr. Chairman, I am sure when .these hearings arNone, and you
have heard the testimony or the people Who luive been victims of
tiomestic:violence and those io have becn pioneers in solving-this
national problem, that you and your committee, will act. vety favor-
ably.

Thank you very mueli.
Senator CRANSTON., Thank you very, very much, Wendell. I ap-

preciate, again, your very fine work in this area.
[The prepared statement. of Senatov Anderson follows:1

41,
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STATEMENT Or SENATOR WENDELL ANDERSON

BEFURE THE SUBCOliNITTEE ON CHILD AND HUMAN DEVELOPMENT

ON

LEGISLATION TO PREVENT AND TREAT DOMESTIC VIOLENCE

WEDNESDAY, MARCH 8, 1978

MR, CHAIRMAN, THANK YOU FOR INVITING ME To TESTIFY BEFORE THE

SUBCOMITTEE ON LEGISLATION TO PREVENT AND TREAT DOMESTIC VIOLENCE, I

WANT TO COMEND THE SUBCOMMITTEE FOR ITS PROMPT ATTENTION TO THIS URGENT

PROBLEM, AS THE PRIMARY FORUM ON LEGISLATIVE ISSUES AFFECTING CHILDREN,

YOUTH AND FAIIILIES, YOUR SUBCOMMITTEE HAS RESPONDED ADMIRABLY TO A VIDE

RANGE OF CONCERNS SUCH AS. INADEQUACIES WI1HIN THE ADOPTION AND FOSTER CARE

SYSTEM AND THE EFFECTS OF GOVERNMENT POLICIES ON FNIILY LIFE. ALTHOUGH

I Ni NOT A MEMBER OF THE COMMITTEE, IT HAS BEEN A PLEASURE TO WORK WITH

YOU AND SUPPORT YOUR EFFORTS ON SEVERAL OCCASIONS IN THE PAST.

TODAY WE ARE TURNING TO A PROBLEM WHICH IS PERHAPS THE MOST

PERPIFXING AND SEVERE OF ALL IN ITS EFFECT ON CHILDREN AND FAMILIES.

VIOLENCE IN ARICA HAS BEtOME A MAJOR NATIONAL SOCIAL DISASTER

AND SCANDAL, WF TOO FREQUENTLY ".CEPT IT AS INEVITABLE, GROW CALLOUS TO

ITS PRESENCE, SEEM ALMOST INDIFFERENT OR OVERWHELMED BY ITS ENORMITY,

WE HAVE, INCREDIBLY, RAISED VIOLENCE TO A FORM OF ENTERTAINMENT,

FILLING OUR HOMES WITH ENDLESS HOURS AND INCIDENTS OF TELEVISION VIOLENCE,

THE BEACHES OF NORMANDY SEEM OCCASIONALLY LIKE A SUNDAY SCHOOL PICNIC

COMPARED TO WHAT IS PROVIDED NIGHTLY TO THE AMERICAN PUBLIC, OUR CHILDREN

SEE MORE VIOLENCE THAN LOVE, MORE DECEIT THAN DECENCY.

WHETHER THERE IS A CONNECTION OR NOT, I DO NOT KNOW, BUT OUR

SCHOOLS IN THE PAST DECADE HAVE BECOME BATTLEGROUNDS WITH TEACHERS AND

STUDENTS VICTIMS OF AGGRESSION LEADING TO FEAR, PSYCHOLOGICAL BREAKDOWN,

HOSPITALIZATION FOk INJURIES, AND EVEN DEATH.
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ON UUR STREETS, WE HAVE WITNESSED IMMENSE AMOUNTS OF CRIME --

NUT AGAINST PQOPERTY AWNE, NT AGAINST PEOPLE, CRIMES OF ASSAULT AND

RAPE AND MURDER,

ANDTHEREIS YET ANOTHER FORM OF VIOLENCE WHICH FOR MANY YEARS

WE PRETENDED DID NOT EXIST, EXCEPT AS AN ABERRANT AND OCCASIONAL

PHENOMENON. THAT, OF CUURSE, IS DOMESTIC VIOLENCE. . ,THE BEATING AND

ABUSE, MO IN SOME INSTANCES, MURDER OF WIVES, HUSBANDS AND CHILDREN

BY EACH OTHER.

WE DENIED IT BECAUSE IT VIOLATED OUR VIEW OF THE AMERICAN

HOME AS A PLACE 01- LOVE AND AFFECTION, OF MUTUAL RESPECT AND HAPPINESS.

THE HOhE WAS, WESEEMEDTU SAY, A HAVEN FROM THE SURROUNDING CHAOS.

IT WAS EASY TO DENY BECAUSE THE VICTIMS AND THE PERPETRATORS

OF THE VIOLENCE.THEMSELVES DENIED THE ABUSE OR DISGUISED IT WHERE POSSIBLE,

SOCIETY, IN TURN, THROUGH THE LAW ENFORCEMENT SYSTEMOHRODGH

THL COURTS, THROUGH THE SOCIAL SERVICE AGENCIES, TREATED THE PROBLEM

OGHTLY OR NOT AT ALL OR WITH HOSTILITY OR AT BEST AMBIGUITY.

WE RAISED LOTS OF QUESTIONS, COULD WE INTRUDE INTO THE HOME?

WEREN'T THE BONDS OF MARRIAGE_ SUPREME? WASN'T IT JUST THE PATTERN OF

SOME MARRIAGES AND DIDN'T THE VICTIMS INVITE THE VIOLENCE? WE DUCKED

AND DODGED AND NEVER DEALT WITH THE REALITY ANY BETTER THAN THE VIC IMS

THEMSELVES.

BUT, SLOWLY, DURING THE PAST SEVERAL YEARS, WE HAVE BEGUN TO

RECOGNIZE THIS SOCIAL ILLNESS AND TO SOME EXTENT WE HAVE ALSO BEGUN TO

ANALYZE AND DEFINE IT.

TODAY, THE MAGNITUDE OF THE PROBLEM IS NO LONGER DENIABLE.
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ENCOURAGED BY THE WOMEN'S MOVEMENT, MANY OF THE VICTIMS ThEMSELVES RAVE

cork OUT HON BEHIND CLOSED DOORS INTO PUBLIC VIEW,

WE HAVL LEARNED FROM STUDY AFTER STUDY THAT DOMESTIC VIOLENCE.

IS WIDESPREAD, CUTS ACROSS SOCIAL AND ECONOMIC LINES, AND MAY BE INCREASING.

CERTAINLY IT IS NOT A DECREASING PHENOMENON WHICH, IF LEFT ALONE, WILL

JUST GO AWAY.

THERE ARE SOME STUDIES WHICH WOULD SUGGEST THAT CLOSE TO FIVE

MILLION WIVES SUFFER EXTREME VIOLENCE AT SOME WE IN THEIR MARRIAGES,

SOME FREQUENTLY AND REGULARLY. WE KNOW THAT NEARLY TWO MILLION AMERICAN

COUPLES HAVE USED A LETHAL WEAPON ON ONE ANOTHER DURING THEIR MARRIAGES.

WE KNOW THAT OVLR A FOURTH OF ALL MURDERS ANU A FAR LARGER PERCENTAGE

OF AGGRAVATED ASSAULTS OCCUR BETWEEN SPOUSES. WE KNOW THAT THE MOST

COMM RELATIONShIP BETWEEN MURDERER AND VICTIM IS MEMBERSHIP IN THE

SAME FAMILY.

MAYBE ONE SET OF FIGURES CAk DEMONSTRATE MORE CLEARLY.WHAT I

Arl SAYING. FROM 1967 TO 1973, THERE WERE 39,521 AMERICAN DEATHS IN

VIETNAM, IT WAS A WAR WHICH TORE THIS COUNTRY APART.

DURING THOSE SAME YEARS, WITH VIRTUALLY Nr: PUBLIC ATTENTION,

THERE WERE 17,570 DEATHS DUE TO DOMESTIC VIOLENCE -- THE RESULT OF SPOUSE

AND CHILD ABUSE,

THE VIETNAM WAR IS OVER. DOMESTIC VIOLENCE CONTINUES. THE TIME

IS LONG OVERDUE FOR FEDERAL AC1ION THAT IS COORDINATED, SUBSTANTIAL AND

HURANE.
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MORE VICTIMS WANT HELP, MORE PEOPLE WANT TO HELP THEM. IN

RECENT YCARS, SHELTERS HAVE BEGUN TO APPEAR IN VARIOUS PARTS OF THE

COUNTRY. THOSE S11[11E:RS ARF ALMOST ALWAYS THIMS[IVIS %saw OF

IRADEQUATE FUNDING ERRATICALLY GIVEN. YOU WILL HEAR SHORTLY FROM CHERYL

BEARDSLEE, A STAFF MEMBER OF WOMEN'S ADVOCATES IN ST. PAUL, MINNESOTA,

THE OLDEST SHELTER FOR BATTERED WOMEN IN THE U.S.

DURING 3i1 YEARS, THIS SHELTER HOUSED OVER 2,000 WOMEN AND

CHILDREN, THAT IS HOPEFUL. THEY SAVED LIVES. WHAT IS SAD IS THAT

THEY TURNED AWAY THREE TIMES THAT MANY FAMILY ItMBERS DURING THE SAME

PERIOD, WHAT IS SAD IS THAT THERE ARE COUNTLESS MORE WOMEN, COUNTLESS

MORE FAMILIES WHO WOULD COME FORTH IF THERE WERE SAFE PLACES FOR THEM.

YOU WILL HEAR A FORMERLY BATTERED WIFE DESCRIBE THAT MELD IN PERSONAL

TERMS AND HOW WOMEN'S ADVOCATES SHELTER WAS INDEED A HAVEN OF LOVE AND

SUPPORT FUR HER.

WE HAVE BEFORE US S. 1723, WHICH I INTRODUCED WITH SENATOR

KENNEDY, A COMPANION OF WHICH HAS BEEN INTRODUC!.D IN THE HOUSE OF

REPRESENTATIVES BY REPRESENTATIVES NEWTON STEERS AND LINDY BOGGS.

THIS BILL WAS DESIGNED TO SUPPORT PROJECTS IN THE PREVENTION

AND TREATMENT OF DOMESTIC VIOLENCE, CONCENTRATING ON FAMILY REHABILITATION

AND SUPPORT, AS WELL AS'ON EMERGENCY SHELTER FOR THREATENED FAMILY

MEMBERS.

IT IDENTIFIED THE NEED FOR EXAMINATION OF EXISTING'STATE

DWESTIC VIOLENCE LAWS AND PROGRAMS AND FOR COORDINATION OF FEDERAL,

STATE AND LOCAL EFORTS IN PREVENTION, IDENTIFICATION AND TREATMENT OF

DOMESTIC VIOLENCE,
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FINALLY, THE BILL, MICH WOULD PROVIDE $60 MILLION OVER

A THREE-YEAR PERIOD, ADDRESSED THE NEED TO COMPLEMENT PREVIOUS AND

ONGOING DOCESTIC VluLENCE RESEARCH BY NATIONAL INSTITUTES OF MENTAL

HEALTH, LAW ENFORCEMENT ASSISTANCE AGENCY AND OTHER FEDERAL AGENCIES.

THE RESPONSE TO THIS LEGISLATION HAS BEEN ENORMOUS. SINCE

JUNE WHEN THL BILL WAS INTRODUCED, THE SPONSORS HAVE RECEIVED A TREMENDOUS

AMOUNT OF VALUABLE, CONSTRUCTIVE ADVICE FROM PEOPLE WORKING TO PREVENT

AND TREAT FAMILY VIOLENCE. IT HAS BEEN A SPECIAL PRIVILEGE TO WORK WITH

THE SUBCOMITTEE IN TRANSLATING THOSE IDEAS INTO EFFECTIVE, RESPONSIVE

LEGISLATION TO HELP BATTERED WOMEN AND THEIR FAMILIES, AND I WAS PLEASED

. TO JUIN YOU AS A COSPONSOR OF THE NEW BILL NOW PENDING BEFORE THE

SUBCOMITTEE,

MR. CHAIRMAN, I AM SURE WHEN THESE HEARINGS ARE DONE AND YOU

HAVE HEARD THE TESTIMONY OF THE PEOPLE WHO HAVE BEEN THE mums OF

DOMESTIC VIOLENCE AND THOSE WHO HAVE BEEN THE PIONEERS IN SOLVING THIS

NATIONAL PROBLEM THAT YOU WILL tip& FAVORABLY AHEAD.

I WANT TO CONCLUDE WITH ONE THOUGHT. DOMESTIC VIOLENCE IS

LIKE A BAD GENE. ITS EFFECTS SHOW UP IN LATER GENERATIONS, CHILDREN

ABUSED TODAY ARE THE PARENTS OF TOMORROW, WHO ABUSE THEIR OWN CHILDREN.

CHILDREN TODAY WHO WATCH A FATHER PUMMEL A MOTHER BECOME BULLIES IN

'THEIR OWN MARRIAGES, CIEARLY, NOT EVERY CHILD WHO IS ABUSED OR WITNESSES

ABUSE WILL FOLLOW IN THE SAME PATH, BUT VIRTUALLY EVERYONE IN THE NEXT

GENERATION WHO BECOMES AN ABUSER WILL BE ABLE TO LOOK BACK ON DOMESTIC

VIOLENCE INVOLVING THEMSELVES, OUR INVESTMENT NOW PAYS OFF THIS YEAR AND

NEXT, BUT IT IS ALSO AN INVESTMENT IN A HAPPIER GENERATION MANY YEAR:: FROM

NOW.
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Sl'enator CHANsTox. Barbara. I wonld like to welcome you here and
we are glad to hear what you have to say.

STATEMENT OF HON. BARBARA A. MIKULSKI, A REFRESENTATIVE
IN CONGRESS FROM THE STATE OF MARYLAND

Ms. MIIM.slit. Thank yon. Senator Cranston and members of the
committee and colleagues in Government.

I would like to thank you for taking such a vigorous advocacy
position on this.

I am happy to be here and would like to submit a inure detailed
statement for the record and to highlight my experiences and recom-
mendations for a response to family violence.

Senator Cranston. both the Boggs. Steem and Mikulski bills will
lpe heardhearings will be held in the 1 louse next week. and hope-.
/fully, we too, will have a consensus position to move through the
'House of Representatives.

The issue of violence in our country is one that has concerned me
greatly for a number of years. as a professionally trained social
worker, as a Member of the U.S. Congress. and as a feminist.

Tn the Ilonse, 1 am a member of the Communications Subcommit-
tee and T have spent it lot of time on the issue of violence on the tele-
vision. aml one of the things that emerged in our hearings. is that we
know that for a littic boy or girl being born this minuteby the
time he.or she is 1g years ohl. he or she will have witnessed several
thousands of murders. countless acts of brntalitv, and he or she will
have seen women portrayed partienlarlv as victims, more, both quan-
titatively and qualitiftively. Men may get a sock in the jaw in a TV
cowboy series, whereas women are shown on TV as brutalized by
rape. assanit and a variety of other things.

What we have done through the television media alone, is to make
violence a form of entertainment. We have even elevated violence to
an art form, so that there is no wonder why currently in this country,
there is a mood that "anythine. goes," when it conies to battering.

Second. I am a professionally trained social worker, who worked
in the Baltimore community for more than 20 years before coining
to Congress. both as a child welfare worker and as a neighborhood
organizer. As a child welfare worker, T specialized in the area of
child abuse and child neglect. and when we would go into the homes
where children had been battered. burned. or beaten. we would also
tend to see that the mother herself had also been brutalized: Nit the
thinking at that time was to rescue the child and we felt tiih. the
mother would fend for herself. In many instances, the mother felt
very guilty and did not even articulate her own problems. And
know that there will be other people who will speak to this.

But, one of the things we now see in my congressional office is that
this issue lms come to the fore, and it has become possible for women
to talk about- it. and to bring this ont from the basement of the home,
and out of the closet, where very often. women have been locked in,
We have received callseverything from the -year-old girl that
got forced into a shotgnn marriage. who mio . ni her third month of
Pregnancy is being regularly beaten al eked in the belly hy her
husband, to a 72-year-ohl blind woman, who every time the social
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Grants are absolnielv necessary for tlw seed moiwy to lwgin pro-
*raw, be they shelters or a shelter-foster-rare-type program. or
whatever.

I tbink technieal assistqnce is also needed to begin to help train
people at a local level to operate these programs.

Third. T think there also must lw encouragement to eventuate the
move toward economie sel f-sufliciency. I feel that Federiil response
alone will not be enough. and T think that one of the things we iwed
to help grassroots and loval groups to do is to find out how to raise
moiwy at a State level, to do fund raising in their own local vont-
nmnities, to go to foundat;ons and unions and other types of possible
sources of fumling. T think the action bv trained volunteers eould
trememlously helpful in actually providing the technical assistanee
to move to economie self-suftirienev.

As T think we on Capitol 11 know. very often when an issue like
this conies to the floor. very quickly after that. other priorities begin
to push. push and very often what we do this year can be lost next
year.

Fourth. T think there must lw empluisis on public information.
Everywhere T go. T find out that women found out nbout shelters
and other opportunities to get help through some type of media
announcenwnt. T am a big believer that we need to eneourage public
service announrements. this is where people see it. They hear
it. on tlw radio, they see it on tlw television, and then suddenly they
know where they should go for help.

T want to emphasize that T also think that we do need that na-
tional clearinghouse. but not a repository. the way we tvild to do
sometimes in child al use. and sothetinies what we Imve done in rape
programs. Very often. the fedentl government has lwen a great
eollector of information. lint somehow or another. we view that in-
formation as historical nrchives that we tend to preserve for our
own interest. and we tend to 'not use that clearinghouse for creative
responses to share with other people.

And then. T think there needs to be coordimltion of Federal and
national. programs.

Some of the things T think we should mit do is develop a program
that. has high aemmistnitive eosts. restrietive Federal guidelines.
reward 11 Vne it's that. have refused to deal with tlw problems in the
Past. and to provide lots of bucks for studying the victims and not
helping the victims.

T .think it is important to identify those prognm that have
worked nod to sithre with earh other.

But most importantly. T think whnt we need is to devise and to
deride progrnm that really supports loenl grassroots initiative.

That, essentially. ig the summary of my remarks. and I thank yon
for the opportunity of slmring my experience with you.

Senator CnANs-rox. Thank you very mueli. Tinrbara.
We were very fortunate to hear your statenwnt.
['The prepared statenwnt of Ms. Mikulski follows:1
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STATEMENT OF THE HON, BARBARA A. MIKOLSKI

BEFORE THE SUBCOMMITTEE

CHILD AND HUMAN DEVELOPMENT

OF THE SENATE HUMAN RESOURCES COMMITTEE

SENATOR CRANSTON, MEMBERS OF.THE COMMITTEE; FIRST, I WANT TO

COMMEND YOU FOR HOLDING HEARINGS ON THE ISSUE OF FAMILY VIOLENCE

AND I THANK YOU FOR ALLOWING ME TO TESTIFY,

THE ISSUE OF VIOLENCE IN OUR COUNTRY IS ONE THAT CONCERNS

ME GREATLY, AS A MEMBER OF THE COMMUNICATIONS COMMITTEE, !

HAVE SPENT A LOT OF TIME ON THE ISSUE OF VIOLENCE ON TELEVPIION

AND ITS IMPACT ON LIFE IN THE AMERICAN FAMILY, VIOLENCE ON

TELEVISION HAS BECOME AN ART FORM AND ENTERTAINMENT; AND THIS.

CONCERNS ME.

BUT VIOLENCE HAS HAD AN IMPACT ON ME IN A MORE PERSONAL WAY,

I AM A SOCIAL WORKER BY PROFESSION AND WORKED FOR 20 YEARS IN

THE BALTIMORE COMMUNITY. I SAW WOMEN AND CHILDREN WHO HAD BEEN

BEATEN, BURNED AND BATTERED. THROUGH MY EXPERIENCE AS A COMMUNITY

WORKER, I KNOW THAT VIOLENCE HAS EXISTED IN THE AMERICAN HOME FOR

A LONG TIME, IT IS ONLY RECENTLY THAT WE AS A SOCIETY HAVE BEEN

WILLING TO ADMIT IT AND THUS ATTEMPT TO DEAL WITH THE PROBLEM,

IN FACT IT WAS UNDER YOUR LEADERSHIP, SENATOR CRANSTON, THAT WE NOW

HAVE A BILL TO 6EAL 4IT" THE PROBLEM OF CHILD ABUSE,
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1 KNOW THAT YOU WILL HEAR FROM wITNESSES wHO WILL DOCUMENT

THE LEVELS OF VIOLENCE IN THE HuME ANU THE NEED FOR FEDERAL

LEGISLATION, 1 WILL NOT TAKE UP YOUR TIME BY REITERATING THESE

FACTS. IODAY, 1 WOULD LIKE TO SHARE wITH Y(MI wHAT 1 BELIEVE ARE

THE KEY COMPONENTS FOR ANY BILL THAT DEALS WITH THE PROBLEMS OF

DOMESTIC VIOLENCE.

IN SEPTEMBER, 1 INTRODUCED THE FAMILY VIOLENCE PREVENTION AND

TREATMENT ACT. 1 HAVE SPOKEN To BATTERED WOMEN, THE CRIMINAL JUSTICE

'AND OTHER COMMUNITY AGENCIES; 1HE PEOPLE WHO OPERATE THE HOTLINES

AND SHELTERS, 1 VISITED THE HOUSE OF RUTH IN BALTIMORE, LIKE YOU,

1 HAVE REACHED OUT TO THE VICTIMS AND PROVIDERS OF SERVICE IN THE

HOPES THAT THE BEST POSSIBLE FEDERAL LEGISLATION COULD BE DRAFTED.

1 ALW11.4:3 SAW MY BILL AS A POINT TO BEGIN DISCUSSION.

BASED ON THESE CONVERSATIONS AND MY OWN PERSONAL EXPERTISE,

THESE ARE MY SUGGESTIONS FOR THE BASIC COMPONENTS:

1. THERE MUST BE LOCAL CONTROL. MOST CREATIVE, INNOVATIVE

AND EFFECTIVE IDEAS ORIGINATE IN THE COMMUNITY, ALL COMMUNITIES

ARE DIFFERENT, THE BARIOS OF THE BRONX NEED A DIFFERENT PROGRAM

THAN THE RURAL C,MMUNITIES OF APPALACHIA OR THE AFFLUENT SUBURBS

OF WASHINGTON, D. C. THE FEDERAL GOVERNMENT CAN AND SHOULD BE

THE COORDINATOR, AND THE PROVIDER OF TECHNICAL ASSISTANCE AND

FINANCIAL SUPPORT. BUT THE LEGISLATION ShouLD ALSo ENCOURAGE iHE

LOCAL COMMUNITIES TO GENERATE THC
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2. THERE SHOULD BE START-UP GRANTS AND TECHNICAL ASSISTANCE.

SMALL GRANTS ARE NECESSARY FOR flit ',EH) MoNEY FOR (OMMUNITIEs ro

BEGIN THEIR PROGRAMS, TECHNICAL ASSISTANCE, AS MY BILL SUGGESTS,

COULD COME FROM VO'UNTEERS FROM THE COMMUNITY WHo HAvE EEEN TRAINED

BY ACTION TO HELP THE COMMUNITY SET uP SHELTERS, HOTLINES, OR

OTHER SUPPORT SERVICES.

3. THERE MUST BE ENCOURAGEMENT OF ECONOMIC SELF-SUFFICIENCY.

I FEEL THAT IT IS ESSENTIAL THAT THE LEGISLATION CONTAINS MEASURES

TO HELP PEOPLE IN THE COMMUNITY FIND OTHER MEANS THAN FEDERAL

DOLLARS TO OPERATE THEIR PROGRAMS, 'JTATE AND LOCAL MONEY, AS WELL, SUCH

AS FOUNDATIONS,CORPORATIONS AND OTHER COMMUNITY AGENCIES, LIKE THE

UNITED ?JAY, UNIONS AND CHURCH GROUPSMUST GET INVOLVED, BECAUSE

OF THE EFFORTS OF THE GRASSROoTS PEoPLE AND THE COVERAGE OF THE

PRINT AND ELECTRONIC MEDIA, THE ISSUE oF FAMILY VIOLENCE HAS CAPTURED

THE,ATTENTroN OF THE FEDERAL GOVERNMENT THIS YEAR. BUT I KNOw THAT

INTEREST IN PROBLEMS SUCH AS THIS CAN GIVE WAY To OTHER.PRIORITIES.

IF WE PASS LEGISLATION THIS YEAR, AND I AM CONFIDENT THAT WE WILL,

THERE 4S NO ASSURANCE THAT wE wILL BE ABLE TO GET THE PROGRAM

REAUTHORIZED IN A FEW YEARS.

I SUGGEST THAT THE SAME ACTION TRAINED VOLUNTEERS WOULD TEACH

THE PEOPLE IN THE COMMUNITY HOw TO BECOME ECONOMICALLY SELF-SUFFICIENT.

ADVOCATE/voLuNTEERS CAN TEACH PEOPLE HOW TO GET THROUGH THE BUREAUCRATIC

RED-TAPE AT CITY HALL OR'HOW,TO GET AN APPOINTMENT WITH THE KEY

OFFICIAL AT A CORPORATION, GRANTSMANSHIP IS A SKILL. THERE ARE

-1
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4

PEOPLE WHO KNOw HOw TO GET DOLLARS, BUT SO OFTEN THE ACTIVISTs IN

THE COMMUNITY hAVEN'S LEARNED him LI , IT I!, TIME THr., IS

CHANGED, I THINK THAT THIS CONCEPT oF THE ADVOCATE/VOLUNTEER IS

ESSENTIAL TO ANY BILL AND 1 HOPE THAT TNT COMMITTEE WILL GIVE ".ERIOUS

CONSIDERATION TO THIS PROPOSAL.

4, THERE MUST BE EMPHASIS ON PUBLIC INFORMATION, FIRST, THERE

MUST BE A NATIONAL MEDIA CAMPAIGN I INFORM WOMEN THAT THEY AREN'T

ALONE IN BONG BATTERED AND THAT BATTpiNG IS NOT ACCEPTAP.LE BEHAVIOR.

PRESENTLY MANY WOMEN FEEL SO ASHAMED AND ISOLATED THAT THEY DON'T

KNOW WHERE TO TURN, IN ADDITION, MANY GREW UP IN HOMES WHERE THEIR

FATHERS BATTERED THEIR MOTHERS--THEY DON'T REALIZE THAT THIS BEHAVIOR

IS NOT'NORMAL.

I WOULD LIKE TO HIGHLIGHT THE IMPORTANCE OF THE MEDIA AND IN

PARTICULAR, PUBLIC SERVICE ANNOUNtEMENTS. MOST OF THE BATTERED

WOMEN THAT I HAVE SPOKEN WITH FOUND OUT ABOUT SERVICES IN THEIR

COMMUNITIES THROUGH RADIO AND TELEVISION SPOTS. THEY COULD

STILL. BE IN THEIR HOMES, BEING BATTERED IF IT WEREN'T FOR

THESE ANNOUNCEMENTS.

5, THERE SHOULD BE A NATIONAL CLEARINGHOUSE WHICH DISCOVERS

WHICH PROGRAMS WORK EFFECTIVELY AND THEN SPREADS THE WORD THROUGHOUT

THE COUNTRY, 1 DON'T WANT A CLEARINGHOUSE THAT IS MERELY 100 FILE

CABINETS OF INFORMATION INt.SOME FEDERAL BUILDING TO BE USED BY

RESEARCHERS AND BUREAUCRATS. REGIONAL CLEARING KIUSES COULD FACILITATE

THE PROCESS OF GETTM. INFGRMATION DUT TO THE COMMUNITIES.

C
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6. THERE SHOULD BE COORbinATION of- THE FEDERAL PROGRAMS AT

THE NATIONAL AND REG'oNAL LEVEL, AN INTERAGENLY TASK FORCE COULD

HELP AvOID.PRQGRAM OVERLAP, BuT MORE IMPoRfANTLY ENCOURAGE EACH

FEDERAL AGENCY TO DO ALL THAT IT CAN TOWARD SOLVING IHE PROBLEM uF

FAMILY VIOLENCE UNDER. ITS AUTHORIZING LEGISLATION. WE CANNOT ALLOW

OTHER FEDERAL AGENCIES TO BELIEVE THAT WE HAvE SOLvED THE PROBLEM

.OF FAMILY VIOLENCE BY PASSING A SINGLE PIECE OF LEGISLATION,

IN CONCLUSION, THESE ARE THE ESSENTIAL CONCEPTS THAT I WOULD

LIKE TO SEi: INCLUDED IN LEGISLATION DEALING WITH FAMILY VIOLENCE,

I AM OPPOSED TO A PROGRAM THAT HAS HIGH ADMINISTRATIVE COSTS,

THAT RFWARDS AGENCIES THAT HAvE REFUSED TO DEAL WITH THE PROBLEM

UP UNTIL NOw BY GIVING THEM HUGE SUMS OF MONEY, AND THAT SPENDS

A LOT OF DOLLARS STUDYING THE VICTIM. I THINK THAT IT IS IMPORTANT

TO IDENTIFY WHAT PROGRAMS WORK AND wHICH Do NOT, BUT THIS CAN. BE

ACCOMPLISHED BY REPORTS FROM ON-GuING PROGRAMS AND NOT BY RESEARCH

DONE BY A THINK-TANK.

AGAIN, LET ME THANK YOu FOR THE OPPORTUNITY TO TESTIFY. IF YOU

HAVE ANY QUESTIONS, I WOULD BE HAPPY TO ANNER,THEM FOR YOU.

4
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Senator CRANsTos. Newton. we are delighted to have you here,
also, and I appreciate and tluink you for your work in this area.

STATEMENT OF HON. NEWTON I. STEERS, JR., A REPRESENTATIVE

IN CONGRESS FROM THE STATE OF MARYLAND

Mr. STEERS. Mr. Chairman, I commend the snbcommittee for its
initiative in being the first legislative body in Congress to consider

the problems of battered spouses. In particular. Senator Cranston,

1 ant pleased to hear thatiou plan introduction of legislation
addressing this problem.

I know that members of my staff and those front Congresswomen
Boggs. and Senators Anderson and Kennedy have met

with our staff and groups front around the country to discuss the

role of Federal legislation in meeting. the emerging proldem of
spouse abuse.

At one meeting; here in the Senate. Feb. 1. 1978. onr stuffs were

told by a new, infornial national eoalition of communities and

shelters already providing services to battered spouseS, that national
legislation should include funding of Shelters as its first priority.
This priority is reflected in the legislation which Mrs Boggs and I
introduced on June 21. 1977that is. H.R. 7927. the Domestic Vio-

lence Prevention and Treatment Act. This measure was drafted ill
conjunction with Senator Anderson and Senator Kennedy. and in-
troduced in the Senate as S. 172g.

The fumling emphasis of our measure is clear-60 percent of the
funds appropriated must be used to fund demonstration grants to
train service providers. law enforcement officials. emergency room
hospital personnel, legal service workers, and other eommunity

groups to treat what is nsually, and overwhelmingly the battered
wife, butt what is on occasion, the battered hnsband

It wonld also be nsed to fund full service she I('N which already
exist in 44 States and Puerto Rico. The Center for Women Policy

Studies, which is the recipient of an LEA A technical assistance

grant. has gathered data, which shows some 177 shelters and 128
service programs acrosq the country.

In the State of California. there are 23 shelters and 8 service

prOgrams. An analysts of shelter distribution across the country is
attached to copies of my written statement.

The rest of the hill's fundiag. 40 percent. would be split between
technical assistence, a national clearinghouse, the study of State

laws, an evaluation component, and finally. research.
Since introdnction of our ldll. which was the first legislation to

deal with the problem on the Federal level. T have reccii;ed hundreds

of responses with excellent suggestions for revision.
The most controversial part of our legislation is the location of

this activity in the National Institute of Mental llealth. Critics of
the bill have pointed out that NIMIT is primarily research-oriented.
and that the service orientation of our bill would best be adminis-
tered elsewhere. That is why both Mrs. Boggs and I have believed

for some time, that the new Administration for Children. Youth.

and Families within HEW. which also hon,:es the child abuse pro-
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gram, would be an appropriate agency to house the provisions of
our bill. 1'

....4

With the reorganization in ACYF, it would appear that. ai, sepa-
rate division on spouse abuse could be set up parallel to the National
Center on Child Abuse and Neglect.

In revirwing the child alinse.progom. it is apparent that a com-
bination of State grant money and Federal demonstration -f.Inds

. have met both the need to prdvide development funds to States to
get programs starteol. as well as the need to fun& Fed Pral model
projects to test the best ways of \reating the problem and idontifying

I understand tlwt a majority of projcets funded by lie child abuse
its dimensions.

program will .either be fnpled again or will be picked up in full or
in pail. by /Inlet: service agencies like local government fmuls: sin--
eluding general revenue sharing funds, .,

My staff Ims surveyed the funding sources Of respondents to c
mCenter for Woen Policy Studie' questionnaire and found t t.s

4
,ome shelters are alreadY using a combination of these fumiing
sources. While private donations, inchalMglehnrch groups and the
United Way were cited as funding sources in 171 instances. CETA

. ,

funds were cited in 77. LEAA in 31co nty funds in 82. State fluids
in 17, general revenue. sharing in 23. and title XX in five. Lists de-
tailing this information are attaelte,d to copi s of my statement.

The nitiniatro gonl of Federal legisration sh nhl be fo encourage
and continue loeal efforts throturh sonw type of s rvice or State grant
money. and to provide practical knowledge aboL treatment and the
scope of the Problem based on service-oriented de non4ration grants.

Leland Borgstren. directorof the Family Sin port Services Divi-
.sion of the Fresno. Calif.. Family Court. smnmed up the need for
legislation in a letter to me. and I quote :

Regular funds are hard pressed by inflation and attitmles against the start-
up of new services. Our best hope for a projeet is to fund it :11 the private
.pector, but until the public awareness. both to the problem of battering and
the help possible on treating this social ill have been raise0. terrNmfficient level.
the private funds are not sufficient to meet this challenge.

That is the end of that quote.
The concept of demonstration gilant money in TI,11. 7927 -and

S.-1728-has been endorsed by the list of groups that is attached to,
copies of my written testimony.%

Mr. (Thairman. I am pleasNito have this opportunity to discuss
FNleral legislation to aid battered spoil , T hope your sulwommit-
tee will report legislation to the commit ty and to the Senate floor in
the near future.

I thank you.
Senator CRANSTON. Tin-mit you very much. ,

'We will report legislation very. very soon. both in the 'subcommit-
tee and the 'full committee and on the Senate floor.

I thank eadi--of y'ou yery much for being with us this morning and
we are very grateful for your testimony.

T do notbave any questions for you.
!The pm-1)11ml statement of Mr. Steers follows?!

32.211. t I . 711 11
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STATE4PIT OF IBLAMORAPLEAIITON 1. STEERS,. IR.

EQK THE.

SUBMIALITEE ON F1.11.1) ANDAurikti OEYLIQMENT

1441ER 1977

1

MR. CHAIRMAN ANDIMEMBERS OF THE SUBCOMMITTEE, 1 COMMEND

THE SUBCOMMITTEE FOR 1TS.INITIATIVE IN BEING THE FIRST LEGiSLATIVE

BODY. IN CONGRESS TO CONSIDER THE PROBLEMS OE BATTERED SPOUSES, IN

PARTICULAR, SENATOR CRANSTON,. 1 AM PLEASED TO HEAR THAT YOU PLAN

INTRODUCTION OF LEGISLATION ADDRESSING THIS PRdBLEM.

I KNOW THAT MNBERS OF MY STAFF AND THOSE FROM CONGRESSWOMEN

MIKULSKI AND BOGGS AND SENATORS ANDERSON AND-KENNEDY HAVE MET WITH

SENATOR'CRANSTON'S STAFF AND GROUPS FROM AROUND THE COUNTRY TO

DISCUSS THE ROLE OF FEDERAL LEGISLATION 1N MEETING THE EMERGING

PROBLEM OF SPOUSE ABUSE, AT ONE MEETING HERE IN THE SENATE,FEBRUARY 1,

1978, OUR STAFFS WEhE TOLD BY A NEW INFORMAL NATIONACCOALITION OF

COMMUNITIES AND SHELTERS ALAEADY PROVIDING SfERVICES TO BATTERED SPOUSES

THAT NATIONAL LEGISLATION SHOULD INCLUDE FUNDING OF SHELTERS AS ITS

FIRST PRIORITY,

THIS PRIORITY IS REFLFTEDI IN THE LEGISLATION WHICH MRS. lOGGS

AND 1 INTRCDUCED ON JUNE 1977, H.R. 7017, THE DOMESTIC VIOLENCE

PREVENTION AND TREATMENT ACT. THIS MEASURE WAS DRAFTED IN CONJUNCTION

WITH SENATOR ADERSON AND SENATOR KENNEDY AND INTRODUCED IN THE SENATE

S. 17?8.

TWE FUNDING EMPHASIS OF OUR MEASURE IS CLEAR. SIXTY PERCENT

OF THE FUNDt APPROPRIATED MUST BE USED TO FUND DEMCNSTRATION GRANTS

TO TRAIN SERVICE PROVIDERS, LAW ENFORCEMENT OFFICIALS, EMERGENCY

ROOM HOSPITAL PERSONNEL, LEGAL.SERVICE LAWYERS, AND OTHER CI MUNITY

GROUPS TO TREAT WHAT IS =ALLY AND QYERWIELMIJELY. TME BATTERED WIFE,

BUT WHAT IS ON ,OCCASION THE BATTER6 HUSBAND. IT WOULD ALSO AE USED

TO FUND rAl cRVIi SHELTERS WHICH ALREADY EXIST IN 4h STATES AND

PUERTO RICO. THE CZN-ER FOR 1,40MEN.POLICY STUDIES WHICH IS THE

RECIPIENT OF AN LB1 TICHNICAL ASSIST'ANCE GRANT HAS GATHERED DATA

.1
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(2)

WHIC1"SIO4S SOT 177 SHELTEks NC 123 SERVICE PROCRAMS (N)T PRovIDIR1

4
DERGENCY SHELTER) ACROSS THE COUNTRY, IN.THE STATE OE CALIFORNIA, THERE,

ARE 23 SHELTERS AND EIGHT SERVI ANIS, PN ANAL4SIS OF SHELTER+

DISJRIFITION ACROSS THE COLNTRY IS ED TO COPIES OF MY WRITTEN

STATEMENT.. .

THE REST CF THE BILL'S FUNDING 437. -- W3ULD BE SPLIT BEPHEEN

TECFNICAL ASSItTANCE, A NATIONAL CLEARINGHOU
.

SE, A STUDY OF STATE LAWS,
or

AN EVALUATION CCtIPONCTT NC FINALLY SUE RaRCH,

SINCE INTRODUCTION OF OUR BILL -- WIICH WAS THE FIRST LIVSLATICN
..

TO DEAL WITH THE PROBLEM ON THE FEDERAL LEVEL -- I HAVE RECEIVED HUNDREDS

I
OF RESPONSES WITH C<CELLENT SUGGESTIONS FOR REVISION, Tic Iv Os'; CONTROVERS I AL

PART OF CUR. LEGISLATICN IS TIC LOCATION OF ITS ACTIVIIY IN THE I4ATICRAL

INSTINTE OF !VENIAL HEALTH (MID. CRITICS OF 1-1E BILL HAVE MINTED

THAT Mlf11 Is PRIMARILY RESEARCH ORIENTED AND THAT THE SERVICE ORIENTATIon

OF oUR BILL WOULI) BEST BE ACMINISTERED ELSEWHERE, THIS IS WII't mtirts,
.

ANTA), HAVE BELIEVED FOR SOK TIFF THAT THE NEW AEMINISTRATION FOR

CHILDREN, YOUTH AND MIRY (ACT') WITHIN IILl!, WHICH ALSO HOUSES THE CHILD
1

ABUSE PROGRAM, WOULD BE TEE MOST APQROPRIATAGENCY TO HOUSE THE PROVISIONS

OF OUR BIEL.

WITH THC RECRGANIZATION IN ACYF, IT WOULD APPEAR IHAT A SEPARATE DIVISION

) CN IJSE ABUSE COULD BE SET UP PARAIrLEL TO THE NATIONAL CENTER ON CHILL ABUSE

.AND LECT. )

ow INNEVID4ING THE CHILD ABUSE PROGRAM,' IT iS APPARENT THAT A coMDIWION

' OF STATE GRANT MOND AM) EEDRAL DEPCNSTRATION FINDS 1401E HET BOTH THE NEED

TO PROVIDE IX-VELMENT FUNDS TD STATES TO GET PRCCRAKS STARTED, AS WELL A:). THE

NEED TO FUND FEDERAL MODEI PRCUECTS TO TEST THE BEST WAYS OF IRLATITC TH1

PROBLEM NC JDUITIFYIIK; ITS DIMEWIONS,

I INCERSTAW THAT A MAJCRITY OF PROJECIES MU BY THE CHILIIBIJSE

PROGRAM WILL EITHER BE FUNDED AGAIN OR 'WILL PE PICKED UP IN WHOLE OR IN PANT

BY OTHER SERVILE MONEY LIKE LOCA1 GOVERMENT FUNDS' (HrEutIpx, GENLRAL REVENUE-

SHPING FUNDS).

flY STAFF HAS ,SERVEYED THE FUNDING .504FIES OF KSPOITCNTS 10 THE (FfITER

FOR WoMEN POLICY STUDIES OtIFSTIoNNAIRE FOCND THAT So111 SUFI TERS ARE ALREADY

C,
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;USINC: A COMBINA.TION OF THOSE FUNDING SOURCES. %ILE PRIVATE

DOWIONS INCLUDING CHURCH GROUPS AND THE IINITFD WAY WERE-`fc-KED

AS FUNDING SOURCES IN 17) INSTANCES, CETA FUNDS NERF CITED IN 77,

LE4A IN 3I, COUt4Y FUND% IN 22, STATE FUNDS IN 17, GENERAL RE\TNUE-

SHARING IN 23 AND TITLE '.).0 IN 5. LISTS .DETAILIN THIS INFORMATION

ARE ATTCHED TO COPIC; OF MY STATEMENT.

THE ULTIMATE G L OF FEDERAL LEGISLATION SHOULD BE TO,FNCOURME

4AND CONTINUE LOCAL EFMZ. THROUGH SO4 IYPE Or SERVICE OR STATE

GRANT MONEY AND TO PktOVIDE PRACTICAL KNOWLEDGE ABOUT TREATMENT AND

THE SCOPE OF THE PROBLEM BASED ON SERVICE-ORIENTED DEMON§TRATION:

GRANTS.

LELAND BERGSTRON,IIRECTOR Or THE FAMILY COURT SERVICES nIVISIOK

OF THE FRESNO,. CALIFORNIA, FAMILY COURT, SUMMED UP THE NEED FOR

LECISLATION IN A LETTER TO MR: "2EGULAR'FUNDS ARE HARD-PRESSED BY

INFLATION AND ATTITUDES AG7ST THE STA: UP OF NEW SERVICES,,t, Opp

"Eh

BEST HOPE FOR A PROJECT IS TO ruNp IT IN THE PRIVATE SECTII, BUT UNTIL

THE PUBLIC A4ARENESS BOTH TO THE PROBLEM OF BATTERING AND THE HELP

POSSIBLE IN TREATING THIS SOCIAL ILL HAVE BEEN RAISED TO A SUFFICIENT

LEVEL, THETRIVATE FUNDS'ARE NyT SUFFLCIENT"TO.MEET THIS CHALLrNGE."

THE CONCE°T Or DEMONSTRA IgN GRANT f4EY IN HER, 727 AND

S. 1-7.?8HAS BEEN ENDORSED BY 'THE LIST OF GROUPS THAT IS ATTA4D TO

COPIES OF MY WRiTTEN JESTIMONY.

MR. (211AIRMAN, I AM PLEASED 10 HAVE THIS UPPORTUN!TY CO DISCUSS

FEDERAL LEGISLATION TO AID BhITERE1 SPOUSES. I HOrT YoUR SUBCOMMITTEE

tf:
WILL REPoRT LEGISLATION TO THE SENATE FLOOR IN PIF NEAR FOTuRE,

(

I
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FUNDING SOURCES CITED BY
RESPONDENTS TO CENTER FOR
WOMEN POLICY STUDIES

Shelters /Itstances Cited

Private (including church
groups and Un4ted Way) . 116

CETA' 1 50

LEAAi 15

GENERAL REVENUE SHARIN.G 15

COUNTY 14

CITY

STATE

HOSPITAL

-HUD
\c HUD- Community Development Block

_-,Grant

ACTION
VISTA -

COMMUNITY SERVICES ADMINISTRATION

TITLE XX

HEW (unspecified)

TITLE 1 OF HIGHER EDUCATION ACT 1

CLIENTS

. NIMH

1 1

1 0

3

2

3

1

1

1

1

4
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C'

IUNDING SOURCUI CITED BY
RESPONDENTS TO CENTER FOP
WOMEti POLICY STUDIEg QUESTIONNAIRE

-

.

1

Service Programs WhiCh Do Not
povide Housing, .

PRIVATE ,

\LIIIR<

cf,LEGAL SERV/fE? CORPORATION

lEAA t

GENERAL imprui, SHARING :. 11

COUNTY \)(4

,-

STATk
< 7

TITLE XX 4
a . 1

I
FEDERAL GRANT (unspecified) 3

nstances.Cited

55 '

'1
22

.13
\

,

11

.
CLIENTS r
.. .

.

HUD -Community Developmeqt Blpck
Grant /1

2:

..,-

CITY
1' 2

ACTION - Vista I

I. I. 4

4 .. U.S. ATTORNEY'S TICE (through 1

Justixe Dap rtment)
1

HEW tunspecifie4Y
,.

.

1

POLICE DEPARTMENT

174.,

7

""



NUMBER OF 'SMELTERS PER STATE
AS INWICATED BY INFORMATION

liV)
1:4J

L'

RECEIVED IN ANSWER TO A POSTCARD

Other

QUESTIONNAIRE SENT BY THE
CENTER roltUURIWroLICY STUDIES

Arkansas,

. .

'

Shatters
- 1 ..

Alaska 1

Arizona . 2

Cp1ifornia 23.

colee4do , 7

Connecticut 3

District of
Columbia 2

,

Delaware 3 c..-t-

Florida 6 ....--

Georgia 4 I/2

Illinois 7

Idaho ' 2 .

Indiana O

IOW&
Kansas .

Kentucky
Louisiana

1

2

3

.. 1

,

-....._

\.,

Maine 1
1

Marylanc 8

Massachuvetts 7

1M1etigan .4 '

Missouri 2

Montana 3

Nebrx3ka
New Jer'Vey 5

N Mexico 2

New York '12
ia

North Carolina 4

North Dakota
Ohio '

8

Oklahoma , 2

Oxfgon 5

Pennsylvania V. 9,

Putr".fi Rico 1

Rhode Island 2

South CarOina °. 0

South Dakota 2

Tennessoe 2

Texas t
3

Utah 1

Vermont 2

Virginia', 4

114obiwitqn 9

West.Virginia. 1

Wisconsin 6

177

States: 44

+ Puerta Rico

I

Service Programs
1

. ,
2

8

1

4

2

0

4

' 0

3

0

3

0
3

,,

0

1

2

8 .

6

5

2'

0

15

t 3

1

2

1

1

11

1

1

0

0

3

0
0

2

1 ,

128

4



ENDORSEMENfS OF TH/-DEMONSTRATION GRANT
CONCEPT.OF H.U. 7927 and S. 1728
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Representative Susan Gatania, Chatrwoman
Illinois Commission.on the Status of Women

' Jeremiah F. O'Conncir, Frieholder-direttor'
Board of Chosen Freeholders

' Hackensack, N.J.
1

Linda Walton, Chairperion
Women's Law Cwils 4
University of Puget Sound Schoolbof Isw

4
Renee Jonas Weeks, ptelident
Wnmen's'DivisiOn
'National Bar Wspciation

Kenneth Groot, Executive Secretary
Aimerioan Federation of Television anA
Art,ists'
New York, N.Y.

Barbara Methvp,\Rxecirtive D rector
Eastern women's eVnter
New York, N.Y.

Dvtd Pry.or, Governor
State of Arkansas

ie Wanda Jo Peltier, Chairperson
Governor's Commission on the Status
of Women
State of Oklahtma

Milton Klein, Direcbor
State of Idaho
Department of Health and Welfare

Wilda Worley, Chairperson
0Missouri,Commission on the Status of
Women 1.

MarilTn Crotty, Chatrperson
'Central Florida.Comm sion on th*"
Status of Women

Catheride Nore, Chairperson
Jean OHara, Ewecucive Director
Nebraska ,Commission on the Status of
Women .

Gladys Stern, Vegislativs Chaiemane
'Black Criek-Seymour Business and
Professional Club
Seymour; Wisconsin

Judy R. Potter, Director
,Cumb'erland Legal Aid Clipic
Portland, Maine

Martha 'Black, Director
Respond, Inc,.
Somerville, Massacilusetts

S

Radio

14
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INDORSEMENTS OF THE DEMONSTRATION GRANT
/CONCEPT OF H.R. 7927 and S. 1728

Arthur A. LInk, Governor
State of. North Dakota

Gretchen Criapello, Chairperson
Council on. Staius of Women
Auburn, California

, Leland E. Berestrom, Directon
Family Couet Services Division

, Fresno County Family Court

Barbara Rerr, Chairperson
State of Delaware
CommimeAon on the Status of Women

Lynn Roper, Choir
Lincoln-Lancaster Commission
om the Status of WomEn

Mary Ann Rossi, Legislative Coordi.ndtor
State of 'Wisconsin
Governoits Cetuission on the Status of Women

Theis 'hung, Executive Director
New Mexicd Commission on theNStatus.
of Women

Regina Mel;on, Chairman
Hobart Area,Task Force.on Family Violence
Hobart,Andiena

6

Kathleen M. Foitik,
District 1.4 Commissioner
Washtenew County Michigan
Board of Commissioners

Deborah Rosepblatt, Dirsictor of Research
Commissioh on the -Status if Women
Hackensack, New Jersey

Ruth Kruse, on behalf of the -

Nebraska United Methodist Commission
on the Status and Role ,of'Women
Llncoln, Nebraska 4

G

.
I.Harriet Miller, E xecative Director

... Fort Wayne Women's lureau, I

Fort Wayne, Indiana

Veronica J1az, Executive Director
House of uth
Washingto , D.C.

Carol DeWesse, Director
YWCA Shelter foe-Women Vi.ctims of Violence
Fort Wayne, Indiana

Mary Link, POtgram Rirector
Family Crisis Sheltelt.
Portland, Maine

18 Membefs of the Merrillville Federated Junior WoMen's Club
Munster, Indiana
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Senator CitAso,N. We will now nnwe on to the I fonorablylVallace
Barnett, Stitt? Senator from the State of Nebraska.

. STATEMENT OF HON. WALLACE BARNETT, SENATOR,

NEBRASKA STATE LEGISLATURE

Mr. BARxErr. Well, Senator Cranston, I will tell you, if they had'
tfot put the "S" in front of would have been here a long
time ago, and then I found out it was not. supposed 'to have an
anywayso for a small country boy from back in Nebraska, it is
confusing,at times to get around here.

I did hand you the written testimony that I \milted to present,
and having sat as a judiciary chairman, myself, T linow what you.
hate to go through and all the testimon,y you have to hear, so what,-
I would like to do ",s point out some of the highlights in the testi-
mony that. "have prepared, and that way, probably save you sqllie
time and everything else.

I thipk that I. am basically here to speak from the Nebraska State.
Legilatare as the rhairmvl of the judiciary committee, find to try
to'share 'with you sonic of the concerns that we have on the domestic,
violence and the spouse abuse area, and also to touch ovi maybe
Nebraska's' act that we have just passed.off to general file 'on its way
to select. And' that, what I willAo is try to point out some of
the more 'important' paiis of this festinuitiy that I offered to th

. committee.
As far as we 'are concernel., spouse abuse ic( dAned as "the recir-

ring physical and/or mental abuse between spouses or.perSons living
as sptmses."

Current national statistics show .that at lea4. 10 percent. of tit"
women in the United States are regularly victims of extreme physi-
cal violenv by their spouse or lover. Now recent. artichT have also
brought to light the fact 4110 women are not the only victims. and
that. males, too. are often the victims of physical' violence. These
offenses seem to be reported even k'ss often than wife abuse, how-
ever, and active figures are almost impossible to obtain.

The Nebraska Commission on the Status of Women, acting as a
State advocacy agency for women, got' the ball rolling in Nebraska
within about the last year or year and a half. As an outgrowth of
the conunission4s concern and involvement, the domestic violence
projeer was initiated. This project ionsed and fogered by the

.commission and funded by CETA grant. The domestic violence
Project is one of the first of its kind in the Nation and its purpose
is threefoldto educate the community, to mobilize the community
resources, and t- -ollect statistical 'Information.

thiqk that onv thing that is' important as far as we art, concerned
in the .Sfate of Nebraska, is that we have to bear in mind that some
States in the Midwest 'and out West are in the rural areas, and, the
legislation should not be-set up basically jutt for the bigger cities in
the eastern part of the United States. ,

The domestic violence legiFlation was advanced-just last week in
Nebraska, as I have said, and the problem we have is that most
Federal legislation is written witli large urban art,as in mind. Most
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mbneys are available to these large nrban areas, that are milch more
sophisticated. having large networks of available social services.
This is not the case in rural areas. Social services'agc;ncies are not
easily accessibte.to the people as they are in urban areas. In some.

'cassis. theY are nonexistant. making moneys pear to impossible to ,
Terme. MuchFederal legislation has made mone'y unapplicable to
our State, in particular.

Rural areas have special needs thai broad legislation never begins
to addre.-:s. Nebraska has missed out on many moneys simply hecause
the guidelines and requirements were Mt. applicable to large urban
areas. Therefore, we feel that legislation deali g O'h this issue, and
providing moneys and services must. reflect thc, spaiial needs of rural
States..

There must be fewer restrictions and reqnirements for qualifying
for Federal money. This must-be fley;blc onough so as not to over-
look predominantly rural States. Mom should be allowed to,go into
the rutal communities to assist in initi..ting new programs of medi-
cal aid, housing seevices,transportatid programs. et cetera. When
these small communities do not halve such progranp;'available, this
would alkw the State agencies to set up services to coincide with
other existing.State agencies and State services.

The criteria s'et forth bviA`lie Federal agencies usuaily .has such
strict guideriies that it is impossible for smaller. rural towns. with-
out adequate social servii'es. to apply for.Federal aid. We also realize
you have to have guidelines. We feel that sometimes the guidelines
sliould be set up in more general terms.

0Q.r bill that we just passed-2.-or that we just sent. on down the
road to be passeN, which I have great eonfiNince that it ovill br,
deals with the four things that we think are main and most'simpor-
tant: Domestic violence shelters, mandatory reporting systems.
arrest powers of law enforcement officers. and to simplify the citizen
arrest prQcedures, to permit the arrest without detentihn of the
suspect.

The basic idea behind our legislation is to , keep the family to-
gether. As additional'hearings were held across the State. or# fact
that was ,repeated over and over agalifi to the committee. was That

. the battered spouse needed a place away 'from the home. where he
or she could go :qui be safe from the abuser.

After reviewing the testimony for these hearings. and estimating
rost for shelter facilities. ii was determined that a statewide shelter
program woultbnot be feasible at the preseut time. It was further
concluded that the department of .1mblic welfare would be the most

..logical agency to manage tlk program.
The ..,,m1ting bill that we have. and the help.that we Av n t from

your [rive of legislation. Senator cranston. would be ko try to re-
member that not all S'ates are like the heavily ploulated areu,s in
the East. and that wc do have rurreareas and smaller comninnities
in the Midwest. which have a greatdeal of probleims also.

We do not expect ,to handle the problem in Nebraska with this
- piece of legislation. but we are crawlipg before we are starting to

walk. ills the first sten. and we are going to look forwardlo receiv-
.,
pig help front :ton and !cur colleagues in your legislation.

0
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And"with that. I ain very honored to be here and io bP a part of
this hearing and a part of the record. and tlw Slate of Nebraska is'
prOtarto.lw one of die le:nlers in this areain thv domestic violence
sect ion.

I did abio include in the testimony that I handed out to you, a
copy of the piece of hwishition that Nebraska has. and 'also a short
synopsis of that for anybody who is interested in.

Thank-you, and' if there are any questions, Senator Cranston, 1
will be more than happy to answer them.

Senator CHANSTox. Thank vou very. very much.
I assure you. we will pay full+ attention to the particular problems

of rural areas.
I appreciate your testimony ve'ry much.
I do not' have quest ions. lint we would like some cominenk on the

bill, and we will send it to you for that purpose.
Mr. BARNETT. Thank you very much. Senator Cranston.

. I TIi t. inforumt ion subseqiwntly supplied follows:1 ,

0
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Membe.rs of the Committee, I am Senator Wally Barnett.
Cl-airman of the Judiciary Committee, of the Nebraska State

Legislature. It is my pleasure to appear before yo!1 to
sneak about a piece of legislation which I feel is crucial

:o the people of Nebraska and,'in fact-, crucial to all the.

7eople across our nation.

Spouse abuse had been oL-urring since the ceremany af

marriage was initiated. English law treated the wife as 1
chattel of tae husband, she was,proHbited from owning land,

could not vote, et cetera, and consequently, like the masrer'i

dog, could be boaten. It !s the opinion of many peo-110 IJ
that these feudal, teacLings are perpetuated inc., toila.,'s

society and are the true root of the problem.

Spouse abuse is decinch as the rdeurring physical
and/or mental abuse bet.,.,en spouses or persons livin. As

s?ouses. Current national statistics show that at least
ten percent of the women in the United States are

vtctims of emtreme bv their spouse or

lover. In otl14r -Wtyds, with the ria,-ried prioulatidn of 47.5
million couples. Lhire may be 4.7 million badly battered
women in the United States toda:/. Many feel this figure is
very conservative and place the estimatz as high as 95-per-

cet,t. Recent- news articles have also brought to light Ihe
fact that women ate riot the only victims and that males too
are oft:an tae .victins of physical violence. These offenses

seem to be reported even less often than wife abuse, however,
and accurate figures arc impossible to oiiLain.

The Neb:aska Commission on the Sta;of Women (:ICSW),

as a state advocacy agency for women, got ble ball rolling

in Nebraska. Spouse apusc is a relatively new issue for the

#11Fommission. In 1975, NCSW began theilr par.Jcipation on the
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Nebraska Task Force on Abused Women. In 1976, the Task
Force asked for the Commission's support to publish a
monrhly newsletter. To investigate the problems, issues.
and implications of spouse abuse. the NCSW specifically
establishe&the Women in Crisis to deal directly with the
problem. Shirley Meckel, Chair, was instrumental not only
in increasing the education and awarenest; of the Commission
but the surrounding areas of her community, Burwell, a
rural town in midwest Nebraska. Through Shirley!s efforts,
the severity and number of victims in mral.Nebraska were
brought to the altar of the people of Nebraska. As a
result, a network of concerne# volunteers involved in
domestic violence was developbd. Through the support of
the Commiskion's administration.of the Nebraska Task Force
on Domestic Violence, the Task Force itself, the NCSW, and
Women in Crisis, development of the Domestic,Violence
Project was promoted.

As an outgrowth of the Commission's concern and in-
volvement, the Domestic Violence Project was initiated.
The project is housed and sponsored by., the Commission and
funded by a CETA grant. This Do-..stic Violence Project is.
one of the first bf its kind in the nation. Its purpose is
threefold:

1. To educate the community to the crime of spouse
abuse by presenting the medical, legal, and
sociological factors of the abusive situation.

.2. To mobilize community resources by developing and
corrdinating the formation of new local task forces
on domestic violence to provide services for victims,

,, develop local comemnity programs, and serve as a,
resource/referral group.

3. To collect statistical information of the occurrence
of spouse abuse and publish a guide on the legal
rights of battered women and men.

Tice state has been divided into four geographical regions,
ach.,of which has a Regional Advisor whose function is to
consult and advise interested community members, to assist
with the organization of new Task Forces, and to serve as a
resource on services for local communities.

The Project also took a very active part in the drafting
of the Domestic Abuse legislation which was just advanced by
the Nebraska Legislature on March 2nd.

' Most Federal legislation is written. with large urban
areas in mind. Most monies are available to these large'urban

4
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areas that are much more soOisticated, having large networks

of available social services. This is not tNe case in rural

areas. Social service aiencies are not easily accessible to
people, as they are in urban areas, and in some cases they

are non'existent--maki4 moniek nEar to impossible to receive,

and much Federal leLl.tation and money unapplicable. Rural

areas have special needs that broad legislation never begins

to address. Nebraska has ;pissed out on many monies simply
-because the guidelines and requirements were only applicable

to large urban areas.

Therefore, we feel legislation desling with this issue
in providing monies and services must reflect the special

needs of rural states. There must be fewer resttictions and
requirement. fot qualifying'for Federal monies. Thir must
be fleXible enough so as not to overlook predominately rural

states. Monies shoulA be.allowed to flow into the rural
communities to assist in initiating new programs of medical
aid, housing services, transpotlation programs, et cetera
when these small comounities do not have such programs avaiL-

able. This would allow the state agencies to set up services

to coincide with other existing state services. The criteria

set forth by the Federal agencies usually has such strict
guidelines that it is imflossible tor smaller rural towns uith-

out adequate.social services to apply for Federal aid. We

realize that you have to have guidelines but we do not feel
that the guidelines set up for the large urban cities are
applicabY,,for our rural communities, especia/ly when you
note that Nebraska is two-thirds rural and one;third urban

in area density.

Legislative Bill 623, dealing with domestic violence,
was introduced in the Nebraska Legislature this year and was
the outgrowth of a legislative interim study. Part of the
study involved statewide public hearings which were heavily

attended. Although those who testified at the hearings
admitted that there was no one solution to the problem, they

did offer suggestions or alternatives for the Legislature to

consider. Among them: (1) Domestic violence shelters to
provide temporary safety and support for the victim and the

dependents of the family; p(2) Mandatory reporting system
to keep accurate records off abuse; (3) Arrest powers of
law enforcement officers could be broader to encompass
misdemeanor assault and,battery not committed in their

presence; (4) Simplify citizen arrest procedures to permit
the arrest without detention of the suspect; and strict
enforcement against those who violate protective orders.

As additional hearings were held across the state, the

one fact that was repeated over and over again to tilt Committee

was that the battered spouse needed a place away front the home

where ht or she could go and be safe from the abuser4 Coun-

soiling for both the abused and the victim was also urged as

was broader power vested in law enforcement officers so that

proper arrests could be made in domestic violence situations.



After reviewing the testimony from these hearings and
estimating costs for sNilter facilities, it was determined
that a statewide shelter program would not be feasible at the

. present time. It was further concluded that the Department
of public Welfare would be the most logical hgency to manage
such a/program. They have statewide capability, they have
doctor% and counselors who could consult with both the
abused and the abuser, and they have people in every county
who rild find temporary shelter for the abused, and other
family members when contacted.

The resulting bill proposes that the Department of
Public Welfare become involved in domestic violence and
mandates that this department provide emergency and longer
term services for abusers, victims, and their families.
The philosophy behind the legislation is that interspousal
violence affects each member of the family grid therefore
needs to be dealt with as such--providing servides to all
who are involved and affected--children, victim, and abuser.

Major points of emphasis in the bill are temporary
mergency services (including intake and referral services,
twenty-four hour transportation, medical care, legal assis-
tance, crisis counseling, financial assistance, and temporary
housing); longer term services (including counseling, re-
location, financial assistance, employment, legal assistance,
advocacy and services for children, i.e. day care,.couneeling
and education), and protecO.on thDough the courts and law
enforcement agencies. JudEcial relief'could be obtained by
applying for temporary restraining orders outside of any
other action. Thes ex parte restraining orders could be
granted for up to five days without a further hearing.
Specific sections relating to law enforcement ageneos pro-
vide that these agencies have officers who are ipecially
trained in domestic violence.

CONCLUSION:

Certainl this initial bi l in Nebraska will not provide
a complete ansPu, to the proble , but through its implementa-
tion we hope we will discover how to make the services more
efficient, and discover which problems need more attention.
On the whole, we Yeel the bill is very broad in scope, dealing
not only with victims but with the family as a whole. Perhaps,
by dealing with all the family members, a certain amount of
prevention can be achieved, prevention of the "generatiohal
virus". Hopefully, then the age old perpetuation of spouse
abuse /ill be brought to an end.

,r
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2: 1. Strirm t.he oriyinil sections and instrt the

, 3 folPowinl:

4 ."Section 1. This act shall be knOwn agd may be

5 citea ds the Prottctlar. From Domestic Abuse Act.

6 Sec. 2. The Legi3latve hereLy_ finds and

a
.7 declare--; that there is a present and growing need ,ta

8 deveop scrvIces which will lessn and reduce the trauma

9 of dorilestic abuse. .1t i. the latcnt oc thi3 act to

10 provile ac,u!-;e1 tamily an, :ouscholt members necessi.ry

11 .. services including_ shelter,. cJuLseZing,. ,iervices,

12 and limited medicii care.and as:iistance.

13 Sec. 3. As used in this lct,...unless 'the context

otherwise reuuire,i-
.

13 111. hti'4 shall mean the lccdrrence of one or

0
lb more lf Phe fallowina acts between spolses, 2ersJ1 s

17 livina s spoases, or adult . members oi the same

18 household:

19 jQ Attempting to iuse or irtentionally&

20 knowinlly, or re-lessly autr.j odily injury or soLous

211 bodily_iniury_with or without a deddly weaponi or

22 ,
AbL_P,dcing by physical menace another-in feaeof

23 imminent serious hodily injury,.

24 14_ DgEartment shall mean the De2artokr.t of

25 Purlic Wolfarei

1-

32-23 - 79 - 14
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1 11. Family shall mean ,-pouses, perz,on; living as

2 spouggs, and children'

3 1Household members shall meAn persons related

4 .to_l_person_subjected to domestic abuse by blood or

7 r
5 marriagel_and

6 jj1w enforcement alency ghall mean the

7 department op town marshal in itigorporated municipalities

8 And the otfice of the sheriff in unincorpoiated areag.

9 . Sec. 4. The "detiArtment shall e,starlish and

10 .maiptaig_cgmprehusiye support servicesto aid victims of

11 donstic AUuse and to provide prevention and treatment

14 pograms ta 4id victims of domestic abuse, their

k
13 families, and abusers.

0
14 Sec. 5. ihe comprehensive suRport services

15 shall_include but pgt_pe

16 11). Emergency services for viAims of abuse and

17 their_fAmilies,

18 Iii_Support programs that meet gpecific needsT of

19 vict'ms oc abuse and theip families'

20 13L Education, counselin inu streportive

21 programs for the abuseri_and

22 141. Progpams to aid in the prevention Tand

23 glimiultion of domestic violence which shall include

14ucatiga_and_public awareness.

25 Sec. 6. Ihe department shall provide the

26 support services as prgvided in section 5 of this act to

27 aRy_person who seeks such services.

- 2 -
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1 7.

l.B623

2698

dp to ...ven.v.-t.c,

of

4 1L...c.).:1;t

5

LU°-
i1 _ifiti,edldt,!_t t :L Ofn. 4 VIC; 1:n I , J.40Ine

6 or ot ca 't )t: o ho i tt 01 u i?t

7

9

;I:C31041.ite ;:wd1Ctl "ctli,Ce:1 0; f:r:;t

EmetI.Incy leit4

coun;e1,a1 to -.82port_dnd

10 1,Jurincc o t-satotyi

11 IbL l:7.erlency fInar.L:tt, tili ar.a

12 1/jat_o_livt:.1_onitroaauttlyo_ .u,t..1...__Lr Iv t de _a

1 i .,.reNt Iellv,.._ r. )nt.1.1.-t.,,al.LI !ihult,.t t. 3 V let L, eh ir

1,e .! Ix ko.:.,.(ila 1 : )..1;vh,,I.,1 r1,2:ntwt .

15 ..);:. 1. The ,i -mut Tient ;La i I ,. a.._..;oori___
,.

lb oo.-odilit. dftelnittaL ,..:onti,--t .1th the vlct4m, determine

17 through
7

" tln.e;t1.; .,.;:...mort lioLich program; ate needed

lii _a du,ile.: by the victIm aiol fimilv memtets. The

19 0\Tortnent 10.dii nake duo-1211dt( refertal and conduct

20 aurontlto followuo.

LIN.1 Sec. 9. The dtpttti;.nt !;Kall&.,_ in dddition to

the emergency ,:ervice!,, nr/vIde !;u2.2ot!i_ ,letivices ds

23 needed to 4 VICtIM dome_olo -11,11w for u2 to thirty

i4 dny!.. The Junoatt be Erolder ornted and

15 formulate a plan ot action for the victim. Such 1;ervices

26 mdy i1.ciuue41oa1tion, ii;.eurity,__em2loyvnta.

27 legol a:-1.;tance& advocacy, af;:ierttvenoss training&

-1-
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1 sabstan'4e abnso c L. j ana ilt.erhaiv.,:: to returning

2 to the acusor. A 1.,.;o, the dQ:1ti tment 41,111

3 services fee chillren inciudial day ctir, Vication, 'and

4 coaaseling.

5 'Sec. 10. The depArtment shall 2roviue
.

fDr cnildren whi4.-May ingdade:

7 111 nergen y service.; which r.rovide

8 faod, clothing, and transpprtation to school,

9 .W.Counseling for trauma Which Occur:; when
113

10 children_witness or experience family violence,

_pi. Programs which provide :Jr the a2nro2ri%te

12 educational needs of the individual dhild, and

13 141. Services for child care in thk, 'neces:;ary

14 apsence of the victim parent.

-15 Sec. 10 The department shalt provide complete
tr,

16 Lesource infornatio or.victims and their families. an.

.

17 legal. medical,. financia-, vocatianal,

8 cire, houaing, and other support services.

19 Sec. 1. :he department -hall dQvi1 a2 MgdOS
!

20 of client feedpack and collect statitical data to aLsist

21 it in evaluating,program effectivenes1;.

22 Sec. 13. The aepartmett !Awl'. provide such

23 ?epigrams and services as it duems Inu)kridte fur the

24 2erson who commits domestic abuse.

25 Sec. 14. The deolrtment 1;h411 deve.J2L in

26 coopelatipn with the Department of educitiJn, -4

27 kindergarten through _poJt-seconlary eJacational

-4-
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1 .curriculum relating to domestic violence.

Sec.. 15. :h Ju.trnt hall in

3 ..uevelopiug commaqity .ut.p3rt :3r fdMlilus tO. did

4 'in the detikrencie o al, situations.

5 Sec. lo. The d 4-ment shall erovide i family

6 ElogLarks_E2ecid_Ll1 children, ta prevent ' the

7 generational continuation ot abuse within the fa.mily.

Sec. 17. The delivery o!..all services 2rov*ed

9 foL undel thik act sha-il be done iz cooperation i.ith

10 existing state and local orograms whenever'_possible

11 avoid du2lication of s'Irvices. Special ecfart shall be.

12 takenlo coordinate erogram3 with the Department of

13 lapor the';ie.fraska Lommi...;,ion Or. the Status of Women,

14 the De2artment 3f EduCatiou, the Nebraska Division on

15...,441jokolism the Dgpartmect of Health, t_1.e Department of

16 Public Inst,tutns, and sther a2pr3.Jriate agoncies.

17 Sec: 18. Unler this act, strict confidence

18 shall be obseved in ill_contact with victims ot spouse

19 abuse and their families. Any-record, reoort,_ or tiles

20 maintained oy th,41department 2ursuant to this .dct . shall

21 be c2nfidential4. Lxcet that the department may release

22 statisticai information, while nbt revealino nam'es.

Violation of this section shall be a Class V misdemeanor.

24 Sec.. 19. Aii_2r2gi:ams under this act shall be

25 seoarate aad administered independent af any weifare

26 assistance prpgram.
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1 Sec. 20. The department mdy construct, led,_

purChase,_pdichdse on contract,_utilize vendou :ymeRt,

3 awl contract for services connected with the operation of

A this act need!... and interest demand.

5 Sec. 21. .The_department may_ accept cited,.

6 giants, devises,_ lad beggests of real aud

7, prgpgrtyfrom public or Private so ces to carry out the

8 purpgpes of this act. The department may sell, lease,

9 .Whappg, invest, or expend iach gifts, grInts, devises,

10 gpd heglasts or the_aroceeds, rents, profits, and incomd

11 therelrom gccordiug to bhe6gterms And coadi.tions therpf.

12 sec. 22. The duartment shall adapt

13 .promulggre such rules and regulations and perform dll

14 othgr izts as may_ie necessary or appropriate to carry

15 ogt this act. -Sudh rgles and regulations shall include

16 .put ngt be l'imit.ed to rules and regulations relating to

17 fees ch4rqed, training of personnel, and administration

18 of. thg_piogram,

19 .Sec. 23. The departmenr shgil determine the

20 ability of the spgiAes or individgals to pay for services

21 hgt_shall_no.t chgrge_pore 'than the actual cost. 'The

22 department shall,prepaTe And adept a uniform fee schedule

23 to be used. The scheauled fees may be reduced or wai'ved

24 by authgEligKigp of tphe departme'nt According to the rules

25 gf_the deartment gnd as may be considered necessary to

26 furrhgr the_gbjective of_nhis act.. The use of facilities

27 and seryices gstablished by this act shall not b denied

-6-
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cr.

1 :sruen.t_s ot -Nehrdska hecdise of rcqerlItv to :Ili

2 scheduled fee. AAX te 'received under Olt-. :-,eOtian

3 le .leposite,: rt. the .len,,ral.fund.

4 24. Any viitim of domestic 4,1J11.0 03,11 iLle

kNo
5 d;. a's11L:dt'On tn ffilavrt in support ot su-h d'uuse

.

6 wrq_AA-__Iudge,ot d :rstrrct court or a concrlratron

7 c)urt. Upon the trlrng_ ot such in ipolrcation Ind

8 affClavit In support thlereot the judge, or court may

9 rsrwe d t2moorary_restrarning order without bond

10 enjorn1L1 h.. idverse pdrty from ilL rmposing any

11 reriAt opoL tcp 2ernoti or liberty of thdoplIcanti

12 121. from threltenrt.daurting molostrIg, Attackrng,

-43 or otl:etuise drituthing the ieace 3f the applicanti or

1.32. f'rim enterinu 'he fAmrly lwelliLl or the dwelling of

15 the apoircan upon a sOoNig thdt ohysical or emotional

P

lb harm wogid othdtwise result.

17 h.c. 2). Any order issued under ectifon L4 of

18 thr:, Act Mdl lq, is511vO P/C parte, if 'he cirCumstances of
. Ar

19, the L:ASC .lemaal it, or the court or ,judge mily_ cause
M
20 immedrAte r.otrce uf the apolr,:ition to We given tu the

21 ad:verse nal-ty,_that he or she may show cause hOt less

21 than five-dlys ifter service upon hrm or her,, why such

I

.

23 order shi Id not hu oursued, but r1:; tempprary_restraining

24 otder shall be grit:Ted wrthout notice to the adverse
' .

2'3 kitty unless it reasonably appears from the specific

2U tdcts shown by affi.iavrt of the dpklicdnt that
1

27 irrepdrahie hirm, lost,, or damcie will result heiore the

-- 7 -
g.
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1 in subt:ection c1) of his sectIon, .ihall be such a_. the

'2 court .ihall In' It i St.:Act...an 'prescribe. .ilich

3 probationary gondittanl may include, among other

4 concittons, dry oc several if 'he following: That the,

5 probationer silL: (d) Indulge in no unlawful,

6 dlsorlerly, iblurtous, or vicious habits; (b). avoid

7 places JL persons.of disreputable or harmful character;'

8 .(c) report to the probatton c=ficer as directed, by the

9 CJILL ir p robation oxricer; (u) permit. the probation .

10 offtt:et to visit him ir a reasonablelanner at his place

11 of abode or elsewhere; (e) dnswer any, reasonable

12 Inilities ot the part of the probation officer concerning

Ii his cJnIuct or canaition; (t) crk faAfully.at Lai4otab1e

14 elpioymentl (g) or te.iido within a specitied place

15 Dr lo..:dlity; (b) d:,stain from theltuse of alcoholic

Lever. IL the u.A2 of the contributed to his

17 "Dffene; (L) ply In o'e Or severd/ sums!a fine ImpoL:ed at

18 the tir1 af being placeC, on pr.tion; (1) make

reparatior ar restitution to thZI a.jjr ieved p ities for ,

20 actual damage or losses causd by hts offense; mnd (k)

11 ,u.ppr2tt hiJ wi,fe cat' cbdidren.

22 (3) The ,:ourt.or L 11JL:;tL4tC thereof may (4)

13 modify the conlItion:, and the period Jf planation

24 rfercei to in }ectIons (1) a.a (2) of thit; .;ecrian,

.25 G1 rh ,:a!,;(2 of thv vrolat.ron of such probattonary

2b c3hdltrar1J, pon in..) showing by affidavit_ ot the

27 pro,o-;:utiii) att)r;ley, r;.iae a war:Ant tor the irrtt of

Awl.? 1
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the :ropati.oner, (c) At any time di-_,craigl-' f he

24 proLationei, And (d) in ciJe of tho violAtion' of ,uch

f

mi,Ationary conditions, impose Any pc!.d. t iC it

4 m.ght have impOc;ed before .placing *he det,ndanite on

5 prondtion; Provededz_if committed, h be committed to an

:1. Itution authorized by Idw to cuce.ve commitment.i.

(4) a probationer without pc,rmission

8. disappears, or depdrts from the jurislictiob of the

q court, the time during whictl he keeps hir whreabouts

10 hidden oi -remains away from the jurisdiction of the court

11 may be added to the ori.yinal period of.probatiam provided

lz f3r. by .;u1,!:ection (1) of:his section.

ii fi In all case_i in which the offender Is

14 of assault Jr Litteu and Che Victim is the offender's

15 siEouse a condition of prlbation shall be mAnddtory

lb couriseling as orovided by this act.

17 Sec. That section 29-2c61, Reissue Rvised

18 Statutes of Nebra'Ad, 1943, 1.:7 Amended to read cIS

19 follows:

'20 29-2262. (1) Whet, a court sentencuu dn offender.

probation, it shall attdch uuch ralonibe conditions

22 cl:; it deems necessary Hlr likely 'o irp;ar., thit th

2.3 offender will lead a lad-ihidiho lire.

24 (2) Tilc ccut, a'c)ndition o: t untence,

r) may Tuluire the )ffender:

26 (d) To rer'rain from uhldwfal
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(b) To be coLfined periodica:iy in the co.unty

2 jail Dr to return to custody after specif'le,:

3 11,..t to exceed ninety days;

4 (c) To meet his family reponsibilities;

5 (a) To devote himseTf t.J.4 specific emp1oyment or

n\ 6 occupation:

) (e) T,) undergo medica- or -psychiatric treatment

and to enter and remain in A :ipecifi6d institlition for

9 that pu43se;

f .

10 (f) To pursue a prescribed secullr, course of

11 stuuy or vocational trainizg; 1,76

12 (g) To attend or resid in-a facility e:itablished

1i for the instruction, recreation or re.side:,ce oi p.Irsons

14 on probation;
_

15 (h) 1'6 refrain from freguenting unlawful or

lu lisreputable places Dr consorting with disreputable

17 persons;

18 (1) To havd in his pOssession no fireaim oz- other

19 dangeroas deapon unless granted written permission;

.

20 (j) To make restitution of the fruits of his

21 crime or to make such reparation as the court determines

22 t.o be appropriate for the loss or damage caused thereby;

23 (k) To remain within the jurisdiction of the

24 court and to notify the court or the Rrobation ofticer of

25 any ching., in his address ar his employment;

26 , (1) To report as directed to the court Jr

27 'probation officer and to permit the officer to visit his

/-
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1 home;

2 (a) To pay d flne In n r ri, piymo::;:;, is

3 ordered;

4 d (a) To pay for blood, urine,

5 tests, psychological evaluations, and reh 0.1 litative

G services required in the identification, eitiuttion, and

7 treatment of offenders IC such offender ha.i the :Jaancial

ability to pay for such services; or

9 (o) To satisfy any other conditi.oLs roa;)nably

10 related to the rehabilitation ot the offundor..

11 131_in all_clses in which the offendel luilty

12 of assault or batterl dnd the victim the ()I-fender's

)613 spouse a condition of probation .;hai1 i,e mandltory

(

14 counseligl_as provided by thi.; act.

15 Sec. 30. This act sha ht.cor,e. _ojr1tv on

16 Jgiy 1, 1976,

17 Scx, 31. That original so,:tiot.; 2,-2219 and

18 29-22E2, Reissue Revised Statutes'lf 1.3, are

19 repealed.

20 Sec. 32. since in emetrency thi, tct

11 shall be in full force and taku ettect, ' -11 anl atter
4

22 its passage and approval, acc)rdinj t
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1 Sucti)n 1. -1 aCt $11(111 lir. known all,: Aay le

2 cited ds the PrALction Frol Uooestic At,ust

2. The _,Iislatuie herety

4 sleglares that there is a

and

Eresent rind aiowiLta need to

5 delgloE services which will le;:;en and retinue trIL

of domesti anuse. It is intent of this dct to

7 krovile abused family and hall:le:told Eenter; neues.;ary

8 ses inudinj shelter. utunsJlittl, 1pcid, seivicus,

9 fid_limitg4 luuical cdre acid lejal issistance.

14 Sec. 3. As _uid ifl Otis act, unless the u)ntext

11 otherwie rgaulles,

12 /11. Auuse sh4li_4ean the occuirehuo or one Or

14 more ot the followinj dCtS hetseen s2ouses,__persotts

iiIinU--Aj- sEoust-dw:

15 househoi3,

_t 0. Ot

or adult ehers Ol the_, sdme

lpte-ht1004111-4L-

17 knoxingly, or uecAlessly_causinajodily injury )r serious

18 boAlly iujury_with or without d deadly wea2on:_oz:

19 Jj
Pluckact by 2hysieli menace aotLer lh telt uf

20 kumincut serious l'odily injurL,

21 121 DeRattment shall mein the Det,attment of

22 Pullic Wel'are,

23 1L Fatilly shall moan lou, Lersons living, is

24 uouses, dad children,

25 141 Household memberz, h.tli Meth Lvt:,..).1.. relttell

26 to_A kerson subjected tu U0auLttc 11.11.o! ty tlood oi

'27 marrilael_and ^.
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f 'C.:wilt .1.10y_.1. th0
.0"

1 710:it r t )4;1 ir..h H,c)r,Lorot 1111: 1A:1.'12,110 i.P.S

and t'le r fj J1 tlit on0r1:1 IL ILit.cor,oLate.,

4 . _1.!;tIL 13...h and

5 tcaLat 1111 coo tie0n.Jii111/. Ivo.. k Aid VtCttU ot

0tLL I. t ) 1 LLukf t.LtioN

7 treat It nt i!r.)Arao : to urLct Li;L: tamt lc 11.4st.,_

13 t h 01c t ij.i. i IL ,111,1

t4

St.C. t R./2 II. t.11iit ..h

11L PL C ..!1., v,_12rolr.-tri LJF V Lct Itar;

1 1 .) J12 VI -it' 1:i I :I il 1.i , net U (:10CUM:ICy.

1/

11 ILL ..), V.., )i_ 1 I mi r I I, I(' 1, I OLIT.,1 .r ,..... t F. It @Pet ,.;

14 ::,., leci: 1,:_::,t...1 . )1 o hi:ow ) :Li) loc.'. i !I 1 t lit' IL f.,1,alli..i.i.

), )1,11, calin..011,.1,_ in I

I / 1,±L Pt osil..:". .1 ,..: 17,.:1 .r,-!:I.P1./,_! A. )111 turm LLeventlan

16, arl2.0,t: 0 ,./1. I. li i t 1 LI 3 d )..1,::t I. .:.' Violt,1t trh it'll/ 0
V) ..h.ill 1.11C: 1 ii .' 11 it 1,. )1s '.1111 1.-111.(..;.; ...)r 1,ot1: lublic_ ,ifid

1 t t. t.% t:t )1,

Al 12LOVIA0 t

V 1.C.": r.; jtJVtdI.I 1." :;I r.t t .1 3, thi:;

13 act t 40t Iii w1 ,;/e1r.,-;

. a() V 1. fq L le LI CI

1r3 Uhl/NI ;1,oconAI.,t. sit U t i .A.2ven_t_/-t wo

Qt cr't it.. 3.ht0rvention ..;er :Iclu 11111:

; -
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111 A toi. tl 1. 0111.1 )01) t der:t Jur

2 day_aVAilabac t aal 44.ent 11 v or

si!ouse al.44,o, to erovido con,tdht

4 setviceLii

' and illtdite to

5 An eraeiaLucy ton.,:watation avalJahlo

6 tweutv-ton1 4 hour; lav dhic`i dLJvI ediatL

7 trarw;ortation from.a Vii. i.:11.; home Jr ather location to

8 a_hospitai ar a irlace of 2:atety_ that orovides

9 emoti2nall/ snauoalive enviroomenti

10 ail Ilt:aijj UaI ..ervIce!, or jiLtuu

11 4AteL.J Ly curtifiea Lier... additionli

12 Lioie:.....12hdi core it neededi

13 141_ r:mora!diall leaal

14 itL Criii!: Couw;olihi iflhII)tiUi.a t*1 availal)le to

15 OCJV14e ;,U2'4irt dlid 153araaco if !i4f..t. dnrihl the

16 initial

17 1L moLatncy tinaLcial ali avairaLle

18 iwmediate1yi_a..1

19 17) N46.411.1,, .,heltr::, aroae homo-L or othel s'afe

20 livina envirohmonts that i2t4vide 4 -:31/1pftly.424 0

21 uoRthrcdtealua euvitoLment t4 victim.., thou. _okildren,

other .victimi.:ec family And hp4.,ohold me:aLel!..

2J Sec. J. The di.:2artment I 1L qs

244 e_thsiLle after inatioL contact with the.victimL determine

25 which_2rg1r1 m:-. are needed or losired ty._ the victim aud

26 family sem1aer4:. fhe oe,uortmont shall, maKil aLorouiato

27 referrdi_and_conduct dutokriate tlllowla.L. It nacel.::ary
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the Jillinostic 4:-.,.essment shall ill-. .311130,2.

Sec.. 9. Ii.o_uelurtmoLt !;hall pLoviuo followu2

3 SerViCeS to tIA: :.ravidea ousuant to

4 soctio 7 of this act whicl, shall consist af:

5 111.A Lion vj shall le

6 eiie.ial_servicen to Lruvide c-i22,2urt_l!roarams to

7 scJji relocitiouL linancial :lecaritz and advocacy__fo

8 vAcU.I. of laiiestic vialencei anu

9 14L_A meax.ii of client fedoack.shall te levelopedr,

10 t2 assist iu_ovaluatina_ncolca.a effectivenpsn.

11 Sec.. X0. lhrdeactm.A.t shall_ estallish 4nd

11 ,maintiin zrolr4,1, ot ilvocates -w1-oro hone exi,sts to

131assist victim.; at skuulu aialIe on i one-tu-oLe basis.

04 Exii__44vocatu, prolims shall_ _Le
1,

utilizeu a nd

15,', maintained whop ivxxliLie,

juZ. 11. :!le dei:Irtacnt h4roviJ SerV

in_Addition to the Lmorictucy .4ervick:s_Lroviaed lflIeC thiA

act vhicit i Iv1jttj to.N4 victim )f domestic

19 Atase thitty_days. net Jorv`ices shall__include

20 the soLvices in sections 12 tJ 13 of thin act.

21 Soc. 12. The 1!.partmout shail provide

22 dillnostic isr.1-33meht aS nrovidod in ;;ection i of this

23 act,

24 3cc. 13. The del2artmuut p 'vide crisis

' 25 silaa4olial_Inik_..hail to kublom orimnt d suweoLt_to

foiniate_a_kian of ictiou Counselinj should Dv a

27 2r2ces3 of a search ratner thin .411 offerial of _ail.

-5-

4 2 Ire I,.

.)
f-

.1)-236o-7q-D;
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1 imeggiltely detiut-d solution. Alteuuativos Lravided

2 ig_ligclis2g 14 of thiJ aga, ahd th t ctto 4na

3 roificItioas of each iiternativp 1.e considered.

4 Sec. 14. 'Alternatiles cansldered karsuAgt to

5 sectlog 13 of thiL! 4ct shaii_iuclude: _Ali_ Lzoh.l.ealcuces

6 ot stAyiAA wIth the ablser,_/21 leavlaq tbe apuJerl_th,

7 sugkiAa kicofesdaunal codurieliaa far the ariuserl the

8 fdmily, ,i114, the vIctImi _III enlistilaa_ the deterreut

9 wurs.J tke oalintv attornoy; _la kressina criminal

10 arries with tht_immediAte is3u4lico of .A wcirrAntl__JAI

11 MAilill_041/ actions And Ltaedies such as agace bopuda,

12 giulct!,_ fitaidtan. And cumaittal _procesesi flj
11 uoncriliggi_remeaktiii dud_igl. other altelnativei.

14 Sec. 15. -he degartmtat shall _2rovide _acou2

-include consclau.slie.4.4__LAiulga_ligj___LI'Lgi

lb s2mIlial tocAlInj_spl ,itlf-UiLectlou dud clarlticatioa

17 9r ge1.4s aqa 122.L

ld SeC. lb. The 4ev4r.taent shall previtle

19 141gAliou41_p9,ltims to provIde assertueness trilpina,

10 deli=lelense, self-help, first_Aia, arol substahce abuse

11 to educate victims on tacts of drua 4nd alcohol_4buse

22 vi2ivnt people.

23 Sec. 17. The_Auoact3eut shall .-uoinde cateer

24 Agd voqAtioull counselio to incluu00:.aessiiva vatjoji

25 Aillw_ikilitit4LLAU posslhilities for self-support

2b &b.1.211Ati _I2cAti2n4 viterest oi vocatioh41 _2refereggx.

27 iveuturielx Th ekArtment counlild vlotim§ with

-b-
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1 resttet t) athrluiate_le otnortunitielj, prov.ide victi

2 with necessary caiccr COuh=ielLal,

3 Laer.il sevvicas. Tho. au:mrtMent Sh3l1/4 %Doric illth

4 federal stite, and local lovortmentai_Agencies,

nogprafit corgarationsi_ ahd .)rivate

grivite

iniustry in

deve1221hli_luo Cullwie11111 al10 klaceMent services tor

' 7 victie. The dotditmout fhiiL ilize day_ elistitg

a v2lIgteet krolrazs that doaid roiate to emtioiment

9 oJtortunities. The delartasnt shJula trovide ihformation

10 Oh Cuqr!te otteLig1.1traiini oioArams scholar:AiL and

11 financial aid.

12 13. ihe .1:),atmoht ;:taii establish

13 services tJ hiel. shill inciade:

14 jli EmerAaEl seryices wnich provide housing,

tJuaL_Tf17.)t-rTiara:iTi "tiaTCS-t ur1:1 CEA- t

tol and then tamilieil

17 the trauma which oczgy_ wnen children witne4s

ld or exteilroce

19 QL 1ctivities Scciticaiiy dusijned t. meet the

20 neelf_i_of_Oildren who have tii.r 4 tart or a violent

21 household_lavluliti_artsciafts. Likorts, dud

22 other iori.. or Lilly therakyi

23 j Prolrams which Ajlide. t)sitive adult iole

24 models sack. di nrathers Big Sisters, Foster

25 4taudtArents,_Volugtvers in Probation, on 9ther volunteer

2t, advocitesi

-7-
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ISI_Progrdms to he deveioped in coaoration

Ike Dekartment jt uucation which jrovdi

with

to&i e

3 .
appcopEldte edUce_kunal_needs or lhe childi

4 dud

5 jul Puovn t Audlity child cire iq

6 tbe wessdry Osencp_ uf the victim 2arent including

Llait4 situations.

Sec. 19. ihe tleirtzent sndli_nrovidu complete

9 iglagkit_ikkormdfiun fur Tictims dna theio tdmilies on

10 Issikja. vocational, ve-ltdreL child

11, clEeL housing,. nut: other suplort sermices.

12 aec. 10. Me' deuartment shall provide foliollp

13 seuices to the srvices 2roviaed pucsuart. t2.0outiona 1

14 to 18 of this dy. shdli_consIst oli

15 wEITA-1;fiall -ve-lorolueo-rmcorporatim-g--

111
lb wiLiAlikl_servic_ts to pruviae iugaing support_pcograms_to

17 Inc.:Jade lelocatiouL !inanciAl dssintqaceL ar.d advocacy

. 18 L2L_victims ot domOaile violence; ,and

19 1AI A beans of_client feedback shall ne developed

20 tg_assist_in evdluating_nrogram effectiveness.

11 jec. 21. The...department shdll_provide services

12 lor the lierson, who comoit.; domestic .lheabuse.

23 4epictJegt plAIL estdr,11,A to, kruardmJ riLd !ietvixes

24 pkoviaea seetins 2.4_.Ltj 3J ot this act.

25 Sec. 24. The depaitment shall kruvit;e _Leta

26 22upsellal for the abuset to heighten individual

i7 dwdisbess us to acceptable alteibatives to lhe use of

-8-
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5 cuirti 111.1 t tuuZL re1at Iml:;1112 le; I llsi curutun icat ion

b jLI.; ii1 i.. .i.e..e.v,k4enci it : n it tin 4n4 relit e4

7 iliALill_Ltm

24. The .li_tilt e:,tdblIsh
9 v,),..t1. I h_Lt t Li tiicLt Cur tier

10 111L )iii. 1 II t ti iIflU,j lrJL.
11 leilirtwoLt :;h411
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_
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lu c,u4kihIL 1,11 f L 1141 t 7.

17 t. k:. i 1. :I t. !eilurt IeNt ;h411 ;01.11-Le

16 .!Iere 1114114111: t st lit 1,1e

19 :;unerv 1:.Jt th, t uIiij to 114.4 um121.yiee in
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t,, e._!,;,.A. re ilia 2141 when Jue

lb A 44iL 114.14121:n1 t) G)kt! Wit.
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1

( See. 29. The department ingil dovelJ2 .kroliaws

2 fog the abuser which kravide tor financial Ll.__The

3 kgo4r4m shall_include roney_14.1001,eiInt,_ ajU o credit,

4 badgetino. 4113 econozics.

5 Sec: 30. The dekaitment shill Jeveloi/ and

6 .LBRImmo An oDIgkal 2lan to assist .the abuseu on an

7 igArtialli&_laokly, ad commanity. level to coke with

8 LigstrAtica without resortina to vkolence.

Sec. 11. The dekariment shIll_krovide foli2wa2

10 setvises tg the services krovideo karsuant to sections 22

11 to 19 of this act whigtrshall conskt. of:

12 %, 11.14 kkla which shall te develoged kkcotkoratin

13 exLsttun squi*ces io kroviue supEgrt_kloirams to

14
14clule_relocitioua_financkg1 security,. and advocacy for

15 vistias of domestid vi2lencel nd
-

lb ja_A_mgans ot client_feedoack shall he li.veloked

17 to assist ku evaitfatina krolram i'ltkuctiveuess.

18 Sec. 32.. The de')artment shall 'establish

19 servisgs_und nroirums tl--12revetit lovAtt:tic The

20 sgrvises und prglrais shall lUel4le thoe _fiovided in

21 sectious.13 tl 3J of this Act.

22 Sec. H. The depirtment shall dev,21.okL__43

21 coggeration with the Jekartwent 'of Educdfloli. 4

24 tinderlsigten throuqh _20.:t-sectindary eaucational

25 gurkiculum relatial to domostic vtolulic ti thcludt,

26 001.1rP!1; 0.16.fa4111_11Lt,a_hudIth.i.
anl tudio.f

11,

2
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L11,4
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i.utiir i La t .1:3 ; I,.IIL 1. L 1. 42.1tLi n hect.e,(1

3 wit h tr. v )1431.:m. r 114. itL!,1r.t.ut,I.I. ido ,1

4 :tuo!diker::' 3 dro .1, jii t I 1,7 PC.ect ding 't orlm:; to

5 e..t Cd t. 1I,C ,tii, 11-/ii. .111 ,

:01011 141 1.1 1C.,111.1...,. Vi. 1 1 1 h

7 .tt. 1 lt I or .r.o.1 t 1 t...;.),It 1 0.4:, iuhr c.):3;24 fr)
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ii
. DI Developmenl_of linItIl olth co'marlunity_iriupla

f2 and servic Latov4d -3, inclodinl Lilt not li.alted t.)

3 hosnita/s, LoiiceL weltarez ind schoul et;tatilish

4 treatment_kroceduies and Ltaluart :aervtce.ii .1nd7
5 III 0 ongolki_i2uhiic education nd tralninl

6 Erman which shall he develowd for' anI :ietvice'Lt3vider

7 relardInq lutgrvention anu treatment af_talili_violenccx

tEl
Sec. 41. The delivery_9.1 a.i services__2rovidel

9 for un4ei,tti-i act 11 h-o don0 in CUILLAatiou with '

10 exisivil:erolrams .henever to avold luulication

11 2t services. S2ecial eftort t taken to coorUinate

12 the ppartaent 'boitiot, the :411,1La..41(d ComhisL:iou,_on the

13 Status ot Watseka. the Nebra1 Task ;'urce )1, vomesfic

14 VicitnceL 4 non2rufit curporatilnL_ the Jekartment ot

15 Educgtion, the lehrdska nivislon on AlcohoiL-A, the

16 Department ot "ellth, the deifftmeat ot Public
1

17 lustitutionJ,, and other apptduliate depaktment.i. F

ld Sec. 42. The dekAitwent :Mall collect
h-.

411..

19 6tatistical data anal oral ha:;lorte.; on koat,,k

10 .ihall levelia t meth:3E19131i tor evaluittui_ dat

ll efItctiveness 'of :;ervije.; delivered.

22 sae. 43. Jtitvt thio ica, tittict cintidnce

23 shall 4e unnerved in ail contact wIth victtras et 22.21.1ne

2(4 abuse and their faa1.1.1C, U*Cekt a.; L)V1.10.1 1.11 t.ection_59

2.2. of this_ActL Violation ot k:rhatidu'alce hall t, a V

lb misdemtAnur.
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L4623

1 Sec. 44. All kroIrdm.; uulet ict he

2 stparate aud daAii:istered indeLeuleutly _1cozrity

3 delfare assistance .drullam.

Sec. , 45. A ProteJtion FL,J1 !)Cimr!:itlk;

5 gullity Couttui committee is hotel./ created. Thu

b committee shall. cAl!.4st Of nine members. Ehree members'

7 of tho cu,lunittee ;hall De aunlintel ay the 0tpdrtment of

d Public ielfarua thre membeis be Ilikuitited hy the

9 aebraska Status ot Womeu,L. dal three mmbers shdll be

10 Akplintt4 LI_ the NehrasKa lask Force cal Domestic

11 Vioiew:e. The meAbers'shall serve f.)t- terms' of tour

14 xe1.5 lad L.ucedIal wembors ;hall 6o onpaiutel on the

13 se,'" hasis s tile initial memuels.

14 S'ec. 4u. The ".siommittee shill moot it least

15 auarttl:rly and sholl evakuate the ploArams au,1 soivices

ln impietented pursudnt to tuis act. muetinls

17 may be heA4 as iro deemed necessary., _aecial 4..meetilgs

10 shaliwbe cAlied Ly the depaitaeht 'Ikon receiRt of d

19 dritten reluest silueu_12/ Jive or m)ru embui, ut the

20 committee.

41 Sec. 47. ;he department shdll admihister nd

22 1./..d/1 meetinq.; of the committee,. ona shall pravile_all

23 neussIli reports Ind documuntdtiou.

24 Sec. 44 The member, of the committee shj

h rgctive ug_comaensItion_for tteil servicts but tshali_ht

26 reitibucklA foL their...Actual Ind neiesolki_eKkenses on thv

27 lutg21is jjjt c2 the same couditious

-13-
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^4.1

1 tull-time stark. emuloye,is.

.3ec. ui. T4e Comittee ,hall ussist thy

3 department In the aloutran, Jromullation,7 and

impl,eaentation of tales and trilolattons necessary to

5 'carry out thii.1 i.

Sec. 5). lhe deuartment .41allornAruct,

7 uuccha;,e, uurcadse on eofitict, utilize vend,ar uaylent

8 tau contract for services 42naected with the oueration of

.9 this act dS needs and intetest deaand.

sec. a1. The doolrtment mly acceut litts,

11 grants,__qevises, InJ boullests of real anl

12 grokurty tom kublic ok_urilate sauices to carky out Ahe

13 ulirpos.es pf tni_; act. The aepartwent at/ sell, ledse,

14 exhAngiinvest, or expend such littsiaurdritslists

15 04 keAuests or tfie_uroceed_44. rents, urofit, and income

16 thysetrom accorlinl to the terms and cunditrons thereof.

17 Sec. 52. The department shall ..4,10t. and

,18 uomuklite such rdli 4nd reill2tious afiu pecform all
lr-

19 othes Asti: As mly be necessary or all2toridte to

20 estillish and larntain the uroaram. 'uch rules and

21 Leliuluti9ns shall auclu,.e but Ilia illited ta rules 4nd

22 vjt1.qft 1tjj to tees charjel_ trailanu__ of

23 Butic204i14_4nd Administration of the__2rouraw.

24 Sec. .43. Ihe deuartment shall_ detPrmiue thy

2!)
ot tko suouses or individuals to at/ for services

26 kut shIll_hot'chlias more than the a .t.ual cost. The

27 depiumgal i kA iu:Uupt d unrtorm tee schedg4p

-14-
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/
1 to be uzied. ihu :..chuUilled iuu Aa/ bu redthzud ur waivea

......,...,

2 by_guthuitatrou at the departmnt lc:cording ta the rules

3 or the dekartmeht and as may be cuuslaered necessary _to

4 further the oultctive of thas act. ne use ofjacle.,

5 and soralces established by ihrs act .Thi.11 not be deuel

re.sAdents_ ot4ebraska ecau,;e ot inabllity to pay

7 schvduled tees.

8 jec., An annual ropor,t. shailLbe .J.re2ared by

9 the oenartment aal siubmrtted to the 6overnau an4 _the ,

10 legiEl'atere on ok_before Janutry_l, 14(JJ and on ur befor.:

11 Jaglary 1 or each Nit:Ali thereafter.

12 Ns 5cc. 3. whell dhy *191/IciAh, medical

13 lustltution. uarse,_soc;al wor.cor, Jr any p'rofessoual

14 StAtf dlunCI_it_d rldted tiera..kts reas2ganle_cause

15 to_keillye that t person ha:i been sublected to abuse by_a

lb SROUSu Ur d 2CCSOII lavinl d Ju..tJ or obsekve d

17 person beitia_:.2biectud to coodktions or cyrcumstahces

18 which EvAsouably_ result in abuse, such, Person shAll

Tv rep2rt the incilent or cause d ri-Tort to be wade to the

20 Fuer law euracement.aqekcy. The retort nay 4bm made
A

21 ol'alli_ty teialoni with thy caller aiyitij_ his or her

22 pot And dduresaL_Iiid .0,144_ be f2llowed_ hy A wEitteu

ti cv.kgrt, and t2 the eitent ivtiLtke shAll contAln the,

24 i41ress of the 4bused atasou, the natury Aha e&tent of

25 ant evki_Ae 21 PitI122J Akase _incindial tht

,26 ailmre_Intl_extugt,..ARA_Iuy_21hei laormAtion wilich mil be

27 tit12111 il_Wiblishiaq the cause of such ibus Ind Lka

-13-
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1 identity Jf ar iier,2etrators.

2 sec. 5u. ruc.._11i!L of re'kcg_t

3 coneruiki_ablui.i A relaLaed by t.oction 55 01 114.; dct,

4 it_ckIll Do the dutj ot the law ent)rcement lency to

5 ake A loterlination ti whether ot not dti

. .

6 investIldtion :;honid VC 3144J.0 Ind if an investigatiou

7 leemel waicantul to cacie oh vu..tljt Loll ot the alleled

8 AbAse to be mAleL to tokt. ilmudiate AiJw... to 1,tJtet:t the

abusea_ger:iani_ina to in:ititate 1.21dlt procee4inil; if

10 anaoi2LIAte., Ail :,uch report:; !-71r71-1l be refeiredL whether

11 Ah inye-Aillation i onlacted or not, to the dtlkArimeati.

12 ill rh. 4tieut sIl4lt invelkildte

13 elch t:ase ot illeled ieferred _tsz_ it. hi 4 11111

ch:

14 onforgegent alencv and shall ;Lich sojl ervices

15 A3_ALe_ilecessoly dud aaloAte sitr thu

lu to_kkotoct tno ae0 'kerson and ,!re:-.erve the family.

1,11. rh apEartment may maK a reluaqit far further

114 Asaistance frau+ the law enfcrcement lleucY or_ take such

19 AL4A Action may be AppLoijidte ultdur

20 2ircuastvicec,

21 Sec. 5d. The_praVileled communicallon between

24 aAti.Int_And_2hr4ciall, between hu,Land-and rite, oLAuy

2i REIyileae_Acept the attorneyaclient_i2rivlt shall_ngt

24, ko d__112uud u(111).1.. tividonce in any

29 eroceelial re:;ultial from A repJrt gursuant to_lhis_dct.

26 Sec. 5J. The_412Attaent hiL1 tkiv each molt

27 21_114L;Rected_lbu:ie frotection floe

-10-
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LB623

1 pmestic le.itstly to be wIl.ntaineu in sach

deLlilment" Such filen !;hall k2 c)nfiltkital :Ind access

tl_dnx s;!ecitic case :;;,11.1 ti liAite4 to L. county

4 dt121.1.e/a-iolicilid112n con t or 4t,trict court 2E the

5 put/ ::tAte ut obilc woltare th Lkis or

A
6 othek_stee to be tle4 tJm (44142._ for _2urnose

7 .qoulikctei_dilectii with .the 42r1tectLon of tamtiy 'and

8 ku4sehold memtel!:. :;tatisttcol th!)rmation 1.1)3 such

Wheh hOt revealiad_hdm.:s,_py be r1Litlase,.. witd2ut

10 illitatioh. .;t1Divct ,o ulich it.P/1.!;Lon.;,.._ the recordti

11 shdue__mdiuldAnvd _in accordance wtth reault.tiloto '

12 idcated_ty tI,c Utlector of Publi_L; welfdre.

Sec. 6J. An litr.,4n )4rttcillatina in din

14 investIllti2n ur the mdkind oL A le120Lt ILSUrtUt tO the

Rr2vi.iions or rill.; ict or iorticliowili in

14.1 agie;edini_re!;ultial_thereLlo4 shall be immune from any

17 ialkilit4, 00111 thdt milht otherwisu be

IR 1.1.q1E.E.Y.4.- 131125e4s. xyLt..q2t LYE Ealiciou411.

19 stdttmgaiss,

20 c. (1. Ihy_ktragn who willtaliy tails to odte

21 iny_lealt Ltdui141 t.y tqw_2r)VILiiohs of (Is dat, or

422 111121.01U1AI coplAgekildi intorigti24 otheE &ID 4='.

pssmillla_ky 1.141/ion 2,1 21_thki *jet, ui1L 4

24 cids§_V_misdeivanqr.

jec. 62. .An _igdyg fl. A distrist_squrt__2r a

ib 22n9.1114.11.2i_22111_EA ARoa_tho fik/111 of..-1"-5/221/2faiold

27 ial_AffiAlvit_ip _:luil;;!ott_ttLerelf,__Issue d_tempsEdry

-17-
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1 Etstitininl urdeL 101thOut t,J1111 On10111.011 t.he alverse

2 24E,tv f.tom /11. ixpustul dlil L,:-.ttatut upon thu jcL ut

ot the aLt.licinti Ill from threltenipa,

4 a:isgAttialL_molu.ainl, attacktud, ot'othetwt:-.e utstirbini
4

5 tht_peace uf the kp8licanti )r liL ttoi outerinl the

b Iiiiii_lteilinl Jr t.he lvelitul_of the aLlicaLt upon A

stollul that ur udotionai harx tould utheLEise.

0 LeaMit-

9 luch uraer mAi fu i:isued ex parte,. it the

' 10 qiilsiuirklytkies ot the case demand tt.,_ uL_ the court or

11, lylae_mAy_cluse_i;ApeAiat'e notice of the Application to he

12 gotia_t2 the atverse uAtaL that he ar she mai shov C4QS(2,
0-7

13 jt less that' tive_day,s atter service upon, hia .ot 11)11,

'14\0

14 ish/....4h_urdet uut Ltl plisueL. but no tampuLALy

1J restralpini order shall ve urahted itthout notice to the

lb ldverse_pArtl ujje. it reasonauly 12peal: flom the

17 §ktsillic Lac:1s sh.)111...ly_AitidAvit of the applicant that

18 iistpikApit_hilla_iossL or damalt_diii_result beim the

19 alligl_cik DV heirl on notice. lt such order is kaued

20 vitli.gut notice tu the apuse pArty, the coart staid

21 qillsy itle4lAtu auttue ot the appitcati2.4_to tie ivtk_t4e

22 44/eLst_pArty,Aki1 he or Lite xay :Oijw caust4 nut Ae2s

23 tb.Am_LAtiv_44/14. ifter sellue upon flits ur herl, h1 duch

24 2E.421 shoalA_uot reasan ip effect.

25 akquAlig__11:4uthce Ut tulurary

26 LtAlxiitlial_adtk_undek this Icl, the iletis of thu caul

27' §Atil pRovile the japlicant4 without tyo
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1 ceicitia co,21.., a 'luck atioi.

u4. All law erif2emoot 'diencies _in _the

1 .;t111 ::hail_42iovtue afitcLt:a vitan

4 edlcatkuu dnd trd iniul_2rolcd1 dor:tinel to int2rm the

5 oftkiers 01 t'w_eolitm of loTeLakc 2toco1uLes to

b aell_with_.idg)t_12ron;.ens, thu ,Irovtsilnt; of thil; Act,. 111,1

7 tt.e LielaILJ2,;_Anj :ivdildnio to anusel family

9 1 Sectiit, bi. Mit _,ectiiht 49-2214, lioissue

14 Icvil;ed .ititutc; .et:14;.K4, 1143, 1,! alendel to read as

11 follool.:

12 (1) A lilel..)4i court iziy suspend

13 .entence, ) .4CI I ii. fehdlnt dha dotermine

14 the condttim; &clod ur which period

,h411 ut eXCVel, 4N t4,0 day defendant convicted

16, ot 46 thaa 4 :Jiiny, 1,dLs.

17 (2) r:Acen_4ti uclvAa.!a ..11:1,ection 15L Jt thI3

.19 icIL_the 114e coalttlow; of pr)nattat,, is referred to in

14 sabsecttou (1) of thi!;-:_:eCtion, :clan be such i!-; the

10 c)urt 5hd1l in diLiCVetiOn prestuine. Such

11 inolatiunary ady include, dmong other

11 conditimi.,, day ot ot the tollovinl; ihat the

23 piobationur ;hill.: (a) lndulje In no Anlatiful,

24 disotletly, injutiout., ot viciou:; hdUlts; ( t) avoid

25 'plAce:-; ur per:;ons of olsCcputdble or hatmful ch?dracter:,

2b (c) repoct to the prObotion officer 4..; irected ty the
.

i

I

21 cJint Jr proll(tioL officer; (d) perw f t the probation
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rwrs.- 1 officer to vi-it L in 4 tca-auddl.! .2,ii.not at his elace

2 of alLide or el:.ewhere; (0) aw,wet dny reasonable

3 inquiries on the jatt 3t Cie tot tt.tiit of:icui concerninl

4 his c)11111ct couditiod; (t) iiorn faithfully t suitaple

5 employment; (j) remalh 3r reside within d specified plaCe

6 0-or locality; (h) .fron the (Ise of alcc;holic

7 beveraies it t:.0 o.,e of the cm contributed to his

8 ottenal; (i) pay in Ohl: or :everal ;,:uus a fine imposed at

9 the time ot beirli placed on pronotion; (j) make

10 roparitioh OU te:iytuttott tO the aqurrevi2d parties for

11 actual damaje or 1.osses cadst.1 py his offense; and (k)

12 support his .ife or c!'ilareu.

13 . (i) The court or malistrat thereof may (a)

)4
modify the conditions dna the period 31 probation

15 referred 'to in iu;sections (le dal (I) of this section,

16 04 ih case if th ..! violation ur such probationary

17 conditions, upon roti31i dud showin4 by ffidavit or the

18 prOsecutid; attorhey, 'i.ssue a ma ['rah' for the arrest or

14 the prohatiner, () at any time discharge the

20 pron4tioner, ani (d) in cone at the violation or such

21 probationary conditions, imo3se 144.4 penalty mhich it

ii ,mijht have Impo

/
..ed 0 (..? placin1 the uereudont on

23 probation; Provide4,_1 committed, he 1e committed to an

24 llistltutlon duthqt17tAl by law to receive commitments.

25 (4) It a prohationer with3ut permission

26 disar)ears, or dparts from the jurisdiction of the

27 court:the time 4aritiq which he koevs his mhereabouts

24 t S.
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1 hidacu oi 1:QM-11AL; dwdy from the juri.;diction or the court

2 may he aided to the oriqinal ,ieriod of probation egovided

for hy :iub4ection (1) of thin .3ectioh..

4 121 In CASur. In wilich the offender is guilty.

5 of A;;saylt_or_LAttscy_Ald /jle thc trender'::

b LEOUSe d conaitta!: ot t,robation 'shall be mandatory

7 couli4ellnj 2rdvide1 in section:: 2,i to 1J of this_Act.

6 Sec. w-$. That ..ecti$u 4.3-22o2, Neis-ide #eviseq

4 Stdtutes of Vobrd.Jka, 1T4J, d3eudeu to rea

10 foiloes:

11 i'i-2huh. (1) 'nen A .70,11t L'iratetices an offender

t...) pro:Jation, it :hiil dt_tdcL 311Qh redsondile cOuditions

1i 3 /t 400M:: 7iee._:::;41.y Jr IlAvAi to thdt tho

14 ,...ztenarr will lealYu liw-ut,idin, lire.
1.

1%k (2) Ihe ,:burt, an u cl:taitiJ4 of its gentence,

b mdy reluire Jffv;,der:'

17 (a) Ti retrain :vow u:Ildwful conduct;

16 (!;) 7o be contr4ed periodicilly in the county

14 jail or to return to cu.t )ay irtec specifred hours, Lut

20 not to exceed nint.-ty udy.;;

21 rl mu,t his fimily

22 (4) I) devote hrm3e1F to a !TocifLc til?loyment or

23 oc-:upation;

24 (c) fo uniergo weuical or psychiatric trii;dtment

25 dlid to 4litter i4d rvmain 11, d -,pecitied institution, for

2b that ,iurpose;

-1 -

2 .1
3243B r) 71-
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1.3o23

1 (I) .1.) pUt6U0 4 prescribe.. ecular J,MICSO Ot

2 stuuy or vocdtfoaal trainiuj;

3 (y) To atteuu or reside in a facility established

4 fur the instructi3n, recreation or lesi,dence of persons

5 ou probation;

6 (h) ro refrain fro2 frequeutiug unlawful or

7 disreputable places or conserting with 1 disreputable

d, persons;

(1) To have iu his possession no firearm or other

10 dangerous weapou uuless granted writteu pexmissior;

11 ()) To make resvitution of the fruits of his

12 crime or to make such reparation as the court determines

13 ta be appropiLato for the ioss or damage caused thereby;

14 (k) lo renaim .within t)c jurisdiction oi the

15 couLt ana to notify the court or the probation officer of

16 any change in his aduress or his omploywent;

17 (i) To report as airected to the court or a

-

Id probatioh officer ara to peLmit the officer to visit his

19 , hoive;,

20

i1 orkiered;

i2

(m) lo pdy a.fine iii oue or more .paymeuts,

- ,t

as

To pay for blood, uride, or brcatl, alcohol

23 tests, psychological evaluatfons, ana rehabilitative

,,J11-24 services required in the Ideutification, evaluation, dud

25 treataent of offeuders if such offender has tk! financial

lb ability to, ?dy taf such services; or

-22-
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1 (J) Ta 5atisfy any other :aniitions reasonably

2 related ta the rehabilitation af tne offender.

.(3)_in al& cases An whiih the affender i5

4 af as,alit 'Jr itter/ 'ar.d the victiii is the offender's

5 saouse 1 CO11.41121. Of krohation sh4l,1 te mandatory

h colusellu as.krovidea in nectilms 2A_to id of this act.

jeC. 67. riz ACt ;hail become_ operative_ an

9 Svc. U. That ari4inal sections 2/-2219 and

10 21-4212/ keissue 5evised Statutes of Nebraska, 1943, are

11 rQpeald.

12 - Sec. 69. Lillice u .gerqeacy exists, this. act.

11 s'rlall Le in full !'oice aL;:i take effect, from and after

14 its passaje Ahl approval, accirainj t)

-13-
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YobrUary 17,-1976

TO: Senator Sarno::

Tat Judiciary Staff

1St Synopsis of Li 623

0DAK0
ilICKAA0 0 OAANYKL. C. MINIMA

JACK 0 010.1.11. you CHAKKKAN
OW:ILA{ slaw rus

ITIVS POWLIN
0I04600 1.000S

NOLAND A. Wows.
vaLLSNI NiCIAL
.0601 110v0G11

LAMY 0. 10001Y

14100*0
Wear mew

.Section

MAW Section Smolt.

1-2 States the intent of the bill is to provide
,abusedlamily and holtssebold members with
services including shelter, counseling, gotta/
services, sad linited medical care and legal
aesistance.

3 Definition Section. Defines abuse as causing
or ttempting to cause serious bodily injury.
Also defines family, Pousehold members, ind
Lam enforcement agency.

4-6 Provides that'the Department of Public Welfare
provide aervices to victims;

an&f s, and abusers which 'shall include
emerg cy services, support and educational
progmams for victims, families end-abusers,
and prevention programs.

*, 7 Provides that emergency services shall be pro-
vided for up to 72 hours, and shall incluce
access'and intake to segvices, 24 hour trans-
portation, medical care, legal assistance, crisis
counseling, financial assistance, and temporary
housing.

2 1.4
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/100. dgd 17 Feb'78. To: Barnett, Fs: Staff. Re: LB 623
Page 2

Section
Embs. Section Synopsis

Provides for ismediate diagnostic assessment
of household members needs.

9 Provides for long-term ervices up to 30 days
which include counseli.ng on availablemlterna-
Urea, relocation, finandtal assistance. employ-
ment, legal assistance, advocacy and additionally
provisos services for children, i.e. day care,
counseling. education.

10 Provides services for children such as housing.
food, counseling, education, and child care.

11 Presvides for resource information.

12 Provides for use of client feedback and
statistical detain progiam evaluation.

13 Provides for programs end servites for abusers.

14 Provides for educational programs in grades R--
college.

13 Provides for assistance in developing
community support systems.

/4 Provides for family programs dealing with
. prevention of abuse.

17 ' Provides for cooperation with existing services
to prevent dupl4cation.

1$ ,Providis for a penalty follreach of confidentiality.

19 Provides that all programs under this Act be
independent of any welfare programs.

20 Provides that the DPW may contract for necessary
services.

21 Provides that the DPW can accept girt@ or bequests
of real and personal property.-

22 Grants tha DPV power to promulgate rules and
regulations.

23 Provides that fees msy be charged on a sliding

a

1
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MEMO, dtd 17 EWA, TO. Barnett. Fm Staff. RE. LB 623
Page 3

Section
Number Section Synopsis

24-26 Provides that victims may apply for temporary
restraining orders without the pendacv of a
divorce. tit parte restraihing oede-s may be
granted for up to five days without a hearing.

27 Provides that law enforcement agencies shall .

have officers specially trained in domestic
violence.

28429 Amendd certain criminal procedure statutes by
requiring counseling as a term of probation
for abusers convicted in Municipal, County,
District. or Juvenile Coureb.

30 Sets oierative date on July.l. 1978.

31 gmergency Clause. ilk

The basic philosphy and intent of LI 623, as amended,
is that the Department of Public Welfare should become in-
volend in domestic violence by providing emergency and longer
term services for &misers. Victims. and their families.

Deleted from the original bill are clauses relating
to reporting. a Central Registry, Quality Control Committee,
and privileged communications. Retfine8 in LS 623 is the
peeific direction to the Department to collect statistical

0 data on the instances of end problems associated with spouse
Aimee. .

This bilL. as it now stands, provides specifically for
services which would include the followinsf: counseling for
abusers. victims. and families; educational programs; pre-
vention programs; emergency services including resource infor-
mation. intake, transportation, medical care, legal assietance;
financial assistance, and housing.

The bill seam to provide a means of solving many of
the.problems confronting victims of abuse. It deals with
emergency and long range help as well as a keens of receiving
relief from this courts and lam enforcement ageAcies.

""kmr
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Senator CRANSTON. We will now go to our first panel consisting of
witnesses from the administration of 7the Honorable Blan-
dim Cardenas, the Commissioner of the AdIhnistration for Chil-
dren, Youth, and Families, and the Honorable Gerald Klerman,
Administrator of the Alcohol, Drug Abuse, and Mental Health
Admin ist ration.

STATEMENTS OF HON. BLANDINA CARDENAS, COMMISSIONER, AD-
MINISTRATION FOR CHILDREN, YOUTH AND FAMILIES; AND
HON. GERALD R. 'MERMAN, M.D., ADMINISTRATOR, ALCOHOL,
DRUG ABUSE AND MENTAL HEALTH ADMINISTRATION, DEPART-if
MENT OF HEALTH, EDUCATION, AND WELFARE

C' Dr. CARDENAS. Thank you, Senator.
Mr. Chairman, my name is Blandina Cardenas. I am Commis-

sioner for Children, Youth. and Families in the Office of Human
Development Services in HEW.

Dr. Gerald Klerman, the Administrator of the Alcohol. Drug
Abuse, and Mental Health Administration, and I,. are pleased to
appear before you today.

We have submitted our testimony for the record, and I would like
to highlight my testimony now.

Dr. Merman and I are particutarly grateful for the op :ortunity
to discuss with you the great concern we share over the pro "em of
domestic violence. We would like to use this appearance this orn-
ing to inform ycm about 011f current activities in you
and other witnesses more about the special ncerns f people
affected this problem.

We w uld like you to know that in recent months, under the
leaders] p of Secretary Califano, representatives from various
ngencp through the Department. have begun meeting to discuss the
'xtif of our knowledge in this area, what we see as the proper Fed-
eral role and where we are headed. We recognize that violence be-
tween spcnses may and -.ften does occur separately from other forms
of violence.

As you know, the President, the Secretary. and all of 115 at TIEW
haves a strong commitment to strengthening families. It is in the
context of the family that we look at the problem of domestic
violence.

This morning Representative Mikulski talked about some of the
broader ideological considerations in analyzing domestic violence.
OW are appalled by the extent of violence between spouses. We
are trying to prevent, however, all forms of domestio violence. We
think the root, of et. least. a significant portion of the problems lie
within the total family as a unit.

This committee has provided leadership in the area of child abuse
and neglect. Because of your work in this area, for the past, 3 years,
under the authority of the Child Abuse Prevention and Treatment.
Act, we have been conducting a number of demonstration projects
of the delivery of services to abused or neglected children and their
families. The numerous projects &scribed in my testimony reflects
some of the relationships between services related to child abuse and
neglect and other forms of domestic violence.
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drug abuse to the human services effort. Mental lwalth factors play
an important role in the causation of this probkm. but we should
not look upon abused women as- suffering from any particular imintal
health disortkr. Previous phychiatric studies tended to focus ex-
clusively on possible personality features of the victim. Perhaps, this
provided a distorted picture in mental lwalth understanding.

More important, however, is the nwntal health understamling
the perpetrators, and I have indicated the possible important 'role
played by alcoholism in tlw perpetrator's condition.

Research has also indicated .the nwntal lwalth eonsequences of
domestic violence. The imnwdiate consequences, particuilai'lv of
women, include emotional turmoil and trauma, guilt, shame. 'fear.
and witltdrawalthat certain victims and tlwir associates can better
document. in tlw testimony we expect to lwar later today.

But the research also indicates that. there are delayed conse-
quences for these women, with higlwr rates of saki& and hos-
pitalization that. occur after the immediate trauma, particularly
within intervention. Research has indicated the harmful effects
upon the children of tlw family wlwm there is donwstie vioknee.
This reinforces an important point : domestic violence muSt
viewed as a total family problem.

We are committed to participating in a comprehensive program.
The mental health and alcoholism and drug abuse services have an
important role to play, as stated, not only in research but in treat-
ment potential, in technical assistance, training of .personnel, and
making available to vktims of donwst iv violence services in existing
programs, as community niental lwalth centers. But we am also
available to work with grassroots gronps and self help groups Ult
a comprehensive program at tlw local level.

To summarize, I would like to say that the idailificat ion of mental
health problems is an important and relevant activity, particu-
larly as I have nwntioned.

We will continue our researeh in this area, and would like to in-
crease it. Through research, we can assess the causes, prevalence,
and types of abuse. We alsocan help develop new foyms of inno-
vative servkes to evaluat e. their efficacy and ultimately to define

role of future preventive activities. Training activities have lwen
developed and nee 'Ao be extemkd for those mental health pro
fessionals, law enro eement. and social service persomwl. which have
first contact with t le victims of this condition. However. servkes
to the victims of donwstie violence, we believe, are lwst &livered
through the traditional help and social servive agencies as well as
tlw various local groups that are emerging.

We helieve that we, in tlw lwalth fwld. elm iwst be of :ervire
tnrough continued efforts in tlw areas of research. manpower &-
velopment, technical assistance, and further demonstration projects.

Thank you.
Senator CRANSTON. Thank you very nincli.
Blandina, T thank you, too. In your written testimony, you note

that.:
While IV, are appalled by the extiad of vitilence between sismses. we are try-

ing to prevent and trent all forms of domestic violence-- we think that the root
of the problem lies within the total family as a unit.
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In my opening tah.ment, I noted that when I speak of donwstic
violey ;Op. I refer to anv art or threatened art of violeire. Thelinlins.a
forceil iletention, witieh results or threatens to result in physical
injur:, find is comniit t ea uy mut bet ween adults.

Nfy 'first question is thisinridentally, if I couhl. ask you to try
to be brief in your responses. If you want to expand. upon them in
writing we welcome that. But we have to be finished by 11 :30 und
we have several people to present tlwir test iniony.

It is inferred front your remarks that you would agree that any
initiative that. is taken with respect to domMic violence, should not
be limited solely to violence between spouses?

Dr, CARDENAS. Yes.
Senator CaAssmx. Would You contemplate close coordination

betiveen the National Center on Child Abuse and Negket and the
administrative arrangemmt for any new domestic violence pr0 -
p:41a?

Dr. CARDENAS. Yes.
.

Senator CHANsToN. Those MT nice brief answers. [Laughter.11
Dr. CAm)EKAs. I have to go to anotl ter lwaring. also, Senator.
Senator CRANSTON. On page 3 of, -your written testimony, you

refer tb the amendment by the San Diego Child Abuse Project. of
its intake policy, in order to accept referrals of abused spouses in
familks with small rhihlren. You state that the San Diego chapter
is responding to the nevd to 11(.11) with the significamps of eliildrvn
being hurt "aceidentally" in se,nations when the spouse was the
actual target of the assault.

On need, the subeommittee received testimony on Saturday, that
Haven House, a shelter in Pasadena, turn(91 away 400 people in the
month of October, and in Hayward, Calif., in February, the
.enwrgency shelter program refused 145 reqiwsts for service.

Do you know if the San Diego project. was able to provide serv-
ice for all the victims with small rhildren from the crrA assistance
program?

Dr. CARDENAS. No, I do not, Senator Cranston.
I do not have rejert ion figures for that center.
We could supply those for the record.
My assumption is that the San Diego project is probably seeing

an unmet need equal to that bping sepn by other centers,
,Senator CRANwrox. Has the provision of these services by tlw

San Diego projert (letracted significantly from its ability to serve
children in twed of assistamp?

Dr. CARDENAS. No, sir.
Senator CRANSMN. Wouhl you agree that tbe experiences of a.

minlber Of ehild abuse pmjeets. including the one in San Dkgo, as
well as Haven House and the emergency :-thelter program in Hay-.,
ward, strongly suggests tlw need for a new foci! for Federal as-
sistanre with respect to tlw victims of domestic viol( nee?

Dr, CARDEN-As. Yes.. , -----

Senator CnAssTox. Om...Way to avoid tlw type of fragmentat ion
in those projertY is to p/Ovide seed money and technical assistance,
to local awl community groups in or(ler to help them )(mass otlwr
resourc,e,.:; in both tlw public an(1 the private sertor,/ratlwr than
granting a few'groups a large amount of money.

r)
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Senator (RANSTON. 1)0 you think it would be useful 'to have the
Federal Government carry out an information clearinghouse on
thison this w le topic?

Dr. CARDENAS. es, Senator.
Our ex ences at- the National Center on Child Abuse and

Neglect has shown that the clearinghouse is vtsry effective.
I would hope. Senator. that as you can state this bill, that we

would not bave to proliferate clearinghousesI am speaking from
the prospective of a. person who is trying,to nin the N ttional Center
now.

I think a clearinghouse serves a very useful purpose.
Senator CRANSTON. A number of important. issues ar raised in

testimony submitted by Suzanne Wilson. on behalf of the National
Lcagne.. of Cities. One issues involves: "Allowing batternt\women
who have left their homes. to receive emergency welfare paymentt,"

Ms. Wilson notes that institutions must become more immediately
responsive to the heeds of domestic violence victims. She says:

ilne way to do this Is for our aid to families primarily welfare programs
such as aid to families with dependent childrento provide emergency welfare
assistance Z9 these women. Famy violence victims should be given pkority
and not have to wait weeks and weeks just for au appointment to see a wel-
fare worker to determine eligibility.

What do you think of that. recommendation?
Dr. CARDEN:.S. Well, it seems to me that she has identified a need,

ahd that that need ought to be looked at.
I do not have ready access to information as to how that is work-

ing,now. Senator Cranston.
We N..0,.;:d be happy to look at. the dimensions of thattopie and

supply further information.
Senator CRANSTON: 1.1 wouhl appreeiate it if you would think

about that.
Ms. Wilson also noteskhat :
It is our understanding that the Legal Services Corp. does not place a

priority on family law. Consequently, women seeking civil legal action against
abusive sitOnses often do not receive help from the Legal Services Corp.

*. Action shonhl be taken to assure that family violence victims receive
adequate and quality help from the Legal Services agencies.

Do you agree?
Dr. CAltMNASI. I wonld agree.
Senator CRANSTON. Have you examined the. possibility of taking

action 'with respect to thatLaiter consulting with the Legal Services
Corp.?

Dr. CARDENAS. Certainly.
Senator CRANsToN. Dr. Klerman. you iitdi'ite in yor testimony

that the Alcohol. Drug Abuse. and Mental I ealth Administration
is particularly interested in its family violence esearch activities.

In what ways does you administration ore rably utilize ongoing
community programs dealing with doineVic mlence in its research
activities?

Dr. KLEIMAN. Within the nstitute of Mental 'Health,
the Center for Crimp and Delinquency has funded and is currently
funding close to $600.000 of re'Pearvh documenting this problem. In

the extensive network of community mental health centem

9 I
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now include a number of demonstration projects where selected
ct :ters have nndertaken to develop specialized services for domestic
violence victims. In addition, they seek to establish liaison with
social services and other community groups. and we,are reviewing
these experiences to see how theycan be generalized.

Within. the National Institide on AlcOholisin and Alcohol Abuse,
it is funding a number of special problems on the relationship beL
tween alcoholism and family confliet and violence.

Senator CHAN.wroN. If new legislation is introduced, providing
.tuhlitional authority for research into domestic violence issues, as
well as nrovkling financial assistance to community gr- ups actually
lealing with the violence problem, wouhl your admini. ration in-(tend to connect its research activities with the service programs in
the field?

.

Dr. KLERMAN. Yes. .

We would like to work very closely with" the other parts of HEW,
in an even more concerted effort than is currently the ease.

Senator NAUSTON. A criticism that has sometimes been nuide in
the child abuse program, as an example, that research activities
in NIMH and those of the Office of Human Development Services
are not coordinated, so that duplication and waste results

How could you go about insnring that there is tpore coordina-
,tion between-NIMII and the more applied research in the area by
OHDS? ,

Dr. KLEIMAN. Well. I think that we hrIve been looking to the
future, and we will develop techniques and mechanisms for working
in a more coordinated fashion. However. T would like to hear per-
sonally about the n. ture of those criticisms that have come to the.
attention of your su .committee, so that we can explore how they
can be corrected.

Senator CRANSTON. Blandina, do you have any comments on that ?
Dr. CARDENAS. 1. woilld be happy to supply miNdetail. 0
Senator CRANSTON. Fine.
Let me say that I am encouraged lw your statement that you 'll

be seOdng an amendment allowing States to) use funds under tit
XX of the Social Security Act for enwrgencv shelters for a limited
tinie period, a protective sen , , for an adult in danger of physical
or mental injury or maltreatwont. .

Your amembnent would create another source of fumls for State
and local connnunities and nonprofit gromis to tap ,in order to
establish programs to prevent domeslie violence and treat victims
of domestic. violence.

However, mummy States are over title X&s spending Ihnits. as you
know.

Will vou also be reeommending increased funding Muter title XX.
for States to establish slwlter care for battered faniilies?

Dr. CARMNAS. I am not aware of any plans to seek increased
funding.

Senator CuANs..rox. T would like to suggest that you look into it.
Even w ith a title XX amendment. do vou not agree that there

are certain functions, a clearinghouse, for exampk which need
authority?
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Dr. CARDENAS. Sellittor Cranston, most of the activities that have
been talked about in terms of the types of things that ought to be
happening around domestic violence, are permissible within authori-
ties thatwithin title X.X and title I V---B. Tlwv are not mandatory,
and given the pressures on title XX. it is oiten difficult to have
these kinds of things occur.

So, certainly. in terms of creating a newa clearinghouse, it.
would he necessary to look to other funds.

Senator CRANSTON. Does not that sort of approach tend to lead
a fragmented, uncoordinated approach?

Dr. CAnnENAs. Which approach ?
Senator CRANSThN. Well, the approach you just-7not having

exactly spelled out what you can do and can't do?
Dr. CARDENAS. That approach has the most potential. I think.,

for havinga coordinated approach in response to local needs.
Unfortunately. the result very often is that you do have hiul

ones without gnality.
Senr.tor CRANSTON. Tf the law specifies certain things it might

lend to superior local efforts: .

On page 4 of you testimony., yon note that the Honolulu project
has established an emergency .shelter, used exclusively to provide
safe lodging to abused spouse::; and their children. You state that. a
high .percentage of people served by this refuge are from military
families. . .-.,

What. has the Department of Health. Education, and Welfare
, done to eoordinate with the Department of Defense in an effort to

provide safe housing for children and for spouses who are victims
of domestic violence in mi'.4:arv families?

Dr. Cmaw.xAs. Senator [1ranston, T am aware that the National
Center on Child Abuse and Neglect does have a project w-ith the
Departownt of Defense.,

.

I can cot recall at this moment what that project is u what* natnre
that i.::

Senfttor CRANSTON. COUhl you get that for the record, please.
I alipreciate your efforts to work with me and with the members

of the suhcommittee and staff for developing options for future
. ion.
Later this week. or early next week. T. along with a number of

inv colleagues. will he introducing legislation. as you know. specific-
ally designed to provide Federal stimulat ion and support for local
efforts. .

T do not think the legislation we introduce will be inconsistent
with Ite suggestions outlined in your statement. .

T appreciate the opportitnity to work with von and vour staff in
order to help with any problems that you find in the legislation as
it is originally introduced,

T thank you for your past efforts and look forward to working
with you on this and many other matters of concern.

Dr. CARDENAS. Tt would be a pleasure. Senator Cranston.
Senator CRANSTON. Thank you both very much.

;The prepared statements of Dr. Cardenas and Dr. Klerman
follow:1
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Mr. Chairman, Members of the Subc9mmittee, my name is Mandina Cardenas.

I am the Commissioner for Children, Youth and Families in the Office of

Numanievelopment Services. Dr..Gerald Merman, the Administrator of the

Alcohol,'Drug Abuse, and Mental Health Administration and I are pleasedjto

appear before you today.

Dr. Merman and I are particularly gratetul for the opportunity to

diecuss vith you the greet concern vs shore over the problem of domestic

violence. V. would like to use our appearance this morning to inform you

about current activities in the Department concerning.domestic violence and

to learn from you and the other vitnesses more about special concerns of

people affected by thislproblem.

Under the leadership of Secretary Califano, representatives frbm various

agencies t roughoup the Deiartment hae\recontly begun meeting to discuss

the extent f our knovledge in this area, vhat ve see as a properjederal

4 le, and vhere ve are headed. V. have learned that spousal violence

&curs in epidemic proporeions. Dr. Klerman rill discuss in greater detail

those -"dings based on research funded by ADAMHA..

i

V. recognise that violence betveen spouees may and often does occur

separately...from other forms af violence.

)12-236 0
-
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We have also found tdat violence between spouses cannot be treated in

isolaVion from other violence within the family. We have learned that

men rho abuse their children also friquentli abuse their wives, and

tkat there are Remy forma of violence within the family -- violence

against aged family members, violence among adolesoent siblings,

'incest, and parental violence against youth whiCh may cause youth to

run away.

kJ you know, the President, the Secretary and all of us in KEW have

strong commitment to strengthening families. It is in the

context of the family that we l.ok at Vbe problem of domestic violence.

Thus, while we are appalled by the extent of violence between spouses,

re are trying to prevent an treat all forms of domestic violence--

re think that the root the problem lies within the total faml.ly as

a unit. There is- continuum of need faced by families

Let us describe for you b efly some of the activities and actions we

te.ve recently taken or are ..anning to meet the problem of domestic

violence. Our actions can be grouped by the caikories of Fecleral

funds for shelters and Services, research and demonstration activities,

information'clearinchouse and,incidence.

//7frb is Committee has pro4i4ed the leadership in the area of child abuse and

neitlect. Because of your 'work in this area, for the past three years,

under the authority of tbe Child Abuse Prevention and Treatment Act, we

have beon conducting m number of demonstration projects of the delivery of

services to abused or neglected children and their families.
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AS an unforeseen component of their family oriented services to abused.

and neglected children1 all of our 20 child abuse Demonstration Treatment

Centers providesome services which either directly or indirectly assist'

abused spouses. For example:

o The San Diego project amended its intake policy eight months

ago to accept referrals of abused spouses in families with

small children. It did so because staff had found that there

vas sigmificant incidence of children being hurt "accidentally"

in situations when the spouse vas the target of the assault. In

addition,%the project had discovered a clear pattern pf

childhood histories involving.intra-familial violence in cases

of spouse abuse, as well as battering. That is,.they found

that the perpetrator or the victimi had experienced violence

either as victim or as witness during childhoo4. I

should mention that in taking family histories, the 'project

found the mod patterra in 'louse cases that we find in

classical battered child'casedhat is: isolation, situational

stress, childhood histories of abuse, and poor impulse control.

This project has cone to the conclusion that, in many cases of

family violence, the victim 13 whichever family member happens

to be available.

C)
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0 The Honolulu project has established an emergency shelter .

which'i used exclusively to provide safe lodging to abused

spoVses and their4children. A high percentage of the people

served by this refuge are from military families. The objectives

of the project aref (1) to provide spouses with children safe

respite on a temporary basis until the couflict between the

parents can be resolved; (2) to assist families through periods

of crisis vith opord ated social services, and (3) to help vomen

in their efforts io.develop independent living situations or,

when they desire it, to help women return to their husbands.

In 1977, the project provided room and board and information 'and

referral assistance to over 200 Tamilies. Families Usually stay

for few days to as long as tvo weeks. During this time, the

shelter provides ttssistance in obtaining medical services, food;

clothing, financial assistance (if needed), and permanent4

shelter (if desired). Eligibility to enter 'the shelter is not

restricted by income or marital status.

0 The prOject in Toppinish, Washington, operated by the Yakima Indian

-
Nation, also provides emergency shelter to abueed,spouses and works

. .

with families to reduce the incidence of abuse. pocatqd in a large

turn-of-the-century hou, , project provides nirsery/day/caref

emergency shelter facilities 24 hours a day, seven days a week for

tribal members who need help. Wives frequently bring their children'

in the middle of the night seeking temporary shelter while tempers
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were coole and)Msues are resolved. Thus, the project has provided

biven from further family conflict, where the wife and children can

be relieved Lf an atmosphere of fear and can be protected.

o Parents Anonymous, a national organization vhich assists in the

development of local self-help groups for parents who abuse their

children or those st risk, receives a grPnt from AM, and

'reports that in almost every one its over 750 chapters there

are mothers who are victims of spouse abuse. (Similar to the

other treatment projects, Perents Anonymous reports that in some

instances child abuse is matter of physical proximity, that is,

that the child receives the abuse that was intended for the spouse.)

A number of chapters ire attempting to deal with the speciel

issues of spouse abuse by holding separate weekend meetings

for battered spouses, in addition to regular chapter meetings.

Many mothers in these groups are concermA about the traumatic

e ffects on children of witnessing assaults and other abusive

behavIor between parents. They recognize thst many children

experience guilt for the spouse abuse, feeling somehov responsible

for it. They also recognize that spouse abuse creates a bad role

modl for children; they sense that some boys develop patters of

.4ticAerice toward-females and that some girls develop an

expectation of attack and exploitation by males, thus hurting their

chances for heslthy relations with members of the opposite sex in

adult years. As a result of numerous request., the national

office of Parents AnonyMous is now considering the development of '

specific self-help programa for the victims of spouse abuse.
e
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o The Philadelphia Project provides psychiatric counseling to

abused spouses and integrates its efforts with the

Women-In-Transition Center, a local program designed especially

for abused spriees.

o Two Chicago projects coordinate community services such as

legal aid to the abused spouse, couple counseling when

appropriate, and emergency shelter (utilizing the Salvation

Army) when needed.

Moreover, number of other child abuse projtcts, although they

do not have an inhouse capability to provide emergency shelter,

arrange for families to be accepted by such shelters and

often provide transportation to them.

These initial small scale demonstration efforts are showing.that successful

prevention, identification and treatment of child abuse and neglect

require that services must be available to all members of the family unit

in need of help and protection. Besides emergency shelters for abused

spouses which, like the provision of emergency protertion for children,

mus :. be a first priority, all the child abuse demonstration projects report

. that one of their most successful iuterventions in cases of both spouse abuse

and child maltreatment is in the area of improved family relations. Some

examples of the services provided in these dituations are: individual

s ,i adult counseling, couple/fnmily counseling, group counseling/therapy,

marital counseling, parent all/lay therapy, Parents Anonymous participation,
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education services, hcremaker services, transportation support, short-

tem foster care, mediCal services, day care, babysitlthg, and a whole

range of legal and "advocacy" services for employment, housing, and

other concrete needs.

We supported the development and dissemination of a design for a 24

hour Comprehensive Emergency Services (CES) Program in Nashville,

Tennessee. The project enabled Children and families to remain in

emir hoses in most cases rather than move to Shelters. In same cases,

it provided shelter in emergency situations for children. These Child-

ren often were accoMpanied 'ay their mothers, who in a number of instances

had also been battered. A .menty-four hour hotline and counseling ser-

vices were the key vehicles in this successful program. The project

brought about active co-ordination and mutual reerral of cases among

a wide variety of service providers, including the police, social services,

courts, and health authorities.

The Children's Bureau also contracted bo have the Nashville design

explained to states, cities, and counties across the country. 7echnical

assistance was provided bo help replicate the Nashville design. Though

the project was not aimed primarily at helping battered spouses, similar

projects oould be designed for that purpose. We have proposed, for FY

1979, over $1 million in seed money be provided for grants bo 35 state

and local governments to develop such programs.
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The Administration on Aging has been corxiucting research and demonstrar

tionesimed at preventing victimization or criminal violence against the

aged. Jointly with the Cammnity Services Administration, HUD, and the

Lew Enforcement Assistant Ackniniatraticn, AoA has fUnded research pro-

jects and four demonstration projects. A handbook has been developed

and dismeminated advising the elderly how to avoid criminal violence.

State social services prcips under titles TV-B and XX of theSccial

Security Act, privide fua that May be used for service to combat the

problems of domestic violence. Title 'des fhtstective end

supportive services for dhildren and their famili with no income test.

Title )0C permits States to provide services for Abused, neglected or

exploited dhildren or adults with no inoame test. HOwever, title XX

currently limits shelter care to ercergency care of children in danger

of abuse or neglect.

Weretugnize need for funding authority for shelter care for battered

adult s. as well as children. We therefore will be proposing to the

CIongress language to amend Title XX to allow States to use the funds for

enargencyeheltar for a limited time period as a protective service to

an adult in danger of physical or mental injury, neglect, maltreatment,

or evlbitation.

Mr. Chairman, you and 3ieur staff have cleaszly spent a great deal of time

and attention in seeking a way to maximize current effacts by many oomr

munity organizations and the capabilities'and responsibilities of State

agencias. And so have the other Members who have developed legislation

, i (
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in this area. WS too want to applaUd the devotion and hours of volun-

teer work and contributions of the many professional and grass roots

groups that are cut there, on the firing line, providing shelter to

diimst and man tho_have been ba,tared.

We boo wish to tutld cn these current efforts, to build cn the. ca -

bilities of State agenci.41,,to increase our knowledge, so that more

effective steps can be taken to prevent and treat danestic violence,'

and to improve State laws and procedures for corbatting domesti?

violence,.

At the same time, we seek to avoid further fragmentation of problems

among ambers of the family and of a further fragmented Federal approach.

WM ars now taking a Department-wide, in-depth look, atilour current acti-
.

vitiss. This hearing seems to us to be an inportant step Word develop-

* ing a co-ordinated approach. WI are wqoloring options for future action

and would like to work with you, Mt. Chairman, the Members of the

SUboommittee and staff, toward developing these options.

Thank you for gping us this opportunity to testify. Dr. Klerman and I

would be happy to answer any questions you rayl,have.

6; ri
A
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MR. CHAIRMAN, MEMBERS OF THE SUBCOMMITTEE:

Dr. Cardenas has d4scussed some of the Department's views and activities

s.

with regard to domestic violence. .1 appreciate this opportunity to also

appear before,you today to discuss this pressing national issue, and to

inform you of activities 'of the Alcohol, Drug Abuse, and Mental Health

Administration s they pertain to domes1 violence.

Introductioli N/
Violence in the family is defined as a mode of behavior involving the use

of phfsical.force among family members. Such force varies in severity,

from homicide at one extreme to mild spankings at the other. It also

varies in intent. In some instances, the intent is to control a person's

behavior, to vent personal hostility, or it may be a mixture of both.

Featly violcnce occurs when the need for meaningful and.close social

contact, for dignity and sense of purpose is lacking for the person, when

the cultural norms of society or the relevant reference group allow this .,

type of behavior, or when the indfvidual lacks alternative

means for resolving conflicts.

DOmestic violence has an ancient, if scarcely noticeable, history. The

traditional view of the American family as a cohesive, social institution

tended to obscure the effects of violence from public view, and since

violence is dysfunctional to the family unit,:it became, over a period If

, years, an invisible phenomenon. Recently, however, violent abuse and mal-

treatmen in domestic relations have received widespread attention in the

United Srlites. The national focus nrIthis issue coincides, to a major degree,
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with'the growth and influence of the women's movement. Women, in particular,

have been instrumentalin establishing public forumsprimarily aimed at

enhancing the,pation's consciousness with regard to domestic violence,

lending psychological support to victims, and extending to victims such

varied aid as group.counseling, temporary shelter, and referrals to physicians,

psychologists,.and lawyers. A consequence of the many discussions on

domestic violence was the realization amon3 some women that they shared

common expertences. What many women initially viewed as a personal problem

is instead a social issue of major significance.

An analysis of studies of domestic violence indicdtes thdt such violence

t;
occurs whe this mode of expression seems and preferred by the individual,

and whet 6.11 needs and expectations are unsupported by either the

family or other social institutions. However, it should be understood

\NN,that domestic violence is not simply a mental health issue; although the

t4;41.01;iStrauma experLenced by certain assaulted spouses or members of

a family may require the attention of mentdl hea\th professi als. Many

knowledgeable persons maintain, and we concur in their view, that services

provided for the battered spouse solely through the traditional meital

health mode may add the lidbility and social :Hold of mental illness.

NMI Invol...ement in Domestic Violence

The National Institute of Mental Health, an Institute of the Alcohol,

.Drug Abuse, and Mental Health Administration, has been involved in

domestic violence issues since 1969. Several research and training

projects have been funded. The Inv, tute's fni.'a: invo1vement concerned
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improving the response of law enforcement personnel in peaceeepiag

situations. For example, the Institute sponsored a research and

training effort in Oakland, California, which led to the development

of a model that became the basis for a police training film. This film

was eventually used throughout the State. The model uses a minimum of

outside consultants and draws upon the experience,of police officers

who have demonstrated unusual effectiveness in domestic disturbancen.

Recently, it became clear to us that a broader view of famlly violence

was needed than our initial activities. We found, as expected, that

there was a paucity of hard, exact data on the frequency of violence

among family members. Therefore, a team of sociologists, funded under

a grant by the Rational Institute of Men-,a1 Health, recently studied

a nationally representative sample of 2,14.1 flmilies and found that

spouse assault and child abuse are only the most dramatic and visible

aspects of a broader pattern. The results of the survey indicate that

the amount of violence in the family unit is extremely high. The study,

conducted by Professors Straus, Genes, and Steinmetz, indicates the

follawing:
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--One out of six couplen--it this :ini1J be pro ected notionally, thit would

mean an estimated .;even 3nd a half million coupleshad a violent episode

during the survey year. "VNlent episode" is defined by ithe researchers as

any act intended to cause physical pain or jWar'y to a spouse, ranging, from.

slapping to severe pfrp.ical assault.

--According to the researchers' projections, there is a (1', percent

chance that, if the entire U.S. population had been interviewed,

the number of spouses admittiny to using physical force on one

another would be approximatley to tO percent.

--Approemately four percent used a knife or gun in attacking his or

her spouse. About five percent were severely beaten at some point

iu the marriage. Thus, of the 47 million couples living together in

the United States, about 1.7 million had at some time faced a lethal

V weapon, and well over two million had been severely assaulted by

tteir spouse.

--Thirteen percent of the parents reported hitting their child with

something. Five percent reported throwing an object. Slightly more

than ole percent reported beating thc child.

--Preliminary analysis indicates thatIrthere is as much violence in the

familie% of the qollege educated as among those with less formal

training.
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Alcohol and Druit Abuse Link to Violence

Evidence from various sources suggest that,there is a relationship

between alcoholism, drug abuse, and violence, including violence in

the family. For example, there are indications that intoxication is

a 'precipitating factor in many cases of child abuse. The largest

American study.on the subject reported that 38 percent of child-abusing
1

parents had histories of drinking problems. Other studies have shown

that up to 63 percent'of child abuse cases are alcohol related. One

study reportecl that 52 peccent of violent husbands had historiet of

problem drinking or alcoholism.

Additional evidence suggests that alcohol treatment programs can be an

important factor in diminishing the frequency of violence in the family

unit. For example, 35 perceit of personn entering those NIAAA-funded

alcoholism treatment programs which participate in its data system

reported fighting and quarreling with others as a measure of their

behavioral impairment. Six months later there was a reduction of

39 percent in the number of persons reporting thisibehavior.

In an effort to further explore the relationship between alcohol and

violence and to understand the role of the family in drinking behavior

the National Institute on Alcohol Abuseand Alcoholism is currently

funding two research studies in the arca of conflict and aggression

and three research studies% on the family.
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rie National :nstitute on Drug Abuse has funded a grant, designed to study

the children from four populations of mothers: heroin addicted (not in

treatment) and a control group, methadone maintenance and a control group.

Both the mothers, who have recently delivered and their mothers are

interviewed about violence in the family of origin. Preliminary findings

seem to suggest that methadone ....aintenance mothers report stronger kinship

patterns than do heroin mothers when asked about their current family lives.

Yet methadone maintenance mothers-also report that thty observed their

parents and close relatives assaulting each other as children. In addition,

preliminary data from another grant designed to study the children of

heroin addicts in treatment revealed: of a total number of 126 heroin addict

parents in treatment, 3% indicated that child abuse had occurred and 4Z

indicated that child neglect had occurred

Conclusion

The Department has a number of current policy objectives an% activities

which address domestic violence. For example, the identification,

referral, and treatment of alcohol and drug abuse is an important and

relevant aceivity to lessen the incidence of family siolence. I wish

to stress that the Alcohol, Drug Abuse, and Mental flealth Administration

is particularly interested in continuing its family violence research

activities. Through reoarch, we can seek to assess the causes,

prevalence and types of ;labuse, -to ascertain the kinds of innovative

services which should be developed,,to evaluate their efficacy, and

to define the role of prevention. Training techniques can be developed

for those personnel 'who may have first contact with victims of domestic

4.) g
4.4
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incidents -- law enforcement officers, hospital emergency staff, snclal

service workers, and mental health personnel. Research and training

activities are basi,: to the development of services. However, services

to victims of domestic violence should be delivered through the traditional

health and social service agencies. We believe that we can'br_st be

of service to the Nation through continued efforts in research, manpower

development, and in providing the necessary technical assistance to those

public agencies that retain the primary responsibility for providing

services to the victims of family violence.

4)
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Senator- CitAroN. Our next panel is made up of interested
groups: Elizabeth Da voren, social worker consultant. family issues,
National Associatio -of Social Workers; Sara-Ann Determan, co-
chairperson, Con thee on Rights of Women. Section of Individual
Rights and I sponsibilities, American Bar Assocation; Ira S.
Lourie, American Psychiatric Association; Suzanne Steinmetz, Uni-
versity of Delaware, representing the. coalition of family organiza-
tions; Bonnie Tink6r, chairperson, steering committee, National
Coalition Against. Domestic Violence, Portland, Ore.; and the
Honorable Suizanne A. Wilson, vice mayor of San Jose, Calif., chair
of the Public Safety Policy Committee, National League of Cities.

STATEMENTS OF ELIZABETH DAVOREN, SOCIAL NOGRKER CON-
SULTANT, FAMILY ISSUES, 14ATIONAL ASSOCI4T9N OF SOCIAL
.WORKiRS; SARA-ANN DETERMAN, ESQ:, CO-CHAIRPERSON,
COMMITTEE OVRIGHTS OF WOMEN, SECTION OF INDIVID-
UAL RIGHTS AND RESPONSIBILITIES, AMERICAN BAR ASSO-
CIATION; IRA S. LOURIE, M.D., AMERICAN PSYCHIATRIC
ASSOCIATtION; SUZANNE K. STEINMETZ, PH. D., UNIVERSITY OF
DELAWARE, REPRESENTING THE COALITION OF FAMILY ORGA
NIZATIONS; BONNIE. TINKER, CHAIRPERSON, STEERING COM-
MITTEE; NATIONAL COALITION AGAINST DOMESTIC VIOLENCE,
PORTLAND, OREG.; AND HON. SUZANNE B. WILSON, VICE MAYOR,
SAN JOSE, CALIF., CHAIR, PUBLIC SAFETY POLICY COMMITTEE,
NATIONAL LEAGUE OF CITIES, A PANEL

Ms. DASTMEN. My name is. Elizabeth Davoren and I am from
.California. I am a consultant and I am here representing the 79,000
members of the National Association of Social Workers.

I am submittirrg a full statement. for the record, Senator. and will
just. make a few brief remarkssome related, sonic unrelated to
thc written materiah

I lUll a psychiatric social worker and have been a specialist, in
child abuse and neglect for 17 years...As a clinician, I have probably
worked with about rm wives who have been severely abused hy
their husbands in some kind of retreat. T have worked with these
wives at a time when there was very little hope for their doing
anything.

I want. t6 sav that the thing that occurs to me most about abused
wives is that they tenkl to be the victims nobody believes, and they.
are the victims nobody believes because they do not even believe
themselve. They are very puzzled about what happens to them
when it happens and then too, for the most partand this is my
experiencethey blame themselves for what is happening. As a
result, it is very hard for them to seek respite without a great deal
of support. for many of the reasons that you have already Iron
given.

I think that what we have tended to do in the therapeutic pro-
fessions, it, to look at what is the matter with women who put up
with this, and we do all kinds of things like making diagnoses of
it and sort-of-bhune-the-victim kind of thing.
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It 1111'4 Ileva Vary rxclthig fur Ina tO IP- move away fromo this
culliPpt atal :-ny Halt Va IN a (441111111111f V and ',IS :I vomit ry tind as a
government. are willing to support people in making that hreak
from being s.ictini to being som(thing else and the being something.
else takes a great deal of work_ .1nd I W'alit t() that,
I Hill& that very often, people wit() yurk iii thi:-; 11,141 Will get iii-
VOIVed and get vvry disappointed if they put a lot of virnrt and
energy into helping a mother and her small children move mit of a
loome. and after they 'lust get movi:d and hear them suddenly say:
'Bin I really love niv husband. I \vant 1..r.0 baek him.

IIii- needs to be understood and a great deal of lounian behavior
needs to he understood particularly bv police -and 1 hit itik vy

lalV( to) kaa1) ill Mind that 1Vo' 111:1v to) olo) ,-4)111a legal revision,
but it \vas extremely hard when we voilld try to go.t support, for
voilien to la, protected from their husband', -and 1 :-ity voinvn,
Iwctop-4. 1 Inivr only sown (wt. Inton ITt :111 Inv toract leo.. and he was
not hurt very much- tlint e need to get pollee, for instance. are
the first who feel burdened hy this. 'Hwy feel that if they go into the
hula(' and they intervene. and then the wife l'afil,4'5 to ta!-1 i f, that
she has repudiated their ottorts and repudiated them. and therefore.
will not go ill on a call the second time.

1 ani thinking of a very (Irani:die example that owcurred in To Nas
when a ,nung man climbed to tower allot killed. 1 think. 1 1 people
and sai tis explanatio.. to VIIIIt II:11)100'110'Oi to) 111111. !Haab latVI' oil
thItt hr hail father heat top lois mot het all of his life
and that la' \S finding hiniselc turning on liis wife and beating
her and he was i such ting,uisli that he did not know What to do
about it--which !pout; me to say something that I was going to
say at the Pail, hat tu say right here and now: That in onler
when we talk about research. rather than the type of researell that
takes tlu. form of questioning wliv ,people are involved in this kind
of hodolvior. WO, "ally Ol .'t I1it to) look at the total picture of aggres-
....Inn and what human la.ings do with their aggression and why they
do that \vitt, their aggression. In othei words. xvi. need to find vays
of olil erting \Vo. nevot otTvi ppoplp opportnnitivs to use
aggre,si.w,.-1V1. tire at a very primitive state in our culture at this
point and \ye (I() not know Nhat to do with or how to manage it.

I would also like to make a comment about floe fragmentation
which tvas made earlier. .kn(1 that is. I think it is important to
visiudi7a. families as n unit. ratlier than as little parts of a unit.
Iat her than tall; :dicta child abuse awl wife abuse or look-.1 and 111)1150.
or sibling abilso. or whatever (,.00nes up. that we tliiti .f what goes

\Vit hill t Ila family vonstroct.
Finally. I would like to support. on belialf of the group that T

represect. modest projeets. Instead of having expensive projects,
flint cannot be continia41 after Federal funds :Ira 110 lomam. avail-
able. or.that others cannot pick up because t hey cannot afford them.
we wotiolol nithar Ilk .V prOjects and many divergent pr ;-
vets float would vivo us oin opportunity to look tot Hoe ingenious ways
that have already been used to handle this problem, and allow us to
tot tilt i b)h b 110111.

"1"Int covvN thy ixtplit of my rvinarl:s
Senator Cit.\ NST(ON. N'ooil \ITN' 11111Vh,

alto' statement of :\fs. I)covoren follows:1

'
ad
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My name is E117ahrth Davoren of Tiburon, California. Presently, I am a

consultant for a DREW funded project on the development of a national curriculum

for training professional disciplines in identification, reporting and referral

of child abuse and neglect.

Today, I welcome the opportunity to present the views of the 77,000 simbers

of the National ASsociation of Social WO-vers and its National Committee On

WOmen's Issues.

The issue of violence within-the family must be viewed in the ccntext of

societal attitudes which allow the use of violence as a means for settling

differences. Although today we do not intend to address the larger issue of

violence in our society, it is important to note tlut violent behavior is encouraged

in the media and popular focrs of entertainment.

.

Taking coyn.izance of the above, y would like to address the iAacific area of

domestic;violence and recormend a nuMber of ideas for developing national pro-

gram for domestic violence, prevention and treatment.

Statement of the Problem

This legislation is an outgrowth of initial proposals di ected primarily at

assisting local community groups workiny with the battered spouse programs.-

Fortunately during the early stages of development of various prowsals there was

a recoTtition of the need to tegin to attack other forms of violence within the

family's pdrspective. We applaud this larger perspective.

Until recently, there has been little specific data available on the anrxdit

of physical violence that occurs within the family. As child abuse became a

recognized problem, communities began to bemire aware of other forms of violence

within the family, most notably the battered spouse syndrome. nw studies in this

expanding field now point to another phenomena - sibling abuse. The research and

statistics are enabling us to awreciate the wp of the problem. For example,
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- 100,000 cases of child abuse reportedlannually;

- approximately 251 6f all murders in the U.S.A. occur within the family; and,

- a University of New Hampshire st showed that 62% of a sample of high

sdhool seniors had used physical force on 4)(rother or sister.

The obvious Conclusion to be drawn from all this is that significant

amounts of violence originate in the family. We now believe that this violence

is not just injurious to the individuals involved but to the community at large.

There is growing evidence that violent behavior patterns are learned in the home.

Those people who participate in family violence behavior are not necessarily

mentally ill. We mine with Congressman Newton Steers (R-Maryland) that family

violence is a treatable aocial illness. What is needed now are resources to the

community and social agencig to cope with the expanding dimensions of the problem

and intensive, basic research into the causative ccuponents of the issue.

Our Imommendations are based on encouragement and cenmitment to the develop-

ment of an integrated system of services by trained peraons, professionals and

volunteers.

1. In order to avoid fragmentation of anotNer social service program, we

suggest that the lacper location for the new program be within the newly re-

(plganized Administration on Children, Youth and Families (ACYF).

ACYF has recently been organized to broaden the scope of its activities to an

emphasis on families. The Task Force on Families of ACYF which repOrts directly

to the COmmissioner has just oancluded.a study that reoannends policy and programs

in the area of family services. In addition, the National Center on Child Abuse

and Neglect (MAN) is located in the Children's Bureau within ACYF. When we

consider that local battered spouse program experience is matching data that

certain types of violence.- spouse abune and child Abuse -.are closely interrelated

111
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it is easy to"see the need for close coordination with NCAN. This opportunity

Will also enable us to build on NCAN's experience In programming and research.

This approach would reinforce the Secretary of HEw Califano's focus on the

family and in a small but significant way would serve a.. a prelude to the White

House Conference on Families. We feel strongly that concerns of children and

families should be coordinated under orie roof and within n Administration where

there would be a high level of visibility.

Other agencies which have been mentioned, National Institute of Mental Health

.and ACT/ON, do not offer these advantages. NIMH's research orientation and strong

mental health emphasis are not easily transferrable to programs whic'i have origi-

nated in the local voluntary sector. Moreover, NIMH &CS not have the strong

linkages to the public welfare system which ACYF has. 0

Although ACTION provides the network of volunteers it does not offer the

service dellvery system linkages to the family. The federal government should

also be careful about initiating programs that do not provide continuity of

personnel. Voluntary programs,even when they uso local service mechanisms tend

to not provide that needed continuity.. This is not to undermine the value of

volunteers, but to underscore the need for programs which can be firmly grounded

on a long term basis at the communtiy level. Ln sum, tle believe that ACYF is the

only appropriate agency for locacing a program on domestic violence prevention and

treatment.

2. A program directed at prevention and "Anent of family violence can be

a first step in the development of an integrated support system for families in

crisis.
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We foresee that a vast array of agencies and supportive services will have

to be mobilized to effectively handle crisis situations involving violence in tlx

family. Consequently, some attention and monies should be d ected at establishing

1144.-
and encouraging the development of these service linkages / Even though it is often

unrecorded, the need for community resources to th the problems of family

violence is one which must be met. These f ies require ae integrated support

aystemwhidh is currently non-existant at every level of government. For now, it

may be necessary to clever special programa to deal with the problem of the
/ .

battered spot's-, in a mamner similar.to the way we handle child abuse. However,

like so many areas of victim services, all aspects of the problem must be dealt

with. For example, local shelter and emergency services for women are frequently

a response to an immediate crisis. Their services must be broadened within the

context of established public agencies and coordinated with existing resources.

We suggest that grants to local programs be conditioned upon incorporation of a

plan for integrating a range of services presently available within the community

and identifying those service oosponents which are not ovailable.

3. There is a role for trained volunteers and there is a role for professional

staff. -

WO want to continue and enoourage voluntary efforts and self help programs at

the locel levd.. Much voluntary efforts to date in spouse abuse centers have

focused on shelters'and 24-hoUr telephone intake. The more comprehensive prcgrams

uaually involve the public welfare system and its range of services. Local

community efforts, private agencies and self help gr

more efficient and non-stigmatizing gateways into

These local efforts promotd-Tbgitimate ways fur peop

frequently are better and

established helping system.

e to seek help for;eSterfsing
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problems without the need to identify themselves as a client of a pdblic agency.

Ln addition, local Voluntary efforts are extremely invortant mid useful because

they provide extended server Ichich could not otherwise be provided.by paid

staff, minimize overhead costs, sometimes provide one to one interaction on a

ccritimeus bas!.s, and offer vitality and enthusiasm to enable low-cust programs

to operate. These efforts must be encouraged.

We also believe that programs directed at i/Lolence in the family take

enormeus patience and time for results to be realized. Because of the nature of

the problem, there is a need for professional tolerance. Services such as family

therapy and constructive crisis intervention call for trained personnel and must

be coordinated as part of the establish90 service aystem. We would recommend that
0

training funds be availeble for lay voluntee_s from the oasemity and for professionals

tiO1/4handle this sensitive area of human behavior. This should not necessarily reqiiire

separate professional staff but could be implemented by utilizine existing trained

professional staff.

4. Research should be directed riot only at discovering the underlying causes

of facily violence but should include a systematic series of demonstration grants to

uncover the best delivery system for services.

Everyone recognizes the rmed for data and research which enhances our.knowlJdge

base: Research should include studies on preventative measures, icapact anrlysis of

other federal programs on spouse abuse, and percipitating crises. In addition,

demonstration projects should be required to have an evaluation plan to measure long

range effects. We L'Y strongly that te first year of operation Should have as a

major thrust, deve t of an evalu.e.con plan prior to funding minerals projects..

Research Idlest rea4istic strategy that is likely to be supported by

ackliticnal federal funds. There is no value in funding a large number of idealized

programs which are unlikely to be continued, supported or replicated because finding
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will be'unavailable in subsequent fiscal year cycles. In this regard, Congress-

rmsnan Barbara Milkulski's approach bo using ACTICV as a training mechanism fnr

comnity volunteers deserves bo be tested as a demonstration project. The

vitality which VISTh has srown in lccal =amities can be added to other local

efforts cn fanily violence. Perhaps, clearly defined research goals and demon-

stration projects will act as a spur bo otl-ers bo oonduct,related work in this area.

In sun, we suppart a legislative concept which houses this ned federal effort

withan a government deparbnent that already has established links with other re-

lated federal efforts, encourages a cooperative relationship between professionals

ard connunity volUntmers, and which can prccose systematic investigation into the

research ana services ccmponents namdad at both the national and local levels.

Thank ycu.

r



SIBOIARY OF TESTIMONY BY THE NATIONAL ASSOCIATION OF SOCIAL WORKERS
Wednesday, March 8, 1978
Before the Subcommittee on Child and Human Development

NASH is the largest professional 'social work organization in the world
representing 77,000 ocial Workers nationwide.

Statement of the Problem

Until recently, there has been little pecific late available
on the amount of physical '.olence that occurs within the family. A.

child abuse became a recognized problem, communities began to become
awar of other forms of violence %,ithin the family, most notably the
battred spouse syndrome. Hew tudies in thiu eXpanding field nov
point to another phenoasna - sibbling abuse. The research snestatistics
are.snabling us to appreciate the scope of the problem. For example,

- 4 million cases of child abuse reported annually;
- approximately 252 of all murders in the U.S.A. occur within

the familly; end,

- a University of New Hampshire study showed that 62% of a
sample of high school enlors had used physical force on a brother
or later.

The obvious conclusion to be drawn from all this is that signi-
ficant amounts of violence originate in the family. Ws now believe
that this violence is not just injurious to the individuals involved
but to the community at large. There is growing evidence that violent
behavior patterns are learned in the home. Those people who partici-
pate in family violence bhavior are not net aaaaa ily mentally ill.
We agree with Cone Newton Steers (R-Md.) that family violence
is a treatable ocial ill. What is needed now ars resources o the
community and sociil gencies to cope with the expending dimens
of the problm.and intensive, basic research into the causat
ponents of the problen.

Recommendations

Our rcommendations are based on encouragement and commit
the development of en integrated system of ervices by trained pe
profeesionals and volunteers.

1. Location of Family Violence Prevention end Treatment Program.
In order to ovoid fragmentation of another social programt we

euggeet that the proper location for the new program he within the
newly'reorgenized Administration on Children, Youth and Families (ACYF).
There are more than a few reasems for preferring AMY.

0



- ACYF has recently been organized to broaden the cope of
activities to a general cOncern for families. There is no other
federal agency where the concerns of children and families can be
coordinated undur one roof.

- Local prwl.rem ..z.perience is matching data that certain types
of violence - pouse abuse and Child abuse - are closely intrrelated
Like so many areas of victim cervices, the overlaps in *use character-
istics are lust being recogtizad. Because the National Center on
Child Abuaa and Neglect (NCAN) is located within ACYF, this offers
an opportunity to not only build on experience but ta coordinate
programmdng and research..

- The Yederal government should be careful about initiating
programs which do not provide for,continuity of personnel. Voluntary
programs and service mechanisms tend to not provide that needed con-
tinuity.

2. The need for an integrated suppor. system.
While it may be necessary to develop special pragrams o deal

with the problem of spouse battering. We forgets that vast array of
agencies will haie to be mobilized to effectively handle crisis situations
of vulnerable families. Consequently, some attention and monies should
be directed et astablis4ing and encouraging the development of these
sei/Vica linkages.

3. The role of volunteers.
We want to continue and encourage voluntary efforts t the local

level and eelf-helg programs. There is a role for trained volunteers
ead there is a role for professional help. Mich voluntary efforts to
date in spouse abuse centers has focused on shelters and 24-hour phone
intake. We believe that family therapy and constructive crisis inter-
vention ialls for trained personnel. Ws would recommend that training
funds be available for both lay volunteers from tha community and fur
professionals to learn how to handle this sensitive araa.of human behavior.

4. BesearCh.
Finally, everyone recognizes the need for data and researdh.which .

enhances our knoteedge base. We believe that a clearly defined focal
point within the federal government will act is a spur to munch needed
research into this area.

In ium, we sapport a legislative concept which houses this new
federal effort within a government department that slready has establish-
ed links with other related Federal efforts, encou:sges cooperative
relationship between professionals and community volunteers, and which
can propose syetematic investigation into the research and cervices
components needed at both the national r ocal levels.
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Senator CRANwroN. M. Determan.
Ms. DETERMAN. I am Sara-Ann Determan and am speaking today

on behalf of the An.,fican Bar Association, which represents more
than half the Nation's lawyers.

In February 1978, the ABA Ilouse of Delegates, by an over-
whelming vote, adopted the following resolution on the subject of
family violence.

Be it reaolred, nil the American Bar Association supports Federal, State,
and local efforts to ombat the incidence, causes, and effects of family vio-
lence and supports the implementation of programs to protect the victims of
family violence.

The association has studied the problem and believes that it is an
extremely serious problem that, broadly affects the American family
of all races and economic classes.

The Nation's lawyers think that Federal legislation is needed to
establish a priority for combating family violence, and to imple-
ment a national strategy involving coordination of existing pro-
grams and research looking toward the initiation of new programs
and efforts in that area. 3

We believe that the victims of family violence are usually unable
to protect themselves because of their economic and psychological
dependence on their abusers. They are unable to alter, themselves,
this pattern of family violence. Because of this, it is imperative 'that
the community, through its government, take special action to com-
bat the crime of woman battering.

As you kaow, the number of persons affected by domestic violence
is staggering.

The ABA believes that family violence is an extremely serious
national problem an4 urges Congress to take action in this area.

On behalf of the association, I thank the chairman for his leader-
ship in this area and for permitting us to put these views on record.

We took forward to reviewing the proposed legislation.
Senator CRANSTON. Thank you very much.
[The prepared statement of Ms. Determan follows I

) e
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Mr. Chairman and Members of the Subcommittee:

The American Bar Association appreciates this opportunity

to present its views on family violence. I am Sara-Ann Determan,

Co-Chairperson of the Association's Committee on Rights of Women

of the Sectiqa of Individual Rights and Responsibilities. In

February, 1978, the ABA House of Delegates adopted a resolution

on the subject of family violence. That resolution provides as

follows:

BE IT RESOLVED, that the American Bar
Association supports federal, state and
local efforts to combat the incidence,
causes and effects of family violence
and supports the implementation of programs
to protect the victims of family violence.

The Association's Section of Individual Rights and

Responsibilities has studied the problem and believes that it

is an extremely serious one that broadly affects the American

family of all races and economic classes.

We believe that federal legislation is needed to establish

a priority for combatting family violence and to implement a

national strategy involving coordination of existing programs

and research looking toward the initiation of new programs and

efforts in this area. We believe that the victims of family

violence are usually unable to protect themselves because of

their economic and psychological dependence on their abusers

and their inability to alter the pattern of family violence.

Becanse of this, it is imperative that the government take

action to combat the crimes of woman battering and of child

abuse.

7
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The number of persons affected by domestic violeace is

staggering. FBI statistics for reported crime reveal that

the number of domestic beatings are three times as prevalent

as the number of rapes, and there is a rape reported every

three minutes. The FBI estimates that these figures 'for

.reported crimes represent leelothan 10% of the total number

of "wife-beatings" that occur. According to FBI statistics,

one-eighth of all homicides in the United States are spouse

killings and one-fifth of all police officers killed annually

die while responding to domestic disturbance calls.

'Child abuse, too, is a serious national problem. It is

currently estimated that annually one million children in the

United States are the victims of child abuse and neglect.

Additionally, there is reason to believe that child abuse is

involved in 2,000 child deaths annually.

In conclusion, the ABA believes that family violence is

an extremely serious problem and urges Congress to take action

in this area. On behalf of the Association, I thank the

Chairman and the Subcommittee for permitting us to "resent

these views.

-2-
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IRA S. LouRtE/M. D.
AMERICAN PSYCHIATRIC ASSOCIATION

CUOD MORNING.

N IS DR. IRA S. LOURIE, AND I AM APPEARING HERE TODAY. ON

BEHALF F THE AMERICAN PSYCHIATRIC ASSOCIATION, A MEDICAL SPECIALTY

SOCIETY WITH A MEMBERSHIP OF OVER 24,000 PSYCHIATRISTS REPRESENTING A

CROSS SECTION OF THOSE PRACTICING PSYCHIATRY, RANGING FROM THE ACADEMIC

f) THE ADMINISTRATOR TO THE INDIVIDUAL IWCOMMUNITY, PUBLIC HEALTH SERVICE

OR PRIVATE PRACTICE THROUGHOUT THE UNITED STATES.

THE OBJECTIVES OF THE AMERICAN PSYCHIATRIC ASSOCIATION STATE OUR

OEDICATION NOT ONLY TO IMPROVING THE TREATMENT, REHABILITAT:ON AND CARE OF

fHE MENTALLY ILL, BUT ALSO OUR DEDICATION TO ADVANCING THE STANDARDS OF

ALL PSYCHIATRIC SERVICES AND TO COOPERATE WITH ALL WHO ARE CONCERNED WITH

OTHER MEDICAL, PSYCHOLOGICAL, SOCIAC AND LEGAL ASPECTS OF MENTAL HEALTH

AND ILLNESS. THE OPPORTUNITY TO APPEAR TODAY IS VERY MUCH IN KEEPING

WITH THE APA's OBJECTIVES, AND WE THANK YOU, MR, CHAIRMAN, FOR ALLOWING

US TO PROVIDE OUR INPUT ON THE MOST'SERIOUS MATTER OF DOMESTIC VIOLENCE.
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I
MUST POINT OUT BEFORE BEGINNING TO ADDRESS THIS ISSUE THAT WHILE.

L AM AN EMPLOYEE OF THE NATIONAL INSTITUTE OF MENTAL HEALTH, MY PRESTNCE

HERE TODAY IS IN ANOTHER CAPACITY. 'I AM APPEARING ON BEHALF OF THE APA

AND THE VIEWS I PROPOUND ARE NOT NECESSARILY TAOSE OF EITHER NIMH OR

ADAMHA.

DOMESTIC VIOLENCE -; AB OVER4EW

THIS NATION OVER THE.' AST TWENtY YEARS, HAS BEGUN TO COME TC GRIPS

)
WITH THE ISSUE OF DOMESTIC VIOLENCE CHILD ABUSE, ADOLESCENT ABUSE.AND

SPOUSE ABUSE. WE DID NOT NOW THEN WHAT WE KNOW NOW: THAT DOMESTIC
.'

VIOLENCE IS NOT CLASS OR CULTURE BOUND; THAT CHILDREN UNDER.THE AGE or

PIVE ARE NOT THE PREDOMINANT VICTIMS OF ABUSE; THAT ABUSE UNREPORTED DOES

NOT MEAN THAT ABUSE IS NOT PRESENT.

FIRST, ATTENTION WAS FOCU'ED ON CHILD ABUSE, AND TODAY THERE ARE MANY

EFFORTS AD THE STATE, FEDERAL AND LOCAL LEVELS TO DEAL WITH THIS PROBLEM.

WHEREAI THE ISSUE WAS FIRST CONSIDERED A LEGAL ONE, TODAY'WE HAVE COME

TO RECCOGNIZE THAT CHILD ABUSE AND MAD ADOLESCENT AND SPOUSE ABUSE*

AS WELL -- ARE THE REsuLT OF ABERRANT FAMILY PROCESS WITH PHYSICAL,

PSYCHIATRIC, SOCIAL AND LEGAL IMPLICATIONS BOTH FOR THE FAMILY ITSELF

AND SOCIETY AT LARGE. AS WE HAVE LEARNED MORE ABOUT FAM1V VIOLENCE.

so, TOO, HAVE WE SOUGHT MEANS 4,BRINGIN1 A HALT TO ABUSE. 'SERVICE .

PROGRAMS HAV: BEEN DEVELOPED WITH A MULTIDICIPLINARY APPROACH IN WHICH

VARIOUS PROFI.SSIONALS AND NONPROFESSIONALS WITHIN A COMkUNITY Htdi COME

TOGETHER TO SUPPORT FAMILIES IN WHICH TIIERE I4kA CHILD AT RISK. THE

MEDIcAL, LEGAL AND SOCIAL S-ERVICES COMMUNITIES HAVE COME TO RECOGNIZE

THAI REMOVING AN ABUSED Cli-ILD FROM THE HOME IS NOT NECESSARILY THE MOST

PREFERABLE MEANS OF ENDING ABUSIVE TREATMENT. SERVICE PROGRAMS HAVE HAD

AS AN OBJECTIVE THAT OF KEEPING FAMILIES INTACT, THROUGH COUNSELING OR

OTHER SUPPORTIVE PEDICAlrAND SOCIAL SERVICES, RATHER THAN RELYING ON
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INVOLUNTARY PLACEMENT OF ABUSED CHILDREN THROUGH THE SOCIAL WELFARC.OR

COURT SYSTEMS,
3

.
AS AN OUTGRQWTH OF THIS NEW ATTENTION BEING PAID TO CHILD ABUSE

HAS'COME THE RECOGNITION THAI INFANTS ARE NOT THOSE WHO ARE PREDOMINANTLY
A

. ABUSED. RATHER, ABUSE AFFECTS ALL CHILD1EN OF ALL AGES AT ROXIMATELY

EQUAL RATES. MOREOVER, WE HAVE LEARNED THAT SPOUSE .ABUSE, TH AGAINST

WIVES ANAUSBANDS, IS WIDESPREAD, THOUGH.FAR LESS FREQUEN Y REPORTED

THAN INCIDENCES OF CHILD OR ADOLESCENT ABUSE.

RECENT RESEARCH IS DEMONSTRATING THAT THt PATTER S 'OF ABUSE ARE

NOT THF SAME AMONG ViRIOUS AGE GROUPS OF ABUSED CHIL Ftf.N, ADOLESCENTS

AND ADULTS. INDEED, WITHIN THE POPULATION OF ADOLESCENTS ABUSED

(APPROXIMATELY TWENTY-FIVE PERCENT OF ALCVALIDATED ABUSE CASES) IT HAS

BEEN DISCOVERED.IHAT THE CAUSES AND NATURE OF ABUSE, WHILE PARALLELING

ABUSE OF THE VERY YOUNG IN SOME WAYS, IN MANY WAYS DIFFERENT, TWAT

IS'TO SAY, THE FAMILY PRESSURES GIVING RISE TO THE ABUSE VARY GREd.Y.

DATA, UNFORTUNATELY, ARE INCOMPLETE, BECAUSE WHILE ADOLESCEN'S TO AGE

EIGHTEEN ARE COVERED UNDER CHILD ABUBE PROTECTION SYSTEMS, THE SYSTEMS

HAVE NOT DEVECOPED THE CAPACITY 'to DEAL ADEQUATELY WITH THE DIFFE.REN1

NATURE OF THE PROBLEM. 'RECENT LIMITED EFFORTS HAVE RESULTED IN THE

GROWING RECOGNITION OF THIS PROBLEM IN THE DEVELOPMENTAP PILOT PROGRAMS,

MOST RECENTLY, THE PLIGHT OF THE BATTERED OR ABUSED SPOUSE HAS

COME TO NATIONAL ATTENTION. UNLIKE TWE AREA OF CHILD ABUSE, THERE IS

NO EXTANT REPORTING SySTEM FOR MEDICAL CASES IN WHICH ABUSE 'IS SUSPECTED

6

OR VALIDATED, AND UNLIKE THE AREA OF CHILD ABUSE, A SYSTEM OF4ULTI-

DISCIPLINARY CASE MANAGEMENT HAS NOT BEEN INSTITUTED. UNLIKE CHICDREN,

OR EVEN ADOLESCENTS, SPOUSES HAVE NO LEGAL PROTECTION 'AGAINST ABUSE.

WHAT WE DO HAVE ARE LOCAL "HAVENS" FOR THE ABUSED SPOUSE. THESE ARE FEW

- \
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AND FAR BETWErEN WITH LITTLE COMMUNITY SUPPORT -- BE IT ONEY,

PSYCHIATRIC, MEDICAL, SOCIAL OR LEGAL COUNSELING, CR OT R SERVICES,/

.

JAE DATA ARE SO sKEicNyl, AND THE RESEARCH SO LIMITED THAT THE

PHENOMENON IS NOT WELL UpDERSTOOD BY ANYONE.IN THE COMMUNITY OF PROEES-

SIONALS, PARAPROFESSIONALS AND NO0410FESSIONALS ATTEMPTING TO DEAL 4

WTH THE PROBLEM:

THE ROLEAFII PSYMAIRY_ILLURBING DOMESTIC VIOLENCE

/. THERE ARE THREE MAJOR AREAS IN WHICH THE PSYCHIATRIST -- AS A

. PHYS(CIAN Alip AS A SPECIALIST IN MENIAL ILIMESS -- HAS ?EDI AND MUST

CONTINUE TO BE INVOLVfD IN THE AREA OF DOMESTIC VIOLENCE. I REFER

HERE .6 SERVICE PROGRAMS FOR THE ABdSED AND' ABUSIVE, RtSEARCH AND

TRAINING.

.THE PSYCHIATRIST, TODAY OFTEN THE CHILI/ AND ADOLESCENT PSYCHIATRIST, N.

HAS BEEi A PART OF THE MULTIDISCIPLINARY IEAMS NOW WORKIN6 IM.TH5 AREA pF.

- '

DomEsTIC VIOLENCE. HIS bR HER PRESENCE AS PART OF SUCH A TEAM EDS

TO THE flINDERSTANDING OF FAMILY DYNAMICS, CHILD DEVELOPMENT AND WHEN

APPROPRIATE, PSY,CHO-PATHOLUGY..ALL OF WHICH CAN HELP INSURE THE MOST

BENEFICIAL CASE..MANAGEMENT, AND ULTIMATELY THE eim OF AgUSE IN'A PARTICULAR

FAMILY. .FbR EXAMPLE, THE PSYCHIATRIST CAN ASSEii THE NEM FOR PSYCHIATRIC

THERAPY FOR ANY.MEMBER, OF THE FAMILY IN WHICH ABUSE Is PRESENT.

,OR SHE CAN 'HUGH THE.EFFECTS OF VARIOUS INTERVENtION OPTIONS.ON THE

'FAMILY, THEREBY HELPING TO DETERMINE WHETHER A FAMILY IS BEST 064RAGED

TO REMAIN, INTACT, WHETHER A SEPARATION IS PREFERABLE, 3R WHETHEF; THE

CASE SHOULD SE EVALUATED BY THE CORRECTIONS SYSTEM.' LAST, HE OR...1HE

CAN.ASSESS,SPECIF DINAMICS OF FAMILIES WITH A.HISTORY OF DOMESTIC :

VIOLENCE WITH AN EYE TOWARD pEVELOPING AN ETIOLOGY OF. ABUSE.

C.
le 4) f
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WITHIN THE AREA OF RESEARCH, THE PSYCHIATRIST CAN PLAY AN

IMPORTANT ROLE, WHETHER THE RESEARCH IS ON.AN AD HOC BASIS OR'UNDER OTHER
1 A

F6EDERAL OR OTHER SUBSIDY, BRINGING HIS OR HER KNOWLEDGE OF RESEARCH

O'N VIOLENCE, FAMILY DYNAMICS, CH)LD DEVELOPMENT TO SEAR ON THE SPECIFIC'

QUESTION OF DOMESTIC VIOLENCE. WCADDRESSES BOTH THE ABOED AND ABUSIVE

WITH 'AN EYE TOWARD CULLING.COMMON.DENOMINATORS FRON THE COMPLEX SERIES -

OF JRIGGER 'SITUATIONS WHICH 'MAY RESULT.' IN FAMILY VIOLENCE.

THE PSYCHIATRISZ CAN FURTHER HELP' TRAIN OTHER PROFESSIONALOAND.

PARAPAFESSIONALS, INCLUDING LAW ENFORCEMENT PERSONNEL, IN THE
e

PSYCHkAiRIC ASPECTS OF INTERVENTION IN FAMILY CRISIS SITUATIONS:

TODAY, HOWEVER, THE ABILITY OF THE PSYCHIATRIST OR OTHER PROFESSIONALS

WORKING IN THE'AREA OF DOMESTIC VIOLENCE IS SEVERELY LIMITED. T:;IESE

LIMITATIONS AWE JHE RESULT OF INSUFFIC.I.ENT RESEARCH, !NSUFFICIENT FUNIA
.%

AND, UNTIL TODAY, INSUFFICIENT NATIONAL 1414EREST IN FAMILY VIOCENCE

.0THER THAN CHILD ABUSE.

WHAT IS NEW JO_AFFECT CHANOESAN FAMILY VIOLENCE

BASED IN LARGE MEASURE ON MY INVOLVEMENT IN CtIILDt AND ADOLESCENT :

ABUSE, IT BECOMES CCEAR THAT FOUR MAJOR NEEDS ARE LACKING IN OUR

'1EFFORTS TO CURB1DOMESTIC VIOLENCE; SERVICE POTENTIAL, TRAINING OF

PERSONNEL, BASIC RESEARCH AND THE EJ.INDS NECESSARY TO MEET THE THREE -

OTHER NEEDS.

IT IS NECESSARY TO.PRAIDE INCREASED SERVICE POTENTIAL TO ALL GROUPS

\OF ABUStD PERSONS, SAYING PARTICULAR ATTENTION TO.ThE DISPARATE NEEDS

'AND TREATMENT TECHNOLOGIES FOR EACH GROUP, THERE ARE ALREADY SUCCHSFUL

f'?
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AODELS WHICH HAVE BEEN OR ARE BEIN.G DEVELOPED ON THE LOCAL, STATE AND

REGIONAL LEVELS WHICH, AS DEMONSTRATII:14 PROGRAMS CODLD PROVIDE MODELS

* FOR FUTURE PROGRAMS AND INCREASED IMPETUS, fo THf MULTIDISCIPLINARY
% *

. /EAMS NOW WORKING IN THIS AREA. EACH MODEL ALSO PROVIDES POTENTIAL

IFOR BASIC RESEARCH INTO T4E ETIOLOGYOF THR VARIOUS KINDS OF DOMESTIC

VIOLENCE CHILD AB SE, ADOLESCENT' ABUSE AND SPOUSE ABUSE WHICH
* .

WILL RESULT IN,THE D VELOPMENT OF APPROPRIATE SERVICES TO MEET THE
.

SPLCIAL NEEDS OF EACH GROUP AND THE FAMIL4ES OF THOSE ABUSED.

As PART OF T,HE DEVELOPMENT OF SERVICE POTENTIAL, IT IS NECESSARY

ALSO TO DEVELOP OUTREACH. WHILE 'THE NUMBERS OF REPORTED CAFES OF
.

ABUSE ARE ON/THE RISE, THE BATTERED SPOUSE SYNDROME, N PARTICULAR,

HAS NOT YET BEEN SI4FICINTLY DEIGMATIZP TO ALLOW;ITS VICTIMS TO

READILY SEEK HELP. GREATER.PUBLIC EBUCATIO TO.SERT/ICES MILL BE NEEDED

AS WILL AN EFFORT TO fDUCAPE THE PUBLIC TO THE PHENOMENON ITSELF.-

-.

ADOLESCENTS, EVEN WHEN RECOGNIZED,AS HAVING BEEN ABUSED, ARE OFTENe

ISEEN AS MANIMATIVE VTCTIMIZERS, AND THE ABUSE TOWARD THEM FORGIVEN.

FOR EXAMPLE,%1UER.SHOWING A VIDEOTAPE OF FOUR ABUSED ADOLESCENTS TO

A.GROUP gr; JUVENILE OFFICERS, THEFT/ COMBINED RESPONSE $AS "BOY, WERE

I

G

THOSE KIDS MANIPULATIVE". SO, IT GOES WITH SPOUSE ABUSE, WHERE THE
s

VICTIM IS SEEN AS BEEN MASOCHISTIC "ASKING FWABUSE". BEFORE

EFFECTIVE SERVICE CAN BE GIVEN, T4SE MYTHS MUST BE LAID TO REST.

ALONG ...IITH SERVICES, TRAINED PERSONNEL WILL BE NEEDED. IF,00GRAMS

ARE TO BE DEVELOPED NATIONALLY, ADEOUATC STAFF.TO RESEARCH, EVALUATE
o

AND MANAGE SUCH PROGRAMS IS CRUCIAL. IN THE PAST, APPROPRIATIONS HAVE
4)

BEEN RELATIVELY SMALL TO'THE PROGRAMS THAT DO eXIST IN THE AREA OF

FAMILY VIOIENCE, AND QUALIFIEb STAFFING HAS SUFFERED EVEN MORESEVERELY.

6
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4

AT THE FEDERAL LEVELS)) WOUL6 NOT)BE INAPPRORIATE FOR SPECIFIC

LEGISLATIVE LANGUAGE.TO BE INCLUDED'IN.ANY B.ILL'DEALING WITH.DOMESTIC

VIOLENC5, MANDATING ADEQUATE TRAINING EFFORTS AND APPROPRIATE AUTHORIZATIONS

Tr) CARRY oUT iNE TRAININA.
6

i"
AT THIS TIME, RESEARCH IN THf AREA OF FAMILY VIOLENCE IS PERHAPS

4

THE ROST IMPORTANT_STEP AICH MuST PE TAKEN. RESEARCH IN FAMILY VIOLENCE

TODAY, THOUGH'SOME HEADWAY IS BEING MADE IN THE AREA OF THE BAITERED

SPOUSE, PREDOMINANTLr HAS DEALT wI.TH CHIL6 AUSE. MOREOVER, THIS

RESEARCH HAS BEEN GEARED PARTICULARLY TO THE PEDIATRIC SETTING

DESCRIBING ABUSE PATTERNS'FOR CHILDREN UNDER FIVE WHO HAVE BEEN

SUBJECTED TO SEVERE INJURY. FROM THIS, WE HAVE PEEN AWE'TO DEVELOP

A PARADIGA FOR CHIID'ABLTSE WHICH IS BIASED AND wORKED BEST FOR ONLY

THE GROUP STUDIED. ATTEMPTS To DENY THIS BIAS AND To APTLY THE RESULTS

OF SuCH RESEARCH ACROSS THE BOARD PUSS THE BASIc DIFFERENCES BETWEEN

GROUU Of ABUSED PEA0TIS AND 0BSCURE THE FACTORS WHICH ARE INDiED ;

COMMON TO ALL'GROUPS.

0. RESEARCH IN FAMILY VIOLENCE HAs SUFFERED FROM CATEGORICAL APPROACHES.

.BASIC RESEARCHERS AND EPIBEMIOLOGIST AGREE .THAT THE TERM "ANUSE"
0

WHETHER APPLIED TO CH'ILDREN, fiDOLESCERT.S'OR FOUSES, IS .INDEFINABLE.

THESE TERMS ARE LEGAL AND POLITICAL. 'THEY ARE' DEFINED BY LAW AND ARE

USED TO PROTECT LIVES.AND ASSURE SERVICES.TO GRouRs OF VICTIMIZED

PEOPLE IN NEED oF ADVOCACY. THIS, IS.IDENTICAL fo THE TERM AND

CONCEPT OF "INSANITY". THIS CONCIPT IS EXTREMELY usEFuL IN DESCRIBING

AND DETERMINING A PERSON'S MENTAL COMPETENCE, AND OETLN FOR THE ACOPISTTION

s
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OF SPECIAL SERVICES FOR THAT PERSON. HUT, IF WE PRETEND THAT INSANITY

IS MORE THAN THAT, ivE CAN GET INTO REAL TROUBLE BECAUSE IT OVERIOOK!..

ALL THE-MANX RELATED AND.UNRELATED CONDRIONS WHICH MAY VEAD TO ONE'S

BtING DECLARED "INSANE." FURTHER, CRE'ATION OF PROGRAMS BASED CIN THIS

CONCEPT WOU'LD ULPIMATELY LEAD TO HARMFUL INSTINTIONS BASED 0*

INTERNALLY CONSISTENT BUT IgVALID CONCEPTS.

SO IT IS 14/TH CHILD ABUSE, 'ADOLESCENT ABUSE AND SPOUSE yusE.

NEESE ARE ALL USEFUL 1ERMS TO PROTECT AND ASSURE SERVICES TO POPUIATIONS

IN NEED.. HOWEVER, FOR THE PURPOSES OF RESEARCH THEY ARE MUCH LESS USEFUL.

RESEARCH Myst BE BROADER AND NON-CATEGORICAL IN NATURE. 4E MUST LEARN

MORE AllOUT FAMILY VIOLENCE IN ITS BROADEST SEN9E THE PARENT/CHILD

AND HUSBAND/WIFE RELAT$ONSHIPS* CHILD DEVELOPMENT, IFE DEV'ELOFTENT,

ADOLESCENT TRANSIT'ON," THE EFFECTS OF VARIOUS KINDS OF STRESS ON

VARINS TYPES OF 'INDIViDUAL, WHAT IHE IRTGGER MECHANISMS FOR VIOLENCE.

ARE. ONCE spcm N BROAD.PERSPECTIVE IS GAINED.' WE CAN LOOK AT.WRAT
.

WE KNGW ABOUT EACH CATEORY OF ABUSE CHILDREN, 'ADOLESCENTS, SPOUSES,

' WITHIN A BROAD FRAMEWORK.
yr,

ONLY WITH RESEARCH OF THIS NOURE CAN isE FIND 1HE COMMON THREADS 4

"wit VIOLENCE;.CAN MeLEARNeWHETHtR IT IS PIE SHEER NUMBER OF

FSSURES.ON PARTICULAR INDIVIDUALS WHICH TGGERS VIOLENCE, OR A

.EC6L ADMIXTURE WHICH CAN BE IDENTIFIED ATPOSS.ALL CASES ag--41TEST1C

VIOLENCE.. CATEGO4OCAL RESEARCH PROGRAMS ENTICE US INTO NARRL RESEARCH

STUDIES4WHLRE, LIKE EN THE EXAMPLE OF INSANITY,.PROJECTS ARE .INTFRNALLY

CONSISTENT, BUT BASED ON BIA1ED, NARROW, AND MOST LIALY INVALID
I

CONCEPTS.

A

,8
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MY FAvORITE EXAMPLE OF THIS IS rHE OFT-STATED "FACT" THAT CHILD

4 ABUSERS WERE THEMSEIVES ABUSED AS CHILDREN. THI% "FACT" IS NOW ALMOST

UNIVERSALLY ACCEPTED AS A ILADING CAUSE bE CHILD AENSF, HOwEvEri, THIS

STATISTIC IS BASED ON STUDIES OF ABUSED CHILDREN. WE HAVE NO CONCEPTION

AS To HOW MANY ABUSED CHIIDREN ACTUALLY GROW UP TO ABUSE THEIR-OWN

CHILDREN AND HOW mANY GROW UP WITH A COUNTERREACPoN WHICH WOULD CAUSr

'THEM 10 REJECT AIL FORMS OF VIOLENCE AGAINST THI I:. OWN 0111(44u.

YET, WE REMAIN "HUNG-UP" ON THIS FACT -- AND STILL ACCEPT IrS UNTE:)1FD

AND DoUBTFUL SICAIFICANCE. io.menip THIs, WE MUSf su UP SYSTEMS

WHICH ENCouRAGE SCIENTISTS IN THE BROAD A FAS OF CHILD DEvElOPM'1W.

ADuLf DivfIGFMENT,FAMILY DE.NEIOPMLNI ANVIVIOLENLE TO APPIY THFIR

0.0411-DGE AND DATA TO ABUSED POPULAfIONS.

CONCLINA

Af THE PRiSINT i:ME, 001.M1ANF: Of RtIuCING oR FLIMiNATING

vintNIF ARE I IMITED IN PAPE KLAUSE NO L,RGANI7FD 5YSf1.M OF DATA

Cottl-ClION v., THE WAF RFAILY EXIsfs, IN PART'BECAW.E RFSTARCH INTO
"!

THE cALIAS L. ABRSE HAVE BEEN LIMIIED AND MIsDIRIffID AND IN PART

fitCAUSF DOME 'IC vIOLENE:E REMAENS-A "HIDDEN" Flii-NALNON, EMBAWPASMINT

To WHICH rwE BATTERED SPOUSE, ADO(FSCENT OR MID IS NOT 0+ ffu iN
*.

TO SUBJECT HIMSELF OR HERSELF RY SPEOINu OF IT OR "HINF, POI IC".
/-

tAs MENTAL ILIN4S IS AN l',SuE WnICH,wITH THE EFFORTS OF THE ANI An

THE PRrSIDENT'S COMMISSION off '.-ENTAFIlEALTH,HA". BLIn

ISO TOO MUST FAMILY v;OTENCE. AS mENTAI pA; WW1 TO BE

"BROUGHT OUT ONTHE CLOSET", SO, TOO, Mfil FAMILY vIotf-Nu. Doff-

t

4
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BROUGHT,OUT, RhEARCH.AND SERVICES CAN BE MADE AVAILABLE TO UNDERSTAND

'.'AND THEN HELP ELIMINATE THE ROOTS OF DOMESTIC VIOCLNCE. A WISE

CONGWESS WILL WRESTLE WITH THE PARADOX OF NEEDING A CATEGORICAL

APPROACH TO SERrICE AND A NONCATEGORICAL APPROACM TO RESEARCH,

AND DEVELOP A MEANINGFUL PROGRAM WHICH CAN AND WILL ENCOMPASS BOTH.

J

7'1

1

0

0
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The Phenomenon of the Abused Adolescent: A Clin-
ical Study

IRA S. LOURIE
National Ihtitutc of Menial &dial'

The abuse of adolescents is a problem of epidemic proportions. Although this
problem hal: Many factors in common with the phenomena of child abuse, it has

many unique faitors. These factors relate to the developmental prink-13es present

In adolescence and to how youth and their families react to therm The total
picture of this problem is not nearly complete, but this study indicatea that (1

there is a great variability in the patterns demonstrated by families of abused

and neglected adolescentl; (2) the abused and neglected adolescents usually have
developmental problems in the areas of separation and control; and (3) the

parentA are, similarly in the midst of a crisis elatd to their own stage of
development.

Every year millions .-.)f adolescents are involved in some form and
degree of physical violence in their homes. This, violence ranges from

what most people would consider acceptable punishment to what all
would consider abuse. For those young people who are abused or perceive
themselves as abused there is little help available. Very often the
recognition of abuse leads them to further victimization ky their families
and by agencieaill equipped to deal with them.

pis phenomenon of the abused adolescent has received relatively
little consideration.- in the field of child abuse and neglect. Although
recent statistics demonstrate 25-30 percent of protective serOce caseloads
aCrosa the country are adolescents, tha literature is devoid of pertinent
information as to specific factors in the identification, etiology and case
management of adolescent cases.. Gil (1970:105) found in his national
studAon the incidence of abuse that 16-17 percent of the children reported
were )Dver 12 years of age. These apparent underestimates are also
reflected in the child abuse literature where such majpr works as The

Battered Child by Kempe and Helfier, The Battered Child in Canada by
%Ilan Stolk, Somewhere a Child is,Crying by Fontana, and Children in
Jeopardy by Elmer mention hardlyi a word about the adolescent. Recently

Stra-ts, Gelles and Steinmetz (1976) have been.exploring physical violence
;

268
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in American families. As part of this "Family Violence Research Program'
it has been reported that 58 percent of 285 college freshmen interviewed
had been struck by their paren he year preceding college and that ix

percent had received silo' nt physical injury (Mulligan, 1976). Rir
and Tripp in a personal communication report 10 cases of adolescents
hospitalized in a six-month period as the result of abuse and 31 adolescent

cases referred as outpatients to a child abuse team in the following.eleven
months. Steele and Hopkins report that among 100 first pickup juvenile
offenders, 92 had been abused in the year and a half prior to pickup. In
her national sample of 1000 girls, Konopka (1976) mentions the surprising
amount of abuse prevalent as well as the serious psychological repercus-
sions of this abuse. In recent experience with runaway houses, this
author has been impressed with the high percentage of unrc ?orted abused
adolescents in their caseloads. This incidence is presently under foimal
investigation.

Table 1
z.7

Reported Incidence of Abuse of Children 12 Years Old or Older
_

Jurisdiction Time Period

Percent of
Abuse Reports
on Children 12
Years Old or

Older

Connecticut I/74-12/75 24 0

Montana 1/74-12/74 29.'7

Arizona 1970-1974 25-28
Montgomery-County, Md. 1/75-9/76 49.0

Includes neglect.

Lourie and Cohan (1976) describe the failure of pridessionals working
with child abuse to extend their thinking beyqnd the "battered baby" of-

thoearly 1960's to this large abused population over .12 years old. Tbey

question the advisability of accepting the present working assumption

that what is known about child abuse and neglect is generalizable'to the

adolescent. An exploration must be made of the differences between the
two age groups so that a.' '-!scents can be adequately served and protected.

As stated before, th asic fund of knowledge concerning abused and

neglected children was developed 'from the frame of reference of the
battered infant. The generally accepted model for this, as described by

Kempe and Helfer (1972), consists of three major factors: (1) the parent
With the potential to abuse; (2) the special child; and (3) the crisis

situation. Steele and Pollack (1974) show that parents with psychological
problems may distort the normal needs of their children and abuse yiem

and that hyperactive children, unwanted and premature children ("Special
Children") are thought more likely to provoke abuse. Environmental and

r
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social stresses whether related to society or directly to the individual art .
felt to be a factor in abuse.

While there are many children who have been abused and neglecek
from their childhood into adolescence, for many the abuse and neglect
start in adolescence. For these cases we must search for the factors which
allowed the family to avoid abuse during the child's early years ane:
which precipitated the abuse during adolescence. Similarly, in those

cases where abuse continues from.childhood into adolescence, we must
look for ways to explain why abuse can exist unnoticed in these families
for so long only to become manifest in adolescence.

A CLIWAL STUIW

TheProtective Service Unit of the Montgomery County Department
of Social Services, Rockville. Maryland, is the recipient of all reports of
abused and negloctmi children up to 18 years of age in a suburban
Washington, LI.C. county with a population- of 550.000. This study. was
initiated in September 1975 reviewing cases back to January 1975 arid

seeing new cases through October 1976, and- continuing to the present
time. During the 12 months from September 1975 to August 1976, the
aiency, received reports on 258 adolescents out of a tbtal caseload of 751
abused and neglected. children. One hundred fifty-seven of these adoles-

cents were reported as physically abused, 89 as neglected (which includes
emotional abuse) and 12 as sexually abused. All of these cases were .
reviewed and 25 cases werestudied in greater depth using an individual
psychiatric interview with the child and an interview with the family.
Included in this sample were 10. physical *base cases, nine neglect or
emotional abuse cases. and 6 sexual abuse cases. They, ranged from 12-17

years of age: 18 were females and 7 were males. The intervies focused
on patterns of family interaction and the psythosocial developmental
status of the youth and the parents.

Family Patterns

The patterns of family interaction demonstrated by 'the families seen
in this study were extremely variable. As a result it was not possible to
develop any concise typology.,The following two cases demonstrate the
wide extremes in these patterns and address several pertinent issues.

Linda E I4-year-old white female who was referred by her mother, who was
proveb.ed by Linda's "talking back." Linda is an obese, depressed. and (ippositional girl
whose provocations are the result in part from feehngs of !lowliness and emptiness. Linda

also has a history of grand mal seizures since an arly age. Her mother is an anth.- woman

who was deserted by her husband shortly after Linda's birth. She has always been

resentful of Linda who "restricted her MY and has found caring for her a terrible burden.

Four years before the ahusive mcident. Mrs. E's mother on whom she had been quite
dependent died. heralding a rapid decline in the relationship with her own needy child

This decline ultimately led to the abuse incident.
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Becky B. is a 14-year.old white female bo was referred after a rz.ther severe beating
at the hands of her father following her "talking with a br I told het not to talk with
Becky is a pleasant, rather seductive girl m.ho pre4ents herself in a way more reminiscent
of an 18 or 20-year-old She has had numerous ,truggl- it h her parents o'ver limns
These conflicts in the past have precipitated a runaway episode She sees herself as having
been a shy dependent girl until reaching seventh grade. when she -grew up real fast
Becky's parents appear as a rather close couple who art. interested in the welfare of their
daugnter. Hewever. both parents are extremely rigid. This is especially true for the
father, who has many preconceived generalizations about what girls should be :.ind which
young people. "hippies." are bad. This rigidity led to the assessment of unrealistic limits
which Becky continually tested. The conflict between parent and child led to the abusive
incident.

In the first case, Linda and her mother represent the typical abusive
pattern with an extremely demanding and injured child living with a
dependent mother who is lacking a vehicle for her own needed emotional
support (in this case following the loss of her mother). Contrariwise, in
the sechd case, Becky's father presents a picture of a man with many
interpersonal strengths and a strong relationship with his wife and
children. Becky, unlike LiRda, has shown strength in her psychosocial
development. The conflicts between Becky and her paaefits appear to be
related to conflicts based on their strengths, while those betwcen 'Linda
and her 'mother appear to represent their mutual frustration C.t not
having their exaggerated needs satisfied by each other.

Another issue which thes9 cases demonstrate is that of impulse
control. Linda's mother, in contradistinction to her interpersonal needs,
shows strength in the area of impulse control. It was this strength that
kept her from phxsically acting ,:at her frustrations earlier in Linda's life,
and more importabtly prevented her from severely beating Linda during
the present episode when her, frustrations finally overwhelmed her.
Becky's father, again, represents the other end of.the spectrum. He has
trouble controlling his impulses. This is represented first by his rigidity
apt secondly by his need to control Becky to 'the extent that he does.
When he berame overwhelmed, his angry impulses were easily unleashed
in a vicious ttack on his daughter.

Although no specific family-or individual patterns were established
for abused and neglected adolescents in this study, invariably we found
either the adolescent or his parent dealing poorly with an expected
developmental task. In the sample, the youths were usually 'struggling
with developmental problems of separation and/or control. The parents
were dealing with a broader range of issues which were less amenable to
classification. The following discussion will focus on both these adolescent
and parent issues.

THE ADOLESCENT

The developmental tasks and stresses of adolescence have been
demonstrated to be monumental for many. Most often the reactions to
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this process by youth and their families disrupt long-standing famil,
adjustments. As families readjust. abuse and:or neglectful episode-. ma)

occur as a reaction- to this process. In other cases, abuse and neglect.
ongoing since childhood, become manifest as a reaction to the develop-
mental process. Refating back -to the concept of the "special child" as a
major etiological factors every adolescent is a sp-ial child: However.

even though every youth is a special child, each youth's specialnes.; is

different: whk makes for these differences and increased vulnerabdity
must be looked at in terms of the expected developmental struggles of

adolescence.
Adolescence is a stage in life where the school-age child, must

relinquish a comfortable' position as, a controlled and dependent family
member. He must then move toward a position separated from his family.
taking the responsibility for his or her ,well-being and social behavior.
Simultaneously the adolescent must adjust to Marked changes in his or

her body, both in the areas of physical and sexual development. To arrive

at a productive and comfortable adult stage each child must integrate his
new body, new sexuality, new individuality, new responsibility, and
control. All this must be done in the contexA of an ever-changing society,

one which usually assigns to youths a role which is much different-

looking from that assumed for them by their parents. The fact that so
many young people make the bridge to adult life successfully is a
testimonial to the resilience of the human organism and its basic wish to

be normal.
The application of these developmental principles to the area of

abuse requires looking at.those developmental lines that are most often a

problem in these youth and/or their families to see what makes this one
"special." As staied earlier, case studies indicate that the two most
common developmental problems which lead to family violence are sepa-

ration and behavioral control.

Separation

17

WilliaM L. is a 16-year-old Oriental male who has become a social isolate at school

due to his own perceptions of' Orientals as being "half men" and fostered by his parents'

desire for isolation from peers in general and the non-Oriental population specifically

This was accompanied by exceptional school performarke and appropriate behavior

William's failure to separate kept him at home where he struggled with his father about

home responsibilities. -These struggles led to a violent act by the father in which the boy's

arm wu lacerated by thrown ashtray

The case of William is one in which separation is a prominent issue
ultimately leading to abuse. This issue is manifested by a youth's failure

to move smoothly from his family to a peer group! This separation task is

one in which both parents and children play a role. For the separation to

take place, the binding forces which hold a child in his family must be

z
;

J
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OVVITOrTIV . by the forces toward seporation and individuation. This
similar to the concpts of Swirlin (1941 who has reviewed thii work in
this area and dscrilws ntripetal and cntrifugal fin.ces i'l4eding and
expelling") in familws.

As a youth separates hy is then able to develop an individual identity.
Erikson i196141 describes fhis as the move from a position in which the
usenilne..ss of childhood idntification ends arid identity formation begins.
For this to happen, not only must the family'dynamics o(binding and
separation forces be favorable, but the individual must be ready to accept
an individual identity. to do thk thert must be adequate ego strength
and a solid base of early identification.

Failure to move smoothly in this separation task has many possible
manifestations. Most of these. when viewed from the proper perspective.
are seri as attempts by a youth to respond to a developmental lag in the
task of separation and are, therefore, reactions toward or against binding
forces. Theg:e behavioral manifestations tend to: ill represent the presence
of forces binding them to past ties and needs; C2) create the need for
increased binding; or (3), represent a flight toward separation in order to
escape unwanted binding needs. Most adolescent behaviors, whethiy seen
as problems or not, have components which rely on this drama.

In turn, these adolescent behaviors disrupt family systems, causing
stress. These behaviors are often provocative to others, includirg parents.
The dynamies 'of such provocations are usually in the service of forces
toward separation but chn be used as a binding vehicle as well. The case
of William demonstrates the interweaving of these dynamics. His failures
to separate were due to his lack of readiness and were enhanced by
binding forces of his family. This led to proyocations between himself and
his father. whit) served the dual purpose of creating a system in which
he was more closely bound to his father (through struggle), while at the
same time asserling his independent strivings, immature as tney may be.
In families such as his. where vnilence is a form of expression, this drama
can be exprmsed in violent ways which in turn can become abusive. The
adolescent can also tap in on the hidden violence in even the most
outwardly gentle parent.

When abuse occurs, it in turn becomes another factor in dt.terrninatn
of separation dynamics. Sometinws the reaction to abuse is to run away,
a case in which separation -forces supercede. 0.1 tie- other end of the
spectrum is the teenager who accepts all the abu!ie given, ,=::.!n though he
is perfw2tly able to fight.back or run...This is not an unusual outcome
where &pendent needs, as a result of binding finTes. are dominant.

Control

Kim t; 1, Iti-vi.ar toniab mith a threpar hi,ttory struggli.s with hur
pato.nt . about hi.r. drug and Int being involvid III nittior
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delinquent acts. The parents reacted to hr behavior ti% Intik in order 1,1 help

control her behavior. T se limits invariabl) tried to keep her elo,er in 'tome She obieeted

vehemeritly to the, a d acted by breaking each new limit During them. ,truggle-

waa'beaten. by her frustra d mother.

Control is a second jor issue in which developmental lag can easily

lead to abuse. The ca )f Kim is suc , an example. Although many of the

itpbehaviors which led o abuse in her.. ase may be explained on the bagis of

the separation i s described above, there are issues concerning the

ability to control vihich are prime. Beginning..at birth the amount of

behavioral oontrol exercised by individuals and their Parents is in an
ever-changing balance. By the time adolescence has been reached every

youth must have incorporated a certain level of self-control. If not, there

arises a situation which creates a need for closer binding in order to

solicit control from the outside, which then replaces ineffective internal

cemts.ols. The need for control is accentuated in adolescence as drives,

physical strength, and freedom increase. .

As adolescents strive for competence in these areas of control, they

must set limits for themselves and tese those limits. This is followed by

modification oPthe limits and exertion of self-control as needed. As with

all developnjtatal tasks, this is a variable one in which various levels of

control are Ileeded at different times. This requires a variable degree of

parental, control, based on the youth's rapidly fluctuating capacity to ,

control himself. ,

Often a struggle arises lii families over ,t is is,lue of contfol. These

struggles are based on a misalign ent- beilwecn a youth's ability to

control and a parent's 01 need to con ol, 12) need to avoid control, or 131

inability to offer realistic controls. In tVie case of Kim, she demonstrated a

poor ability to set her own limits. Her parents reacted to this by setting

lim;ts for her. Not only were these limits unrealistic, they were unenforce-

able The struee created led to violence, based on the fact that viblence

was a major form of expression in that partieular family.

Typically. the issu of separation and control are intertwined. Most

cases tend fc have prob in both areas. A determination as to which is

primary is often difficult,- ut is extremely importani. to the construction

of a treatment plan. There are two major patterns between which to

differentiate. In the first, there is a youth who has strong binding needs. 0

Because the direct expression of these needs is developmentally unaccept-

able, they remain hidden behind a false senSe"of independence. In order

to get closer binding the child loses control and performs an act which

causes the parent to exert external control, thereby pulling the youth

closer. *
.

--
In the second pattern, there is a youth who does not have the

capacity to control. This forces the parents to exert external control. No,

matter how much independence the 'youth can tolerate he is still bound
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closely in onder to make up for this deficit in control. Although the two
patternslhave similar behavioral manifestations, in the first we must
treat tint net-d for binding and in the second we must treat the need for
controV

THE PARENIg .

Mid-Life Development. .
Having addressed the issues , in youth development which lead to

stresses implicated in abusive situations, the parental side /must be
addressed also. Little is written about the development of the midlife
adult. Steirlin (1974) describes this process, as it pertains to separation,
as "running counter to what we find in adolescence..." Although admit-
tedly abridged, he points to several important factors: the "declining of
libidinal drives," "the relative blunting of alertness4ind inqtiisitiveness" . i

and the *need to assess and confirm existing loyalties." These and many
other unexplqred factors make the adolbscence of their children a difficUlt

: period in parents' lives. This area needs more exploration and will be the
subject of future publications:. ,

We have already seen in the discussion of the child tow the adoles-
pat. ,nt's action to development is affected by the needs and capacities of

I..ie nts. When parents face a turbulent period in their development'
they are less able to tolerate changes in their lives. In an attempt to
adjust to developmental changes the parents rely on prior support peth-4
ways that have developed in their families. When this attempt is that '.
with. an adolescent whose' dynamics, either appropriati or exaggerated,
represent a stress to the support pathways systeFfil the adults ace, left
without a mechanism to rely on as they attempt to consolidate their own .

developmental changes. This leaves both the parents and the youth
vulnerable to these stressis. Abuse is then one of the possible reactions to ,

stress.'

c.

CONCLUSION

The abuse of adolescents is a problem of epidemic proportions.
Although this problem has many factors in common with the phenomena
of child abuse, it has many unique factors. These factors zelate to .the
develoomental processes present in adolescence and to hov. youth and
their families react to them. The total picture of this problem is not
knearly complete. but this study indicates that (1) there is a great

ariability in the patterns demonstrated by families of abused/and ne-
glected adulescents; 12) the abused and neglected adolescents dually
have developmental problems in the areas of separation and control; and
(3) the parents usually are similarly in the midst of a crisis related to
their own stage of development. These phenomena must be studied

t.1
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further before this popi.lation of young people receive the care and
protection needed for normal growth and development.
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Anye of these factors is likely to incredse the. possibility of .tt
mother abusing her child.
. If we put all of those tbings together, you ean see what the likeli-
hood of abusing a child s going fo be among certain grouits, and
yet these are the very geoup that we have now denied federally
funded abortions. I know that is not. a popular vienwint, ba we
have a tremendous amount Of research supporting these findings and
we hid better start paying attention to some. of the. research we
have.

There also is a need to i\ prove im ndividual's, self-esteem. The re-
search on women who battee children, men who hatter their chil-
dren, and why spouses stay When they batter each other, seems to
suggest that there is a, low self-esteema feeling of worthlessness
among these individuals. Certainly education can overcome this;
certainly better mental herlth \centers could overcome this.

We also need to have_ hinSexist socialization. My r4earch on
battered htisbands shows sow very interesting things th*t I'had not
.expected.to find. One of.them was That these women were brutalized
when they were children. But the other finding was that when you
look at -the situation, a woman will tell you she cannot leave. A
man also tells yon he cannot. leave for the very same reason./But
when a man is questioned. he W ll tell you. "Oh.,I can certainly
leave if it. gets too had." Men alv ys feel, whether thatis the actual
situation or not. that. they have the opportunitythe choice to stay
or teave. Even when women.have adequate inconie and independent
sources of incomes, they are employed, they have credit established
and all of theSe things that we say would hq.11) the women get nut,
many of these women still will not leave. and 'they will tell you, "I-
cannot leave." There is an emotional dependence as a result of the
high priority that. is placed ,tv marriage in our society. Thke women
feel that anything else would be,less desirable; that staying in the

4, family and being beaten is Otter than getting out and tiaving the
status .of not being married. We eertainly can provide adequate edu-
cation so that individuals know thnt they have a chdice to marry
and stay married. This goes for fellOws a,s well as girls. But it tekes
the kind of education that provides them with good joh

Many women stay.in a' violent marriage because tliey do not hate.
the proper training to get out. They do not have good job skills
or any job They do not knOw ivhere to apply for certain types

...of education. So this. again, is something we van do. provide an edu-
cation that would prepare people to hold down jobs so they ean
live independently.

I think the fimil thing is somewhere in our funding efforts aimed
at eliminating domestic violence. we must-make the same kind of
commitment that is made in physical and biological science. When
a rocket or satellite fails. there is a complete investigation into the
problem. a reevalnation of the design-and a considerable effort ex-
pended to insur, that future suceess.

I believe the. thne has conic to place the needs of family members.
to Imo a safe, secure. violence frec home, on at least a priority'equal
tolhat of building a rocket or mu felevomanmication satellite. [Ap-
plause.1

o
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There is a need to have long-term commitments on, the part, of the\
Government, to recognize that the variability of hunulli .heilavios ,

insures a the &Haw of most programs on the first try.
This commitmennt needs to be extended to a recognition that

when a prograndoes not work properly, one goes back to the draw-
ing hoard, reevaluates the program. re.l .gns the program, and
repbmishes it in neW fundsexactly whal oes on in many othvr
areas Of science.

Our Declaration of Independence states that. an men are "en-
dowed by their Creator with certain unalimable Rights, that among
these are Life, Liberty and the pursuit of Ira ppiness.' .

For victims trapped in a violent family, these basic rights are
.denied.

Thank you. .

Senator CRANSTON. Thank you very. very much.
[The prepared statement of Dr. Steinmetz follows:1
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TestAmony Prepared for.the
Senate Sub-Committee di% Child- .
and Humab Development
March $, li711

..

Violence in the Family

Suzanne K. Steinmetz, Ph.D.
Individual 4 Family Studies
Oni.versity of Delaware
Newirk, DE 19711

I am pleased that after regearching the area of family vio-
lence for 8 years, I have been requested to testify before the
Senste regarding pending Domestic Violence legislation. I am
here representing COFO. Coalition of Family Organizations,
which I. composed of the American Home Fconomic Association,
National Council on Family Relat-ions, American Associations of
Marriage 6 Family Counselors and Family Servjce Association,
which are deeply committed to both research on and providing
service tO families and their members.

4

Introduction

Although extensive nedia coverage of family violence

is a recent phenomena, an examination of court records, newspaper

articles ahd laws suggest that as'long as there have Neen families

there has probably been family,violence. It certainly pre7dates

vdolince on Ili,"the movies or magazinCs.

1
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An examination of early la'ws also Luggest thit fa 'ly violenc

1,i not just a contemporary phenomena.

A 1646 law attempted to help parents control their rebellious

children, noting that unless the parents "have been very un-

chrillianly negligent in the education of sech cl,ldren or so

provoked them by extreme and cruel',:orrection," any child over 16

years of age and of sufficient understanding who Cursed, smiled

and would not obey his natural mother or fdther "would be put to

death" (Brenner, 1970:37).

In 1874, public reaction to the story of Mary Ellen, the nine-

year-old rescued from her physically ebusive parentslay appealing -

to the Society for the Preventionfof Cruelty to Animal's Was

strumental in the founding of the.Society for the Prevention of
ft

Cruelty to Children. The cost of incarcerating wife beaters and

providing for their families was.cf such great concern that in

1885 the Pennsylvania legislature suggested public whippings as

an alternative punishment (Steinmetz and traus, 1974:45).

While much attention was given to legir,ative remedies for

wife beating, husband beating did not go unnoticed. A favorite

iheme of turn-of-the-century comic strips,such as Katznjammer

Kids and"Bringing Up Father, was the'husband who endured verbal

and physical abuse from his wife. The popularity of these domes-

tic relationd comics was most likely sustained because they ap-

ptoiimated, elbeit in a comip, noW-serious matner, common family

situationi. The mOvies are full'of heros sldpping their mate -

The Lowe Machine has several scenes where the womdn is first se-

Chwed then beaten in true Jdmes Pond fashion. Likewise, hardly a
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*girl next door" movie of the SO's or "beach blanket" film of the

60's was without a scene where the heroine was insulted or per-

ceived .herself to be insulted -- she hauls off and slaps the of-

fending male in the face -- he turns, head lowered and leaves. We

are all satisfied that justice has prevailled.

In spite of the above attention paid to violence among family

members, nearly a century passed before family violence was ack-

knowledged as a serious social problem.

Extensiveness of Vfolence in Families

niven the.recent interest in family violence it is appropri-

ate to ask just how extensive is family violence?. Is the problem

serious enough to justify all the attention recently focused on ie7

Marital Violence

The data below (see Table I) suggest that marital violence is

not selective. Its presence is felt in large cities as well as

the wburbs and is,found in all geographic areas.

Table I here

The reports listed represented only a selection of existing

data. Although the different methods of presenting the findings

and different sources do not allow comparisons across studies, it

is quite evident that marital violence is a wide-spread, all pre-

vading phenomena. Three studies listed (Steinmetz, 1977b; 1977c;

Straus et al., 1977b) are based on samples which allow estimates

to be made Air larger population. Applying these data, to the #
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total married population which is 47 million couples my data in-

dicates that 3.3 million wives and ove_ a quarter million husbands

experienced severe beatings from their spouse. Based on the

National representative study done by my colleagues Straus and

Gelles.and myself, over 1.7 million individuals had.faced a knife

or gun and over 2 million had been beaten up. Since only intact

families'were surveyed in these three studies, the extrapolated

findings only apply to Qouples presently living together. A. a

result, these data probably greatly underestimate the total num-

ber of individuals who have been violently attacked by a spouse

in a previqus marriage, either because they,were eliminated from

e sample because they are no longer married or because they were

qiestioned about their relationship with a current spouse.

Parent7Child Violence

Corporal punishment, which fulfills the generally accepted

definition of family violence "intent to inflict physical injury"

4

and which differs only in degree of severity from child abuse is

an important aspect of family violence. First it is the.most pre-

valent form of family violence. Numbcrous studies (Blumberg,

1964-65; Erlanger, 1974; Stark and McEvoy, 1970) have indicated

that between 84 and 97 percent of all parents have used physical

punishment at some point in the child's life. A-high percentage

of these families continued using corporal punishment for disci-

plining their children until tenth grade (Bachman, 1967) and

twelfth grade (Straus, 1971; Steinmeta, 1971, 1974a).

Corporal punishment is also the most accepted form of family

violence. Parents are expected to control and mold their child-

ren and they are given considerable freedom in selecting the

7
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mechanism they use to obtain this control. Unlike Sweden where a

parent can be imprisoned for a wont!, -for striking a child, spank- .

ing is considered to be an acceptmble way of disciplining child-

ren and the privilege to spank has been recently extended to

school teachers and school bus drivers.

A final corisideration is the existence of a positive rela-

tionship between corporal punishmA and other.forms of family

violence. Severe physical punishnent marks the childhoods of

numerous adults who commit physically violent acts on family mem-

bera and stranger. Several re;earchers have stated that phy3i-

011 punishment is at one end oi the continuum, the other end being

And abuse (Genes, 1973, 1975a; Gil, 1970; Straus, et al., 1977a).

With increasing stress, physical punilhment can easily develop

into child abuse, as suggested by estimates of child ab,ise pre-

sented in Table II.

Table II here
-----

The data in Table II suggest a range from an optimistic 6,000

per year (dil, 1970). to a inore realistic 500,000 based on Light's

(1974) reanalysis of Gil's data. Probably the most accurate data

for estimating child abuse is that provided by Straus, Gelles and

myself (1977b) which is based on parents reports of specific

"disciplinary" techniques. our data has two limitations whgk es-

timating child abuse. The first, discussed above, is the' limiting

of the sample to intact families. The second is the collection of

data on children between 3 and 17. Child abuse appears to occur

more frequently in single parent families and among infants tid

toddlers (: tlhaps because they are at greater risk for injuries
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requiring medical attention, and therefore detection). Therefore,

these estimates accurately reflect abuse which ocFurs among single

Parent families, and those in the infants and toddlers stage of

the life cycle.

Sibling Violence

Probably the form of family violence considered to be most

normal is violence between sibs. Yet an examination of Table III

suggest that we tolerate a considerable amount of extremely vio-

lent acts if they occur between brothers and sisters. These same

acts if they occurred between husband and wife or parent and child

would result in criminal charges, and social service intervention.

If we were to see a grade school ct0.1d wittibruises and perhaps a

black eye and were told that his parent had inflicted the injury

we would immediately be filled with rage 4nd disgust. If, however,

are told that the injuries reiulted from a flight with a brother

or sister -- the typical reaction is to nod apd remark "Kids will

be kids."

here

Ourcorplacency regarding sibling violence needs to be jarred.

Children are capabp, of violent and often fatal attacks on sibs.

Although only 0.3 percent reported actually using a knife or gun

in the national study (Straus et al., 1977b) extrapolating this

percent to 36-1/3 million children between 3-17 who have silVik

suggests that an estimated 109,000 children actually used a knife

or gun on siblingeduring the survey year. When the analysis

was based on "ever happened" rather than limited to the survey

year, 111 percent of the families reported siblings "beating up"

each other, and 5 percent reportedly faced a gun or knife wielded
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fit

to

by a brother or sister. Thus 6.5 million children have been

"beaten up" by a sibling and nearly 2 million childven sometime

durin9 their childilood have faced a gun or knife.

Battered Elderly Parent

Our knowledge about the bittered elderly parent mirrors our

knowledge of the extent of child abuse in the early 60's'or the

extent of our knowledge about wile abuse in the early 70's. If

we were to label the 60's fta the decade uf interest on child abuse,

and the 70's as decade of wife abuse studies, then I predict, given.

the 'generally increasing concern for the elderly and more specifi-

cally concern of abuse of elderly in public institutions, that the

SO's will bi the decade of the Battered Parent.

There are several parallels between the battered child and

battered parent. First, both are in a dependent position - relying

On tbeir caretaker for basic survival needs. Second, both are as-

\ sumed to be protected by virtu° of the,love, gentleness, and car-

ing which we assumed that the family provides. A third point is

both the dependent child and the dependent elderly adult can be

source of emotional, physical and financial stress to the care-

taker. Mbilo the costs of cari40 for one's children are at least

recognised burden, the emotional and economical responsibility

for the care of one's elderly parents over prolonged period (a

problem not llkely to be faced by most families in the past) has

not been acknowledged.

Some of this battering takes the form of benigd neglect-inade-

guate knowledge about caring for the elderly which results in

harm.
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The English with.their typical dry humor first labele.1 the

problem 'granny hashing", but have begun to refer to this grow-

ing problem as *gram-slamming". However; England, recognizing thi

stresd placed on.the caretaking children, does provide periodic

re care. UnfoLtunatelys, in the U.S. the care of over 27 mil-apoik

lion isnch. iduals over 65 (of which only about 5 percent are insti-

enalixed) is left to chance.. Based on population'and economic

trends one can predict thecjollowing:

1 - more elderly people, a higher cost of living and a'greaCer

demand for alternative housing for elderly.

2 higher cost of living requiAng that a greater percentage

of income be allocated to basic necessities with a small.:

er'amount being available for 2 cars,'vacations,'single

fsmily.homes and college for their chtldren.

- more.women working and/or looking forward to resuming work

wNen children arelaunched to meet these expended costs:

With increasing conflict between the needs of parents and the

goals of their children we.can tr.rdict an increase in the amount of

violence children use to control th'eir elderly pa;ents unless ade-

quate support systems are available.

;-

C.
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Homicides

Homicide, the most extreme form of violence, is also a part

of hasband-wife interaction.
Domestic quai'rels were a factor in

31 percent of 2 homicides occurring in Atlanta, Georgia during

1972 llloston Globe. 1973), 4nd based on r,s:u. reports accounted

for 11 percent of homicides during 1969 (Truniger, 1971). In

Detroit, 23 percent of the homicides' were between husband and

wife (Wilt end Bannon, 1976).

Wolfgang (1950, in an investigation of homicides occurring

between 1948 and 1952, found that 24.7 of all victims and offen-

ders were members of the same family and 4n 18 percent of the in-

cidents they were spouses. There were no differences between the

percent of husbands or wives as offenders. Based oA F.B.1..sta-

tiettps, over 15 percent of Ihe homicides in 1975 were between

husband and wife. In 7.8 percent of the cases the husbands were

S.

victims, while in 8.0 percent of the cases the victims were wives

(Vital Statistics Reports, 1976). We do know that filicide is

secord to spousal homicide as the predominant form of familial

homicide (WOlfgang, 1958) and over 2,000 were killed by their

parents in'1975 (Resharov, 1975). Although nation-wide statis-

tics are not available for sibling homicides, three percent of

the homicides, which occurred in Philadelphia between 1948-52

(ftlfgang, 1958), and 3 percent of the hpmicides occurring in

New York City during 1965 (Bard, 1971) were sibling homicides.

Why_should we be concerned with Fa 4:Violence?

In pite of the p iveness of family violence 'and its ef-

fect on a large number of iudividuals, the cost to society goes

beyond the destruction face4 by individuals and their faMily, and

extends to rape, murder, political assassination, s.....;ere mental
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disorders and suicide.

.,1t childhood characterised by relentless brutality, pers a

experience with violent.deathvind extremely unfavorable.hom con-

ditions were found to be common background factors for 33 adoles-

cents ,,,r3 committed murder (Bender, 1959). Sargent (1962) in a

study of children who killed,.reported that not only did parents

use extreme cruelty towards the child, but their cruelty was con-

doned by other family members. Studies of adolescents who com-

l.mated paricide (Tanay, 1975; Sadoff, 1971), reveal that the vic-

tim parent was cruel and frequently beat other members of the fam-

ily specially the chird's mother. Climent and Ervin, (1972)

found that three-fourths of sample composed of 30 individuals

who were admitted to the emergency room as a result of violent '

b4havior had been aXsaulted by their fathers, and one-:seventh had

been assaulted by their mothers. Only one-sixth of the control

group of 30 emergency room admittances were assaulted by fathers

and only one Individual was assaulted by the mother in this study.

Palmer (1962) found that murderers were more likely to have su,f-

fered sevete physical beating and traumatic incidents thab the

control group which consisted of'their brothers.

'Brutalizing childhoods were found to be characteristic of

rapist/ (Brownmiller, 1973 ; Hartogs, 1551); split Personalities

(Schreiber, 1973) and suicide (Gayford, 1975; Bender and Curran,.

1940; MacDonald, 1967). .A study of tbe childhood environment of

14 political assassins revealed disorganized, broken families,

parental abuse and rejection and marginal integration into society

(Steinmetz. 1977b).
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Cycle of Family Violence

Gayfoed (1975) ie a study of battered wives discovered that

both the betterer'ind victia had violent childhoods. Owens and

Straus (1975) in a'secondary analyses,of a survey conduCted for

the CommissiOn.on the Causes and Prevention of Violence reported

a strong associatiod4hetween exposure to violence, eiiher as.an

observer or a victim, during childhood and violent behavior as an

adult, a findidg supported by Sedgley (1977) ins.a socelndary Ana-

lysis of MDIRC data. These Patterns were found to continue over

'several generations id studies of child abuie '1%. a cycle in'which

the battering parents had experienced abuSe from their own.par-

ants (Craft, 1969; Bryant, 196S; oliver and Taylor,./971; Silver,

et al., 1969; WaiZsetman, 1967; Zalba, 1966). dilt and Bannon

(1976)'hote that over one-fourth of the iddividuals Who committed

assault.or murder reporied having frequent argumqnts with their

parents. Furthermore, their analyst...of 90 intrafamilial hoot-
V

cides, revealed that 62.percent had been preceded'by previous

assaults on the sr family member. Even in less vio1ent forms,

the use of physic81 force is ppssed on from generation.to geneei-

tion.(Steinmere, 1977a,,1977b).

Based on a stUdy Of 14 boys and 39 girls in a family treat-
,

ment program, Gladstone expressed belief that 1:children who have

received, significant exposure to violent behavior before the aga

of two are likely to have icientified with this pattern of response

in a fashion that proves to be essentially irreversible, although

a great deal can be done subsequently to contain it" (1975:375).

He nctes that intervention before the age of 18 months greatly en-

hances the possibtlity of modifying the child's violent behavior.
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Interventjon_and_Prevenxicrt ellandly V191cPci.

When attempting to develop mechanism for redUcing family violence

One must divide the.mechanitms into short-term
immediate needs and

long-term goals.

Short-term needs for victims of faml,ly violence would

include the providing of shelters for severly b'attered women who

need immediate removal tO a safe place. While this often amounts

to replacing one "prison" with another, the alternative, removing

the male and keeping htmin prison(or providing the women with a

24 )our body guard) do not appear to be adequate alternatives. It

should be noted that for spouse abuse cases', there isno reason why

.neU statutes could not provide_immediate
removal of the male (or female

if sLe ts the perpetrater) and
incarceration for 24 or 48 hours. _This

would allow the victim time to make alternative plans, as well as

cooling off period, and the opportunity to provide at least minimal

legal And emotional counseling.
linfortunately, such laws do not exist.

Hot-lines,with 24 hook. operation for,both spouse abuse and child abuse

are needed. There is a need for regional directories, constantly

updated,where ind4idual communities could obtain information on

shelters and support groups. Foster care and group homes for abused

children must be available, as well as intensive therapy with the

child and family to counteract the impact of thin violence on the

child. There is need for cash grants to be available to victims

of spouse abuse. WOmen often return home after their stay in the

shelter simply because they have nowhere else to go. Even if the

support group is able to efficiently atrange for welfare'ahd child

support payments, the security deposit one month's rent in advance

0

4
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and charges, fOr installing utilities require considerably more

CAA than these women are able to accumulate. The need to pro-.

vide short-term support services such as homemakers aids, day

scare, visiting nurses or homemakers would be a consider le help

for el-to "at-risk" parents as well as children who are caring

derly parents.

Also the short-term intenvention measures for reducing family

viodence must ddress the need to-provide in-service training to

those agenciets that deal with victims of family violence: the

police, the courts, the schools, hospi"tals, dodtors, and ministers.

The measures suggested above, provide short-term, crisis ori-

ented intervention. Unless we see, as the way tq reduce family

violence, mandating more end more shelters for abused women and

children, we must begin to examine long-range, preventive measureC.

The meaigres being suggested, grow out of the,research on family

violence a, well as research o viOlence in general. The isSues

being addresed include abortion for'unwanted pregnancy, better

birth control devicei and birth ccuitrol education; developing in

each indiIidual self-esteem and a better self-concept; providing

non-sexist socialization of our young; providing adequate educe-

tion for our chilOren; including concepts on parenting and child

development for all children in all1levels of educationt.develop-

ment of community based support groups ,for paren'ting and marital

enrichment; changing our value system to deemphasize the accepta-
.A,

bility of violence, and reordering our priorities to include a

larger share of the national budget for preventive human Service

programs.
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Abortion and Birth Control

Abortion is not an easy choice for any woman. Begardless of

personal feelings on this topic, the research on child abuse

clearly indicates that young mothers, poor mothers, uneducated'

and unskillcd mothers,
moChers Without 'families to provide emo-

0
tional and frnancial support,

single.perent mothers, mothers who

did not want and/nr resent the
child, and mothers whose child is

premature or is born with a mental or' physical handicaP all have

a high probability of abusing the child. .

The more factors from.the above list, the higher the probe-

bility that the eothev will-abuse. Unfortunately this list also:

describes mothers who are noir denied Vderally fwAded abortions.
. .

There must be a change in this stance. Furthermore, research in-

to more effective, safer birth control must be continued along

with comprehensive eduzational
progrNms on birth control.

Improving Self-Esteem

Our research on abusing parents and battered wives has sug-

A

gefted that these individuals have low self-esteem -- a lack of an

adequate self concePt., It is difficult to love a child when you

do not love yourself.
Likewise, women.wilo think they are worth-

less and deserve to be beaten are unable to find the courage to

leave the batterer.
My'research on battered husbands is most en-

lightening in this respect.
Men report that they stay with the

battering wife for the same reasons women give for staying with

an abusive husband: The children, stigma, economics.

z

r )

7
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However, when questioned, men consistently reP6rt that they could

always leave when they wanted -- if things got too bad. .Even men

whose wives are the primary breadwinners will report this. Women,

on the other hand, consistently report that they cannot leave.

While many women are financially trapped, this' same resPOnse is
r

given by women who are economically independent, have established

credit records and adequate resources.

Non-Sexist Socialization

Our sexist socializetion process has really (lane a j'ob on

women. Marriage has been held up as,the ultimate goal for women -

- practically the only socially acceptable adult role for women.

Women have been socialized to.play the submissive, dependent role:

"they cannot survive without their man" even when an objective

analysis of thesftuation suggest oiherwise. Met; have been socia-'

Used into believing that they can leave an abusing home any time

they desire.

Thus 'men believe they remain in the abusing home throu9h free

choice - women believe they remain because.they'have no choice.

W. must educate our children, boys and girls, to believe that

one chooses to marrls and stay married. I% is the choice one makes

because one cbooses to spend one's life (or a Part of ft) with a-

nother individual -- not because one had no other options. I

*Am would thitk.that any individual, man or woman, would find it in-

sulting and degrading to know that their mate married them and're-

mains witib, them because they have no other options. In order'to

have this perogative Co choose, we must be certain that all chit:.

dren 'revive education that will.prepare them to.independently
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aintain an adequate standard of living.

Educational Needs

In an educational system which hos a wide range'of academic

and vocational cdurses se well as health ed6cation, physical edu-

cation, drivers education, it seems ironical that we totally ne-

glect the two major roles which almost all idults will fill --

that of spouse and paient. We need to incorporate marriage.and

parenting concepts into already existing courses at all levels of

education.

Some high schools have mandatory courses in marriage prepa-

ration as well as child development courses complete .ith "hands-
t

on" experience with small children. The responses of teachers and

students in these courses are overwhelmingly c-sitive. Many

churches'now advocate (or require) that couples participate in

marriage preparation encounter sessions. The focus of these ses-

lions is not on religion or its meaning to marriage, but rathqr

using written and verbal exercises to help couples explore their

expectations of marriage and each other. Other community based

programs which give mothers time out or parenting eXperiences in-

clude mother's day out programs; mother/child school for two year

olds; pre-school programs with a strong emphasis on parenting

skills and parent/child interaction; programs which evolved from

the natural child birth groups and continued into the child's

third or fourth yeAr, allowing a cohort of parents.to share posi-

tive and negative experiences as well as providin7 a support group

for these couples. Parenting education groups for adolescent,

pregnant girls are Available in'some communities as well as pro-
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grails for helping
substance-addicted parents adjust to the return

.of their children who have been placed in temporary foster'care

while they were institutionalized.

There needs to be an evaluation of these programs to determine

their efficiency and how they might be adopted in other comfauni-

ties. We must also encourage people to reach out for help. In

our ociety, we are socialized to believe thi'yeeking help is an

admission of failure. One does not seek fxmily counseling until

' a crisis occurs. We must provide centerre.where
families Can seek

help in a non-threatening, non-punitive atmosphere. The emphasis

must shift from emergency crisis Intervention to prevention. This

stance is especially necessary for care-takers "at risk" of abusing

child or elderly parent.

Examining Our Value System and Priorities

An evaluation of our value system and our priorities is in

order. There is a need to develop a sense of responsibility in

our yoUth. It is too asy to blame T.V., the system, the ghettos

for family violence, violence in the chooIs, and violence in the

street. W. must reccgnize that as individuals we rust share in

the blame. There appears to be an all prevading atmosphere of

'let Uncle Same do it". While it is easy-to recognize this atti-

tude among minority families on
welfare; we must Olio recognize

that this attitude is also being fostered among affluent, middle

class families. These children destroy their own and others pro-

perty knowing that their pirents wIll pay for the damage. Onc

need only read about the vandalism in upper middle class schools

to recognize that this attitude is not limited to inner city wel-

fare children.

Nib
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Me .must foster in our children a sense of responsibility for

ones own actions. One such program, the Green Circle prcgram de-

veloped by the Nationar Council on Christians and Jews, is being

widely dopted in chool systems with positive results. This pro-

gram, which itarts in the lower grades, attempts co foster a sense

of responibility and care about one's self which is then extended

to one's family, one's friends, one's neighborhcod, etc. in an

ever widening circle.

The acceptability of violence nerds to be questioned. We must

also eramina the effect of "acceptable" violence on our society.

We certainly had vidlence in the family before we had T.V., rovies,

and magazines. While we know that children who riotch violence on

T.V. exhibit increased aggression, we do not know whether they be-

come child abusers or spouse beeters. However, viclence in the

media 4oes act to reinforce the general acceptance of using vio-

lence to solve problems if you are bigger, stronger and "right".

This attitude is, unfortunately, basid to our value system. Par-

nts spank becaus it is their right as well as their duty to con-

trol "bad" children. Spouses hit because it is their right and

duty to control a "bad" spouse. Police have the right and it is

their duty to use physical force to control "bad" citizen, and

the military, likewise, has the right as well as the duty to use

weapons to control members of "bad* countries. We need to deem-

phasize, at all levels, the use of physical fOrCe to control othprs.

Similarly, while it has been suggested that law, which Vrohibit

spouse abuse are destined to fail because you can't legislate

morals, these laws serve an important function. They are a legal-

ly based public statement on the unacceptability of this behavior,
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a considerable change from eirlier laws which not only considered

this to be permissible behavior, but even specified the weapon.

It le important to begin to consider not only the immediate

needs of women and children as vicelike of violence, but also the

effects on all family members who live in a 'violent home. When

we focus on child abuse or wife beating the remedies suggested

tend to be emergency measure such as crisis centers, emergency

foster care and shelters. While these measures are certainly

needed they armnot a panacea. In fact, their track record has'

been rather poor in providing a positive alternative environment

or changing violent family interaction. This is not to'suggest

that we should abandon these measuresrather w must place these'

measures in their proper perspective; one remedy within a context

of total support systems -- system which encompass adult education

as well as K-12 educational programs; community based, readily a-

vailable family counseling centers; well trained police, legal/

judicial, officers; legislation mandating provisions to insure

the emotional and'physical secirity of abused victims; long-term

basic resarch Ind evaluative rusearch for monitoring the problem

of family violence as well as tLe success of existing programs.

Somewhere in our funding efforti aimed at eliminating domestic

violence, we must make the mem, type of commitment that is made

in the physical and biological ciences. When a rocket or satel-

lite fails, there is a complete investigation into the problem, a

reevaluation of the design, and a considerable effort expended to

insure the future success. I believe the time has come to place

the needs of family members to have a safe, secure, violent-free

home, in at least a priority equal to that of building weather

rockets, or telecommunication satellites. There needs tO be a
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long term commitment on the part of the government to recognize'

that tha variability of human behavior insures the failure or

most programs on the first try. This commitment needs to be ex-

tended to recognition that when program doesn't work properly;

one goes back to the drawing board, reevaluates the program, re-

7

designs it and replenishes it with new funds.

Our Declaration of /ndependence states that all men are:..

"endowed by their Crestot:uith certain unalienable rights, that

among these are Life, Liberty and the pursuit of Happiness." For

victims trapped in a violent:Jamily, these basic rights are denied.
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Table 1 fxtensiveness.of Marital Violence

Netoel

Tantowski Waphington, D.C.
(cited by Martin)

1976

Barden

Deiree of Marital Viollnce

75 percent of all aggravated
assaultm

New York City 82 percent of all aggravated

1974 assaults

[Isenberg and Nicklow Dettlit 85 percent of all aggravated

1974 assaults

[dmistnu New fork Family 17,000 wife abuse complaints in

1975 Courts. 1975

Langley and Levy
1977

Cellos'
1974

Straus
1974

Steinmetz
1977b

Steinmetz
1977c

Sttaue, Celle. and
Steinmetz

19Y7b

Dade County,.
Florida
Citizen., Dispute
Settlement Center

1,000 battered vomit; cases heard

Salt Lake City, Solite recorded 1;125 cases Of
Utah wife beating year.

Fairfax County,.VA 2,000 cases of wife beating-
estimated to be 'under-reportqa
'In, 40 percent.

New Hampshire 55 percent of BO families
experienced marital violence:,

21 eercent beat their spouses
rAtgularly.

New Hampshire

Random sample
New Castle County,
Del

Random sample
New Castle County,
Del 44444 end
County Police
statistics.

Representative
sample
United States

16 percent of sample of college
freshmen saw their Parents en-
gage In arital vitOence.

60 pWrcent of 57 families ex-
perienced marital violence. For
10 percent of couples physical
violence Was reguLpr occurence .

physical aPuse experienced
by 7 percent of wwwww and 0.6
percent of husbands.

During a one year period, one out
of itx couples had violent epi-
sode.
5 percent experienced m
physical abuse. '

4 percent used gun or knife.
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Table II I e I f Child Abuse

.111,2_11111.
Sample FrAguAnly_of Child Abuse

Helfer and Kemp.
10's of thousands

196S

Gil
1970

Me eeeee k
1971

Fontana
11113

1922

Parade
1972

Light
1974

Lynch
.1975

Seldwin and PlIver
1975

Sarah/arise
1975

Stress., et al
1977b

1

N ational Data end 6,000/year
interview of sub-
sample

N ew York City 7,000 cases reported during
1971

Mew York City Inc eeeee of 549 percent in
cases of child abuse between
1966 and 1970.

25,000 incidents per year

60,000 incidents per year

Re-analysis of Over 40,000 incidents
pil's data

U.S. !school simple 65 abuses/100,000 school
children

Sritish chool 10 abuses/100,000 schoG1

sample children

300,000 incidents of. abuse and
neglect each

40,000 cases require protective
services Intervention each year.

2,000 deaths each year.

20 percent hit with an object,
4.2 percent "beat up."
2.0 p t threatened with
knife or gun on child.
2.9 used knife or gun on child

r.
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TAILS ng SIBLING VIOLENCE

lama
57 randomly
yeelected families.
(Steinmetz, 1977a)

Freshman
(Straus, 1974)

Sroad-based, 'non-
random sample of
78 adults
1Steinmets, 1977b)

National Repislentative
Swop.. of 733 faiilies

' with 4hildren between
3-17 tears.
(Straus, et al, 1977)

,

ki

Degree of Violence

78 percent of sibling pairs
II or younger used physical
violence.

percent of sibling pzi.vs
9-14 use physical violence;

83 percent of sibling pairs
15 or older used physical

.82 percent reported using
physical violence during
past year.

72 percent reported having
US ysical violence on
uiblinds.

During the past year 75 percent
reported using physical violence.

Average of 21 acts per year. ,

38 peicentikicked, or h' .

14 percent "beat up."

0.8 percent threatened to use
gun or knife.

0.03 used gun or knife.
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Senator CamarroN. Ms. Tinker.
Ms. TMILEB. I am Bonnie Tinker and ,I am the chairperson for

the National Coalition Against Domestic Violence.
Mr. Chairman, during these hearings today, you will hear the

painful stories of women who suffer great violence at the hands of. . those they love; you will hear the frustrations, anger, and the
despair of victims, law enforcement officials, lawyers, and social
worIcers, as they tell of being overwhelmed by the extent and com-
plexity of the problem of domestic violence.

You will hear the personal feelings of what.it is like to be beaten
and the professional opinions of why it happens and how to respond
to both the victim and the assailant.

And then you will make decisions on what the Federal Govern-
ment should spend to address needs, and who shall do the spending.

atn here to speak to you on behalf of the National Coalition
Against Domestic Violence. We represe4ti grassroots community
groups across the country and include women from diverse racial,
social, and economic backgrounds.

Mose importantly, I am here to speak to you on behalf of all of
the women who have found the courage to say :

Enough. We will not live our lives in fear and degradation. We will not raise
our sons to be violators and our daughters to be victims. We will rescue our-
wives, and we will use,what we have learned to help others who are traPped
In the cycle of lies.

I would like to say to you, quite simply, we are here. We we the
essential sciurce of the great national outcry about donistic violence.
We knbw our problems; we know our communities and we know
what we are doing. S

If you want to help us, give us as much money as you can, as
quickly and' as direetly as possible.

Let me add, that I not only think this position is morally correct,
I also think that it will work.

From my experience, I believe that funding these small commu:
nity-based programs which involve battered women in tbe decision-
making process is the most effective Way to aid victims of domestic
violence.

As chairperson of the National Coalition Against. Domestic 'Vio-
lence, I am in close contact with a nationwide network of grass-
roots, community-based direct service programs. Most of us began
with little or no funding, administrative experience, or established
community support.

During the last few years, however, we. have sheltered thousands
of women and children and established hotlines and support groups
in most of the main cities as well as in manyoural areas.

We have provided stepping stones for the battered woman to es-
cape her world of isolation and violence. Our communities have rec-
ognized both the sincerity and the, viability of our work. Estab-
lished institutions and ,agencies are now turning to us for guidance
aii they begin to address the issue.

Public response is being expressed with. growing concern and
commitment to meeting the needs of victims of doniestic violence..

Our programs do meet these needs. Many of the women who have
come to us are now back in the communities, offering shelter and
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support to other victims and their families. These programs are
effective and in' the long run, they are self-sustaining. They repre-
sent an efficient use of resources. -

Our programs work, because we begin with a wrsonal knowTedge
of the effect, of violence. We know that the battered women are al-
most alwayS dependent upon someone else, for their econoinic, social.
an .psychological survival. It is common to describe them a.; pas-
sive, laving no self-confidence, and unable to set. their own goals.

I ha known strong independent women, who have been reduced
to being Iiable to make a single phone call on their own behalf.
These wqmen will not break the cycle of violence by becoming de-
pendent upon us. They need an opportunity to exercise their own
good judgerqent. They need the freedom from fear, so that. they
canimt theirlown lives back together again.

We need support in defining and following these goals. If you
can support us in this, together, wP will find the solutions to domes-
tic violence.

urge you to support legislation Aich gives top priority to fund-
ing grassroots, communitYl-based, direct service programs, which
rely upon the guidance of the victims .of violence.

I suggest that. any research which is funded, be directly grounded
in These programs.

Regional networks of grassroots groups are emerging. The Na-
tional Coalition Against Domestic Violence. represents a composite
of these networks, and serves as a national clearinghouse and co-

,. ordinating body for work against domestic violence.
I urge that the work and cOncerns of these programs recog-

nized al legislative and other remedies are developed.
.On behalf of the National Coalition, I want to expresS my appie-

ciation for your concern. We know that. needs to be done. You know
what the Federal Government can do to help us get it done. We look
forward to working with you.

Senatot CRANSTON. Thank you very, very much. 1Applause.1
I would like to welcOme the Honorable Suzanne Wilson.
Ms. Wmsox. Thank you, and good porning to you, Senator

Cranston.
I am Vice-Mayor Suzanne. Wilson of the city of San Jose, and the

chairperson of the National. League of Cities, public safety policy
committee.
_As an organization which represents 15.000 cities throughout this

country, we are encouraged by the fad that legislative hearings' are
being held 'on family violence.

I want. to congratulate you for your willingness to move ahead to
pursue Federal action aiding victims of family violence.

In February 197n. the National League of Cities. through itF: crim-
inal justice progrikrps held the first national conference on women
and. crime. T was privileged to be part. of that conference, whit,
truly .was an historic first. in addressing, at the national level, these
issfles.

We discovered that the problem of domestic assault was wide-
spread and that there were actions that could be taken to aid these
victims. We heard from a victim, who, with difficulty and pain in

I r
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her voice, brought the immediacy and tragedy of violence in the
home, to local officials at that conference.

I brought a eopy of the proceedings of that conference today to
present to you, so that you might have that also for a rderence.

The 1978 National Municipal 1)olicy read:
The family violence problem could grow to crisis proportions unless the

Federal Government acts immediately to ald victims ot family violence by
funding shelter counseling facilities for battered women and children; allow-
ing battered women who likave left their homes to receive emergency welfare
paments; reqdring the Legal Services Corporation to provide emergency
services to battered women wishing to seek economic mut legal redress against
their.husbands or mates; coordinating the various Federal programs that affect
abused children and battered people; establishing a national family violence
research program; and providing expanded training to police and prosecutots
ing the handling of family violenve situatims.

The necessity for providing funds for shelters and counseling is
obvious. We cannot even begin to address the causes or the, solu-
tions to family Yi(qence unless we first provide a mechanism to take
the victims immediately out of life-threatening situations. Shelters
should not be seen as the answer to the problems of battered women
and children, but as a first step in a comprehensive program to solve
all facets of this problem:. It is our belief, however, that. until we
can get shelters in those communities that need them, we will not be
able to take effective action.

You, Senator Cranston, have already referred to my :limony on
the Aid to Families With Dependent. Chil en. in ter s of emer-
gency care: You have talso referred to th Lego ces Corpora-
tion and have asked the questions, and 11 s. Carde as has agreed
with my testimony that actions sh,uld he ta o assure that fam-
ily violence victims receive adequate and quality help from the legal
services agencies.

Many Federal agencies have and hreproviding funds for a vari-
ety of programs which serve domestic violence victims. Although we
are aware there is no one progran\that is designed to assist these
peopie, we do kne. that some shelters have received local commu-
nity development m (Inds and staff through the Comprehensive Em-
ployment Training Act. In additim. the Law Enforcement Assist-
ance Administration provides funds for police training and victim
witness assistance in this area. ACTION's VISTA volunteers have
also been instrumental in many cities helping to start programs. On
occasion, title XX funds have been used for shelters and counseling.
Some localities have also designated portions of their general reve-
nue sharing allocation to programs and shelters for battered women.

What this shows is that we. at. the local level, hiive been willing
and able to allocate some of our Federal funds for these. programs.
However, we need a coordinating mechanisni at the Federal level to
make it easier for the State and local governments to combine these
funds from different sources into a total program. '

For example. 't is our understanding that the new community de-
velopment regulations will.specifically state. that. funds can be spent
on shelters. Often. Federal regulations are interpreted differently by
the various Federal regional offices, and in some cases, differently by
cities.
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Furthermore, there have been no clear and uniform guidelines or
mechanisms established telling us how to use these funds to aid
battered women most effectively.

' More research into the family violence problem is certainly neces-
sary and is part of our national policy. A research program, how-
ever, should be closely tied to aiding and improving new and on-
going programs, and should not reduce greatly the funds for operat-
mg programs.

We need widely expanded assistance, if we are to .deal effectively
with family violence victims and offenders. There are plenty of pro-
gram models that have been developed, both locally and by LEAA
that could be implemented in support, and Federal encouragement
of these programs and procedures can becom6 widespread.

These are the principles that we believe should be incorporated
into a Federal family violence program. We urge the Congress to
act quickly, and pledge full support of NLC toward initiating and
stimulating respunsive policies and services for victims of violence
in the home.

In closing, Senator Cranston, I would like to give a brief bit of
testimony on violence, and how it touch& even My family.

As I was leaving to come here to testi", my adult son, said
to me, "Did I ever tell you what Rob, and I did, in dealing with
hitting each other?"

I said, "No, Bill, you never did."
He said, "Well, one day, we were out on the front lawn and he

hit me in the arm, and he paralyzed my arm becfmse it hurt. And I,
in turn, reached over and hit him on his arm and he wincedand
even he, being a foot taller, winced." And Rob, at that point, said
to Bill, "Bill, did that hurt?" And Bill said, "Sure did."

And then Rob said, "You know, we are getting too big to hit each
other because it hurts."

In America today, we have too many families who do not under-
stand tLat it hurts.

Bill and Rob shook hunds and stopped hitting each other.
Thank you very much.
Senator CRANSTON. Thank you, very, verKtnuch and I thank you

for your rather interesting closing to your testimony.
[The prepared statement of Ms. Wilson follows :]

tA.
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Mr. Chairman, Members of the Subcommittee, I am Susanne B.

Wilson, Vice Mayor of the City of San Jose and Chairperson ol

the National League of Cities' Public Safety Policy Committee.

Thank you for inviting me, on behalf of the National League of

Cities, to testify before you this morning on an issue which is

vitally important both to NLC and the nation. Ax an organization

that represents some 15,000 cities throughout this country, we

are encouraged by the fact that legislative hearings are being

h.la on family,violence. I. want to congratulate Senator Cranston

for his willingness to move ahead in order to pursue federal action

to aid victims of family violence.

In February of 1978, the National League of Cities, through its

Criminal Justice Program, held the First National Conference on

Womenimd Crime. was privileged to be part of that conference

which truly was an historic first in addressing, at the national

level, such issues as the employment of women in criminal justice,

the treatment of the woman and girl offender in the criminal justice

.
system, and female victims of crime. There were 300 people attending

that conference, most of whom heard for the first time about the

nature and extent of what we called then -- wife beating in America.

Most of us attending the conference were vaguely aware that

some sort of problem existed, and all of us probably knew some

women who had been beaten by their husbands or male companions.

What we didn't know, and what the session on wife beating at the

conference really did for us, was to help us discover that the

problem was,widespread and there were actions that could be taken
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to aid these victims. We heard from a victim who, with difficilty

and pain in her voice, brought the immediacy and tragedy of

violence in the home to local officials at that conference.

The National League of Cities has been since that time very

active in bringing attention to the' family violence issue. Our.

Criminal Justice Program co-sponsored conference with the

Women'. Legal Defense Fund on services for battered women in the

4 :
Washington, D.C. metropolitan area. We have held standing. room

oWly workshops on family violence at our annual convention, the

Congresa of Cities, for tab consectitive years. We continue to

assist elected officials, community groups, andtwomen's organiza-

tions by answering questions and sending information to them

regarding what they can do in their own communities to establish

programs for family violence -,ictims. The lromenand Crime Conferenc

Proceedings were published and are still in great demand, mostly

because of the quality of and interest generated by the Workshop

on wife beating.

At the Congress of Cities in 1978, a policywas adopted calling for

the stablishment of a federal program to fund shelters and for

better police training and criminal Justice eystem handling of the

family violence problem. We were the first national organization

of elected officials to firmly call for resolving Many of the

problems surrounding violence in the family. In 1977, we strengthened

and expanded that initial policy. The Board of Directors of the

National League of Cities has also placed a priority on passage of

federal legislation dealing with family violence in 1978. It should
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be clear to members of the Subcommittee that our knowledge, itqerest.

and our expertise in this area are extensive and continuing..

The 1978 Mationai Municipal Policy reads:

"Tbe family'violence problem could grow to crisis

proportions unless the federal government acts imme-

diately to aid victims of family violence by:

'.1. Funding shelter counseling facilities for

battered women and children.

2. Allowing battered women who have left their

horn*. to receive emergency welfare payments

Ion a priority basis ) .

3. Requiring the Legal Services Corporation to

,provide emergency services to battered women

wishing to seek sConomlc and legal redress

against their husbands/mates.

4. Coordinating the various fedeeal programs that

affect abused chilgien and battc:ed women.

S. Establishing a national family violence

research program.

8. Providing expanded training to police and

prosecutors in the handling of family violence

situations."

These six actions called for in our pC olicy all are in areas that

.,

I
s ould be addressed in the legislation. I will.now speak to these

f- ix issues more fully and provide suggestions for ways the federal

C.....

government can best achieye these goals.
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The necessity for providing funds for shelters and counseling,
I.

is obvious. We cannot even begin to address the causes.of or

the solutions to family vOlence until we first provide a mechaniim

to,take victims immediately Out of life-threatenin situations.

Shelters should not be seen as the answer to the pro ems of

bettered 1 Son and children, but as a first step in a c çmprehensiye

- prOgram to7lsolve,all facets of this problem. It in our tielief,

\

bdwever, hbat-until we can get shelters in those communities that
!

nerd "hem; we will not be able to take effective action.

Womeb who leave their homes, by and large, leave their finan-

cial cupF}ort behind them. In order for them to survive, to, make

dicisionS, and to Lind on their own A.Meane to resolve their
i

individual situation, our social service systems and other tnstitu-

!

tions must become more immediately responsive to their needs, One

way to do this i. for our aid to families -- primarily welfare

programs such as Aid to.Families with 'Dependent Childreu to provide

emergency welfare assistance to these women. Family violence_

victims should be given priority and should not have to wait weeks

and weeks Just f6r an appointment to see a welfare worker to

determine eligibility. This has been done in at least one state,

Minnesota; and for that reason, we believe this type of assistance

deserves exploration by the federal government to see how it can

be implemented in other states.

lbe Legal 'Services Curporatlon existi to provide civil remedies

to problems of poor people through the courts. Unfortunately, it.

is our und4retanding that the Legal Services Corporation does not

1.

rl
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place a priority on family law. Con.7equently. women seeking civil

lejal action agiinst abusive spouses soch as a legal separation

or divorce, often do not receive,help :rom the Legal Services

Corporation. This occurs for'a variety of reasons, but neverthe-

less, action should be taken to assure that family violence victims

receive adequate and quality help from the legal cervices agencies.

Wany'federal agencies can and are providing funds for

variety of programs which serve family violence victims. Although

we are aware there is no one program that is designed to assist

these people, we do knOw that some shelters have 'received local

Community Development funds and staff through the Comprehensive

Zmployment Training Act. In addition, the Law Enforceient Assistance

Administration provides funds for police training and victim witness

assistance in this areA. ACTION's VISTA Volunteers also have been

instrumental in many cities helping to start programs. On occasion,

Title XX funds have been used for shelters'and counseling. Some

localities have . lso designated portions of their General Revenue

Sharing allocation to programs and shelters for battered women.

What Xhis shows is that we at the local level have been willing

and Able to allocate some of our federal funds for these programs.

However, we need coordinating mechanism at the federal level to

make it easier for state and local government to combine these funds

from different sources in' t total program. For example, it is

odr understanding that the new Community Development regulations

will specifically state that funds can be spent on shelters. Often,

tederal regulations are interpreted differently by various federal
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regional offices, and in some cases, differently by cities.

Furthermore, there have been no clear and uniform guidelines or

mechanisms established telling us how to use these funds to aid

battered women most effectively.

More research into the family violence problem.is certainly
4

necessary and is part of our national policy. A research program,

however, should be closely tied to aiding and improving new and

ongoing programs, and should not reduce greatly funds for operating

programs.

Finally, as'we debated the National Municipal Policy in 1977,

it became quite clear to us who have a special interest la crime,

criminal Justice, and public safety that the criminal justice system

just is not doing its job in this area. Our local police department,

district attorney offices, and courts need widely expanded assis-

tance if they are to'deal effectively with family viasue victims

and offenders. There are plenty of program models that have been

'deveLped, both locall and by LEAA, that could be implemonted in

many cities throughout the country. It is only thnlugh federal

support and federal encouragement that these programs and procedures

can become widespread.

These are the principles that we believe should be incorporated

into a federal family violence program. We urge the Congress to
y

act quickly, and pledge the full support of towards initiating
. 4

and stimulating responsive policies and servic !or victims of

violence in the home.
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Senator CRANSTON. I would like to .ask a few questions. We ma?'
have some more submitted in writing for our record.

I asked one question of the administration, and I would like your
4?comments also, a that question was thisone way to avoid the

fact of fragmen ion that the administration cautioned against, is
by g.ranting seed money and providing technical assistance for the
local and community groups, in order to help them now to battle
for other resources in both ..the public and priVate sectors, rather
than grant a few groups a large amount of money.

Such a program would emphasize the coordination of ongoing ef-
forts, rather than any further fragmentation.

'Do you think that type of iipproach is generally sound?
, Anyone can answer, and if somebody wants to comment or add or
subtract, please do.

Dr. STrnonrrz. I do not know why ,it has to be an "either-or."
I agree,that we certainly need an awful lot of small programs. I

retent it. when we hear that there will be three contracts awarded
for all the women in all of the United States to have a shelter.

At the same time, it takes large amounts of money to do large re-
search projects and to keep monitoring them. If you have baseline
data,_ which we have because of the national survey that was col-
lected 2 years ago, it would be nice to know that 5 years from now,
we could see whether we were making.any progress or not. I do not
understand why we cannot have both an adequate numberlof small
projects as well as large research grants.

I get the feeling we are going to entj up with a tiny little piece
of money and we are all going to have to fight over it, and I think
there ought to be a larger commitment ovide adequate funding.
This is a basiohuman need. We are not alking about whether peo-
ple need bfaces for their teeth. This is a basic human need that has
to do with survival, in many cases. I think there should be adequate
funds for all women, for all men, for all children who need services,
whether it is shelters, housing. or education, and along with that
should be a commitment that allows researchers to do bask research
and evaluative research. .

I think that we are aiming for too small a commitment on the
part of Congress.

Senator CRANSTON. We obviously have problems in getting the
, money, that, I think, we would agree could be well invested. But,

because of competing demands for Federal money, we will have to
*ire Otjt what we can reasonably expect to get and try to move in
thlit dirktion. ,

Do yonlhink that money , ,

Dr. STETNMETZ. I was going to say, ithink that the Congre s can,
do a lot by changing attitudes about where our priorities shoil d be.

I mean it is very nice to have men walking on the Moon. but.
not if you cannot walk on your own streets and you cannot. wal in

your own homeshould we not have some higher priorities put
families' needs/. 4

I think that you, as public leaders. could 'perhaps encourage this.
I am not. anti-clefense or anything like thatI am just saying that
.we need to start reevaluating our priorities and that we want. to
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have safe.streets and safe homes so that people can live in their n
home without fear of brUtility.

Most of us here lenow sOries about women4sleepinig with knives
under their pillows to ward off attacks from their husbands, and
children doing the same thing.

This is really not a very healthy situation, and I just think that
you could do a great service by pointing out to other legislators,
that we need.to start raitting a higher priority on this. Do we really
need all those Moon shots?

Maybe for a couple of Oars, that money should be redirected to
help familiesotherwise, there is not going to be anybody to send
up there anyway. We will all be so debilitated.

Senator Camorros. I totally agree with you that we, &jot have
our priorities in the proper form.

Do you feel that there shonld be emphasis on medical research?
Dr. STEnotrrz. Well, of course, you need to have broad based re-

search, because there are so many basic questions unanswered. We
have a lot of mythslike I would have told you 2 or. 3 months ago
that all violence is of similar nature and that husbands hit and
then it escalates. And I am discovering from doing a very small
study on battered husbands, that.that isnot true.

You need to study all thNdifferent components in order to get
the *al picturemedical, s4ial, psychological. We have learned
an aWul lot, but we still do not. know very much. And we are

I going to have to do more researchboth basic research and evalu-
1 tire research.

r do not think that anyone should be put in a situation where they
are told "OK, here is the pot of money. Now, researcher, vou fight
over it and you fight against the people who need serviies. That is
not morally right nor efficient.

We need service, and we also need to know if the service is work-
ing. .t9id without evaluative research, we do not know that. With-
out basic research we4don't know which types of services are best.

We need to be able to monitor programs that are in existence, and
we also need to be able to monitor society. We knoW, for example,
that in Seattle when the airplane industry closed down there was an
increase in domestic violence of all kinds, as well As otlier kinds of
problems.

We need that basic reseych so that we can see that. something is
happening which can be compared with. Without. the research, you
do not know what kind of programs to hare. Right now, many of
our programs are hit or TOM. We cknow that you have to hilye. a
place to get the women out of the home. so that they will not be
killedat least not that nightso we are operating on a very low
level of knowledge.

We need to know how to prevent. donlestie 'Violencewe do not
want to spend the test of our lives running shelters. It would be
very nice if we could stop this problem. or at least allow partici-
pantsmarried couples or living together couplesto recognize the
signs of impending domestic violence and go 6ut and get. help.

I guess I cannot cop out and say you neel one or the other, be-
cause I really think we need both research and service funding and

32-235 (` - 21 ,
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I think that as a group of people, the Congress needs to. make a
strong statement to place a high priority on these needs. Shelters
alone will not do it. Shelters will help 'for this year's families at
risk and.that is all.

Senator CRANSTON. Ms. Davoren, do you have a comment ?
'Ms. DAVOREN. Yes.
It is hard to speak after Dr. Sleinmetz' elegant plea. because al-

though I really agree with everything she said, but also, I stand
on the otWr side of the fence in some ways.

One is, one has to do with the fact that I have experienced money
being spent on research ihstead of trehtment, and what find is
counting how many of this and how many of that. We have learned
over and over again in the child abuse field. that if you have a good
treatment facility, then you learn an enormous amount about what
is happening, mil you learn how many people are out there, because
thl people come to the treatment facility and you learn what yin
can do because you are doing things to try them out.

The other thingI want to reiterate what I said before, which
is, it is the opinion of my organization, the National Associatirn
of Social Workers, and that' is that we continue modest projects
that. we an continue, and of which we can have lots. And I think
this wnuld agree with your statement that we do not ward three
huge "somethings" somewhere. Rather, many all over the country.
We have such a potential.

Dr. Loma. Yes.
I think it is important when we look at this whole research issue

versus the service issue to try to find a right perspective for it.
My ,feeling is thr .the service organizations know a heck of a lot

more abotit service Id about abuse and abont abused women and
about Itbused childtn and about abused adolescents than the re-,

search 1.'ommunity, and probably the professional comnumity. [Ap-
plause.]

hope they will excuse me for saying that. but when it conies to
these real is.sues of treating a special population of people who are
hurting, the service providers know how to do itand they can teach
us a lot about what is going on there.

One of the things we need to do, when talk about denionstra-
tion. is to find some way to give those demonstrations some research

we

capabilityto put people in those demonstrations. to give them spe-
cial pieces of money, along with their, service money. as an adjunct
to their service money, to look at their programs, and to begin to
glean info'rmation.

And from my experiences with child abuse. What these service
organizations want ,from the professional community and from the
research community is not information about child abuse or battered
wivesbecanse they know it. What they want is some of the basic
information about what goes on in families. what kinds of dynamics
go on in families: what are the things that go on between husbands
and wives and children and mothers and children and fathers
that is the kind of informat,m that they finally come back to the
professional community and 'into the research comninnity to ask.

And as long as we can :ay. !This is what we kiirm best and that

0
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is what you know best." then the research communities and the
service communities can begin to work together.

Ms. Timm. Senator, I think one of the main things Owe.
Senator CRANSTON. Please comment very briefly, as we have an-

other panel.
Ms. TINKER. Very briefly.
.I think one of the, main things we are le, rning, Senator, from

our experience in these direo.. service pr()granis is what are the ques-
tions that we need answesi for. What we need from the research
community is the technical expertise to get these answers; we 'need
to answer questions that will enable us to provide better service.

Ms. WirsoN. I would just like to say that at the end of the 3
years, we would like to be able to have something that will aid us in
the future of America, in terms of living with faMily violence.

We do not want just a program that says, "It happens, and now
we can shove it, beeause we did what we were supposed to do"

That is what is important after 3 years, what happens!
Senator CaArtsTort. Thank you.
If we go and target money with ihe seed money iapproach, do you

.feel that it would be necessary to,rely on State governments to dis-
tribute minigrants, or do you have some other suggestionst

Ms. WitsoN. I really believe another approach is very necessary,
because when you add another layer of goverrimentyou are taking
away the funds for the program itself, because you are talking about
additional administrative costs, when States become passthrough
agencies.

And we do not need more. administration. We need more direct
money at the local level. .

Senator CRANSTON. There isf a problem of small community groups
reaching the Federal aovernment.

Ms. WILSON. Even closer than the States, though, are the Federal
regional councils, if you could, perhaps use them.

Ms. TINKER. We also now have a national organization wfiich is
in very close contact with the small community groups and if that
network would be used to funnel funds to the local groups. I think
that. would be a very efficient way to do it.

Senator CRANSTON. Do you think it would be useful to stimulate.
or create in each State. a citizens' advisory council?

Ms. TINKER. I thinkI do not know what you mean by citizens'
advisory panels.

We have citizens groups in each State which are ,tpAiether ,and
represent broad spectrum of the communities. 1,Wrilt, we need to
do is to formulate the tapping of the existing ekpertise.

Senator CRANSTON. Well, the general objective would be to.act as
a catalyst for State and local advocacy of active assistance in do-
mestic violence.

Do you think that type of thing could be begun now?
Ms. TINKER. I don't know as I would say it is adequately done

now.
I think that the groups are adequately established for thatto

happen, and if we can- support those efforts in their growth. it
would be very valuable.
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Ms. WILsort. When you are talking about citizens' advisory coun-
cils, you really are talking about how to involve the, grassroots peo-
ple themselves in the decisionmaking.

If you are talking about that, yes. very definitely, those people
need to be involved in the councils, because you need to have the
women, the people who have had the experience of what has hap-
pened iu their lives vhould be able to be in control, rat hv than sonw-
body who thinks they know what happens in those

So if you are really talking about that, yes, I would be in favor
of some sort of a council of these people. who are really involved in
trying to find a solution.

Dr. LOURTZ. Senator. I would like to respond a little bit to the
question of Federal versus local distribution.

I am somewhat skeptical of the concept of the Federal Govern-
ment distributing, vast amounts of money to demonstrations with
the hope that then som:Jody else will pick up op those demonstra-
tionsand I heard some testimony here earlier that that has hap-
pened, but I know that it' does not happen. It happens in Certain
instances, but in most instances, it does not.

If we were to fund 300 demonstrations, my State of Maryland
might be adequately covered, but I am not sure.

But iif we could set up som& system for States and localities to
spend their own money, to get up their own funds appropriately,
and use Federal funds to help States and help localities develop pro-
grams,' then I think our Federal d011ars will be spent a 'lot more
efficiently.

Senator CRANSTON. Thank you very, very much.
You have been very helpful and I appreciate your very informa-

l. and thoughtful opinions.
Before our next panel comes forward, we are going to hear from

one member of that panel alone, and that is Harriet, so would you
please come forward now?

We are very interested in hearing your testimony. Harriet.
. Thank you for being here.

STATEMENT OF BARP77. A BATTERED Wilt, ST. PAIIL,

IINN. 9

HAnnirr. Thank you.
. My name is Harriet and I am a battered wife, married 7 years. I
went through physical and mental abuse for the last 5 of those 7
years. I left my husband three -times previous to my coming to the
Women's Advocates Shelter.

To me, the shelter was a blessing, my only way of escaping my
situation. Which before I discovered the Battered Wives Organiza-
tion, seemed inescapable. I needed a safe place to go, where I would
not have to worry about my husband finding me. as he had previously
been able to do. I had tried staying with relatives and friends. but
my husband would either assatilt them or convince them to support
him in getting me to return home. So I was made to feel unsupported
and guilty about what I had done.

So, after realizing that I had gone through all the people I thonght
I could depend on for help, T decided the situation was hopeless. I
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felt that I would never be able to get away from him safely. After
the last return, my husband warned ine that if I left again, I had
better leave the State so that he could not find me.

I thought about how would I survive and where would I go and
where would I stay with my children.

One day, I read abont the Battered Wives Organization in the
newspaper ;IA decideq to try and locate an organization in my city.
I called a Women's Resource Center and was given the name of the
womitn in charge and her number. T called her and she told me to

. come down and discuss my situation with her. She told me all about
the organization and what type of help was available. We discussed
shelters out of State. which was my basic need, and I decided to go
to Women's Advocates Shelter in St. Paul, Minn.

.. She called ahead to let them knoNN I was coining with my three
children, Keith, age 10; Troy, age 8; and Ena, age 5. I went. borne
that day, feeling so much relief, because I could not believe that P
had finally found people who were willing to help me, and I. knew
I was going to make it this time.

I knew I would not have to go baek to him this time, so when
got the opportunity. I got the children and some clothes together
and left.

Upon my arrival at the shelter, T was immediately given a chance
to talk about my situation and offered food and room for myself and
the children. Within the first week, my children were enrolled in
school that was very cooperative about my need for confidency and
the need to help my children feel comfortable in this new environ-
ment. I also had help in getting firioxial and housing aid.

What was more important, I ;lad people supporting me for a
change. I was helped to get an mulerstanding about myself so that
T could realize T did not have to dump a lot of guilt on myself for
my marriage not working, because T had honestly tried. There was
no need to continue to punish myself by taking mental and physical
abuse T had taken for 5 years.

I stayed at the shelter for 7 weeks and within those 7 weeks, I was
feeling very positive about my future and in control of my life again
and my chihlren's. It really felt good to know that I could he me,
and I did not have to be what someone else thought T should be.

T was.ready to start. organizing a new life for myself and my
children and feeling very entluisinstic ;Wow what T wanted to do.

I have been out on my own for 5 months now and managing quite
well, despite a few ups aml downs. And T plan to atteml the univer-
sity in the fall. T imn doing volunteer work for Women's Advocates,
which I really enjoy doing a lot, beeause it gives me a chance to
help and gi ye the much neeckd support T got when I (.:66 to Wom-
en's Adyocat

:,top and think, T wouhl liner have made it if T had not found
oot the Butivrvd urgahizwion nod came to the WoioNi's
Adrocates.

I rip! , flinch II \jety when I think ;Iboot the WI/1111'11 t 1111 !MI

klIOW abUllt 11W nr.11111111.:It lull 1111d hoW hopele,-: their -.1tilidion twist
seem.

The need for shelters f:ir ootomoher the nvailahle shelter,- it I,
really disheurteniug to me to know that three Out or ovvry row.
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women that call for shelter have to be turned down and put on a
waiting list because the shelter is full and all alternative shelters
are full.

I know for a woman in that situatMn that that is very discourag-
ing because by tin time they get to your name, it may b'e too late.

Battered Wives Shelters are very much in need because there just
is not any alternative that will work. Every woman needs to know
that there is some place that she can come to and escape these situa-
tions. No woman should have to be sithjected to physical and mental
violence every day.

Shelters are an absolute mustthere is no alternative.
Thank you. [Applause.]
Senator CHANSVCON, Thank you very much. Harriet.
You can see your testimony was judged to be very helpful and

you are -very brave and again, we thank you very much for your
time.

The .members of the next panel, and final panel, are representa-
tives front various projects. Cheryl Beards lee from Women's Advo-
cates, St. Paul; Jennifer Fleming front Women's Resource Network,
Philadelphia; Kathleen M. Fojtik. commissioner, board of commis-
sioners, Washtenaw County, coordinator of the Domestic Violence
Project, hie.. in Ann Arbor; Curdina Hill, vice president. Casa
Myrna Vazquez, Boston; Sandy Ramos, executive director of Shelter
Our Sisters, Hackensack, N.J.; ames Walsh, executive director of
Victims Information Bureau of Suffolk, Inc., Suffolk County. N.Y.

would like to say for Sandy Ramos, that Senator Williams asked
me to extr,rul a warm, warm welcome to his constituent.

He wanted to be here, hut he could not be, so he looks forward to
reading your testimony, Ms. Ramos.

STATEMENTS OF CHERYL BEARDSLEE, STAFF MEMBER, WOMEN'S

ADVOCATES, ST. PAUL, MINN. ; JENNIFER FLEMING, DIREC-
TOR, WOMEN'S RESOURCE NETWORK, PHILADELPHIA, PA.,

HON. KATHLEEN M. FOITIK, COMMISSIONER, BOARD OF
COMMISSIONERS, WASHTENAW COUNTY, COORDINATOR, DO-

MESTIC VIOLENCE PROJECT, INC., ANN ARBOR, MICH.;

CURDINA HILL, VICE PRESIDENT, CASA MYRNA VAZQUEZ,

BOSTON, MASS. ; SANDY RAMOS, EXECUTIVE DIRECTOR, SHELTER
OUR SISTERS, HACKENSACK, N.J.; AND JAMES C. WALSH, A.C.S.W.,

C.S.W., EXECUTIVE DIRECTOR, VICTIMS INFORMATION BUREAU

OF SUFFOLK, INC., SUFFOLK COUNTY, N.Y., A PANEL

Ms. BEAnost.EE. I ant Cheryl Beardslee from Women's Advocates,
St, Paul. Minn.

In the past few years, shelters have developed in response for
the monk need for safety for abused women and their children.
Wonien's Advocates shelter in St. Paul. Minn.. opened in October
1974. In the past 31,2 years. we have housed over.2.000 women and
children. while forced to turn away 3 out of every 4 families who
request housing.

I will share with you the development of one shelter ;rented in
response to the plea of women in St. Paul for a place to seek shelter
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with their children, the development of a program continually de-
fined by the women and the children for whom it exists. In doing
so, I share with you not only our own experience, but that of a
growing network of shelters developed by women across the country,
who at last initiated a response lpsed on the right of each woman
to control her own life, respecting arid iiu rt un ng her own sense of
what needs to be done to change her situation.

When we opened the honse in October 1974. there were not enough
beds and there was no food. We were confident that women working
together had the resources to solve any upcoming problems. We
began operating a shelter based on the belief that women could de-
fine a space and a program that %would meet their needs

Experience of 3i/2 years have strengthened that belief. In our
shelter and other shelters across the count ry, programs for battered
women gain strength and clarity through processes in which resi-
dents, staff, and boards cooperate and constantly redefine their pro-
grams.

Advocacy for an individual woman is the process of helping her
reach goals she detenr ines for herself. When a woman has the oppor-
tunity to make her own decisions about her life, she gradually begins
to see herself differently. She feels sane..capable, and worthwhile.
She sees herself as someone who deserves to be treated well, with a
right not to be beaten.

Our work with community agerwies focuses on ways in which
they can provide services that will facilitate a woman's opportunity
to make her own decisions. Wy work with hospitals. mental health
.workers, and police. the welfare department. legal assistanee. and
services for children. We provide information and training to the
agencies and comninnity groups as well.

I want to mention chihlren. because they are a real significant part
of 5helters. When we first ojwned. we considered chihlren to be the
mother's responsibility and we foeused on helping her. Though the
majority of chihiren who come to the house have not been the direct
targets of abuse. the fact that they experience the effects of violence
toward their mothers makes them virtims and means they have spe-
cial' needs, The ch I hi advocates have wot ked with the public schools,
Hendstart and child care coordinators at the city. county, and State
level to see tl iat. thy special needs of children are met not only while
they are at the shelter, but after they leave as well.

We tire lucky enough to now be supported by public funds and
get money through the county mental health board, the welfare
department. and a grant through oar State's shelter legislation. Sup-
port from the Federal level is necessary to see that public funds of
all sorts are available to shelters all over country. There is a
great discrepancy in terms of what is available to shelters that was
defined by the local level.

There are community groups all over the country who are ready
to open shelters when funding is available. We all need funding that
will be stable foul will continue when sonic other social concern cap-
hires the public eye.

We have been able to be successful in our neighborhood through
eommunity groups. and thut success is an objective observable quan-
tity. The SIIN'eSti of the program for women who use it, is more
elusive.
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There are objective ways to measure our successwomen who stay
at the house experience safety from abuse and fear. That is a success.
Some women who stay at the house maintain contact with us and
we hear about others, so that we know what has gone on in their
lives. We want to know more about what happens to women and
their children once they have left the shelter, but tming families
when they leave takes time and money that we do not. have. I want.
to say that research funds that would be given to comnmnity pro-
grams would help with that and would give us an opportunity to
find out more about *that.

Subjvtive measures are also important. to usthe way a woman
looks and what she tells us about how she feels are. tlw day to day
feedback that tells us whether or not the house helps her meet her
needs. We have been careful not to define a "successful- client. Each
women knows best what she needs to do for herself and her childr n,
and only she knows if slie has succeeded.

T. have talked about providing an opportunity for women to tWke
con!rol over their.lives. I want to erase any implication that that
will solv4 the problem. It is not true that -lie is responsible for the
violence.'and if only she would act. would the problem be solved.

At Wonwn's Advocates, we have heard from and/or housed women
from all raves, all economic classes. and all ages. As a society. we
have an obfigation to look, not just at the. individuals involved in
violent families, but at the ways our institutions support violence
against women as an acceptable liart of family life. Until we have
made some real changes in our cultural view of the family.'sheiters
are a necessary and immediate alternative to living in a violent
lmme. Women and their children have a right to such an alternative.

senator CRANSTON. M. Beardslee. thank you very much.
[The prepared statement of M. Beardslee fol1ows:1

4
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nistorieally, women beaten in thir own homes have been seen as

rceipicnis ci jin.tilied punishment, part kip:tuts private or

masochists. Ad a result there has been little help given to assist

abused women in changing their situations; more likely, responses to

requests for help leave abused worwn feeling more responsible, more at

fault.

In the past few years shelters have developed in response to the

unmet need for safety for abused women and their children. Women's

Advocates shelter in St, Paul, Minnesota open ed in October of 1974.

In the past three and one half years we have housed over two thousand

women and children, while forced.to turn:Sway three out of every four

families who requebt housing. I will share with you the development of

one shelter created in response to the/plea of woven in St. Paul for a

place to smek shelter with their children, to escape the fear end violence

in their hOMOii and Sh evelopment of a program continually defined by
vor

the women -- and the children -- for whom it exists. In doing so, I

share with you not only our own experience, but that of the growing

network of shelters developed by:women across the country who at last

initiated d response based on the right of each woman to control her own

life, respectiug nd onrtorink her own sense of what needs tn he dohe

to change her sitoation..

In 1971, with no intention of developing a.shelter, a consciou6ness

raising group decided to begin work that would be supportive to women.

They began a telephone service designed to provide women with information

about their rights in the area of family law. Women's questions about

what they could do to get out of violent family situations spurred

a search for ovailahle options. Legal options available to a oman in
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an abusive relationship only presented inereasod danger, since she was

expected to live with her assailant while proceeding ageinat him in the'

courts. Possible sources ofthelter were explored; the only emergency

housing provided for a women with children was night or two in run-
..

dean hotel provided.by Emergency Social Servfte. Nearly every cell from

4 ware:. who had been abused would begin with'" you're going to think

I. crazy", or "you're not going to believe this". In previous calls

for help or attempts to get support she had most often been discounted

for (numerating or told she was to blame for the vidlence. It was clear

that she needed a safe shelter, time, and people who would believe her,

vslidate her experience, and trust her ao that she could begin to trust

herself to make decisions for herself and family.

Women't '.'vocates incorpopated as a Minnesota non-profit curpor)tion

in April 1972 and began reachiog out to the community for financial support

through letters and eventually a newsletter. As individual donations

were received a small office-apartment was rented providing a bedroom

for housing and office space for the phone service. Volunteers begen

housing women in their own horma. By continuing the phone service and

beginning to meet the need for shelter, Women's Advocates was able to

document the problem of woman abuse in St. Paul and demonstrate that

' emergency housing created an alternative for women living in violent homes.

The documentation and demonstration of an alternative were crucial

in the search for funding over the next two years. In 1974 Women's

Advocates received grant-in-aid money for salaries from the State Welfare

14partment, followed by private foundation money for a downpayment on

a house and its rehabilitation. Program money then became available

from private foundations and the local mental health board.

r

(J
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When we opened thc house in October of 19/4 there were not enough

beds and there Was no food. We were confident, that wome'n working to-

fiether had the resources to solve any upromir4 problems. No preconceived

policies or pro6edures had been sr4 out. Hoult,e policies and prneedures

have been continually developed through deciqiun making processes involving

residents, staff, ex-residents and other met4;urs of Women's Advocates
!

work groups. We had begun operating a.shelter based on the belief that
i

women could define a space and a program thiq would meet their needs.

Three and one half years of experience have iitrengthened that belief.

In our shelter and other shelters across th country programs for bat-

tered women gain strength and clarity throu processes in which residents,

staff and boards cooperate to constantly red.fine their programs.

Advocacy for an iOdividual woman is the process of helping her reach

goals s!le determines for herself. The socce s of our shelter depends

on that process. When a woman has the oppor unity to make her own decisions

about her life she gradually begins to see herself differently. She

feels sane, capable and worthwhile. She see herself as someone who

doscrvet. to he tmaltql wvII; with a i!;ht hilla0 in'. hvaion.

I

Our work with community agencies forusel on ways in which they can

provide services that will facilitate a womanhs opportunity to make her

\own decisions. The welfare department is one example. When we first

opened, women had to pay Us room and hoard Du of their own oorkets, -

leaving little money for personal needs and utile to find suitable housing

after the shelter. Work between Woolen's A;IVOC tes and the welfare dep-

artment has resolted in the creation of a vend r system for emergency.

housing. The county now pays a per diem foe room and board for a family,

leaving the womin with.the financial resources Lr decide when she wants

to leave the shelter and where she wants to live. We also worked with

s

_

-
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the welfare deparbmett to develop consisteut procedures so that the.womon

has %entre! over who knows her whereabouts. Frequently, a search for

father for the purpose of c011ectiag child support means a new seige

er for a WidI.III and her .bildrun.

So far, I have nm.ntiened children only in connection with their mothers. ,

When we first opened we considered children to be the mother's ma-
r

ponsibiltty and we forused on helping Cwt.. We soon learned that children

share the mother's fear, insecurity end luck oi self-esteem. We made

efforts to help children as we c.arried on our program with mothers and

gradually decided that wc needed child advocates. We now have two staff

positions for c.hild advocates. Though Most of the children who come to

the house have not been the direct targets of abuse, the fact that they

experiiswe the affects of violence toward their mothers makes them victims

and means they have Aiecial needs. The child advocates have worked with

the public sehools, head start, and child care coordinators at the city,

county, and state levels ti; see that the special nees of children are

met nut only while they.are ut'the shelter but after they leave as well.

Other community agencies we have Important relationships with are

the police, ramily Service, Cissnenity Pluming Organization, Legal

14sistance, and the county mental health' center. We depend on the city

poltee to provide protection for us and they depend on es as a referral

source for women in doaesties they respond 'to. Women's Advocates shares

a chemical dependency counselor with ramily Services. The Community

Planning Organization provides a resource lihrltry on battered women and

cooperates with us in coneminity education efforts. Workers at the Ramsey

Ponntilectital Health 01111q. ufir elm hp eur slummyt ereeps atil we Pine

thee as a referral source for women who want on-going counseling. Legal

e
'Assittance has worked out a system whereby a woman who'has been physically

abused can be seen on an emeyeency basis. We are also involved in
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ctlim,rtiog.tior cemimatity, ;rod legisl:Aure In farilitate the pa,J.age

of legielation which would protect battered women wherever they are and

provide funding fur shelters.

Thiekh we're now pubmIcoly rappelled ly 1iihl nimbi;

mental health board, the welare department, and a grant through our state's

shelter legislation our budget is not met: We must continually prove .

our need to present funding sources and seek new snInves LA the same time

even though programs for battered women are in the limelight. There

are groUps of women all over the country who are ready to open shelters

when funding is available. We all need fundkng that will be stable and

will continue when some other gavial concern captures the public eye.

The most pressing funding problem we've faced is the difficulty in ob-

taining capital funds foi building, equipment and furnishings. Through-

out our existence we have had to rely largely on private donations fur

capital investments. Private donations were the only way we,were able

to constract a fence to improve our neighbor realtions.

Oue realtionship with our 4ighborhood is important to mention

or
because it has been relatively smooth. Our arrival in the neighborhood

went unheralded. We.are licensed as a room and board facillty and located

within an arca already zoned to permit rows ano boarding houses. In the

three and one half years since our arrival we have received complaints

from neighbors about tlx..noise of children and ehildren in their yards.

We have tiAvo .I.Vinn!Ay inif/ uu.gi ::110.1) P4,1101100, Ihe

problems. Angry men have confined their threats and harrarancot to the

louse itself and our relationship with the police helps provide the im-

mediate response we need to prevent threats from beronming ansaults.

40
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Our success with our neighhors and with agencies is a visible,

objective quantity. The success of the program for wonen who use it

is more elusive. There re objective ways we measure our hfleers!k. Women

who stay at the house experience safety from abuse and fear. That is

suevess. Some women who have stayed at the house maintain contact with

us and we hear about others so we ,know what changes they've made. We

want to know'nere about what happens to women and their children once

they have left the shelter but tracing families when they leave takes

time and money that we don't have. Subjective measures are also important

to us. The way a woman looks and what she tells us about how she feels

are the day to day feed back that Vlls us whether or not the house helps

her meet her eeeds. We have been careful not to define the "successful

client". Each woman knows best what she needs to do for herself and

her:children and only she knows if she has succeeded.

I have talkeda lot about providing an opportunity for women to take

control over tbeir lives. I want to erase any implication that that

will solve the problem. 'It is not true that she is responsible and

if she would only act the problem would be solved. At Women's Advocates

we have heard from ond/or.housed women whu were beaten by at1orneys,

doctors, business men, elected orficials and police officers as well as

women beaten by men who are laborers ur underemployed. One researeher

estinates that 50% of the women in the United Stotes experience physical

abuse. As a society we have an obligation to look not just at the

individuals involved in violent families but at the ways our institutions

support violence against women as an aoveptable part of famfly life.

Until we have made some real changes in our cultnral view of the family,

shelters are a nevessary and immediate ali-Pmative to living in a violent

home. Women and their children have a right to such an alternativf.

t



HOUSING STATISTICS FOR PAST YEARS

A. the oldeat shelter for battered women in this country, Women'.
Advocates has accumulated much valuable information on the needs and
problems of women nd children whose lives have Been disrupted by violence.
However, up until recently no one has hsd time to compile statistics about
the women snd children we house frOm the resident forms that the women .

fill out. Ststiatica on the telephone calla we receive are compiled
monthly, but reaident forms hsve been largely ignored.

Somewhat more than a yesr ego, e volunteer, Betsy Gilmsn, set out to
remedy this situation. She rereed all of the resident forme from 1972
(when Women's Advocates ntaff were housing families in their own homes)
through 1976. The result. give an interesting picture of the women and
children we serve nd the difficulties they face.

It is important to note that the resident forms are not a researcher's
dream. !limy are incomplete, es the women who filled them out may hsve stayed
only a few hours. All the information which the residentsprovide is volun-
tary, snd they msy.elect not to answer any or all questions. FurtherMore,
over the years the forms themselves hsve changed; the information we re-
quested in 1972-73 is not nearly se detailed as the information we request
currently.

From 1772-1976, Women's Advocates housed 6(7 women and 68firchildren.
'
The number has risen steadily, from 43 women and 41 children in 1972-73 to
334 women end 366 children in 1776. (It should be noted that the number of
children firat exceeded the number of adults in that year). The statistics
that followinclude only those women who stayed one time. Betsy pulled the
forms of our "recidivists" to take separate look at them. Hopefully
some otterns will be Eighlighted this way: .length of time between stays .
changing nature of the problems women face over time, and varying lengths
of stay for the same women.

Demozraphic_Characteristice_of the Accidents

The form: show that the residents st Women's Advocates hsve been
typically young (18-30 years for wpmen; 0-5 years for children), but that
women of sll ages have stayed. The oldest one.on record wee 88. It appears
that the population we serve las been growing older, though. In 1975
32.5% of the women we housed were 18-20 years old, snd 19.9% were 21-25.
The next yesr only 104% were 18-20, end 30.7% were 21-25. However, these
.figpres could be misleading, se tn 1975 10.9% of the women did not give
their ages on the forms, while 1.1m next year all but 3.9% responded to
this question.

The women and their children hsve predominently been white, although
the figures sre sketchy because the forms did not mak the residents' races
until 1976. Even so, It is clear thst Women's.Advocates population has
consistently had higher percentage of minority women and children than

the metroppliten ares in general. In 1976, about 20% of the adult residents

snd 33% of the children were of eolor. The metropolitan srea is onli
non-white, according.to 1970 census figures.

The majority of W.A. residents come from Ramsey'and Hennepin Counties,
but an increasing number come from suburban counties (1.7% in 1974; 10.1%
in 1976). There has beep ell along small but consistent number of women.
Who come from outstste counties (1-4%), and a few rho come flora other -

states (1.7% in 1974; 6.2% in 1976). This percentage in expected to,rise
in the 077 statistics, as W.A. began to receive referrals ftom other .
shelters across the country.

Women's Advocates hol.les a large number of women without children:
sn overage of 42% in any given year. An average oi 25% have one child;
about 16% have two children; about 7% have three children; roughly V% have
four children; approximately 4% have five children; end only six families
in four veers have been larger than thut. The percdntages of families in
each category (no children, one child, two children, etc.) vary each year,
but not in any recognizable pattern.
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roe 1976 the sire uf th family wee-correlated with the length of

siay, with the result that wc can now say statistically what we have known

subjectively ll along: that the larger a family is, the longer its length
of stay I. likely to he, due to the difficultiee involved in trying to find

housing with children. The overall average length of ate). was 9 days

(aa compared with 14 days in 1975). Women without children aveveged
slightly shorter stays (8.5 days); one- and two-children familimstayed
an average of 9 days; three-children families averaged In daysCrour-children

families IS days; and on up to a SO-day stay for woman with seven children.

As always, overages can be misleading. Many women stayed only few hodts,

whether or not they had children, while one single woman lived at Women's

Advocates for total of 189 days.

We have not kept very reliable records on the economic resources of
women who come to stay; often they leave before we get that information.
However, it appears Asurprisingly) that in 1976 at least 106 of the residents
were on welfare before coming to the house, and only 26 applied for it after

arriving.

Zrejaralenejamen_tp_talegkirLets
In compiling statistics on battering, AMA rather unexpected things

came to light. The correlation between physical abuse of women and abuse
of chemicals is not nearly ss high as usually assumed by chemical dependency

professionsls. Each year from 1a72-1976, about a third of the women re-

ported that their husbands or boyfriends drank during abusive episodes or

drank habitually. It is possible that other residents were being abused'by
chemically dependent men, but were ne; yet willing to identify the assical

dependency as a problem. However, el* consistency of the'figures (33,6 in ,

1972-73; n% in 1974; 36% in 1975; and 30% in 1976) seems to point to their.

validity. An Women's Advocates staff seldom has contact with the abusers,

there is little opportunity to evaluae their chemical use independently.

Similarly, it appears from the data we have collected that man who

abuses his wife does not necessarily abuse his children as well, although

the figures aren't as consistent here. In 1972=73, 20% of Lhe battered

wmeen we housed reported abuse to their children as well au themselves.

In 1974, only OW reported both. In 1975 the figure rose to 16%, and in

1976 it WOO 21%. Howe er, we have not colleeted information on the in-

cidence of bettered women abusing their children, as can happen in the

escalating cycle of family violence.

Incest is another aro) in which we have not gotten es much information

as we would like to. W.A. -raff members have speculated that most of the -

abused women who have livee '-. the house probably grew up in incestuous

families, snd very early le, led the powerlessness of being victims.

Compiling data to prove these suspicions is difficult, though, as it requires

beefs of.trust between residents and staff. AA has been noted, restdents

often do not stay long enough for that level of trust to develop. The same

my be said of collecting information on the frequency of abuse in the womenos

families of origin--another arca in which we have not done very much.

Each year we have encountered a few cases of iacst with the children

w e housed, but here spin we may be aware of only the tip of the iceberg.

Mothers guy not know about the incestuous relationships between fathers

and children, or they may not want to know. In any case, the stettistics

we have about incest ere probably not very reliable.

Other data extrated from the forMa give o picture in numbers of the

work that Women's Advocates dOes--the number of attorney referrals we Rieke, 1

how often staff end police have accompanied women to their homes to collect

personal belongings, how 'luny times women and children have used medical

services, and so on. These figures should be of interest to our past and

future funders, and Betsy has plans to put her finding' into pamphlet form

so they can be shown to funders or groups trying to start new shelters. In

ddition, she plans to finish the statistics for 1977 and do a separate

study on the needs of women who return to the house to see how they differ

(if at all) from the weeds of women who come only once. ,

32.314 74 . 34

1'
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Ms.-FLEMING. Mr. Chairman, I would like to read to you fromthe
SenatorcEANSTON. Now we will hoar from Ms. Fleming:
Ms. Fizitimo, I'm Jennifer Fleming, from the Women's. Resource

Network, PhiladelpMa.
I would like toread to you from the felonious assault file, Wash-

tenaw County tiheriff's Department, Ann Arbor, Mich.:
victim stated the first argument started over a pack of cigarettes. Victim

stated accuued, her husband, held her agC, st the bathroom wall by the hair
and continued to beat victim with his right hand. Victim is 6 months pregnant
at this time.

Victi In stated, accused kept telling victim, you are 001g to lose that baby,
and then accused would beat victim in the stomach a^ain. a

After the assault in the bathroom, accused told victim to cook dinner. Victim
stated that the accused picked 110 11 butcher knife and put it to the victim's
throar and told victim, "I am going to kill you and yuti know I. can do it, too,
don't you?"

Victim answered, "Yes" and accused laid the butcher knife on the table and
turned around aad hit victim on the face with his flst and knocked victim to
the ffoor. Then the accused sat down on victim's itomach and put his knees on
victim'siartos so that the victim could not block any licks from accused. Then
the accused started beating vietim in the head, face, and stomach.

Victim stated she blacked out.
,Victim stated when she regained censciousnesi, the accused was still beat-

ing her..'
I wish that I could say that this is not a typical assault descrip-

tion, but I am afraid that the reverse is true.
What happens when a batthred woman, such as the women de--

scribed here, turns to the various systems around her for help? '13y
the way, let me mention that although I am focusing on the bat-
tered women in my testimbny, I do recognize that the issue is
broader than that, and involves some of the essential questions fac-
ing the American family today.

lisually the abused women finds the police hampered by laws
which restrict their ability to make an arre.st unless they witless
the actual assault.. She. finds prosecutors and district attoyneys so
overloaded, that they have to screen her out rather than help her
build a case; and she finds courts that are ineffective and ineffi-
cient.

When she tutns to traditional social service agencies, she often
finds an attempt to rechannel. her back into the relationships rather
than an attempt to build her emotional and economic independence.

Th Wonien s- Resource Network, which 1 am representing, has
received funds from nafional foundations to begin to provide train-
ing to the law enlorcement system on coping with domestic-violence.
We 'will be working with the Philadelphia and Detroit Police De-
partments in an attempt to develop a model training package that
can be used by groups throughout the country who are interested
in improving the response of the law enforcement system.-

We would- like to See: our police training accomplish a few very
specific objectives. No. 1, we would like the police officer to under-
stand, that when he or she arrives at the scene of wife beatin. that
a crime has taken place and that there is, in fact4 a victim. We
would like to see some kind'of successful connection take place be-
tween the victim antl the helping agency. There tweds to be greater

LI J
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cooperation between law enforcenient and social service providers,
Particularly grassroots groups who.have been working on the prob-
lem, so that the victim's contact with the helper does not end when
the police person leaves the premises.

As far as prosecutors and distriet attorneys' offices are concfrned.
we need to have special units establishedone ha been estal)Tished
in Philadelphia, under the new district attorneyto deal specifically
with thes-% cases.

At the court level, we need to explore diversionary programs,
mandatory counseling programs, and other opt ions which arc out- /
lined in my prepared testimony that I have submitted today. which
is more detailed than the testimony I am presenting now.

All of these measures are important. All of them need to be um
taken. Shelters need to be established, hotlines need to be set up,
counseling programs.have to be created.

But any legislation that you develop must also, I think, addr
some of the underlying issues that are involved with this problem

We need money for groups that are working on the development
of educational programs that would do a couple. of thingsNo.
create public advocacy for the victim of domestic violence. I a
sure most of the people in this room remember the case of Kit y
Genovese. in Brooklyn, N.Y., several years ago, who was murdered
on the streets: 39 people heard her cries but nobody called the po-
lice. During followr research, it wns determined that the vast ma-
jority of people not call the poliee because they thought that it
was her husbard beating her.

So, we need f .inds to deal with attitudes.
We also need funds to provide these programs with the means U.

educate teachers and social workers and parents about sex roles in
families. I bring this up because often, when I apiwar on television
shows or give talks, people say to me. "What makes him do it ?"
"\\That makes a man physically attack his wife?"

If I may, 1 would like to wax philosophical for the few seconds
I have 'left. I think hat each one of us, female and male. kis two
sides to our nature. whether you want to call it a hard and a soft
side or a male and female. side or whatever. I think that from day
one, little boys are taught to suppress and deny the "female part"
of themselves, and little girls are taught to deny and suppress, what
is considered the "male part" of themselves.

Often this results in unbalanced adults, in men who need to re-
sort to violence against their wives in order to asst;rt their manhood
or in order to feel masculii.e.

So I think we have go', to try to encourage our cilildren to develop
all sides of themselves so that we end up with balanced adults: so
that we create a new definition of "personhood"; so that we will
have families where both men and women strive to realize their po-
tential as s,rong, self-confident, creative human beings. capable of
developing violence-iree relationships based on equality and mutual
tespect.

Thank you.
Senator CRANSTON. Thank you very, very much.
[The prepared statement of Ms. Fleming and additional material

follow:]
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Family Violence: A Lon' at the Criminal Justice System.

Victim stated the first argument started over a pack of
cigarettes. Victim stated accused (her husband) held her
againut the bathroom wall by the hair and continued to
beat victim with his right hand. Victim is six months
pregnant at this time. Victim stated accused kept telling
victim, "Ditch, yu ate going to that baby," and then
accused would beat victi.: in the stomach again. After the
assault in the bathroom, accused told victim to cook dinner.
Victim stated that the accused pickud up a butolwr knife ana
put it to the victim's throat and told victim, "1 am.quing
to kill you and yco know con du it, too, don't you?"
Victim answered, "Yes," and accused laid the butcher knife
on the table and tuined around and hit victim in thy face
with his fist and knocked victim to the floor. Then the
accused sat &ran on the victim's stomach and put hi -. knees
on victim's arms GO victim could not block any kicks from
accused. Then uccused started beating victim in the head,
face, dnd stomach. The accused got to his feet and told
victim to got up. Victim stated that shy tried hut was
unable to do so and fell back to the floor. The ccused
started boating and kicking the victim and kicked over a
chair un victim's stomach. Victim stated sh blacked out.
Victim stated when she regained consciousness the accused
was still beating her.

A.1 Assault, Felonius, File 041,
Complaint:413M. July, 1974.
Washtenaw County Sheriff's DepArtment,
Ann Arbor, Michiyab

-1-
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Statistics reveal that in New York State in 1973, there were
almost 5000 rapes reported. Almost 3 times that number of
wife abuse complaints went.to family court. Unreported cases
could perhaps double or triple that number. Husband-wife
violence has been estimated to invoive anywhere from 504 to
70% of American families.*

1 In 1975 homicides within the family accounted for one

fourth of all murders; more than half of these were spouse

spouse killings.

Source: Crime in the U.S. - 1975 - The Uniform Crime Reports

Wideral Bureau of Investigation; loashington, D.C.)

2 In one study of R6 lower and middle-class families, Univer-

sity of Rhode Island sociologist Richard J. Cellos found

that more than half described instances in which one spouse

pushed, kicked or used some form of physical violence on the

other. About 261 of his sample participated in husband-wife

assaults regularly, ranging from a few times a year to every

day.

Source: Cellos, Richard J. 1974 The Violent Home: A

Study u- Physical Aggression Between Husbands and Wives.

Beverly gills, California, Sage Publications, Inc.

3 In a Kansas.City study, police
statistics showed that homicides

due to marital violence had been preceded by at least one call

to the'police in 851 of the cases and fi-e or more calls in

50% of these murders. The FBI saYs that 221 of all police

fatalities occur while investigating domestic disturbance.

Source: 1977 Domestic Violence min thc Police: Studies

17171-Wi-roit and Kansas City. The Police Foundation, Washington,

D.C.

4 In Philadelphia, Pa., over 40% of those attempting to file

criminal complaints with the district attorney are victims of

marital assault.

Source: Philadelphia's District Attorney's Office.

* Suzanne Prescott and Carolyn Lets. Battered Women: A Social

and Psychological Perspective 1976. Unpublished.

r2-
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5 22% of all police f alities and 40% of police injuries
occur as the result responding to domestic disturbance
calls. Since 1966, 57 officers have lost their lives
responding to domestic di'sturbunce cases.

Source: Crim in the U.S. - 1975 - The Uniform Crime Reports
TfEGial Bureau of Investigation: Washington, D.C.)

There can no longer be any doubt that wife beating'is a
major social and legal problem. However, most concerned indi-
vidu s, groups And agencies have little or no knowledge as to
how create an effective institutional respohse. This is
espe ially true within the criminal justice system which bears
the'.1ajor burden for enforcing the battered wouan's right to-
protection from violence.

Just how effective ere current procedures, and.what oan
be done to increase the effectivenays of the criminal justice
system in the area of family violence?

Law Enforcement:

Inadequate training, cal) overload, poor atti-
tudes, and fear of injury ofte result in the rejection of the

sau
I

rule of law which makes it a c imo to as lt another person.
.Instead, call'screening and ar itrary decision making often
determine how effective the police response turns out to be. If

there is enough of a neighborhood disturbance, if the use of a
weapon is involved, or if there is.scrious injury, the battered
woman will find the police more responsive. Without these
variables, however, calling the pollice can be of little help.

The attitude that a man's home is his castle, that what
goes on behind closed doors is rrivate, and that battered women
either provoke, deserve, or enjoy violence quite often plays a
role in the police o'ficer's inability.to assist thc victim of
spousal assault.

In addition, the police'are hampered by laws in most
states which require them to witness an assault before an arrest
can be made. In many localities, a "stitch rule" is in effect,
whereby an officer will determine that a felony has been committed
Tmly if the victim requires a substantial amount pf stitches
at which time an'arrest will thcn occur,

-3-
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Even when an arrest does take place,, however, the abusive
spouse is usually released within a short period of time,
having either raised bail or having been released on his own
recognizance.

For these reasons, many battered women do not report'

their assaults. For those that do, the p1ice response, even
when sympathetic, remaihs essentially ine fective.

James Bannon, Executive-Deputy Chi
Police Department says that "the reason tha
domestic violence situations to the greater,
is because wo do not know how to cope with

' How can the police cope?

of the Detroit
the police avoid
extent possible
hem." *

di
As the first perr.ton that arrives'on the scene, the
rfficer faces the task of restoring order and when

appropriate, making an,,rrest.

There is a serious question involved here regarding just

how much of a social work function police should assume when

intervening in a domestic disturbance. Is it an officer's
responsibility to address the underlying"causes of the problem

or to simply defuse the situation? Should he try to avoid

arrest or not?

Our position is that the officer should attempt to

defuse the situation in a manner that is sympathetic to the

victim, and take steps to'reduce the possibility of injury to ,

himself. (We are aware of the fact that many battered women
will attempt to physically attack an officer who is intervening

on her behalf. Our theory is that it becomes "sufer" for the

victim to attack the officer than the husband since she will

once again be at the mercy of her attacker once the officer leaves
Attacking the officer becomes her way of "fighting back.")

Although it has been demonstrated that the majority of

police work (85%) is actually social work, we do not believe that

it is the function of the police to attempt to solve the problems

that contribute to family dispute. Instead,, we would like to sec

police training and consultation t.hat would have the following

results:

* 1975. Law Enforcement Problems with Intra-Family Violence.
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1. Attitudinal changes that would result in
the officer's awareness of Ehe fact that when a wife beating
has occurred, a crime has taken place, and there is a victim
&rid a.perpetrator.

2. Crisis intervention skills for defusion uf
the immediate -,:mflict.

3. Reduction of police injuries.

4. A successful connection between the victim
and a helping agency.

We see number four (4) as an important key. Some
possible means of implementing this could be: police, social ,
work teams that would respond to the initial call; family
crisis intervention units that would be on call to back up the
pOlice, activated at the responding officer's discretion;
cooperative working relationships between police departments and
service providers, particularly grass roots groups which tend to

6 be available on a 24116ur basis and usually have a sense of victim
advocacy.

Some of these program ideas'have already been initiated;
police/social work teams and criris interVention back-up
specialists are in operation in various locations throughout the
country. Information on current activities in these area :. is
available through the Law.Enforcement Assistance Administration,
U. S. Department of Justice.

Over the last ten years, there has been a significant
amount of crisis intervention training fel' police departments
in various localities. Known primarily as Family CriAis Inter-
vention, police officers have been trained to defuse domestic
disturbances. We feel that this training is useful, and it
certainly is a basic prerequisite for an effective police re-
sponse. but we see it as only a first step. There are rome
important gaps in the Family Crisis Intervention Training model
that a more comprehensive training program should fill.

First, rather than attemptirig to reduce.the number of
arrests, police training should equip officers with the skills to
determine whether an arrest is appropriate (are there in';ernal
injuries, etc.) and conduct an appropriate investigation '

(interviewing witnr.ses, gathering evidence, etc.) Second, the
trainirg mode; .nould stress thet wife beating is a crime ami care
should be taken to insure that training materials do not reflect
tratitional bias regarding the psychology of the battered woman.

-5-
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Training should also provide officers with a basic
understanding of the phen-menon of wife abuse, resource and
referral information and information regarding substance,
implementatiod and enforcement of any local wife abuse legislation.

The possibility of establishing special domestic rOq-

turbance squads within police departments nhould also.be ex-
plored, although costs may be prohibitive. ln addition, the
importance of using female officers should be stresed since
it has.been demonstrated that male/female teams are more effect-

ive in intervening in domestic disturbance.

Any training moder that is developed should be "trans-
ferable", that is, multiple copies of a training "package".
should become available which, after brief training can be
admin4stered by local instructors and trarters to both in-service

officers and recruits.

Women's_Resource Network

National foundations have eXpressed serious interest in

improving law enforcement's response to domestic violence. .

Grants have been made to WRN.(a national training and consultation

resource on family.violence) by tbe Ford Foundation and the
Rockefeller Family Fund. These fdnds will be uSed to develop a
demonstration model for law enforcement effectiveness in Detroit

and Philadelphia. Working in conjunction with experts in the law

enforcement field, WRN hopes to test the validity of the training
models described above, with the ultimate goal of developing a
useful training tool for both law enforcement personnel and .1roups

and organizations who seek to improve the police response to the

problem.

Prosecutors

When the abused woman attempts to prosecute her spouse, lbe

finds long delays, encouragement to drop charges and reluctance to

issue warrants on the part of staff within district attorney's offi-

ces, reduction of charges from assault to harassment, lack of
:sympathy, and a general perception of hor problem as trivial and

unimportant. In oddition, fear of retaliation by the husband leaves

the battered woma,. reluctant to prosecute in the first place.

.I0
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his fear must be well understood bythose who come
in conta t with the victim. After all, if her husband has
put her in the hospital for misplacing a pack of cigarettes,
fear of serious injury or even death cannot,be unfounded when
she contemplates prosecuting him for assault: Even in situa-
tions where the victim is unnecessarily or i appropriately
dropping charges, one needs to be aware of t e psychological
crippling that accompanies battering and its attendant lack of

self-esteem, sense of powerlessness and emotiPnal paralysis.
The battered woman, living in terror and isolation has often
become convinced that there is no way out ever when avenues of

escape appear before her.

Besides, many battered women have bee
prosecution process only to find that it does
any, to follow through sipce the end result i

much more than a short non-reporting probatio
able agreement. In addition, abused women ar
dependent on their husbands, and incarceratio
loss of income. So, there are a variety of f
withdrawal of complaints by abused wives, all
traditional belief that battered women drop c
have a neurotic need to be abused or they,are
forgive and forget.

through the
little good, if
generally not
or an unentorce-
often economically
may mean a severe

ctors that lead to
of which combat the
arges because thly
all too willing to

All of this does not mean however, th t we should not
encour ge beaten wives to prosecute their spo, ses when appropri-

ate. hanges need '..:o occur that will insure An effective response
when e eeverely battered woman seeks to pr secute her husband.

attor
with
poss
symp
and

Training should be provided for the taff of district
ey's offiTes to insure that those persons coming in contact
attered women understand the "victim m ntallty'. Where
le, privacy should be provided; interv ewers should be

thetic and helpful; complaints should b taken seriously;
ttempts should be made tn establish a c se when appropriate.,

In Philadelphia, the loaal shelter g oup operates a
colseling service within the district itto ey's office. This

ena les the victim to obtain appropriate as istance; relieves
the staff of the D.A.'s office pf the couns ling function; and
al1eviates the case overload that usually e ists at the beginning

of the week.

We could see another important func ion that could be
undertaken by local service providers in c operation with district

a torney's offices: screening. It may be possible that counselors
c uld provide initial screening so that th se women who turn to the
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criminal justice system for help simply,because they &knot
know what else to do, could receive counseling and referral
information. Civil remedies could be explored. Those women
who are involved in serious batterings situations could be
channelled through the criminal justice system with emotional
support and back-up from the appropriate womens' groups.
Counseling should redrce the victims' fear and isolation and
the cha-:es of her dropping the charges.

In addition, protection needs to be provided for the
victim during the time that she is prosecuting. Red tape and
delays need to be reduced.

Perhaps, as in Philadelphia,"-rpecial units should be
established within district attcrney's of 'ces to handle
domestic violence cases.

COUrtS

As mentioned before, incarce:. _.'. 4 an abusive spouse
is certainly not the answer in many cases of wife abuse. If
the husband is working and the wife is.dependent on his income,
then it may serve to add to her problems rather than reduce
them. Many abusive men are not working, however and in this
instance incarceration may serve as a deterrent. Even in the
case of the working spouse, temporary incarceration, for a
weekend, for example, could save lives and property, particular-
ly when the abuse is severe. Another purpose thet incarceration
serves is to provide the wife with enough space and.relief to i

develop her resourees to move to change her situation.

Alternatives to incarceration need to he explored. Man-
datory counseling is a possibility. Kathy Saltzman of the York
street Center points out:

"Past experience both with men who were forced
to receive counseling as well as those who sought
counseling voluntarily would seem to indicate
some potential for success in certain .cases."

(Program Summary: Methodology. York Street Center, Denver,
Colorado.)

\
div s onary programs where the defendant is tried and convicted,

16: Another area for exploration is the establishment of

"6
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and incarcerated only if he violates the terms of his parole.
Violation, however, should result in certain and immediate
incarceration. All too often, the thrust of the courts is
towards reconciliation, the assumption being that family
violence is a social rather than a legal issue. The fact is,
however, that these assumptions allow a battering husband to
believe that he essentially has the right to assault his wife.
Since the vast majority of reconciliation agreements are vio-
lated within a short Reriod of time, steps need to be taken
that will affor the victim some relief from the violence,that
if allowed to coatinue,will inevitably escalate to unavoidable
and tragic consequences.

Cenclusions:

:Changing the response of the criminal justice system
rests on a number of variables. First, funds need to be made
available, through the appropria(e agencies (LEAA, etc.) Second,
cooperation between law enforcement personnel and service
providers must be established on an on-going basis. Policemen
cannot be social workers, but if the cycle of violence is to bet
broken, they must be concerned and they must care. With help
from those who have been committed to working on the battered
woman problem, the criminal justice system can do much towards
freeing the battered woman from her prison of fear, pain and
isolation.

This does not mean that we think the police and the
courts should solve the family violence problem. There are
no easy answers. Improving the response of the criminal justice
system munt go hand in hand with improved social services, in-
creased rcsouices for the battered woman and better attitudes
on the par t. of the public at large.

But, even more-iMportant, we Must realize that the real
solutions 10 family violence lie not so much in what we do to
mop up the damattafter the fact, but in what we do to prevent
it.

We must look at our tendency to glorify violence; at our
marriage laws which even today relegate women to a secondary and
dependent role; at the historical roots of violence against womeh;
at the lecial, cultural and societal sanctions for wife beating.
And we i.ust find ways for both men and women to realize their
potential as independent, strong, self-confident, creative human
beings, capable of developing relationships based on equality and
mutual respect.
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APPENDIX:

Immediate areas of concern re: funds for family
violence programs within the Law Enforcement Assistance
Administration.

1. Several women's groups working on family
violence have unsuccessfuly applied.for Community Anti-Crime

funds. Can these groups receive technical assistance from
the Community Anti-Crime Program that would enable them to
develop proposals that will conform with present guidelines
particularly by the April 33st 1978 deadline?

2. Can the fami rviolence allocation'be
increased? There have been over 1000 requests for guidelines
which would indicate a problem of mammoth proportions.

3. Are they any plans within LEAA to conduct
research that would identify those factors that contribute to
family violence so that appropriate prevention programs could
be developed?

4. Does the office of Juvonile Justice have any
plans?

5. What is the Office of Technology Transfer
planning on doing?

b. How can grass roots community groups assurc
that there are family violence courses in Law Enforcement
Education Program colleges and universities?
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COALS

1 To reduce the incidence of violence In the
family.

2 To.stimulate the creafion of resources and
institutional changes critical to Ilse abuse
yktim's survival and well being.

3 To alter the climate of bias and misunder-
standing that surrourds domestic violence
with emphasis on wife abuse

SERVICES

1 Training and consultation to the law
enforcement and criminal justice systems
on coping with domestic violence.

2 Consultation and education for practitioners
and administrative personnel within the
mental health and social service fields on
counseling victims of abuse.

3 Development of workshops, seminars,
conferences and curriculum related to via
lence In the family.

4 Research and evaluation projects focusing
on family violence.



CURRENT PROJECTS

1 Development pf a demonstration model for
law enforcement effectiveness in the area
of domestic violence in Detroit and Phila-
delphia (funded by the Ford Foul Ipon and
the Rockefeller Family Fund),

2 Improvement of counsehng techniques for
battered women through support systems
which reinforce their personal strengths and
improve their coping mechanisms (funded
by the Dolfinger.McMahon Foundation).

3 Development of treatment models for
working with abusive males through group
counseling which explores their use of
violence as a refOUICe and develops non.
violent problem solving techniques.

4 Advocacy in connection with adequate
legislation to combat domestic violence.

5 With university affiliation, the development
of research and evaluation efforts that will:
(1) identify the factors leading to successful
counseling of victims of abuse, and
(2) test the relative effectiveness ot a
variety of morMs of mental health consul-
tation and education on family violence.

Training sessions which provide mental
health practitioners with the skills, techniques
and awareness necessary when counseling
battered women.

0

z

0
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FAMILY VIOLENCE
Violeri.Pf.buthin tamales Is widely liii outing

ogniltd as J problem in the United stales
While 41ranger-to-stranger violen«. is 'also
prevAleet in this country. much. 1 nol nimt
violence occurs between people who ale in (lose
celationship to une anuther.f

Li In 1969 honin ides within the family Ai

countsd tur oat fourth ot all milde
more than'hall ot these were spool killings.

ti In a Karisas cat tuch bsta ics

shoysed that ho irides due to marital iiilence.
had been preceded bs at least five or more
cAlls to the polit in italf of these mur.ders.

[ : -In Philadelphia. over 40% of those attempt-
ing to tile criminal complaints smth the
District Attorney are vitt:ins ot marital assault.

(1 The FBI says tal 21% uf all polite fatalities
incui while investigating domestic disturbance

n More .chilchen die of child abuse than, all
other known childhood diseases comiiined.

ItI% of All rape sl(linis have been assaulted
by menther in their own families.

Indere Bair: Pert/ she Asiotion. INPloila.. Ps.

124 (.. 711 . 2'.

'STAFFING
lENNIFR FLEMING
lethnifer Fleming Is the founder and Director of
the Women's Resouri e Netssork Iormerly, she
seted as Cothirector in the AVtimeri in
transition Program. She has co-authored two
books. It omen in Transition, .1 feminist Handbook
on Separatiiin ans,l pus ort I., and for Retter..For
lt,)rse. a Ferninis! IMndpook on Marriage and
Othvr Options. she is lairrently working on a
book on marital minder tor Doubledas and has
Ilse sears esfierienie in the wife abuse trld.

MURIEL FONDI
Muriel Fond'. SIM. has had twenty' N ears of
esperieru e in all spei Is of social wok including
training. Ellie, i p1.II I e.Vipervision;and 4d-
ministiation slie seises . Direr tin WI- thing
for WRISI.

WOMEN' S
RESOURCE
NETWORK
1 University Place
4025 Chestnut Stceet
Philadelphia, PA 19104
215/387-0420

N
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ek, I can give you case study after case stmly of the hicano mother
of sixa terrible incest case where the 1-year-old dailghter tried
to commit suicide at school after at least six doclunen$ed eases of
rape againt her. I can give you cases of promMent physicians',
wives who come to us'and ask for help. It does cover all economic
brackets, et cetera. .

I must say that we have had only one befttered man that has come
to our project for help iiiitik years,we have, been in existence in
Ann Arbor.

-I want to point out that over 75 percent of all the mothers of all
thd families who come to us have had children under 5 years of
itge. There tire many minor children involved in this.

I am here mainly to make recommendhtions, if I,may, please. My
first recommendation is for atl increased appropriation. I appreciate
your questions about seed money. I understand the LEAA conceptof seed money and I support that, however, we .need more seed I
money. The current bill would only amout to $180,000 per State .for
the first year aria that is definitely not enough. I can document sta-
tistics of our inoject and what it. costIt to do tlijngs right for a
county of about 250,000 peopleit takes about $9,50,0o0. I.do not
think $1 pef, person is too much to ask of the U.S. Government to
help vickits of violence, who are trulyas Suzanne Steinmetz said,
they ae in basic need of food, clothing, shelter, and protection.

I am askiil you, again, for $200 milliona little less than the
population o ur countryless than $1 per person over a 3-year

.apprOpriatio p help battered women. That'l less thhn 33 cents perperson per year.
.

I suggest a Department.. of Victim Assistance or Victim Services.- . I recommend that the. bulk of the funds-60 percent, if -possible, or
moregoing directly to local programs and direct:client services.

I do not think there is a need for a natiorm ic'te. hotline.
And I ask you please, all of you, to act this year. to pass needed

legislation to provide alternatives to violenCe for millions V Amer-
icans. . . .

Thank you. . .
Senator CRANSTON. Thalk you very much. [Applause.]

, [The prepared statement of Ms. Fojtik and additional materials

t.
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InjRvocTlpy
4AP,

Gentlemept thank you,for /his opportunity to speak in support of

S. 1/28, the Domestic Violenca rreatment and Previ,ntion Act, and-tAnike

reiorrAndations.for'am endments.

I will be %peaking from the local perspective, from the, point where

ederal tax dollars meet the reciPient of services, anS wnere people are

either helped or hindered by governmen't intervention. As a local elected

officilml. I want to address the issue of domestic violenLt in as objective

tkniS as possible, and theaefore, 4 nye included in my testimony statistics

from the Law Enforcement Assistance Aftinist4tion (LEAA),/ final qValuation

report from the Assault Crisis Center in my home area of Washtenaw County.

Michigan, 1\ave also included researc4i4from affiliates of the University

of Michigan.

o

One of the reasons I am so -mmitted to the issue of violencmin the

'family is that as a child I witnessed wyekly beatings, and daily ;ritim-
.

idation of my mother by my father. I now ktow that my L,ther was not aloneg

in her victimfiation.

. I am heretoday .to ask you to help not only battered women. but also

the innocent children who are as victimizelil bY domest.ic.,v4ulence as are

mothers, the assaulted wives.

FROM VKLUNTEERS TO PAID PROFESSTONAIS

In the past tdee years, I have worked overtime,for ver(little pay,as

Coordinator of a program for battered women in Washtenaw County.' We.organized

ourselves in April 1975 aS a task force of the local 'chapter of the National

Urganicatiop fur Den (NOW), an'd wurked diligently.to gain credibility and

lespectability from our community to become an establistiod social serviCe

age4cy deliveryinv services to needy 11.-m, women .,ind chi)dren from all economic,

/I

4
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711itica1 . Ind soc'ial ba,kgrnunds. "It.w5s a long and diifijult road frwl

-

part-time vglunteer organi,!atton, to full-tire professional service organ-

>
ization, but we worked hard, and our program grew fro one wi/iyo budget,

0
to.one worth over 5250,000. in jdst three short years. We started with

loc,s1 donations aell .,1(14ed resources including CETA (Compreherrive Employ-

K"-

Tent and Teainihg WO position*, VISTA (Volunteers In Service to Arica)

volunteers, CG. (Coniunity Developmeint Block Grant - HOD) funds, LEAA

(Law Erifi;rcement Assistance'Administratidn) funds,'United Way money, and

ori:ite found4tion,do1lars. It was not.easy, and. I do odt believe that our

experience,Lan or should be repeated in other.comunities.,. Clearly, there

is t Abed for similar service:s in other 'conmun4-ties; however, our progr:ini was

,b0ilt at great personal sacrifice which others should not have tio dup4Eate.

I am here to ask 'you to help others become,paid professionals without.having
.

Ito go tttrough the groling-painsiof a #oluter organitatinn:

CHARACTERISfICS OF VICTIMS /VC ASSAILANTS

In Ann Arbor, we learned.agivat deal about victims of v4olence, and.trieir
t .

An article which/appeared in the Social Work )ournal,\flovember

1977, written by Donnie Carlson of the Universoity.of Michigan details what

we learned from a Itudy sample of 101 cases. The similarities between Ms.

CdrIson's statistics and the LEAA-funded Evaln:aidn Peport are strik-
6

ingly similar. rdr example, crxrparing a 10 1/2 wcutth period during 19/6

'with'ari equal period of time in 1977, the following similgriiim were noted

between the volunteer Domestic Violence Project research and the LE4A-funded

research.
MCINTAGE UVP vq!,LFAA

.The perientage of tilt/Its legdlly married.. 50.41 to 58%

Victim reported physical abuse of chijdren. 21.24; 'to ?IS '

,6Assailant observed routine violence between parepts. 49.IZ to Yi.PY

.Assailant was'under the influence of alcohol during assault. 66.:f.L to 64.11

6

4

4

I
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:0.;ny other similarities were r,oted bet,,e!n !he two sets uf indechAently

collected data, and 1 have attached both the -l-mbcestic Violence 1'ro1ecC,s

statistics, and the'LEAA statistics for yoUr inforriatiort.
,

1 haye worked direcply with over 260 CdSUS of domestic violence at

. t our myency. These cases range all the wdy across -the social spectrum, from 1

the wife ttf a prominent physician to a poor Chicana mother o six: whose

liUsband had also sexually assaulted th0r 12 yedr old daughter on at least'

six different occasions before the' 12 year old attempted suicide A t schtool.

Let me emphasize lhat.I bel ive th en? is no scilaillfrq as a "typical battered

womene, and. thi!re is no such thing as a "typical wi fe-beater". There is a

umtinuum uf aolence, all, the way from the once-in-d-life-time punch to the

weekly and, daly beatings that can 4nd,do eAist 'in too many hOwes. it:1s

. .

the most -,evere forms pf victimization 4.ItIN-E- urgently nepd to be addressed
. .

1

with federaj funds. i would a1 s6 likv to emphasize thdt no men ever contacted

our voll,nteer Ugericy as ,victims of violence.-',The LLAA stdistic indicate

,s

'only one battered man and 377 battered women sought.. avistdnce clUr)ng their

firs1,10 1/2.months of operation. Both agencies report thdt assailants in

.t oe.

very small ndubers hav4 sought dV, i tdnce in dn effort to curb their violent

behavior. Of the ?60 women who ,fuitacted the volunteer project, 73, had'one

or rrore children under fhe e of 5 years. Of the 377 wmen who contacted the

\ LEM prigrail iri iij period, P,4,3! had milieu- iiilJicn.

I caution anyone d ttemp t I nq to set-up counseling or re-edocatior centers
,

for assailants. The re,;earch is incomplAe, dill any programs thatmight be

P% t j 1 khed would b.c3 purely eAppri[bultd1. On the othe r hand, the rw.eorch

clear that a need exists for services for victims of v, .lence.

-3-
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I)

My first recOmr.endation'is'for.an increased apornpriatfon, becivse

60 million dollars trickle-drwn to only $180,000 per state for the first

year Of the three year funding cycle'when the technical assisiance cdsts

a9d aamin)strative costs ar2 takev off /he top, and a full 60". orallocated

fur-Ms is divided by 50 statts.- $180,000 per stafe.will .fund only one

..program of.comprehensive services per statebased on the cost of seqiices.

provided within Michigan. Clearly. $180,000 per state is insuf.ficient to

1 '' 1,

assist'state and local yovernuents in porting the needs of families-in-crisis.

,
Aftr careful considerationi in consultation with meuhers of the Michigan

Coalition Again;t 0Vestic ViTrice, J.would like,lo reconvend the appr4riZtion

of $200,000,000 bver three year' perio for co6prehenive services for

battered spouses tnd their children. This would be $66,666,666 per yeailbor

$1,333,333 per seate/per year. In my opinion, this amount of money mould

OrN

deivately fund approximately six (6) programs per state at approximately.

2l4666 per program/per year/ If smaller grants lre m.rde to' only partially

fund the needed services, then a larger nutter of grants can be awarded.

$200,000_,000 is le;-,s than l.00 fnr eaetrand every fprerican, and is

similar to the amount of money we currerltly have available within Washtenaw

ler

County to provide services. Washtenaw hay a populatiOn of ?50,000, and we

#
currently have available $740.000 worth of wrvies frac battered spouses. I

would be happy to brovide you with detailed budget information, and expenditure

. . ,

reports that verify the need forjhis amount of money to Zequately adminsiter

comprehensive pro/ram of services forjhettyred spuu.;es and their children.

Although my couniy currently has funds
avail'able, we are entering the

...third year of our (AAA grant,'and these funds'will not'be kilalbe in the

vareir;are. Therefore, my crlunty need,
additionarfederal tax dollars to maintain',
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V.

II

the current level uf serviy2s, and to ,,Amtieve to r..2et the c,f the

600 fa:sil4es that we prol:ct will sei:eur help and intervential during

te coming gar. Tne 600 falilie that'reciat oütsiàe intervirntion re-'

. e.
present a small percentagé of the opulation within Wa'Aiteriaw County. The '

.

pr!blem is severe,and the need is great, hut the,nwsbersare mana,e)ble.

Darestic\violence dues.:IOT seem to affect a ;11(wity of the population in

cy area, 'bu) even at these aurbers the. 'ramifiLatOis affect the entire

, . . .

cui'rlunity. .
. 6

. . (1

(My second "recoucend tion is for a nepartent of Victim AssistanLe or'

ctim Services to admini ter theodirect grant progfam under this Act. This

1
e

Department or Bure:lu would.passthrough the funds to local .progrT4s The

intent is to keeP the federal bUreaucracy at a miniobm, and tà administer

S.

/ne ,f4nrls Ri as :imple a fashion as possible. The advisory cormittee to

the Michipn legislature also recohrended the creation of a VictimMsistance

or Victim Services Bureau to administer state funds appropriated in theAtate

o! Michigan. Thit Victim :erviCes Bo;.eilu c;n0d also,,viminister the federal

Coipensation Act which I
understand 4s co;rently pending before cono'eU

and would be ad.4inistered by the Attorney General if pacsed in its'current

form.. 4
o

6
My third .eco..endation is,to prefer the grint pr,gram specified in 5.11?8

over any other type of fundiffg mechanism; huwever, to eliminate the "demon-

*.

stration" project terminology, and simply award "g'rants" for the three year

life of the Act.

My fourth recovuendation is to award inure than blirt of die funds approp-iated
\

to direct grants, for locally administeredend controlled programs. If 'pos-

sible, I wobld suggest that /0% of the funds alIncated go into dfrect services.

11

4,
o

V.

r e
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t
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fif*.h corresponas with the fourth ry_co, .fli.tition and

calls for a smdller percentage of federal funds to 90 for research purposes;
t

national clearinghouse purposes, training pirroo,,es, and federal coordination

purposet. I strongly believe in direct clienetervices.dnd the nePd 6
place the vast majority of the fesources into local, grassroots programs,

so that vicitims of violence and their fdmilies will receive direct services

in the form of emerg'ncy shelter, 24 hour crisis.phone counseling, legal

information and advocacy, dssistance with social servicelagencies, trans-

4
portation assistance, child care assistarie, finencial assistance, and

support couuseling services.

MY sixth reconuendation is NOT to create a nationwide hotline. I

strenuously object to a tyll-free hotline. Although local hot\ines are

needed, and necei..sdrofproviding information and referral which is helpful

io clicks in need, amdtionwide hotline could provide no pertinent infor-

r
mdtion :or ?csistance dnd would be a we're of.poney.

My seventh reconnendation is*thdt theflnity States Senate act this

year to pass needed legislatift to provide alternatives to viokoce for

Illions of fwericails.

Thank you.

1,

a

el

_

-
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The ioucautg asotratian two g..ith6ted ptom doe.estic v Ace o.c.t4.os v.ho

ccactzd the Ai.zuL Ct.34 Ce,:tu !!5oa 15, 19/6,
0.1:d Se;Itzrtbzy 30, 1971. When inte,tr=t7.ng thi4 data, it i4 wise to keep in Ftir4
that tho4e pemon4 itho did slat .seek hdp a. not 4epteAented.

VICTIM INFORMATION

I. SOURCE OF REFERRAL
34 Irme enioAceptent ageacy (10.1S)

PlumustoA' oiiice
2 Schoot

r- Ir NoapitaL
41 :Oda goyttr...m2ntat agelicy

39 Pcivate olgan.ization

24 Walt-ii
.0thm

46 Unknown

r. WAS THE VICTIM'AWARE OF TUE ASSAULT CRIIIS CENTER PRIOR PP VICTIMIZATION?
43 yea 1

in_ No
12...U4shmosol

4 '

3. IF SO, WHAT gROUGiff THE CEXTER TO THE VICTIM'S ATTEWTIO.Nt

16 Media aepokt
r,

1 ,Mo14, advettieim .. ,

I e_ AttiAded pub/Az pAme.Atation by Ailaat 6414C4 Centut
I Sam: sktteltiaL4 diettibutecl by Assadtt CtiAiA CeateA
16 FaXemd Oa ftetative .

1 ,Hexod* Aseautt Ctisi4 penteA thaough amotheA oaganization
3 Potice .

. I °the&
1 ,Unknomis ..-

\
4. VICTIM'S RESIDENCE .'

64 . Ann Altbo4
I

.

___4-4 Voit,Inti
_i_6_Ont-eountt4

pp .0at oi WaShterlito County , ft

7 _Out osi Atatc
.

.

5. SEX OF CLIENT ,

jig reran+
s__Mate

$ Unknown

6. ,AGE OF VICTIM
0 13 ok andeA

14-18 vaa4
I:43_19-15 vWt4

1,6;0 !Pa
20-45 vat&

15 46-64 I.J.9V14
.4 0 65 6 up

unhiumt
C.

4

N
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.7. RACE OF IICTIM
130 Kitt 181.21)

Stack (16.11)
Spani4A Antr.A.14dit

f Anteiatatt Indian
1 Otientat
5 Unknoot

1. VICTIM'S EDUCATION
1 gadde4 cot le44

--41f Some high Achoot
40 Compl.e.teci high 4ehoot

_AL Some coluge 04 vocational eilacatioti beyond 'Ugh eehoot
__a...Completed cottege

pp Somt oaditatt Aehool o. grtadaate degkee
zi Unknown

9. -DOES THE VICTIM HAVE CHILDREN?

145 Ye4 (10.31)
LL No
IS Unksioom

10. 11010 MANY CHILDREN ARE '1./VIP4 AT HOME?

44 Tie childnen
Tktet childetn

9. Foga. 'ciatabeel
4 FAve chil.dxen

Six tJuldnen
Unknoot

11. IS VICTIM EMPLOYED?
64 OA

4.3
Unknown

1t. vIcrws INCOME
_IL Las than $1,000

7 41,poo-$1,999
10 $2,000-42,999
j3 $3,000-45,999
13 44000-44,999

g 45,000-45,999
j $6,000-46,999
2, $7,000-41,999
4 41,000-41,999

ig .49,000-411,999
$12,000,-414,999

4 415,000-424,999'
f 425,000-449,999 4

O $50,000 04 MU
61 Unknotot

k

a

to
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36 1

IJ. IS VICTIM RECEIVING "WELFARE" PAYMENTS?

So Ye4 (30.11)

116 No
19 t61v10401

14. DOES VICTIM HAVE A SUBSTANCE ABUSE PROBLEM?

133 My
Abtute &cup

6 Abmich alcohol
Abuite6 both duo and attohot

33 Wdutoot

/S. WAS VICTIM ABUSED AS A CHILD!

tS Yea (19.6i)

T61 Ito41 Unknown

.

16., WAS THERE.PHYS:CAL VIOLENCE'BETWEEN VICTIM'S PARENTS?

34 Ve4 (26.1S)
w- No
--Wi-- Unknown

17. WERE VICTIN'S PARENTS SEPARATED OR DIVORCED?

46 Yu (34.5%)

--4T- Unknown

18. MAS VICTIM IN A PRIMARY RELATIONSHIP BEFORE?

62 MA
-Tr NO
-Tr- Unknown

19. IF.30, WAS THERE vOMESTIC VIOLENCE IN THAT PRIOR RELATIONSHIP?

10 Yt4 (0.4%)-fr Nor Unknown

AZAILOWT INFORMATION

20. ASSAILVT'S AGE
0 1304 undek

14-18 yeau
-Tr 19-t5-yeam

16-35 yeaAA (SIMI
---Tr 36-45 yeo.AA

18 46-64 yaw
2 65 and up

ts Unknown

21. ASSAILANT'S SEX
6 Foliate

-T-0- Mate
---6 Unknown
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wirs RACE
( Atte 312

Mick
Spoil Ak Mexican
Amalgam tow Umn
Ceti/Atm/
Ottivc
Wm/A

13. ASSAILANT'S EDUCATION
8 snadca 04 tt44
Sant M mcAoat
Comptsted klek 4C1100Z
Solt catlagt OR vocational tiALCAtiOk
Calpedtd collage
Somt padmatt Achoot ma saduate ague
Wow.

14. IS AUAILANT EiLPLOYED?

Yea
No

85. ASSAILANT'S INCOME
Agui $1,000

81,000-$1,999
88,000-$1,999
85,000- 3 999
54,000-54,999

5,999

.000- .9,9--"T 7,000- ,f99

8,000- 8,999 *,

9,000- 11,999
118000
15,000- 14,999
5,000- 9,999

850,000 04 matt
Wham

U. VIO ASSAILANT SERVE IN THE MEV FORCES?
YtA (41.5i)

No

11. DOES ASSAILANT HAVE A CRIMINAL RECORD?

24WA; t

!S. HAS ASSAILW EVER BEEN IN COUNSELING?

57 YtA (40.1i)
No
Unknova

r

Allp 3 1 1978
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29. HAS TNERF PHYSICAL VIOLENCE BETWEEN ASSAILANT'S PARENTS?

58 VtA (mit)
47- No

Unitnowt

30. MAS ASSAIIANT BEATEN AS A CHILD?

Si Via (51.41)

Ilonixot

SI. 00ES ASSAILANT HAVE A SUBSTANCE ABUSE PROBLEM?

No
Maw &tugs
Maw atcokot (44.41)

AMA dnugs arid atcohat
Unknown

INE DOMESTIC SITUATION.INFORNATION

SI. IIKAT IS ASSAILANT'S RELATIONSHIP TO CLIENT?

_JILNUdband
JULEM-kmdband .

Waive
llogpsZend o itamee
bt-boytiemd Ok ex-iittace

WA"
Odom,

33.* LENGTH OF RELATIONSHIP
ism

_ AL 'Una

-ILL 3-0 061"
0-10 014AA

..J.L. 1045 guns
___AL 15-10 WalltA
:=1: 1045 OtINA

,3-30 OtgliA

5.740 Oa"
40 'AMA dmd up

.... .11-11/4"14

34. VMS VICTIM LIVE N1TH AMILANT?

_in_ Yes

-AL. OM
Unknown

SS. HON LONG NAVE TWE ASSAULTS BEEN GOING ON?
A

0-0 monad
mont1is-1 gm

1-3 OtARA
S-0 IOWA
6-10 'WA
1040 yeartA
1040 yeau
30-40 pans
40 and up
Unknown

,
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36. DID VICTIM'S CHILDREN EVER PHYSICALLY INTERVENE IN A FIGHT BETWEEN THE
VICTIM ANV ASSAILANT?

31 Yes

90 No
13 Unknonn

31. VID VICTIM OR ASSAILANT EVER BEAT THE CHfLDREN IN THE PAST YEAR?

6 Vt6, victim
Tr VtA, assaitant

Yu, both
No
Unknown

38. NAS tHE ASSAILANT UNDER THE INFLUENCE OF ALCOHOL OR DRUGS AT THE TIME OF
THIS ASSAULT?

ENo114, &cup
59 Yes, alcohol (64.11)
,J%Ves, both

39. NAS A NEAPON USED IN THIS ASSAULT?
LI_ WA WV
108 N9

_11..Unkit040.91

60. IF SO, WHAT TYPE OF WEAPON?
6 Kniie
6 Gun

1 Household .imptirent
--1- Telephone
--f- Chain

I, Shovel
0 Stick

Othe4
::- :I: Unknown

41. VI0 VICTiM ATTEOPT TL1 DEFEND HERSELF PHYSICALLY!

ve4
7; No

_AL Unknonn ,

42, WHAT EFFECT DID THIS HAVE ON THE.INTENSITY OF THE ATTACK?

edita
f9 Thelmued ixten,st.ty

thawed intenaity
Unknown

s.



43. IF VICTIM C9NTACTED POLICE AFTER ThE ASSAULT, WHAT WAS THEIR RESPONSE?
5 yid not come

46 Conevuted'and Ite2p6ut
.2 Concuned tat not Itetplut
3 None comeAned with OUR Adlicty than with air...an'e 4.204
4 ,No4tIlk, Aude, 04 btafilirig
16 ,ftov ed ptatection

_li_RedenAed victim to Alleautt C4A44.4 Centen othen agency
Not ketplut 2.t at
°then
Unknown

, 44. DIV VICTIM REQUEST THAT ASSAILANT BE ARRESTED?
ye4 (24S)

77T No
30 Unknown

,45. PIO CLIENT SIGN A COMPLAINT AGAINST THE ASSAILANT?
yeA (10.8i)

-111- N°
unkmiat

46. DOES CLIENT INTEND TO SIGN A comptmur AGAIUST THE ASSAILANT?
(331)

No
Unknomm

41. DOES CLIENT INTEND TO SEPARATE OR DIVORCE FROM THE ASSAILANT?
_AL Yes, physically eepvcate

igs Yu, Legally 4eponate
57 Divolt.ce '.

N°
s U atneady divoncem olt. Aepanated

31 Unknocee;,_

p.
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1
A

OVERVIEW

In April of 1975, two.law students from the

UniversitV of Michigan'presented a paper on wife

assault in Michigin1 to a meeting of the Ann Arbor

Nationa/ Organization for Womeri. It became glear

from this meeting, that there are a great many

battered women who need special assistance, un,011-

Able through existing social agencies, Consequently,

the NOW Domestic Violence Project was launched.

Sinceits inception, it has grown fr6 a small qv:Alp

of volunteers into a non-profit corporation employ=

ing an Emergency Hods/Kg Coordinator and a Crisis 0

Intervention Counselor. In addition, the Project

his recruited a volunteer staff of over ninety.

Volunteers surveyed local agencies to determine

exactly what dervices were .ivailable to a battered

wow and her family. Under the supervision of

Univeisity of Michigan graduate student Ken Katahira,'

740 cases of wife beating were documented using

police reports for 1974. This.represented 35% of all

assaultive crime complaints filed for that year, and

is cOnsidered to be a 'Conservative nurler which may
L.,^"'

.

wdll represerit only the "tip of the ic6erg".
/

With limited funding and dedicated volunteer

support, thk. NOW-Domestic Violence Project, Inc.,
:.

established a twenty-four hour crisis hot-line and

p vided the abused women who contacted the office

wIth: emergency hodsing, transportation/ advocacy

with sobial service and criminal justice agencies,

legal and medical information and referrals, and

.(.
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,smotional dupport via ongoing peer counseling.

,In addition to direct client,dervices,.the

ongoing objectives of the 'Project have been:

. --to develop community awareness of the may-

.:
nitude of wife abuse through information, disseminationj

--to challenge the commUniiy to offer services

to battered women through established social agencies

and to coordinate existing pervices.

2

extablish a,permanent shelter for battered

women with paid coordinators, counselors and staff.

--to debrease the incidence of violence against .

women...

As a result of the heavy influx of clients (see

- pagesll Client Contacts--Statistidal Summary) the

Project staff, korking with other agencies, helped

secure a grant from the''-bew Enforcement Assistance

Adiinistration iLiAA) which funded the.Assault Crisis

Center beginning in November', 1976. This agency
l

privently utilizes the skills of five paid profession:-

els to extend and improve the services provided to
. .

victims bf domestic violence and rape. Tbis agency

# incorporated the crisis intervention services formerly

provided b the NOW Domestic Violence Project) Inc.,

Iand is par of the Washtenaw County Community Mental

Health Agency. Victims of domestic violence or rape

may call (313).668-8888 for assistance 24 hours a day.

PROJECT ACTIVITIES

1. Direct Client Services

FroqJuly.qf 1975 through November of 1976 over

A

7
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260 victims Of wife assault contacted the NOW

Domestic Violence Project either by telephone or in

person. Trained volunteers provided crisis counsel-

ing ana emotional support either at.thiiProject office

or over the twenty-four hour crisis telphone line.

For example, victims in a crisis state are often

terrified and confused; the telephone crisis coun-

selor has to provide calm reassurance and remind the

assallited woman of such practical considerations as

locking.doors and windows, Checking for money and

car keys, and notifying the police. Furthembre,

the battered woman is often unaware of the .extent of

her own injuries, so volunteers were trained 6 help;

her ascertain whethdr she was in need of medical

attentiOn. Above all,,crisis counselors were in-

struci.ed to get the caller's name, address and tele-

phone number.so that:the Police could be notified in

the event that she was suddenly "cut off".

Other volunteersWorked'in the Project office

conducting intake interviews with clients who con-

tacted the Project in person. -Volunteer counselors

assisted the client in sorting out options and in

determining which alternatives would best suit her

future 'Plans. Volunteers were-also available to

transport'the victim to social service agencies,

lawyes' offices, housing facilities, etc. (see

page 16 & 17 attached list of resources) to serve

as the woman's advocate, and to offer emotional

encOurugdment. After business hours supervisory

.personnel were on call to'accompany the woman to
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tó the hospitaloor police stationif she was unable

to arrange Nix, own transportation.

The Project'staff also deVelope a system of .

emergency housing whereby a victim lacking financial ,

resources,,and her Children, could be safely housed

for up to three days in Volunteer homes within the

community. During this time, the victim and lier

counselor (assigned to the victim for a.minimum of

six months) began to consider the client's options

for permanently removing herself and hpr children

from the Abusive hoie, if that waslher decisign.

If the victim decided tO initiate a divgrce or

criminal proceedings, her counselor .provided her

with the necessaryinformatipn to begin her suit.

If-the client was not raady for such action, she was

wouraged'to continue her contact
4with .her coun-,

1
selor and the' Project, and to feel free to request

additionallhelp at any future time...( Marriage coun-

seling referrals were also made.

For victims, assail'ants, or chilaren in need

'of professional psychological counseling, referrals

were made to P
,

ublic and private agencies-providing

these services.

2, Volunteer Trainiog Program

Volunteers were recrui:ed from a variety of

sources includirg Project Outreach (a University of

Michigan Department of Psychology course credit

program in a werk experience setting),,United Way,

VISTA, and'women's groups such as the National

(
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Organization for Wom. Others came to,the office

trom Special courses in social work anelaw, whlle

q graduate Students seeking MSWs used the Project for

their field placement.reqgkiements.

The volunteers viérq screened'through a personal

interview with the Project's Volunteer Coordinator.

He or she was told that'a time .oMmitment of at

least five hours per week for a period of nine Months

was required to be accepted as a volunteer into the

Project. Also, the volunteer had to agree to attend .

at least one orientation meeting, one formal train-

ing session, one clinicing session per Month, and

various scheduled seminars.

The.orientation meeting consisted of general

information about the history and development of the

Project, its goali, client services and general

offi,ce procedures. Taining sessions introduced

the volunt,er to crisis intervention techniques

both in'face-to-faze contacts with 44ttered women

and through the emergency telephone line. Role

plays'were utillzed to develop empathy with the

client, to raise the volunteer's level of conScious-

ness in relatiOn to the dynamics of domestic violence,

and to delPllop and practice appropriate responses

to the vicim's often emotionally-charged plea for

help. Each volunteer was required to read the

Counselor Training, Manuals I and II (see description

page 8 & 9 listed undtr Community Outreach) and was

encouraged to review relevant library materials

available in the office. Before a volunteer was
4

4
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assigned a client, a period of office training was

required. This consisted of answering the telephone,

attending to mailings, becoming acquainted with

appropriate referral and information sources, and
,

observing micire experienced volunteers assisting
.

;

clients and securing initial intake info iyhia tion.

Once a client was assigned, the volun er was ex-

pected to attend monthly clinicing sessions for the

purpose of sharing experiences and securing sugges-

tions from other counselors and supervisors. These

sessions provided the volunteer with an opportunity
...

, to ventilate her own feelings and receive support

in dealing with these.emotionally-charged situations.

Each volunteer was expected to service no more

than two clients at any gil-en time and to keep

accurate records of the client's progress. Follow-.
,

up was considered extremely important. Even after

the client was safely housed and had determined the

course she wished to pursue in the future, the coun-

selor Was expected to maintain a weekly one-hour

consultation with her for'at least six months.

3. Community Outreach

In addition to direct client services,,the NOW

Domestic Violence Project has served as a community

resource agency, disseminating informationabout

domestic violence to the general public, as well as

to other social service agencies. As part of this

effort,'the Project established the Washtenaw County

Domestic Violence Council in NoveMber, 1975.
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Consisting of representatives from over forty

criminal justice, mental health, and social ser-

vice agencies, this council was vanized:

1) to promote community awareness of domestic
violence

2) to coordinate available services for
assault victims

3) to promote agency involvement in problems
confronting assault victims.

Three subcommittees were formed: a) the

Service Delivery Committee, which has printed a

pamphlet for interested persons entitled A Glilde to.

Wife Assault Resources (available free of charge);

b) the Public Education Committee, which has con-

tributed to articles in The Ann Arbor News nd theema.../4=

Ypsilanti Peess; and c) the Legal Commitee which

has met with all area judges and investigate the

/ee pOssibility of implementing the peace bond concept,

and/or the "super restraining order".concept within

Washtenaw County. fi) is recognized that interagency

communication is necessary.in the area of domestic

violence so that new developments could be shared

and infvmation exchanged with pe-ultimate goal

of establishing more meaninciful legal protection
4

and improved social service for Abused women OW

their children.

In addition, volunteers have organized speak-

ing engagements locally, and in other communities,

discussing topics ranging from the mechanics of

organizing a domestic violence project to the

Oft.
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dynamics of family violence. The Project's publi-

cations are made available it these'presentations,

as well as through mail orders, and were compiled

by the staff to make readily available the exper-

iences and observations of tits Ann Arbor Project.

These publications may be obtained by writing to

the NOW Domestic Violence Project, 1917 Washtenaw

Avenue, Ann Arbor, Michigan, 48104:

A. How to .p,Rvelop a Wife Assault Task Force and,/

Project by Kathleen M. Fojtik, 1975. Provides a

step-by-step approach to setting up a wife assault

task force and project. Contains a 60 'item biblio-

graphy and a 19 item appendix which includes a legal

definition of the crime in Michigan, organizational

mailing.list, summary of statistics, eeample

questionnaire for victims and numerous newspaper
-
-articles which provide a good, general overview of

the situation in Michigan and approaches to the

problem cost $2.00

B. Counselor Training, Manual #1 by Mindy Resnick,

MSW, 1976. 'The contenis of the booklet:. definition

of the prOblem; dobestic violence and wife assault;

domestic violente counselors; the prime of spouse

assault; step-by-step after the crime. It albo

contains a glossary of terms, extensive bibliography

(63.items), a suggested questionnaire and release'

of information and liabilities form, along with a

summary of'the Task Force's services. This is a

.
clear, concise and practical booklet. It contains

1

fe.
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a"wide variety of very useful information and presents

it with sensitivity. An excellent-resource.... $2.00

C. Counselor Training Manual #2 by Barbara Cooper,

MSW, 1976. Focuses specifically on crisis intervention

with victims and families of domestic assault. Chap-

ters include: crisis theory; problem solving; Ability

to iespond to stress; self worth; AbuSe vs. assault;

societal pressures; wilt! victims stay; perceptions of

alternatives; rolie of volunteer peer 'counselo4case

manager. A specific rel..ource for professional and

volunteer counselors alike. Flow charts, victim

intake questionnaires, resource lists, and other

practical informatiah are included to .provide speci-

fic recommendations to counselors dealing with fami-

lies in crisis cost $2.50

D. A Guide for Assaulted Women by Carole Clasen,

1976, provides helpful information for women who are

or who may become.victims of violence. Briefly ex-
7

plains the alternatives available for a battered

women. ...1,... ** cost $.50,

Ps a further effort to inform the public of

the magnitude of the problem of domestic violence,

the NOW L..mestic Violence Project has supplied in-

formation for 19 different media presentations,

Radi , television, newspapers, magazines, and
;1

authu s have consulted with the Project. Informa-

tion has been made availayle at three major con-

ferences, with volunteers and staff visiting pro-

grams for battered women in Toronto,,Mont.eal,

and Denver. Calls for information have been.

4
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received at the Project office each clay, as were re-

quests from around the country for the Project's

publications.

The topic of victimization the family

has recently been discussed on major tillevision

network programs. NBC NEWS presented a documentary

on battered women. .ilavid Susskind and Mike Douglas .

have had special.interview shows featuring assaulted

women and agency personnel.- Locally, WXYZ-TV aired

a one-hour special on August 26, 1976 entitled,

"Battered Wives: Broken Dreams". The Npw Project

was featured' in that documentary, as it was owthe

AM Detroit Show. Reference to the Project's activ-

ities was also made by Lou Gordon in his broadcast

on the subject of:iviolence in the home.

The Project staff has also been organizing a.

/ending library of books, magazines, journals,'news-

paper articles, and bibliographical materials which

can be used at the office during regular business

hours, or circulated on a limited basis.

-\1.3..efore the end of the year, plans were being

made for a free community workshop on the subject of

domestic Violence and sponsored jointly by the Pro-

ject and the University of Michigan. Erin Pizzey,

author of Scream Quietly,or the Neighbors Will Hear,

was invited to speak as the Project's special guest.

She'is fount-10.r of one of the first shelters for

abused women, located in, Chiswick, England.

ot ft
.4 .
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CLIENT CONTACT - STATIiTICAL.syym

Near the end of the PrOject's first year, Ms.

Bonnie .Jordan, instructor in psychology and social

work at the University of Michigan, and Ms. Kathleen
1

Fojtik, the Domestic Violence Project Coordinator,

undertook a statistical analysis of the client in-

formation which was obtained through the records of

intake interviews.. ,

It was learned through Ms. Fojtik's analysis of

the 260 victims who contacted the Project office

either by telephone or in person,.that since Januaiy

1, 1976, 150 viCtims, had completed an initial intake

interview through personal contact with a countelor

ihd had received other services rangingfrom emer-

gency housing to legal information. This was an

average of 14 clients 'per month, or 3.55 clients per

week, not counting the Children and assailants in-

volved. Aprili the busiest month, brought an influx

cf 20 new ciients and their families.

Emergency Housing 'Of the 260 original cases

that contacted the Project office, 51 (or 19.6%)

utilized tempdrary three-day emergency housing

through the Project's emergency housing system, or

sought refuge in private housing facilities. Pro-

ject staff were utilized to contact relatives, make

hotel and motel reservations, and provide transpor-

tation. The records showed the following distri-
,

bution:

_
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Facility Adults

12

Children

NOW Volunteer Homes 20 36

Hotels, Motels, YM/YWCA '9 21

Ftiends ,Relatives- 22 29

TOTALS 51 86

Thum a total of 137 women and children were assisted

in finding refuge from an abusive home over the-course

of the project's .first year.

Civil and.criminal prosecution Of the 150 women

who completed an initial intake interview, 68 (or'45%)

initiated ciiminal and/or civil proceedings against'

their Irsailants. Of this group, as of December 31,

19761 -\

- 10 have completed criminal action with 9
fourid"guilty" and 1 lound "not guilty".

- 9,have,completed civil proceedings.

- 38 cases are still pending court action.

- 11 cases had criminal dharges which were not
authorized

68 total cases .

All of the 150 women were offered full client?

services and continuing counseling with approxima ely

40 remaining in the ongoing counseling relationshi

for a period of six Months.

From MA. Bonnie Jordan's analysis of data of

101 casex4-TIN following'information About the vic-

tims, the assailants, and the dynamics of the assault

was Obtained. .While it might be misleading to gener-

alize from the following statistics to all situations

32-21,i (1 - 7R . 21
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of/domestic violence, some notable dynamics are

suggested by the Project's research.

SOME CHARACTERISTICS OF THE VICTIMS WHO CONTACTED

THE NOW DOMESTIC VIOLENCE PROJECT

- 65.2% of the victims were between 20 and 30 years

of age

- 50.4% were legally maryied

- 71,7%. were Caucasian

- 32.3% had less than a high school education

- 57.4% were unemployed

- 48.4% had an income between $6000 ar0 $12000 per

year

- 33.3% had witnessed violence between their parents

- 86.1% had children (73% had between 1 and 3

children 5 years of age or under)

- 9.7% abused the use ok alcohol

- 5.4% abused the use of diugs

. - 45.9% required medical attention as a result of

the assault

SOME CHARACTERISTICS OF THE ASSAILANTS

- 48.4% were between the ages of 20 and 30

- 63.3% were Caucasian

32.8% had less than a high school education ,

- 28.7% were unemployed

- 37.5% were employed As skilled laborers

- 45.7% had incomes between $6000 and $12000

- 49.1% had witnessed violence between thwir parents

- 27.2% abused their children

- 43,8% of the assailants had criminal records

- 41.4% had military experience
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58.9% abused aleohol

20.7%,abused drws '

SOME CHARACTERISTICS OF THE ASSAULTS

- ,50.6% of the assaults involved the use of a weapon
(59 't of these cases involVed a household object
AM the weapon) a

- 66.7% of'the assaults involved the use of alcohol
1

- 12,011of the assaults involved the use of drugs

- 49.5% of the victims defended themselves against
the attack

,- 76,6% of the victims who defended themselves report-
ed thai this escalated the intensity of the attack,

'- 67,9% reported between 3 and 8 assaults per year,

*- 35.3% reported money as the cause of the assault
A

*- 20,9% reported jealousy as the cause of the assault

*- 14.8% of the assaults were triggered by the .assail-
ant's temper

- 21.6% of the victims called the police for assist-
ance ,(46.7% of this group reported the police
helpful)

* Sexual difficulties, job frustrations, conflicts
over the children, and pregnancy were also cited
as causes for the attack.

While no causal relationships ean be assumed

,from the data provided in MA. Jordanl_s ;tudy, some

observations seem reasonable. A husband whose status

is threatened by ilia wife (because of her superior

talents in educational Attainment or occupational

puxsuits), who is under stress, apd who has observed

violence as a response to frustration in his personal

background, may`be predicted to be violent.

A
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Ind4jtion, it seems that aleohol contributes

to violence. Alcohol is not theccause of.domestic
-

vio7ance, but rither a-symptom of the larger social

problems which lead to violence in the home.

It is often aissumed thit because the victims

; of domestic violence do not lealie the situatidn,

theli muit enjOy or"need" to be.treated in.such a

way. Clearly the research does not bear this out.

In fack, lack of resources seems to be the crucial

factor in a woman's decision to stay in a violent

4 home. It has been demonstrated that women do not

find in established.community agencies the services

they need: emergency housing, finandial assistance;

legal information 'and emotional suppokt.

1

1

Susan Eisenberg and Patricia Micklow, Catch 22

Revisited: A Preliminary Overview of Wife Beating

in Michigak, unpublished manuscript, University of

Michigan Law School, 1:974

4
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RESOURCES FOR DOMESTIC VIOLENCE SER1IICES
(Within Washeenaw County Only)
Revised 1211/76

Emergency Services:

Assaurt Crisis Center Bus. 434-9881
1

1

, Crisis 668-8888
Beeper 668-5316

Drug Help 761-HELP .

ed
SOS (Ypsilanti) 485-3222

. .
Crisis Walk In Center 994-9100
Ozone House 769-654

16

Housin31

Normal Street House 484-10-4(

AlleiCTourist Home 662-2763

'Huron View.Lounge 761-3800

Ann Arbor "Y" .
769-6540

Ozone House 482-2700

Social Services (financial, emotional, etc.)

Washtenaw County DSS 994-1880

Ypsilanti DSS 481-1000

Catholic Social Services 481-1024

IRsilenti'Area Community Services 485-0440

Washtenaw Counq-Community Mental
Health Center 761-9830

Child and Family Services, Washtenaw 971-6520
Community Services Agency (CSA/0E0) 662-3172

Ypsilanti State Hospital 434-3400

Salvation Army: Ypsilanti , 482-2700,

Traiieler's Aid (Detroit) W01-1532

Medical,Services

Ambulance 994-4111
769-6226

Emergency Rooms (HosiAtals)
University - 764-5102

St, Joseph's 665-4141

Beyer 485-11000

Chelsea 475-1311

(cont'd.)

a: I
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General:
,Gyn Clinic IPof M Outpatient

Child Abuge Team (SCAN)
U of M'Outpatient Psych.
St. Joseph's Outpatient

Poltce/taw Enforcement:

17

764-4155

763-3201
764-5190
665-4141

(Ann Arbor Police Dept.:
Zmergency Assistance 994-2911%

.Chief Waltek Krasney 994-2848

Duty Command Officer 994-2875

Detective Bureau 994.-2880

EMU Police Department 487-1849

Michigan State POlice (Ypsi) 434-2568

Sherriff's Department .
971-8400

County Jail 994-2569

'Ypsilanti Police Dept. 483-2311

- U of Michigan Hosp., Security 764-4244

Washtenaw County Circuit Courts:
c.1+- Judge Ager ° 994-2551

2 - Judge.Campbell . 994-2552

3 - Judge ,Deake 994-2553

4 - Judge Conlin 994-2554

Washfenaw County District Courts:
Court Services 994-2523

(14th) 1 - Judge Fink
2 - Judge Shea

971-6050,
483-1117

3 - Judge Arkinson- 475-8606

4 - Judge Bronson '01-6,050

(15th) 1 Judge Elden 994-2757

2 - Judge Thonassen 994-2759

3 - Judge Alexander 994-2660

Criminal Division 994-2747

Legal Aid Society - ,Ann Arbor 665-6181

Ypsilanti 401-0500 .

Friend of the Court (Attorney). 994-2466

(Marriage Couns.) 994-2473

Prosecuting Xttorney:,
Service Center 994-2518

Ann Arbor (County Bldg.) 994-2380

Public Defender: 994-2444

Court Service's, Community Mental-
Health 761-9830

le
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BOARD OF DIRECTORS

of the.

Wow DOMESTIC VIOLENCE PROJECT, INC.

Rev. Erwin Gaede, President
509 Dartmoor, Ann Arbor, Michigan 48104

. .76-4E`Hayes, Vice President

1405 W. StLdium, Ann Arbor, Michigan' 48103

Mary Pence, Treaturer 9

2707 Towner, Ann Arbor, Michigan 48104'

Bonnie Carlson Jordan,Secretary
1111 White Street, Ann Arbor, Michigan 48104

Rena. Thomas
2234 Hemlock Court, Ann Arbor, Michigan 48104

Wrier Krasny
1230 Woodlawn, Ann Arbor, Michigan 48104

Mindy Resnik
3424 Stowe, Ann Arbor, Michigan 48103
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Law Enforcement
Liaison

Media

Coordinator

- - - . ...* -.: Secretary/Clerk

emb

Ell'Energency Housing Volunteers, currently IS vOlunteers

CM.Case Manager Volunteers, currently 20 volunteers

4 Z4
'Staff funded positions by CETA

A-
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FINANCIAL REPORT *

Jan. 1, 1976 thru Dec. 31, 1976'

INCOME

C,E.T.A.
Publications
Speaking
Ad Book Donations
Dinner Ticket Donations
Plant Sale Donations
Rent paid by N.O.W.

EXPENDITURES

$15,083.28
2,533.23

150.00
1,095.00
880.00

594.83
1114Ns4, 350.00

140,86.34

Personnel
Printing .(publications)

Printing (non-publications)
Telephone
Postage
Pager & Communication Equipment
Rent
Fundiaising Expenses
Client Expenses
Fees
Educational Materials

Misc.

Balance bTought fordard 12/31/76

$15,083.28
1,494.78

598.36t

799.62
220,23
266,24

575.00
1,080.32
14600
53,00

31.15

7.03

$20,375,01

$311.23

2 0

*This financial report does not include desks, type-
writers, and other equipment donated by the Inter-
faith Center for Human Needs, the professional
assistance provided by Catholic Social Services and

othtr organizations, the rental subsidy provided by
tho Unitarian Church, or the thousands of 'volunteer

hours provided by local attorneys and citizens.
Without this support, the Project would not have

succeeded.
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NOW DOMESTIC VIOLENCE PROJECT, INC.

1917 A;htenaw Avenue

Ann Atbor, Michigan 48104

(313) 995-5444, 995-5460

IN
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Domestic Violence:
The Hidden Crime

The focus of this booklet is on women 4ho become` victims oV
domestic violence. Although we realize that men are allo victims,
it is the women in domestic violence situatiOns who have come 93
the attention of public agencies most often.

Historically, domestic violence has not been recognized as a social
problem and the issue has been clouded with misconceptions.
The primary goals of this booklet are first, to provide the-public
with basic information so that indiViduals can better understand
the position of the domestic violence victim; and secondly, to
help women who are in violent situations to realize that other
alternatives'are availab

4 s

-e"
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Nancy J. is 24years old, a homemaker and the mother of five
small children. Her husband, Jerry, drinks heavily and often
beats Nancy. "Once he beat me when our oldest got the measles.
He said it was my fault, that Pm not a good mother." Nancy often
feels like a prisoner in her own home. "I've got no friends since
we moved out into the country, Jerry won't let me drive any-
where without him and we don't even have a phone." Last month,
right after Nancy.tried to leave, Jerry bought a gun. "Hepid he'd
shobt me if I ever tried it again and r know he'd do it." Nancy
feels there is no way out. "I've never worked and I don't have any
money. How could I ever support five kids? I could die out here
and no one would ever know."

Mettle B. is a 63 yeavold homemaker and Curtis is,a retired
doctor. They have been married for 40 years. To their-friends
they seem as happy as any other married couple. However,
Mattie has been beaten regularly ever since her first pregnancy.
"Curtis has a terrible temper and I never know when he's going to
explode. He's careful' never to hit me in the face so I can usua$
hide the bruises." Last week Mattie was hospitalized with a broken
leg. "I was too ashamed to tell the doctor the truth, so I said I fell
down the stairs." Mattie is afraid to go home, but, "At my age
where else'can I go? The children have their own lives and my
friends wouldn't believe me. if I told them what Curtis was really
like. It's only whên he's angry that he beats me."

Anna T..is a 27 year-old graduate student and has a 7 year-old
son. Her boyfriend, John, is unemployed and his drinking prob-
lem has been getting worse. "When he's drinking he throws things
at me. I've tried hard to be good to him but nothing I do seems
right. I've left before, but he always finds me and promisets to
change. Last night my son got in the way and was hit in The face
with a salt shaker. That was the last straw. I feel sorry for John,
but my son and I can't live hke this anymore."
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The Hidden
Crhne

Dorneitic violence is a term which is.used to refer to many tyPes

of abuse. In this booklet, domestiC violence is defined as the use

of verbal abuse and physical force between husband and wife or
coujiles in an on-going relationship. It may start with angry words
and a shove or slap. Once a pattern of abuse is established, the
assaults can become more frequent and more violent over time.
It may result in permanent bhysical in)ury. Sometimes it ends in
death. Almost always it leaves the .persons involved feeling isoI

lated, angry, disappointed, lonely and bitter.

Little research has been done on domestic violence because few
people are willing to admit that they beat, or have been beaten

by, their partner.1-lowever; doctors, he police, and mental health
professionals have been increasintS1aware that the problem does

exist. Within a nine-mont4 period, the Assault Crisis Center in
Washtenaw County received 346 contacts concerning %.,ictims of

domestic violence. Nationally, the President's Crime Commission
estimates that from three to ten times the known number-of as-
saults are never reported to anyone. It is believed that the single,

most unreported crime occurring in this country is domestic assault.

(
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The Causes
Violence between partners can be triggered by the stress of life
changes such as pregnancy or job loss. Frustration, alcoholism and

drug abuse can contribute to the problem. Attitudes also play a
large role in the underlying causes of domestic violence. Many of us

have §rown up hearing these phrases: "Show the woman who's
boss"; "a man's home is his castle"; "a little slap is good for her."
Common beliefs are'that the woman somehow provokes the at-
tack, deserves to be beaten or enjoys being hurt. These miscon-
ceptions are frequently used to blame the victim and to justify the

physical abuse.

Domestic violence is often viewed as a "family
problem," and police, the courts, hospitals and
social service agencies have hesi-
tated to intervene. However, as
part of the growing concern
with women's rights and
with violence in general,
these agencies and other
community groups are
beginning to look more
closely at the causes of vio-
lence within the home.

a
.1.f..11
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The Victims
There is no typical domestic violence victim; in fact, anyone could
become a victim. Because they see themselves/as the weaker sex,
without resources and other options, women have traditionally
borne the brunt of physical abuse. Young, old, black, white,
single, married, the professional 'and the unemployed, the rich,
the poorall may be potential 'victims.

Children are also affected. When children Witness violence be-
tween their parents, they may learn violence as a way of life and
may later biecome involved in abusive relationships themselves.
And agnew.cycle of domestic assaultssould begin.

The Assailant

There is' no typical abuser: like the victfrn he gomes from all walks
of life. To the public, he may seem to be a g od provider, a warm
and loving father, and a lawrabiding itize . However, he fre-
quently +las a low opinion of himself nd ,Icohol or drugs are
often present at the time of the, assault. 4isualy he refuses to ac-
cept responsibility for his abdsive beha ior: "I was drunk"; "I
didn't know what I was doing." He may, 'n fact, believe the abuse
is justified, and the assaults continue.

It%

4
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For Better,,
or Worse

Nre are many reasons why a woman stays in a violent relation-
ship. She often does not, know that physical 'assault is a crime,
even if the assailant is her husband or boyfriend. Perhaps she feels
that it is up to her to make the relationship work, or that she is a
failure as a wife and mother if she leaves. She may be ashamed or
embarrassed to admit that she is being beaten or that shechose her
partner unwisely. When he's not beating her, her partner can be a
kind and caring personshe loves that side of him and hopes he
will change. She may firmly believe in her marriage vows "for
better or for worie, till death do us part." Her religion may not
permit divorce and her pastor or priest may, in fact, encourage
her to "stick it out." Her partner may have prevented her from
keeping in touch with family and friends, and she feels she has

no one to turn to for emotional or financialisupport. Often, there
are several children to care for and she may have no money or job
skills. Violdhce could have been part of her background and is npw

accepted as a part of life. Perhaps she feels that her children need
a father and provider. She may have tried to leave before, only to
have her partner find her. Her partner may have threatened to kill
her if she leaves and she believes that he can carry out his threats.
She may not know that help is available. The list goes on and is
different for each indMdual. But there is onefeJing that all women
who are battered share: fear of leaving and fear of staying.

37.21K () .
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The Need
For Change

For many women, the day finally comes when they can no lqger
take the physical and verbal abuse. It may have been the first or
fiftieth assault. Perhaps one of the children was involved. The
woman could be injured and in need of medicpl attention. She is
Often mentally and physically exhausted. Perhaps she wants heir
for her partner or help in understanding him. She sees that her
children are being affected by the violence. She feels angry, fright-
ened, desperate and terribly alone. She feels trapped in the
situation and sees no way out. She may feel °certain that thenext
assault will kill her. These-and other reasons can trigger a woman
to think about change.

Alternatives
tO Violence

A woman whO is involved in a violent relationship has several
difficult choices to corisider. She can cbnfront her partner and re-
quest that they seek out marriage or family counseling., If he
refuses, she can get counseling for herself. She can consider the
possibility of separation or divorce. She can consider pressing
criminal assault charges with the police. She can think about get-
ting out.
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The Civil System c

The civil system deals with divorce, separation, child custody,
property and other matters not of a criminal nature. A lawyer is
usually needed.for legal represeritation.

Dlirerce is a legal petition to
end a marriage. It can be filed
by a woman who is a resident

, of Michigan for six months and
of Washtenaw County .for ten'
days. Theonly reason she is re:
quired to give for wanting a
divorce is "irrecorrbilable differ-
ences." If there are children by
the marriage there is a manda-
tory wait of six months before
the divorce can become finil;
without children the mandatory
wait is two .months. A woman
should be prepared to go to
court sevaal times ay/1th her
lawyer before the divorce be-
comes final.. Issues such
child custody, visitation, rights
anti property must be settled by
the court.
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Order for Separate Maintenance is also known as a legal
separation. The procedure and requirements are similar to filing
for divorce with one major difference: there is no request to end
the marriage. The separation can remain in effect indefinitely. A
woman who later decides to file for divorce may pay leegal fees

twice.

Personal Restraining Order is a temporary or permanent
order to prohibit the husband from harassing the wife in any way.
A temporary order is included with the divorce or separate main-
tenance petitions if the woman requests it, and is effective while
the divorce and separate maintenance petitions are pending. If
the order is violated (if she is harassed or hurt by the husband)
the woman should contact her attorney who will request that the
offender be brought to court. For the order to be effective, a
woman should be prepared to do this each time there is a vio-
lation. If a permanent order is desired she should consult her
lawyer before the divorce becomes final.

Suing (or Injunctive Relief results in a personal restiaining
order and is available to people who are not married.

Order to Vacate'is another option one has to legally remove
a husband from his home while divorce or separate maintenance
pedtions are pending. A woman should discuss the matter with
her attorney.

Order to Quit is a request for eviction. If the assailant is living
in a woman's apartment or home and they are not married, she
may be able to halie him legally evicted through the District Court.
There may be a small legal fee involved and no lawyer is needed.

...
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The Criminal Justice
System

,1 justice system deals with the infringement of laws.

The tim of violence does nbt need to hire a lawyer since, in
effect, ttiProsecuting AitorneY represents the victim in a criminal

action. N

0

k.

The Laws state that physical abuse is a crime no matter who is

involved. There is no special set of laws governing domestic vio-

lence; in this state all assaults are covered by the same statutes.
-Depending upon the nature of the crime, assaults can be classified

as misdemeanors or felonies.
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A Report is the victim's statement to the police describing the
assault. The police take a statement each time they respond to a

call for help. The victim can also make a report at the police
station.

Signing a Complaint or "pressing charges" puts the criminal

justice process into motion. When a complaint is signed the police

present it to the Prosecuting Attorney who decides if a warrant to

arrest the suspect should be issued. The decision to sign a com-
plaint rests with the victim. If a woman decides to press charges

it is very important that she have a firm dekre to follow through
with the legal process.

The 'Trial ^may not be scheduled for several months and the

suspect may or may not spend that time in jail. The victim should
be prepared to testify in court at least once, and the assailant may

or may not be found gUilty.

Punishments can vary from probation or a fine to a jail sen-

tence. For a misdemeanor there is a maximum penalty of $100

and/or 90 days in jail. The punishment for a felony varies but is
'usually more severe than for a misdemeanor. A guilty verdict
does not guarantee that the assailant will spend time in jail or that

he will be required to receive counseling.

The Police in most cases cannot arrest an assailant unless they

see the actual crime take place. The police cannot force a man to

leave his home unless there is an Order to Vacate or tey are
arresting him. Often police officers are sympathetic to vic s of

domestic violence but their actions are bound by the above ws.

In order to stop the violence a woman may use both the crimina

and civil systems. None of the actions described above guarantee

the end to violance, but each can be a statement on her part that

she will no longer tolerate physical abuse.
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How You Can Help

Physical assault is a crimedo something about it. Talk to other .
people about domestic violence. Make them aware that it is a
serious problem.

.Vrite to your state and national rcpresentatives and ask them to

support legislation providing services for victims of domestic vio-
lence. Encourage yo,..r group or organization to sponsor a program
on domestic violence. The Assault Crisis Center can provide you

;
ith speakers or more information.

you know or suspect that a wonian is being abused, give her

this booklet. tisten to her if she wants to talk and try to under-
stand why she may be afraid to seek help.
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The
Assault Crisis Center
If you are being assaulted, contact the Msault Crisis Center. We

are available 24 hours every day to listen and to talk with you
about your situation. We can give you information about police
and cc:kat procedures, and about emergency financial assistance

and possible temporary housing. If you desire, we can accompany

you to police.interviews, appointments with your attorney, court
proceedings and to other social service agencies. All Assault Crisis
Center services are free of charge. Let uk know if we can help.
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Important Phone Numbers
Police Departments

Ann Arbor Police Emergencies-911
Chelsea Police 475-9122
Dexter Police 424-8221

V

EMU Police 487-1222
Manchesier Police 428-8505
Michigan State PoliceYpsilanti Post 482-1211
Milan Police, 439-1551
Saline Police 429-2511
Washtenaw County Sheriff 971-8400
Ypsilanti Police 483-2311

Hospitals
Beyer Memorial
Chelsea Community
Saline Community
St. Joseph Mercy
Universitsi.'

Legal Services
Lawyers Referral Services
Legal Aid:

Ann Arbor Branch
U of M Branch
Ypsilanti Bralch

Prosecuting Attdrney

Assault Crisis Center
Business line
24-hour Crisis line

561 N. Hewitt Road
Ypsilanti, Michigan 48197.

485-1033
'475-1311

429-5435
572-3858
764-5102

(800) 292-7850

665-6181
763-9902
481-0500
994-2380

434-9881
668-8888

4-6

,
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Coordinating Editors

, Julie A. Hatchard
Gloria Krys Klose

Sponsored by

assault crisis center

The Assault Crisis Center is Funded bib the Law Enforcement
Assistance Administration, Grant No, 21481-1A77.

1'
" Assault Crisis Cen er. 1977 Design FocalPoint Graphic Communications

C.
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SAFE HOUSE

Steha Avaia* For bergercy

A nu4grarn of the

r. DOMESTIC

1
VIOLENCE
PROJECT

1917 Washfenaw Avenue
Ann Arbor, MI 48104

(313) 906 6444 or,995 .5460

a
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WHAT IS DOMESTIC VIOLENCE
AND WIFE ASSAULT? (

An increasingly visible soCsal and lerf reoteenf
wherein women are phystcalIv abused hv their Piet
nets

A problem with wide ranip.Itarnifications for the
wile. childreii and husband, including

- the future of the family es e unit,

- the effect of ;Amend on the chikiren,

- the reluctance and discomfort of leveeing the
abuse to family, frierida mtvhcal. social, legal, aryl
poke personnel, and others,

- the difficulties tO be encountefed on leaving
hOme and partner, end trying to obtain finaticsel end
motional support as well as housing.

- th.t obstacles to uhtaiding legal ard social ter
ya es (pod, ly

A gfroblem with equally broad ramifeJtions for
all segnvnts of the community. in parte ulai

police

- vw.sl svrye agencies

lawye!s

courts

doctors

- emensencv lerVires

WHAT IS SAFE NOUSE?

Arl owlicy she iter h hattemd eel
their roildren

A warm pride( ted environment where C vvoiran
who has been phymally assaulted cen come with her
children to make decisions about her future

I Ompoi dry, ettivrqtqicy shelter .for ti el days
ity fur Si, knohes
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*HA SERVICES,ARE AVAILABLE?

Safe. crpnlortabte aceomodations ,n a home Ikr

almooFftle

RelkilY ff*al%

Lr;iergerey clothing if required

inforriation and referral to commundy
legel social. employment. chile car, etc

Volunteer DM TUI11110fs and Big SidOIS fa aYall

able in the House tolielp

Asentencs in the form of trereekrtation and corn
Perry to attend enpointments at agencies if rewired

R. estaollehrnent se/verse q loCating housirlg, fur
nehiro end mistime with moving

Weekly House pot lucks for former guests

A resource library on Domestic Violence and Ser
WION Wound the count! y

Public speesing to organitations interested in lel
(went items tni vplence within the family

Consuirai am with ageT. es initiating lief MPS

Pohlit.ition of counselor training rir, Ps in fhp

INN OfrthIrditH violence, available through purchase

WHO PAYS FOR SAFE HOUSE?

I he p.en mu hid, inifriren hr n-,,,lern.e pay

,cditig tu at. lity

Washtenew Uniteo Way

Many i onowned iiidividuals and oryaintatexis
t Tar tteductihle dunalic,ns OP accented, inasr cheri.s

bavable to Uoesr,i. Violence Pf. A.1.1- SA1

Undl

WHO MAY USE SAFE HOUSE?

Women and their ctildren from Washtenaw County

whu have suffered Physical assault from their partners

and yes() need to leave to insure safety.

WHO OPERATES SAFE eDUSE,

A non p/0111 publicly supported Lorporation
litown as the NOW Dornestic Violence & Spouse As

%vitt und, Inc . d/b/a t DoMeste: Violence Protect

and SAFE House

WHAT TO DO IN CAS
AN EMERGENCY?

Call the polite

Ann Arbor 911

- Ypsilanti 483 2311

- County Sherif f 971 8400

State Police -Ypsilanti Post 482.1211

'ref to a sofa place

Call the ASSAULT CRISIS CENTER 24 hour

f,f isii line, ea 8888 for crisis counseling

Record the names of pobta off wen, and others
who come to the scene, or have witnessed the insult

Plan aheed tu avoid future assaults

HOW ARE REFERRALS MADE
TO SAFE HOUSE?

in i.wergenries call the ASSA(11, 1 CRISIS CEN

II R at

For non
AAM 5PM,
.11C T. 41

4 / rik
2, ri:2

(313) 568-9888
erne/gimes, Monday through Friday
call the DOMESTIC VIOLENCE PRO

(313) 995-5444
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PUBLICATIONS

A. Now to Dow lop a Wife Asmu lt Task Force an
Project by Kathleen M. Fojtik, 1975, providesinfor-
motion on initiiting a domestic violence service
costr$2.00

B. Counselor Training Manual *1 by Mindy Resnik ,

M.S.W., 1976, a general training manual with infor-
mation on counseling techniques, court procedures,
and guidelines for criminal prosecution . . .cost $2.00

C. Counsekx Training Manual # 2 by Barbara
Cooper, -M.S.W., 1976, focuses on crisis interventiOn
techniques useful to helping victims in a domestic
crisis cost $2.00

HISTORY

The Domestic Violence Project, Inc. evolved from
the Wife Assault Task Eorce of the Washtenaw County
National Organization for Women (N .0 A.)

Through the efforts of committed staff and volun-
teers the Task Force began providing direct client ser-
vices n July of 1975. By April of 1976, the Task
Force had incorporated as a non -Profit private corpo-
ration dedicated to akling victims of domest ic violence
and wife besting.

Since July of 1975, over 260 battered women have
received the following victim support and assistance
services:

twenty-four hour crisis intervention,

information and advocacy with legal, law en-
forcement, and social service agencies,

crisis and peer-support counseling,

emergenoLitelter, and other support services,

On December 20, 1976, 'the direct, client, crisis
IlniCes offered by the Domestic Violence Project
*sere discontinued due to the formation of the L
funded ASSAULT CRISIS CENTER fovictims of
sesied assault and domestic assault. 0 March 1,
1978, SAFE House opened.
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Senator CRANSTON. Ms. Hill.
Ms. Huz. My name is Curdina Hill. I am a board member of

Casa Myrna Vazquez, Inc. I am also volunteer staff at 'Casa Myrna.
Casa Myrna is an emergency shelter.for battered women, women

who have been raped, evicted, burned out, or in other crisis situa-
tions. We are located in the South End of Boston which is a neigh-
borhood in Boston. This is a very highly mixed neighborhood, con-
taining a very sizable population of blacks and Hispanics.

I would like to briefly describe how CMV got started and men-
tion some of the kinds of things hat we are doing for battered
womenbecause I feel that our sto s already been counted here
several times as the story of other shelte oups, and I feel that we
have primarily been responsible for bringin his problem to public
recNnition and bringing it as a widespread problem.

We started 3 years ago, with just a few South End women,
getting together, talking over coffeepots about women we knew per-
sonally who werewho had been beaten or battered. Ovex those
at the end of the 3 years,. we finally managed to organize more
women and put together the resources to get a house, and to provide
staffing.for that.

Finally, in July 1977, we opened full time. And this would not-
have been possible had it not been for our whole corps of about 30
volunteer women. I think not enough has been said about all of the
unpaid hours of women who have been going to these shelters. Aar

This situationI particularly want to mention this problem, be-
cadse it concerns minority womenbecause I feel that very- little,
even, is being done now as far as reaching these women, and I feel
that the incidence of family violence is even higher among minority
women who live in iirban environments, because our problems are
inten4fied by povert. , they are intensified by high unemployment,
higlwrpoor housing conditions, poor access to social service, and
health services. ,

I feel that outbreaks of violence are probably increased because of
th,2se things that I mention.

One of the things I really want. to urgeparticularlyI came
here today because I wanted to urge th6 support of funding for
grassroots community groups and also expressing my concernit
was already expressed by Ms. Fojtik, but I want to really go over
them againI think we not only provide information ana counsel-
ing services, but we also do different educational things around
just for survivalnutrition, hygiene, how to deal with women's
service agencies, how towe also believe 'a very strong priority for
us has been not only direct service., but community education and
advocacy. We are not only helping improve the ability of women
to reconstruct. their own lives, but we want to improve family rela-
tionshipsand improve the family aflpport system. We feel that the
only way of going about this Is to change the societal attitudes
about this and societal conditions creating family violence.

We have worked on community education advocacy in a number
of ways at a number of different levels. First of all, because we are
community-based, we have been able to hold neighborhood meetings
when there have been probliems around--a Hispanic woman or a
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Latin woman coming to the house, her husband being very mii-
corned. . .

o.

We have also done a lot for media, as far as news announcements
and this type of thing, . .

The other thing is the police, which is a very large problem, I
thinkpolice a'ttitudes and the treatment of women are a 'problem
for shelters an(1 it is something that I think is going to have to be
worked on for itlolig time, and we are working on it. One of the
things we have (MTM is to, with nuliviihml policemen. talk about the
shelter. and they have served as referral sources for women ming
in. But. it is a very big problem and ,it is one that als4) has to be ( .alt
with.

Another thing I want to mention here. in terms of the victim is
what happens when money becomes available to deal with a large,
complex.problem like family violenee, and I think that what is one
of our big concerns is that we will have to share that. money. A hat
often happens, you see, is researchers and admin'strators come in
,and clean up.most of the money and very little tri les down to the
local level. And We would like to see, like she said. it least 60 per-
cent of it. go to direct-service providers and to grassroots comnm-
nity groups.

We als&one of the things about research is that we would like
to be inVolved in the planning and decisionmakingof research proj-
ects which deal with family violence.' That is because so many of
the projects we have heard about am irrelevant to our But
we would like to hear more boutve would like to know ore

"NInike . s.
a

about the problem, the incidence. theidentification'problenis with
the hospital, the courts, and the treatment ,of women. We would like
to see more done as far as evaluation of small models for delivery.

There are 'a lot, of things we would like to see done which would
not and are not probably being done now. and I want to know
whether research priorities would cover some of these problems. But
we feel that. we would like to be a part. of the planning and the
decisipnmaking apparatusnot only for the research. but with the
clearinghouses and resource networks. .

Again, I thinkthe other important aspect I would like to men-
tion about this is that the proposed allocation of moneyabout $25
million, is really very inadequa0 to meet the needsespecially when
we are talking.about $200,000 per State. and we knowour budget
aloneagain, we getalso. our funding sources conic from title XX.
CDBG, church funk, private sourcesand it is not enough. I mean
it, does hot even cover our staffingit barely covers our staffing and
opera* expenses. And we would like to see money allocated for
helters, '4o that they can actually buy their houses that they are in

fh houses or facilities that they are inbee:111w this problem is
not going to disappear overnight. The long-term problem is going
to be here nith us for quite soApe time. We need to get a large-scale
community education to promote awareness.

Thank you.
Senator CRANSThr. Thank you.
Ms. linmos. My 'name is Sandra liamos'and I ani the e'xecutive

director of SOSShelter Our Sisters. I have been sheltering women
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in my home as individuals for the past .8 years and coordinated witW
theiroup of SOS for the last 3 years. .

Wheal was invited to come here, my first reaction was, how could
I spare the time? We are constantly .dealing with emergency situa-
tions. But I waited and discussed it with other people and decided to
come here, because knowing the possibilities ami the power that' this
committee has, I come here. with a full heart, really hoping that
help will be forthcoming.

Everyone who has spoken--before me has described the urgency,
the immediacy of the problem. I would like to also echo that,. Help
is needed so desperately and so urgentlythere .are women right
now that may be calling.someone on the phone and the person is
hereso in other twords, many of us have sacrificed comin here.
We really need help; we want help; and'what we would like is for
money to'be brought down to the.grassroots groups, so that ey can
do the work that is needed immediatelyiust, I mean, as simply
as poesible.

Many of usour groups has been working. We have, aPplied and
received title XX money, but the money has not come down yet,
so we are very frustrated' by, the slowness of that process. We are
very happy that we have been chosen as a grosaroots organization
that knows the problem and can deal with it, but we iust cannot
urge en, gh how the money is lieNed right away.

One o the other things that we deal with all the time is that the
1 I law nforcement people do not teach statistics and.they do not

ognize it as a serious problem. It is very hard for us to get the
1 1 police to recognize that their buddy who is on the same bowl-
ing team as them is a oriminal. I think that has to come from up top
from the people here. They have to be recognized as someone who
has committed a crime and be punished for it. Now I do not like to
send anyone to jail,. but I would like 'to recommend that the perpe-.
trator of this violenee be given a choice of maybe 5 to '10 years in
jail or a-residential treatment center 'where he can go and be given
help and be kept away from committing further violence toward
his family. Because if we do not break the cycle now; if we do not
stop the families that are living these patterns and take away the
cancerous limbsthat is, the beating spousesfrom the family, we
are just going to perpetuate a new generation of violenCe.

All the peo le that we speak .to tell us the Slime thing"Well,
I really ye mean and he is very cruel,--%t his mother did
it to him or his father did it to hini or he had it in his family or
he Paw his mother beaten."

We would like to urge immediate breaking of the cycle. We can-
notlike I say, we work 24 .hours a day and we are all vohmteers
at this point, but we cannot give the women what they deserve and
the children what they deserve because we do not lire the facilities.

We would like to also urge help with local zoning. Everyliody says
it is OK for a battered' women to live on my street, as long ag she
keep; quiet. As soon as she speaks out and says, "I cannot live like
this any more. I do not want my children to go through this," and
goes to a place to get. help for a battered woman, she becomes one
of "those" people and nobody wants her in their neighborhood. This

12.23n . - an c
t.1
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is very frustrating. We would like to have the help. We have man-
dated that a shelter is cOnsidered a home where women and children
live together and we do not need special zoning ordinances.

".We would also like helP for immediate emergency welfare all
over .all the Stites. When a woman is battered and she leaves her
home for fear of her life, we would like to See that she is given
immediate, emergency welfare for herself and the. children.

We would also like to see helpswith housing, because a woman
cannot leaveshe cannot leave her home until he. has shelter and
she cannot leave the shelter.until she has housing.

This problem is like incredibly deep and incredibly complicated,
but the people that have been working with it. have begun to touch
;the surface. I, myself, would not like to see the studies go to outside
groups. We would like to work along with groups that are doing
itbut t.he grassroots people who understand the problem and have
been dealing with it and giving of their time and energyand' en-
erg" is really a key wordmust be able to work along with it.

The immedialy cannot. be stressed enough. The help with police
and the courts is another help that we need mandated. The first time
a man hits a woman, it is considered a giftit is very rare th- t he
will be given anything more than a slap on the wristand that is
very frustrating. When a man hits ñ woman and she calls, what she
thinks is:the place to go for help and if that source, the police, do
not 'respond beeause maybe fhey think that she will drop the charges
which m many caseS is truebecause the battery of women and
wives is the only place where .the person who had had the crime
pallet rated against them, has to live with the perpetrator of the orime.
And we feel that that. is incredible. ,

So, We need sl Hers and we need more enforcersreal enforcers,
like if they get 1. violent person out of the home, And give them

. helpgive them immediate'help, and long-term help; not pist Where
they will promise thaLthey will not. do it..And we need the recogni-
tion of the need 'for shelters in the neighborhoodsthat is a good
neighborhood. I mean, a shelter is not. anything that. should be
frowned on."I would much rather see a shelter in my neighborhood,
than to see women living and being beaten and tortured and chil-
dremdoing the same.

7 Thank you very much.
0 Senator CaAxwroN. Thank you very much.

We are very grateful for your testimony. [Applause.1
Mr. WA.Lsit. Mr. Chairman, my mune is James .Walsh and I am

the executive director of the Victims Information Bureau of Suffolk.
The buteau is located in the easternmost county. of Long Island,

N.Y. The area served is primarily middle and upper .middle class.
The Victims Information Bureau of Suffolk began in, June 1976

and is a conimunity-based. autonomous victims assistance program,
which is funded lw money from LEAA through the Suffolk County
Criminal Justice Coordinating Council. .

VIBS provides crisis intervention, individual, group, couple, and
family counseling to victims of spouse abuse and sexual assault.

In addition to counselirk tbe bureau offers advocacy to assist. the
victims as they move through the various criminal justice, social
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service, and health care systems. Within 3 weeks, we hope to be
opening a shelter for battered women and their children.

Since beginning operation, we have received over 9,000 calls on
our hotline and have seen 875 clients in our counseling center; '96
percent of the callers and clients air victims of spouse abuse.

In addition to direct service, \IBS has conducted research, com-
munity education, and training programs. Tlw research has looked
at the extent and attitude of spouse abuse in 3uffolk County, N.Y.
Through that research, we have been able to accurately project that
there are 25,000 abuaed spouses in Suffolk Countyand 96 percent
of them are battered women.

The NIBS public education component has reached more than
15,000 county residents and has been heard on every major radio and
television network in the New York metropolitan area: The training
'component has developed and participated in innovative training of
police, probation..court,. distrkt attorney, and hospital personneli
on how to deal with victims of spouse abuse.

In offering services to victims of spouse abuse, we found that the
vast majority of battered women we saw did not want to end their
marriages, but wanted to remain with their husbandff, without the
violence.

To assist our clients in reaching their goals, we had no alternative
but to draw their husbands and children into counsding. Because
at that time, few services were offered. to bfittered wives we had to
develop a treatment model on how to work with the victims of spouse
abuse and their abusing spousea. Tlw clinical director of our pro-
gram developed a treatment model which is unique to the field. By
using this model, we have had 135 couples in counseling for at least
3 months, and we have seen sthe tiolent behavior eliminated in every
case.

By any societal measurement, the marriages are not what they
could be, but the violence has been eliminated.

Our experiences taught us a great deal 'about the victims, the
abused, and the children, and that experience has also raised some
questions about the legislation now being considered before this
committee.

Some. recommendations that we would like to make is thatfirst,
that any programs coming out of this committee be housed under
the, Office of Children, Yeuth. and Families and not under the Na-
tional Institute of Mental Health; second: that a gredter proportion
of direct-tervice funds be available on State and local level; third,
make a clear distinction between the amount of money available to'
Government agencies and private, grassroots, not-for-profit auton-
omous agencies; four, proYide a greater portion of resources to
direct service programs, while still allowing some money for re-
search, but a smaller percentage; five. provide a portion of the re-
sources for training or retraining existing servkes persOnnel on how
to work successfully with victims of spouse.abuse and their families;
six, create economic penalties for States unwilling to make spouse
abuse an illegal act. This could closely mirror present statutes which
penalize States that do pot deinstitutionalize dispositions for young
persons who are status offenders. Last, develop national and regional

T
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resource centers which would provide information and technical
assistance to local government programs or to the victims of spause

abuse as well as the community at large.
The very fact that national attention is now being focused on the

issue of spouse abuse and family violence is the first step in provid-
ing the needed services. Until we make an active effort to address

these issues, people will suffer, future generations will be scarred and

we, as a sOciety, will be at fault for giving sanction by not acting.
Thank you.
Senator CRANSTON. Thank you very, very much.
[The prepared statment of Mr. Walsh and additional informa-

tion follow :]
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Although domestic violence, speLifically spouse abuse, has

existed for many thousands of years, it has only recently

come to the attention of the nation as an issue worthy of

research, intervention and services. Indead, we have just

begun'to see victims ef battering as 4 group requiring special

protection under the law. Local, state and federal efforts must

be concentrated on developing a network of workable alternatives

for the victims of domestic violence.

The police, courts and social service agencies have long

realized the importangeof support and intervention when

dealing with juveniles who are the objects of intrafamilial

violence. Few of these agencies, however, have ever- iven

adults the same level of
consideration when they ar the victims

of violence within the family unit. The family may receive

special attention for the benefit of its juvenile members.

However, when children are not directly involved agepcies .o

not have the same level of cuncern or expertise-for the protection

of the victim and creation of stability within tne family unit.

Underlying the lack of services are several assumptions such

as (1) when people reach legal majority/ they are capable of

protecting themselves from assaUlts by family members; (2) to

intervene would destroy the family unit; (3) what happens .

between related adults, short of wrder, is not the concern .

of the general society but is a matter better left between'

the members.
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These assumptionS are falee and serve to hinder proper services

being made available. Traditional agencies have been reluctant

to intervene in on-going relationships between adults and this

reluctance only'victimizes the abused again.

It is imperative that we understand and accept the fact that spouse

abuse ie a crime whose primary victims are women, 966 according

to the most credible studies. Sexist attitudes about women result,

as we all know, in discrimination againnt women in general. However,

the effect of sexlsm creates further suffering when women become .

victims of spousal abuse. Pervasive cultural attitudes preclude

female victims Irom services since they are perceived as masochis-

tic, guilty of provoking the assaults or even e.ljoying being

beaten. Legally, spousal immunity is a common feature in many of

our states' laws. In essence, a wife beater is given lezal and

social freedom to assault his wife.

Because spouse abuse has yet to be properly addressed it is diffihult

to have an accurate estimate of the extent of the problem in America.

But available data does indicate that spouse ...buse is wide spread.

A recent report of the.President's Commission on Law Enforcement

and Administration of Justice stated that "Family altercations...

are probably the greatest cause of homocides in tne United States."

F.B.I. statistics show that nearly two thirds of aggravated

assaults which occur in the United States involve relatives. In

*a series of in-dep.h case studies"Lr..Richard Gelles found that
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56A of couples studied use physical force on each other. Dr.

Levinger found that "444 of working class women and 23A of

middle class women seekidhi divorce mentioned 'physical force!

as a reason for seeking the divorce." Further data indicates.

that 25% of men and nearly 18% of women approl;e of slapping

a wife under certain conditions. Dr. Murray Straus and Dr.

Susan Steinmetz have completed a number of studas which indicate

that spouse abuse crosses all racial, religious, economic;

geographic and sccial lines with the same level of occurance.

%%fen though the data is limited and in its infano there is

strong argument that spouse abuse and otYer forms Ili family

violence are prelfliant and have major consequences for the

Victims, the families and the community. ,!

The cost of family violence to individuals and society is difficult

to calculate. Police departments receive fanily violence walls

more than any other. Over half of the police in this country

injured on the job are injured at a family disturbance. More

than 32% of the police killed in this country are killed responding

to family violence nalls. Since the police are only able to

respond to the symptoms, they are called again and again to the

same household. Dr. Ames Bann7n, Commander of the Detroit

Police Department, noted that family violence calls the police

are usually repeated a number of times before any concrete action

is taken "-..so that only where the injurl was extreme or the offence

repeated would a warrant have been issued, you can readily see

why the women ultimately take the law into their hands or despair

t
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of finding relief at all."
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One must alho consider the zufternal costs to the criminal justice

and sociol service systee. Valuable time and money are spent in

probation intake, probation investigation, probation supervision,

family court, criminal court, medical treatment, aid to dependent.

ctiildren, welfare, fosterlare, child protective services, 1001

aid, mmmunity mental health, as well as personal loss in terse of

medical treatment, private legal services, time off the job

and destruction of private propert7. This does not even account

for the emotional coat to the victim, the children and the

abuser. Nor does it consider the price in terms of the faMily's

alienation from its community, the shattering of belief in

socity's ability to protect its citizens and the continual rosion

and eventual deatruction of family life.

The victims of family violence Present a very complex set of

proLlems. The battering and violence have usually existed for

a number of years, often since the beginning of the marriage.

The violence usually begins the first stressful.point in the

marriage: the honeymoon, fir t pregnancy, first child, first job .

loss or first job advancemen . The abuse and violence rarely ends

with one or two essaultive in dents but continues a long as no

outside services are availabl . The violence does n involve

a single,traumatic experience(but a series of traumatic experiences

-that will develop into a pattern or behavior on the part of the

abuser as well as the victim. Often this pattern becomes a

4 ft-
4. ' ,
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"way of life". and once a way of life, major intervention

and well coordinateci services are the only hope of freeing

the. family from this distructive pattern. Without appropriate

services the famil is doomed to continue this pattern and

damage will result, not only to theadult members but to the

children as well.

We learn hoM to be adults by watching our parents. When

viblence is presented to 'the child an acceptable mechanism

for resolution uf conflict, the chiCrbegins'to accept violence

' as normal. There is a positive coorelation between one's

expousre to.violence as a child and one's attitude and accept

ance of violence as an adult'. Children exposed.to violence in

;stheir homes are adversely affected inra number of w 11 s. They

commonly experience and are prone to deliniluent behavi r,

poor learning development, poor school performance, and poor

socialisation. If violence is learned and accepted during

childhood, it i more likely to become a part of the behavior

pattern for the dult. We have ample evidence from child abuse

research to indi ate that these conditions do arise when a child

is the direct recipient of violent behavior. However, we are

only now coming to grips with the fact that children who live in

violent homes, even thou6n they may never be the direct recipient

of violence, are as prone to Axhibikt poor development ihdiCators

as their counterparts who are actually being assaulted by their

paients.

e
; .lek
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If children learn that violence is acceptable during their

ear y developmental years, they are prone to using violence

,aiiheir model of behavior when they become adults. This

model of behavior then becomes a primary aspect in.the cont!nuum

ef :. cycle of intergeneratiOnal Violence.

If we ars to Assist future generations in escaping this cycle

of violence we must have services available to the victims, the

Children and the abuser. Traditionally, services available to

the victims of family violence aro inadequate. Intervention by

these.agencies has usually eddressed factors which provoked the

most recent indident.and rarely addressed are the underlying

causes oI that incident. Met service providers, while well

trained to cope with'family violence symptoms must limit their

attention to a particular incident and are not adequately equipped

to deal:with the causes of that violence. In/eltli,cto properly

address family violence special services mustlbe madedavailable

to the victims, chileren and the abusers. In addition, special

training should be provided to existing practitioners to teach

them how best to work with victims of family violence.

One examplgof a program which is providing many of these services

now is the Victims Information Bureau of Suffolk, Inc. The Bureau

is located in the eastern most county of Long Island, New York.

The area served is predominately middle and upper middle class.

The area relies heavily on mstropolitah Now York City and the

defense industry for much of the Income o 'the county's 1.3 million

residents.

On.
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The Victims Information Bureau of Suffolk, Inc. began in June

of 1976 as a community based, autonomous victims assistance

program which is funded through the Suffolk County Criminal

Juitict Coordinating Council. V.I.B.S. provides crisis inter,.

vention, individual, group, couple, and family counseling to

victims of spouse abuse and sexual assault. In addition to

counseling the Bureau offers advocacy to assist the victim

is they mdve through the various Ariminal justice, social

service, and health care systems. Since beginnning operation

we have received more than 9000 calls on our hotline andlYhave

seen 875 clients in the counseling center; 96, of the callers

and clients are victims of spouse abuse.

In offering services to victims of spouse abuse we found that

the vast majority of the battered women we saw did not want to

end their marriages bloc w ted to remain with,their husbands,

without the violence. assist our clients/An reaching her goals

we had no alternative but to draw her husbar into counseling.

Because no one else was offering this alterriative to Wittered

wives we had to develop a treatment model to work with the

victims and their abusing spouse. The Clinical Director of the

Victims Information Bureau of Suffolk developed a model of

614tment, unique to the field. By using this model with

e".
135 couples, in counseling for three months, we have seen the

violent-behavior eliminated in every case. By any societal

measureMent the marriages are not what Uey could be, but the

violence has been eliminated.

A
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In addition to direct services V.I.B.S. has conducted research,

community education and training programs. The research has .

looked at the extent and attitudes of spouse abuse in Suffolk

County, New York. Throu6h that research we have been able to

accurately project that'there are 25,000,abused spouses in this .

county, 90 of whom are battered wives. These results fall in

lint with a study recently completed, on a natignal basis, by

Dr. MMrray Straus.

1
,s

The V.I.B.S. public education component hap reached more than

15,000 county residents and has been heard on every major radio

and television network in the New York Metropolitan area. Th.e

training component has developed and particiapted in in ati

training of police, probation, court, district attorney, a

hospital personnel in how best to deal with victims of spouse

abuse and sexual assault.

Our experience has taught us mtch atiout spouse abuse, the victims,

the abusers and the%children. And that experience has also raised

some questions aim= the legislation njw being considered by this

committee. As the firpt national piece of legislation to be produced,

it must be applauded. However, I must raise some concerns.

7

1 There is no question that research is badly needed but

the proposed legislation appears to provide too much of

the limited reuources for research.

2 There is a desperate need for direct service programs

throughout the country to offer assistance to today's
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and future victims of family violence. This legislation

al but ignores direct service programs.

3 Through this legislation, very little;money will be

available on state and lqcal levels. Applications will

be heard on a national basis, hus eliminating allocations

which can accomodate local needs.
t.1

.4 None of the funds are earmarked for training or re-training

practitioners and service delivery personnel on how to

adequately work with victims of arouse abuse, their children

and the abusing spouse.

With these concerns in mind I would, therefore, respectfully

recommendthat the committee consider dhanging the present*legislation

or initiating new legislation which would:

I Be housed under the Office of Child, Youth and Families

rather then under the National Institute of Mental Health.

2 Make the greatest portion of direct service funds available
-

on state and local levels.

Make a clor distinction between the amount of money .

ovUlable to governmental agencies ard private, not-
e'

foe-profit autonomous agencies.

4.)

4

I.
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;

'4 Provide a greater portion of the resources to direct

service programs while still allowing money for research,

but a smaller percentage.

5 Provide,a portion of the resources for training and

retraining existing service's personnel in how to

work Successfully with the victims of spouse abuse

und their families.

6 Create economic penalties for.states unwilling to

make spouse abuse an illegal act. This could closely

mirror present siatutes which penalize states that

do not do-institutionalize dispositions for young persons

as status offenders.

7 Develop a national and regional resource centers which

would provide information along with technical'assistance

to programs working with.victims of spouse abuse as well

the community at large.._

The very fact that nutional attention is now being focused on

the issue of spouse abuse and family violence is the first step

in providing the needed services. Until we make an active effort

.to addresn these issues people will suffer, future generations

will be scarrud and we as a society will be at fault for giving

sanction by not acting.

Nr. Chairman, members of the committee, I want to thank you for this

opportunity and your attention.

0
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SPOUSE ABUSE:

COUPLES IN CONFLICT

VOW HOTLINE
24 hours a day
7 days a week

(516) 110-3606

ins couNsELING CENTER
Monday through Friday
9:00 A.M. to 5:00 P.M.

Evening appointments available
(516) 360-3730

Victims Information Bureau of Suffolk, Inc.
501 Route 111 Hauppauge. N.Y. 11787

1

A

FAMILY VIOLENCE AND NEW YORK STATE LAW

SOrnetirnes spouse abusers curse 'or yell at their vic-
tims in a public or private place They often frighten
or threaten to hurt their spouses They may physical .
ly harm them.

All of these actions are illegal The legal words for
these Minds of behavior are

DISORDERLY CONDU&T
HARRASSMENT
MENACING
RECKLESS ENDANGERMENT IN THE

SECOND DEGREE
ATTEMPTED ASSAULT
ASSAULT

As of September I, 1977 victims of spouse abuse csn
go to either Criminal or Family Court to get help

TEMPORARY ORDER OF PROTECTIONtilt victims ot
spouse abuse have bruises that can be seen, medical
records of recent iniunea have been threateped with
a weapon Or hurt within the past week they can ask
the Court 1nr a Temporary Order of Protection. They
can get It right away

PERMANENT ORDER OF PROTECTION: Thill court
order csn state how the spouse abuser, the victim or
both must behave lot. one year It can tell the abuser
to stay away from his spouse or even his home The
Order can tell the abuser to take care of his spouse
the children and the home These Orders generally
take four to sot week. to get.

VMS la a petals. nommila 'PM bided OM.
Oa &Mk CraMit Cowin, Maim Ommiamlas
Comma The MN Calmosaaa Claw la WOW Mw.
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FAMILY VIOLENCE AND SPOUSE ABUSE

Family vsotence is as much a part of American home
life as Kee morning cup of coffee. In 1976 the Suffolk
County Police Department received 11.938 dOthestic
dispute Calls. That alarming figure represents only a
smell fraction of the housholds in which someone in
the family is being hurl by someone else in the
lareity.

Sp Ouse abuse is one of the many forms of family
violence. In overwhelming numbers it is ths women
who are being hurt emotionally, phys,tally, or both,
by the men they live w1M. Wife-beating seems to bo
the moat common and under-reported crime in Anion-
ca. Sometimes; men are the abused spouses.

It can happen in any family Spouse abuse cuts
across all tines racial, social, economic, religious
and ethnic.

After centuries of silence. scouse abuse is finally
receiving public attention On TV and radio programs,s. in magazine and newspaper articles. victims are dee-
Cribing what it feels bile to live In households dorm.
netted by fear, anger and frustretion They talk about
feeling lik prisoners, trapped in their Owe fe5mee
They live with the constant threat of physical vio-
lence. The abuse may be emr Inal' a broken spirit
is as painful to bear as a Ili.), arm.

Cu-

31-335 r 75 - 30

The abuse may have started on the honeymoon. dur-
ing the first pregnancy. when there was money
trouble. when drinking got out of control at any
point when the stresses ol family lite btstme too
difficult.

Some people think that victims of family violence like
to de hurt, provoke the attacks. could do something
about their problems if they "really wanted to."
Those an NI myths, ell lam

Most victims of family violence often feel too ashamed
to ask for help They believe they have to learn to
live with their tears and their pain They feel they
can't do anything to change the way they live. Most
peothe do not seem to care about the victims'
problems

Some victims in their struggle to stop being hurt are
able to ask for help But when they go t6 the polite,
the courts, family or friends, they find what little
help t6ete IL is not enough.

Some abusers want to stop but don't know how
Even though they know what they are doing is wrong.
they are loo ashamed to ask lot help

Finally, there s a place where victims of domestic
violence and their families can go for help the

ViciNne Infennefiell Sweet/ of Sotto*, Inc.

elli



VICTIMS INFORMATION WREN SERVICES

The Vichme Information Bureau of Suffolk, Inc gives
free and conlidentigt services to the victims of spouse
abuse and sexual aisault Women men and children

can use VIBS services VIBS staff is trained in crisis
intervention. counseling, client advocity and referral

Orals VIBS °helps victims gel the assistance they
want

t COWS INTVIYINTION: Professionally trained Colin-

Witors sleff the VIBS HOTLINE ISM, 360-3C^ vie-
time of spOuse abuse can tail for information and
Immediate help 24 hours a day. 7 days a week

couNsauwa: vies counseling staff offers individual,
group, couple or fkrnity counseling to the victims of

Wu** atuse The clients and iheir counselors look
at choices divide what needs to oe done and work

toward those goals VIBS counseling services ere
available to the victim the family's children and the
abuser

cum ADVOCACY: V1BS Counselors know how to
kw" with hospitals, police. probation Family and
Criminal Courts and the() A s &lice Counselors can
go with clients to these agencies to make sure they

m *ell treated and get the services they need

REFERRALII: VIBS has a complete referral file which
lists all resources public and private, available in the
County. such as, legal assistance, emergency hous-
ing. interne maintenance, long-term counseling, chilg

Care, health services. Department of Social Services.

etc.,

ALL VISS SERVICES ARE FREE.
CONFIDENTIALITY IS GUARANTEED.

460

.
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VICTIMS OF

VIOLENT CRIMES!

SEXUAL ASSAULT

VlbS

(516113t.'.) 3606

VIBS COUNSELING Ct:N rEF
; r

9 00 A M t i
Eeiung dput-t.i

Victims Information Bureau Of Sut folk Inc.
I Routi II I H.. .1 Pa 1 I

r/
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VICTIMS INFORMATION BUREAU SERVICES SEXUAL ASSAULT.
IMPACT ON THE VICTIM

VIBS PROFESSIONALLY TRAINED staff provides
free and confidential services to the victims of sexual
assault end spout, abute vats services are available to
women, men and children.

CRISIS INTERVENTION: Professionally trained coun
Won staff the VIBS H01 LINE 15181 380-3606.
Victims of sexual assault can call fog immediate help
and information 24 hours a day, seven days a week.
An on-call counselor cso be diapatched to meet victims
any time, day or night ,

CouNIIELING: It doer not matter if the attack took
place this morning or years ego, it is never too late to
get help. vies counniots provide individual. group,
couple and firmly counseling to meet the needs of the
client.

CLIENT ADVOCACY: VIBS staff has a thorough know-
ledge of health care and criminal tustice services, as well
at other tervices ;n LI folk County that provide help
to victims of sexual assault. vies staff earl escort
clients through these agencies to insure Prover treat
mint-

REFERRALS: VEIS has a complete referral file listing
all resources, public and private, available to sexual
assault victims so Suffolk County.

OTHER SERVICES: VIBS overate% a shelter foe bat-
tered women and their children, public education

Program and a professional training component

/ VIBS is a private, non-profit agency funded through
till, Suffolk County Criminal Justice Coordinating
Councif. The VIBS, Counseling Center is lecated at
501 Routs 111, Hauppauge. New York 11787.

If you have ever been made to have any sexual contact
with another person against your will, ',Oil hese been
the victios of sexual assault.

The violence and humil.ation uf sexual assault totally
disrupt a victim's .lite Even it the attack was only
attempted, the vict1171 may feel the ,,anie anyer, shame
and quilt COMM011 to ail sexual assault vn.tirm Without
counseling these feelings can affect' die victim's lelatithi
ships with other lieople Also, victims wilt continue to
experleace the woild JS a high art' 11,11191,0US

Place

These crimes of smlence mM Mil mostly against women

and girls Sometimes, men and buys are va inns .of
sexual assault

Some people try to Maki. cm mine leasonable by blaming
the eInle on the victim Blaming the victim includes
believing dangerous and familia, myths victims of
rape and othei sexual assaults "wanted" to be attacked,
they "asked fur it" by dressing or behaving in a certain
way, they "provoked" the attack, and they "liked it
Many people believe that sex offendems wre "suddenly
n omit by sexual lust and natural passion These

are all my thy all wrong

Victims do nut Cause the crimes Blaming the victim
does out male crime understandable Om the tomnitMity
safe Blaming the victim just makes a mute difficoll
for victims to get the legal. medical and emotional help
they need and deseive As a result, victims suffer first
from the attack itself aim then again and adaill hum the
(reatment they receive from the people they ,u11, lii
for help

However. Many victims especiddy viCtims of rape

.111(1 other sexual assaults do not even cki for what
little hell) is available Perhaps tney suspect they will

. be treated at d they are the criminals

Now them is a place Vihr.le victims of sem 1 assault can

90 /or hell) the Victims Informat i Buieau of

ALL VIIS SERVICES ARE FREE. Suffolk

CONFIDENTIALITY IS GUARANTEED.

xi
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14§0TECTION AgAINST SEXUAL ASSAULT

Th. mapirty of exual assaults occur at home between
people who kiipw one another acquaintances. neigh
bort. relatives Offenders plan their attacks. seeking any
vulnerable person frons infants to older cititens

Offenders often approach their chosen yil tMS 1. ways
that seem harmless ar hist Awareness and ',mini.,
safety measures 'nay heip wider t yiili against slufil,11
assault

AT HOME

Establish safety rides with the i Minton in your care
Believe them if they, tell you about being assaulted

Trust your instincts Call

picious of someone

Lerlitioldte Sruyir. freotrif,
catroo Demand to see it

the police if you feel sus

will have pi uper drrtifs

ON THe STREET

E stahloh safety rules and safe routes wiln the children
in your Cale

Don't talk to strainers Ft..meniti it's better to he
rude than to become a vretim

V'Sralk purposeliilly and wear shoes you I ail run' ur

Canny your keys iii yin hands. ready II) Use thern dS
d weapon if necessary Attach a whistle to you, key
ring

r Be alert whidi walkirig alone, especially near ilark nr
isolated Places

Trust your instincts If you think yiene being fol
lowed, head towards the 'nearest lights arid people

If you suspect trouble, yell FIRE and keep Ors
yelling

Don't hitcnhrke If you have never been assaulted
while hitchhiking, you've leen lucky. so far

IN YOUR C.'.

If strangers or who makes you unc.onfor Keep your LA doors locked when driving or parked
table asks to use your phone or wants to enter your
home for some reason, have them Walt outside your
locked dom Mule you plaCP the call for them or ,,
get help for thern in S01111: WJy If you have tar trouble, raise the hood and remain

in the lucked Car until someone you kriow or oust
arro \WS

Check the inside of your car before getting in Check
your surroundings before you get out

Use dead holt locks oil your &Mr s irid SPIalre lOCks
on your waidows
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WHAT TO DO IF YUU ARE ATTACKED

Even if you take every precaution, you can be the victim
of sexual assault Your ipial is to stay alive. Whatever
you do to stay alive is tight

*Try to escape ,1 y ml Ca.

II VA' Xi' 4Iav Or rirsot and 141 1 111 It 11111111.,lidiely

Try to at hal I attent.011 Yon t IRE rind y1:11111,1

IF YOU CANNOT ESCAPE
Try nut to pittlic

Lhe 9.11 defense tactic% i oily if you arc very vein
trained and practice regularly

Do NO f C11,11loiror. your attacl...t it he 01 she has a
weapon

Sumetimes tryIng to talk youn way out rut danger
works Say you JP, oterplaor oi mentally 111 .1 halo,

vl
Ohsetve yvelything yon an it,m,u,h wilt, attacker

heojhr %Cal S. inniphnoon, ch Woe COror.4 5.1

ObOnve ylla 1.0 ahOut vino attar kei's
vrIr. Ir. mai e. ,mo,. olot

AFTER TH': ATTACK
Ii y 110t Ii, ,l'snoy 01 the attack You sIM1

'holt to wail, halhe clout I,, wal otet on dean 4.1.91,s

Pir.rlie try to h 1,1 Ye eu le,01 ii. attlq the tnigin al
If you rIer orlr. to 1/0.5 choirs, you will

I erri every bit of evidence

To report the attack. call the police etnn(troLy fffff 11het
!apt away Ii, any 01 the live western township% 01
Sur lolk (Huntington. 1%1111, Boilarhayrro, SolitilfOwn iii
Babylnill. call 911 Yon can ask an a fern alp pOlin.
officer horn the Soltolk County Police DePaitment
Sex Comes Unit In the townshups uf SIM/MOIL
Rlylhealri ma Stlelti'l !Sland. Call 911 111 the town

ships ot East Hampton or Soorlialnorolr. ran
Police department

Call the Hntiale' 360 3606 A COoristrI01 Lan IX'
wort to ',loot you, any him% day 0, Flight

Get medical untV,Itue You May flay.. 111,1114h 111)1,10's

YOU Inay have gotten VO YO0 may need prelinamy
counseling The pow, or the VIOS cnunvant CM, help

get the inert., dI y Ott OPP,/

REPORTING THE ATTACK
TO THE POLICE IS COURAGEOUS

You do not Moe to moon Mbowat, out °Minders
count on thok *Om' being afraid Is wen re WIN.

s wit olloodwo remain Ms 10 NM more moods.

Reporting the attack does not mean you will have to
prosecute.

If you do not want I.) report the attack to the police
but you want 110 help the police look for the offender,
you can file an anonymous third Pxity feholt

Whatever you decide to do, VILIS Counselors can help.

SEXUAL ASSAULT LAWS: NEW YORK STATE

RAPE: A male is guilty of rape when he has sexual
intercourse with a female fei force 01 if she is 1101
capable of consent or physically helpless or less than
1/ years old All ihree degrees of tape are felonies
punishable by imprisonment from one to 25 years.

SEXUAL MISCONDUCT: A male is guilty of sexual
misconduct when he has sexual intercourse with a

female without he? consent A person IS guilty of sexual
misconduct when he or she engages In deviate texUal
intercourse with another person without that person's
consent Sexual misconduct is a misdemeanor punish
able by imprisonment of 110 Mute than one year

SODOMY: A person is guilty obsodonw when he or
she si3O deviate sexual intercourse with another person
by 'iarci; or if.that person is not capable of consent or
Physically helpless or less than seventeen vials old
All three degrees of sodomy ate felonies punishable by
imprisonment from one to 25 years

SEXUAL ABUSE: A person is wilty of sexual abuse
when he or she subjects another person to sexual con
tact by force or that person is not capable of consent
or physically helpless or less than eleven years old
Sexual abuse in the first degree is a felony punishable
by imprisonment from one to seven years Sexual abuse
in the second and third degrees are misdemeanors
punishable by imprisonment of no more than one year
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Senator CRANRTON. I want, to assure all of you that I fully agree
that any Federal legislation developed should seek to encourage and
should utilize for the maximum potential, the various grassroots
organizations that you represent.

Senator Riegle will complete the hearing, because I have to go
elsewhere at this time.

I thank you very much and I thank each and every One of you
for your presence, your interest, and your lwlpful comments. We,
will do our best to 'ICI. upon tlwm and. I hope we will come up with
legislation which will nwan n very, very great deal.

Senator RIEOLE [presidingl. Thank you, Senator Cranston.
I takeckat every one on this panel has had the chance tofrak

already.
If I may, then. I would like to make some comments myself.
Frop what I have heard and what I earl:er said this morning in

discofsing it with my staff, first of all, Ts.wee very much with what
is !icing said herethqt we have not ev-en legan to scratch the sur-
face in terms of the Federal acknowledgment. let alone response, to
the. problems of domestic violence. And the bill that several of us
have been working on together is intended to really get started at
(he Federal level. I grant you that $25-million-a-year figure as a
total commitment is n very small beginning; in fact, if you compare
it with th'e $125 million defense budget, it is almost. a cruel figure to
talk about.

On the other hand, any amount of.gioney constitutes a beginning
constitutes a focused startsomething that we are way behind in
recognizing and stepping 1FP to. And I have hopes that we may
even go a bit beyond n5 million by the time we 'introduce our bill.

So one of the problems here is the problem of committing our-
selves collectively to the initial step. If you get us on the road in the
direction of a Pederal recognition and response, which we can take
and build upon, we may be able to followup that.

Now. I must say that the $2,5 million figure does not satisfy me
at all, but I am a principal cosponsor of the legislation, and it pained
me very much to even have to acknowledge that maybe we have to
start at that scale in order to get started.

And on that issue is a bigger questionand this is something that
I want to share with you, because it is as important, I think, as what
you are saying, because it relates to recognition of whether or not we.
are going to he serious about doing something Acid it. as a lational
response. The Congress basically does not show n real understanding
of what it is you have been talking about today. It is reflected in our
spending priorities, it is reflected in our attitudes on a wide variety
of issues.

We have,. as you well know, essentially a male Congress. We have
not had any women in the Senate until iust recently when Muriel
TIumphrey was named to take the late Senator Humphrey's seat.
We have a very tiny handfal of women. effective as they are individ-
ually, a fraction of a percentage in the House. of Representatives. So
that in the Congress today. we are essentiallyand we have been
for yearssince the beginning our Governmenta male-dominated
Congress. And quite frankly, our sensitivity about issues of these

,
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kinds is still primitiveaml even that is oftentimes a generous
description.

There was a press conference the other day. whereseveral of us
were tnlking about the need to chnnge that profile, and to assist in
the development of women as candinates for public office. for the
Congressand other positions across the countryto a much greater
degree than we presently have. Part of this problem in dumping the
attitudes connected with the Congress really menns changing the.
Congresschanging who is the Congress. who is in the Congress.
and unless a maior effort is expended nlong this line. I think that
even if we get. $25 million a year for 5 years. we are still going to be
looking for comparisons of $25 niilli, dealing with thk aspect of
family life versus $125 million dealing with the mnnufactured items
that go through the Defense Department and everything related to
that.

. The Congress is not the whole problem. So is the exemitive branch,
font:, frankly. When I look at the Carter administration. I see essen-
tially. as we have for so many years. a male-dominated executive
branch, which again carries with it the predominance of attitudes
and feelings that we have experienced for such 11 very long time.
And while I am pleased, for example. that Midge Costanzn is in
the Whiteillouse, it would be a cruel joke to even suggest quit that
is sufli*nt in terms of the kind of inside presence and feeling and
sensitivity nnd understnnding of the needs that would start to shake
the executive policies and the budget setting, and the struggle with
OMB. And I intend .no disrespect to Midge as an individual. But
neither she, nor nny single person, if they. nre the only one in the
policy circle at the. top level having a chance to weigh in on these
debates, could possibly have more than just n tiny fractional effect,
so it is not surprising that we see budgets thnt reflect priorities that.
are a continuation, for the. most part, of priorities that we have seen
for decades in this country. And the fact is that you should have to
eome today and make this profound an appeal for this in the hopes
that we ean get $25 million for 5 years. recognizing thnt once that
sort of trickles its way down, that it does not/begin to put us in a
position to deal with this problem. This bitlis, in its worst light.
'mother way of snying that despite the,fact that the problem exists,
we are going to have to wait and make'n start at it. At least, facing.
np to it, we are going to have to wait at least another 5 years. and
presumably another 5 after that. and 5 after that. before we becalm,
serious about making a commitment to what life is like .'-or people
here in the United States.

More policy problems notwithstanding. we have a lot of things we
have to deal with today, but it seems to me that we are going to have
a very hard time being very effective with foreign policy, if we
cannot demonstrnte that the quality of life here in the United States
is something that people would like to have for themselves. And so
even in terms of a preoccupntion with foreign policy, we have to be
led finally bark around to what. is going on liere in the United States
R n d what is going on in families in our own country.

So that if somebody wants the United States to be strong nbroad,
it really has to start by being strong at home, and so again. there is
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a justification even in that area for a kind of new seriousness and
a new commitment on these kinds of urgent and domestic and human
problems hi the *United States that we are just not seeing.

What I am saying to you is thisI think it is going to i:equire a
great deal more militancy. speaking ont, pressure. legal action, peo-
ple ru mg for office, people mining against incumbents who hold
publ. office, and not just. in one partyin both parties. I think that
tins- administ which happens to be a Democratic administra-
tion headed by Carter. has to he approached in the most. direct
fashion in t rms of an appeal and an urgent 'sense that things have
to start. to be done quite differently than they have been done in
the past.

IThl4; there/1s a very strong response to tkit. an affirmative re-
sponseAand a positive responses starting with the President and
going right, through the top echelons of the exeentife branch, and
at. the same time, coining from the leadership in the Congress in both
parties. then I think yon are called uponand those of us Who feel
this way are calkd uponto try to set in motion snow politicai ini-
tiatives that cv.n change. the plavers..It is as simple as that.. Because
otherwise, you are going to be destined to repent this very same
process year in and year out, scratching for the tiniest sums of
money, when in faet, we haye got a budget that irin excess of $500

I mean, it is not as if we do not have the resources. It is not as
if we are not. spending them. We are just. not. spending them on
things like this:

And if the people who have those predispositions and who make
the decisions that way are not. prepared to change, then I say you
have got to change the people.

Now this is an election year. Every Member of Congress is run-
ning for reelection. Yon all come from congressional districts.
think each one of you has to make it a point to track down the candi-
dates who are runnMg in your area and address these issues to ther
very direetlyand if.they are not prepared to respond, then I think
you have got to find somebody else to support in this camPaign. And
if you cannot find soliebody else to support, then T think yoi! have
to run. And yon will become the person that. people can rally around
and support.

But I think the issue is that basic. and when I see things like T
have been reading in the paper' the last few dayspeople writing an
olituary for Bella Abzng politically. beennse she pressed bard with
thingsit suggests to me that there is still too many of us who are
falling asleep in terms of the basic. human issues in this country
that we are still sidestepping and not facing up.

And if this hearing today has any basic purpose at beyond
getting this sort of tin v start that we feel that we cat get throuah
the Congress. it. is. I think, to make it clear that there is a notch
stronger sustained effort that is required right now in this critical
Imman area. and l0 others that we could mentionthe health care
problems of senior citizens and so forthand unless we are going to
start getting this country focused on these things, tlw Government
is as much a sham as it is anything else.
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So I would hope that. when you leave. today, you leave not think-
ing that. this hearing was an end in itself, because clearly it is not.
Clearly it is not.

The scale of effort and the scale of breakthrough that has to be
made is so large, that. unless we start grabbing hold of some of the
levers of this Government. and make the things happen, then we are
going to be locked in these same patterns for another generation.
And. I just do not think we can afford it, and so I appreciate very
much, the fact that. you have been here today and I want to say,
especially to Commissioner Fojtik from Ann Arbor, that I am de-
lighted that you were here and I appreciate your testimony and
the others who spoke here today.

But I just hopeI just hope that we can understand that this
level of effort, that iS required here is actually a question of getting
this Government. rebuilt and reordered in terms of its internal sense
and. feeling. And that is really the task that we have to address our-
selves and commit. ourselves to.

I appreciate your being here today.
Ms. FOJTIK. Senator, if I tnay say a word. I would like to say that

we are activists and we are hard workers and we will take your mes-
sage back to our congressional districts and relate it to the candi-
dates running for office. And if there are not. any good ones running,
then maybe some of us are going to have to.

Thank you for all that you ha" done to get us together.
Senator RIFALE. We have anoti er person who has asked to be per-

mitted to testify here today.
Our next witness is Edith Blackhall from Milwaukee.

STATEMENT 01? EDITH BLACHHALL, PROGRAM ADMINISTRATOR,
CHILD PROTECTION PROGRAM, MILWAUKEE, WIS.

Ms. BLAciutALL. My name is Edith Blackball and I am from
Milwaukee, Wis., and I am testifying this morning as a professional
social worker for the past 16 years and a citizen, and also as a
program administrator of the child protection program in Milwau-
kee (7ounty.

I have seen the problem of child abuse and domestic, violence, with
this kind of. background, and therefore, I strongly support Smite
bill 1728.

I do not believe that the East.nor the West Coast d.es have a cor-
ner on the. dome,Stic violence market. In Milwaukee County, it is esti-
mated that between 30,000 and 50,000 women are battered each year.
Each month, a shelter must be found for at least 50 women and theif
children. Each day, the crisis line for battered women receives 10
.calls per day for help. We have found that every three children
reported as battered, it is estimated that in one of these referrals,
there is also a battered woman.

Senate bill 1728 is a poSitive bill with excellent goals and objec-
tives, however, I would like to present. today, some spneific recom-
mendations to the committee for its consideration in the implemen-
tation of the bill, if approved.

I have seven recommendations:

eir
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First, to developz strong identification, treatment, and prevention
programs which include the primary child abuse referral sources,
such as child protection services, medical and health centers, law
enforcement. agencies, and the district attorney's oflicehecause of
the strong correlation between child'abuse, woman abuse, and the
family violence.

Two, provide interdisciplinary training for the persons identify-
ing, treating, and preventing domestic violence, in order to insure
effective and efficient, teamwork in reducing family violence in our
communities.

Three, provide strong linkages with the already existing employ-
ment and training services in the 'United States in order for women
ty become self,sufficient and self-supporting. This, I believe, will
reduce the woman's risk of becoming psychologically and/or physi-
cally battered again.

Four, develop a network directory of the followinga listing of
shelters, emotional and economic counseling services, legislation of
the States and other related resources.

Five, provide treatment and prevention counseling services for
men who batter, using men who are compassionate, but. who do not
condom.. battering as acceptable behaviorand I. do Tint believe that
this was mentioned-today.

Six, employ conipassionate and .understanding men in the day care
facilities where. both child and his or her mother will also be given
the. opportunity to interact with a positiVe nonviolent, male human
being.

Seven, create a cultural advertising council to embark on a nation-
wide cultural advertising campaign, to help the public become more.
aware of the social problems, as well as provide positive solutions.
'And I have, seen this demonstrated in various European countries
and it has worked very well.

I believe that the time has conie to battle domestic violence. Bat-
tering children. as I have seen, grow up to batter or to allow batter-
ing. I believe, that wiin a strong connnitment and cooperative effort,
we will &escalate the war at honw, and reclaim that, batter or are
battered, and prevent us further battery that is very costly to each
and to every one of us.

I would like to thank the committee this morning for the opportu-
nity to present. my viewpoint and to present. my recommendations.
You have my support and my concern.

Thank you very much.
Senator RI EaLF.. Well, thank you very much for coining here from

Wisconsin.
I appreciate your testimony and we will see. that it is brought to

the attention of the other members of the committee.
At. this point I order printed 01 statements of those who could not.

attend and other pertinent material submitted for the record.
(The material ;rfe d to follows :1,
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Early info our research, it became obvious to us /Mat

too many sociologists, psyscholoqists, academics, government

officials, law enforcement officers, and even volunteers take

a type of g_ame approach to solving the problem of family vio-

lence. These well-meaning (eople gerrymander the family unit

into areas of special inter,sE and tend to sacrifice those

members and/o problems that do not fit into their narrowly

defined limits of interest. While we agree that it is necessary

to divide types of violence into manageable departments for the

purpose of research (similar to how the medical community handles

the study of disease) , we feel that it is absurd and confusing to

maintain this configuration wh,gi attempting to service the human

race with the results Of such study.

Today we have special interest groups offei-ing assistance to

battered Wives, battered husbands, battered children, battered grand-

parents, alcoholics, drug abusers, run-aways, potential suicides, et

al. We have shelters for some, hot lines for others, and social agencies

galore. The system has become ladPn down with sub-divisions of sub-

divis:ons and cur experience tells us that people are confused in many

caser as to where their particular case fits. Battered husbands cannot

go to lust any wiie beating shelter, rape victims cannot go to just any

social service agency, and battered children have no place to go with-

out adult guidance since nothing carrTN4heir plight on the billboard.
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We would like to suggest that this diVcommittee. look

at the family as a unit in need of help, deqerate help. It

is a fact that leaving aside wars and riots, physical aggression

occurs among family members more often than it occurs among ny

others. Moreover, the predomlnant position of the family as a

mise-en-scene for violence seems to apply to every type of

physical violencC running the gamut from slaps to torture and

homicide. In fact, some fori of physical violence between family

members is so apt to occur at F'5111c point in the human life cycle

that it can be said.to be almost universal. We believe that vio-

lence is at least as typical of family relationships as is love.

In the FBI's 1976 Uniform Crime Reports, aggravated assault.

is shown to be up 21 percent over 1972. It says this type of pa-

tr1,1 duty is hazardous to the officers. Since 1967, 164 officers

have lost their lives responding to disturbance-type calls, which

frequentl, involve family or neighborhood arguments.

. The nation's police respond to more than 10 million family

disturbance calts each year.

According to the FBI, the must frequently used weapons are

hands, fists and feet:.

4
4.
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In murders involving the husband and wife, the wife

was the victim in 52 percent of the incidents and the husband

was the victim the remaining 49. These statistics have remained

remarkably consistent over the yedrs.

What we propose is a centralized system en the line.

What tu-erica needs are Family Violence Shelters that do not

discriW.nate; unurella refuges for any and all human beings.

A finc example of such a catch-all system might be our hospitals.

For example, a person suffering from a broken arm goes initially

to the same hospital as a person complaining of gastrointestional

disturbances or a gash on the face. While there arc health care

institutions specializing in esoteric areas, a victim of an ailment

cneed not seek out one of these organizations when first feeling c

need for help. In fact, a person need only go to an emergency ward.

We do no less for anImals. The humane society provides care

throughout.the country for animals in need. We have no hesitation

about taking a horse or a mouse to a dog and cat hospital because

we know help is available. Humane society shelters are in most cases

one-stop,centers.

Not only do we not have Family Violence Shelters but with

the disorganization and lack of central leadership, too many shelters

are dressed in professional rubrics designed to grace, through classi-
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ication, the work of inferiur daubers.

We must Stop looking at family violence and thinking

that it happens only in the other person's h:rws,... We must

stop looking at family violence and thinking uli it in terms

of sex rather than in terms ot humanity. After all thre is

but one human race and if we du not care tu help it who will:

And we must put selfish objelpives aside and not lose .;ight

of the.real problem - ourselves. We are all in this together.

Quibbling over the extent of the problem will not make it any

better. Numbers and studies serve merely to raise our awareness.

The problem of making an accurate total examination of

family violence is somewhat akin to a game children play in

upstate New York's snow-belt región. When the snows are high and

the drifts are deep, kids amuse themselves by trying to correctly

cii-jellal what an object is by the shape of the mound of snow covering

it. Fr the outlines dnd shapes, children make assumptions that

lead them\q,zonclusions about the nature of the object. Sometimes

they are eXactly correct, and other times only partially right. For

example, it is cften easy to identify a buried automobile but,ex-

tremely difficult to be specific about the year and the model.

This is similar to the problem of duterming a precise extent

of family violence in the U.S. today. Without disparaging the un-

doubted need for more research and evaluation, we feel enough is

already known to provide the basis for meaningful action.
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We would also like tb'present to the Subcommittee, a copy of

the bibliography from our book whith may be useful to the staff

conductirg its own reasarch into fancily violence.

Respectfully submitted,

1March 8, 1978

12.23g () . 7" - II

and Xiechard C. Levy

.1

A
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kCONDARY BATTERING: BREAKING THE CYCLE OF DOMESTIC VIOLENCE -

INTRODUCTION

Woman.battering is one topic which arouses immediate response in almost

any setting in which it is introduced. The phenomenon of, physical abuse of

women by men has only recently sUrfaced as a social problem of apparently sig-

nificant magnitude. In the early 19.70s, English women began seeking refuge

from their batterers, usually husbands or sr n with whom they had established

intimate relationships (Pizzey, 1974). Refuges were established, and as soon\

as their'doors opened, they were f'lled (in most cases, beyond4apacity) with

women and children. Similar activi 'es occurred'in other'European countries,

such as Holland,' at approximately the same time (Andersen, 1977). Some women

in the United States were doncirned with the issue of woman,battering, but're-

4

cognition of it as a major social problem did not occur until the Natipnal Or-

r,'

ganization for Women.(NOW) directed
attention toward it in their newalelter in.

March, 1976, and established a taak force to encourage research and to deal

with the issues. During the same month, the BrUssele. Internatioria Tribunal on

Crimes Against Women disclosed that
womantbatteri4 may well be a universal

phenomenon (Russell and Van de Ven, 1976).

Shortly after these events, and in response to them-, I initiated an ex-

ploratory study into woman b4tterine
which concentrate; on the victims of this

crime, as well as the personnei f legal:judicial, medical, and religious in-

stiturions who come into contact with it. DescriptIve data have been gathered

largely, but not exclusively,
throtigh the facilities of the Women's Transi-

'

tional Living Center (WTLC) in Orange County, California. The staff of this

shelter for battered women and their
children has given me access to configen-

tiai files, and has given me the opportlinity to gather data from the'clients

themselvee. As a result, the pilot study yielded twenty case histories and

a
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fiityTone comprehensive, self-administered questionnaires. Methodologies em-

ployed, in addition to records analysis and survey instrument, were in-depth

interviews, participant observation in group.discussions, and observation dur-

ing hours spent as a week-end volunteer staff member. This part of the study

was designed to gather demdgraphic data ,from victims about themselves and

tbeir batterers, the nature.and extent of injuries, and institutional response.

It was, to a large extent, an effort to explOre the problem as experienced by

the women and their own perceptions of it, such as C.:ailed for by the National

Women's Aid Federation (NWAF), a coalition of women' gioups that are involved

in the struggle for battered'women in the.British Isles.(Wilson, 1976).

Field interyiews of varying length and depth were conducted with medical

personnel, lawyers, a judge, social workers, clergymen, and law eNforcement of-

ficet:s. This part of the study Woe to determine both official policy of var-

ious institutiOns, as well as the personal attl,tudes and responses.,of individ-

uals at vo-rious levels of responsibility in the institutions to which these vit-

t)
tims of dompstic violence are most likely to turn for assistance.

OVERVIEW OF CURRENT THEORIES A

Although sonie theories advance provocative and plausable ideas, none afie-

quately explain why some women.are battered by men with whom they have or had '

relationships, no'r do they explain why some of these destructive relationships

continue 'over long periods of time. Despite the lack of systematic, large-

scale research and replication, a variety of the(4ies 'abound. These range from

individual psychopathology (Gayfore, 1975a, 1975h, I975c; Saul, 1972; Schu)tz,

1960; Snell, et al., 1964) to a "violent culture theory" or "sucial-structural

N theory of violence" (Gelles, 1972, 1975, 1976: Goode, 1969, 1971; Steinmetz

and Straus, 1974;, Straus, 1971, 1973, 1974a, 1974h, 1976, 1977; Straus, et al.,

- 1976). Even a handful of cad' histories has provided the basis for genelaliza-

2

.1`
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tions of psychopathology (Schultz, i960: Snell, et al., 1964). The vio:oet

tulture theory, briefly summarized, identifies woman battering as one of many

manifestations of viclence learned in the family which is legitimated by a

violent society. The point these theorists seem to overlook is somewhat akin

to the Point overlooked in the "Subculture theory of violence.' What is ig-

nored is that ati men ate not physically violent toward spouses, and women are

t 4
recipienta of violence, not the perpetrators, to a far greater extent, than men,

despite socialization in the same violent culture. Why, then, are some men

physrcally abusive toward women while some are not? And why are wom2n almost

exclusively the victims, rather than men? (cf..Gelles, 1972:50, 1976:665).

Few 0 Us would argue that ours is not a violent culture; we are surrounded by

glorification, or at least acceptance, of violence as a fact of life in Amer-

ican society. However, upon cluser.t4maK6tio_, we may note that it is a soci-
.,

ety largely dominated hy men, with laws created and enforced by men, with wars

declared.and fought by men, andwith contests of )011-oisical strength, particular-

ly body-contact snorts, almoot exclusively by men. While it is a violent cul-

ture, only one-half of the ,apulation is encouraged in violence, while the

otht.r halt is encouraged to avoid and fear violenr.e. The study reported. by

Stark and McEvoy showed a high rate of approval of slapping one's spouse, yet(

mon were more likely to anprove of this behavior than women (1970). It seems

%afe to assume that not all men use force and violence on women, and probably

very few women see force and violence as acceptable behavior when it is direct-

ed at themselves. As some proponents of che subctltural theory of violence

have tried to explain high crime rates in poverty areas as manifestation of

approval of anti-social behavior, iruluding rape, they fail to account for the

victimc' disapproval. Weis and Borges criticize Amir's adoption of this per-

spective to explain rape; these authors state:

0
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Among the variety of sociological 'heories available, the subcultural
theory of violence and juvenile delinquency is relectel (by Amir) to
describe the dynamics of the rape situation. ...To envelope the entire

phenomenon of rape, reference is made to a theory developed to explain
lower class male adolescence. Now assuming that it pertains to all ages
and socio-economic groups the net is cast wide to include the lower
class female. ...The assumption is that sexual aggression is accepted

within that class and therefoi ,.! not deviant. Victims and offenders,
it is pointed out, are from the same subculture. They were socialized

in the same tradition' of violence and sexual aggressiveness. The fe-

male is a transmitter of this subculture and contributes to the male
activities in the sexual realm. Following this logic, then, there

would be neither a rape nor a victim (1976:239).

In agreement witlt-Weia...and Nrges, I suggest that a theory whic714)11an only

"explain" the violent behavior of one segment of the populati.on, but which ig-

nores the nonparticipation of other segments of the same population (nonviolent

men and most women) is not an explanation at all. In sum, the paradigms which

have been offered to date have been either too broad an all-inclusive to be

tested, since they merge spousal assault in with4a varieti of other social

problems, or subsume rt with other forms of intrafamily violence. Conversely,

other paradigms are too narrow to be tested beyond the interacting dyad-le-vel,

since they single out spousal assault aa a relatively rare manifestation of in-

dividual psychopathological behavior, with no attentlon directed toward the

social institutions' that encourage or support such behavior.

A NEW PERSPECTIVE

As an alternative to these paradigms, this paper proposes some new ideas

that were stimulated by observations, impressions, and preliminary analysis of

anta obtained thus far from the pilot study, reported in an earlier paper (Page-

low, l)76). It i hoped that they will provide some direction for future in-

/vestigations, rovoke new ways of look:ng at the issues, and replace some the-

sen of queetionable met.] id unsupported generalizations.

A tripartite theoretical perspective on woman batlering.is outlined: it

contilins suggestions about the causation (Mod.1 I), the initial response of

'4
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"victims (Model II), and the continuance of some women in battering relation-

thips (Model III). The majGr focus of"this paper will be on Model III. Due

to the complexity of thy problemt it would be counterproductive to attempt to

build one comprehensive, overarching viewpoint to try.to explain a three-

stage problem. It is,necessary to develop three models of distinct tempei.c)

orderings that Wave underlying commonalities, connecting one to the other.

This explanation is an attempt to cut through some of the present confusion

and dissention, and to avoid misunderstandings by presenting ideas in a clean,

oijderly way.

Definitions and Scope

In the context of this paper, "battered women" refers to adult women' who

have been intentionally physically abused in ways which caused pain or injury,

or who were forced into involunory action or restrained by force from voluniciy

action,
2 by adult men with whom they have or had established relationships,3

usually involving sexual intimacy, whether or not within a legally mairied

state. Scope conditions are expanded from conjugal relationships to encompass
_

as well: sexual relationships not involving cohabitation, marital relation-

ships terminated by separation or divorce, and kinship relationships which in-
.

clude feamles residing in the same household with a father, brother, step-

:) father, step-brother, or foster-father.4 Although the vast majority of batter-

ed women appear to receive abuse frot men witb whom they share intimate sexual

relationships prior to, or at the time of the assault/s, it is claar that many

women are battered by men other than husbands or lovers (Brownmiller, 1975;

Martin, 1976a; Ruasell end Van de Ven, 1976).
5

The aample of battered women

from the WTLC reveals case histories of all the above situational relationships.

For simplicity and consistency, references in this paper to male-female inter-

personal relationships will be categorized'as "conjugal," and the interacting
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person will be designated as "apouse."
0

gh These then are the bouadary conditions of thia conceptual viewpoint. Be-

yong the scope of interest are two phenomena frequently confused.with issues

concerning woman battering: sado-masochistic practices
6

and mutual combat.
]

The former are excluded if they are.mutually agreed upon for the purpose of sex-

ual arousal and enjoyment. The latter is a term coined to describe activities

engaged in by some.couples that differs from woman battering in that neither

combatant is a victim, in the same sense as battered woien are victims of fre-

quently unprovoked, unexpected attacks from which they may (but usually do not)

even attempt to defend themselves.

Some writers, particularly Chose who adhere to the violent culture theory,

prefer to view the problem of women battered by men as only, one of many mani-

festations of violent behavior in the home that are fostered by the so:lal

structure. Parents batter children and vice versa, siblings fight among them-

selves, and husbands batter wives, all of which are subsumed under the category

"domestic violgice." On the other hand, some writers insist that women being

battered by men is a manifestaticn of the control and ownership of women by men

fostered by the patriarchal institution of marriage (Dobash and DObash, 1976a,

1976b, Althoogh both Straus (1977:3) and Gelles (1972:153) have made

the comment that the marriage license also functions as a hitting license, Do-

baah and Dobash claim that the major thrust of cultural theory deflects atten-

tion from basic issue of woman battering because it fails to make clear the

distinctions between woman battering and other forms of violence between inti-

mates. Some other writers agree that the violent culture theory does not go

deep enough to get to the roots of the problem <Kremen, 1976; Martin, 1976a,

1976b; Warrior, 1977; Ypung, 1976). These critics agree with some components

of the violent culture thesis, but insist that it is not a causal variable,

7
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rather that it serves to deflect interest in questions of why woman battering

exists, and prevents possibility of etfective solutions. Dobash and Dobash

propose that "sociology Will develop more meaningful'and v41id theeretical

proposals througNe utilization of a context specifiL approach to social

phenomena, in this case marital violence" (1976a:1). These authors denounce

7

!

efforts to create a widely genetalizable theory at a higher level of abstrac-

All,

on because:
. \ 4

We maintain tlet the most fruitful proCedure tor the sociological anall-

sis of violence, and perhaps for all sociological analysis, is the devel-
opment of theoretical or conceptual schemes which are meant to apply to

clearly delimited empirical contexts (1976a:3). '

On the other hand, Steinmetz and Straus insist: GQ

the whol6 system must be,aonsidered. If one wants to change the occurrence

of violence in the family, it is not sufficient to deal directly with such
aspects of intra-familial violence as child abuse and fights between hus-

band and wife. To confine attention to such eventi and their immediate
antecedents is analogous to treating the sitptoms of a disease (1974:20).

This perspective is confined within narrower limits, in agreement with

Dobash and Dobash that there are considerable differences in forms and extent .

of violence and the contests in which they occur, as well as differences in

motivation and public response. The phenomenon which Steinmetz and Straus re-

,

fer to as "fighis between husband and wife" is by definition excluded from the

phenomenon being addressed herein; this is "mutual combat"--a phenomenon fre-

quently confused with woman battering--not the issue being addressed here. But

even more importantly, there are problems of mevnirement and with testing a

theory of such broad scope, regardless of its sophistication. For example, can

one accurately measure and compare on the same yardsticks slaps exchanged be-

tween siblinga under ten years of age, and a slap administered by an adult man

to his spouse which breaks het jaw? Are the causes, effects, 04,11 implications

the same? It seems highly unlikely.

In their latest study, Straus and others employed the Confllct Resolution

(

1 24311 () 714 - 12
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Techniques (CRT) scale that utilizes eight violence Items arranged on a l'contin-

uum of serioussess'(1977).
Couples were asked the number of times in the pre-

viousJyear they had engaged in'these acts of violence; the women in this sample

repotted only slightly fewer incidents of violence than their husbands. Straus

shows that these women predominat'e in throwing objects at spouses and kicking,

but he points out that this may stem from the differential in size, weight and

muscle development of females vs. males. There is another suspected differen-

a
tial not referred to in this report which is of great importance: was there

any-measure of the extent and severity of the injuries sustained by victims?

Aa noted in another paper, there is a vast difterence between a kick w:th an

open-coed sandal and a ,pointed Western boot: (Pagelow, 19775:28).
8

In addition,

hitting and twing to .1ii4 a person with an object 'fire decidedly different--

9
yet thfy are measured in,,the same category item. Straus also explains there

was no atteipt to discern precipitation; he states: "these data do not tell us

what proportion of the violent acts by wives were, In response to hlows initiat

ed by husbands" (1977:9).

It seems apparent that there are proble s inherent in resting broad con-

ceptualizations which may be avoided by addr\,ing a more narrow theoretical

scope. Some writers besides Dobash and Dobash prefer to limit theoretical and

empirical research attention to matital and spousal relationships. There la an

\

accumulation of evidence that the institution of martYitge itself is "not good

for women': (Laws, 1971:510; see also Bernard, 1972, 1973; Flsenberg and Micklow,

1974; Field and Field, 1973; Martin, 1976a, 1976b).

Although these points seem to be well-founded, a compromise position is

4

adopted herein: conceptual boundaries are expanded beyond the marital relaticn-

r
ship, as suggested hy Dobash and Dobash, and those of the violent culture

theory proposed by Straus and some ethers. Within these parameters are Cti7te4

47
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o phyaicat videnee perwetkated by men agaptat women, both within and ouaide

of marriAge. This frameork eliminates many other far-ranging forms of inter-

personal violence. Russell and Van de Ven explain the interrelationship:

Assault of women, or "woman battering" as it is now commonly called,
both within marriage and outside of it, has much in common with rape.

The fear of men that both rape and battering instill in women as similar
political consequences. Both are often accompanied by an agonizing

fear of death, and both sometimes result in womanslaughter--or femicide

(1976:127).

A review of these crimes against women--rape and battering--reveals striking

isilarities in victim response to the crimes, institutional resppnse to the

victims, and common myths and stereotypes (Pagelow, 1977b). Gillespie states

that power is structurally held by men; she sees woman battering as only one

form of coercion among many (1971). she\ says,'"I am...positing that, in fact,

this is still a ste/clas system rhtionalizing.che preponderance of the male

sex"' (1971:444). Other writers address male violence against women and abuse

of power (Pogrebin, ,1974; Komisar, 1975. Following such,reasoning, these new

ideas are presented here. Since they are_newly emerging ideas, specific to

woman batkering, they have not been developed sufficiently yet to attempt an
I

explanation of other forms of physically violent acts of aggression by men

against women such as rape and incest. There are serious implications that

vhriables such as male dominance and control, Aggression and power, and unequal

__sources are related to each of these crimes--and this is the direction in

which the sore general theory will eventually be developed.

The present schema, however, is restricted to wowan battering, and is dis-
.

,tinguished by three major components: Model I: Causation; Model II: Primary

Battering; Model III: Secondary (or Second-Stage) Battering. Each modetSedd-

resses distinct aspects of woman battering, particularly those which occur at

different points in time. Model III is the major focus of this paper; it is

singled uut because it is believed to explain a central question: why some
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women remain in destructive relationships, and why some others are able to

4

Irea)li the cycle of violence. Models I and II will be briefly described be-

cause ef their important$connecting link's, but because of space limitations

they are not central to the present-concern.

Model I: Causation

Many laymen and.professional's alike introduce ideas such as male sexual

jealousy, status inconsistency, low self-esteem, insecurity, defense of iale

(authority, dependency, etc. to explain why men battir womeh (O'Brien, 1971;

Straus, 1976). Some choose to focus on alcohol to explain it, while others

prefer to evoke Freudian concepts oflemale masochism, depending on the point

of view or.piofessi al training of the speaker. On the contrary, causal in-

ferences can not e drawn from the contemporary setting alone. We must analyze

the socio-hist ical foundations of the family if we want to understand why
.--/...

modern, men in i ustrial societies still demand positions of "head of house-

hold," and dominati and control of women and children in the home. Concepts

4
of mile superiority/femrie inferiority, subordination of women and childr,p,

the caste/class sysidalkof male.power (Gillespie, 1971), inequality in soCial

ti

institutions--ali havesbeen fostered for centuries and are eviden; today. They

are the symptoms, of power long ago assumed, and since maintained, by men over

women. Boulding claims this assumption of power began as early ati 2500 B.C., /

when women's producterMuuse the diversity.of their tasks prevented special-

ization, were accorded lower market value than men's products (1976). Seeing

economics, rather than biological inequities, as the underlining cause of sqc-

ial inequality, Boulding states:

The emergence of lsw contains the emergence of the concerc of the male-
headed household and 'of the administration of property hy the male. The

earlier, more fluid, clan rights to land and property that left resources
available to the women and men who were preflared to work with them were

transformed into rigidly spelled out male rights. This was no simplc

1
pro .edW; as late as 1751 B.C. the Code of lismmurabi contained sixty-eight
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Sections on family and women...(1976:100).

Also seeing'econamics as tie driving force, Hartmann proposes a three-stage

process whereby increased sexual stratification occu'rred, causing decreased

social statua,for women (1976). She builds a provocative account of the role

played by the patriarchy In social stratifiication. Discussing the decline of

Anglo-Saxon afid Welsh tribal society, stie points out thatIthe emerging English

nation-statel.uaurped resources of .the trtbes (land and labor power) and:

(the state) finds it convenient to use tlio traditional gender division
1
Of labor and resources in ftibal society and places them in a hierarchal

celationahip both internally (husband over wife and children) and exter-

nally (lords over peatlants and,serfs). The'king...levied obligations

on the males as "heads" of,individuil households. Tribal groups lost

collective responsibility for theCr members, and women and children lOst

their group rights and ceme under the authority of their husbands (1976:

145).

Xlthou0111 Har'tMain is not writing in reference tag issues concerning woman batter-

ing, some others would tend to find thse statements suppertive of tlieir own

theories op woman battering (Dobash and Dobash, 1976S, 1976b, 1976c; Hammer,'

1977; Martin, 1976b; Sutton, 1976; Young, 1976). These writers have generally

singled set, as thS alarting point, the patriarchal foundationslof the institu-

tion of the family itself, 4nd the hierarchal power structure4whicb provides

the framework of modern social structure. In fact, Hartmann says:

some men assert their power over other men through the state mechanism by

elevating these subordinate men in their families, using the nuclear fam-

ily against the kin group. In this way the division of labor between men

and women becomes a more hieraxchical one. Control over women is main-

tained directly in the family by the man, but it is sustained by social

institutions, -such as the state and religion. The work in this school of

anthropology auggests that patriarchy did not always exist, but rather

that it emerged as social conditions changed. Moreover, men participated

in this transformation. Becau6¢ it bene6Zted men Aceitive to mmen, men

have had a atahe in Itervtoduang paticialtchig (1976:146, emphasis added).

These ideas need further development and analysis, but they seem to offer

1

the,most fruitful areas of study for a causal exelanati n of woman battering.

Careful aocio-historical research appears to be the be t avenue to understand-
..
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ing *why some meg today believe they not only have the right to own, control,

and dominate'women and children: but sometimes even see such behavior as their

duty.
9

Today's women ard men perform according to culturally transmitted ide-

ologies wholch were implanted many centuries ago, and ihe sociologists who'un-
...

cover the socio-historical basis for control and domination of women by men

will ultimately explain the.cause of present-day woman battering. Sex role

socialization which defines woman as perpetual child and property of a superior

being, man, had its basis back in time, in earliest civilization. It was an

act of man, not of nature, biology,. or deity, that defined man as superior a-11

woman as inferior. Many writers have addressed the topic of the social aqd

cultural determination of women's inferior position relative to men, and have
1,1

shown that political and economic motivation, not natur*, have put, and kept,

women at the bottom of the caste/claas pystem.1°

Full development of a socio-historical causal theory of woman battering is

beyond the scope of this paper, but,the two most important concepts central to
."..".

its development are borrowed. Patriarchy and the hierarchal social structute

are used to create "Traditional Ideology," a new theoretical construct (cf. Wil-
e

ler and Webster, 1970). Traditional ideology is an important construct, cen-
t

tral to the deVelopment of a perspective on battered women. It is a merger o;

' patriarchy, of hich the family is one of its fiost important institutions, and

hierarchy, which demands an ordering of power positions. It is the, common

thread which binds the componenta, of this tripartite perspective, and is a major

. variable in determining social response, both individual and institutional.

Traditional' Ideology is defined here an'encompassing a broad range of iniernal-

ized beliefs in acceptance of the "rightness" of the patriarchal-hierarchal

order 'of the socicl structure. It includes internal attitudes and motivatiqg

forces that guide, shape, and determine behavior. These can talc te form of
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obcdience,to directive:: (servitude to a husband); or rejetion of the forbidden

(no divozce). Societies provide institutl.ous that support_ and legitimate tra- '

ditional ideology (law, religion), and other institution,- that socialize the

masses by transmission of traditional norms for sex-appropriate behavior (ed-
..

ucaias, family).

Variability in traditional ideology between countries, communities, fan-

flies and iLdividuals may be explained by the degree of socialization, accept-

ance, and internalization of individuals, as well as the amount of pressures

exerted by social Anstitutions. Traditional ideology is inculcated in and 'sub-

scribed by both women and men: ihe maximum expression for wor.en is through ex-

cessive femininity such as in the ideal of fascinating womanhood, the "total

. woman"-.-the "feminine mystique" (Friedan, 1974). The "masculine mystique"

((comisar, 1976) of traditional ideology for men is the macho sex role of tough,

hard, unsentimental, aggressive behavior (Chafeiz, 1974;Farrell, 1975). Where-

as passivity is a key element of feminity, aggressiveness is a key element of

mascUlinity. David and Brannon note that one of the definitions for the word

v"aggressive" is "tending to aggress, making the first.attack," (the other is

"energetic, vigorous"). They deduce: "it's no accident that two such heel-

,
cally different meanings are served by the same word, for our socie':y has a

deeply aSbivalent attitude toward aggression and its less savory first.cousin,

violence" (1976:28). In sum, traditional ideology i't the configuration, of all

the."conservative wisdom" passed down through the ages as the inherent "natural"

1/ ordet of things. (It's right because it is, and it is becausr it's right).

The bas s theoretical underpinning of this perspective iti social learning

theory as adianced by-Akers to explain deviant behavior (1977). One of the

major failings of theories of deviance previously offered Was been that the

paradises were limited to explaining socially defined undesirable behavior
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(Merton, 196h; Sutherland and Cressoy, 1974; Lemert, 1972)\ but they largely

failed to explain conformity. Social learning theory appears equally capable

of explaining conforming as well as deviant behavior. Akert integrated Suther-

land's "differential association" theory with Robert L. Burgess and his "rein-

forceme.t" theory into a new and broader theory. ,Akers explains:

The set of principles we used is
variously called Skinnerian (after B. *.

Skinner), operant conditioning, reinforcement, or simply behavior theory.

By whatever name, these are very general and powerful behavior principles

of precise learning mechanisms...which can
be extended, applied to, and

tested in more complex social Situations (1977:41-42).

Social learning theory may help explaim why some persons and gYoups accept or

A

reject traditional ideology when the types and degrees of r4lnforcement and

punithment 'are examined.

Model II: Primary Battering

It is extremely important to
differentiate betwees, the first single inci-

.

dence of battering and
laeociated variables, which is the focus of Model II,

and the phenomenon Of systematic,
repeated batteringri involving a diffeient Ret

4

of explanatory variables, the primary focus of Model III. This distifiction

should I;e in.a-lde in order to imid muCh of the confusion and conflict between

current theoretical viewpolpts. 'Almost all.theoretIcal and empitical attention

has been focused thus far on%victims and perpetrators of secomiary battering,

although no distinction has been drawn between the first (end sometimes only)

occurrence of battering and those batterings that occur on %continuing basis.

It is no wonder that there are conflicting "answers" to the prob1em of woman

battering, because it appears that sometimes we are asking the wrong'questions.

When writers spenculate on the extent and severity of the problem estimates

renge from 15 to 25 percent (Flynn, et al., 1975:8), and 50 percent (Dusnich,

1976:17),-but it is not clear if these percentages
refer to regular and frequent

conjugal vlolonc, or infer that there has been at least one physical assault
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in half of all marriages. There seems to be a gekal assumption that: a) all

bafte-ed women stay,in a battering situation until the battering becomes, for

one reason or another, intolerable--at which point they leave or seek help, cv

b) that all women involved in "stable" conjugal relationships have never ex-

perienced battering. At this point in time, we have no idea how many relation-

ships never include violence, or are terminated after one incident of physical

abuse, or how many continue after one incidence with no repetition. Nor do we

know how many longterm relationships continue despite .repeated violence which

never becomes a matter of public record.

A detailed explanation of Model II, the "predicfor" model, has been Pre-

sented elsewhere (Pagelow, 197/a). This model begina with the mingle insfance

of battering with no prior occurrence,land postulates the correlations which

must exist for battering to occur in the first place, and which determine'prob-

able response of the victims. There% a danger of misunderstanding the com::,

plex dynamics involved by summarizing in too simplistic or abbreviated form,

but apace dOee not allow full exposition of thete ideas here. If there are

V

gaps or , stions., reference should be made to this earlier !writ. It was de-

veloped to suggest the factor, which, in combination, may predict whether A)

battering will occur, B) if battering will occur or-:e'and will not he repeated,

or C) if battering will move to the second-stage, repeated batterings. Model

II is presented in the form of 'four propositions: the first and second postu-

late the variables whiFh may explain the behavior of the male and female spouse

respectively. The common denominator of both is the degree of strength of tra-

ditional ideology, the most heavily weighted variable. Proposition III ex- 4

presses the correlations which must be present for,.primary battering to occur:

The moat one acton i4 incutcated to A .4pond to etAeAsiut 641tuatont, by

batteitisg, and the gneata the wittingne44 to invut in conjugat 4elation-

shipa oti anotheA actin, and the.mohe intenze the tAadaional ideotogy oti

both, the mote likely batteting witt OCcult.
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It A and B enter into a conjugal relationship, then battering.is like*
to 'occur when A experienees frustration, anger, or stress. If these ton-
ditions are mee, then and only then, will battering occur.

.

From this perspective, it appears Ih at the major responsibklity foi l taking de-

cisive action after the first occurrence of battering falls on the woman.. A

cording to sociaL learning theory, if behavior is fict fol,lowed byopunishment,

or if it receives reinforcement, the behavior c .,inues to be elicited. The

learning principles are explained by Akers who says:

.The basic process is this: Stimuti &Wowing oh contingemook04.0pek-
ant ileteAmine the phobabitity o az Olulte oecunitehee. Thetwo major
parts of this process are vinlioAcement and puniAment (1977A5).

Both positive and'negative reinforcement strengthen'behavior whaf posItIve*and

negative punishment have the effect of weakening or chan'ging behal;ior. Positive

punishment takes the form of a:punisher'received," while negative punishment

is "reward removed or lost" fAkers, 1977:Z6).

The final proposition of this model postulates that U violent behavior is

not extinguished at the primary occurrence, it will move to second-stage and

will escalate in frequency and intensity over time.

*.AdequLte testing of Model'II requires large-scale sampling oi.the general

population to date 1) how many people have ever engaged in one incident

of intraspousal battering, 2) what theinnitial responses were, 3) post-batter-

ing behavior, controlling for the Ibiriables traditional ideology (of both),

battering experience (of the male) and willingness tu invest (of the female).

Most research at the present time in being directed toward participants in sec-

ondary battering (C). We have no idea'how many relationships there are in the

general population in which battering never occurs (A), and battering happena

once and never sga. (B). This kind of sensitive information may be difficult

co obtain, due to the reluctance of many people to admit to behavior in inti-

mate relationahips which is at least minimally proacribed.11
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Malek III: Seconthir'j Batterinx

This theoretical model addresses conjugal violence which persists beyond

primary battering; Model III offers a tentative explanation for the continuance

of destructive relationships. It seeks to provide answers to questions like

"Urhy do ttly stay?" It is the component of this.tIti-ipartite perspective which

will easily yield to testing by researchers, because almost all of the current

efforts are drawing samples from populations whl:h have been subjected to ex.-

tensive and repeated batterings. Whereas testing of Model II requires a re-

liable random sample of women and men from the general population, Model III

seeks to explain why some women sea* to be "locked into" battering situations.

While there is a wide range of ages of women who seek shelter in refuges,

extremely few arrive on their dOorsteps who have been beaten only once--and in

these casea, the violence was so evtreme that the women fled in fear for their

children's or therr own lives. Most women at shelters left after repeated,

systematic beatiegs and other acts of extreme cruelty; some of them only re-

cently left after twenty or more years of such behavior, r.very refuge I have

visited in the United States, England, and Ireland. Las had in.residence.at

the time, at least one woman over tfie age of forty who had finally escaped

batterings that had occurred over half of her lifetime. One woman staying in

a London shelter was sixty-five years old, and In very poor health. A 46 year

old woman arrived at the WTLC barefooted and on crutches; she spent the last

few weeks of her life with her three daughters, hiding from her batterer, until

her degenerative disease took its toll.

The questions this model seeks answers to are: why do some women remain

in, ,mnd why do some leave, conjugal relationships
in which they are battered by

spouses? 'Secondly, what has changed when a woman leaves after the second or

third beating, or tfter regular abuse over et period of years? Preliminary
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tnalysis of the pilot study in which I have been engaged for over a year pro-

vides some insight into the problem, both from the victims' point of view and

the social agencies upon which victims must depend. Field work stimulated the

ideas presented here, and these data have lent them Yome support. They differ

in some important ways from the conceptualization proposed by Gelles which was

derived from his study of forty-one families (1976). There are, however, some\

areas of agreement. Gelles investigated reasons why some women stay with an

abusive husband and why others seek intervention. His analysis led him to

state:

Three major factors influence the actions of abused wives. The less
severe and the less frequent the violence the more a wife-remains with
her husband. Secondly, the more a wife was struck as a child by her
parents, the more,likely she is toqemain with her abusive husband.
Lastly, the fewer resources a wife has and the less power she has, the
more likely she Is to stay uith her violent husband. In addition, ex-
ternal constraint influences the actions of abused wives (1976:659).

The differences are that the first two factors do not appea to carry enough

weight with the respondents in my sample. Certalnly if we onsider only both

extremes of this variable, it logically follows that at one end of a contin-

uum, the least severe and least frequent vlolence is a complete absense of

violence. It may be taken as a given that nonviolence is unlikely to send

women to seek outside intOtvention, at least not for battering. On the other

end of the cnntinuum, constant fear of death, total violence, would motivate

any sane person to seek help if she is able. Severity and frequency has had

minimal acoountability for a decision to break the cycle of violence according

to my data. For example, one victim endured buterings by her husband for

seventeen years un,i1 he died of a heart attack; her twenty-three year old

daughter died about ten years later of a head wound inflicted by the daughter's

husband. Another respondent suffered through eiOteen years of almost con-

tinual abuse and virtual imprisonment until her husband finally divorced her.'
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An Irish woman raised fourteen children, and then left for England after fre-

quent batterings during thirty years of marriage. On the other hand, some wo-
i

men leave a spouse after one slap; a.slap represents different things to diff-

erent people. The amount of physiCal abuse suffered by a child at the hands

of her parents also seems to have little explanatory value for the sample

have obtained. My investigation of battered women shows very little relation-

ship between early experience in violence and later behailor. The sample re-

veals a wide disparity in families of orientation, with rlusters which ffe al-,

most polar opposites: either they had homes in which violence was common and

expected, or they described homes aE generally serene, loving, and almost com-

pletely lacking in violence. The fact is that these women had left their

spouses, yet their childhood experiences,. were vastly different, and included

many women who reported parental abuse, which does not support Genes' thesis.

Some even reported extreme physical abuse, including sexual, by older male fam-
'4,

ily members.

On the other hand, areas where my data lend support to Genes conclusions

are in regard to his third factor: the lack of resources and power of the wo-

man. This will be 'elaborated upon below, where the compatibility will become

clear. In addit'ion, although Gelles does not include "external constraints"

in his three factors to explain women's seeking outside intervention or not,

the pilot study shows this to bo an extremely important component guiding the

victim's decision-making processes. In fact, in the model proposed here--

it is one of three major variables--one which I have labL Id "institutional

response."

After many hours spent in groups with wOmen who had been battered, observ-

ing them interacting with each other and.their children, interviewing them and

sometimes listening to the children, and annlyzing completed survey instru-

r,



nent.s,_,*ome consictent themes hegan ro appear. Interviews with doctors, law-

yers, nurses, policemen, clergyme.. and a vailiety of other people in positions

to come in contact with hattered women, elicited other types of themes. These

sombtimes served to confirm information that victima had been providing, and at

othe P. t4mes were directly contradictory. Those which were contradictory showed

that a great many people in the h&.-, ng agencies accepted, to a large extent,

a psychopathological explanation for woman battering. Myths and stereotypes

emerged frequently and consistent:y, to the extent that they were examined for

validity, but they were not supperted by the data (Pagelow, Neverthe-

less, their prevalence among layuen and professionals alike apparently serves

to further victimize the victim. The themes that tended to conf rm responden's'

claims were geneially the lack of social support,.and pressures on- e women to

maintain the relationships.

Observations and impressions formed a pattern, that with repetition reveal-

ed a configuration of three varibles. These key variables are labeled, (A)

"Resources': (B) "Institutional Response," and the construct common to all three

models, (C) "Traditional Ideology." The major proposition of Model III is:

The Wet the iteeourceeo, the moke negative the imstitutionat nehronze, and
the mohe inteme the tAactiLionat ideotogy o6women who havg.been battened,
the mote tikety they me to 'amain in kelationAiro with tilbattenenh,
and the te4A tikety they ane to penlionm acth which hignikicantly atten
thein hituation.

Each of these three theoretical constructs are variab,le, are measurable, and are

defined as follows:

(A) Resources

These art, the positive and negative, present And/or obtainable, material

goods, capabilities, physical re-atures, and pool of human actors in a woman'a

life sphere. For example:

20

(/
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Material goods: real or personal property
cash, bank accounts, credit
automobile, ecc.

Capabilities:

Physical features:

Pool of human actors:

intelligence
educatioh or educa61131y

employment or employability
talents, skills, and knowledge (includ ng

language, knowing how to drive a j1r, etc.)

age

ethnicity/race
appearance
health of self, children, spouse

number and ages of children
parents or other.kin:

willingness to assist
ability to assist
geographic distance

friends:
willingness to assist
ability to.assist
geographic distance.

A woman's optimum positive resources are illustrated by this composite ex-

ample: 4 young, healthy, attractive,
intelligent caucasian woman with no child-

ren who has career employMent; a car, house, xd savings account in her own name;

and caring parents who live in a comfortable home across the street. The women'

in this sample hardly, even come close to this aketch; frequently they lacked re-

sources in veral important respects. Most have at least one dependent child,

many are not ployed, and even if their parents are not too distant (and they

frequently are), hey may'be willing but unable to assist. In many cases,

though, parents and friends are afraid to give assistance, after a few bad ex-

periences with an irate spouse. Whereas ,the worxing class woman often lacks em-

ployability and money, the middle class woman frequently has not been employed

%!

for the length of her marriage, has no property solely her own, and sometimes

even lacks access to cash. /f she leaves the conjugal residence, she may still

.be chardpd in sole states with desertion and stands to lose her share of Joint

assets. A mother with teenlaged childreo,,who are usually placed in her.cus-

21
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In
tody, frequently faces a deciease in living standards only for herself but

also for her children. Such losses may cause resent nt and opposition from.the

children in her responsibility. This is a serious consideration for the middle

class woman which no writer, to my knowledge, has ever mentioned.
f

AA stated above, these constructs are variable, and in some cases, the bal-

ance of the resources may shift, becoming less negative,'e.g., the middle clans

woman leaves after the children b'ow up and leave home. Some women train for

careers, some begin employment, and some begin saving money12--and when these

resources'are more favorable--they thetf"perform acts which significantly alter

their situation," e.g., seek intervention, initiate divorce, or leave home. All '

cAes under study have shown sone combination of lack of resources which were

perceived by the victim as necessary far her to change her situation effectively.

A serious consideration for many was poor health of the woman or her children.

Thm resource most n.eded by many was a safe place to stay--a need which is gfad-

ually being met for some by the establishment of shelters. jabulation of the

number and kinds of resources available to individual women convinced me that

victims generally made appropriate choices of action, based on their circum-

stances. In the preliminary report, I,pointed out that victims' perceptions of

their options--based on resources--appeared-togfcal and realistic, and overall,

the most intelligent and pragmatic choices possible (Pagelow, 1976:31).

(B) iNstitutional Response

Basically, this construct is defined as the amount and type of support and

assistance available' and received by battered women (or the lack of support and

assistance), as well as pressures exerted against victims to confine them within

their relationships. Until very recently, almost all social institutions and

their representatives have been adamantly opposed to almost any form of inter-

vention in "family squabbles." The "sanctity of the home" is not only revered,

4.-

22
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but there are strong pressures to reinforce the "ties that bind" man anct woman

together in Holy Matrimony (Kremen, 1976). Couples are told by counselors from

a variety of professional backgrounds to stay together "for the good of the

children." Lower income women are more likely to experience police interven-

tion than middle class women, but the results are yery similar: law officers

dislike and fear this type of duty in which they are usually minimally trained

and which they feel lacks professionalism, eince nonarrest policy calls for per-

formance as an "arbitrator." A veteran police commander says, "This paradox

suggests to me that traditionally trained and socialized policemen are the worst

poasible choice to intervene in domestic violence" (Hannon, 1975:3). If the

victim demands the batterer's arrest, she st's almost always persuaded that it is

not in her interest to have him arrested, by reminding her of her own danger and

vulnerability (he'll just be ou/ in a couple of hours, and this time he may kill

you!) Women arestold to "run and hide" rather than use legal mechanisms for

justice (Pagelow, 1976:37). If an arrest is made, the prosecutor wants to make

sure that the victim will follow through the long, arduous (and to the uninitiat-

ed, confusing), and ultimatelY humiliating court process, so he "puts the screws"

to the victim to see if she will back down (Pagelow, 1976:36). On the slim pos-

sibility that the case ezentually does get to court, judges are extremely reluct-

ant to give maximum penalties, injuriee to the victim must be more severe than a

comparable crime involvi ;1 strangers, and the usual result is a scolding, a fine,

or a suspended sentence (wield and Field, 1973; Eisenberg and Micklow, 1974;

Truninger, 1971).

The medical system has largely followed a pnttern of "benign myopia." Em-

ergency room nurses and hospital staff, and doctors both in their private offices

and at hospitals, for the most part at feast suspect the cause of battered wo-

men's injuries, but seldom inquire beyOnd routine questioning. One medical doe-

12-231, - - it -
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tor, a coverage physician for a ospital emergency room, stated what seems to be

a representative attitude to a tam of researchers:

"If a woman stays, that's p to her; she must like it. I just treat her...
I don't ask a lady who g e her the black eye. That's her business. My

business is ju'it to tr t her mediCally. I just treat her wounds or bro-

ken bones. .7'm u d to the drinkers of the world. I can't cure them,
only treat them a that's how I feel abolit battered women. It's not a

pressing pr410 as I see it" (quoted in Waterbury, et al., 1976:71-72).

An emergency room head nurse atvanother hospital 'also stated:

"We don't try to question them, it's their own business. It's not like a

battered child that you have to report to the police, or like an animal .

bite report" (quoted in Waterbury, et al., 1976:67).

Attitudes among medical personnel range from non-acknowledgement to hostility,

although a few undoubtedly are concerned with what happens to these patients

when they leave their care. BuZ they are deterred from effective intervention

by lack of knowledge about the problem, lack of professional guidelines, and

the prevalence of acceptance of Freudian theories of female masochism within

the helping agencies (Nichols, 1975).

Couiseli,rs from a variety of professional backgrOunds tend to "treat" the

victim, rather than the batterer. This is not only because women are more like-
%

ly to seek olutions from (usually male) experts (Chessler, 1973; Weisstein, '

1970) and thus initially become the patient o'r client, but also because most of

the spouses refuse treatment (Snell, et al., 1964). The 'men usually claim ei-

ther there is no problem, or if there is one, it is the woman's, not his, problem.

IA a result, the women often are prescribed tranquilizers, advised to mend thz.ir

ways, curb their tongues, make their spouses' lives more pleasant, or to pray.

For example, the pastoral counselor in a middle class community who says that

/ne of three reasons for violence in the home (in addition to finances and provo-
%

tion) is that "it is accepted as fact that 'everybody beats his wife'" (quoted

i Waterbury, et al., 1976:86). Still, if this ministerlbelieves the wife is

"gravely endangered" he reconmends separation (but not divorce).
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Until the recent public Attention to the issue of woman battering, institu-

tional response to the victims yap largely negative. ,However, with the increas-
1

ing number of newspaper and magazine articles, amount of televioion coverage and

scholastic research, there is a rising level of sensitivity to the prOblems of

battereu women and a slight diminishing of the negative stereotypes and myths. N

The campaign waged by feminists on behi'lf of secret victims of crime has had a

major impact on social institutions, legislation haa been proposed, and shelters

fof battered women and their children are springing up all over the country, a

much-needed first-step response. As some battered women receive a degree of

social support from at least a tiep institutions, the scales will tip slightly in

their favor, s6 that they will be able to take effective action to significantly

alter their awn situations.

(C) Traditional Ideology

There has been earlier elaboration on this theoretical construct, which

differs fr

r
the other two key variables. Resources and institutional response,

to a large extent, may be measured in terms of empirical reallty: facts, fig-

ures, dates, documentable events &A behaviors. Some ,components, of course, are

attitudinal rather than behavioral, such as the impressions a woman receives

from a police officer or a social worker. Nevertheless, the interpretation of

attitudes communicated to victims, as they affect her perceptioss of options,

are real in their consequeeces. Ideology, on ihe other hand, is a set of be-.

liefs and attitudes which is a fundamental part of the way persons evaluate

life and circleastances, and serves to guide and activate behavior. For example,

one option to terminate a violent relationship is by divorce. If a woman must
4.,

leave home to set up residence where her batterer can not find her, she needs

transportation and money for initial and future expenses, as well as for the

divorce. If she lacks these, she does not have the necessary resources. If

1.
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she is a woman with the necessary resources,giving In a country welch doe8 not

grant divorces, she has negative institutional response. If she hae the re-

sources and lives where divorce is obtainable, but cannot eiien contemplate di-
/

.1

vorce as s solution because all hie: ltfe she has firmly believed in marriage

,PunteIl death us do part:" this woean is extremely unlikely to talle such'action.

. Divorce simply does not appear as a viable optinn to her. Some mothere stay

'becaut,detteerims so fearful.that single parenthood produces delinquency that

they rationalize "a bad fsther ta better then n6 fAther at all." Other women,

pcluding co-habiteee nor bound by legal marriage, frequently stay in e violent

kelationship because they measure their own ealee as reTlected by their spouses

--and leaving represents to them total failurr and worthlessness. Some research-

ers uote what they identify. as guilt, low selfeesteem and passivity of battered

women they interviewed in shelters. A few assume these are inherent personality

qualiies, but others hint that these'indicators may he a result--not the cause

--of the abuse they exp-eienced. For example, this description of residents in-

t

terviewed in a California shelter!

"eke Most isolated grOup. of women I've ever seen. ...they have fcw friende

'Ind a terrible sense of insecurity. They're afraid to be alone...and the
empty, passive feeling of these women is reinforced in marriage to a man
who keeps telling them that they don't know anything" (Star quoted in Bell,
1977:22).

Another professional states:

"Women are taught that their self-worth hinges on having a man; and they're
willicg to pay any price, because the concept of being alone equals worth-
lessness end abandonment" (Lang quoted in4e11, 1977:22).

Traditionad ideology involves a complex set of rules of behavior appropri-

ate for,females that dir,ects a woman to be subservient to her vouse yet-given

her ma.jor responsibility for making the home a happy place where a man is "king

of his castle." .if these rules are violated, and a woman who is intensely tra-

ditional seeks shelter in a refuge, iS it any wonder that she eXpresses feelings
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'of guilt, insecurity and worthlessness? Is it surprising that so many of them

'leave the sanctuary of hospital or refuge and return to their "rightful place"

with their batterers?

Of the three key variably, traditional ideology Is the most important in

determining women's responses to ,batterings. Although it largely consists of

attitudes, it may be operationalized without extremz difficulty. Besides dev-

eloped and tested attitude scaleR (Smith, et al., 1975), there are a host of

background factors which can be quant'itatively measured. Family of orien't.ation,

for example:Apthe degree and type of religiosity, type and length of religious

educaticn, family history of marriages and divorces, etc. These data should '

provide evidtnae of the kind of socialization the woman received, which dictated

the stimuli for learning. Sex role socialization ("programming" is a term used

by Bernard, 1975), is internalized early, and is usually reinforced, as deviation

ls punished, throughout a lifetime. Concepts of proper and improper modes of

benaviot are extr6ely difficult to change, and as learning experiments have

shown, the most difficult behavior to extinguish is that which is intermittently

reinforced (Rill, 1971:70). Another point writers who ask "Why do they stay?"

"41ave not menti'oned is: batterteA.6 do not bdttelt ate the time. Such a simple mat-

ter to overlook so completelybut it has great explanatory value. WOmen 14)60

umain in a 4etatiam4h4p atz.th a battam u.suatty teceive inteltrittent po4k2ive

iteintio4cement. If a woman interrups this relationship, she not only does not

receive this reinforcement from her spouse (as well as his punistment), but she

.is likely'to receive many other types of social and economic punishments.

These ideas became clarified for me one evening in a discussion group at

the WT1.C. Two women were discussing a.new arrival, and they agreed that the

other was "lucky because her husband is a total bastard all the time." A memant

of pondering revealed that these women 'appreciated the fact that it is easier to

0
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break a habit if there are no rewards forthcoming: thus a woman was "lucky" if

she did not have an agonizing decision to make: the necessity to weigh punish-

.

ere and reinforcers.

Traditional ideology may become weaker or stronger over time, and there-

fore some women are able to overcome early conditioning and reject being domin-

ated,4kut it is a re-learning process that usually takes time. In the meantime,

other women are buying books by the millions and attending training classes

which reinforce the ideas that the only way-a woman may obtain fulfillment is

vicariously through her spouse (Andelin, 1976; Horgan, 1975). The4Mage of the

pampered, protected, childlike creature is being increasingly promoted today,

while at the same time the independent woman is lampooned as a neurotic, bitter-

ly unhappy, castra:Ang bitch. Bernard aptly aummarizes the contest between

costa and benefits by saying:

SOU4 feel that although chivalry is pleasant, it costs too much. (One wo-

man said: "But all these little amenities came high. They are paid for.

Independence is a high price to pay for them. The protected person enjoys

advantages but she is not in an enviable position. The serfs used to be

protected too. And the Mafia's client." ...For other women, however, in-

dependence is frightening. They have been socialized to buy protection at
the cost of independence. They prefer a model of weakness and inferiority
that leads men to surrender eats to them, to open doors, and to extend
other favors. Any modification of the reAtions between men aad women, and
especially any modification of the permanent commitment in marriage, will
therefore seem--and for many women, in fact, will actually be--threatening
(1973:320-321).

Ore last note: women sitting tn discussion groups at shelters have described

their spouses, in the courting daya particularly, and their initial attraction

to them. Over and over I have heard these words: "He was kind, gentle, courte-

ous, considerate--a pe)tliect gemtteman!"

SUMMARY

The inclusion of some elements of behaviorism inherent in learning theory

will probably encourage critics to accuse this conceptualization of being reduc-

tionist. It ts, on the contrary, a sociological viewpoint of a major social



rules, codes, and sets of belief that guide most of.their behaviv. This con-
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problem which recognizes that social institutions store and transmit cultural

values and44- orsa of behavior to succeeding generations. However, there is no

NSmconsensus on no 0 and values; they are interpreted zmbicuously, and are differ-

entially responded to by actors. There are vast differences in behavior in the

general population_and among 1çteacting 4ndiyidupls, and the differences must

. \

ulttmately be explained by th learning processes whereby people develop the

ceptualizstion sttempis to suggest why some women remain in violent conjugal re-

lationships, and why some oth'ere take a,:tion in ways to break the cycle of vio-

lence. 16 a woman tacke,nece66aAy AezouAcez, tece.ives negative 4n5titutionat

Amponee and ia atAongty tAaditionat in heA ehe highty umtikety to

take any activn which witt 6ignantty Mtteh heA eitiation in a po6i2ive di-

/cation: in theze ciAcumetancez, women peAceive no option 04 change, and only

the mo6t 6eveAe tuuma witt impet them to .seek Retie6--e.itheA hy ezcape oic homi-

cide. 16 the batance akiit.o in a poeZtive diAection, and the victim peAce.ive4

optionalwhich weAe not avaitabte to heA betiorte, ahe may take action 6avokabte to'

h.' oun 64,111a.V.On. Although 4ariely untested, this viewpoint designates the

variables which appear to explain the behavior of battered women in my pilot

study. Further analysis and.testing may or may not lend support. but it is

hoped that they provide a new way of examining the issues in this ancient, but

newly "discovered" social problem.
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MOTNOTES

1. Th ..t. term adult will arbitrarily signify from age thirteen ypward; anv femate
younger than that gge, at least in my opinion, if abused by an adult male,
should be considered the victim of child abuse, or incest..

2. Te term battered does not include non-physical types of abuse such as intimi-
dation, harassment, threats, or other forms of psychological coersion, unless
they occur in conjunction with physical force or injury. . Although undeniably
damaging, painful and injurious, the scope of the phenomenon addressed herein
must be restricted to bodily injury. Physical abuse has been somewhat expand-
ed to include force into involuntary or from voluntary action, so that being
tied to a chair, locked in a room, closet or house, or being locked out of
one's home (in the middle of the night, for example), which are clearly abusive .

actions, may be included. My sample of battered wonen revealed accounts of
each of these types of abuse listed above.

3. Excluded from this definition are short-term dating relationships, employer-em-
ployee relationships, or social acquaintance relationships, ett..

4. Enlarging-scope conditions to include non-marital, non-sexual, or non-cohabita-
tional relationships places this perspective somewhere beyond the marital-famil-
ial setting advocated by Dobash and Dobash (1976a), and less than the'more gen-
eral intrafamily violence in the home setting alluded to by Gelles (1972) and
Steinmetn and Straus (1974). Wonan battering can be better explained when it
is lifted out of the frame of reference which ties it so strongly to sexually
intimate relationships, yet other types.of familiar violence, such as sibling
violence, are beyond these boundaries.

5. For example, one respondent fled her battering spouse to the home of her brother,
who not only battered her, but her children as well. Martin suggests it may be
the shared home, rsher than the marital relationship, which is conducive to
battering (1976:18).

6. Sado-masochistic vactices may place a woman in the position of using (what she
believevo be sadistic) practices necessary to arouse her partner's sexual

4w drive; or conversely, arousal may depend on the woman playing the masochistic
role. Clearly, when the "play" becomes painful or injurious to an unwilling
spouse, or when one is physically forced into actions repugnant or painful to
him or hsr, then this interaction ceases to fall in the realm 'of S-M sex play
and b(comes something.else, depending on the turn it takes. Steinmetz and
Straus provide concise distinctions between "mutually enjoyable sexual violence"
and flone-sided aggressive acts" (1974:10-13).

`-}

7. The term "mutual conbat" refers io situations in which men and women are equa'
ly determined to do battle with one another, and invoke as much damage an pos-
sible on each other: verbally, physically, or b th, usuAlly within certain im-
plicit limitations. Situations like these appear to be a form of violent "play,'
albeit sometimes dangerous, between persons fairly matched in aggressiveness
and hostility.

8. Audrey Middleton, working with the Belfast, Ireland, National Women's Aid Fed-

30
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eration, described a recent trial of a man wi ,k,ieked hi wilif to death. He

was not tried for murder but rather on charges.of manslaughter, because ac-
cording to the courts in Northern Ireland, the man did not use a weapon. MU-
dleton insists that men's boots or shoes are potential murder weapons.

9. One attorney who has represented battered women in court tells of the obviously
sincere disbelief of some husbands when a judge reprimands them for abusive

treatment of their wives: "But, your Honor, she's my wilie!" is frequently
their shocked response. In addition, the often-mentioned psychblogical and
social psychological concepts such as jealousy, status inconsistency, aggres-
siveness, ego-centeredness, etc. are not the anawers to why a man beats "his"
woman; such "explanations" merely address the symptoms, not the underlying
cause. Nor can other concepts frequently used to describe the females be-

havior, such as passivity, dependency, frigidity, masochism, etc. explain the

real causes for such behavior an'd attites.

10. Also see Bart (1971), Bernard (1973), BroNI441er (1975), de Beauvoir (1974),

Freeman (1973), Gornick,and Moran (1973), Mill 44410:0,1, Millett (1970), Morgan

(1970).

il. Straus, et al., obtained data from over 2,000 couples by use of the Conflict

Resolution Techniques scale (CRT). The CRT categorized violent acts on a con-
tinuum which ranged from a slap to using a knii, or gun. Of the eight items,

they combined five into a ''severe violence index," one Item of which was "best

up" (1977). This study appears to be a step in the right direction and a major
accomplishment, but until the complete report is compiled ane available, we

t Adequately evaluate it. At the present time, we know there are limita-

tions and as yet unanswered questions. For example, how werethe interviews

conducted, and can we ascertain if the other couples who feported no violence
in the previoug year had muck engaged in violence? We need to know the inter-.
action before and after these upokted ,.pisodes, as well as data (pre and post

the incident) from couples who had evut engaged in violence.

12. One woman, reportedly under,extremely close scrutiny, explained that she had
once escaped half-way across the country wfth her Awn young children (only to

be traced and brought back). When asked how she had managed to obtain the nec-

essary cash, she explained that she had saved money, over a long peiiod of time,
by hiding it in her husband's dirty socks.
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BATTERED WOMEN: A NEW PERSPECTIVE

A pilot study initiated in 1976 into the prObltm of woman battering yield-

ed valuabie descriptive data that provided some insight into the life-situations

-and perceptions of battered women. Much of the investigation was conducted

through Lhe cooperation of the staff and clientslof the Women's Transitional

Living Center (WTLC) in Orange County, California. Through the metbdologies

of records analysis, in-depth 'interview, survey vestionnaire, and participant

observation in discussion groups. twenty case histories were developed and fifty-

one questionnaires were completed. Discussion groups Ire held weekly at the

WTLC, and I observed tle interaction and communication of battered women who

were in residence during eleven non-consecutive meetings. Five interviews were

tape recorded, three children wrote,iout a description of their "feelings," and

copious notes were written after each group session.

As a volunteer on week-ends, I had the additional opportunity to unobtru-

sively observe clients as they interacted with each other and their chiterenl.

Sowat I/ s they came to me, "just wanting to talk;" on other occasions it was

the children,ro came for a listener. One of the duties of the volunteer is to

answer the office telephone (the number is publicly available, but not the Ad-

dress). Occasionally, there was a telephone call from a woman calling to ask

about admittance policy, or one who wanted a referral because she couldn't

."take it any more." Crisis calls are always referrsd to the staff member who

is "on call" each week-end. A few times the callertas a man who demanded to,

know if his wife was there; such information could not be released, for the

safety and security of the clients.

In addition, field interviews of varying length and depth were conducted

with doctors, nurses, law enforcement officers, lawyers and a judge. These

were for the purpose of ascertaining their perceptions of the problem, both

on professional and personal level, and to measure their attitudes toward

1



victims and batterers. An earlier report (Pagelow, 1976) details some of the

observations, impressions and tenAc1,ve conclusions from the pilot study that

generated the following theoretical v4Kpoint.

2

This paper outlines a tripartite theoretical perspective on woman batter-

ing that contains uggestioneabout the causation, the initial response of vic-

tims, and the continuance of some women in battering relationships. In order

to attempt understanding of the processes which enter into woman battering, it

is necessary to develop three models of distinct temporal orderings which have

underlying commonelities, connecing one to the other. The complex problem of

woman battering cannot be simplistically reduced to a single causal model which

can satisfy the myriad of diverse questions in the minds of those whivseek to

understand the problem, ;ad for some who seek solutions to the problem. This

tripartite perspective is advanced fOr the purpose of providing direction for

p.a. of the present and future research into the battered woman issue. If

ttwes conceptualizations stimulate and focus future research, they shall pro-

vide a ne:ded service to agencies and individuals currently involved in social

action, regardless of empirical Support or confivation. It is imperative that

direction hi provided at this time, since recently aroused interest in battered

women has generated a vast array of remedial programs and empirical research.

Much of the expenditUre of tiMe, energy, mOney, and other resources being util-

ized in a wide assortment of Activities is, however, mostly unguided by theoret-

ical underpinnings. This has happened because of 1) the emotsional context of

tho problem itself, 2) the procese by which the problem ,urfaced and the gener-
2 .

al public became sensitized to it1 .and,3) the paradigms that were initially of-

fered.

Part if the problem of the sudden and intensiye surge to begin unsystematic

social and legal action is due to the emotional impact initial revelations of

this "skeleton in the closet" (Martin,1976a) hsd on the American public. Prior

12.2111 () 14
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3

to 1976, most citizens as well as socihl scientists in the United States had

Mb

liratly upheld the ideal of "the sanctity of the home" (Kremen, 1976)o, and view-

ed the.family as the Ultimate sanctuary from the violence and cruelty of the

world "out there" (Steinmetz and Straus, 1974). In the 'spring of 1976, however,

theNational Organization for Women called national attention to the crime of

systematic and repeated battery of women in their homes by spouses, while the

International Tribunal.on Crimes Against Women, held in Brussels, denounced
.

what may well be a universal phenomenon: beating of women by men (Russell and

Van de Ven, 1976).

IIn a sudden surge of inter st, newspapers across. the county and popular

national magazines published countless articles on the topic. The Wall Street

Journal (August 20, 1976),.ian a front page article, and Ms. Magazine's August,

1976, iseue bore a 'cover photograph to publicize the featured article on batter-

ed wivia. Rimy's accounts of women'and their children who received shelter

at Chiswick Women's Aidein England (1974), received wide attention in the Amer-

ican preee from coast to coast. Battered Wives (Martin, 1976), was the first

book published in the United States which specifically addressed the problems

of battered women and their children in this country. Major television networks

and ome local tations nationwide produced features and talk shows on issues

associated with woman battering, as well as en generalized violence in the

American cultur.

In.reeponse to thiS massive publicity, organizations, agencies, and indi-

viduals began to attempt remedial action, having overcome the initfhl shock or

embarrassment of recognizing what is considered by law enforcement officials

as the single moat unreported crime in America (Fojtik, 1976). By mid 1976,

there were only eleven shelters for battered women and their children in the

United States, but new houses of refuge are being opened across the country at

an aCcelerated rate, funded both publicly and privately (Warrior, 1977). Vic-
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vtim assistance programs in various parts of the country are expanding services

to include battered women. Legislative bodies have conducted hearinps to ad-

dress the problem (State of California, 1975), and California State Senator
. _

Robert Presley has proposed one bill asking for state funds to provide shelter

and services for battered spouses and their children, and another calling for

appropriate changes in record-kieping by law enforcement agencies in order to

secure statistics on spousal assaults. -Police departments ace restructuring

training for officers and using crisis intervention teams in response to earlier

- studies anti reports (Bannon, 1975; Bard: 1969, 1970; Bard 3nd nicker, 1971,

1974, 1976; Phrnas, 1970; Mulvihill, et al., 1969).

In tke.social sciences, journals and periodicals are incteasingly printing

theoretical.and empirical papers, whil. professional associations are providing

, forums for persons working in these subatantive areas to gather, listen, ex-

change, and discuss progress in the.field,2 New reports of empirical investi-

gations ire surfacing (Flynn, et al., 1975; Eisenherg and Micklow, 1974; Page-

low, 1976; Waterbury, et al., 1976). A wide variety of theoretical viewpoints

have been generated which range from individual psychopathology (Gayford, l975a,

1975b, I975c; Saul, 1972; Schultz, 1960; Snell, et al., 1964) to socio-histor-

ical analysis (Dobash and Dobash, 1976a, 1976b, 1976c; Young, 1976). Most

writers have takeh either a theoretical stance which merges spousal assault in

with a variety of other social problems, or conversely, singles out spousal

assault as relatively rare anifestations of individual psychopathological be-

havior. Paradigwe are either too broad and all-inclusive to be tested, or too

narrow to be tested beyond the individual level.

Overall, it seems G,Vi0112 that there la a need to cut through mime of the

confusion and dissention, unravel some misunderstandings, and create order'i-

noes out of present chaos. Public and charitable monies are being channeled

into assistance programs, conferencea, end research to "do something about" the
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problem of battered women and their children, but because of lack of consensus

or even theoretical clarity, most of these efforts are groping in the dark.

Individuals are feeling their way through a maze of conflicting or vague te!,ti-

mony, or creating ad hoc or ex post facto theOretical viewpoints to "explam"'

data as they are gathered. Paradigms abound on the issues, the victims, and

their spouses, despite the paucity of systematic empirical research with large

samples upon which to base reasonable theoretical assumptions, and there is lack

of replication. Even a handful of case hietories has provided the basis for hy-

potheses and generalizations <Schultz, 19,60; Snell, et al., 1964). These facts

perhaps lend merit to the statement that there is an urgent need for develop-

ment of souod perspective at this time..

Nichols refers to the "widespread tolerance" of Freudian female masochism

among the helping agencies (1975), while some sociologists find themselves un-

able to reject the biological determinism of van den Berghe (Straus, eC al.,

1976:12; see van den Berghe, 1975:45). Straus, et al. present a compilation of

fifteen, different theories which hypothetically interact as causative factors

of violence. The list includes'names of major theoretical viewpoints such as

functionalism, conflict, exchange, and symbolic interactl .,, as well as

model, such as "clockwork orange" (1976:14-16).3

Some writers see th P henomenon of women physically abused by men as gen-
e

erally falling within the "violent culture theoxy," or "social-structural theory

of violence," which, briefly stated, identify woman battering as one of many

manifestations of violence learned in the family which is legitimated by vio-

newer

lent society (Genes, 1971, 1975, 1976; Goode, 1969,1971; Steinmetz and

Straus, 1974; Straup, 1971, 1973, 1974a, 1974b, 1976; Straus, et,a1., 1976).

But theta are others who see these viewpoints as deflecting attention from the

basic issue of woman battering, and failing to make clear the distinctiors be-

tween woman battering and other forms of violence between intimates such al

X
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child abuse, sibling violence, etc. (Dobash and Dobalh, 1976a, 1976b, 1976c;

Martin, 1976a, 1976b; Warrior, 1977). They agree with some components of the

"violent culture theory," such as the acknowledgement thaCtultural norms influ-

ence behavior, that the home environment provides learning and role models,

that status inconsistency causes'frustration, and some of the other important

variables discussed by the other authors. However, the critics imply that

theme theories don't go far enough or deep enough--they do not get to the roots

'or the problem. Clatming that a violent culture is not a causal variable, some

critics imply that this thesis provides humanitarians and the "establishment"

the opportunity to fpcus on palatable "band-aid" curative programs such as

therapy, special education, and other stop-gap or individualized measures. The

ultimate effect, they insist, is to distract attention from questions'of wh9

woman battering exists, prevents any possibilities of effective solutions, and

also performs a disservice to both battered women and social scientists seeking

understanding. 4

It is possible that in,their efforts to create a more generalizable theory

at a higher level of abstraction, some theorists are diverting attentiOn away

from the empirical realities of battered women, and diffusing possibilitiee of

understanding of the more specific problems of women systematically being beat-

en by en. Dobash and Dobash have been among the moet critical, saying:

We aintain that the most fruitful procedure for the.sociological analy-
sio of violence, and perhaps for all sociological analysis, is the devel-'
opment of theoretical or conceptual schemes which are meant to apply tb
clearly delimited empirical contexts (1976a:1).

These authors propose that "sociology will develop more meaningful and valid

theoretical proposari,through the utilization of a context specific approach to

social phenomena, in this case marital violence" (1976a1). The Dobash and Do-

bash point of view is that there are considerable4differences in forms of vio-

lence and the contexts in which they occur, as well as differences in motive-

'
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tton and public response. They strongly suggest that parameters be drawn nar-

rowly to include only marital or spousal relationships. These points seem to

be well-founded. Other writers provide an accumulation of evidence that the

institution of marriage itself is "not good for women" (Laws, 1971:510; see al-

so Bernard, 1971, 1973; Eisenberg and Micklow, 1974; Field and Field, 1973; Mar-

%

tin, 1976b):

A compromise position seems appropriate: conceptual boundaries should he

narrower than the violent culture thevy proposed by Straus and some others,

but should be extended beyond the marital relationship, as suggested by Dobash

and Dobosh. The parameters Aroposed here include crimes of physical violence

perpetrated by men against women, both within marriage end outside of marriage.

This framework eliminates many other far-ranging forma of interpersonal violence.

Russell and Van de Ven explain the interrelationship:

Assault of women, or "woman battering" as it is now commonly called, both
within marriage and outside of it, has much in common with rape. The fear
of men that both rape and battering instill in women has similar political
consequences. Both ore often-accompanied by an agonizing fear of death,
and both sometimes result in womanslaughter--or femicide (1976:127).

A review of uch crimes against womenrape and hattering--reveara striking sim-

ilarities in victim response to the crimes, institutional response to the vic-

tims, and common myths and stereotypes (Pagelow, 1977a). Gillespie postulates

that power is structurally held by men, and their beating of women is seen as

merely one Lora of coercion among many (1971):. Gillespie says, "I am...ponit-

ing that, in fact, this is still a caste/class system rationalizing the prepon-

' deranco of the male sex" (1971:444). Pogrebin (1974) and Komisar (1975) both

address mole violence against women and abuse of power. Following such reason-

ing, these new ideas are presented here; tt is hoped they will replace some

theses of questionable merit and unsupported generalization, and_give directions

to future efforts.

In the context.of this paper, "battered women" refers to adult women5 who
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have been inteticionally physically abused in ways which caused Pain or injury,

or who were forced into involuntary action or restrained by force from volun-

tary action.6 by adult men with whom they have or had established relationships,7

usually involving sexual intimacy, whether or not within a legally married state.

Scope condit-ons are expanded from conjugal relationships to.also encompass:

sexual relationahips not involving cohaVitation, marital relationshirs termin-

ated by separation or divorce, and kinship relationships which include females

residing 1n the same household with a father, brother, step-father, step-brother,

or foster-father.8 Although the vast majority of battered women appear to have

been abusdd by men with whom they shared intimate sexual relationships at the

time of the assault/s, it in clear that many women ark: battered by men other

than husbands or lovers (Martin, 1976a; Russell and Van de Ven, 1976; Brownmil-

ler, 1975).9 Tle sample of battered women from the WTLC reveols case histories

of all the above situational relationships. Nevertheless, in devolcping this

theoretical paradigm, for s:mplicity and consistency, references to male-female

interpersonal relationships will be categorized as "conjugal,"frand the inter-

acting person will be designated as "15,1use." The prop,.sit.lona offered in this

paper are designed within these boundary conditions; the major task and primary

focus of this paper is to attempt to explain why battering of womenpy men occurs.

Frequently confused with the issues concerning woman 'watering ,re two

phenomena which ar eyond the ewe of interest or intent of tilirrOl.liper: S-M

practices and mutual dombat. Sado-masochistic (S-M) practices dirrctly related

to sexual enjoyment of one or both actors may place a woman in the position of

using (what she believes to be eadistic) practices necessary to arouse her part-

ner's sexual drive; or conversely, arousal may depend on the woman playing the

asochistic role. Clearly, when the "play" becomes painful or ihjurious to an

unwilling pouse, or when on* is physica111 forced into actions repugnant or
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painful to him or her, then.this interaction ceases to fall in the realm S-M

sex play and becomes something else, depending on the turn it takes. Steinmetz

and Straus provide concise distinctions between "mutually enjoyable sexual vio-

lence" and ''one-sided aggressive acts" (1974:10-13).

The other phenomenon sometimes confused with woman battering may beet be

described ap."mutual combat." This reference is to situations in which men and

women are equally determined to do battle with one another, and invoke as much

damage as possible on each other, verbally, physically, or both, usually within

certain implicit lim1tation0%, Situations like these appear to be a form of vio-

lent "play," albeit ometimes dangerods, between persons fairly matched in ag-

gressiveness and hostility. Neither combatant is a victim in the same sense in

which a battered woman is the victim of frequently unprovoked, uner ected at-

tacks from which she may or may not even attempt to defend herself.

boundary conditions thus delineated, tne next step in the formulation of

this new perspective on woman battering is to distinguish three major components

of the schema. Thee. are Model I: Causation; Model II: Primary BatterSng; Model

III: Secondary battering. Each model addresses distinct aspects of women batter-

ing, particularly those which occur at different points in time. Model II is

the major focus of this paper; it is singled out here because it is believed to

ba toe "predictor" model, t:-,at is, the one which attempts to explain the special

combination oZ characteristi,. of the interacting female and male which deter-

mine if battering nay occur, and if it dose, how the female may respond. Mod-

els I and III will be briefly described because of their connecting links, but

k because of space limitations they are not central to the present concern.

MODEL I: CAUC:4TION

It is a major er.or to discuss the problem of battered women or other forms

of crimes against women, or even violence in the family, and try to draw causal
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inferences from the contemporary setting. Tf we are to undrst.and why modern

man in industrial societies demands a posit:on of "head of household," domina-

tion and contril over subordinetes in the domestic 4phere (women and children),

we must analyze the socio-historical foundation of the family. "Status incon-

sistency" (O'Brien, 1971), or the same process described by Straus AR "defense

of male authority" !presumption of male superiority) (1976:522), cannot be ex-

plained in the present social institutions, extracted from its historical basis,

neither can the question of the caste/class system of male power raised by Gil-

lespie (1971), nor the iasue of sexism raised by Straus (1976). Some writers,

most notably Dobash and Dobash (1976a, I976b, 1976c) and Young (1976), have

singled out as the starting point the patriarchal foundations of the institu-

tion of the family itself, and the hierarchal power structure which provides the

framework of modern social atructure. These ideas need further development and

analysis, but they seem to offer the most fruitful areas of study for the causal

explanation of woman battering. Careful socio-historical research appears to

be the best avenue to understanding why some men today believe thor not only

have the right to own, control, and dominate women.(and children), hut some-

times even see such behavior as their duty.° T6clay's human actors perform ac-

cording to culturally transmitted ideologies which took hold many centuries ago,

and the sociologists who uncover the socio-historical bafils for control and

domination of women by men will ultimately explain the cause of present-day wo-

man battering.

Sexism didn't begin in the 17th Century, sex-defined roles didn't bdin in

the 18th Century, and woman battering didn't begin in the 20th Century.' The

sex role socialization so frequently cit.id which defines woman AR perpetual

child, property of a superior being, man, had its basis back in time, In earli-

est civilization. It was an ACt of man, not of nature, biology, or deity,
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that defined man as sUperior and woman as inferior. Many writers have addressed /

the topic of the social and cultural determination of woman's inferior position

relative to man, and have shown that political and economic motivation, not na-

ture, have put, and kept, woman at the bottom of the caste/c1asel-mvstem.11

Borrowing the two most important concepts from socio-hiatorical analysis--

patriarchy an0 the hierarchal social structure--a new theoretical construct,

"Traditional Ideology" was created or this explanation of woman battering (cf.

Willer and Webster, 1970). It is a erger of patriarchy, of which the family

is one of its most important institu cogs, and hierarchy, which demands an ov-

dertng of power positions. Traditiona ideology is an importsmonstruct, cen-

tral:to the development of a perspective o battered women. It is the common

thrted_9Yetf11;ds the components of this tripar' te perspective togeaer, and

is a ajor variable in determining social responae, bo individual ane

tutional. Traditional ideology is defined here as encompas a broad

of internalized beliefs in acceptance of the "rightness" of the patriarchal-

hierarchal order of the social struqure. It includes internal attitudes and

motivating forces that guide, shape, and determine behavior. These can take

the form of obedience to directives (servitute to a husband), or rejection of

the forbidden (no divorce). Societies provide institutions that support and

legitimate traditional ideology (law, religion), and other institutions that

socialize the masses by transmission of traditional norms for sex-appropriate

behavior (education, family) .

Socializationacceptance, and internalization 9f traditional ideology

occurs in greater or lesser degrees, which accounts for variability between

countries, tommunities, families, and individuals. Traditional, ideology is

ascribed to by both women and men: the maximum expression for women is through

excessive femininity such as the concept of faecinating womanhood--the "femin-
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l
4.ne mystique Thl' (Friedan. 1974). e "ma esculine stique" (Komisar, 1976) of

traditional ideology for men is the macho sex ro e of tough, hard, unsuntiment-
..---

pl, aggressive behavior. Whereaspassivity is a key element of feminity, ag-

greasiveness/is a key element of masculinity. David and Brannon note that one

of two definitions for the word "aggressive" is "tending to aggkesa, waking the

Wat.attack," and they deduce: "It's no accident that two such basically dif-

.ferent meanings are served by the same word, for our society has a deeply am-

bivalent attitude toward aggrension and its less savory first cousin, violence"

(1976:20.

In sum, traditional ideology is the configuration of all the "conservative

%
wisdom" passed down through the ages an the inherent "natural" order of things.

(It's right because it is, and it is be use it's right).

The basic theoretical underpinni o this perspective is social learning

theory as advanced by Akers to explain dev ant behavior (1977). One of the

major failings of theories of deviance offered in the past has been that the

paradigms were limited to understanding of socially defined undesirable behav-

ior (Merton, 1966; Sutherland and Cressey, 1974; Lemert, 972), but they large-

ly failed tO explain conformity. Social learning theory appears equally'cap-

able of explaining conforming as well as deviant behavior Akers integrated

Sutherland'a "differential association" theory with ert L. Burgess and his

"reinforcement" heory into a new and broader theory. Akers explains:

The set of ciples we used is variously called Skinnerian (after B. F.
Skinner), operant conditioning, reinforcement, or simply behavior theory.
By whatever name, these are very general and powerful behevior principles
of precise learning mechanisms...which can be extended, applied to, a. d
tested in more complex social situations (1977:41-42).

k

Social learning theory may explain why some persons or even groups of persons

accept or reject traditional ideology when the types and degrees of reinforce-

ment and punishment are examine-
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It is extremely important to differentiate between the first slngle inci-

dence of battering and associated variables, which is the focus of Model II, and

the phenomenon of systematic, repeated batterings involkeing a different set of

uxplanatorY variables, the primary focus of Model III. This distiretion should

be made in order to avoid much of .the confusion and conflict between current

theoretical viewpoints. Aliost all theoretical,and empirical attention has

been focused' thus far on victims and perpetrators of secondary battering, al-

though no distinction has I;een drawn between the first (and sometimes only) oc-

cupence of battering and those batterings that occur on a continuing basis.

It is no wonder that there are conflicting "answers" to the problem of woman

battering, because it appears that sometimes we are asking the wrong questions.

When writeri speculate on the extent and severity of the problem, esti-

mates range from 15 to 25 percent (rlynn, et al., 1975:8), and 50 percent (This-

,

sich, 1976:17), hut it is not clear if these percentages refer to regular and

f.tAent conjugal 'violence, cr infer.that thert has been at least one physical

assault in half qf all marriages., Whatever the extent of battering of woren

by men in this society, we must first recognize Cult not all batterers continue

this behavior, nor can we assume that all women who maintain conjugal relation-

ships have never been battered. Nevertheless, there seems to be a general as-

sumption that: °a) all battered women stay in a battering situation until the

battering becomes, for one reason or another, intolerable--at which point she

leaves or 'peke help, or b) that all women involved in "stable" (onjugal re-

lationshipe have never experienced battering. At this point in time, we have

no idea how many relationships are ebrminated nfter one incident of physical

abuse. Nor do we know how many long-term relationships continue despite re-

peated violence which never becomes a matter of public record. The important

4
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point now is to afilmoihat are the characteristics (social and personal) that dis-

tinguish between women who are never hattered, never battered a second time, or

batternd repeatedly? Conversely, are.all men potential batterers, and If a man

batters woman once, does he Always rePeat this behavior? The model suggested

here provides some te ati4e answers to questions like t se; it begins with

tht single instance of battering with no prior occurrence, 71 postulates the

corr:labions which must exist for battering to occur the qrst place, and
\

which deterMine probable response of the victim. These ronditians are:

PROPOSITION I: THE GREATER THE ACCEPTANCE OF BATTERING OF SMALLER AND/OR
WPAKER PERSONS IN CONJUGAL RELATIONSHIPS AS PROPER MODES OF FFSWINSE. TO
FRUSTRATION, ANGER, OR STRESS, ANIG1 THE MORE INTENSE THE TRADITIMAL IDEOL-
OGY WHICH SUPPORTS THE PATRIARCHAL HIERARLIAL STRUCTURE, THE GREATER THE
LIKELIHOOD THAT BATTERING WILL OCCUR IN CONJUGAL RELATIONSHIPS.

If (the male spouse) A's socialization includes either being battered or
witnessing battering of mother, or both, and If A holds ihrong tradition-
al, patriarchal ideology, then A is likely to respond to frustration, /

'anger, or stress by battering spouse or children, or both.

It should be stressed immediately that not all variables are evenly weighted;

the most important in these dynamics is the construct, traditional ideology.

Ch:ldhood battering experiences alone do not account for all batterers, for

men do not necessarily grow up to pans ori this violent behavior. Men will use

force or even violence to the4tent that they are convinced of their right or

duty to dominate and control women and children. TraditIonal ideology calls

fyg men to have and maintain power over subordinates in the family. If a man

believes that--to be a man--he must have control over his life and the lives

of weaker others, and he finds himself frustrated, distressed and angry, i.e.,

out of control, then he will'..ttempt to regain control by the best means at his

disposal. If he has learned that men gain control of others by force and via-

) lence, he wIll use that method.

Many men were socialized in families where they,, their m, thers, or both

were battered, and this background experience sOpms to be str,Igly correlated

A
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witn battering in adulthood, according to most reportr. (Cell ( , 1972:1)1-173:

Pizzey, 1974:71-79; PAgelow, 1976:41-42). If researcherR on %Alan battering

Agree on anything at all, the greatest concensus seems to be that a boy who is

raised in a battering household is most likely to be a batterer in adulthood..

Sole compare this correlation with the battered child-battered parent syndrome;
t

Pizzey calls it the "cycle of violence" (1974). She observed that the children

of battered women (often themselves victims) respond differently along Rex

lines: the girls are likely to be passive and withdrawn while the boys are

frequently aggrepaive, destructive, and somet1men cruel. Pizzey says,

the children who suffer and they grow up to make their own child suffer and the

pattern repeats through each generatIon" (1974:.90). Other Writers also refer

to the victimized child turning batterer (Dewsbury, 1975:292; Flynn, et al.,

1975:66; Cayford, 19758:196, 1975b:242; Martin, 1976a:66; Nicholl, 1975:31).

Despite the mounting evidence that physical violence is "bequeathed" from

one generation to the next, it is postulated that traditional ideology is the

major variable. Probably the most important word in Proposition I is "accept-

ance," since many pople,reject training and 'role models of childhood. qd the

other hand, some children may Ref, comparatively littre physical violence with-

in the family of orientation, but it is doubtful if anyone can grnw up in the

United Statea without some exposure to physical violence as a common response

to anger, fruRtration, or ntress. Family sociologist Goode writea of the cul-

tural approval of the use of 'tysical force on children, and points out that

children are thus trained early to use physic 1 violence themselves to get

2)what they want (1971). Stark and McEvoy's( udy revealed that one out OT four

men approved slapping a spoose; one of every six women app,oved this behavior,

also (1970). In one of the very few books on the male se role, Davit and

Brannon strip away any element of glamour from macho hehavior, stating:
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There is another deep and rich vein in the male sex role that also smacks
of trength and touihness.... It is the need to hurt, to conquer, to em-
barrens, to humble, to outwit., to punish, to defeat, or most basically, in
Horney's useful phrase, "to move against people." ...This male penchant
for moving Against people is not always directed at the strong and power-
ful, however, There is a disturbing experiment by Titley and Vinney (1969)
in which ggress.lon (in the fors of electric shocks) toward a helpless vic-
tim was studied. Women tended to deliver less,intense shocks to a victim
who appeared to be physically disabled than they did to a normal victim.
Men did exactly the opposite (1976:27-28).

These example. help support the notion that there is a fundamentally iifferent

response by men which has been very "carefully taught." Men do not have to Wit-4" 4

ness violence to know that there are cultural expectations that under

certain conditions they will emit certain behaviors. David and Brannon discuss

the Golden Rule of war Aaa\aggression, "might is right," and remind readers,

I:Fathers do ar-n.p_emay condone 'violence' to their sons in so many words, but

they don't totally aondemn and abhor it either" (1976:29).

Therefore, if differential reinforcement lea4s to firmly held beliefs in

male superiority and the accompanying assortment of rights and privileges'Iof

doinance and control, then there in little to prevent learned behavior from be-

ing practiced, when simila situational factors occur. To illustrate Proposi-

tion I, Table I shows the types of responses to stress, frugtration or anger

thc . enle spouse is predicted to make.

TMLE I
LOW HIGH

TRADITIONAL IDEOLOGY TRADITIONAL IDEOLOGY

A 13+

LOW least likely to moderately likely
BATTERING EXPERIENCE batter to batter

B-

NIGH moderately unlikely
BATTERING EXPERIMNCE to batter

most likely to
batter L4

Thus far, two important variables have been suggested that, when combined, \\N

are most likely to predict which men may resort to battering women, and some-
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times children,,as well. Many battered mothers have reported that their spouses'

violence extended to the children iGaytord, 19758:195: Tagelow, 1g7h21). The

next step in the process is an attempt to discern the tharacterlsttcs of pyten-

Lis; viCtims. Based on My stil-dy of women who have heen battered, the following

proposition is offered.

PROPOSITION II: THE GREATER THE WILLINGNESS TO INVEST IN CONJUGAL RELA- I /

TIONSHIPS, AND THE MORE INTENSE THE TRADITIONAC InntoGy, THE GRFACER THE
LIKELIdOOD THAT BATTERING WILL NOT RESULT IN RETALIATION OR TERMINATION OF
A CONJUGAL RELATIONSHIP.

If (the female spouse) B's socialization results in expectations yr accept-
aace of great personal investment in maintenance of, or strong commitment
to, conjugal relationships, and If B holds strong traditional, patriarchal

ideology, then B t unlikely to retaliate or terminate a conjugal relation-
ship if battering by spouse occurs.

"Willingness to invest" in Proposition II is a socially-learned variabie whicl

may be measured by behavior reflecting an internalized state. The mnrriage ./ov

"for better yr for worse" means different things to different people: aome per-
; 1 'N

A.,
sons seem willing to endure.extremejorms of privation and hardship in fftimuce

relationships, yhile others break them off at the first sign'of trouble. The

theoretical construct willingness to invest is postulated tc account for gime;

of the variance in the way women respond to negative or painful ituations.

Part of the idea of an investment factor guiding behavior was derived from Goodo

who explains why some peof,le remain in unsatisfying or destructive relation,:

ships. He describes an "unwillingness of human beings either to submit or ro

escape" (1971:632). Gocde says:

Man does not submit because tftereby all that gives meaning to his 'sisters !

is lost, i.e., values, norms, traditions. sid moral or ethicn1 beliefs. t

is especially in the family that he cannot or 111 not escape essily, be-
cause 1-qs emotionI1 investment in these relati sris is great, the costs of

leaving are high, and the social pressures to maintain his kin ties are
strong (1971:632).
9

Costa-nil Goode's suggestion with some of the feminist literature on ihe family

brings forth the notion that in the marital dyad, the famate is more likely *..o
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place oigher emphasih cal emotional inveatmeet. Writers present evidence that

uomee are sociallzed to evaluAte their pereotal value in life 1n term.; rf sur-

(ens r,t failare in al:xge and motherhood, for whieh they hear the greater bur-

den ji respoasihilit.! Bernar0., 1972. 1975) Men, en the other hand, are train-

ed to measwe personal value hy career and/or economic euereae (eleck and Sawyer,

974; David an6 Ilrare.on, 1976). Crow a legal point of view, Truninger proposes

thet a wife in iese likely to ar.t against a violent husband the strenger nor Com-

mitment to ca.v.-:lage (1971).

The exelmatory yerisble suggested to explain behavior el batterern, i.e.,

leavned %ioleht hehevior, duce not seem to be an closely associated with reac

tions rf renale victims Cellos, drawing on his own empirical researeh, found

that witnessing, or neine a viatim of, violence in family of orientation is not

a reliable predictor of Adult female behavioy (1976). On the one hand, he slag-

gesta the posaibility that "expoeure to con]ueal violence makee women Peas tot-

Otant f family violence" (1976:663), bet in his conelusion he states, "The

more ahe was stenck by her parents, the more inelioed she is to Stcly with her

abusive husband. It appears .hat victimization an a child raises the wife's

tolerance for violence as an adult" (1976:667). My investigation of hattered

women shows a different relationship between early experience ln violence and

later behavior. The sample reveals a wide disparity ln tamilies of orientation,

with clusters which are almost polar opposites: either they had homes in which

violence was common and expected, or they.desce.bed their homes as generally

serene, loving, and almost completely lacking in violence. The women who had

witnessed their mothers being beaten seemed to expect men to be violent, while

those who were unfamiliar with violence reported shock and disbelief. ln an

earlier report I stated!

Analysis of these dual images reveals some commonality: women reared in

homes devoid of overt conflict or filled with conflict may both be hand1-
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capped by an inability to have developed a realistic perspective on vlo-
lence...:. These women generally appear to be persons most likely to ex-
pect to mnke heavy personal investments in their relationships with men
(Pagerow, 1976:15-16).

Somm of the women intervieWed express'ed reasons for having a strong commitment

to the relationship at the time 'of the primary battering. Some of these were:

strong desire to "make a go of it," chronic )11ness or poor health of herself,

her children, or her spouse, escaping parental home, dissolution of an earlier

marriage, dependent children by another spouse, prior good relationship with

spouse, spouse's dependency on alcohol or drugs, and pregnancy. Celles Men-

tions that ten out of forty-four women he interviewed reported being abused dur-

ing pregnancy (1975:81), and Cayford claims that the majority of his sample of

battered women were either pregnant before they began living with their abusers

or were pregnant by another man (1975a:195).

The women' in the sample.from the WTLC frequently expresaed conservative at-

titudes, and were often at a loss to understand why their marriages "failed,"

giving traditional "proofs" of being good wives, mothers, housekeepers, etc.

Explanhtions of their wn "willingness co invest" in the relationships at the

time of the primary bay ,.ing were strongly traditional, and their parental

family backgrounds gave support to the idea of conservatism. For example, there

were fewer divorces in the women's families thnn the men's, most women indicated

that.they had been reared in a family of moderate to strong religiosity,12 and

they described firm but fair parental discipline. The 'women frequently describ-

ed authoritariati-type fathers; they said their mothers deferred (at least super-

ficial) power apd authority to thei'r husbands, regardless of the families' soc-

iiircass or mothers' employment. These respondents gave evidence of belonging

in the categorzy of young women entering college that Bernard called "Tradition-

alists," based on the "evidence of conformity to traditional sex-stereotyped

role Conceptions. They (1) wanted to marry within five years, (2) wanted to
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raise a family, and belitved a woman's place was in the home" (1975:50). Wo-

men, ayi Bernard, are "wired for marriage" (1975:76). Her writings lend sup-

port to operant conditioning of actors to perform in sex "appropriate" behvior;

she writes of ocial rewaris and punishments that attend sex role socializa-

tionoccasionally she uses the more powerful phrane: "programming" (1975:17).

Based on the above observations, I assume that if a woman has great will-

ingness to invest in maintaining a conjugal relationship--if she is strongly

commited to it for a variety of reasons, and if she firmly aCcepte traditional

ideology--then she will neither retaliate nor terminate a conjugal relationship

if he is battered. To illustrate Proposition II, Table II.shows the types of

responses CO battering the female spouse is predicted te make.

TABLE II

LOW HIGH
TRADITIONAL IDEOLOGY TRADITIONAL IDEOLOGY

A
LOW most likely'to retaliate moderately unlikely to

INVESTMENT or terminat e. retaliate or terminate'

OW-

B-

HIGH moderattly likely to
INVESTMENT retaliate or terminate

i

least likely to
retaliate or teminate

Up to this point, the characteristics of the potential batterer and victim

have been described. Despite the apparent frequency of battering, it seems safe

to AMMO that not all men with the described characteristics batter women. It

also eems reasonable to peculate that not all women with these characteristics

always end up with a battering spouse, nor do all primary batterings continue to

the next tage. The following proposition describes the "ideal" conditions for

primary battering to occur.

PROPOSITION III: THE MORE ONE ACTOR IS INCULCATED TO RESPOND TO STRESSFUL
SITUATIONS BY BATTERING, AND THE GREATER THE WILLINGNESS TO INVEST IN CON-
JUGAL RELATIONSHIPS OF ANOTHER ACTOR, ,AND THE MORE INTENSE THE TRADITIONAL
IDEOLOGY OF BOTH, THE MORE LIKELY BATTERING WILL OCCUR.
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If A and B enter into a conjugal relationship, thvn battering is likly

to occur when A experiences frustration, anger, or streRR. Ff these con-

ditions are met, then and only then, will battering occur,.

As mentioned earlier, there are snme relationships in which: a) there is never

physical violence, b) battering happens once and never again, and c) primary

battering moves to secondary battering. The above pr(position expresses opt

'mum conditions for 13ttering; it may be clarified by addressing the exceptions.

If battering never occurs (a), then both actors do not have the (lescribed char-

acteristics. The major interest in thin schema is in postulating the d'ffer-

ences between (b)'and (c). Once again, the strongest predictive vari:Ible As

the construct, traditional ideology. If women are strongly committed to patri-

archy and the; hierarchal order of power statuses, it is extremely likely that

their stiousearare aware of these attitudes and behave accordingly. Within the

context of intimate relationships, people usually relax many external defenses

and reveal innermost attitudes and beliefs. Men may be expected to know if

the women they live with are most likely to blame themselves, rather than their

spouses, for almost all disruption of domestic tranquility.
13 Classes are be7

!erg held across the country, and books are selling by the millions (Andelin,

1976; Morgan, 197S) that reinforce the traditional ideology that wnmen can only

find true happiness vicariously through their husbands, and that "a man's home

is his castle." this type of ideology, plus a strong commitment to maintenance

of conjugal ties, provides the strongest predictor that the victim will take no

overt action which will !or:. "v act as a deterrent to secondary battering.

In mum, if the man has the'ide and exper1en.a. which puts him in the lower ,

right cell of Fable 1, and the woman h.e. tht II y and investment factor to

put her in the lower right cell of Table tr, thl -ombination is sufficient to

predict that the relationships will continue! And if it does:secondary batter-

ing will occur (c).

Conversely, given the conditions that a woman has a strong coamitment to a
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relationship, perhaps because of individual valued characteristics of her spouse

or lack of other resources, hut less than firm acctptance of the "natural order"

of male dominance-female submission, it is postulated that she is likely to re-.

spond by some form of retaliation or termination of the relationship. She may

make a response which clearly indicates to him that there would positively be

no toleration for a stcond occurrence, and she does not emit behavior which will

serve to reinforce his behal..,ior. Some w men are battered once, and never again:

some have terminated the relationship after primary hattering. One woman claim-

ed that she knoclved her assailant unconscious with an iron skillet; anotherfiled

initial divorce proceedings which could be reinstituted by a telephone call to

her attorney, and another stayed away from home until a counselor verified that

her hushand had been under his treatment for a period of six months. All the

women reported there had never been a reoccurrence after a single violent event,

which for these three women ranged from five to twenty years. Reports of physi-

cal abuse during marriages which ended in divorce are common in the literature

(O'Brien, 1971; GelIes, 1972), but the ..-. is no indication if these divorces

followed primary battering; the assumption seems to be that they occurred after

a long period of secondary battering (Truninger, 1971:260). However, it seems

likely that women who terminate relationships after primary battering simply do

not make the physical abuse a matter of public record, therefore there is no

way to gauge accurately how many women choose this response.

The responsibility for taking decisive action at the first occurrence of

battering appears to fall almost entirely on the woman. If a man responds to

frustraqon, anger, or stress in a manner which he has been socialized to be-

lieve is appropriate, and it appears to be accepted because of luck of nega-

tive feed-back, h is most likely to continue this behavior. According to

Akera, learning is accomplished by negative and positive stimuli: if behavior

is not followed by punishment, the hehavior will continue to he elicited.
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The basic process is this: stimuZi Aett0s4n9 costinavrt upon am opelant

detekmine the phobabiftty oA ity Autuhe occuAlcmce. The two major parts

%
of this process are 1eimAo5cement and pumi.6hment (1977:45).

Both positive end negative.reinforcement strengthen behavior while positive and

negative pUnishment haite the effeCt of weakening or changing behavior. Positive

punishment takes the form of a "punisher received," while negative punishment

is "reward removed or lost" (Akers, 1977:46).

The first time a man batters a woman is probably the most difficult for

him; conflicting norms tell men to be "protectors" of women, and also to maintain

power and control over them. Many women tell o the contrition, tears of re-

pentance, swearing never to do such things again, etc., following battering.

Yet, as in most activities considered semi-illegitimate (e.g., cheating in

school will not mend a person.to prison, buc the cheater knows it is ethically

wrong), the first time is the hardest. There should be little doubt eiat very

few men (except possibly sadists) actually enjoy beating women, particularly

those with whom they interact frequently, usually within the framework of sex-

ual intimacy. Beating requires an expenditure of time and energy, as well.

On the other hand, there must be some satisfaction derived from the act or ft

most likely would not occur. Tbe act not only becomes easier with each succeed-

ing occurrence, but rationalizations are organized to resolve cognitive disson-

ance, which suggests the fourth and final proposition.

PROPOSITION IV: THE LESS LIKELY RETA%1ATION OR TERMINATION rF A CONJUGAL

RELATIONSHIP DHE.TO BATTERING, qiiE MORE LIMY THE BATTERER IS TO CONTINUf

BATTERING. THE LONGER BATTERING COWINUS, THE MORE FREQUENTLY THE BATTER-

ING OCCURS, AND THE C.REATER THE INTENSITY or fliF. BATTERING.

If B responds by continued maintenance of the relationship, then A is
likely to continue battering at an accele'rated rate and with increased In-

tensity.

Social reinforcement or learning theory provides the hest explanation of why

battering is likely to continue. There Are tn., ,r not sufficient, punishments
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received, and there may even be reinforcements. Positive reinforcenent takes

the form of "rewards received:" for example: the man may experience feelings

of increased control and power. Negative reinforcement is "punisher removed,

or avoided;" for example;
#

the woman tries harder to placate him or to remove

all sources of irritation or stress, such as keeping the house cleaner or

keeping the children quiet in the man's presence.

Another one of the few things that researchers agree upon is that batter-

ings escalate in frequency and intensity over time (Gayford, 1975a:196; Scott,

1974:436; Nichols, 1976:31). My own study shows that victims report not only

escalation in frequency and intensity, but also a corresponding decrease in

expressions of repen:ance, guilt, sorrow, etc. One attorney may have been ex-

pressing the sentiments of batterers as well as his personal beliefs when he

said, "Any man can make a mistake once and let her have it. But if she lets

him do it a second time, she has given him her permission, and she has nobody

but herself to blame" (quoted in Pagelow, 1976:11). Wolfgang's work on homi-

cide, particularly victim-precipitated homicide (1967) leaves little doubt that

some male-female relationships culminate in murder when he says, "84 percent of

all female offenders slay males and 87 percent of all female victims are slain

by males" (1967:21). Martin reports, "During 1971, 0 percent of all homicides

in Kansas City ware cases of spouse killing spouse. In almost 50 percent of

these cases, police had been summoned five or more times within a two-year per-

iod before the murder.occurred" (1976:15). In her study of female killers in

Hungary, Rasko showed a dislrfrfntion.of victims similar. to an earlier American

study, and a high proportioi of victim-precipitation. She says;

almost two thirds )f the female killers' victims were close dependents,
and more than 40 percent were husbands or lovers. ...most women were...

(motivated) by long-lasting emotional conflict situation.). Tbe commission

of the crime was the overt manifestation of their latent aggression, which

had often been repressed for a long time (176.401).
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Some American writers have show', that continuation in physically violerie rela-

tionships frequently culminates in the ultimate violence; a(t'Adental or pur-

poaeful, the results are the same: death of one or the other spouse .(Fieid And

Field, 1973; Eisenberg anyMicklow, 1974; Truninger, 1971). Fortunately, most

of these destructive relationships seem to eventually disintegratik by less ter-

rible methods before they 'reach this level of intensity.

Adequate testing of Model II requires large-scale sampling of the general

population tc determine: 1) how many people have ever engaged !" one inciderit

of intraspousal battering, 2) what their responses were, 3) post-battering be-

havior, controlling for the variables traditional ideology, experience and in-

.\
vestment. Most research at the present time is being dilvcted toward partici-

pants in secondary batterins (c). We have no idea how many relationships in the
4

general population in which battlarinF never occurs, (a), and battering happens

once and never again (b). This killd of sensitive informetion may he difficult

to obtain, due to the reluckance,,if many people to admit to behavior in inti-
--

mate relationship4ich is A least minimally proscribed.14

)(
YODEL III: ;.ECONDARY BATTERING

The theoretical model addressing conjugal violenc, which persists beyond

primary battering can only be superficially addressed in this paper, due to

length considerations. An explanation ia developed in another' parcr (Pagelow,

1977b).' Model III is the component of this tripartite perspect.0 which will

easily yield to testing by researchers, because almost all of thy current ef-

forts are drawing samples hum populations whirl. havP been subjected to exten-

sive and repeated batterings. Whereas testing ! m lel' II requirs a reliable

random sample of women and men from the general population. Model 111 seeks to

explain why some women seem to be "locked into" battering situations. The kev

variables of secondnry battering are proposed which may -lPtermine why some wo-

men stay, and how some women manage t, leave. Very lqiefly, thes are labeled:
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-"Resources," "Institutional Response," and the construct common to all three o

models, "Traditional Ideology." It is'em;hasized that the latter is variable;

it may weaken or intensify over time .n response to stimuli'operant in individ-

.ual nvironments. The major hypothesis of Model tII is ihat the fewer the re-

kources, the more negative the institutional response, and the more intense the

traditional ideology of bamered women. the more tightly they are locked into

their relationships, and the less likely they are to respond in waye Vrich can

alter their situations to become less destructive.

SUMMARY

This new way of looking at the problem of woman battering will be accused

by some of being reductIonist, because it incorporates some elements.of behavior-

Ism and operant conditioning inherent in the social learning theory framework.

Nevertheless, aocial learning occurs within a social structure that defines be-

haviors es correct ot incorrect, deviant or conforming. This approach attempts

to lift woman battering out of the psychopathological qamework, and to suggest

that the behavior of the interacting couple is beet undtrstood hy examining

what they hive learned before. during, and after the first physically violent

episode. Spousal hsttering is a social phenomenon, yat'it occurs at the level

of interacting individuals. This concepttialization attempts to suggest why

some women are battered, and also why some women Are not battered.

Theat ideae have been expressed in the hope that they provide organization

of thought, suggest directions and ideas for testing, and stimulate new an-

pronchee to theorists and empiricists alike. Although there han not been a

great deml of evidence gathered to support it5 pr.poaitions, it ie based main-

ly on informal, sertemstic, and impresstonistic obeervations from my pilot study.

It is hoped that this presentation will invite elaborttion, expaneion, and crit-

icism for the eventual development of a sociologice theory of woman ha'Aering.
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FOOTNOTES

1. The Women's Transftionaf Living Center (WTLC) deaignates resident battered
women and their childret as "clients."

2. Examples are. the 197- annual meeting of the SoLlety for the Study of Social
Problems in New York, August 27 to 30; the 1976 annual meeting of the American
SociologiesA Association in New York, August 30 to September 3; the Second fn-
ternational Symposium on Victimology in Boston., Wptember 5 to 10, 1976. Also,
the Center for Research on Women.hosted a two-day conference.on "B ttered Wo-
men: Defining the Issues" at Stanford University. May 2021. 1977.

3. To illustrate the variety of explanations for woman battering. .he following
"theories" were extractLd from a brief review of the literature: resource cr.
last resort, alienation and pair-bond dilution. stress-reaource, exchange,
status inconsistency, ultimate resource. experience of learning. conflict. lirk-
age, general aystems, subculture of violence, and, aggression (Flynn, et al.,
1975; Dewsbury. 1975; Goode, 1971; 'Brien, 1971; Allen and Straus, 1975: Nens
and Straus, 1975; Coser. 1956, 196 traus, 1971. 1973; Straus, et al., 1976).

4. These ideas were expressed by Dobash and Dobash and some of the participants
at the roundtable discussion on battered women at the annual meeting of the
Society for the Study of Social Problems in New York, on August 30. 1976. The
National Women's Aid Federation, in their report (Wilson, 1976), expressed
many of these same criticisms.

5. The term adult will arbitrarily signify from age thirteen upward: any female
younger than that age. at least in my opinion, if abuçd by an adult male.
should be considered the victim of child abuse or ince t.

6. The term batisred does not inc1 non-physical types of abuse such as intimi-
dation. harasament, threats, on other forms of psychological coersion. unless
they occur in conjunction with phyaical force or injury. Although undeniably
damaging. painful and injurious. the scope of the phenomenon addressed herein
must be restricted to bodily injury. Physical abuse haa been somewhat expanded
to include force into involuntary or from voluntary action, so that being tied
to a chair. locked in a room, closet or house, or being locked out of one's
home in ihe/iradle of the night, for example. which are clearly abusive actions.
may Le i luded. My sample of battered women has revealed accounts of each of
thee ty es of abuse listed above.

7. Excluded from th s definition are short-term dating relationships, employer-
employee relatio ships. or so,ial acquaintance relationships. etc.

E. Enlarging sç.optjcondit ions to incrNIe non-marItAl, non-sexual, or non-cohabit4
tional rela ntIlips places this perspective sonowhere byond the marital-fami/-
ial setting adv cated by Dobash and Dohash (1q7.a), andtiefis than thc more genl--
eral interfamil violence in the home setting anti ed to by (',ellea (1974) and
Steinmetz and S revs (1974). Woman battering can he better explained when it is
lifted out of he frame of reference which ties It so strongly to sexually in-
timate relation Os (Straus compares the marriage licenge to a hitting license,
1976:543), yet other types of familial violence, such as sibling violence, are
beyond these boundaries.

9. For example, one respondent fled her hattering aponqe to the home of her brother,
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who not only battered her, but her.children as well. Martin suggests it may be
the shared home, rather than the marital relationship, which is condusive to
battering (1976:18).

10. One attorney who has represented battered women in court tells of the ohriously
sincere disbelief of some husbands when a judge reprimands them for abusive
treatment of their wives: "But, your honor; she's my wife!" is frequently
their hocked response. In addition, the often-mentioned psychological and
social psychological concepts such as jealousy, status inconsistency, aggressive-
ness, ego-centeredness, etc. are not the answers to yhy a man bemtm "his" woman;
such "explanations" merely address the symptoms, not the underlying cause. Nor
can other concepts frequently used to describe the femalea' behavior, such as
passivity, dependency, frigidity, masochism, etc. explain the teal cause.; for
such behavior aad attitudes.

11. For one of the most provocative dissertations on the process of the social de-
. valuation of females, see Hartmann (1976). Also see Bart (1971), Freeman (1973),

Gornick and Moran (1973), Mill (1971), Morgan (1970), de Beauvoir (1974), Brown-
miller (1975), Bernard (1973), Millett (1970).

12. The women staying at the WTLC generally described themmelves as moderately, or
not at all, religious. Some said they had strong religious beliefs, but they
were not affiliated with any organized religion.

13. Unlike Gayford's (1975a) sample of 100 battered women selected from 148 inte-
views, which showed a high proportion of premarital battering and short engage-
ent periods, my sample revealed that less than 20 percent saw any displ.y of
physical violenee prior to cohabitation. The majority of the women first wit-
nessed violent behavior after marriage or cohabitation; any from two to ten
years later.

14. Straus, et al. obtained data from over 2,000 couplfs by use of the Conflict Res-
olution Techniques scale (CRT). The CRT categorized violent acts on a continuum
which ranged from a slap to using a knife or gun. Of the eight items, they nom-
bined five into a "severe violence index," one of which was "beat up." This
etudy appears to be a step in the right direction and a maior accomplishment, but
until the complete report is compiled and available, we cannot adequately evaluate
it. At the present tide, we know there are limitations and as yet unanswered
questions. For example, how were the interviews conducted, was there any measure-
ment of types and severity of injuries inflicted? (hitting and trying to hit are
vastly different! Also, a kick with an open-toed sandal and a pointed western
boot--are they measured equally?) In addition, can we ascertain if the other
couples who reported no violence in the previous year had never engaged in vio-
lence? We need to know the interaction before and after these reported episodes,
as well as data (pre and post the incident) from couples who had evei engaged in
violence.

t
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PliELMNARY RIVOgl oN BATI:10.1 AWL!!

INTROUUCTION

Ibis is a preliminary report on reiearch currently being roaducted on

battered woment the phyhical assaulting ol women by men usually within

the privacy of the home. The study examines particularly the female vic-

tims of batterings inflicted by men with whom there are, or were, estab-

lished, on-going. romantic and/or sexual relationships.1 The specific con-

cern of this report centers on determining some of the idea's held about

battering and the extent to which they are valid coIceptions or invalid

myths.

The topic of physical assaults against women has largely been limited

in the United States, until very recently, to the crime of rape. An early

public statement against woman-hatterint, came from a group of women meetin,

ln Washington, LU., who were alerted by a small study conducted in Mary-

land, whieh revealed for tne first time that :iousehold violence directed at

adult female vic:Ams is far Oore prevalent and severe than hitherto suspect-

ed. In March, 1976, international attention was given to this important,

phenomenon. The Brussels, Belgium, International Trihunal on Crimes Against

Women waa attended by more than 2,000 women from thirty-three countries, and

the issue of woman-battering was raised. Women fcom Australia, England

France, Germany, Ireland, Japan, the Netherlands,'ScoCand, U.S.A., and

Wales endorsed a resolution calling for action on the rights of battered

comer and their children throughout the world. Simultaneously with tin

Brussels meeting, the .iational Organization for Women took up the attack tn

the United States against woman-hattering,2 establishing task forces to deal
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with the prohlem from coast t. coast.

Prior to these events, measures had been taken in ',Wit edontrie.. to re-

vise laws, provide assistance to hattered women, and hegin scientific re-

search, but very little puhlic recognition had been given to the problem in

th,:. United States (Martin, 1976:197). For example, for five years Engli,h

women were establishing hocses of refuge tor battered women and their child-

ren, and calling on the general public social agen,i-les. and political in-

s.*

scitutions for recognition and correction of the prohliem (Pizzey, 1976) .

Social scientists began investigations on female battering in England and

tarope (Gayford, 1975a. 1975b 1975c, Scott 1974, Wilson 1975), while many

Americans continued to study child battering and gridually hecame involved

in investigating rape. Ube U.S. scientists who first 'discovered" the phe

nomeno-.. of woman-battering were largely from thc fields of psychiatry, psy-

chology, and social wn-k (Saul, 19)2; Nichols, 1975), On their part, some

sociologists turned .o investigation of the use of force ano power in the

family, and int.afamily violence (bard and 2acker. 1974; Bean and Kerckhetf

1971. Gelles. 1972; Coode, 1971; Steinmetz and Straus, 1974; Straus, 1971,

1973, 1974a, 1974b, 1976).

The events in Brussels and Washington, D.C., ,ombined with growing pub-

lic awareness that women are frequently and systematically being hrutalized

within their homes, triggered an international movement to expose this "se-
S

cret crime" and find solutions for it, The popular press and the med!a have

catapulted the topic to headline and feature proportions. A suhjectlwhIch,

when it was formerly discussed at all, was treated in whisver.,, irnow being

publicized on cove.s of magazines and front page articles (..Di
li Now, June,

1
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147b, Ms., August, 197h; Wall Street Journal, August 20. 1476). In response

to the urgent ppeal from women and their to social scientists

to begin investigation immediately, and hecause (1'1 the growing awareness of

the severity of the problem, men and women around the wotld have turned at-

tention to the issuts and initiated research. There is added impetus for

new and continuing research on the "hattered woman syndrome," while some re-

searchers are investigating associated issues: correlations of woman-batter-

ing with child abuse, victim-precipitated homicid,, violence culminating'in

homicide of female victims, and suicide.

The present study is in response to appeals for scientific data so that

'Some understdnding may be attained, particularly in view of the dearth of

soca projects. The prohlem is universal in scope, seriow. in nature, and

relatively unexplored, esoeciolly in the United States. In view of the grow

ing body of literature, and based on discussion with researchers working on

this problem, and some initial observatioas, it was hypothesized that indi

viduals raised in hattering households are likely to learn to respond to

trnstration, anger, and/or stress hy physical violence.' In addition, if the

individual has been socialized in a society in which physical aggression is

approved, the patriarchy is established, and male dominance over females and

children is acceptable, then the object/s of battering will be femal ; and

other persons over whom the male has aomination. If a male with whom a fe-

male enters a conjugal relationship has learned physically violent responses,

and both have been socialized in a society of approved physical aggression,

patriarchy and male dominance, the conditions for victimization of th J Ile

are established. If the female places strong emphasis on conforming t the

socially approved sex-roles, she ts least likely to resist victimization, and
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most likely to make heavy personal investment in her relationship/s iitIi

males. If the female rejects socially approved sex-rolos, she ig more likely

to utilize available resources and options to resist victimization and turn

to social institutions for cooperation and/or assistance. The more the fe-

male lacks resources and options for resolutions, the more likely the female

will experience social dihapproval and further victimization.

If these hypotheses arc supported by the data, the inference to be

drawn will be tkit societis, such as that described, set the female up to be

a victim ln the first place, when she doeq reach out to nocial abercies for

assistance, the blame is thrown back at her, and tiv! ;ictim is doubly victim-

ized.

METHODOLOGY

This investigation involves three distinct stages which utilize a var-

iety of methodologies. This preliminary report f.cuses primarily on the

first pnase, which has served as a pilot study, although same progress has

been made into the second phase, whicn is reported herein where appropriate.

The final phase has not commenced at this time. These three stages investi-

gate: 1) the battered women, 2) community resourc. and response to the

victims, anu 3) the prevalence and severity of woman-battering in the gen-

eral population.

The Victims Themselves

Some women who have been physically assaulted by spouses or lovers will

provide data for analysis, Information will he obtained from them and about

them from the following nources:

A. Official records kept by the Director and Staff of the Women's
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Transitional Living Center (WTLC), located in Orange Comity, California,

will be examine., by historiographic methodology, C.e., reeord analysis which

is unobtrusive and comparatively oblect:ve. This house of refuge for phys-

iially battered women and their children from which these records are drawn

is one of only three in the State of California. There are only a handful of

these shelters for women across the United States, although more are opening

uP at an accelerating rate. Eutope has many such refuges, particularly Eng-

land, France, Germany, and the Netherlands, while Australia has over thirty.

Letters have been exchanged between such shelters, compari-g services, intake

criteria, demographic data on clients, experiences in operation, etc. These

communications are available to the investigator, as well as agency records

such as: intake files, daily logs, night staff memos, and telephone counsel-

ing and referral notes. Monthly reports to funding agencies are also avail-

able which are a compilation of demographic dati on clients, including eth-

nicity, geographic areas of residence, social class, and ages of mothers and

children, as well ag services and activitic., plovided by the Center. Records

are ako kept of the departure of each client, i.e., if she reunited with her

batterer, or m'ade the transition to alternate living arrangements, and if so,

how this was accomplished. Staff follow-ups are made whenever possible, and

these records are also availe,le to the investigator.

B. All clients of the WTLC are offered a self-administered questionnaire

by a staff member shortly after admittance, and urged, but not required, to

provide the information requested. It was derided to develop the question-

naire becluse of extreme time requirements for oral interviews, to provide

for standardization of questions and relative ease of coding responses, and

to avoid interviewer bias as much as possible. fhe instrument was pre-tested
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nd modified twice hchire being accepted for the major investiotion. In

keeping with th exploratory nianre of thi:4 5tudy. the questionnaire is com-

prenensive, detailed, and long.3 T;.c instrument is divided into four parts:

1) personal data, 2) data regarding spouse, 3) nature of injuries, and 4) in-

stitutional response. Coded choice responses are provided for both objective

and subjective items, and open-ended questions provide opportunity for indi-

vidualized responses.4

C. In-depth interview is the methodology employed for some respondents

for a variety of reasons. These include: women who have languae_ or read-

ing difficulties, others who have unusual case histories which yield more

information than may be obtained by self-administered questionnaire, juven-

iles, ctc. These interviews ore audio taped when resliondents are not inhib-

ited by the revorder and give their consent.

D. Adolescent and teen-aged youngsters who lived in a household where

there was physical violence are invited, with their mothers' permission, to

write out Statements describing their experiences in this environment. They

are encouraged to express their feelings aoout these experiences, tneir lives

at the point in time of writing, and their ideas for the future.

E. Participant observation is another methodology employed by the re-

searcher, which involves being present during weekly discussion groups at the

WTLC, and observing tee interaction of women in crisis situations who are

temporarily sharing residential facilities. In addition, women's campus and

coumunity organizations are lso beginning to sponsor meetings variously

titled, as for example, "Speakout on Wife-Abuse," which provi,:e an excellent

environmect for observation, particularly of women who are still residing

with a batterer and those who fuemerly resided with one.5

,
t_ .1
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Community p:ewurres and Response to Victims

ibis section uses the methodologies ot In-depth interviews with persons

in authority, as well as their subordinates whn make direct contact with vic-

tims, examination of official records, and observations at counseling and

other helping agencies. Some of the agents and agency contacts are:

Hospitals, particularly emergency room personnel

Doctors in private practice and clinics
Legal Aid, District Attorneys, Women's Law Center, and practicing

attorneys
Judges and bailiffs
Social workers, welfa, officers, 'parole and probation officers

Marriage rounselors and clergymen
Psychiatrists, psychologists, and mental health workers

fillet!: of Police and police officers

fo illustrate the variety of methodologies employed in this study, the re-

searcher ocrompdnles teams of volunteer workers from the Women's Transition-

al Llving Center when they go out on public relations visits to police de-

partments. There are 26 autonomous police departments in Orange County, Cali-

fornia, and these Women attempt to establizli communications with the various

chiefs about the house of refuge for women located in their own county and

supported by county funds. When representatives go to headquarters after

consent is secured to address the police officers at roll ctell, they tell

them about the WTLC and ask them to give a printed card to any woman they may

encounter in a domestic disturbance call where the woman appears to have been

physically assaulted. (This card, dubbed the "Miranda Care lists women's

legal rights, and gives names and telephone numbers ot a variety of

agencies, including the WTLC). Following the roll call, the women are avail-

able for ansiering gnostic:us and informal discussions with dnterested offi-

cers. The inventigator observes the formal and informal interaction and

interviews available officers. In addition, the Investigator will take ad.
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vantage ot the ottered by ac least one simility department, which

permits o.-.ervoi-. to ride with otficers in a patrol ,ar. Another measure

will be to aer.ompanv A team of counselors as (hey respond to domestic

turbance calls. These observations are intended 'to supplement the large gap

in information obtainable.through official police files. As previously

stated, only minor in,oads have been made into the second phase of [hi:, study

at tdC tine of Clis preliminarv,r0,0ort,

Prevalence nd ',everitv of tne Prohlim

Chu third poame of the study, watch will We initiated aext, will be an

attempt to tap the frequency and severity of woman-battering at the grass-

root., level. Hie malor lo,us will be cc womee who r,side in the communities

who ire not solt-prociaimed victims of sparsal assault. The methodology em-

ploved will he ,turvev questionnaire distributed to ideologically diversified

groups such as traditionalist women's groups, parent-teachers associations,

chur, choirs, professional women's orr.anizations, and feminist women's

groups. In vssince. this sample will be'somewhat Ube a iontrol gronp,

these data will be ,iupplied by women from the peneral population, and not

from anv ,f the offh ial acencivs. Demographic nod othrr data will be re-

quested hy self-administered questionnaire along, thi :ame fines ot inquiry

as those regnested from the self-pronounced or previously identified batter-

ed women. niec.ial Interest will center on voping mechanisms employed and/or

their responses to victimization wiien battering is indicated.

THL MOT STUDY

Despite the lack of scientific research into the phenomenon of woman-

battering, the investigator, at the very ousel of exploration, discovered
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that everyone is an "expert" on the subject. People from all walks ot life

know some woman or women who are, or were, victims of spousal assault, and

they usually volunteer very firmly held opinions on the causation ana the

cure. As a result, the researcher in the field quickly becomes acquainted

with common myths or stereotypes entrenched in the minds of many in the gen-

eral population, the helping agencies. and law enforcement and judicial per-

sonnel. Since a substantial number of the persons who advance these myths

are the same persons to whom the female victim turns for help, it may very

well be that they serve to further victimize the victim if invalid. There-

fore, it seems appropriate to address these myths and examine them in lig:t

of the data lathered i: the pilot study. These myths or stereotypes will

be outlined, and then explored in turn, comparing them to the data gathered

thus far.6

1. "These are pathological individuals"
A. Masochistic women
B. Weak women
C. Batterer is °s'ck"
D% Recidivists- they "seek out" the batterer

2. "But what did she do to provoke him?"
A. Juetified force; poor guy stood it as long as he could
B. Women must scmehow be at fault because:

a. They provoke
b. They train the batterer
c. They batter their children

3. "Wry did she stay?"
A. Why complain now? (Revenge-seekine)
B. What did she "get out of" the relationship?
C. Trele-off for "meal ticket'

4. "But they never press charges"
A. Frustrations of law enforcement officers and judicial personnel
B. Weak-willed: "She can't make a decision and stick with it"

5. "The problem is restricted to the lower classes"

"Patnological Individuals"

The basic assumptions when this myth is invoked are that the problem Is
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an individual otr rather than vocial, toat it. I i tare eccutrence, and that

one (usually the victim), or both, iv tho dyad are "sick" people, i.e., "men-

tally ill." Foremost among the diagaust: of pathology is Oat the vi;:tin,

marochistic, a'd that :he atl her attacker rsceiv t. satitactioti of ccrtalo

personal neeLs !rem her oeatings. Also, t'aene homen are said Le ve partic-

ularly weak, dependent Jndividuels. Mang wtch "sick individuals, claim,

offered as 'prt-of," grref, the cnmment chat theae wowen fraquertly work their

way out of one batter1nj qitsatio into another. The :ommne assumption is

that these women "f°1te" to 9e battered by selecting hItter,og mates.

Nor only do advice ::olumnists with extremely wide rzi-td,r9a/p adva.,ce

che idea chit females tend to be masochistic Landers., 1976a, 1976h),

but tbc syndrore o vomen as "..ilitag -.1:fecirs' has Leen hardeJ down

for generations through the htkie, and lataf "ecplaired" by Freud. Theoe

preco.:eived notions are fccested as sele:7L'ffe knowledge by mane profess:on-

als in too serial health field, and indirectly serve t: hartc set of

assumptions which rite professional matches wikli a ratiatt tesde-9 hia

F,ZAAX Attackfl ,',utgmental .,:seese of psvektatry, saying

lo othe, ,orda, the psienfatcist doen cLt 9' esti from i,hat ht.

' observes, but is, is carry Stack Sullivu-.'s wo7ds a

pant obser er.' Thic maus ihir he -ts cioslinitted t, acme picrurc if

what he considers reallt;--a9d to what he thdoks rosiders

real.ty--aA ec observes and iudgea the puLieo 's behavior fit tht

light of the!'e. cssf.ide,ations 0960:!16).

f.e brovermtp, ct a/. (1970) s.thdy .strales the "reality by hhtch s- TV

mental aalt: expetts j.dge solttell'a benivlor. -his szlEty reytaled Cult

practic.ini; ss'gned tat. keast "nerm,1 healthy adult.' aad

"normal healthy male' Ira r . oat lolo6cal traits, h, 'to '1Jeri91

healthy female." These included items such Is dvpondrnt, tmotional sub-

missive, pas9ive, and Illogicai.
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It should net be surprising if women, psyehosocialieed to these stereo-

typs, have difficulty in rejecting them for themselves. As onc young woman

stated,

I iew right alcalg that marriage wasn't going to be any bed of roses.
but this was a lot worse than even I espEcted. Even toe marriage vows
say "for bettcr or fc: worse," so I was prepared a little to go through
h,ra times, but this was re.11y worse! Anybody who likes gett:ng
s..egged in th e. moith is yiek--man, that really hurts:

Fifty-one questionnairer, fifteen in-depth interviews, and numerous

group obsetvations have failed to n.veal one adult woman who .adieatea Chat

she believed Ferself in any wav a "willing victim." Even though some Iv this

sample were comparatively isolated, a:i seem aware of the stereotype of

mascchism or neurosis, have t, .eatir.Led it against their own IP. J, and the

usual reartioo to such suggestions is anger, resentment, or denial. Only one

person, 4 juvenCie, mentioned the fact that sbe at first mistook beatings at

the hands of her lover as being proof of his "Jove." De,Icribing his atta k

and subsequent rape when she WU9 thirteen years old, this young girl said\

'tilat, although she waa nun, nig.% flattpred by tin attention of an

' older manj

The claim thst aay woman who 3119Ws A man to heat :tor more than once ts

a particularly weak woman is stated flatly Fy many persons to whom the vlet!,ft

may turn to ior assistance. One attorney In Pennsylveela said, "Any man _an

malke a mistake once and let her have It. But if she lets him do it a second

time, she has given him her permission, and she has aobody but her!self to

blame." A Californti attorney willingly expressed his opinion of battered wo-

van, Atatilfg,

Perhass as many Is h . of the women I see mention :name kind of lapping,
hitting, shoving, but of thos, about ten percent involve repeated or.
seriono battering.... flies Women could get Gta of the sitnatiol If
they really wanted to, but they don't want the responsibility of setting
out on their own. They just don't have the courage to make di.. decision
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until somi.thing linally '.appens to them that makes the marriage intol-
erable, or else he derides to get rid of her.

The women themselves ...Mires '. opposite opinions. one kroman named Doris,

;eLarviewed in the house of shelter, did not believe she, or the other ref-

ugees from batte ing mhtes, were either ''mentally ill" or weak women, saying,

The amazing thing about these women here is the way they have their heads
un straight, in spite of all they've liven through. These are extremely
courageous and strong women herv--we all had to he strong, or we couldn't_
have survi.ved what we went through.

Doris died a week later--of a degenerative disease which had gradually rend-

ered her unable to walk without the aid of crutches. She add her three adol-

esctnt daughters (also battered) hod escaped her spouse with the assistance

of a stepson. In tneir fear and rush for safety, the four females left their

home with nothing other than the clothes they wore.

Tne first time her hhshand displayed violent hehavior was two years after

their marriage, Doris had related. It was :be second marriage for both; she

was a widow witb a year-old baby, he w.--as a divorced father of three.8 Doris

had raised her stepchildren plus her Owh children. Mien her huslmnd first at-

tacked ne- , Doris said she had been somewhat able to defend herself, but af-

ter tile onset of her disease, the beatings inereased in severity nd frequency.

Wh"r1 children tried to run interference, they. also became objects of at:

tack. When the youngest child hecame chronically ill, the major child abuse

centered on her. The little girl's older sister wrote,

When my little sister got sick (diabetes) and kept needing water and
needing to use the 'necessary' room, he kept hitting her and make her
wet her pants even worse.... Wnen I first noticed the 'conflict' be-
tween my parents, I just thought, "They're at ft again!," later it was,
"There he goes " Before my mom got sick, he tried a few things on
!ler, but he didn't get far.... And when my mom got sick, that's when
everything went to hell. She can barely hobble around and he knows she
can't defend herself Her hips are really sore and he would drive her
around in the car 9l1 i,,:ing on the brakeswhich is agony for her.... Be
was alw'ys telling me how my mother wan brainwashing me and how she was
breaking up the family, but all I could think was that I want the family
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broken up (or him broken off) and that if my mother was brainwashing us..
she was doing the best job of-it I had ever seen. ...The worst thing .

about him is that he's so smart. We went to family counseling once and
he drove the poor psychiatrist up the wall by sending the conversations
around in circles as well as scaring him to death.

Doris, the mother wrote, "THIS MAN IS A WALKING TIME BOMB. IF HE DOES NOT

RECEIVE HELP HE WILL EVENTUALLY KILL HIMSELF OR SOMEONE ELSE. ' HE DOES NOT

WANT HELP--HE SAYS."

The popular stereotype descrih s not only the woman as pathologica1,9

but frequently her hatterer is included. Sometimes the women agree; Doris

felt that her spouse was dangerously mentally ill. Other women insist that

their mates are ill, saying, "He can't always help himself. After all, he's

an alcoholic, and they're sick, you know." (Also see Straus, 1973:120 for

examples). One television personality persistea, during a talk show, in dr.ew-

ing out an admission of the sickness label from a guest for her spouse, until

he finally asked point blank, "What do think? Wouldn't you sax your hus-

band is mentally ill or something like that?" The woman reluctantly agreed,

but with reservations, by saying, "Well, I know the way he acts isn't right,

and all that, but can't really say if he's ill or not. Probably he is, but

I don't know, I'm not an expert on things like that. That's up to psychia-.

trists to say." Later the host turned to the same woman and said, "Yoa said

that your husband is an alcoholic. Maybe that's why he Leat you." With far

more conviction, this time the response was, "Sure he's an alcoholic, but I

don't think that's why he beat me. it's true he beit me when he was drunk,

but there were other he beat me wben he was coJd sober, tool"

In group disci..., )wnP among butered w^men, the opinions seem to be about

.eve .1, divided betwen ,-epttng ancl rejecting the Ackness label. About

ha-. f them insist that spouses were perfeet gentlemen in public, func .

tioned well in thfl,r vuos1 :-pheres, and never ex;.'hited any iio,ent behav-
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/or outside the home. Many insist that, were they to confide their awful

secret to mutual friends, they would never be believed, in view of their

husbands' unblemished respectability. Shortly before she died, Doris receiv-

ed a lelephone call from a woman "friend" of many years, berating her for the

shameful way she was treating her poor husband, running away from him, and

worrying him to, death, etc. Doris did not try to defend her actions, hut ex-

pressed tv the interviewer a sense of futility.

Along with the "sick individual" focus goes the piece de resistance--
S.,

the "proof positive" that'these women deliberately seek out nien who will sat-

isfy ti:eir need to be battered--many of them.are repeaters. Questionnaire

reL;ponses so far indicaie that 23 percent of the women report that they have

had at least one earlier romantic relationship in.which battering occurred.

During a group discussion, the women themselves pondered the question of why

so many of them have had more than one relationship with a battering man.

They all described the attributes which first attracted them to the men in

the firHt place, and, with few exceptions, these men had appealed to them in-

itially because they were charming, gentle, considerate and kind.10 Many said

they couldn't recall any display of violence until long after the rtlationship

was establishedsometimes only after years of cohabitation. Asked at this

group session why they believe a woman seems to go from one battering spoUse

to another, one woman volunteered,

Most of us here were brought up to believe that a woman's mcst impor-
.tant job in life is to be a wife and mother. I can tell you for myself

that when I couldn't stick it out any longer with my first husband, I

figured my whole life was ruined. And do you know what it's like being

a sihgle mother with a couple kids? I didn't want to be single the rest

of my life.... I guess we have a hard time finding a gentle man, a man

who won't belt woman, because there are so few of them in this world
to begin with,

Another "recidivist" said,

be ,
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You know, I really thought he was too good to be true--and I was right,

as it turned oet! Actually, when you get right down to it, what man in
his right mind would have anything to do with wmoone with thrtao teen-

age kids? What's available out there to a woman like me? I'll tell

you--all that's left is what some other woman couldn't stand.

In the short duration of the pilot study, the descriptive data yield a

dual image of the female victim of spousal assault. The women appear to fall

into two distinct categorft. One is the woman who comes from a predominant-

ly conservative childhood home, usually religious, where divorce never or

rarely occurred, and where physical punishment was totally 4bsent, or at

most, very mild. It was either a loving home or a traditional, paternalistic,

authoritarian home, but in either case, there was a lack of phys1cal violence.

These women re4ct to violence with shock', do not know how to cope with it
gc,

from past socialization, and are unable to reveal personal shame to arents

or relatives. BLcause of religiosity; they sincerely entered marriage for

life--for better hr for worse.

Ihe other profile is of a woman who grew up in a home where'violence was

common, s.le was beaten by one or both parents; it was a home which seems to

have served as theSpringhoard from domination by her father to domination by

her husband. These women aptoear to enter the relationship with some expecta-

tion of physical assaults, but they believe they will e the endurance or

wita to overcome these problems. One young woman named Peggy told of her

father's threats upon her life if she refused to marry the man who was court-

ing her. She married him. and began a career of battered wife, has had two

children in three years, And is still trying to make her marriage "work."11

There emerge two different childhood environments of nolar opposites,

producing women who are either inexperienced or very experienced in house.

hold violence. Analysis of these dual images reveals some commonality:

women reared in homes devoid of overt conflict :111d full of conflict may both
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hannicappod by an inability to have developed a realistic perspective on

violence. Most importantly, both types of background reveal heavy emphasis

on traditional sex-role socialization. These women generally appear toi he

.persons most likely to expect to make heavy personal investments in their

wow/

relationships with mates. In addition, the first-mentioned "conservative

rYPe" (if drawing yet'another stereotype may be fot4iven), appears more like-

Ty to enter into anotner mat4iage in which she invests even more.

Although no firm conclusions can be drawn from such sparse data, and

since there is so little completed research in this field, the decision as

to who seeks whom shOuld be hcld in abeyance until the data roll in. it may

be well to At least censider the possibility that it is just as likely that

the batterer seeks out the type of woman who is most apt to stick filth him,

through "thick and thfn," .regardless of personal pain and suffering. If

this inventigation revealed so quickly a profile of a woman who has a strong

desire to maintain a conjugal relationship, and is ready and/or willing to

make great personal investment in sustaining such relationships, it is pos-

sible that batterers (or potential batterers) can also perceive teese qual-

ities.in the women.

"But What Did She Do To Provoke Him?"

The assumptions underlying this often repeated question stem from the

patriarchal foundations of the nuclear family in the United Stares. The

hierarchal structure of the patriarchal family establishes the man (whether

he is husband, fatner brother, or lover) as head-of-household, wah women

and children in a subservient position to him. The deeply ingrained belief

in the righteousnev of domination And power properly belonging to men 1i not

at all in conflict with related hrii, that women are property who require

varying degrees qf control, much like children, domesticated animals, and

12.2 ,i 0 . 17
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pets. Only in the last few years has the traditional wedding oath of "loye,

honoc, and obey" heen altered (in some, hut not all, ceremikies) to delete

the word "obey" from the bride's'vow, to conform with the grooM's traditional

vow of "love, honor, and cherish."12 (Dobash and Dobash, 19704call such a

change a "superficial, cosmetic patch"). But many ceremonies are still be-
, . .

1

ing performed in which the bride swears obedience to her husband, the slg-

nIfieance pf which cannot ho overlooked. If the wife disobeys her husband,

what then are his rights and duties? Ii a child disobeys parental authority,

or even challenges it, the socially approved response is the use of force,

whicit may Include physical forec when necessary. It requires no large leap

of the imagination t!o gee that if the wife and children are to ohey the hun-

band and father, tf they are both subservient ia him, then he is "justified"

If he uses physical
/
force for cdntrol.

In his discussion of f)rce (and-the threat of'force) :Ind violence in the

family, Goode (1971) deplore, excc!ssIve exertion of power in the family, bue

nellerthel,ess sees the neet '. for force, bol'stered by, social supports, to main-

.,

tain the family structnri. He calls on the reader to imagine away the sup-

s,-

ports of force, giving a list of examples of hysbands without force who can't

"press" chlldron's obedien7, "threaten," "press," or "persuade' his wife in-

to variotis wifely dutles,Aconcluding that, "...it Is easy to-see thpt substan--

tial part of thestruetural strength 'of the family would be undermined (1971:

627). Goode makes other Interesting comments, such as,

Thus, force plays a role even when no deviant act is actually committed.

TLe rebellious child or wife knows tLat the father or laishand is strong"
er,.and can call upon outsiders.who will support.that force with more

force.... Within the family itself, the hitrsh fact must be iaced that

the member with the greater strength and willingness to uqe it commands

more force than others do. This is usually th, father, au' lu moht

cases, it will alse be the parents as compared with the ch.ldren....
Women, children, slaves,'Colonials, lower castes, and other dIsadvan-
lageg,segmcnts of any society are constrained more than others by force

I.
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although all.oare to some extentor they are enloined to refrain fium ts

use, simply because the existing structures wou:d change without these

buttresses (071:625,628,635).'

The implications seem clear that Goode eXpresses a nepti.al acknowledgment o

Nitthe thieat and use ot pOwer the family,.end a less than neutral accept-

ance of the necessity for it. Goode does not express an isolated viewpoint,

his words are a reflectioti of deeply-held and fiercely-defended beliefs of

many in this patriarchal society and their predecbssors (Dobash and Dobash,

1976; Martin, 1976). The ideii prevails that women should he dominated, and

if they are reCalcitrant-, authority must be maintained). even if it requires

. J64 degree.of physical force. The question in the minds of many is not IF the

le-- use of force is justified, but rather, centers on the itiestion of HOW MUCH

is justitied? There is a thin line between necessaty and excessive measures

to control ,which sfides up and down the ontinuuM, depending on the individ-

uats who judge.. The tendency then becomes one of looking for what offense

the Woman comovitted, and.measuring the "punishment" against it to see if it

Was merely justified, or if it was perhaps excessive.

There seems to be a great desire to look for the "reasons" why a woman

was beaten, unlike other crimes where few people ask why a person was robbed.

but similar to asking why a woman was raped. The Or tge of the castrating

bitch is drawn, where many men believe that sane persons of their own sex

would never bea't a woman unless the woman had driven the poor man beycnd hic

endurance. ...There can be no denial that in the intimacy and Isolation of the

home, many petw,,i are ip forced intera'ction which creates frictIon. Un-

doubtedly, many women are unreasonable, infuriating, castrating. By the

same token, it seems reasonable to assume that many men are equally offensive,

but what is to explain the predominance of wife-battering as compared to the

almost unheard of: imsband-battering? Females are involved in far fewer
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crimes of violence than men (and when they are, they trequently play the

assistant role), are far less trequenhy assauiters than males, are more

6equeutly mardered by,husbands and lovers, and when they are the murderers,

they are far more .)ften involved in Victim-precipitated homicidelhan men .

(Ward, et al., 1969; Californka State Department Of Justice Statistical

Tables, 1976; Martin, 1976; Rasko, 1976; Wolfgang, 196?).

Despite the realities of pain and threat of pain inflicted on a generally

smaller and lAa muHcular persqn by another who has advAntages of size, weight,

and muscle, many persons tend to romanticize 6he control of the female.13

Classically,'Shakespeare's Tamin& of the Shrew typifies the approval of sub-

(
jugation of the strong-willed woman, 'later followed by the John Wayne type

movies where the hero resorts to spanking the woman.he loves who, thus remind-

ed of his power and manliness, falls willingly into his strong 'arms. The

macho ideal and the patriarchal struClae, of the family both serve to justify

violent behavior of the male directed at the female-4hp only questiontis a

matter of degree.
L

V:e institutions to which the battered woman turns for guidance or as-

sistanC6,reverse direction back to her and ask, "What did you do to provoke

him?" (Matzger, 1976). Organized religions, social service agencies, and

many counseling cuters concentrate on Preserving the "sanctity of the home,"

ancriepd every effort to maintain the bonds ,of matrimony bv advocating cor-

rective measures instituted by the woman. Obviously, she, not he, is the

one whO needs help, since she is the one who makes contact with them. ' One

young woman who liveu in the'northeast U.S.was continuously throvn out of

the house at night by her psychologist husband who made sure she'didn't have

car keys or money, finally went to see a female psychoanalyst. After tne in-

t
itial standard quesCion.on provocation, the wife said,
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Oh.
trl.d to tell het-Nail sometimes he iust wal4.ed in rhe door in a bad

tood. ainl :lefore long he ;was mhd at me over nothing t all. He'd twist ,

ty arms behind my back. pul.ling them up s:, liar.; 1 thoeght thekd come

ut of the shoulder socket. fle.knew better than 10 make marks on my

body, and.Lhat doesit't makemarks4 but tt's painful as hell. And the're's

no way to pull away; you can't do anything. Refore he'd push me outside,

he'd Always make sure to grab my purse. ,What did the psychoanalyst say?

She said / should try to remember that he has a lot of stress and strain

in his profession, and he has nobody erse he can take out IA frustra-'

tions on, so i Akould make his life as pledRant atid tranqui as possible

and he wouldn't "boil over." Can you imagine? it was OK if*/ was his

buffeT, if I provided him with a "safety valve" for his own pressures--

was up to me to see that I didn't get hurt!

-

?t the time of the interview, this woman had put'five yeart and

-

miles between herself and spouse, but she.say she was still receivingAele-

phoned threats from hiM against her life in the middy of the night.

//-

Another woman named Beth, who left
t
a battering husband after sixteen/

years, explained to tht hoat on a taped television\ohow: 14

It didet matter what I .1.4(1. Why he wanted to hit me, he'd do il for °

no reason or any reason at .11: If I talked, looas hit, if L.didn't talk.

. I was hit. It could start o% a- anything!--you name it. Maii4 he didn't.

.
like the way I fried his eggs, or the way I made a bed, day t sheets

weren't tucked in rieght. It didn't matter, he'd stiart yelling at me,

and between putiches he'd ask 'me queselong. If I t. :ed to answer he'd .

hit me,'and if I didn't understand'his question and vouldn't.thik ol't

what he wanted me to say, he'd hit me'again. It was a case of damned
- ..

if you do and damned if you don't, you.can't win. I used to think may-

be it wps something .about me that was wrong, maybe I was doin1 things to

make him mad like that. But after 16 years I finally came to the con- ,
...

elusion that it wasn't methat the problem was...blm: .

This mother of four children had finally "runliay from hoMe," trav.eled across

/

the continent to California, was.given shelter at the Women's Transitional

:Living Center, am later employed as a siafrommber.there. Beth soon earned '

- C4,

her high school diploma, and is currently taking college para-legal.coUrses

1 toWard promised employment in a law office. She sebured her own divorce

Aetthout iegal assistance, and has since drawn up divorce (dissolbtion) papers

for four other battered wives.

Another wqman on the same televised progrpm respbnded to the host's query,

"What did you do?" with the statement that attacks Lould start as soon as her

*

4

f

1
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spouse came home, or afuer a'verhal argument, or

on depayting guests. She said.

21

as soon as the door was shut

1

There tas no 'patterd," there d't have to he a re son. He could he

,as niee as pie at a party. smittng and all, and as smon as the rast
guest left thr lloime he might lay in to me for something I said or did.
Whenever his friends Were around, he always treated me like a queen, he
worshiped me id public, he puteme on a pedestai.

This woman's husband was .1 military officg, and she wag expecting a court

battle over the custody of the Children, sinCe she Ididn't have the resources

to take thy along then'She filially left herhome. She wal faced with

aharget;..of abandohint.

The survey instrument triesto deai with the questitin of interaction

preceeding an assault, bat it is difficult to assess thR validity of r.4ponses

regarding emotionaliy-char/ed situations in retrospect.' h5 'percent uf ,the

respondents gave'a negative answer to the question, "did yod provoke the

attack either physically ue verVally?" Thvy frequeptly add CoMMents such as,

1 I alwa7s tried to calm him,down whin I saw 'that was happening to him," or

"he thought sokalthough I was just,stating facts." The'others who believe

they did provoke the attacks write comments like, "I wouldn't agree with

himl" "I talked back," or "I saw it coming hut d nothing.to stop him."

The question of prevention generates many comments. Mokwrite c,tate-

ment3 like, "npthing -seemed to do any good--I tried everYthipg,'" or "when he

got it in his head to beat me, nOthing cruld stop him." One comment reads,

"First I would try to be lorical and keep my temper down as if nothing he

1

could say would shock me.." ,Angther says, "At timee, I. would screw up my

courage and explain why I wss.unhappy and why I felt we were so muth in dig-

agreement so much of the fime. I really, sincerely, honbstly tried."

When asked if they tried to defend themselves, 94 percent say no, rre-
.

4

quently adding a statement similar to the following: "I tried to once and'he

really flipped out and beat me worbe than ever. He Aold me if I ever tried

1

011.

V
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that again he'd kill me. I never tried again. I believe he would."

Asked point-blank if they feel theydeserved thoir beatings, not ene

woman nas indicated agred*e4t. Some comments are, "I wouldn't beat him for

' all the shitty things be did," "Not in a million years:1" and "I honestly

feel I was a gpod wile and mother and housekeeper, just% too good."

If the women can't -be made to appear guilty of their own ybctimizati,pn,

tnere are other popular routes ol atlack. One is the traditional

goating of women that, as the primary socializers of the young, whateZrerqs

wrong with the adulckgenerition, is the fault of "mom." P?ychoanalysi tool/.

4

up the cause,where he church left off, and has.consistently.foUnd wo en to

be the cause of theitr own troubles; and men's as well' (Chas1er, 197 .. Mom

and momlsm has been accused t..yverything from ju,$21:111e de1inquenci to homo-'

sexualityeither the mother smochers or neglects, seduces cr freezes. Fog-

rebin ;104) attacks the entire syndrome of blaming women for the violtnce of

men examining iind riMiculing the inherent inconsistences in tL thesis. ,

Some writers infer that deprivation of motherlin;ss In youth of the abasivir

, .

parent 's.the primary caUse of child abuse (qoode, 1971), single mothers
% 01"

have been biamed frt.' ju'venile del.inquency
ih the publicized early reports on

the "broken home" (Glueck and Glueck, 1950; Toby, 1957), and,other authors,

t
are still defending scientifically

the working moihers from charges of child

neglect and harmful effects Of their 0mployment (;t1 their children (kerzog, 1970).

The charp thii battered women in turn batter their own childron has not A
1

yet been "legitimated'. by publication, but'wili undoubtedly soon surface.

Ais myth is currently in circulation, and is frequently mentioned Sq the
.

rewrcher in the field. "But isn't it true that the )attered women turn

around and batter their chi1Bren, toe" i& often phrased as a suggestion. not

-0 question. As a suggestion, it deserves rebUffsvy merely anOher, mora.

.

4.
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, subtle form, uf victimizing %he victim. Despite years of research and agen-

, .0 dedication to the study of ehild:abuse, the data 3re not in, and it would

be unfair, but convenient for sot*, to "discoveetthat'children46re batter- ,

ed by their battered mothers. As a que'stion, on the other iland, it denerves

* serious consideration. It does not!seem,f1sprobable that frustrations, pain,

, . .

and fear of bethg beaten by someone more powerful may be displaced onto an-
*

tither, less 'Powerful, and helpless to retaliate. If one lives in an enthron-
..

ment of violence, it is pos,sible that violence4ay become a way of life.

PiTrey mentions a few cases of Women who came to Chiswick Women's Ai& who

were.suspefted, or known, to'hatter
.

their children. ,On this question she stys,,

. . ..
..

In som families the' motherls batre

'I\

ed and thn e turns on the chiddren
aout uf,rage nd.despalr. Ifos,not di ficult to see thy this happens,

. for at onelime or another, if a womat's honest, she will admit to her-
self, 'If it Isn't tor the cnildren...' She feels pity for ter chil414

ren but she sometimes also resents them (1974:55).

But-after several years of experience with battered women and their children,

Pizzey concludes that, "pew women'let their resentment against their children

turh tie'eiis to battering them unleAs they have.themselves hetu repeatedly beat-

en in 61ildhooe (1974:57). .

The survey qu'estionnaire attempts a non-tliYeatening approach to the ques-

tion of child abuse. There are questions about the children as witness to
if

physical violence between,parents, child-batfering resulting from the man's

response to interference in wife-battering, and the severity and frequency of .

the mothers' physical ptinishment of children. It also asks about treatment

or hotpitalization of any child due to injuries inflicted by either parent.

.To date, none of the mothers have self-rept:61-achild abuse, but 55 percent

have said their husbands severtly'punished the children, ;nd six perctnt of

)
these reported medical care requfred for a child for injuries delivered by .

the man.. Some menttoned .olice report!' in these cases and others mentioned

"child abuse" in response to crimls the man was arrested for other than woman-

' $

4
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It may be difficult for the mothers to gauge thc actual severity of
.

their discipline. In discussions with haltered women, ki.ome note with dis-

/

pleasure the way somr:others punish thein children. One woman told the in-

terviewer,'"I know she !.loesn't. mean to be s.:1 hard on her little boy, but
;

she's awfully strict with hital And it's a shame, because he's such a good'

little kid!" 'Another mother mentioned that her 18 month IN son was unus-

ually aggressive, and she ha to get away from her battering spouse. if for
1

no other reason than for %her son's benefit. The boy was'an untiOallys/arge,

cherubic-looking child who seldom spoke. Theomothervxplained.

No matter how brutal he (her spouse) WM with me. he wouldn't lay a
finger on Paul, and'he wouldn't let me, eithi!r. You know'how babies
like to bite? -Well, my mother used to say all babies will bite until'
you bite them back, not hard, you,know, put enough to let them know

it hurts. iliut when Paul started teething, and his daddy was holding

. 'him, ite'd btth.ig neck. Ron would sqneal add yell, and sily"no no."

but dever slap hilu So Paul got the_ idea it was funny. He'd bite him
no hard. you won'f believe this,.but seen him draw blood. And when
I'd hold the baby, riding in the back seat of the car, Paul would bite
me. and it would hurt.so bad the tears would cothe, but I couldn't slap
him; or Rua would'have knocked-the shit out of me.

Group discussions seem to ihdfeate thet the woMen range from total

avoidance of physical punishment to what they describe as "spanking when nec-

essary." Beth told the interviewer that she was so afraid of taking out het

own pain on her childreh that she wouldn't even slap them, ''even when I pro-

bably should have." 'When the women describe their husbands, there sVem to

be many, like Paul's father, who totally reject physiial discipline.of their

children, but at least half of them di, Use harsh physical force on'their htld-

ren, as well at their %Ayes., finny, but not allpof these, seem to direct a
4

'larger share of aggression to one particular child.
p. r,

In view of the lack of substantial data it seems fair.to question as-
)

.sumptions that the battered woman is a battering-motherk. More research is

needed on the battering parent, and research has hardly even begun on the

A
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battered weman, therefore, lt Is jpo early ,o draw any conclusions whatever.

It does seem advisable to investigate the question, yet stand guard thaI the

assumption is not dignified as "fact" until these data are obtained.

"Why Did She Stay?"

4
Hy introduction of the myth "Why did shb stay?" the reakities of pain

and terror are brought tnto question, sometimes even with a-ktpt of%muse-
bi

ment. While many of the lay public are inclined to phrase the question: "If

sne is really. abused, 'shy did she stay?" ps;Ichologists and sociolog.lsts ask

the latter half NI the question, and look foi different 4nswers. Genes's'

arpcle, "Abusc.d.Wives: Why Do They Stayr'''(1976), finds a complex relation-

. \

o ship of factors, the major unes being! 11 severity and frequency of batter

ing, 2) chilinood experiences with.violence, 3) avajlable resources', and 4)

"external constraint or community reactloa. Straus (1976:543) uses a phrase

which,severs respondents have written on the in'strument used in this study,

and have verhatized to tfte investigator: "the maiate license seems to b a

hitting license." Straus seems to expand slightly from earlier violent cul-

t

tufe learning theory to include sexism as a component of the culture. He

says sexism contributes to the frequency of wife-beating because: 1) men's

persogarneeditor power and superiority, 2) antagonism due to "sex-role dif-
%

fert;ntiation and inequality,' 3),sociallzation of the women and pmssures to

k eep them in socially approved sex roles as wife mnd mother, and 4) "the male-

oriented organization of the criminal justice system" (1976:543). The first

two point: seem to address 'why there'are such occurrences; and th latter two

poins, seem to a ttend to the reasons why the woman.stays in tip situation.

Many psychologiuts, sociaipsycholu, As, and others in these fields of

endeavor, appear to co'ncentrate on dependency, negative self-image, hostiri'ty,

and locus,of control scales.' Sometime s suggestions are made that there may be
4

*.
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underlying reasons outer than the battering for the woman's complaints, e.g..

4 revenge. implicat.ion are.thit there were, prior to complaints of battering.

ttatification of some needS.which are no-longer heini; met. Attention then

focuses, not on her complaints, but rather on her reasonsfor complaining

now:, which probat;iy is an important area for investigation, but'digresses.

from the major issues.

Seldom do the assumptions underlying the myth "Why did she stay?" become

so Obvious as when one psychoanalyst said, "WhA I wonder is, what do_ljnese

women gel out of the relationship?" L aversely; the quectfon whieh many of

the women still Itving in a-battering sttation Seems to ask is, "How do I

get out of the relapinnship?" The questionnaire seeks answers to the various

resources ioncyolternatives available to.the women 'other than the 'obvious door

to physical escapethe onee6st of thi's sampre used--tbe wrLc. At best, at '

house of refuge is a temporary first step, its most hnportant service is to

provide safety.to t'he women and their children, While in residence.there%
0

'they receive a myriad of counse1i4 services and establish.cnnnection,; with

we/fare, employment, legal, :Ind housIng agencies. Once removed Coe io-
lation of her home, the battered woman often finds resources and.asslstance

available to her which were either unknown to her, or beyond her reach before.

The survey ques,tionncire usod in the pilot study provides an excellent

source of infnvativn which draws a detailed picture of individuals, and when

411
I ,

a sufficient sample is drawn, may yield a composite picture of battered women.

By.taking into account ages of respondent, number and ages of children, both

her and her spouse's education and employment history and social class, it is
1.

qtairly simplc5to objectively determine what opt/tins 'may have been open to her'.

By examining her childhood history,' religion and expressed dekree nf religios-

ity it may tie discovered what her perceptions are likely tn be. Her response
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to victimizationis examined in detail brasking if she had gone for counsel-

ing to friends, relatives, clergymen. mental health ilrofessionals or marriage

counselors, and what their responses td her problems were. 4,search for 'es-

, cape routes" other than the WTLC is conducted by aAking distance to nearest

relaiives, and if she believes any relatives could, or would, prov.ide shelter

for her and her children (if she 11AS any).15

The ultimate escape is suicide, and questions are di-rected toward'con-
.

Lei:relation of the act and method, actual attempt/s, and events which both

triggered and followed the attempt. Peggy',.the 21 year old woman mentioned

earlipr, said her marriage wa's forced by her father, (she is still living with

her spouse),. As one of thq 61 percent 1,,rho say they contemplaticrsuicide; and

One ef thq 15 percent who report an actual attempt. She says she made,early

attempts while still living in her parental home. such as; 'slicing wrists

yith a razor, consuming large doses of any pills I could lay hand og, father's

gun, retreating into catatoaka, prayingovehemently fdr death (young age).V

She explains, "these were foileeby my sister finding me in the act." In the .

.four years of her morriage, she reports regular and frequent beatings whicti

resultd in: "lost hair,. kicks to legs and back, banging my head against the

black eyes," and has since 'attempted suicide by "pill consumption,

gtni-,-(spouse kept a loaded gun by my.bed)." In response to the.question,

"Wve you hospitalized or treated by 'a physiciant" she wrote, "Are you kidding?

--Sorry--No one evib bithered." Another woman who received no treatment wrote,

'70' 1 drank a large glass full of gin. I don't drink very Often and I had

read that 8 oz. of liquot ingested at one time would suppress a body. I also

took a couple.valium. This combo wasn't sufficieni to do\sthe job.".41his woL

man *lac relates that she holds LA. legrce and teaching credential, and:her

spouse Is a writer and teacher.
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The otilef respow;es reveal a complicated networl, of factor!: similar to

/ Gelles's tyfalogY, with somewhat les., emphasis on covertty nid trequency ot

6

battering, Preliminary examination of accumulated data show; that childhood

experiences, personal resources, and community response aie tar greater de-

terminants ot whether the Wman stays or not, and the length of time she en-

dures battering before leaving. As staceol4arlier, childhrod experiences

seem to show women who are willing to invest a great deal in a relationship--

. women who gave been heavily socialized into traditional sex roles. Personal

resources 'are defined as financial as well as other resources such PS: educa-

tion, employability, native intelltgcnce,
health, friends and relatives (and,,

distances between residences), number, ages and health of children. 4;ommub-

ity responses are agents and agencies the woman has available to her, and

their response to her when, and if, she draws on them for assistance. For ex- ;

. ample, the religious women who are cold by clergymen to pray, the medicdl,doc.-

tors mho prescribe tranquilizers (for the women), and the lawyers whusstrongly

advise divorce.

It appears that the i.mbination of these three variables: socialization,

resources, and response, weighted in certain directions, will lock the woman

in so her situation until there is no rilease ex;:ept death or spouse's volun-

tary departure. In other words, some women will walk out on a relationship

the'firat time her spouse strikes her because,
a) she is less willing to ac-

cept a subordinate position to this man, regardless of resources and community

response. Or, b) she views thc relationship as
important and faces adver

community response, but has avnilable resources to draw upon. Leait likely is

favorable community response, since almost all social institutions, agents,

and agencies are disinclined to encourage a wife and mother to dissolve a re-

lationship with a man. The most positive measure of this variable would be

I.

4
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neutrality. For example, one medical doctor whose office is located in an

affluent area told the interviewer in a semi-amused manner

Yes, I've seen women who came in'for treatment of injuries they claim
were given to them by their husbands. lk lot of them are repeaters; they
come back time and again. I ask them why they put up with it, and
can't give any good answers. It may be a matter Of money, maybe' they
figure they'd lose out by leaving. I don't understand it--they just
don't make sense.. There's nothing you can do for them.

Another doctor, an obstettician/gynecologist whuse office is located in a

working-class area. claimed that women come. to 'him for his specializations,

and during examinations he observes bruises and lacerations. He estimated

that half the battered women he sees are pregnant. He, too, expressed puz-

zlement over why they "put up with" this treatment, saying,

I guess some women will put up with a lot of hell just to get a little
loving.... And after listening to these women talk about their hus-
bands, it sounds like "you only beat the one you love".... They start
out loving a man, and they'l ut up with a lot until they finally lose
respect for him. When that' gone, then they leave,

This doctor reported that he treats his patients' wounds and prescribes "re-

laxants."

Frequently, the first community agents to make rontact with the battered

women are the police, not doctors. 0n2 police officer, a veteran of many years

service,.expressed disgust wtth the women he encounters' in domestic disturb-

ance calls. Claiming "they're all Alike," he was encouraged to describe the

"typical" womsn he sees on these calls. He provided the following:

Well, we go in there, and there's this old broad who's in her 40's, who's
yelling and screaming, and three or four kids hollering, too. She's us
ually a gal that's never worked a day in her life. (Interviewer: What
does the house look like? Is it clean? Three or four kids, you say.

cAre they clean, and do they look well-fed, or are they usually dirty and
neglected-looking?) No, the kids look 01<, except they're all upset, and
things are about average clean, except aomeOmes the house is torn up
from the fight. But she's the kind of bag who couldn't get out there and '

earn her own living if her life depended oa it! That's why she doesn't
want hii arreste...4, 'st wants us to make him stop'hitting her, 'cause she
knows she needs'hi r a 1ml-ticket.

Thime stereotypes are neither rare nor exaggerated, as the researcher in
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the field soon discovers. The question now becomes, what do the women them-

selves perceive as their reason for staying? The survey instrument incorpor-'.

ates one question which directly asks: "If you have been battered more than

once, what are (or were) your reasons for oontinuing to live with him?" Some

of tke responses, randouly chosen, are listed below. Cik

I feel my husband is a sick man and I loved him and felt I could help

him. At one time I really believed he would never hit me again. Then

I was afraid he would hurt someone else if I left.

Loneliness and I thought my child should have a father.

I love ,nim and he's great when he's sober.

I was afraid he would kill me if I left. Also had no place to go. My

husband is extremely anxious to find me and will go to any extreme to

do so. I'm going to have to be very careful.

Because of my children, and this last time it was because of a counselor.

Lack of money; heisaid he would change.

Fear, mostly, of him and his threats. Doubt as to being able to care

for my children, as my health was very poor at that time, physically and

mentally. Surgery was requested, which he refused to let me have and my

health became progressively worse. After four hearings and finally a

trial, a divorce or disolution as it was then called, was finally grant-

ed. My private physician wrote to the judge which had a great influence

on the case and finally ended it.

I did not know where to go or who to turn to. I was too afraid to tell

him I was leaving him. I tried once. I'm afraid he'll find me now.

BUt it would be a lOt worse for me and my kids if I went back.

For three years I've been trying to get away--but nowhere to go. Until

now.

I felt things would get better. I was only kiddiag myself.

Peggy, who still resides with her batterer wrote:

Mostly stupidity, I.guess. I have no money, no car (can't drive anyway),

no friends left. My parents kicked me out before--they sure as hell don't

want me now. What chance is there for me, with two kids under tnree? I

ran away once to San Jose, and he found me, came after me, and.took me

back. I could never get far enough away from him.

Perhapa Goode has expressed most eloquently the configurations of

"reasons" why these women stay, or at least stay so lcmg. Goode, as mentioned
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earlier, seems to defend the necessity of at least some force for the contin-

taition of the family structure, nevertheless expresses strong sentIment for

the continuation of destructive relationships. His explanation indicates

neitlier pathological nor weak individuals, an71 goes beyond mere self-seeking

and economics. He says,

dynamics also create two additional traits of man that increase
the risk of vfolence aMong family members: the unwillingness of human
beings either to submit or eb escape.... Man does not submit because
thereby all that gives meaning to his existence is lost, ie., values,
norms, traditions, and moral or ethical beliefs. It is especially in
the family that he cannot or will not escape easily, because of his emo-
tional investment in these relations is great, the costs of leaving are
high, and the social ressures to maidtain his kin ties are strong
(1971:632).

The pilot study has an unfortunately small sample.size, precluding firm

conclusions, especially in view of the numerous variables and intervening

variables under invesigation. However, it may be well to consider that, from

the point of view of battered women,'perceived options may be indeed few, and

without the assistance of othe's to give social support and introduce other

options, they may be locked into their situations. Rather than some popular

conceptions of base motives, these women may have sized up their own situa-
-A

tions with realism and clarity, and have made the mosr1 intelligent and prag-

matic choices possible.

"But They Never Press Charges°

This disclaimer is made most frequently by 1st/ enforcement officers and

persons in the criminal justice system, and repeated by sympathettc others.

It is usnally preceeded by statements of the high price police officers pay

for their sponse to domestic disturbance calls, which is beyond question.

Statistics reveal,that the majority; of requests for police assistance are

"domestic disturbance" calls, and that many officers are killed and injured

in response to these calls (Goode, 1969: Martin, 1976). In 1974, 22 percent,

, and in 1975, 16 percent of all police officers killed were responding to
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"disturbance calls (family quarrels, man with gun, etc )." In 1974, 27.5 per-

cent of all assaults on law enforcement officers occurr'ed in the same cat-

/

egory,of calls, nigher than any ot111,r type of activity (Fbl Uniform Crime Re-,

ports. 1974, 1975) The traditional approach to "nom:rime" calls o. domes-

tic disturbance has been an official policy of "adjustment without arrest."

one of Parnas's reasons for investigating pOjice response to these calls, in

addition to the heavy volume, was.

...the social context of .the domestic disturbance and the policy of
nonarrest, with the resulting use of discretionary methods of adjust-
mer) hy the patrolman, provide a look at the police officer's role ins
gAing assistAace to an alleged offender as well as to the complainant
(1967915).

Parnas conducted extensive research through the cooperation of the Chicago

Police Department, which was one of the first of several studies which have

effected gradual change in police training methods and establishment of some

Family Crisis Intervention Units (Parnas. 1967; Ward, 1970a, .19700.

Despite recent.re-education and sensitization of administrative person-

nel to che dangers'and inconsistencies inherent in statutes'and official pol-

icies, changes are slowjn filtering down to many officers who must aaswer

these calls. Added to his cognition of inherent danger is an admixture of

the officer's own perceptions of women's proper position in relationship to

men's, reluctance to interfere in 'family squabbles," and distaste for "social

work" vs. law enfarcement. The responding officer frequently sees himself as

a Victim: entering into extreme personal danger in situations where his ac-

tions snd decisions are based on sometimes ambiguous codes, and where his

sense of professionalism is reduced. If that,sacrince isn't enough, the

officer knows by experience and reputation that the battered woman is highly

unlike4pEn press charges. Many writers have descriSed the prediCament and

inconsistencies of policei intervention and control of intrafamily violence,

".

!
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as well as thecodes and problems in the criminal justice system (Bannon,

1975, Bard and Zacker, 1974; Cineuld, 1976; Martin, 1976; Paroas% 1967:

Straus, 1976).

) Battered.women frequently react in.outrage to mention oi police and the

criminal justice system, based on personal experiences. Klm, mother of a

14 mond.; old boy, interviewed at the WTLC, bitterly described her experiences

'with the pollee. She gave background details, describing the first attack by

her husbaild early in the pregnancy. Badly beaten, Kim began.hemorrhaging and

feared loss of her unborn baby. She said she left him, retu;.ning to her wid-

owed mother's hotecalready crowded with younger sibllngs. Kim related that

her husband kept after her,every day for two weeks, begging her to return

home, claiming he didn't know what happened. She,said,

...John was, after all., my baby's father. So I went back. The first

time I ralled the police was when we lived' in , but they wouldn't

even come. That department never did send out anybody,e4pd I called them

three times. kitten we moved to , one nightthe biVy was threi
months old then--he wairbeating me and tearing up the place. I tried to

call the police, but he tore the phone out. I grabbed up...Kevin:and when

I was running out the door he threw the phone at me so hard it smashed

the wall. I got to my neighbors, called the police, and they argued '

about coming, said to stay where I was safe. I needed some of the baby's

things and mine, su I kept begging theJ, to send somebody.... I stood

out in the middle of t e:night in front uf our place waiting for them to

come. It took a lonJ , long time. An older man and a younger man came

in a car'end guçf with te about going back ln--they kept saying it

wasbest if I we somewhere else. I couldn't go without our.things, so

when We finally áot to the door, it was locked--of course I had no key.

That did it: They wanted to leave then arid there, saying they haye no

right to enter- it's his house. I told them it',s my house, too. Fin

dlly I got one of them to huid the baby and the other one boosted me
thrs4gh a win ow (Kim is 5'2", weighs. 108 pounds). I ran around to the

door'end let em in. They said, "make it fast:" John was asleep on

the bed, dead d nk. I threw things into a bag, shaking so bad, so
scared. 'la when I turned to leave the bedroom, I saw and heard some-
thing I'll never forget as long as I live. The younger cop had John sit-

tilig up on the edge of the bed, and he was patting him on the shoulder
aying, "Take it easy, buddy. It's PK. I've hven through the same thIng

with my. wife." Thdse words are etched in my brain. That bastard was

iopethizing with ty busband:

e_.
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. I got them to take 'me and Kevin Co my mom's. hut I wanted to press charg-

es. and they wouldn't let me! I went to the police station-the next
day, determined to press charges, and they wouldn't even take a com-
plaint. There was nothing I could do, because they didn't even write
up a report, so there wasn't even a record that it happened at all.

Commander James Binnon (1975) has pointed out the effects of compatihility of

perceptions of male-female rules ofithe policeman and the male spouse offend-

er, the veneration of the sanctity of the home, and the paradox of sending

persons to "arbritrate" who are themselvel heav'ily socialized to masculine

rule images and the use of coercive physical force. Bannon, a veteran of the

Detroit Police Departmenx, says, "This paradox suggests to me that tradition-

ally trained and socialized policemen are tl.te worst possible choice to at-'

tempt to intervene in domestic violihce" (197543).

Time and again, when a woman indicates the pnlice were called, she

writes or says comments such as:

They wouldN't come.
They said to cool down, to talk things over.
They didn't witness a crime, so there's nothing they can do.
"Shut up, lady, tr I'll run YOU in."
They wouldn't lei me sign anything.
"If you two don't nettle down, I'll have to arrest you htith."
They wouldn't take a report.
I asked them what I should do, and they said to come in on Monday morn-

ing.

I'm standing there b1eeding, I didn't know what to Jo, and they didn't
tell me.

Many of the *survey instruments whicl ,receive a "yes" response to the ques-

tion, "Did you request that your spouse be arrested?" are followed by the

t d "nothing" in reply /o.the question, "What happened?"

Doris told of three times the police were called to her home, and Yespond-

ed. She evaluated their attitudes toward her spouse on call one as "tough or

aggressive," and on calls twy and tnree as "polite but firm." Het 200 pound

husband was arrested on call one because he became abusive to the police. it

took six officers to restrain him, and he was booked on charges of resisting

arrest. In the strugglo, he was injured by police. Doris did sign an assault
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complaint. and moved cut of the faMily home with her three daughters. Within

two weeks. hcr'husband "kidnapped" the j{lrli on their way home from school.

He telephunea Doris saying that if she wanted to ever see the gfrls again,

she would have to come home.
1

She did. Dori wrote that charges were dropped

because, "my witness did not appear, and.Ify this time we were 'reconcqed."

'Her' husband's only "penalty" was court-ordered.Ps'ychiatric counseli4L which

he did not obtain,' and which was rfever, enforeed. Doris related that after

once having dropped cnarges, the°police were not Interested in getting her to,

. -

sign a complaint aAd her attosney advised against it.

lgt. Don Weese, Investigator with the Los Angeles Police Department, was

questioned by a television talk show host. The dialogue which follows seisms

to exemplify some police attitudes.

Interviewer: Same people seem to think police are reluctant to arrest

these abusive husbands. What do you think?

Sgt. Weese: Well, a lot of it depends on what the situation is when the

officer arrives. It's the policy to protect life, of course. What our

problem is that so often there is a wife who really does not want tO

prosecute. She wants the husband to be told not to de this again and ,

the matter to be droPped it that point.
4

interviewer: 4nd if you try to pursue the issf.fle? 6

Weese: Sometimes it's tragic for the officer. he makes the arrest.

If the husband cesists, before he's finished with the arrest,.he has to

. fight the wife and arrest the wife and the husband. The dfficer fs.in

the middle of a family matter, and of course he has to tread water as he

makes the arrest or decides whether to arrest. It's a difficult decision

to make, when the policeman arrives he is actually in social work at that

tire. .he's trying to satisfy both parties.....

There are some persons who look at these matters somewhat differently. For

example, Bannon says,.

In my view the police attitude, whiCh seems to say tisit what happens be-

tween man and wife in their own home is beyond the authority or ability

of the police to control is a "cop out." The real reason that police

avoid domestic violence situations to the greatest extent pbssible is'be-

cause we do not *snow how to cope with them. And besides fr. share soc-

ieties view that domestic violence Is an individual problem and not a

, public issue (1975:3).
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Interviewed on Lhe 5dMe.television program as Sgt. :ef_.se was Los, Angeles

, County Stiperio,r Court Judge Leslie W. Light. hilt?... Light, following com-

ments by Public Def;nder Wilbur Littlefield about the liigh Predictabilfty

'of women backing down from prosecuting their assailants, said,

I remember when I first wentiwith the district attorney's office, I was
fortunate enough to sit in on an office,hearing of a wife beating com-
plaint where the deputy who was.handltng it was rt experienced man.

And 1 could see that the technique was to really put tlie pressure on the

woman to make sure this was something she really wants to do.

(Interviewer; Did she think they were'picking on her?) Yes, but I

thknk what they were really trying to do is to make sure that this is a

case, that when we get to court, this woman's not going to change her'
mind like mostrof the others and back down. So he "put the screws' to

her, she buckled under and decided, no, it's better I shouldn't do it,

and she didn't. Four months later that woman was a victim of a murder,

and her husband was the murderer. Now that got to me....

But ost of the police dfficers, in 90 percent of the,cases they see,
the woman comes.Uown the next morning.and wants the guy out of jail.

And Iley say, "It isn't worth it, I mean, I ant to go out doing some-
thing that's really going to be prodqctive as far as putting somebody in
jail that belongs there and not spin my wheels." So ehese women have to

be willing, when they start the ball rolling to keep pushing it wiiK
the rest of us, because if they stop, nobody else wants to.push the ball,

either.

Judge Light said that th; maximum sentence for felony wifebeating,in Calif-

ornia is ten years in state priion,'but as far as he knew, no map hadlrver

recetVed.sw.h a sentence, adding that there is no additional punishment for

repeaters. As for protection for'the womanagainst her assailant while the

man is free on bail awaiting trial, Judge Light admitted there is very little

the system,can do for her. Me said,

.:.and it's a fact of life that if somebOdy says, "I'm going to kill you,"
. you've.got to be on yo-ar guard because the law can't do anything about it

unjil he takes an overt step to try to accomplish it. Mere threats don't

put people in jail. (There's nothing thar can be done) until he takes

that first step that goes beyond planning.

The issue of protection and safety of the woman is seldom mentioned when

the stereotype 'But they never press charges" is invoked. The fact that the'

victims' fears of ri.titila'ion for prosecution are used against them isAvolded.

IP
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A director of a shelter fur battered women told the interviewer; ..

37

Ever sinse 4 opened our doors. I have repeatedly taken women who waha,

to press'eharges down to tht', police station. lhey're all set when thef

walk in there--they are determined to get juetice for themselvjs, at

last. They've made Bp their,minds to go through with it, But damn it!

Every single one of them has been talked out of it by the time these

people get through with them! They'll sit them down, and p.lay on their

feaes of the guy, remind them that he'll only be locked up for a couple

hours, at the most, and Ehen back out on the streets, on bail, looking

for them: Of course, he knows where her telatives and fri.ends live,
maybe he'll go there looking for her, and make all kinds of trouble. '

And lf lie beat her before, just think of, what he'll do thie time when he

catches her. Maybe this time he'll-kill her! One officer's favorite

phrifhe is, "My best advice t6 you, lady, is to run and hide.' What the

hell can any of us say.to her affer soeething like that? The most de-

feating part is, most of it's true. But what good Es the law if it

can't protect half the citizens?

It seems to be a re-enactment of "Cat'eh 22, because the victim is blamed

for not pressing charges, but when she attempts to do go, she's dissuaded

from doing it by het accusers. 'Putting the screws" onthe battered woman isai

similar lo the criminal justice system's traditional handling of the rape vto4

ti6 . The victim's fears of retaliation may be justified, and oven If she is

temporarily hidden in a women'i 'dielter, the day must come when sne will

leave that supporI. and secertty, and set cut to re-establish a home.for her-

self and chifdren. The system itself leaks information to the l'iusband about

the wifc's locatiop, frequently when agencies dre pressing him fur child sup '

poit payments. The trauma many of Liege women face whee the case is finally

heard 19 extremt, many of them believe they will he killed. Must states have

some torsi of order of prUtectien ur restraining order. Attorney-Jeyee Nast-

logs,. who has rhtesented many battered women in.d[vorce (disselution) cases,

says about such orders,

The only men who are actually restrained by these are the onee whe_pave

awe or fear of the legal process in the first place. Most of themAee

it as.nothing more than a piece of paper, and its protective value is

just as strong a.; that -a plece of paper. If a man is determined to get

to her, he willWile carefind her.

It seems obvious that there are flaws in thu system, While thert un
A
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doubtedly are mAny womcn who would back out (as d.; many, other solo-complain-

ant%) of prosecution because of emotional attachment tor her si)011sv, regard-

.

less of grotective measures, a great many other'victims would follow tlirough.

"But they never press charges", is repeatedly encountered as a disqualifier

for the womento effectively thrml the guil1 for lack Pi-prosecution and

punishment of persons who have committed crimes back ot. to the victim herself. .

It promrites the idea. that those %Ito are hired or appointed to protect the

civil rights, property, and lives .of citizens ar.'e ready, willing, even eager,

to spring into action, but thuy a4e frustrated and handicapped in 'their 0-
,

forts to do so by the victims' ovu unwillingness to act. It is suggested

tht the myth orthe emotional, v'ascillating, irresponible female who begs

law officers to save her, and then refuses to assist them in Wosecution,
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further victimizes the victim. Perhaps, again, the victim of batteting

knows her spouse better than anyone else, knows ,Iler own fear and helpless-

nese lie;ter than anyone 61se, and makes the only practical decision possible,

.based on this knowled6e. Propagation of this myth serves to absolve the pro-

ioective and legal agAcies of the responsibility for the perpetuatibo of tlis

form of human misery, By insisting that "domestic violence is an individual

problem and not a public Issue," (Bannon, 1975:1), the criminal justice sys-

. Rota may, as Bannon says, contribute to inter-personal violence.

The Problem is Restricted to the Lower Classes

In the social sciences, most of the emohasis of 'those working In "Tocial

proli1ems," "disorganization," or "deviance," has been turned toward the econ-

omically disadvantaged, and 'prison and other confined populattons (Liazos,

1975). Uriqu tionably, the subject of battered women is nothing new to the

police, welfare workers, and other social agents to whom tliese women in the

lower socioeconomic classes most frequently turn. Tnj phenomenan'hu. been
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' credited to the "lower classes" both in, populAr myth and ,y some writers

(Coode, 1969, 1971). Althougo some still insist on pointing an accusing

finger all, "those people, a gradual awareness has developed that tpere is no
,

..such class barrier. Lngland publicly recognized the phenomenon a few years

ago, and Plzzef let it be known that money and privilege does not distinguish

the non-violent man from the womat.-beater. She says,

Wife-beating has gime on for hundreds of years.... 7or ages wife-beat-
ing was thought to bt a working-elass activity, for the middle- and
upper-class women never let on.
As.far As I can see the reason why 'battered wives' are getting a hear-
ing is that for the first time a middle-class woman has said,. 'It's hap
pened to me.' That ma es it respectable and all the more shocking (1974:
46).

,

Steinmetz and Straus attack several myths associated with intraftmily vio-

lence, and Nov of them is thatt it is primarily a working class pOenomenan

(1974:7.8) . they maintain that-the evidence for making these conclusions is

lacking, and thar if there are inter-classilifferences, they stlggest tney are

:Mall.

It Is possible that the American public would have been vaguely aware (' f

the -skeleton in the closet," (Martin, 1976:15-17), and continued to ignore

thls distasteful topic as long _as it.was confined to the bower strata of soc

iety. However, the study conducted by a group of women in affluent Montgom-

ery county,,Maryland, revealed that a high percentage at these women reported

frequent and serious physical abuse. Perhaps the veiy realization that thia

problem crosses class' l'Ines was the cttalyst necessary to give it the 're-

spectability" needed ta become a serious social concern.

lhis pilot study may stand accused of being heavily weighted in the din

rection of working-class respondents, since the sampil, largely consists oi

battered women whc have fled their homes to a house of refuge. It way reason

ably be assumed that middle class-women have Somewhat greater access to fl-
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naircial and other resources, and with more available options, may be able to

.F
rteave a battering spouse without this'action becom:ng,o matter ot .publie

record. In actuality, 40 percent of the women uno 10oe.been admitted to the

WIIC are considered middle'class. .which 15 les's than population averages, but

still a sizeable proportion. .0ther women, who have volunteered to partic.pate

in the study, have been largely from the middle class which has served to

counterbalance the lower class bias, and the total sample is pproximate/y

evenly representative of boih socioeconomic classes. As a result, education.

al attainment of this sample ranges from graWmar school to Ph.D., of both tbe

(-women and their spouses. Thp women are housewives, teachefs, therapWs,

nurses, librarians, etc. Their spouses range from unemployed laborers to

doctors, psychiatrists, dentists, writ'ers, and ingieers.

Doris, for example, a college iiraduate, lived in a home in a very afflu

ent aren of southern California, and could scarcely be.classified as working-

16class. however, when sho lost the use *her legs, she wag no longer able
.st

to drive a car, reducing her avaflable rpsourcec,. Many of 'the women who Uv-

ed in expensive homes, had highly educated husbandsglith sizeable incomes,

are al:to women whose husbands kept tight controllpf all inComes, and watched

tneir mor nts carakully. One woman, the uife of an international corpora

tion chief executive and memb r of the csurch board (1 diroctors, finally

drove oif one day in the family camper. 'She claimed that all her telephone

calls were screened, and the rooms oCher home "bugged,".which vas attested

to by her 20 year old dauguter.

It appears that stoman-battering'does Lross socloeconomie'class line%,

but there may be variations due to class. From in-dePth lutervlews and

group discussion, there appear to b qubtle differences For instance the

middle class batterer seems Co he more incline. to usy.loqilvilogtval

lrlig :Ind forms of "punishment" which neither dostroy thu hci nor leavv

el

,/
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ohvious marks on toe woman's I. For example, thi psychologist who rocked

his wife.outdoors on cold winter nights, first making sore she couldn:t es-

cape by car. Another man locked'his wif in a dark room until she would "be-

have." i:ven in the I'heat of pa'ssioe'lhese men seem more inclined to. strike

the woman from the neck downward, (severa4 wmen report their spouses made

7

comments like "no one will ever see what I did to you.") Most of those wo

men relate they covered up visible bruises b'y net4 carves'and clolhing'to

cover armS ind legs. The working class man s,ems 'lest inclined to tile subtle

forms of 'battering, and frequently strikes at the face, il'ead, and neck ofthe

Oman. When these women are employed, most report they tried to camouflage by

use of make-up and dark glasseS.17

From Nese data gathered, no estimation of inter-class frequeriy in the

general population can be .e:sumed, hut the inve.tigator ia inclined to agre.

with Steinmetz and I.otraus that some reasons exist fi)r the popular but erroni

ous notion that woman-battering' is confined to the working classes. L:ome of

these reasons are: interpretatiun of .tne data, greater visibility of intra-

family vioFence, and the greater tendency to call on the police (1974:8).

What thls'pilot study has shown.is that weman-battering is not confined to the

gheteo, that thAe women who endured battering more than mice had a variety

of individual c.rcumstanees which guided their responses that differed slight-

ly by social class, and that techniques 4 physical..Apuse employed by their

spooses'differed somewhat along class lines.

IMPLICATIONS

The pilot study has generated data which appear to give support to the

hypotheses set forth earlier, but continued exploratinn is imperative. In

85 percent of Cases in which respondents claimed rellahly knolledge about

their spouses' parental background, they related that either the spouse, or
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his mot)usr, were battered when he was a child, and in some eases, both were

battered. Some women report extremely harsh dls-ipline which they define as

cruelty or torture, and a variety of deprivations In their spouses' youth.18

The typology of the female victim, as described earlier, appears to conform

\, to the hypothesized batterers' mate. These tenttive findings invite com-

Parison with more and larger studies.

In addition, valuahle insights have been gained which will guide future

research conducted by thi:i investigator, and may be useful to others. The

. study was initiated to explore the phe:omenon of woman-battering, and there

were no expectations of definitively "explaining" woman-batiering in the

United States. However, the frequency and intensity with which some stereo-

types or myths were introduced, caused the investigator to examine them, not

only questioning their validity, 6ut also asking what,functions they may

se'rve. An pverview of the common myths examined in light of these data imply

'contradictions in many ways. The investigator suggests perhaps alternative

conceptua1izatizr.6 are warrented. A brief re-examination follows below.

"These are pathological individuals." It,is suggested that the 'illness'

Label serves to excuse society And its agents, since these are prpported to

be problems within the psyche, which can only be alleviated by specialists of

the body and mind. i.e., the medical industry. Parsons proposed an alternate

view of illness as, among other things "exemption from dormal social rote

responsibilities" (1964:436), Goffman eloquently described the "us.them" ef-

fects of being different (1963), while Szasz warned of the dangers of delegat-

ing power to psychiatrists to perform as agents of social control (1974).

. insisting that this is an indlyidual rather than social problem serves to

set up a barrier between the agencies and institutions which were established

to function for society and the people who live in this society. Massive

j t'

se,
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bureaucracies with armies of skilled experts and computerized technolop

are a*llanleafor solving pressing social problems, hut as long as batter-

4

ed women and their children are restricted to the category of individuals,

no matter how many thousands there may be, these giant forces will not begin

tb move on their behalf.

"But what dld she do to provoke him?" The assumptions of provocation

and justification serve to divert attention from she real question: 'does

any individual have the right to inflict pain, injury, and suffering on an-

other person with impunity? Does this society set up a hook of rules whereby

P
a man has a right to slap for this offense, and break a jaw for another, and

is only to be heid accountable if he breaks a jaw for the former? It appears

that this myth must be dealt with eXtenslvely in our studies, because only

when no one interjects this question will there be a decrease in woman-batter-

lng. TherVery fact that it is introduced immediately into a discussion of

woman-battering implies a pervasive acceptance of the dominant male/subordin

ate female roles in thls county:.

"Why dfd she stay?" There have been many studies ln this country into

pdverty, crime ard delinquency, deviance, ethnic groups, etc., hut until re-

cently,, there were few studies about half of society: women. Since 1970,

the literature on women has been flooding the market. Books and journals,

many written by when, have carried forth the message of oppression and dis-

crimination of women in this society (Bernard, 1973; Denmark, 1974; Chesler,

1973; Gornick and Moran, 1971; de Beauvoir, 1974, Huber, 1974; Mill, 1971;

Rosaldo an4 Lamphere, 19754 Rowbotham, 1975). A light reading of a few of

these volumes should establish some understanding of the pressures within

marriage and the social pressures to stay married, the problems of employ-

sent, housing, divorce, single parenting, child care services, etc. The
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society that fosters dependence of the female on the male serves to limit her

opportunities for independence, and then damns her hecause she cannot, or

will not, break the chain of dependency. To break out of a battering rela-

tionship, many of these women must reject an'entire lifetime of internalized

beliefs in her own place as a second-class member af sodety, and face massiVe

disapproval on all sides. She must come to the decision and action almost

entirely without assistance, support, or encouragement of any kind. The won-

der of the matter is not why she stayed, but rather, how she ever dares to

bzeak away in the first place. It seems a minor miracle if, once away, she,

manages tO remain away.

"But they never press charges." Although this myth is founded on truth,

it is all the more damaging to the women whose only recourse is to turn to

law enforcement and the judicial system. The problem with its reiteration is

that it is only half the truth, and the other half is what makes all the dif.

Aerenbe. Implications drawn from this study are that the women do not press

charges because: 1) they are ignorant of their civil rights, 2) they are

ystematically persuaded not to demand equal justice un4er the law, 3) they

have no protection under the llw (or in society) against.retaliation, and

4) when they do press chargesithey faCe intense humiliation due to public ex-

posure of the most private details of their lives with their pouses. In

view of these obstacles, it is not at all surprising that only a relatively

miniscule proportion of woman-battering cases ever continues to adjudication.

The perpetuation of this half-true myth erves to exonerate agencies of soc-

ial control and the judicial systemiagainet claims of bias and derelection of

duty. In view of some of the complicated issues of citizens' rights which

have received dilligent attention, it appears that casting total blame for

the system's failure to protect these woolen and children beck on to the wo-
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men merely postpones the necessity for serious consideration of'possible mod-

ification of laws, proceedures, processing, and/or attitudes. In a country

which concerved ways to work h.rmoniously on a scientific space projectt with

the U.S.S.R., and found ways to open doors to thousands of Vietnam refugees,

it does not seem an impoasible task for agents of social control to find ways

to provide for battered women and their children.

"The problem is restricted the lower classes." As in many other soc-

ial issues, now and in'the pasr. there is a teadencv to label any repugnant

or socially undesirable nenavinr as dissasoclated from the majority of the

American citizens. Thia fosters an apathetic attitude among the great masses

of citizens who, f made aware of injustice or deprivation, might demand ef-
.

fective changes. Limitation to the lower classes insinuates isolated aber-

rations, and blocks massive social change. For example, drugs which are now

illegal and considered extremely dangerous were once flowing unobtructed in

the lower socioeconomic strata. It was only when.opLum, cocaine, morphine

and "loco weed" became progressively more popular up the class.ladder that a

multi-billinn dollar industry of social control began to flourish. It seems

an unfortunate fact of life that, until the last lingering doubt disappears

,that this phenomenal, woman-battering, crosses class lines and alsct,Zourish-

es" in the middle class, little remedial social action will occur.

It is hoped that this preliminary report is of assistance to social

scientists exploring these fields, and that it serves to sensitize ofhers to

the need fcr more and largerstudies. Szasz makes an appropriate statement:

In our society there are two principal sources of legitimacy: tradition

and r tence. Time is a suvreme ethical arbiter. Whatever a social prac-

tice might be, if people engage in it, generation after generation, then
that practice becomes accepted not only as necessary but also as good.

Slavery is an example (1972:5,4).

Adi to the above: woman-battering.

,
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FOOTNOTES

I. Casual, short-term, or platonic relationships are therefore excluded, al-
though cohabitation is not a necessary prerequisite fueinclusion in this
study. In cases of cohabitation, there is no arbitrary di8tinction4Frawn
between legal.or quasi-legal arrangements. For convenience and consistency,
the term "spouse" will be substituted in this paper for alternative 49sig-
nations such as husband, 'lover, etc.

2. Toe concept "battering" is defined as physical assault which ranges from
painful slaps at one end, and homicide at the other end of a continuum. In-

herent in this definition is an overt physical' attack by an assauiter on a
victim who may or may ndt attempt self-defense. Battering is to be distin-
guished from forms of "mutual combat" such as pushing, shoving, etc. engaged-
in by two people equally determined to do damage to the other.

3. Despite its unusual length, to date the questionnaire has not been rejected hy
any woman, and has been fully completed by every respondent except one. That
partilicular woman was a Europeari immigrant who left the WTLC after spending
onlyltwo day* there. She had fled her battering husband, leaving her four
teen-aged youngsters behind. She abruptly left the Center to return to her
home, children, and spouse. Incompletion of the questionnaire may have been
due to difficulties with the langulie, or the woman's own state of emotions,

t,

or simply a lark of time.

4. The intrumet,t is being distributed to'other researchers working on this
problem across the country. In view of the fact that no other such form is
presently available, there in a need for a standardized instrument. If

adopted, this will permit researchers to compare data gathered in different
geographic areas for croak-sectional analysis.

5. At these group events, the leaders usually lead into a discussion of woman-
battering by telling the treembly their own experiences, after which others
are invited to share theirs. Partidpants are not questioned into self-
revelation; all responses are voluntary. The theory behind these efforts is
that the battered woman is usually isolated within the privacy of her home,
and frequent!y believes that her batterings are unique, shameful, and very
personal.

6. Whenever statements made by respondents contain material which might endanger
annonymity, these statements were altered. All names are pseudonyms, and
other possibly identifying materials were slightly modified. These measures
in no way change the basic content or meaning, but were initistst to protect
the confidentiality and right to privacy of respondents, in view of the high-
ly sensitive nature of the subject matter.

7. When this girl had the opportunity to move into her lover's home, she willing-
ly agreed. Once there, she vied withohis legal wife and another young woman .

who lived with him for his attention, until one beating was so severe she had
to be taken to the hospital. She was admitted for treatment of internal in-

juries, but lied to the doctors about the cause of her wounds. This girl,

together wlth the man's wife and her two children, made their escape together
a few months later, with a neighbor's help; while the man was away from home.
Neither one knew how to drive a citr, nor did they have access to any money.
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Separate interviews with both ybung women revealed identical tales of fear,

brutality, and virtual captivity. The man, at 43, has fathered 13, children

by three wives, plus two illegitimate children.

S. ooris revealed that she found out after marriage that her husband had also

battered his first wife. her stepchildren first made this claim, which was

lat:r verified by an adult relative.

9. One woman in this sample, for e4smple, would be very difficult to describe

as "mentally ill," or neurotic, despite many years of severefatterings.

During a group discussion, she described how, the previous summer, she and

her three teenaged sons.had collaborated on a back yard fund-raiser "circus."

The first week-end was such a success with the neighborhood they rept:ated

the event the following y-ek-end, raising over $500 for donation to a nation-

al charity drive.

10. Vr. Rarbara Star, also researching battered women, reports the same descrip-

tions are offered by the women in.her study.

11. fhis woman Old the interviewer that her two and a half year old son is al-

ready beginding to copy his father's behavior: when he gets angry or frus-

trated, he'punches her and abuses his year old brother.

I2. one df the celebrated weddings in the last decade was between Princess

Anne of Britain and Captain Mark Phillips. 'Televised for viewers around the

world, the vows taken by tbe Princess included the traditional phrase, "love,

honor, and obey." A

13. Reported weights of males and females gathered by questionnaire reveals an

average weight differential of 63 pounds. Comparison showed six fexalq re-

spondents reported their spouSes' weights to be 85.to 100 pounds heavier than

their awn. The investigator has not observed discrepancies between estimated

and self-reported weight, and therefore has no reason to suspect exaggerated

differences.

14. Ironically, the same night and at the same time that this telerision show was

aired in southern Califcrnia, Beth's husband (who had traveled irom the east

coast and traced her down to the banging on the door, demanding

his wife whom he threatened to kill e hysterical women inside, yho had

been watching the TV program, called Oe police. It took twenty minutes for

them to arrive. The police officei warned the man to leave quietly or he

would be arrested for disturbing th peace, and then left. Fortunately for the

frightened women and children insid the building, he followed their advice.

15. A frequent response to the question of parental attitudes toward their bat-

tered daughters' complaints is, "You made your bed, now you lie in At."

Beth repeated this statement during her television interview.

16. It is interesting to note that on the three occasions whIn the police were

called to this home, there was prompt and concerned respOnse. This is not

always the case when respondents lived in lower-class neighborhoods: many

of them reporting that the police never arrived, or they arrived very late,

or that their attitudes toward themselves yere: "neutral," "concerned but

not helpful," or "rude, angry, hostile or-blaming."
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17. The interviewer noted that one woman had both eyes blackened, but did not
realize the extent of injury until the woman removed skilfully applied make-up.

-18. Doris was one who described particularly hrutal.childhood experienCes of)ler
spouse. Due to the length of the marriage, and the fact that Doris was Well
acquainted with her spouse's mother and siblings, there may be considerdble
reliability in what she related during interviews. She described a household
in which her husband was the eldest of five children, who was not only pressur-
ed to "succeed," but was severely punished for every failure. Although his.
brothers and sister were physically punished, all felt that he and his mother
received the brunt of the father's violence. Doris described episodes of
forced-feeding .of undesired-foods to vomiting, after which the boy had to re-
sume eating to vomiting, and,this pattern was repeated. Her husband declared
his own hatted of both his mother and father, and treated his mother alfgressive-
ly. Interestingly, none of the other four siblings exhibited hostility and
hatred, and seemed to go to a non-violent extreme: Doris said all of them
completely avoided any form of physical discipline on their own children.

j

12438 (). 13 .
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BLAMIA TUE VICTIM. PARALLiA,S IN CRIMES AGAINST WWL1--RAVE AND WATERING

"Rape by Husband Ruled No Crime"
A judge has reluctantly dismissed an indictwent charging a husband with '

raping his wife, saying the New Jers.2y's 1898 rape statute did not allow
prosecuq of such A case. Superior Judge Nicholas Scalera strongly
citicized rbç.tate law Monday, saying-its historical origins 'reveal diet
it is rooted b the ancient concepts of a wife as chattel and the invio-
lability of the husband's supreme role in a marriage relationship.'
...the statute codified an English common law concept granting a husband
the absolute privilege to relations with his wife (Los Angeles Times,
1977:23).

"Beaten Masan 00
A Costa Mesa woman, allegedly beaten into unconsciousness by her hes:band
and his son remains in stable condition today at 6osta Hess Memorialc:Nos-

pital. ...(the victim) suffered bruises from head to ankle in the pro-.
longed beating, sparked by an argument over keys.to ,the family autolobile.
Her husband...was released on $5.000 bail from Costa. Mesa Jail where he .
was lodged on chargel uf trimly wife beating. His.17.year-old son tias

turned over to juvenile authorities on charges of sault and battery in

the attack which began early Tuesday morning and Øntinued intermittently
for everal hours. Detectives said that after B sham began beating his
wife Tuesday during an argument she fled tu a friend's house. The hus-

band followed, dragging her to the car by her hair. When the couple
arrived home again, policx allege Basham kicked his wife in 05 legs and

shoulders and allowed nisson to neat lier (Daily Pilot, 1976'2).

"Rape Vidtim--Odds Against Her"
If A woman in Orange County is raped, the chances are she will live, she
will go to court, and she will lose (Byron, Daily News Tribune 1977:1).

Separate news items tell different news stories, but Clere are common

threads underlying them ali. What do these two seemingly distinct types of

crimes--rape and batterinv-have in common?. The most obvious common, lities

are that they are: 1) both phyttical acts of violence\gainst khe person, 2)

"k in the,vast majority of cases they Are'perpetrated by men against women, 3)

both are extremely under-reported to law enforcement agencies, 4) both are

heavily screened out of the judicial syStem, and 5) Oft miniscule proportion

which do reach adjudication result' in low rate3 of conviction. In additIon,

'perpetrators of these crimes are most likely to repeat, following only after

burglary, robbery, and 'rioter vehicle thlt, according to F. C. I. Uniform

Crime Reports (1976:45).
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IL is impo,.:siblv io Lell hou many women are ',:lttcr,d ly men, Iwcaust.

these crimes, when they do reach tae ittentr6 of p.lice. are recorded under

"domestic disturbance" classification by local police diipartments, and at tne

federal level are subsumed un-ler the general category "aggravated assault."

Sixty-eight percent of persons arrested for th}s crime areover 21 years ol

and men perpetrators outnumber women by seven to one. Number of offenses'has

risen by 45 perteht in the past five years (Uniforn Crime Reportsu 1976:20-22).

Rape nas also risen in number of offenses (by 48 percent in the same period).

2

There were an estimeted total of 56,090 forc4ble raies in 1975, and it is re-

cognized by the FDI as a "violent crime against the person and "one of the

most under-reported crimes" (Uniform Crime Reports, 1976:2024).

Incidents of woman battering may be impossible to extract.from official -

record:: due to "lumping' them in witn all otaer household disturbances: in

eluding "man with gun," etc., but there can he little doubt that taey occur

uith great frequency. Pizzey shows how English women flocked out of their

homes, filling beyond capacity, shelters for battered workn and.thelr children.

as soon as they opened their duors (1974). Dubash and Dobash further attett,

"Within the space uf thret years groups have organized all over Britain and

4-
81er fifty houses vf refuge have opened (1976a:7). Tne 6:omen's Transitional

Living Center (WTLC) in orange County, California, opened its doors it't January,

1976, and witnititwo weeks was filled to capacity, and maintains a waiting

list, being,aule to admit only women and children in severe crisis situations

(Pagelow, 1976a). Gingolei (1976) and others reveal reports that show that for

every reported rape, three batterings arc reported. This leads to astounding

figures, if Griffin.and others who have studied rape are correct when they say,

"this figute (on reHrted rapes) must be multiplied by at least a factor.of ten

to compensate fol. the fact that most rapes are unreported" (1975:20).1 On the

.

0
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basis of data obtained from tr.() volunteer samplvs of rape victims, nowever,

these estimates may be exaggerated. Bart showed that one-third of her sample

reported,to the police (19756), and a more recent study 'LI!. Queen's Bench

Foundation showed that approximately .half the respondents reported to police

(Copeland, et al.; 197610). On the other hand, in a study of male sex aggres-

sion on a college campus, 83 percent of a sample of university women experi-

enced 'sexual aggression--25.8 percent of which resulted in intercourse or inter

course with violence (Parcell and Kanin, 1976) . Out.of a total of 5,135 'epi-

sodes of iexual aggression, which included 514 episodes resulting in inter-

course, 'The offended fercale resorted to parents, college deans, or the police

in less than two percent of all episodes" (1976:13-14). Since the estimates of

'percentages of reported rapes out of actual rapes range all the way from two

percent to fifty percent, an arbitrarily chosen conservative estimate is that

one out of four rape victims report the assault. A summation of various

estimations regarding rape and battering indicate that combined actual and

.
attempted violent crimes against women result in well over a million women

physically abuaed by men in a single year in this country.

Screening reported crimes out of the judicial system will be discussed

later in this paper, but of those which get processed, Cart says of rape, "of

all the felonies, it has the lowest rate of conviction (1975.1). Prosecutions

for aggravated assault were 68 percent compared to 58 percent for forcible

rape. Of these, 70 percent of those charged with assaults, and only 42 percent

of those charged with rape, were found guilty (Uniform Crime Reports, 1976:22,

24). When battering or rape end kn death of the victim, statistics cannot be

easily obtained. because Cley are then officially recorded as homicises.

BLAMING THE VICTIM

Some writers have noted general cimilarities in rape and battering; for
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A

oxamplc. Marvin and Groaner (1970, Dohash and Dol.ash (1';76:1:8, 1976a:5). and

in particular, Giuguld (1976). this last writer clearly delineates the major

focus of this paper uhen she says,

In our culture, the attitudes toward abused wivea and rape victims are

strikingly similar. Just as the rape victim is supposedly a seductive
temptress who asked for what she Rot, the abused wife has provoked her

husband into beating her. Secretly, the woman is supposed to enjoy being

beaten, just as the rape victim is accusei of relishing violent sex. A

woman who attempts to charge man with either crime is assumed to be

viddictive; skeptical police and prosecutors must be convinced that she

is indeed a 'uorthy" victim. Though toe penalties for assault are less

severe tnan those prescribed for rape, judges are reluctant to impose them

when the assailant is married tu his victim (1976:52).

The issue approached in this paper is the overwheliing tendency in this society

to blame tile victIm.2 Not in the same general sense as Ryan (19/' uses the

term, but in the particularistic sense that rape and battering arc viAlent

crimes committed against women by en, and men are also the persons in posi'-

tions of power, control, and influence whp frequently popularize and perpetuate

series of myths and stereotypes which blame the victim. 5reer suggests a

connection when she says,

'.,

Writers who have led the field In turning an accusatory/finger at the female.

vict:m are quoted and requoted with surprising regularity (AmIr, 1967a, 1967b,

1971, 1975;Cayford, 1975; Scott, 1974; Spell, et al., 1464; Strauss, et al.,

()I 976).
Those who hold biosocial viewpoints apparently wouldn't blame either

'Irarty, for "we are biologically predisposed to be aggressive," 3nd inborn ag-

/gression "is consiBerably higher in moles than females" (van dem Berghe, 1975:

4546). Many other writers denounce the tendency to blame the female victim of

pnysical crimes of violence (Adleman, 1976:494; Bradley, 1976:5, holstrom and

Neither the judges nor the prosecuting attorneys are hampered in their

dealings by the awareness that they are rapists, too, only they have

more sophisticated methods of compulsion (1975:379).

Burgess, 1976s, 19766; Pagelow, 1976b; Schurr, 1971; Weiss and Borges, 1975;

1976; Lood, 1975).
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blaming the victim of crimes of hatterinr, and rape appears to be cultural-

ly transmitted by myths and stereotypes which run amazingly parallel. Even

more uggestive of an institutionalized pattern are the reported treatments of

victims of both crimes by the agents and agencies to which they are likely to

turn for assistance: the medical industry, law enforcement agencies, and legsl

and judicial systems. For discussion on instirStional response to rape victims,

see Baid (1976), Holstrom and Burgess (1976a, 19766), Keefe and O'Keilly (1976).

Institutional response to battered women is similarly discussed by Kremen

41976), Martin (1976), Pagelow (19760, and Pizzey (1974(.

Weis and Borges refer to "cultuial stereotypes" (1976:252), and RusseIl

addresses myths or "common cultural prejudices" (41,541121), which permeate the

literature on rape, and which are reflecLed in attitudes of both professionals

and laymen. Griffin, calling rape the "All. American Crime," attacks some myths

about rape uch as the pathological rapist, uncontrollable passion thesis,

victim precipitation, "bad girls are raged," and "they love It" (1975:21-29).

She notes the 'conspiracy of silence" and the "cultural encouragement" of male

aggression/female passivity (1975:22-23). Both ideas run paraLlel to terms

regarding woman battering such as "selective inattention" (Straus, et al.,

1916:24) and "cultural norms legitimizing intrafamily violence- (Straus, 1976;

545-551). Scattered throughout the literature on rape are frequent references

to particular myths and repudiations follow along similar lines (Greer, .1975;

tolstrom and Burgess, 1976a; Weis and Borges, 1975). Myths and stereotypes

pertaining to the battered woman victim are scarcely mentioned in the litera-

ture, due to the relatively short time that social scientists have become

attuned to this phinomenon. Although addressing the broader issue of intra.

family violence, Steinmetz and %trnus call attention to the elf's!. myth, the

47.
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sex myth, and the catharsis myth (1974:7). Pagelow focuses on the common myths

and stereotypes directly related to the battered woman issue and examines how

they influence institutional and politiCal response to victims (1976b). The

author reveals five major stereotypes and myths, and attendant assumptions.
1

These myths, stereotypes, and asaumptions about battered women are listed beloti,

and the most frequently cited myths about rape are also listed. The latter are

xtrapolated from many articles and books; to mention just a few: Bart (1975),

Brownmiller (1976), Holstrom and Burgess (1976a, 19/ob), Rusaelf (1975), and

Weis and Borges (1975, 1976).

1.

BATTERED WOMEN RAPED WOMEN

"THESE ARE PATHOLOGICAL INDIVIDUALS"

psychopathology of victim/bat d; crazy, sadistic rapists; rare

rare occurrences; masochistic womi occurrences: masochistic women

a-.

2. "BUT WHAT DID-4E N) TO PROVOKE HIM?"

women provoke jus!ified forc, women provoke justified force

3. "BUT WHY DID SHE STAY?"

they got something out of the rela-
tionship; they are seeking revenge

"she wants it;" women lie; they

are seeking revenge;,"impossi-
ble to rape an unwillg victim"

4. "BUT THEY tEVER PRESS CHARGES"

5.

law canrt help these women because
they don't want the men arrested;
they always back down

rape victims d6n't report, and
when they do, very few cases go
all the way through the system

"THE PROBLEM IS RESTRICTED TO ihE LOWER CLASSES"

educated, middle class people don:t 'subculture of violence" the

resort to physical violence, this only sex ratio imbalance; black men

happens among the poor, ignorant lower want to rape white women

classes, particularly certain ethnic
and racial groups

The similarities in the popular conceptions of female victims of'these two

apparently distinct crimes become so obvious after a brief review of the lit-

erature that it is even possible to transpose names of the crimes without loss

eat
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of meaning. Below, each of'the five myths outlined by Pagelow will be com

paredvteethe literature on rape victimology.

New.,
1. Psychopathology

Leading exponents in the sciences of the psychopathology of battered wo-

men, not surprisingly, come mostly from the psychotheraputic.disiplines (cf.

Gayford, 1975; Saul, 1972; Schultz, 1960), Snell, et al. describe.the battered

woman as domineering, masochistic, aggressive, masculine, and frigid (1974).3

Lawyers, doctors, policemen, and ministers are among the persons with whom

battered women come in contact for assistance. These people frequently relate

to the victims with a priori assumptions that the women they are dealing with

are neurotic, jeasochistic, or have some sort of vaguely defined "mental ill-

ness." Pagelow's pilot study reveals these common assumptiore;, which did not

appear to be supported hy data obtained from victims (1976b).

Psychoanalytic theory regarding women, particularly rape victims, is

clearly expressed by Amir when he writes,

The underlying idea of the psychoanalytic school of thought is the ten-
dency for victiellzation AI a univermal rondition of every woman. ...Re,-

fleeted in women is the tendency for passiVity and masochism, and a uni-
versal desir to be violently possessed and aggressively handled by men:
...The psychiatric approach, using-the psychoanalytic concepts are reason-
ing, emphesizes the pathological permonality and deviant behavior of vic-
tims of sex offenses 'and rape, especially of.young or adolescent girls who
are mainly of lowar-class origin (1971:253-254, emphasis added).

Weis and Borges view both Amir's methodology and concinsions very critically,

and claim that Amir resorts to "siklective use of psychoanalytic theory" (1976:

238). These authors state,

Instead, great length and effort is spent to question and disprove the
psychiatric approach when it involves the description of sexual offenders
as perverse or "siCk," but the same approach is not questioned when it

emphasizes the.pathological personality and devian:- behavior of victims

of sex crimes and rape. In.faci, it is thc victim who is sick, and the

offender who is normal (1976:238-239).

Similar to Amir, Snell, et ál. discuss the court yeferied psychiatric evalua-

tion of men alarged with wif beating in their report - 1Id, The Wifebeater's
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We" (1964). These three psychiatrists appear to follow in the footsteps of

criminologists and victimologists who. according to Uels and Borges, "actually

take the perspective of the offender' (1975:97). Snell, ct al. conclude their

report with the statement:

We have came to feel that the offender cannot be adequately understood,
and treatment and correctional measures appropriate to him devised, until
one knows whom he has offended, how and why. One cannot hope to under-
stand the offender and his offense without having some understanding of
the people with whom he has to deal (19.641412),

These doctors had found: "we see the husband's aggressive betl:/ior as filling

masochistic needs of the wife and to bc necessary for the wife's (and the

couple's), equilibrium" (1964:110). Nichols reveals that social workers, like

many uthers in the helping agencies, often perform their duties with underlying

assumptions of the Freudian thesis of female masochism (1975), as stated blunt-

ly by Russell: "Freud held the pessimistic y.lew.that men are inherently sad-

istic while women are innately masochistic" (1975:266). iSome ideas of Freud

and his followers, particularly Deutsch (1944), (especially tliose on masochism

and rapJ fantasies), are consistently attacked in much of the recent ripe lit-

erature (Bradley, 1976:3-4; Brownmiller, 1975:343-386: holstrom and Burgess,

1976a:3/1-3/7). Feldman-Summers refers to male offenders and femake victims,

and 'possible psychological causation, and concludes that sample bias and

methodology of research on pervtrators has failed to'prodUce ;eliable data

(1976:96). She states that aeficiencles in the character of the victim have

been unsupported.as well, saying there is "no evidence.to demonstrate that

(2women whu are raped behave d ferently from women. who art not raped" (1976:97).
i

Piney states the case for ba tered women.who are similarly assumed to be

\

mas-

ochisticr

As fur the reaction, "A lot of tsem like it," nevt..r wet anyone who
experiences this sort of violence- a broken jaw or a fractured spine.-
and wants to stay with it. No one want's to pay that price for a martyr's
role. Most often it is a case of like it or lump it. ...The psychia-

%.
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trists' form of the "they enjoy it" argument is that battered women are
the sort of women who go out and subconsciously choosu men who will batter
them. lhey Consider the women "victims" who can only be happy with a t
"victimizer." ...Just because a woman- is in a "victim" situation, that
doesn't mean taat she should,be labelled a "victim" and so given a life
sentence (1974:37).

It appears that the cultural stereotype which defines female Victims and/

or their attackers as psychopathological serves to confine both rape and batter-
%

ing in the realm of individual aberratIvs. Lack of reliable statistics pre-

vents definitive repudiation of the assumption that such crimes are rare occur-

rences and "much ado abont nothing." As.Pizzey says, "Of course, if a psy-

.chiatrist wants to see battered women as natural victims, that's the way

they'll appear to him" (1974:37). The problem is, some popular theories of

psychiatrists (as well as many others in both medical and social sciences), t

often become accepted by people in poRitions of social responsibility, e.g.,

judges. as "fact," or "truth." The ultimate consequences of these stereotypes

fre to not only affect the way female victims view their own situations, but

they also affect the way the victims are viewed by persons to whom they may turn

for assistance.

2. Provocation

While the layman may be likely to look for the guilt of the viFtim by use

of. the term "provoke," the more sophisticated social scientist is likely to in-

quire about victim precipitation. The conceOt victim 'precipitation became #

adapted by others, after the studies on 'criminal homicide by Wolfgang to refer

to urders where the victim was first "to use physical force directed against

his subsequent slayei" (1958.252). The comparatively new discipline of victim-

ology, which Weis and Borges say, "was originally intended by one of its

fathers and founders (Mendelsohn) to be a humanitarian science geared toward

helping victims and other loser-types in life" (1976:230), has recently taken a

turn toward "the art of how to blame the victim" (Weis and Borges, 1976;231).

1
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Another founder and Innovator in the.field of victimology. Schafer, who worked

dilligently for compensation and restitution for victim% of crime', later turned

to "functional responsibility" of the victim (Victimology: An International

Journal, 1976:223-225). Schafer suggested that the victim often is negligent,

takes precipitative action, or provokes the criminal behavior Of another (Hol-

strom and Burgess; 1976a:1/2).

Although the literature on the topic of woman battering is comparatively

scarce, some reference to viCtim responsibility has emerged. Gaylord suggests

that victimunot only seek out violent men, but provoke attacks (1975.197).

Goode postulates that in an unfair "war of words" won by the "more facile"

verbal woman, the loser may use physical force because of (his) geese of out-

rage (1971:632). Straus, et al. appear to agree that verbal aggression on the

part of some women precipitate their own physical attacks (1976:23). In her

pilot study on battered women, Pagelow found that many of the victims claimed

that arguments did not have to preceed attacks--in fact, some claimed that

beatings began suddenly with no prior interaction, or even when they were

461./eqp. Pagelow concludes that some women may have verbal advantage over some

men, but questions the "right" or justification for anyone generally larger and

4 4
more macular to physically abuse any person smaller and more hell:nese. The

author says, "There seems to be a great desire to look for the 'reasons' why a

woman was beaten, similar to asking why a woman was raped, but unlike other

crimes where few people ask why a person was robbed" (1976b:18).

Other writers have compared the requirements for prosecution of rape which

are not demanded for Other crimes. Why is it that female victims of physical

violence (rape and battering) must prove themselves "worthy victims?" (Gingold,

1976:52). Bard and Illison argue against rape as a sex crime, saying,

If one looks upon rape as a crime qgainst the person, one may be more Y
disposed to see it as one would view other aggreasive crimes, such as

10
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robbery, assault, etc. ...laws dealing with sox crimes differ significant-

ly from laws dealing with other crimes against the person. For example, a

woman carrying a purse is ordinarily not considered to be "asking for" a
mugging, but a woman in a short dress is.often accused of 'asking" to be
raped. No other crime has such stringent corroboration rules or requires
such blameless character and co ct on the part of the victim (1974:168).

Hafer providet a short parody on 'a cros -examination of a male mugging victim

who advertised his wealth by dressing expensively, walked the street at night,

who neither screamed mor resisted the armed mugger (1976:502-503). Brownmiller

concurs that rape victims are treated differentially from victims of robbery

who "need not prove they resisted the robber, and it is never inferred that by

handing over their money, they 'consented' to the act and therefore the act was

Ns no crime" (1975:430). Weis and.Borges refute the concept victim precipitation

in rape cases, stating that Amir's use is a distortion of its original meaning,

and the 20 percent "victim precipitated"'rapes repOrted by Amir (1975:50), as

well as other aspects of his research report are "an instructive lesson in the

art of statistical analysis" (1976:246).5

Pistii denies that women "provoke, deserve or enjoy being.beaten" (1974:

43), and Parcell and Kilian argue against perceived sexual availability of fe-

males (based on clothing vocabulary, behavior), suggesting that "the aggressive

male's definitioh of the situation is aberrant" (1976:6). Promiscuity, these

authors believe, serves as the excuse to categorically de-individualize the fe-

male. They say, "The agressive, double standard male typically feels forceful

ex aggression is justified if 'she puts out for others, but refuses met" 41976:

6).

At the present time, only nne small study has been' reported on perpetra-
.

tors of the crime of assault (of their spouses) (Faulk, 1974), but there have

been some besides Amir who have researched rapists. Brownmiller says that the

National Commission on the Causes and Prevention of Violence iooked for itstim

precipitation in a 17-city survey, and concluded that only 4.4 percent were

12-21R 711 - 4n
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viclItm precipitated, le'ss than other kinds;of vikent crime (1975:396). Seven-
,

ty-three convicted rapists were interviewed by Cogeland, et al.. and they said

that selection of the victim was mostly by-hur availability (82.2X) and her

defenselessness (71.2X). A slight majority of the rapists said they had decid-

ed on the rape before selecting the victim, but 45.2 percent "felt their:. vic-

tims had precipitated the assault" (197682). Precipitation, to these men,

meant resistance and attractiveness. Landau's cross-chltural study of 51 con-

victed rapists notes techniques of neutralization to lessen guilt and dubious

'"reasons" offered by these men to explain fheir actions. Nevertheless, while

half the sample said that their victims were not guity of causing their own

rapes, "Both Israeli and Amertcan offenders, almost unanimously, would be un-

willing to compensate 'their victims",(1976:12).

The warden of San Quentin, Clinton Duffy, is quoted hy Brownmillar, who

says he thinks women should protect themselves under maximum security condi-

tions. Duffy said:

"Many (women) break the most elementary rules of caution every day. The

particularly flagrant violators, those who go to barrooms alone, or accept
pickups eiom strangers, or wear ununually tight sweaters and skirts, or
make a habit of teasidg, gecome rape bait by their actions alone. When

it happens they have nobody to blame but themselves" (quoted in Brown-

miller, 1975:445).

41,

It appears that Pobrehin may have been'referring to people like Duffy when she

said, "Why not acquit the miss murderers and indict the reel culprit: MomM:e"

(1974:50). Pogrebin addresses the topic of male aggression, including rape and

battering, and finds thaCwomen are consistently and illogically blaiiied for al-
.

most all social ills, including war and their own victimization (1974).

The problem is, many women do.not see the patterns frariege stereotypes,

and when they become victims of yiolent crimes, they are verUIlikely to assume

the culturally assigned guilt. Pizzey describes the shame and self-guilt of

many battered women (1974), and Russell describes these same emotions expert.

11
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enced by rape victims (1975). The remorseful
thought, "if only I led not,

(fill in the blank with your choice of the followirg:
"gone out to

night," "talked back,",
accepted that ride home," "burned the eggs," etc.,

etc.) The crime itself
differs, but the cultural stereotyp4s are

basically the

ame, and so are many of the reactions of the female victims.

3. Hidden Reasons

When battered women
have turned to

"helping",agencieq, they frequently,l,

found their credibility
called into question.

Just al the rape victim has

been greeted by
jeering remarks from

policiseil like, "How many
orgaseis did you

Wive?" and "Didn't I
pick ypu up last week for prostitetion?" (Wood, 1975:209-

210), the
battered women may hear, "Why are you complaining now? Has he got

anuther woman?" In a comprehensive
study for the LEAA. Aga, et al. discuss

"unfounded" rape reports,
which may Include victim noncooperation

with police,

despite medical
examination with positive

results, or patrol response
to a rape .

scene where no one is present at time of their arrival. Aga, et al say that

eome women seek revenge end the "The credibility
of the rape v.ictim is question-

ed more than that of eny other
victims of crime" (1975:15). Brovnmiller

asserts that women's credibility has historically
been called into question,

dating from
"Biblical days of Joseph the Israelite" and exacerbated by Freud

and his followers (075:434). Hibey provides a
quotation from the 17th cen-

tury which states:

The party ravished say give evidence upon oath, and is in law a competent

witness but the credibility of her
testimony, and how far forth she is to

be believed, must
be left to the jury.... It is one thing whether a wit-

ness be admissible to be heard, another thing,
whether they are to be be

lieved'when heard (1975:16).

Wood begins her
article with a quotation from Rosenblatt

which leaves little

doubt that some "chicks" lie, saying
"Some girls rape awful easy. ...The

rape.gew is often used by a woman to 'get' a former boyfriend
or a hopea-for

boyfriend who never materialized" (1975194).
Wood approaches rape from a

I.

13
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leaal stmdpoint. and provides a quotation from a J. L'iymore. who is frequently
quoted by defense

attorneys and aut:iors of
scholarly journal articles on rape.

Wigmore, according to Wood, stated:

False accusations of sex crimes in general, and rape in particular. aregenerally believed to be uch more frequent
than untrue charges of othercrimes. ...Since stories of rape are frequently lies

orafantasies, it isreasonable to provide that such a story, in itself, should not be enoughevidence to convict a man of crime....(1975:196).

Wigmure tells why a woman ltes about rape:
she may be mentally ill, consented

but is ashamed later,
gets pregnant; or hatei the man she accuses.

Research and literAture
on,battered women is

comparatively rare, but the
re,searcher in the field

soon discovers that not only the police, but others,
such as medical doctor and nurses, sometimes

take an attitude of scorn or in-
difference toward women who come to them for

professional services. Pagelow
mentions a 'psychoanalyst

who wonders what battered
women:get out of' their

relationships (1976b26). Waterbury, et al. frequently
encountered skepticism

in interviews with grofessionals who came in contact with battered women. One
assistant district attorney teld them that wounds must be both visible and

validaeed by a physician, and that two thirds of the cases that come to his

office are classified as "neurotic housewife"
or "vindictive wife" and dropped

(1976:47-48).

7.1e whole syndrome of looking for "hidden reasons" for women's complaints,
of doubting the truthfulness of female victims of physical assaults, may be

resolved by tactics of making rape and
battering "victimless crimes." The

first time this anomalous categorisation cams to the autlior's attention was the
Waterbury, et al. report of an interview they

conducted with a person employed
by a police department.

These writers state,

Am a liaison officer who is available to the
community, (he) teaches aclass on self defense for rape victims. He describes battered women as afr"victimless" crime like rape and prostitution.

He feels the predominantattitude is that women are used to.that type of life style. "The husband

14
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..tlairipg' them once 1 ,bek. It's A wav of life. Thee must liie it or toey

wou1dn't stay (197u:77).

how a raved* battered ',roman can po..gibly be designated a nonvic4im is ex-

plained by Weis and Borges. They introduce the concept, "Leaitimate Victims"

(1975). Weis and c.orges describe a legetimate victim as une who is "safe' to

victimize, saying,

Inferior social status frequently is the deciding factor in determining

who 4s a legittmate victim. Therefore, lower-class individuals, racial

minorities and women are often'held to he more legitimate ond deserving
wnen they are victimized (1975:100).

if it is no(evident that the victim Is of Inferior social status, then .infer .

iority on.some other basis may be attributed to her (or him). Citing Sykes and

Miatzs's techniques of neutralization, they explain,

The Lasic dynamic is te shift the blame from the offender to the victim
emphasizing the victim's deserving characteristics. Thus, in essence,

it is maintiined that there was no injury, no offender, and no victim
(95:101).
rm.

Weis and Borges say thl/one way to decriminalize proscribed behaviot is to

define it ,as exclisable of' even justified" (1975:102). They proceed to des-

cribe the training for victim/victimiZer that women and men receive In this

country'by sex-role socislizatIon, stating, ''Where she has to be weak, passive

and dependent,-he must appear strong, active, and independent" (1975:109).
44

Others have written that women arc "set up" for the victim role (Pagelow,

1976b), and made "fair :tame for whatever husbands and other men wish to do to

them (Dobesh and Uobash, 1976b:6). If one wishes to pursue the theory of

"legitimate victim," the literature abounds with disiumsions on training of

women and men in a violent,,sexist culture w1t4sch glorifies aggressiveness in

men and "femininity" In women (cf. Bart, 1975; Brownmiller, 1975; Copeland,

et al., 197h; Chodorow, 1975; Dobash and Dohash, 1976a, 1976b; Griffin,-1975;

nolstrom and 6urgesa, 1976a; Komisar, 1975, Bussell, 197?: Slraus, 1976, Weis

and Hoiges, 1975, 1976). Women are trained to he helpless, and men are trained
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to be aggressive, and eeomen learn early to expect that the men she knows will

uot Attacl i,r, but will lh aer protectors. He (tart that women are 1h to'red

(and raped) by husband . and lovers, clad raped apj,roximately 50 percent of the

time by friends or relatives. Allows thit men freqUently do not meet these

expectatias. In either case, Olen taese expectatIons are not met, the women's

reactions are the same: "The most common emotions e-.4. e feelings of

shock, b!trayal, and humiliation with self accusatory guilt often addee s

having placed hersclf in the situation in the first place' 0:eis and Borges,

1975:119). As hard, who has written extensively on bet', crimes against women

CI%

mom "tile act of rape is essentially violent And destructive...forcible pene-

[ration is fnr the purpose of degrading and humillatin indeed of destroying

the woman's psychological integrity' (1976:263). Physical battering by,a

spouse can scarcely he expected to differ 0,reativ in intent and results.

4. Female Victim:, and tbe Law

.Recent literature on battered women and the law :1:0.; hegun to surfaee, with

Bard's work loading tne tteld (bard 191,9, 1970: hard and Ztcker 1971, 19741.

Commander Bannon uf toe Detroit Police Department has pointed out inconsisten-

cies and incongruities in police intervention in household assaults (1975).

But the researc4er in tile field discovers resentment ano antagonkm expressed

by patrol officers, police chiefs, attorneys' and.judge., who frequently blame

the victim for the system's failure to arrest. prosecute, and convict (.isen-

beArg and Micklow, 1974; Pagclow, 1976h Waterbury et al., 1976). Keefe and

O'Reilly, working for the New York City Police Oenartment, mention that only

one out of the ten raaes are reported, and two-thirds of all dismissals.are:

due to sore !nem of complainant failure (1976:273). Bart (1975) and others

have reported on the extremely low conviction rate fOr rapists., According to

Brownmiller's figures of New York "founded" rape complaint% in 1971, the net

result for convictions was 0.7 percent (1975:417).

3c)

1 te
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It aopears that tuere he underlying rea en.. tor 5/.1ersatic failures

ii processing quch crimes. Beginning with polic,. rtlurtanee to act as 'social

workers" and to interferzt in "domestic squabbles' and the "sanctity ef the

home," battering of a woman by her spouse is ften seen as a non-crime, often,

women in.both instare..es are seen as nonvictims. and the men are viewed as

non-offenders--they simply acted "inappropriately" (Hoistrom dnd Burgess, 1976a:.

4), or "went a little too far" (Dolash and Dobash, 1976b). Right from the

beginning of legal processing, women face systematic built-in bias. Waterbury

et al. found that a police deparment training manual, instructing rookie,, in

proper response ti a "typical domestic dispute," refers to a husband's assault

on is wife as "crime," with quotation.marks', although such activity is. in

fact, crime (1276:120). brownmiller says that the California police manual,

Vatro1 Procedure, instructs officers that "forcible rape is one nf the most

falsely reported crimes (1975:408). .The high attrition rate through the

system ls due to many factors, one of which is 'putting the screws" on the

female victim to weed out of the system any wOman who may "buckle under"

(Pagelow, 19761:36). Bart explains the dynamics involved at the prosecutor's

level. She says,

Since the District Attorney is an elective official, he wants to obtain
a record of c.nvictions. Thus he will only take a casi he can win--a
wrman who will v..t hreai down on the stand under Revere cross examination.

a woman whom 0 jury will believe, a chaste woman who is also emotion-

ally stable (19/5:3).

The fact that many women, trained in their own helplessness, fear retal-

iation from aggressive men who have already humiliated and degraded them is

seldom mentioned by members of.the law enforcement/judicial cumplex.

where along the line some official is almost certain to remind the spouse

victim that if she presses charges, her attackor may come louking fur evr, and

maybe this time he'll kill her. The possibilities f retaliation are present

for almost all battered women, and at least ealf of thy rapecolictims :11.1 had

; v;'
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'prit,ary relatio nships" ./ith twit. attackers vrior to the rape (.mir 1975:

55 56). Roth mir (1975) and Copeland, et al. (176) found that rape, in- 7

creasea in brutality and violence, the closer the relationship.

The fact that most women, at almolt all stares of the life cycle, are

more submissive to authority than men, which may matte her more likely to

"buckle under and drop put, is rarely discussed.° &spite her rage and dis-

gust at what a man has done to her and her !Jody, prolonged interrogation,

humiliation. aft,: frustration will tend to lessen her resolve to pros.cute

(Dolstrom and Burgess, 1976b). he California Lat. Review (1973) .estimased

that odds are 40 to one that a rapist escapes conviction. Hafer says, "One

reason most people prefer not to press charges 15 that existing laws do not

protect the victim. AL the same time, a severe price oas been ptaced on those

who do report a rape' (1976:502)--and, it snould he added, a battering by a

spouse. In the case. of a wife, conciliation court and social services will

act upon her traditionaL beliefs in marriage and the family to "forgive pd

fori;et," often "in the Lest interests of the children' (Lremen, 1976).

Superintendent Colville ofothe Pittsburgh Police Department addresses the

1

social pressures which converge on the rape victim. Colville says,

"Rape is the only p-ime in which the victim is doubly violated. first by

th attacker, andfAben by society. It is the only crime in,which social,

religious and coltutal core attitudes of society turn upon the victim.

In rape, society tend- o blame or accuse the women" (quoted In Schurr.

1971:3).

As stated earlier, what is written about one crime is often equally applicable

to the other, The Author suggests that "crimes against women:. rape and

battering" be nubstituted.for "rape' in the statement above. nd the trutn of

the statement resoins substantially the same.

5, Only Pdor People Do It

Some of the literature and cultural stereotypes both promote the myth that

18
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iii nt v hI. ii, ir ,orw it t d predonindot Iv I. I oud.r c I p . duv

vety I pret h! I i v. t 1..t iddlo r l as 0Ma.:hat nig 1Vr and above

reproac4. Lulturil Iruqtrations of over erowdod living quarters, in .

security and poyert,, are lorical explamations for why env might reasonably

expect lowered social class to reflect higher rates oi violence. In addition

aiten samples are obtained from convicted mid imprisoned persons, such .18 Amir's,

tuese simples will reflect the general prison population, where the lower

classes, and racial and ethnic minorities are disproportionately represented.

hut the question ha.. long been debated if official statistics represent any-

thing more aignifirant than that persons of lower social status are more like-

ly to he csarged. arrested, tried convicted, and imprisoned, while those wial

greater resources are sys ematically scteened out of the system.

Amir (1971, 1975), and Fie (1973). and GO'kg (1969, 1971), are

imone the writers who conclude that rape and battering occur mostly among the

lower classes. Marter21976:19), Fojtih (1976), Plzzey,...(P174) all argue that

middle class deople re not exceptions to a cultural reverence for viole.nce,

krtin reports that hard conductA two separate studies in a ghetto community

..lth 98 percent nos white !.orulation, and a whil,tL. upper middle class commun

ity. and came up with approximately the same level of reported wife-abuse cases

(1976:19). Feldman-Sumner; argues against the "poor people do it' thesis by

saying that living in high crime districts maLes women more vulnerable to vio-
1

lent crimes (1976;97). Weis and Borges strongly disagree with the lower class

myth, particularly Amir's subculture theory of violence. Amir expanded this

thesis to explain not only lower cla.a3 adolescent males, but he included fi-

males, as well. These author-. explain, "Victims and effenders...were social-

-fred In the same tradition of violence and sexual aggressiveness' (.'els and

horges, 1976 239). If aggressios and exploitativr lehavior is part of their
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ougthative system, thun, tey how does Am.r explain a. larre r'ercentage

ot reporting vicLim.. «ming from thi,, ,Ame vielent snhcnitore! (19711:23)).

Weis and Borges advance the idea that 'Amin's finding thit rape is typically a

phenomenon of the rower-clasr. black subculture is a reflection of a bnilt-in

bias in the statistics" (1976:230). In another article, these same authors

;

say Chat when persons in crisis situ: ions seek aelp, their choice largely de-

vend% on available options They suggest that middle clas;-; women are likely to

approach family doctors gynecologists, and psychiatrists first, but 'for the

lower-class the police may be the only alternative' (1975130). The author

reported tn anotner paper on a lample of battered women, ttout equally divided

netweea ,vori ng clais and middle class, and suggested that there is rea,on to

In.lieve that spousal aliise rrosse; ye, rarill And ,tnnic, and social class

lines (P4g,low, 19761t). ',here may Atihtle differences in tecbnigne, but when

psychiatrists, judges, and even millionaires battur woemn.7 it is just

fallacious to assume that these rases uncov,red thus tar are rare exceptions

as to #-sume rest?iClionito those lowest on the socioeconomic laddcr. Restric-

ton to On wer classes promotes smug complacency among the middle class who

could deman gut, remedial social action.

Star, and.Mcbvoy reported on a siirvey they designed and analyzed which

consisted of 1 1764intervIews ( 970). They found that men gave somewhat higher

A ,

approval 4 slapping or beim! slapped by one's spoirw ti:an uemun, and thit rate

of approval increa:ed witn education and income. i In addition, income in-

creased so did percentages of .rwning firltarms, g threatened with gun.or

knife, being cut by knife or shot. ;Siith increased in e:they were more like-

ly to have slapped or kielsed pother person, or received Auch treatment. !Aarl.

and McEvoy report middle class people are likeq to resort to third party

intervention other than police, And tney say, privacy of the middle-cla,,s

20
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life-style preserves ar illusion of greater domestic tranquility; hut it IR,

pparently, only an illuiion (1970.54).
1

If there should be any lingerin doubt: that the middle and tipper classes

engage in aggre/sive behavior, the s Lid./ by'Parcell and Kanin should lay them

to rest. Their study, conducted among female undergraduates at a prestigious

university, revealed that 83 percent of the sample experienced male sex aggres

sion, but victim/aggressor membership in sorority and, fraternity were dispro-

portionately highest. These authors say, "The offended sorority women reported

that 76 percent of the men who offended them were fraternity members' (1976:

24). An earlier study by Kanin of 400 college men had also shown the same

higher aggressive level for fraternity members.

A bill due to come before the Californin Legislature, SB91, sponsored by

Senator Presley, calls for the establishment of shelters for victims of mnri-

YIC.

tal violence and their c dren. The bill reads:

There are hundreds of thousands of persons in this state who are regularly

beaten, tortured, and in many cases even killed by spouses or persons

with whom they are living in a quasimarital relationskip. Victims of

marital violence come from all socioeconomic classes and ethnic groups,
though it is the poor who suffer most from marital violence, since un-
like ,the well-to-do, they have no immediate access to private counseling

and shelter for themsqlves and theirVlildren (SB 91, 1977:2).

SUMMARY

In the sciences, there seems to be a tendency to specialize, to devellp

expertise in a particular area of interest. Some noted wrIters' careexA may be

followed over the years by publications a/1 addressing various elements of the

same basic topic. As a sociologist, the author has followed in the tradition

of focusing on a particular social problem restarching It. reading all ovail

able relevant material. and attempting to understand it. This concentration

serves a useful purpose, since we all live in an nge of pecialization, but

there are dangers ia it, too. It may lend to fragmentation and exclusion of
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other ih.portant,annr)elated to4ics. Ry concuntratins on the tree, one may not

sec tne fore:it 4. '

,The writer has spent considerable time and Pnergy on the subject of

battered women, and has initiated research in this relatively unexplored topic.

However, here aud there one finds reference to a larger social -,)attern,--and

a question grew which cou10 no longer be put. aside. . The literature on rape,

rape victims And vIctimology was gathered, and once the task of reading began,

commOnalitisa merged and grew more convincing. Befor lorg. considering all

the apparent similarities, there csmsaatonishment that no one T1-.4d systematically

compared victimization through rape and,battering befdre. Initial suspicions

became stronger untl, as stated earlier, the descriptions of victim reaction.

aggressor's intent. institutional response, and,above :ill, the prevailing myths

and stereotypes, were so similar that the names of the criMes could often be

transposed without loss of meaning.

All of 'whit.h leaves us with the question--what does it all isan? Is it by

A

chance that physical aggression against women receives !lasically the same

social response, that the myths and stereotypes ace so similar? To the writer,

ai least, this appears unlikely. What, then, are'the cauacs, and mor import2')

antly, the purposes? Some writers have'suggested that the causes are to be

found in the hierarchal struure of the patriarchal. fdmily. If women have

hiseorically been chattel to men, subservient to men, passed along from owner-

ship by father to ownership by mate, then women are leg4timately non-persons.

Patriarchal phildsophy of ownership is addressed by many authors who have

written on crimes agains oieN(Bart, 1975; Brownmiller, 1975; Dobash and

Habash, 19768, 1916b1 Griffin, i975; Russell 1975: !food. 1976; INaing. 1976).

In view of historical, anthropological, and sociological literaLure, thesP

theories seem to provide the strongest sense of logic.
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Purposes for systematic parallels in.crimes against women may .ciot he

c/early defined or even 'proonsed. thefever, there ts one common idea which
!)

aPpears in the literature from time to time with increasing regularity. This

is the concept of 'social control." introduced by Dobash and bash (i976c).

Brownmiller (1975), Holstrom and Burgess (1976a), and Runsell ( In sim

piffled terms, these authors theorize that the myths a1d stereotypiy associated

with victimized women, and the accompanying institutional response, serve to

"keep women in their place," Closely a53ociated, the concept. cultural' ,sextsm

is discuaseeby Straus (re: wife-beating, 1976), and Brownmiller (re: rape,

1975). drovruniller defines the concept thus: ..ultural sexism is a conscious

form of female degradation designed to boost the male ego hy offering 'proo'f'

of his native superiority (and of female inferiority) everywhere he looks"

(1975:437)1

If these social scientistg are correct in their emAlmptions, then with

the rising spirit of female challenge to the patriarchal. sexist basis of our

culture, actual bccurrences of rape and battering may be expected to increase

for at least the next few years. If feminist ideology continues to effect

social thinking and social change, however, these form.; of violence will be

increasingly resisted, publicly denounced, and effIcially reported. We may ex-

pect a continned Increase in reported .:tqrAe9 againat women, not only because

women and non-sexist men are demanding changes and Increased supportive; ser-

e'

vices, but also because some men, socitlized in machismo ot the mabculine

mystique will be so threatened lay changes in formerly passive 4.ymen that they

will resort to ehe ultimate degredation they can perpetrate. ta brownmtiler

says,

...in daring to "west the unspoen, ;.omen had uncovered yr another nert

of our oppressten, perhaps tile cent.,:el key: hisioric phy Al rerresslon,

atconsctoos prcen..: of incimidatinn, goi1 and f.-4r (1973:446).

11

23
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0

it is erroneous to cofic,.rtull'I.Ze rape and batt,rinp, as ,arirate

crimes.' Thy are both hostile, physical assaults against women, intended to

humiliate, degrade ati'd subjugate tne victim. As long ae: hulbands can rape

wives with impunity Erom the law--women do hot ovn their own bodies. And these

crimes against, women will continue until women,.and men,.expect and accord full

human rights of self-ktermination to all women.

4 ,

4
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FOOTNOTES

1. See also Keefe and O'Reilly. who say, "The. Federal Bureau of Investigation
speculated that as few as one out of ten rapes were reported to authori.
ties" (1976:273).

2. Perhaps blaming the female victim is popular in societies beyond this one,
and it may not be halted to physically violent crimes. The World Popula-
Plan, developed by the 1974 United Nations World Population Confefence,
aimed at deVelopill redistrnution of power and resources within, if not
among, nations, found that high fertility rates impede progress. Moen
reports on the Plan and suggests. "Third world women, world population
growth: a case of blaming the victims?" (1976).

3. It is necessary to mention that the Snell, et al. conclusions are based on
a sample of twelve families who were interviewed by this team of psychia-
trists three or more times. A group of 37 men charged with wife-battering
were assigned to the clinic, but the sample for thi3 report consisted of
12 who did not resist treatment. Couples wire called in for inteliviews,
but "The men were usually resistive to psychialric contact, tending to deny
that problems existed in tImir marriages which required outside help'
(1964:108).

4. Dobash and lkobash discuns the tendency to blame the biatered Lfc, saying:

Th,. very act of the search for 'provocation' is an implicit acceptance
of the idea that a man basically has the right to beat his wife pro-
vided that the circumstances warrant it. The same logic in used in
rape cases and in casessof homicide which are seen as "crimes of pas-
sion.'" What is actu ly being assumed is that a man has a right to
control certain aspects of a woman's public and private behaviour and
li she does not conform then he has the right to punish her either by
beating, raping,t.or killing her (1976b:5).

5. l!ets' mnd Borges present a harsh methodological critique of Amir's work, re-
veJling flaws in computation, inconsistencies in methodology, and quentiOn-
abi ,. data analysis. Among those victims Amir charged with "precipitation"
of their own rapes, Weis and Borges tell us that:two of the "women" wre
under nine ylars of age. These critics say'

This Is consonant with the Look's attempt to reshuffle responsibility,
even if it redirects it to individual s. that enjoy the npecial protec-
tion of the law: "Victimtbehavior during the offense. especially of'
minors, in terms of the degree of consent or resistance may reduce the
criminal responsibility of the offender and nullify the severity of the
punishment' (quotation from Amir, 1971;165 in,Weis and Borges. 197624G).

6. Brownmiller tells of a Brooklyn-Bronx study of children nexually ahuqed by
'adults. After arrests were made, 28 percent of the parents withdrew the
complaint (1975:308).

7. Straus reports the story of a woman severly beaten by a man sile Itved with

for 12 years, Grek shipping m4gante, Aristotle OilassIA (197(:546).
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Dear Chairman Cranston:

The International Association of Chiefs of Police appteciates the opportunity

to submit a statement to the Senate Subcommittee on Child and Human Development

regarding the "Domestic Violence Prevention and Services Act",/(S. 2759).

The IACP is a professional membership organization with more than 11,000

members from 64 nations. The Association was established in 1893 to further

the science of police administration. The majority of our menbership is from

the United States, and may be directly affected by this egislation.

r) s you know, the purpose of the "Domestic Violence Preve tion and Services

Act" is to im.rease state, local and private participation in programs designed

to combat domestic crime, which has'become an epidemic within our wciety. This

is a)so the goal of similar legislation in the House of Representatives, H.R.

12299. Generally, S. 2759 authorizes a state grant progm to help support

projects which offer assistance to'victims of domestic violence and programs

///

which attempt to prevent such incidents. The bill has been constructed to

/ (1) provide a financial incentive for states to support programs addressing
,-

worm.
domestic violence; (2) haveles aosume a rapidly increasing proportion of

the costs of the program; (3) ensure that nonprofit private groups are not

precluded from sharing in the resources, and (4) provide seed money for community

groups. These provisions will be Accomplished by the establishment of state

citizen panels on domestic violence; regional centers to provide technical as-

stStdnce and trlining; and an interagency council to coordinate federal programs

with respect to domestic violenceiqhe bill will also provide for research and

reporting programs reldting to dpmestic violence.

.0., 1
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Legislation concerning.domestir violence is of grave concern tp the law enforce-

ment community. Violenre in American households is widespread, reflecting the,

fact that many people feel tnat violence is acceptablc a form O'reledse fur

stress within the family. Family viOlence constitutes a significant percentage

of homicides, aggravated assaultsx and assaults and batteries in the United
_

States. The known dimension of domestic violence represents only a small portion

of the actual number of incidents, with conservative estimates speculating that

-3.5 million severely battered women (requiring hospitalization) and 5 milkion

battered children are affected annually. In addition to being a significant

problem in relation to victims of abuse, family violence is one ot the most

liazardous assignments to wiiich police officers must respond. , The 1976 Uniform

Crime hzport indicates that 31.5 percent of all law enforcemofficers were

assaulted while responding to distprbance calls during 1916
1, representing the

4
greatest percentage of assaults on laW,enforcement officIrs. An FBI study

Novering an eight year period showed thalt, 20 percent of the total number of

police officers killed in the line of du4 died while responding to family

disturbance calls.
2 1(

In order to resporteeffectively to family violence situations, the law enforcement

community has recognized the importance of specialized training in fhis area.

Police officers are trained to attempt to recoorize evidence which may indicate

family abuse, recognize factors which might motivate offenders and to maintain a

professional attitude when responding to such calls. Law enforcement official's

1 Crime in the United States '.976 (Washington: U.S. Government Printing Office,

1979, p. 282

2 Royer Langley &Ili Richard C. Levy, Wifebeating: The Silent Crisis (New 'fork

E.P. Dutton, 1977), p. 165
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'have also atteopted to become involved with social service agencies fo- referral

purposes. While tr.Oning of this type has been instrumental in the more effi-

\
cient response to domestic violence situations, community assistaace for domestic

violence is limited, and in some areas, is
l

ronexiiient. There are numerous
e

situations, for example, in which social tervice agencies do not operate on a

24-hour basis, or in which shelters are overcnbwded and cannot accept victims.
%...

There a

l

e also instances in which the law enforcement.connunity is unaware of

k...the vari us services provided by family violence programs due to d lack of com-

munication. Again, in certain ari4B, there is a lack of cooperation between

social service agencies and law enforcement in providing assistance to victims

of family violence, because of either a ampetitiveness between the agenciel or,

in some cases, a lack in definition of services provided.

To remedy these and similar situations, coordination and cooperation must be

maintained at all levels of government. The proposed legislation establishes

.this link between the various levels, as well as providing an effective avenue

through which various agencies can jointly develop viable solutions to family

violence.

The law enforcement community has,qn the past, been held primarily accountable

for resolving incidents of family violence because traditionally they have been

the first agency called on to respond. The police response-to domestic violence,

however, can merely treat the symptoms or consequences of the problem, rather

than the causes.

The police, for example, are empowered to take whatever action is ne ssary to

subdue the immediate 'ifistance of violence, but, in most cases. the action has

little long-range impact on the causes of the violence itself. As an indication

If

4..! 4 (
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A

of the effect of the police response to incidents of family violence, a study

in Kansas City revealed that in 85 percent of the cases of spouse murders in

a single year in that city the police had been summoned at least once before

the murder occurred, and in St) percent of the cases they had been called five

or more times berore the humicide.

Law enforcement officials,are making a sincere,effort to combat this crime.

However, once they have been summoned to a domestic incident, their alternatives

are very limited. They%can arrest tge offender if,the victim will siyn a com-

plaitnt, but the abused party is usually reluctlint to do this. uonomic depen

dence, low self-este , social isolation and fear or reprisal are among he 7

factors that cause the tctim to endure the situation rather than prosecute.

When f:hd with ttis problem, the police officers' only.other alternative is

to refer the victim to agencies which can provide immediate shelter and/or

long-term help. Even this alternatiVe ilhimited due to al insufficient a+ii1-

)Ahility of ervices to meet the demand. Many states and local communities are

l
attempting to deal with the prob)em, but even where shelters and services do

exist, the massive demand quickly overwhelms the
1
program. By providing federal

,

funding for community-based .programs, such as shelters and counselimj, as well

as encouraging the availability of such services on a 24-hour basis, the causes

of domestic violence can be ass 4 d and realistically dealt with on a case-by-

case basis. Studies have demonstrated that as a result of the implementation

of 6mmunity-based family violence programs, the total.number of cdils for police

inter/ention hv been reduced by nalf; the recidivism rate for domestic distur-

bances reduced by mae than half; eild the
I
amownt of time spent on domestic distur-

bance calls redud by approximately 25 minuies per call. These studies indicate

that the current high drain on law enforcement personnel generated by domestic

violence can be reduced with proper training and resoucces.

s
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Family violence is a complex problem affecting every facet of our society,

about which there is no definite knowledge. It must be studied and dealt

yith dn every possible level. This bill will help to coordinate federal, sta:e

and local efforts An combatting the problem. It will assist the development

'V

of effective methods of identification and treatment of offenders. It will

establish a program,that provides the direction, coordination, leadership,

and resources necessary to develop 'I'M implement solutions to this widespread

crime.

Danestic violence is a severe problem within the family, the communi ty the

'state aod the nation. It has not yet received adequate attention from the

soNety at large, even though it is becoming increasingly clear that it

occurs at afl levet of society, within the families of the rich and educated

as well as the poor and illiterate. For the benefit of the victims, who are

growing in number daily, for.the benefit of the law enforcement community,

which faces danger and tragedy each time an officer responds to a call, and

for the benefit of a nation, which is laden with criminal activity, society

as a whole must cooperate to eliminate domestic.violence.

The IACP wholeheirtedly urges passage of dameitic violence legislation.

Thank you.

- 5
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February 21, 1978

Senator Alan Cranston
452 Russell Office Bldg.
Washington, D.C. 20510

Dear Senator Cranston:

We have learned form Congressman Newton I. Steers
office that you will chair hearings on family violence on
March 8th. We would like to submit the following articles,
letters and Ms. commentary for the written testimony for
the Child andHuman Deve4opment Suboommittee hearings:

AUGUST, 1976: "MOST AMERICAN VIOLENCE HAPPENS IN
THE HOME" by Judith Gingold
"HOW I STOPPED BEATING MY WIFE" --Interview
with'Bill M. by Ann Geracimos.

"BATTERED WIVES: HELP FOR THE VICTIM NEXT
DOOR" Compiled by Marcia Rockwood

DECEMBER, 1976: "LETTERS FROM BATTERED WIVES"

In addition, I am submitting the comme.tiry of Grbria
Steinem which was included in the WOMAN ALIVE' series Imoducea
by WNET/13 in collaboration with Ms. Magazine..

Because'we recognize the importance of this national
problem, wg want your committee to have access to the M.

. material. Please include the our information in the wirtten
testimony of your committee hearings.

Sincerely,

44111
arin Lippert

370 Lexington Avenue
New York New York 10017

212 72`: 2666

f
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UNFORGEMBLE LETTERS FROM
BATTERED WIVES

The reader response to 'One of
These Days-Pow! Right in the
Risser: TA. Truth'About Battered
Wises" (August. 1976) was dra-
matic in many ways; but most
unexpected was the willingness of
so many women _to share their
painful experienees in hopes of
helping other battered women. A,
dialogue hai 'begun. Here is
selection from the enormOas,
numbei of moving letters "Ms.' ro-,
aimed: (Because of the sensitivity
of this issue, the names of tht
ktter writers haw been withheld.)

J

My experience with the author-
ities in my wife-beating case must
have been unique.

rf,' When I finally had enough and
. decided to move out,' I called the

'police and they told me that they
would haie a car meet me several
blocks from my apartment. When
ere'got home, the ofriCer asked me
for my key because my husband
waa home. The officer opened the
door and.eiiisfronted my husband.
He told him to keep his distance
while I got my belongings. When

. my husband got insistent, the of-
ficer got nasty with him.

I went back to my husband
just the way my attorney said I
wouldI guess because I loved
him and wanted to believe that he
wouldn't hurt me any more.

The second time I moved out
there were five patrol cars there,
including the area supervisor's.
He had a gun and the police were
ready for my husband, but he
never showed up.

The sergeant put his arm
around My shoulder and said,
'This time I hope you will know
better thin to believe him. Don't
cornet back here."

I didn't\ Six weeks later I
"regained my freedom" and got a
restraining 'order from the judge

who admonished me to use it!
Maybe it is just the attitude of

the police officers and judges in
Tampa, Florida If it is, I surely
hope it is contagious!

Life in America is competitive and
insecure. For example, if a boss
gives a man a hard time, there is
nothing he cap do about it, except
take it out on his wife or kids.
Theie areq't enough jobs to go
around, so he can't quit, and the
job he has is most likely to be
boring and unfulfilling. So after
work he goes down to the bar and
has a few. With his inhibitions
soaked in alcohol he goes home
and takes out his frustrations on
his family.

If we seriously want to'end wife.
beating, ca; t, murder, and other
crime, then .-or ±,.ust change our
society into a cooperative, secure,
easygoing one.

tt WHEN WE TRY TO
PROTECT OURSELVES,

ARE IMPRISONED FOR
MURDER )1

eryone worries sibout violenCe
the street. But there at- more
men beaten, bruised broken,
d battered than anyboCly knows.
happens in their homes.
I was one of these battered

women, and I told lies for my
husband and kept it from our
families. I put up with it for about
eight years, during three
pregnancies. Now I'm living alone
with four children, from four to
eleven years old, and I am charged
with murder.

My husband would get drunk,
come home, and take out all his
frustrations, failures, and anger
on me. About two and a half years
ago, when he would get mear and
try to do this, I would try to get

33.235 78 -

away, taking ,..,rny children.
Sometimes I could: sometimes I
didn't have money for gas or food
for the kids, so I would have to
stay. A lot of times he would take
my car keys beforehand, and I
couldn't do anything about it. He
weighed about 245 pounds, and
was six feet, two inches. I weigh
140 pounds and am five feet, two
inches. What kind of odds were
these? You can take out warrants
for assault; but if youolecide to

UPDATE:
MORE HELP

Since the August isiue of Ms.
on battered women has Come
out, I've been receiving re-
quests for information at the
rate of about 30 day! We Irn-
mediately ran out of copies of
oue publication, a listing
called "Working on Wife
Abuse" and had tollave It re-
printed. We also aMed more
than a dozen pages to list new
groups and individuals who
have contacted us about their
work for battered women.

It's clear from this response
that there are many con-
cerned people all over the
ountrY who are determined

nd the abuse and battering
o women. Betsy Warrior

Cambridge, Mass.
EDITOR'S NOTE: Ms. bas re-
ceived numerous letters from
organizations and centers
throughout the country that
want women to know about
their services for battered
wives. To be listed in "Work-
ing on Wife Abuse," write to
Betsy Warrior, 46 Pleasant
Street, Cambridge, Mass.
02139. The list is available for
JAM.
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prosecute and a fine must be paid,
where does the money come from?
It's money your kids need fur food
and clothes, money for house
payments, power bills, phone bills,
and so on And then the next time
you really get a good beating for
takingyourhushand to court. If I'd
had a choice between heing
mugged on di streets rather than
being at home whm my husband
NAP drunk, I'd takie my chances
with the mugger.

And after you decide you can't
take it any more, and want a
divorce, that doesn't nd 4 qither.
1 was kgally sepatated for about
five months. I never had a good
night's slep, and still no peace,
because he wouldn't stay away
/rum me He threatened th kill ine
or tn hire someone to do that So
went back to him and tried to
make a good rinirriage aftr 12
years. It worked he stayed sober
for two weeks! I stayed on four
weeks more bd'ore I deeided I was
fed up. I leR again. lie came to
Virginia where' I was Staying at
my sistr's house and he tried to
make me go home with him. He
was slapping m when I shot him.
lie wanted to beat me so badly
that after I ; ot him through the
heart arid right lung, he still ran
65 feet trying to get me before he
fell.

I'm tb, villein now tie was the
poor h:sharal ;hot by tris wife I'm
caare, I've got
fo tr children tn 1 1, a ,.o job It
is I ummer, and tl whool,
so I can't work neeause r, baby.
sitter would c i -ne $1)(1 a-week, or
more. It takert atamt three 1r flair
months for the So," security
people to start sending me checks.
Unless Pin cleared of Hip murder
charge, I won't get them anyway.
What do we do, we women wifit
kids? We don't have a chance with
men or without them!

Sometimes 1 feel like killing
myself. 1 can't see where it will all
nd, Every citizen is supposed to
have certain rights. But women
are IrR out whn it coms to that.
When,we try to protect ourselves,

.

we are imprisoned for murder.
If all the women in the world

stood up for their own rights and
raised hell about it, things would
be different. I'm writing this hdter
flu them.

ttWE LEARNED THE SIGN
OF AN IMPENDING ATTACK:

IIE DRANK ALCOHOL))

1 rentemher episodes in my
childhood of my fathr's rages at
my mother and the sight
afterward of my mother's bruised
and swollen face. I remember
looking into her eyes and seeing
hurt and shame; and my inmnse
anger at my father and bitter frus-
tration at my mother's situation.

I was surprised and disap-
pointed that you did not give
any attention to the interna-
tional campaign for Wages for
Housework (c/o Sylvia
Federici, 491 Pacific Street,
Brooklyn, N.Y. 112171 in the
issue on abused wonwn. One
of the main points of the in-
ternational collective is that if
thre were wages for house-
work, battered-wives' shelters
would not be necessary.
"*omemakers with a wage

)udd rthtlize that their work
ts important. Thus they'd feel
more strongly that they don't
deserve had treatment. And
they'd have money--the main
means of escape. 'The weeks
or months of hassle it takes to
find shelter, and the riga-
marole till the woman and he;
children are placed, coun-
seled, and then finally off on
tHeir own, would he hypassd.

While a wage for work done
in Ole home is not yet a reality,
it is important to make emer-
gency housing for abused
women available. But I do
feel it's too bad that more -a-
ergy is not put into wages :Jr
hou.. ,ork.

Adele Brookmart
to. County, PaN_

\

- -
bligcd her to leave. She

always answerd me. "Where
would I go? I have nu job, no
money."

We all learned 0- sign of one of
my fatialr's impendingatthcks lie
always drank alcohol first,

To see my fr.ther like that--
ugly, swaying, smelling of
liquor -disgusted me. It took a
long time btfore 1 stopped hating
him and all men, hut I never fully
undrstood 'why my father did
wbat he did.

I am a middle aged reader and 1
enjoyed a happy, wonderful
relationship with my husband
until five years ago. During the
last five years I have experinced
things I thought would never
happen to me. I permive that what
has ben going on Mad it now
seems to he :annewliat resolved,
fritc_the angry sssions are
lessening) is a kind of middle-life
trisrs. Precipitated, I fret, by a
number or other strsss, my
husband woald occasionally go
into rages yThen he threw things,
cursed, and, u aelievably
because he tis to be so consid.
crate, gentle, and kind- -hit me.

feel that part of the probthm
was my going back to graduate
school, althoUgh my husband ini-
tially encouraLed it. Another part
was his not gettirg a promotion he
wanted. *; et another was our
taking on the rare of my aging
mother. But perhaps the most
basic ksue that has continued
since his initial rage, %FAS

that my husband re A book
stating that 85 percent f the
women in a survey ijoy And
practiced ri,Ilatio rtgt. with
their partners Since my tile aand
hits discovered that I am in the
percent who find fellatio ap-
palling, he has felt he is being
denied, After finally persuading
my hwhand to see two psychia-
trists with me (out of town at his
insistence), and after lengthy
counseling, my husband refused,
riga Ily, to go for -iny more.
Alrhough he had chosen the
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M /V)

second doctor, who alsts coun-
seled that we should enjoy tos
'tether those things pleasttrable
to us both, my husband became
very angry and said he would mit'
return.

We need to read more articles
bout women at middle life- tor
we do feel caught between old
restrictions and new freedoms.

tt I REALIZE NOW
THAT HE WOULD

HAVE HIT ANYONE
WHO HAPPENED
TO BE THERE),

7 .

WAS at one time a battered wife,
but I didn't have such a sympa-
thetic label then. 1 WWI blamed
for rriy first husband's violence
more than he was.

My husband turned out to be an
alcoholic. Many violent men and

Nivomen are alcoholics. Most cfame
01 be violent when they &Wain
from alcohol (and(or drugs). My
husband didn't. His provocations
ranged from dinner not being
ready on time, to being unable to
locate one of his possessions, to
just being in a bad mood. I realize
now that he would have hit
anyone who happened to be thera
Once I realised that, and that he
would goon being violent until his
head straightened out, 1 left. I was
neither helping him nor ag-
gravating his problems. ,

tt IN MAr.TAL COMBAT,\ I WAS SUPPOSED
TO BE ABLE

'TO DEFEND MYSELF))

I had difficulty looking at the
cover photograph of the battered
woman because I have worn that
battered face many times. Now I
am divorced from my wife beating
hunband and happily remarried,

. so I am gaining some perspective
on my former problem and its
Causes.

Your article on the battered
wife upheld the hope that a couple
could get help from counseling.
But I think counseling is no

NEWS

panacea The causes of wife.
beating are too deeply rooted in
our societal values

My former husband and I spent
thousands of dollars so that an
eminent psychiatrist could tell me
that by being afraid of my
husband I was "progranimi ng him
to be a bad boy." The doctor almost
convinced rne that I was the kind
of woman any real man would
want to beat. The only solution the
psychiatrist offered for our prob-
lem was that I take care of myself
My husbInd was six feet tall and
weighed 185 pounds; I was five
feet, seven inches and weighed
130. We would not have been con-
sidered an even match in the
boxing ring, yet in marital combat
I was supposed to be able to defend
myself.

The counseling only worsened
our situation because afterward
my husband was able to say as he
was beating me, "Dr. H. says you
want this."

Thank you for not saying in the
article on battered wives that we
consciously provoke attack or
enjoy being attacked I have only
recently told someone about my
problems because I felt ashamed
that I had allowed myself to be
abused, nd thought that
everyone would believe that I
probably deserved to be. Finally,
after an occurrence of abuse in the

#10, taitt: Rightii.Project

rtleOlOokIi7ximapIli a
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'. or, abused ..woenZrDe-:
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presence of a friend of the family,4
this friend insisted o,n talking
with me about the ahusive
practices and has followed up with
such emotional support that I feel-
I have regained my lost pride and
self-respect Through tiiis new
attitude I have been strengthened
to the point or not tolerating any
further abuse 'and of talking
frankly about it with my hushand.
The next step I feel is therapy for
him and the opportunity to regain
my and the children's love and
respect. If this involves a sepa-
ration or even divorce after 14
years of marriage. I am now ready.
My only advice to other abused
wives is to.start talking about it
with sympathetic people.

ttYOUR BODY
NEVER FORGETS))

As art ex-battered wife (now
divorced), I feel your article is
valuable but incomplete. There is
a solution to the problem

The issue is power and the use of
physical force in a relationship.
My ex-husband, a college pro-
fessor, was bewilderee and ap-
palled by his outbursts against
me. They would take him by sur-
prise, usually occurring alter a
long and bitter verbal argument,
and following each incident he
would conic to me in tears, beg-
ging forgiveness and promising
it would never happen again. It
took me six years to realize
that his promises, though sincere,
would never be kept

It is intportant to understand
that there is only a difference of
degree between beating someone
and threatening to beat her
Once a man learns that a woman
can be intirnid.e.t. I by force, It
beconie:; an option for him in crisis
situations.

The threat of force, however
minor, must be eliminated a a
possibility for the male from the
outset or a relationship

Fighting back is not the answer,
,it isdangerous for the woman The'
police cannot and should not be
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expected to intervene in most
cases. Our only means of self-
defense is our willingness to put
the relationship on the line. It is
passible to love a man who hits
you, but it is not possible to expe-
rience the same quality of sexual
desire toward hi.- You can never
fully trust him again. Your body
never forgets.

The bastard wouldn't live to hit me
a second time.

HIS F !HST REACTION
WAS, "ruE HE MUST

RE SOMETHING
WRONG WITH ME' 77

Throne area not mentioned in the
article on battered wives is an
isolated beating. This is what
happened to me:

I have been married for 12 years
and have tvio children. My
husband and I have had our ups
and downs (mostly ups) and have
built a more solid relationship on
what we have learned from our
experiences. About a year ago,
during an argument between My
hOishand and me, in which many
things were said that had been
held back, my husband became
almost hysterical with anger and
started hitting me. We were in the
car at the time, and when we
reached a public place I ran from
the car into a restaurant a'nd
sought safety inside. He tried to
physically pull me out, but I held
on to the door saying I'd scream
and that I wouldn't leave with°
him I was afraid of what he wCadd
do if( got bark in the Ear with him.
He was, lifter several minutes,
almost as terrified as I was. We sat
down and talked rood he gave die
the keys to the car and walked
home.

My husband is a college
graduate, and our income is
extremely comfortable. He is not a
violent person; he's calm and
practical, and has always been,
except for this one incident, a very
rational person. His first reaction
%as, "there must he somethine

wrong with me" and "how could I
do that?"

I do not consider mysklf a
"battered wife" but rather a wife
who was beaten once.

As a woman who, for seven years,
had to deal with the battered-wife
syndrome, I would like totet in a
word about it that is seldom
mentioned. ,

Eight years after my husband
first beat me, and four years after I
had left him, a benign prefrontal
Jobe meningionte jas discovered
in his brain. The personality
violent paranuid -.is a symptom of
brain tumors, especially the most
common of brain tumors: the
prefrontal lobe rneningioma. The
tumor Swat discovered because I
had read a lot, and demanded a
brain scan.

My children and I escaped,
because I knew my husband was
desperately ill. Violence is a .
symptom, us is pain. We live
peacefully together these days in
spite of sonie of the personality
'disorders that resulted from the
tumor and the surgery. It's not so
hard to take when one realizes
that he was sick and could not help
himself.

tt EMOTIONAL ASSAULT
IS AS CRUEL

AS PlYSICAL BEATING,"

I was a victim for many years of
emotional assault, which I found
to be as cruel as physical beating.
As a naive 19 yearold, 1 met and
married a man seven years my
serojor, a college professor, better
educated than I, from a far wealth.
ier family, suppowdly with all the
"right" connections. We had
children. It took me yearrOttee
how he numipulated me.

When I realized what was going
on, 1. finally plucked up my, ,
courage to verbalize the ap-'
prehensiotis I had about the
state of our marriage. My husband
told me that I was sick, and that 1
had better see a psychiatrist.
Through several months of

therapy I saw that I was not "sick"
as I had thought, and I verbalized
My further thoughts on the subject
to my husband, only to be told that
I was destroying him, I would have
to get out, he would keep the
house, the children, and I would
get nothing All this while I was
6,000 miles away from my family
where the rest of the clan was
rallying around a then-dying
father!

With a lot of help from friends
and professionals, I have since
been able to totally suppart my
two sons for the past six years. The
supposedly learned professor has
never paid any child suppart, and
disappears for months at a time.

The Center for Women Policy
Studies (2000 P Street, NAV.,
Suite 508, Washington, D.C.
20007; 202-872.1770), which
was in the process of applying
for a grant as the August Issue
went to press, is now operat-
ing as a clearinghouse for in-
formation about refuges, pos.
bible sources of funding, re-
search, and so on. Their
bimonthly newsletter, which
includes notice of confer-
ences, literature reviews, and
bibliographies, can he ob-
tained by writing to the above
address. ,

The Baltimore Coalition Task
Force on Bnttered Women,
composed of representatives
of agencies-6d Community
groups in that chi', has 'pub-
lished a pamphlet, "A Manual
for Survival,"end maintains a
current bibliography on the
subject of wife abuse. (Write
to:,Baltirnore Coalition Task
Force on Battered Women, do
13; Camble,.2202 Crest lload,
Baltimore, Md. 212091 For
other printed resources on
battered women, see "Help
for the Victim Next Door,"Ms.

August, 1976, page
95.
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BY JUDITH, GINGOLD . "-ts.1.4.

-.Vktim skied the fast argument ster:- otter S pock of

cigarettn. Victim stated accused (ha hi ' and) held her
against the bathroom wan by the hair and t * 'sued to beat

victim ugth his right hand. Victim is six mon. pregnant at

this time. Victim stated accu4d kept telling vita*, "Bitch,

you are suing to lose that baby," and thenaccused uvuld beat

vktim ire the stomach again. After the assault in thr
bethruom, accused told vktim to cook dinner. Victim stated
the accused picked up a butcher knife end put it to the

victim's throat and told victim, "l am going te kill you and

you know I can do it too, don't you" Victim anstvered,

"Yes," and accused laid the butcher knife down on the table

and turned aruund and hit the victim on the face with his fist
end knocked victim to the floor. . . Victim stated she

blackid out. . . . Victim stated when shlaegainrd cunschnek

ness, the accused wat still beating her.

4.1 Assaults, Felonious, File 041, Complaint
013626. July, 1974. Washtenaw County Sheriff's De-
partment, Ann Arbor, Michigan.

Reports like this aye atrocious, inhuman, and all too

easy to dismiss. Surely beating wives, like burning
witches, is an archaic aberration, a cruelty only the
deranged could commit or endure.

hi fact, wife beating is among the most com-
monplace of cOrnes. For many women, even argu-
ments over such minor item- as misplaced cigarettes,
unmade beds, or delayed dims rs may end in blood and
bruiseq-. Complaints like 013 6:. routinelY fill the files
of city precincts and rival police stations. .

Nevertheleis, the plight of the abused wife has
generally been ignored in our society. Assaulted wisys
have been convinced their ordeal is freakish and
shameful- or their own fault. Increasingly, however,
these women are beginning to re:sliee that they are not

kiingularly cur,sed but victims of a crime more prevalent
Ihan rapt,- and lust as misunderstood. (For esampll.,
ticre were 4,764 reported rapes in New York State in
1173, according tu the FBI. About 100) wife-abuse
complaints reached the Family Courts during a cons
parable period )
'from "The noneynusmer,"
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A SPANIEL, A WOMAN AND A WALNUT
TREE, THE MORE THEY'RE BEATEN THE BETTER
THEY BE - OLD ENGLISH PROVERB

In our culnire, the attitudes toward abused wives
and rape victims are strikingly similar. Just as the rape
yichm is supposedly a seductive temptress who asked
fur what she mit, the abosed wife has provoked her
husband into beating her. Stu retly, the woman is
supposed to enjoy being beaten, just as the rape
victim is accused of relishing violent sex A woman
who attempts to r harge a man with either crime is
assumed to be vitt& tive; skeptit al police and pros-
e( Mors must be i (Irwin( ed 'that she is indeed a
"worthy" %Ai tiin. Though the pmalties for assault are
less severe than those prescribed for rape. judges are
reluctant to impose them when the as sailant is married.
to hisvit tim "In 'seven years of plat tice," mports Ann
Arbor at to; ney David Goldstein, "I've never Mil wim
a husband put in jail. Never tint "

Wife almse has been int orrectly, considered a
lower-riass phenomenon hi fact. it is lii tim' that

ross class hnes, although middle class wi may
be espei hilly whit lant to t all the polit e A Tel jal task
force in Mon tgoinery County, Maryland, rine of the
nation's wealthiest areas, reported an estimated 650
incidents of assault by husbands in a one year period.
And Philadelphia sot ial worker Jennifer Mining, of
Ircomen in Transition, Inc., who ()tinsels 300 banded
wives t.'at h year, finds that her itumits areas likely to be
from the suburbs.as from the iitml t ity. "One inan
beat his wife with a golf club," she det tares. "WWI
could be 'fuddle-class than that?"

Marital violence sometimes ends in divorce, some-
, times in murder, but o ir many women it is a way of lift,

that goes on and on. Often the heating" ore a daily,
weekly, in monthly ritual nistinded early in the mar-
riage arid itit reasiiig in freipiency arid brutality over
the years Mil higan lawyers Sosan l-isenberg and
Pato( ia Mu.klow tondo( led rsteosise inters ilIVS witb
20 AblisVd 11,ISTs isho had I. en punt lied, slapped,
kir ked, thrown at loss rooms and down stairs, stun k
with brooms, knishes, and belts, threatened w lib
knives and guns fidpiently after %dim] disputes
over hint, ilis bad mood pm ipitated the fights,"
one of the vu tims dui fared. "Ile got mad over hlth.
things, like diluter not being ready w hen he t ante
home from work or that I don't think before I spt
Two of the in om n wore dna( ked is hilt, they slept.

flie wamen suffermi Holies anging bolo bruises,
lamations, swellings and soreness, to hal hued jaws,

tom ussions, and miscarriages. "I would cover my
head with my arms and crouch in the corner," said one
woman. "I w too afraid to figh' back." Those who
did itlahate agreed that they were more severely beaten
as a nsult jlumiligted by their husband% they
dreaded the further humiliation of others finding out.

Why do wtillien endure years of such Minor and
degradation? In large part it's because they fed they
have ibo other hoice. 'Their economic dependynt e on
the men who abuse them usually keeps them in their
place. Isven the many women who are employed
outside the home are keenly aware of their !united
earning power. In a i ountry where the i ourts are
notoriously unable to extra( t i hdd support payments
flout inns tiling Inistsmds and s hem female house-
hold heads and their t t onstilide inline than 80
pen ent of all welfare net ipients, many women don't
see &von e as a pu,ssible solution.

Psyt hological pressures add to the et (unlink t on-
straink, to leaving. "Women have been raised and
sot tallied to believe they imist make then husbands
happy," dll;11WS Marjory Fields', an Annie.). with the
South Brooklyn few! Servi«.sGoiporation "So, they
not only. take the beatings, they tend to feel tesponsi-
ble for them. Their guilt feelings prevent them from
getting (ma." Nevei theless, many abusyd wives do
ecentually seek separations or divorces But they do so
after years of waitrng fi ir kids to get bigger, or bus-
kin& to hange, ;Ind years of snuggling with 41 sense
of shame trier ser'eu es for hatteied wives, see the
Ms, "Calette," to (KJ

lildature un i hild alms(' presents stiong evi-
dent/. that the abused t hild j;wws up 11, big(nne the
abbsive parent, and the- few studies that have been
made of [modal violent e suggest that it, too, is tians
mined from one gem:ration to another Not sin pis-
nigh, num w ho abiea. their ts ives'may also abuse their
hildienind tvho ale beaten by their liimi

kinds '0111111171W. tlitt 11p1.11,18SSUljj tal;11 at their
the only is.ople mit the family less pov, erful

than
Ntai it,ul i oh ow may be kl.pt ,ct ivt front the

rielr,hbors, but chaor es aie that the r blithe!, 1.110W
(M' 11100111 dulttlitS 111,11 her sis ) ear old tried
toot dint(' her ,Oh mpts to pot him to bed by Uneaten.
lug to ", tin Daddy to hit you."

eqtnlirefff
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FBI, 144 policemen have been killed between 196C and
1974 responding to "disturbance" calls Die otfh er
does not know what to expect when he or she
arrives -or which of the warnng participants' charges
and countercharges to believe Many oftrers admit
they are reluctant to arrest violent husbands for fear
that a night in jail will only provoke them to harsher
att,kk, upon their wives. "Women's groups have been
too quick to condemn the police," argues New York
City psychologrst Morton Bard, a former policeman
who is helping police forces across the country to
develop farnily risis intervention let hnapit s. "Riese
situations are I;aught with dilemmas. A cop has got to
have the wisdom of Solomon and still maintain order.'
Even if he suspects that a homicide could take place,
can he deprive a man of his liberty on the basis of a
prediction r.

Many lawyers insist tEat the failure to arrest in
wife.aboce am's is frequently based on police predic-
tions that the women plaintiffs will eventually drop
the charges "Ot every hundred altercations that we
get, 99 percent don't prosecute anyway," complains
one Michigan official. "Arrest just makes more pa-
perwork for us." It is true that vives often withdraw
from the rases, but Jennifer Fleming, like many other
feminists, points out that "the attitude of cops and
prosecutors conspires to get a woman to do just that If
she doesn't drop the charges, she's made to feel she's
vindktively persisting in something that doFsn't be-
long in the courts in the first place "

At every turn, the abused wife must confront a legal
system that is indifferentif not downright hostile--
to her need for protection. Women who have been
assaulted are often advised to seek a restraining order
or writ of protection, a document issued by a civil court
which subjects the husband to contempt of court
charges if he violates the order by attacking his wife
again. The process of obtaining such an order can be
time-consuming, expensive, and humiliating. "1 had
waited a long time to go to ccert and my bruises had
healed," says Nanette, a teat Ilk who sought an order
of protection while her divorce was pending. ''The
probation offker pointed to a woman with bandages
swathed around hei head and told me not to come
hack and bother her unless my skull was. broken."

Even after she has survived the red tape and attor-
ney's fees involved in getting the order and having it
served on her husband, a woman is likely to find that
her efforts were futile When she seeks to have it
enforced. If she calls the police, she !nay be told to call
her att,iney, and even if she succe ds in hauling her
offending husband before a judge she is unlikely to
obtain relief, for judges rarely imprison men for beat-
ing their wives. "A judge isn't going to put a guy who
makes a living in jail and his wife on welfare," says
Washington, D.C., attorney Carol Murray. "In terms

of the respechve values of our swag), hic earning
money ou seighs her poscible physical injury." From
the cops i the courts the criminal peal( e system
operates tl reinforce the husband's belief that he has
i ommitted no i rime and to intensify the wife's feeling
of helplessness. "The assaulted wife is in a Catch-72
situation," lawyers Eisenberg and Micklow conclude.
"She is caught in a vacuum cif nonresponce.-

OffRial tolerance of wife beating has its irot.c., in
tradition and the law. I egal historians trace tho' ex-,..
pression "rule of thumb" to the ancient right of the
husband to chastise, hi,. wife with a stick no thicker
tkin his thumb, and the hoary notion that a wife is the
property of her husband is still entrenched in many
areac Of law affecting the rights of married women. In
every state husbands are immune from proms ution
for the rape af a wife.

Most feminists insist that wife beating must be
treated as a e.imzs if the practice is ever to be elimi-
Fiated. But this is a dismaying prospect for people who
believe that the criminal justice system i5 not a proper
remedy for sOciety's ills. "I listoncally, arrest has been
used as an establishment tool against minorities,"
explains San Francisco lawyer Siisan Jackson. "The
struggle against discrimination has often taken the
form of a struggle against arrest." But Jackson believes
that in the area of family violence, the criminal justice
system is using the failure to arrest as a tool to
discriminate against vit timized women. "The well-
intentioned, civil-libertarian opposition to the arrest
and prosecution of wife beaters is a knee jerk,
clenched-fist, liberal reaction," she says. "Arrest is not
the issue; the issue is equal protection under the law."

Even the staunchest advmates o improved law
enforcemero re well aware that more must be done
than simply o hing assaultive husbands. increas-
ingly, concerned community groups are turning their
attention to the needs of the women trapped in violent
marriage.s. Their most urgent requirement is simply a
place to go .a refuge where they can marshal their
determination to improve their lives. In England there
are now about 50 shelters fur women and their chil-
dren. There are others in Irelano and Australia, and
refuges are being developed in France and West
Germany. Within the tact few years a growing number
of shelters have been set up in the United States.

It is vitally important to combat the widespread
indifference toward battered wives, and this requires
an effort akin to the feminist assault on rape, which in
the last few years has won better treatment tor r, pe
victirns. Morie.shelters and iounseling and better law
enforcement are indispensable to improve tiat lot of
the battered 'wife, but they will not themselves elimi-
nate wife beating, just as rape clinics will not eradicate
rape. The hatt'ered-wife syndrome is rooted in cen-
turies of sexual inequality and will disappear only
when that inequality is rooted out.

luchth (-Ivied is on the staff of "News-week" MagaZine.
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BATTERED WIVES: HELP FOR THE
VICTIM NEXT DOOR
Police Cominander James Ban.
non of Detroit recently calkd on
the police, the prosecutors, and
the courts tu "begin to view do.
mestic violence as a 'puhlic issue'
rather than a 'private problem.' "
On the inadequacy of poliee re.
sponse, Bannon Observed:

"Those of us in law enforce.
ment, who are :he first official
representatives of governnwnt to
respond to violence in th home,
Pre socialized in pi-mist-1y the
same manner as the citizens we
are exiwcted to prote('t. . . We
share society's view that domestic
violence is an individual prohlern
and nut a public issue.... Police.
men, as are rno4t males, are
taught self-reliance, 'fight your
own battles' philosophy from the
cradle.... Of all the nonathletic
occupations, none is so absorbed
with the use of physical coercive
force as that of the police officer.
Nor are any more thoroughly
socialized in their masculine role
images. This . . . suggests to me
that traditionally trained and
socialized policemen are the wont
possible choice to attempt to in-
tervene in domestic violence."

Recently, there has been some
effort to train police officers to
deal more effectively with domes.
tic violence. "Crisis intervention"
programs have been instituted
in hirnbr of police stations
around he country, sponsored by ,
the fed ral LAw Enforcement

ist e Administration. Al-
t criticized for emphasizing
mediation rather than arrest,
these programs do train offi.ers
to regard family violence as a
crime. Role.playing and counsel-
ing sessions teach officers how
better to respmel to family vio-
knee. The term -family fight" has
been replaced b; "'wilily crisis,"

and in keeping with this more
serious status, records are kept of
each dkputr, and statistical pru.
files are being conipiled. Research
on family violence is being dk.
seminated by the LEAA to all
participating programs.

Anil some police depart mentsb+
reports Del Martin in her book
Battered Wwes (Glide Puhlica-
tions), have had success with
women on patrol. "Louis J. Sher-
man, psychologist at the Univer-
sity of Miuri, fourm that
women trainees awry partictilarly
competent in handling family dis
turininee calls," Etr111 aviNation of
female patrol officen la Wash.
ington, D.C., and New York City
confknwd that they an. "often
better ahle to defuse volatile situ-
ations."

The impetus for any real
change continues, however, to
com frmn women's groups. Ac.

ht ny women like Judy Hartwell
hived in marriages in whkh
they are beatenare embar-
rassed or afraid to seek help.
When help Ls sought, it's typical-
ly not available. Judy Hartwell
had often called the pace when
her husband was assaulting her,
but they refused to help.

One night her husband re-
turned home drunk and threat-
ened to fordbly Perform anal in-
tercourse on her or tie her to a
bed and whip her. Hoping to
scare him away and escape, Judy
Hartwell grabbed paring knife
nd ran for the door. He ob-

structed her passage and lunged
t her. She panicked and stabbed

him.
On March 16, 1976, Wayne

County, Michigan, jury of eight
women and loin men acquitted
Judy Hartwell of murder charges

tivi4t around the country have
printed pamphlets advising %urn .
en of their legal rights In Boston,
%omen ha% e developed a card
which lists lepi alternatives and
sources of help for battered %om-
en, and they've ciinvinved
'officer, to dktribute the cant, to
victims of family violence. In San
Francisco, %omen are %orldng to
initiate a special response team
that. would include at kast one
woman to accoinpany thv police
to SCNIV4 of marital violence.
Mary Vail of the Women's Litiga-
tion Unit in San Francisco is
working with the city's bar asso-
ciation to draw up guidelines for
institutirg grievance procedure.;
again the police, and adomoca
groups in sevend cities are bring.
ing suit against the police for feil
tire to respond to the needs of bat-
tered women.

--Murcia Rockwook--

stemming from the fatal stab-
bing of her husband. The case
may have established an impor-
tant legal precedent, for Circuit
Judge Victor Baum instructed
the jury that a married woman
has a legal right to forcibly resist
unwanted sexual advances by
her husband. The law refuses to
recognize that rapes can and du
occur within the marital rela-
tionship. Baum's instruction
that although a husband cannot
be convicted of raping his wife,
the woman has right to refuse
and resist *hat in fact may be
rape by himLs therefore an un-
expected and significant step
toward legal recognition of wom-
en's rights to control their own
bodies. --Excerpted from an
article by Marjory Cohen, pub-
lished in the "Sun," a Detroit
biweekly newspaper.
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HOW TO TELL IT TO THE JUDGE
Legal remedies available to bat.
tered women c ary greatly from
state to state. Not all the options
listed heloo are available in (Ivry
state. and details of rem, dies may
differ t.figlelt hat. Therefore, this
runduan cannot serve us a guide
for indirqual use, and in every
case a is important for a unman
urshink to take I. gal action to
consult an attorney.

In addrtion to these immediate
protective remedies, a woman
should suck legal advice on haw
to rue for damages or to file for
:upport, custody of children, sew.
arat ion, or &corer.
civet. AND CRIMINAL PROCEEDINGS.
A criminal prosecution is initiated
by private citizen. but the cum-
plaint itself is 'Pursued by a dig-
trict attorney w ho decideswheth-
er or not to prosecute. Sue.,cessful
prosecution of criminal charges
siemming from family violence is
infrequent, but can result in a
more severe penalty, such as long-
er imprisonment, thin that of a
civil action. A civil suit is initiated
and rursued throughout by a pri-
vate citizen seeking either money
damages or any of Pft varie'y of
protective orders which may in-
clude limited imprisomnint. If a
state has a sirecial court to handle
family disputes, cases of ife
abuse are heard there where
civil rather than criminal proce-
dures apply.)
CITIZEN'S ARREST. A woman ehoos-

, in% this recourse, the right of an
individual in roost states, must in-
form the police that she %%ants LAU
make a citizen's arrest, describe
the crime, and identify her assail-
ant. In Poorc states the woman is
required to take physical custody
of her assailant, although in oth-
ers a simple identification- is suf-
ficient. Anyone choosing to make
a citizen's arrest must accept re-
sponsibility for pos,ible charges
of false arrest. ;The efTectiveness
of a citizen's arrest depends on po-
lice «ioperation, whieli tradition-
ally has been minimal.)

Counselors to battered women
may suggest the remedy of a riti-

zen's arrest, since police officers
rarely make arrests in cases of
family violence. The police officer
won't have an arrest warrant un-
less the' woman his previously
filed a complaint in court, and it
is hrghly unlikely that the officer
All Ill L. All. to M it 'less the crime or
will decide that there is probahle
rause to make an arrest. (An offil-
cer um% riling tic arrest for assault
may agree to make an arrest on
charges the officer observes, such
as "disturbing the place" or act-
ing "drunk and disorderly.")
CRIMINAL comet AIN r. In order for
a woman to take her assailant to
criminal court, she must file a
criminal complaint. Prior to au-
thorizing a compliirit or prose.
ending, a district attorney must
have ptobable cause that the
iovto.ed comrnitted the ( rinyeand
must also determine that t lk pros
ecution is in the "interest of jug-
tire." Usually it is necessary to
have witnesses to the incidp nt.
(-Acne( of serioos injuries, a rec
ord of pr( vious attar ks, and a po-
lite report on file liefore a war rant
will be issued and the a( coved ar
rested. (Subsequent proceedings
(an range from dropped charges
to reduced charges, stemming
(Lom plea bargaining. Only a
small perrentage of yy ife-batter-
ing cases result in jury decision.)
PRUTECTI 'F. ORDERS. One ty pe is a
restrczcri,ri order, a civil action
usually is ued after a di% or( e oit
has lapn filed, which reqiiires the
assailant to atay away from the
woman or to "(Tarte and desist"
from offensive conduct for a speci-
fied length of time. A woman anti
her attorney must file a petition
show ing that the circler i:.; lel ,.s .
vary, and tbit if it is not is-oePt.
the woman ty ill suffer irrep.:r!dple
damaie or injury. (In an (-Icier-
gentry, a temporary resin:ening
order may be issued until a hear
ing ( an be held.) When a re,t rain-
ing order is violated, a w oman and
her attorney must petition the
court ior a contempt order (a mis-
demeanor) to postai, further com-
pliance or to punish the s rotator.

Another type of protective or-
der is a get out or vacate order,
with which a judge instructs the
husband to remove himself from
the family home. The judge may
also require the husband to post
a peace bond, a sum of money as
"security to keep the place," and
warn that he will forfeit the
money and be prosecuted if he as-
saults wit. again. }however,
many attorneys feel that piare
bonds ran violate the aceused's
right to equal protection under
the law, ftork000d

SCREAM QUIETLY
Since I wrote "London: Battered
Wives" (Ms., June, 1974, 1 much
progress has been made in En-
gland. There are now some 50
refuges all over Great Britain,
many of them operating under the
banner of the National Federation
-of Women's Aid.

Chiswick Women's Aid, the
pioneering group set up by rrin
Pizzey five years ago, has grown
stronger and stronger as an inde-
pendent organization. In addition
to maintaining the Chiswick
"crisis" refuge, the group took
over an enip4, condemned hotel
outside of London last spring as
squatters. They've now been as-
sured that the 80 women and chil-
dren living there can stay until a
suitahle, permanent building of
are same size is found.

in the past year, they have also
set up 21 "second stage" homis
for longer-term housing of more
than tiO0 women and childrer. An
anonymous do:tor has helped
thorn buy and equip their own
vi hool for the "very special edu-
cation," says Pizzey, that "chil-
dren of violeriee need." They've
established a workshop to train
and employ some of the eairrtne-
ly disturbed teenage sons of bat-
tered women an effort to break
what could become an environ-
mental chain of violent behavior.
They're slso about to open their
fust house for hatterersthoos
men, mys Pizzey, ho genuinel)'
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want to be helped instead of put.
off with "a bottle ef tranquilizers
and twenty minutes with a psy-
chiatrist."

In the House of Commons,
bill to give better protection to
bettered wives reached stale-
mate this spring. But Chiswick
Women's Aid did win an impor-

/tent legal battle to tnainta'n their
"ever open door" policy. The local
council took Pizzey to court lot
overcrowding-100 women and
children in a house designed for 30

.but failed to force the crisis
center to close. The council has
appealed to a higher court here
the case comes up in September.
If Pizzey does go to jail, then the
Honorable David Astor, kroier
editor of the London Observer,
has promised to take her place
and keep the refuge open.

The group has just produced&
P3-minute color film called "Chis-
wick Women's Aid," which tells
the group's history and offers
detailed blueprint for running a

refuge and after-care service for
battered women. For information
on how to obtain the film, contact
Chiswick Wonien's Aid, 369 Chis
wick High Road, London W4,
England.

Erin Pizzey's book, Scream
Quietly or the Neighbors Will
Hear, is still looking for a U.S.
publisher, but to obtain a copy,
send $1.50 (surface mail) or $2
(airmail) to J. Barnicoat, PD.
Box II, Falmouth, Cornwall, En-
gland. Cay Search

LIVES QN THE ROCKS: THE PHOENIX SOLUTION
The Arst of the now-existing
refuges for abused wives in the
-United States was Rainbow Re-
treat, whicropened its doors in
Phoenix, Arizona, ovember
1, 1973. Unlike ot r uses that
are open to all tter women,
admission to Re bow mtsc.at is
limited to abused or displaced
familiu of huabands with drink-
ing problems. According to Jo-
anne Rhoads, executive director,
alcoholism per se is not the cri
terion for admission, but rather
alcohol involvement: "We stretch
it a bit. But even when a woman
denies that alcoholism is involved,
we and that in nine out of ten
cues drinking I. still a factor."

Rainbow Retreat started with
$50 and 11 dedicated and deter-
mined individuals. Today they
baste an annuel budget of
$110,000 to shelter up to 13 wom-
en and children at a . During
its first two-and-a-half- ' op-
nation, Rainbow Retreat used
more than 1,000 persons. Paoli-
Sr, from as far away as New
Jersey, are referred by doctors,
counselors, and protective ser-
vices. Some' companies also pay
to send wives of executives who
have drinking problems in an ef-
fort to rehsbilitate the family.
The average woman resident is 38
and has been married 10 years;
her husband's income is over
$7,000.

The eret cuocern of the staff is
' me 4 IWO Mame iscemir 1,-;-4.7.

wawa a tswile Foreseer pwarterwit
Wier lir Del lassee. w wi ensured I.
9wwwwir

to deal with the crisis that
brought the %velum to the shel-
terthe trauma of a beating or
being thrown ou of the house. As
soon poasi , she is worked
into t e ule. Residents re-
ceive one-to-one counseling and
participate in group sesaions.

"We try .to get at the underly-
ing problems," Rhoads told me
"Abuse takes many forms--not
just the physical." So many wives

re kept emotionally and finan-
cially dependent by their hus-
bands that job training and place-
ment has become another 'sun-
'list service provided-0 the re-
treat. "But that doesn't mean
that we advocate divorce," the di-
rector quickly added. "We have
found that sixty-four percent of
the husbands get treatment"
most promising side effect uf the
program. Del Margit.

WHERE TO GET HELP -111
The following list includes a sampling
of people and places dedicated to meet.
ing the specific needs of battered uom
en, and makes note 0) publication., and
workshops being sponsored through
their @fibril.

. NATIONAL

Center Ito Women Policy Studies
(2000 P St. N W , Suite 508. Washing
Ion, DC. 20007; 202 872-1770) Have
applied for a gr...nt to establish clearing
house fog victims of rape, child abuse.
and wife abuse Particu/ar concern is
legal problems of bettered women.
Notional Organization loz Women Na-
tional rash Force on Battered Women
(ceo net Martin, 161 Duncan St , San
Francisco. Calif. 94131; 415991 2450:
or c/o Nancy Kirk-Gormley. 7 Aloha
Drive, Pittsburgh. Pa. 15239; 412.327.
5077). Recently established r a mull
of 1475 NOW national revolution OR
battered women. Welcome. Informa-
tion 1mm around the country. Plan.
wing nailing! conference.

REGIONAL
-

CALIFORNIA. Hamm Hogue, lat.

91106; 213 611 2626) Limited to fami
lies of alcoholics. Can stay three weeks.
iAl Cava do las Madre, (1800 Market
St , Box 137. Ran Francisca. Calif.
44102; eis ars 78se). Relube which
can accommodate up to34 battered
women and children Hot line. coun
eking, rivalry program. and erne,
army rescue service
Worneft's Tranzitional Living Center
(ceo Susan Mapies. Eiaertur, ('om
munity Development Council. 1140 S
Bristol St Santa Anna. Calif. was,
714.9921911). Provides shelter up to
46 days for women ard children a well
as counseling and refer .41..
FLORIDA. Joanne RirAwe (Fort
Lauderdale Police 7" - , Victim Advo-
cate Office, 1300 W. .roward Blvd
Fort Lauderdale, Fie 33312; 305.761
2143). Provides erisis intervention
eounseling with follow up reruns, re-
ferrals. ehildcsre centers and lob
training available
Cetirrits Dispute Settlement Center
(Metro Justice Building. 1311 N.W.
12th St.. Miami, F1a. 33125; 305.547
70621. Provides counseling, referrals
Piortne- Margenroth (Task Force on
Battered Women, YWCA. 100 SE
4th St. M:smi. Fla. 33164; 306.377.

(644 S Marengo Ave , Pasadena, Calif 8161. st. 418). Has set up task tz
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to mei& shelter, to wor'i with wide
range al county spnewe, and lo dove!.

op local and state lell*Illlion
Women ie Nelms@ (Jackson Menlori-
el Hospital, 122 N. 24th St, Miami,
Ma 31137; 206 .673 11.5211), WiU provide
Mod end shelter for battered INeW,W11

without children',
MARYLAND. Rattered Wives Task
Porte ((ihsirpenon Evelyn Rata, 6403
01111.1111 Chapel Rd , West Hyattsville,
Md. 20782; 202WA7 5677). Fully
(unded shelter working with county
representativan, police department,
gover nmeM *pixies
MASSACHUSETTS. Wernen's Teas.
siliOn Hesse le,le Jimenez, Womendek,
and rooks.% Element St . Cambridge,
Mass 0213e; 1117 647-64421. Twenty.
fourhour hot line Unite?. cconuocr.
rktions for women Ind children.
ElleaheM Slone Hostig (138 Minden'
at.. Jamaica Plain, Meet 02130; SH.
522-3417). Temporary residence and
therapeurri Ncommunity which can
house four, women and Iwo children
for up lie two weeks; 24 hour Prollpro-
Nations! ems.
Respond, lac. (Bos 5M, Somer..11e.
Mem. 0214$: 617.776 69313. Currently
tura support grcop for Antlered wow
e n Plum to establish refuge.
MICHIGAN. Ann A oboe County AVIV
bomestie Violence/Spouse Assault
Taal Force (1917 Washtenaw Ave.,
An* Arbor, Mich. 41101; 313 2%-
5444) Booklets entitled "low To De-
velop a Wife Assault Task Force";
"Counselor Training Manual";
"Ilaodbook for Victims of Domestic
Violence** arc available fur V 50, 12.
and SO cents, respectively.
MINNESOTA. Women's Advocates
4384 Girand Ave., St. Paul. Minn.
55102.612-227 67641. Refuge for wom
en and thiktren offering collective at
mosphere Provider support. mivocarr,
e nd 24 Moir inlormseion mid ref... i a/
...trine Their nermie.:er
kr 114 &notion.
NEW 'malt Marjory D. Field*
(Aviith Hrooldyn Legal Services, 152
Conn i St, Brooklyn, N Y. 11201; 212.

, e56.1)071. A dIVWCP lawyer who con-
'' Oliva herself a clearinghouse for ma

nal on :stirred women, Fields is
...king a cant for support ystems.
Iteree4 l'orners'a Aid In Crisis

( WAlc clo Mori. Roy, I). Bus
. 1. Cathedral Station. New York,

N Y. 10026; 212 E3 8161; or hoe line:
212 473 8162). Currently (ninnies hot
line, daytime cuonselird, sod monthly
evening outreach meeitors Flans to
esteldish refuge.
OREGON. 11,culley Aogle Douse (c/o
Women's Plooe, 1915 N F. Ftriete,

Portland,Orsi. 97232; 503-243.7044).
Refuge whet, women end children can
stay up to eight weeks.
PENNSYLVANIA. Women's CeMer
South (2926 Brownsville Rd., Brent.
wmwd, Pa 11277. 412-e86 23611) Reluge
for Antlered women aria their children.
Protides rel. train, rap erotiM Mari.
mum stay us days.
Women A,..inst Abuse (Germantown
Women'. Center, h519 Wild+, Itt,
Philadelphia, Pa 19144; 215 OW 731).
Published "Off the Beaten Track --A
Resource List for Ahmed Women in
Philartelplua," $1.
WASHINGTON. Women's trier/ten-
t, flouttote Project (1012 W. 12th kW.
Vancouver. Wash. 170660. 2136 695.

olgt oe 494.40416). Pro./ des temporary
housing, food, counseling, and referral
for n and children onus would oth.
ends, be without shelter.
WISCONSIN. Women's Coalition. Inc,.
(Task Force on Battered Women, 2211
E Kentwood Blvd , Milwaukee, Wit
53211. 414 964 6117. or 414 96.1 7535
after 6 p so. !Plans to establish ref
uge. Currently offers daytime counsel-
ing, evening counoeling by appoint.
ment SpensoAng conference October
2 and 3 for sharing skills, infoonation,
and insight. among feminists working
with battered women.

violence. in the family.
Violence and Pregnancy, by Richard

"telles (available from author at Dept.
of Sociology. Univemiey of Rhode Is-
land, )Cingston, R I. 02881; 1976; 25
cents). Gelles has written widely Da
domestic violence, including The VW-
knt Home (Sage Publitstione 275 S.
Beverly Drive, Beverly Hills. Cali(.
90212; 1972: paperback, 16) and
bmIing Wiese: Why DI They Slay?
which will b published in November
of 1916. available from the university
address for 36 conk.
Valance in lise Family. edited by
Susanne K. Steinenets and Murray
Straus (New York: Dodd, Mead !Co.;
1974; peperbeek. $6.96). A study of
wile beating as a loriologica/ phenom-
enon in the United States.
Workke on Wife be Betsy
Warrior (available from the author at
16 Pleasant St, Cambridge. Mem.
0209; 1476; $1). The listing includes
grim,u and individuals in this country.
porn. &brood, who ere involved in all
arras of help for bat...red wives, aa well
as publications mice-rood with the is-
sue. To ta !kind in a possiblyfall sup-

wine to Betsy Warrior and
trIl her how you want to be listed.

- --
CONVENTIONS --

The A nil kiln SOCiPlogeal A 81006104811
(1722 N St., Weshington, D.C. 20038)
iv .prinsor:r.g a convention to be I eld
at the Milkier Hotel in New York Cite
from Augzs1 30 through Septen.ber 3.
One wolkshop will he devoted to bat.
tired women. Speakers will iodide

Dobnak who has resS :v
completed pilot rtudy CR Antlered
women, in Stirling, Scotland, and J.
Sutton of the Women's Aid project iis
Fogland Further information will be
pahlithed in the ASA i°4i1.0.
Ailietfd Women- -Pryond4he Vette.
type. Art allday seminar spomored by
Tenets Israel m a, Florida, ay-
lutrt of their Evelyn Rehrman Me.
Tofilli Forum on Women in be held
Ocuohir 14 Sprakers include Murray

shin< who has publi ostensive
Straus of tete Hemp-

work on violence in t amity (me
'nous rim) aysrAitcy roomers), sod
Dr. Frank Elliott, a neurologist from
ele P. onsykania IA-spit/0 in Philadel.
phia. oho will dk< his theory that
many men who be..A o.eir ohms ham
ore/nic &son on al the brain, *hid,
con be medically treated ,.ndcorrected.
(Information ran he obtai ned rootRab-

bi ph Nana, T. triple Israel, In
N F.. 19 St.. 3:1131: MS'
673 le Ade goehtmet

CANADA. blitt101 MUM' (596 (-luron
, Toronto, Caned@ IsisR 2147; 416

924.1491). Will accommodate women
with children for two to %is weeks.

BOOKS AND. RESEAllf:H
_

The Assaulted Wife: "Catch-72" Re.
visited. by Suson Eisenberg and Patri-
cia Miellow, study of wife heating in
Michigan, will be published In June of
1976 in the IVumen's Rights hut- Re-
porter (1110 (lniversity Ave Nenark.
N J 07102, $3 50).
lintiered Wore, by Mattin (Glide
Publicreimu, Ran Froncisco, Calif
61102; 1976: Pilivolsch, 16 1151. An
overall Imayment by the co chair of
NOW's kik force on hattrre41 af.r11..11
low FO kr Cf on ,nq Prokh.roanith IlltrO
Punily ViPtencr, by Janwe 113nnon
(aailohle (som author at Detroit Po-
lice Department, So-o-.ncl Pretinet, :6401
W. 5'e moor, I7et mit, hi it'll, 48.18; 1975:
..moi noon se with a 1,1.1:nprf1. self-

-.4, business size envelope). A
Ipt...ch shin to a conference of the
Anwri<cn Rar Association.
Sexual inequality, rulitical MOM/.
God Wife Aratirg. by 'Stormy Cliaus
(mailable from Betty Wornor, 45
Plermant St , Ciimhrilge, blur. O.l1:19;
19.6. 56 cents). A soriolozicel study of
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GLORIA STEINEM

introduction to camack WOKEN'S AID Film

Copyright (c) 1977 - Gloria Steinem

Good eveningr-rm Gloria Steinem.

Tte documentary you are about to see is a shocking one. It

has never been Shown on television before. It is a film about

women who have been beaten and brutalized, always more tLan once,

and sometimes systematically over a period of months or even

years

These ars women who have been beaten with fists or cut with

knives and razors. They have been burned with boiling water

or lighted cigarettes, most often on parts of their bodies that

will not show their sufferipg to the neighborc. parts of their

bodies that betray their attack peers' scific hatred for them

as vomen. They have be n thrown down flights of stairs, strangled

until they lost renectounnese, kicked or beaten in tile stomach

and genitals - sometimen while (and especially because) they were

Pregnant.

These are not beatings suffered by ven in concentration camps,

or in the streets at the hands of aers and Ara:vers. These

beatings happened in the privacy of women's owe kitchens and

bedrooms, at the hands of men they were married to, or depended

(more)
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on emotnnally and financially 47 husbazds. Some of the women
s.

mere beton in front of their own children. Those who were

battered while pregnant vere victimized by the very men who

'had sada them pregnant. A few of the women vho might have'

been, this film didn't ltve to tell their stories. Many

more might have appeared had they not been too frightened of

their husbands' revenge to ipik oUt-- too frightened even tt

turn for help to the vamen's Mhelter in which.this docUmentary

was filmed.

The remlity you win see is shocking in part because our

television shove and even mr v enforcement agencies have

led us to believe that most V..-0...."^4 to women happens in the

street. In fact, most,of that violence happens in the home.

Yet the home is precisely the Ince most likely to be thought

private and "none of our business" by the police end the rest

of the comminity,alike. It is precisely the place where women

are th.3tt tied by financial dependence, pride, loyalty or

ar stt4ngeess to leave their children. And indeed, where

can a woman find protectim. trom a vengeful husband whose

crime of wife-battering, if, it is taken seriously by the

police at all, is usually a misdemeanor which allows him

freedom ..fe4 hoixs after arresti If she has limited financial

resources, where can she go?

(more)
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This %ocumentary is About one of the 'few such places: a

vomen's shelter in England, started in 1971, which is a

model for groups now setting up similar shelters in this

eammtry. British mown brece pioneered in recognising this

mihmerged and shamefUl problem, but wife-bat ring is a fact

of life in this country, too. It has been dcovered at

.every ecOaomic and educational level. iiaaJas we have begun

to.recognise the seriousness and prevalence of relit in t

last few years, now we are just beginning to understand the

reality of battered wives.

Understanding the true and hidden dimensions of this problem

is the first step toward understanding what we - what you and

I - can do.

32.236 0 78 . 43

3.
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1.

-GLORIA STEINER

Analysis and aommentarY

Copyright (c) - 1977 Gloria Steinem

Tbe women in this film vill never forget vbat has happencd to

them. Perhaps, having seen the film, ve vill never forget

those yawn.

''But the temptation is still to set thee apart; to smy that

tbe momen ve kdov -- and especially women married to the men

vs knov -- could never find themselvei. '1 such a brutal and

paralyzing situation. Certainly, these women must be very

different fram us.

In fact, no setter vho ve are, there is a good statistical

chance that they are or could be us. For instance:

Tbe Boston City Hospital reports that tbout 714.

of all the assMult victims received in its eme:gency

roam are women vile %aye 'Deem attacked in thelr hans,

usually by bushar4 nr lovers.

I , GUifornia, mlmos: ort-thir11 of all femsle homicide

victim in 1971 were murdered by their husbeola.

(awe)
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IF'
In Atlanta, (0% of all calls to the police at night are

reports of domestic C.Isputes.

Tvo studies of wife battering -- one in a black working-

.

class,section of Harlem, another in the white, upper-

middle'claes community of Norwalk, Connecticut -- found

the same incidence of this crime.

At least two major public opinion polls have found that

approval or acceptance of marital violence in this country

actually increased sUbstentially with increased education

Complete contradiction of the notion that only the

uneducated resort to domestic violence.

Statistics about wife abuse are even lass complete than those

for rape. Not only is the'victim almost as likely to be blamed

as the attacker in both theme cases, but legal remedies for

.vife abuse are even less certain than those for rape. After

all, most legal systems have assumed that huebands have some

right to possess and discipline wives.

for'these reasons, wife abuse mey be the least reported and

most hidden crime in the country. Nonetheless, even with

available statistics one can still maks a good argument that

women are less saf ib their oVn homes then they are in the

street.

Irf you find this is difficult to believe, so did I.

(more)
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Eight or nine years ago, when I first began to travel around

the United States speaking illpt feminism, I would not have

thought of wife-battering as a major issue. Then, Florynce

Kennedy began to tell me about her experience as a lawyer whose

women divorce clients often arrived on her doorstep with bruises

and broken ribs. "If you don't believe thet it's common," she

told me, "ask any group you're talking to. They may laugh and

act uncomfortable at first, as if you were telling a joke about

'4re you still beating your wife.' But, in the end, you will

find that rem is almost no group in which a person los not

heard about or experienced M3M0 incident of wife-battering."

In the years since then, I have asked literally hundreds of

groups that queetion. It's trui that the first response is often

ridicule or laughter or same idea that women actual:; ?ant to be

beaten up; that female masochism II an inevitable or even desirable

part of the mele-female sex game.

Dut U you pursue it long enough to pasa.through that defensive

barrier, you will find one or.eure people vho remember the

"accidental" bruises on the face of the woman next dooel. or

tbe Staurday night drunken fights of male relatives who seemed

well-behaved and civilised all week long; or the late-nieht

cryini and pleadins of their own mothers. And sometimes, if

the discussion goes on long enough, you will see women breaking

down in teen, or confessing vith shame tha%, yes it has happened

and perhaps it still is happening to them.

(more)
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What can we do to help these women?

' First, we need to take the crime seriously. No more disbelief

. Or nervous laughter. No more assuming that a man who attacks

another man is dangerous, but a man who beats up his wife is

just having a private marital spat. In cases where the

husband is drunk, .no more blaming the attack on alcohol instead

of the attacker. The evidence indicates that those men may

drink to give themselves an eXcuse for violence.

Second, as we have seen in the film, we must provide shelters.

Creating a telephonetotline may be an interim step. A hotlint

service can at least match up needy women with volunteer,families
. .

who,can.give them shelter and support for a few weeks or days,

in their homes. Separate shelters, half.way houses and long-

term sociaj. services are beginning, but most women's groups in

this country are still struggling to gain even the inadequate

and temporary communitY and government support of Ihe English

shelter you have just seen.

Third, there is a problem of,educ.iftng the police to the

seriousness of domestic crime. Teams of trained men and women

officers have been especially ffective in dealing with family

crime. We may also huve to bring legal action against police

(more)
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departments for depriving domestic violence victims of equal

protection under the law as guaranteed by the Fourieenth Amendment.

That is already happening in Oakland, California, and Bew York

City. Certainly, this process Must include rewriting the many

laV enforcement manuals that acilsoly instruct police, prosecutors

and judges that their duty is to conciliate, to bring attacker and

victim back together-- an attitude that would seem outrageous if

applied to any other criminal act.

Changes in legislation and cow"; procedures, are reforms to work.

for. But we don't have all tne answers yet. Wa are just beginning

to ask the right.questionc. We do knoW that the root cause of

violence against women cennot be eliminated without a deep change

in patriarchal values. Until the , wccen will always be viewed

in ome depee as the Pro pert or the private concern of their

husbands, and a home will be seen as "the man's castle" rather

than the proper concern of relatives or neighbors or even the

law.

At the Ifiternational Tribunal on Crimes Against Women, held in

Brussels in 1976, women frau all over the world told of their

persoaml experiences. Wife-beating, rape, sexual mutilation to

ensure fidelity, confinement to unpaid or under-paid women's

work, %tnd e.. fer",le infanticide, since boy children are more

(ci;ore)
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desiraole than girls: All these re varying degrees of the

same problem -- that women are lesser human beings, and men are

full human beings with some right to rule or possess them.

Until men are not ma4e to feel that they must earn their
\k

mascu1in4y through aggressiveness or violence; until we learn

that women.are not naturally passive or masochistic 1-'ings

on whom men cam vent their life's frustrations, then the

problem will never really be solved. Yea, there may be

penalties for the most violent men and help for the most

victimized women, but there will never be a real solution.

Only an egalitarian society can save the executioner from

being the executioner as well as the victim from being the

victim.

0 i



WHERE TO GET HELP

For information un crisis centers and refuges for battered women in
the United States:

OMEN.

-

Working on Wife Abuse by Betsey Warrior
c/o Betsey Warrior
46 Pleasant Street
Calbridge$ Mass. 02139

This is the most eztenzive list available of groups and
individuals involved in all areas of help for battered
woMen. 1977 $3.00 plus 50 cents postage.

* * *

Naticnal.Task Force on Battered°Women
National Organization for Women
c/o Del Martin
651 Duncan Street.
San Francisco, California 94131

The Task Force has been established to keep in touch with
women's groups wórking on the issue throughout the country:

BOOKS AND RESEARCH,

"Tbe Assaulted ife: ''Catch-22' Revisited"
by Sussn Eisen g and Patricia Micklow

Women's Rights Law Reporter
Spring/Summer$ 1977
Rutgers University
180 University Avenue
Newark$ New Jersey 07102

A etudy of wife beating in Michigan. $7.00

Battered Wives by Del Martin

Glide Publications
330 Ellis Street
San Francisco, california Wice

An outstanding basic feminist overview and analysin
of the problem by the do-chair 'of NOW's task force
on battered *Kolen. 1976. Paperback, $6.95.

4

qL, 1
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Battered Wives Materials compiled by
Betsey Warrior and Lisa Leghorn

c/o Betsey Warrior and Lisa'Leghorn
46 Pleasant Street '

-4 Cambridge, Mascs. .02139

A colleClica of articles, case studies, and
other material on battered women which includes
Working on Wife Abuse... $11.00

,r

Battered Women edited by.Marid'Roy
k

Van Nostrand Reinhold Company
450.West 33 Streets

Newaork, N.Y. 1(5001

1 Attention:. Mr. Richard PohAnish

A'psycho-sociologi,11 study of victims of

domestic.vlolence. August 15, 1577.

Hardcover,. $14.95..

CAmes Against Women: The Proceedings of the
Internaticmal 2ribuna) ccmplied and edited

by Diana B.H. Russilranu Nicole Van de Ven

Les Femmes Publiphing
231 Adrian Road
Millbrae, California 94030

More than 2,000 wtmen frqm 40 pountries '44stified
on crims against Weett including wife battering,
.forted sterilization and economic discrimination.

t $5.95 plus 60 cents postage and handling.

"Battered Wives: Help for the Secret Victim
Next Door" by Judith Gingold

Ms. Mfgazine Back Issues

370 Lexington Avenue
New York, N.Y. 10017

A Ms. cover stcry plus a special section on

where to get help. August, 1976.. $1.50.
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>

ninforgettable Letters from Battered Wi s"7
I

. As. Magazine, Back Issues
379, Lopthigt on Ave.

( New York, N.Y. 10017

December, 197 . $1 .50.

Scream qpietly gr the Neighbours WilI Hear

byEriniPizzey
P

J. Barnicoat
P.0, Box 11
lalnouth .4

Cornwall, ENGLAND .

Thestory of Chiswick 'WoMcn's Aid. 1974.

$1.50 surface map., or $2.00 airmail.
- ,

71*

Violxgain the Famliy edited by Suzanne K. Steinmetz

and rbtraus

Harper S. Row

10 East 53 Street
Nev York, N.Y. 1002

1

'An anthology of articles on wife battering in the

United States. 1974. Paperback, $7.50.

Wife Beating; The Silent Crisis by Roger Langley

and Richard C: JAvy

E.P. Dutton & Co., Inc.

A Sunrise Book
201 Park Ave. South

- *)New York, N.Y. 10003

An introduction to the subject by twoWashington

journalists who pkesent facts alcog with ease

hibtories. 1977. Hardcover, $5.95.

- .

,
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r
HOW TO TELL IT TO THE JUDGE
legal remedies (wadable tobat.
tered women eary greatly from
state to state. Not all the 'options
listed b.rlow ore acadable tn
state, and details of renwdies mu.
&Nei. somewhat. Therefore, this
rundown ranno! wee as a guide
for Individual use, and in erery
ca.1/4 it Is impoitant for a noman
1,1.1ung to take legal amyl to
t fallit fin attorney.

In addition to t4ese immediate
protectice remedies. a woman

*should seek legal 'gime on how
to op. for damages or to file for.
supper!, cuspidy l;/ children, sep.
ara fain . or dn;orce.\
CIVIL ANIL, catstorm. ellucEradsms.
A criminal prosecution 16 thitiated
b% a private ittzen, tut the ;surf-

, plaint itself is pursued by a dis-
t rict at tot ney ivho decides (vheth-
er or not to prosecute. Secret...4u(
prosecution of criminal charges
...demoting from family t.iolence is
infrequent, but can result in a
more seveie penalty. such as
er tinitskonmeni, than that of a

t ...dal action. A emit sGit is initiated
and pursued throughout by &pri-
vate citizen seeking either money
damages or any of a variety of
protective orders which may in-
elude limited imprisonment. ( H
state has a special court to handle

\ family disputes, cases gf wife
abuse art heard therewhere

'civil rather than criminal proce.
(lures apply.)
cerizeres aatit.sr. A w'oman dittos-
ing this recourse, the right of an
individual in most states, must in-
form the polite that she wanks to

In+, a tatizeks arrest, decades
die emit.. and slentify her assitil-
ant.;In mime states the woman is
required to take ithysical custody
of her assailant, although in Oh-
em a sipple idjntifkation is suf-
ficient. Anyone choosing to malice
a citizen's areest Must accept re-
sponsibilitykr possible charges
of false arrest. (The edectiveness
of a citizen's arrest depends on po-
lice cooperation, hich4radition-
ally has iit'en minimal.)

Counselors to battered women
may suggest the remedy of a ite

zen's arrest, since police ()thetas
rarely' make arrests in case.se of
family ei;dence. The police officer
won't have an arrest warrant un
less the whman.has previously
tiled a complaint in court, and it
is highly unldwly that the officer
will be able to witness the crimeln
will decide that there is probable
cause to make an arrest. ( A naelji
twr unwilling to arrest tor assault
may agree to make an arrest on
charges the office:observes, such
as "disturbing the peace" or act-
ing "drunk and disorderly.")
CUIMINAL COMPLAINT. In order for
a woman !rt take her assailant to
erimiryl court', she must tile a
criminal complain', Prior to au-
thorizing, a .tomplaint, or prose-
cuting, a di.ttict attorney must
have prolettle cause that the
accused committed the crone and
must also determine tluit the pros-
ecutior 14 in the "interest of jus-
tice.". Usually it is netessart,t0
have witnesses ioo the incident,
evidence of serious injuries, a rec-
ord of previous attack" .Ind po-

i lice report on file byfore a warrant
will be fsseed and the act:used.ar.
rested. (Subsequent procetebni,Ar
can range from druppral charges
ip reduced charges, stemming
front plea bargaining. Onlya
sma1,1 percentage of wifethatter-
ing cases result in jury decision.)
PROTECTfVE ORDERS. One type is a
restraining order, a vital melon
usually issueNfter a divOrce suit
has lwen filed, %hich requires the
assailant to stay away I min the
woman Of tO "cease and desist"
fonn offensive conifuet for a speci-
fied leng1 h of time. A woman and
her rid filmy must file a petition
shovilng that the o'rder is neces.
sary, and thnt If it is not issued.
the woman will'sulfer irreparable
damage or injury. (Ins an emer-
gency. a temporary restraining
order may be issued until a hear-
1!Ig can be held.) Mena restrain .
iog order is violated, a went* and

?tetwr attorney 'must petition the
! court for a contempt order (a mis

demeanor) to ensure further tom
pha nue or to punish the violator.

Another type of pcotective or-
der is a get out or mate 'order,
Nith which a judge instruetre the
husband to remove hirriself (tom
the family home, Thdge may
also rtquire the husband to post
a peace bond, a sum of money asti
"security to keep the peace." and'
warn that he wilt forfeit the
money and Ix: prosecuted if hie ns.
saults his wife again. However,
many' attorneys (eel that pence
bonds can violate the accused's
right to equal protection under
the law. Rockwood

r

'"

Reprint from
Ms. -Nagazine
Copyright (c)
AurNsl, )976

'
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TESTIMONY ON THE NE/E.0<;TrVICTIMS*OF BATTERfNG

FROM THE AD HOC,COMMITTEE ON BATTERED WOMEN OF THE

LOS ANGELES COUNTY COMMISSION ON THE STATUS OF WOMEN

Beverly Polokdff; Committee chair

O'ne of the most pressing problemS/facidg society is domestic

)violence. Until recently, the problem was hidden. There is

now a dationwide effort to address the needs of victims Of

.battering.
, .

The Ad Coe Committee on Battered Women offers the following

recommendatIons:

Making available long term sources of Federal funds from

varioui departments for eMergencNyhelters,_second stage housiRg4

and Wulti-service centers.

The emergIncy shelters located, in Los Angelos County receive

far more requests for'aid In the available space: The

shelters mist also fight a ntinui g battle toldevelop and
maibtLin adequate souices of funds t support their operations.

t r:44

There is'an enormous need for adequate long term sources6of

Federal funds to establi,sh a network of emergency shelters and

to maintain their operation. .This would...free valuable staff time

now deVoted_to fund.raising 'and would insure more efficient
delf,v0 of primary services to the vidtims and their children.
-

Another essential need is to develop sources of second stage

housing to allow the Actims .and their children time to develop

resources and transition frem emergencr-ihelters to an independent

life style. The Committee recommends Mbusing/Urban Development

make available repossessed houses and other dwelling units for

this purpose. Arraagements should be made and fundsl.Provided to

allow shelters to acquire the properties.

The prbblems of victims of battering reach beyond the need for

emergency shelters aad second stage housing. These needs must

be met tf they are to 'become productive individuals\

The Committee recommends funding the .stnblishing of multi-4rvice.

centers to provide:

4

- Hotlines for victims of battering and batterers
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TESTIMONY ON,BATTERED WOMEN
PAGE 2 .

1

- Crisis and long term mental health counseling

- Job counseling, training and placement

- Legal:services:and court advocagy

7 Coordinatipn amcing emergency she4ters

- Health Services

- Financial and other tr4ining td insurg,tan independent

lifestyle,

- Other necessary services

Requiring locumentation of incidents of domestic viOence.

fnadequate documentation of incidents of bAt'.ering is'a major

problem,

The. Committee racommends requiring police And hoSpitals. to
maintaip.records on calls from and treatment of victitis of ,

battering. In addition funds shoula beymade available to train

police and hospital personnel to the problemS and needs of victims

of batteeing. This training would insure maie sensitive and
appropziate handliing of the ctsbs.

k k
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L\R.ES811.1Tf0M.

developed at the

UTTERED UNIEWS CO:TERME

February 24-2C, 1978

sponsored by

Illmen'i.Resources & gearck Center

University.of California

'Davis. California 95616(
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ouvrirdflus .04v IL-vociFs--r rtooM STAFFS

A. WHEBFAS emergency roomsiare frequently the first contact for battered
women

BE IT It FSOLV ED' THAT'

I. Mandatory protocol for suspected wife battering be developed similar to
that for child abuse and rape.

2. The suspected victim be offered a supportive advocate to be present
with the victim for the duration of her stay n the emergency room.

1. The emergency room staff (including doctor, nurses, social workers.
etc.) be educated and sensitized to the prol?lems of domestic violence,
This training must be approved by local battered women's groups.

4. The schools in the medical profest.'uns be required to teach ikout
treatment of domestic violence. , w

I
9. The victim havp the right to choose a female physician. as available in

the emergency room.

) 4

6. The victim be referred-to community support systems while in the . ,

emergency room. 410

7. A wallet size card be given the victiin in the emergency room with
community support system Information (telephone numbers anal
contact people).

B. Information be available to the batterer in the emergency roRm on
comniunity suppoKtiservices appropriate to his needs.

B. WHITtAS private physicians are frequently the first Contact for' rrOddle
class battered women

)
BE IT prsoixrD THAT a mandatory crotocol for suspected wife battering
be developed specific to private practice, similar to that for child abuse
snd rape in tht.embegency room.

I
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winks each corty'and cOmmen
services mishcirAs which offer
and are available to her:

U IT RESOLVED THAT

ti7S

SOCIAL SERVICSIACZNCILS

icy has in existence sone public and private social
some of the services needed by a battered woman,

7

1., That a paid enmilttod advocate for battered women
a. represent her needs to all local agencies 'and

.b. work to develop sensitivity in individuals in all service agencies to these

1
needs, and

c. identify needs of battered women that cannot be met by existing agencies
and educate the community to the necifesity to create new reedurces to

-met these needs."

t

2., That specific plan be,Aeveloped, um:or the coordination of the committed
advocate, to bring together representatives of all agencies 6 discuss and
identify services that are available and how themt,services can be pooled to
meat the multiple needs of the batterid women and the Utterer.

3.' That the agencies prepare end distribute pamphlet that describes the services

that are available and apporpriate for the bettered women: emergency short-term

and long -tenn. These pamphlets should be made available to all social service ' 4
agencies for referral purposes and the the public at large.

. .
. .

4. That.social servieea offer theit'expertiss in proposal writing ind identifying
potential (voiding gourds@ for those attempting to set,up abelter, under the >

coordination of the advocate.

S. That Rommel csisis L$me, responsive, though not exclusively to battered

women be'created Ii ifi cavities with workers trained to 'gimlet battered vomen

end thst such lino vould bp widely publicited through the media.

6. ThmtOmmelal merwiee egvneinn he enunavind'en in the tmkrtance of aspects of

footle emuuswitog LE: prevention of battering lave-going relatinnshime,

(vocational training)r

'

p.



SETTI9r, UP A SHELTER

WHEREAS sheltrrs for battered women have been a cornerstone of women vier-king .

against vioTerie against women,

CE JT RE5OLVEP THAT

1. Recognition and active participation of funding on the community, state and

federal level be established

2. A national clearing house be devised to share and establish reseNes, And

resource organizations clause: An updated publication of current shelter
status age. program.developmee be produced

3. Legislation be enacted so that Title XX names "battered women" as a distinet

class

4. Self determination of shelters prevail as a separate entity from peripteral

agencies clause: that community organization for support services foe hattered

women should consist of,two coalitions: the core group

being women "herring wohn arid the secondary coalition
composed of community service organizations (criminal

4
justice, social service ani mental health)

5. Eventually the shelters be predominantly run by the battered woven themselves

6. The problem of battered.women is not of an experimental nature, but rather an
already documented protlem that demands recognition, action and funding, both

public and private, on an indefinite,basis

7. The definition of the displaced homemaker be expanded to include batterel,
women of any age with or without children

32-234 (I.. 74 - 44
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SUPPuiti FOP Trit-vtUt-

InIEREAS women who have been involved in a battering relationship need a personal

support system in order to: '

a. Discuss alternatives to her present situation

b. Leave the battering relationship to.enter a sheltee or establish herself

independently

c. Receive continuing support aster she's ;eft the batterinG re.,ationship

.DE IT RESOLVED THAT

1. He oppose the prolonged and excessive use of psychotropic drugs to battered

woman in lieu of other action

2. Mental health agencies, hospitals and other agencies, dealing with battered womzn

be responsible for collecting od mandatory reportin i.f stat'stics documenting

numbers and neeils of battered women (needs including shelter?, support groups)
to appropriate local, state and national authorities

3. Battered women should be eligible for criminal justice funds available to

victims of violentcrimes

4. There should be funds for specialized personnel in public agencies to respond

, to the needs4of battered wemeh

S. County task forcessnould be established which are composed of repwentatives
from public,agencies and grass root organizations to explore the needs and mege
recommendations to appropriate funds to meet the needs of hitterud women

6. Funding for programs for battered women be seen as a legitimate ongoiny social
service need and that funds be merit available on an ongoing basis through

Title XX funds or local forms of revenue

7. Private foundations, corporations and individuals be approached for fund

development

8. reney be available to train personnel in shelters

9. Welfare money be made available within one working day of application,for funds
by battered wowen

a

's.
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THE WOMEN'S POSTTION

WHEREAS the attitude of police deoartments in the past has been to consider all

domestIc violence in one group

BE IT RESOLVED THAT police o'fi,:ers and Labe., police personnel'should go through
continuous t..aining (at the ocalemy and on the jnb) to becom- sensitive to the needs

of battoreS woe.en;. curricuAum to be daveloped in conjunction with battered women's,

growel. Further, police departments could cooperate with specially trained civilian
crisis intervention uniKs accompanying officers on domestic violence calls. Thee .

uniCe will not necessarily discourage arrests.

Local pc,kice departments ebduld give domestic violence calls high priority, and

slineld require mandatory reporting of these calls, and develop short forms which
will record sufficient information to enable crosecution.

Local courts shoulA develop simple, easy forms and procedures tor women to obtain

TRO'o (Temporcry ker.training Prders) quIckly and without a lm!yer. These forms

should be distributed widely and be easily accessible.
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A. mantas the eSmeacionai eyatem iS SeS.iSt in nature and stereotypic ethico under!
the curriculum and materials and the school system han access to the greatest
number of children and a responsibility as a primary socializine: agent

PE IT RESOLVED THAT

1. Um organise as communitieo, parents, teachers!, students, and school board
to stablish guidelines for the development of nonsexirt textbooks and

eurriculum.matorials.

.13tal ,s work for election of school bean: members who are responsive to
these guidelines.

And that we equalize orportunitiem and funds for athletic and extracurrie0A-
_, programs for all students, female ane male.

And that we work actively to incorporate self-defense classes into the
school curriculum.

2. 'Ve demand the elimination of corporal punishment in the schools.

3. t:e wo,rk actively for the inclusion of family life and sexuality cnursee
in all uchool systems which teach alternative sex role models.

4. That we qort for vigorous entrcament one implementation of affirmati4
action and Title LK policies at all levels of the educational system.

a. DREAMS women exiting a battering itVation often find themselves lacking in
nkills to support themselves or their families

>a,

BE IT Rrsourrn THAT continuing ei.ucation program be expanded whie. Incluue
career and personal counseling, academic and job training and job hunting skills.

C. IIIEREAS difficulties woffen experience both during ane after leaving a battering
situation often relate to her ability tovcommunicatiot her feelings and needs

to others

PE IT *SOLVED THAT toth educaiolal institutions and community service
programs provide free asoertiver..ss training progzins fdr all students and

clients.

P MEREAS it i; impordant to deal with the preventative aspects of violence'

DE IT RESoLVED THAT we support the 3evelopment of educational prograns in
schools and other serviae agencies dealing with violence in the home, wlth the
Inng-range go.1 nf implementing rap grouts and on-going aupport.

111
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CRUIINAL JUSTICE SYSTEM

A. UMW lme nforcement officers are cailed upon to intervene fn domestic
disturbance calls and often respond ileffectively,

,BE IT RESOLVED :VAT

1. police Departments provide mandatory trainiag to officers responding to
much cells. Such training must include women who can educate law
enforcement officers regarding the myths and realities of batterigg IX
well ae local feminist referral resources available to them.

2. Its police departments establish domestic violence intervention tease
in cooperation with local women's groups.

3. That police departs:nu must be accountable to the victims as well as the
perpetrators and must remove the battorer frowthe home for period of
time which will ensure tha physical afety of tho victim.

,1

4. That lmw enforcement officers must be mandated to a) inform the victim of
her rights, b) inform the victim of community, medical and legal resources
available tJ her, c) inform her of the process' foylmaking a citizen arrest,
d) inform her of tho criminal juetico process and e) actively enforce
temporary restraininqorders.

a. UNSREAS there has not been adequate support for victims of criminal violence by
the criminal jeetice system

BE IT 'RESOLVED THAT

1. That legislators and Governor Brown be encouraged to xplore the possibility
of establishing neighborhood courts of one's peers to'dmal with intra-fumily
violence matters.

2. That district attorneys et up special units for domestic violence.

3. That district attorneys and judges bs required to attend training sessions
on domestic violence which must include women who can educate uch personnel
rogaiding the myths and realities of battering am well as local feminist
referral resources available to them.

4. That law schools provide mandatory courses regiibing domestic violence.

S. That the State Bar and/or appropriate legislative committees review present

procedures for handling domestic disturbance cass in order that they more
quickly 1, efficiently be resolved,

That district attorneys offices provide an Qdvocate to work with victims
throughout the'prosecution process.

7.* That district attorneys become more innovative in developing increamed
prosecution in 'cases of !mitering. ,

O. That the legislature be asked to appoint a committee to hqld public hearings
in the area of domestic violence and propose alternatives to the existing
law.

9. That legislation be enactolkto eliminate the filing fee for obtaining a
Temporary Restraining Orddi\

10. That feminists r eeeee ch legislators Voting histories and attitudes and work
actively for the election and re-election of persons who are supportive of
feminist issues, further, that only feminist legislators be asked to author
bills regarding women.
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MEN

A. WHIOREAS traditional sex role stereotyping has created bettering as an acceptable

male behavior, and that men must begin working actively to decrease violence

toward womin;

lE IT.PRiOLVED THAT
46

1. Nen be encouraged to form male-cohacious -raising groups in local coemunities.

2. That men be supported for actively fighting sexism in their personal'and

social lives.

3. That men be encouraged to take active rolei in working with children who

have been affected by violence%

4. Thet men be encouraged to accept active and nurturing parenting roles.

S. That men be encouraged to develop hotlines and peer counseling services

and resource centers for battarers.

6. That men begin openly discouraging acts of violence among their peer:.

B. moms this conference has provided successful forum for male-female

coemunication regarding a snared problem

DE IT RESOLVED THAT funding be made available by both local and state federal

sources for further conferences such aethis one.

4

N.
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rHILnerro Or BATTER FD WOMEN

WHER FAS there is much documentation regarding the negative effe, to of
battering upon children, including iii cyclical effects

BE IT RFSOLVFO THAT

1. That special programs be funded and imAemented for children-of battered
wothen which include both crisis intervention sand long term support. .

2. That shelters for battered women include space for children of the resident.

3. That the criminal tice ystem recognize and attend to the needs of
children in making decision. regarding family separation, child custody
or child visitation.

4. That shelters include parenting classes for mother. who might need to
redevelop nurturing relationships with their children.

5. That, due to lack of information on the subject of children of battering
families, research is needed and prartical.applicitions developed, both
being compiled into a resource book which will be available to centers.

'6. That a child's history-taking, in schools, social service center.. and
medical facilities should include inquiry into battering within the family.

7. That a study be conducted on the effect, of visitation rights by the non-
custodial parent. including the use of neutra.l,pick-up places, and
supervised and evaluated visitation. Thepossibilty should-also be con-
sidered to oualify petSple to ee (detect) the effe-ts of vititatiqn, and to
be able io testify :n Aurt concerning the 'results of the evaluation.

r;111

l)

ffr
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MENTAL MALTA

MMUS Mental Health practitioners and agencies muet b. espowntablelo clientele

who ate mostly women and often the victims of violence perpetrated by men.%

NEXT RUM= TNRT

1. Lioeneing of all mentalohealth professionals be oontingent upon education

reearding withs and realities of yiolence agekinst women. .

2. basting mantel health agenciei and practitioners be soneitised to issues and

be prepared to deal effectively with violence against wpmen.
w$

3. It must be mandated that a feminist therapist serve on the staff of all agencies

finded by public monies.

)112.1110 the negative effects of both sex role stereotyping by therapists and eftuml

contact between clients and therapists hays been well documented,

IS re RUCCVID

1. the mental health proteesion and the criminal justice system take strong action

against any therapist having sexual relations with client.

2. feminist therapists be given positive recognition by the mental health

proftesion and the public. 9

'1

ir A

1
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MARRIAGE AND FAMILY

MMUS the traditional family structure and its rigid sex roles peevents a
realisation of an individual's full potential and options,

-

Se IT =OWED TWAT

1. 2he housaperson be compensated and recognised for his/her labor (is wayfs and
social imeUritY).

.

-2. Funds be apprOpiiated for tho rbseaich anA egploration of creative and
alternativa lifestyleS.

3. Federal funding of 24-hour day este centers beiprovided.

' 4. National legislation to protect women frgm sexual and physical assaults in any
co-habitating situation.

S. !Ubli provisions and availability of national education for premarital
counseling: liner:aging clear earital expectations between both partners.

-

b. A list of rights and loss of rights be gissented to individuals when they
apply for marriage licenses.

7. Legislation be *meted foethe Lagal recognition and anforcement of marriage
'contract, written.by the two parties.

4
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MEDIA

WHEREAS men and women have been presented in the media as unsitisfactory
role models and'shaI many of these roles promote an acceptance of violence
and scam in our society

Err rr RESOLVED THAT

I. TV networts develop programs which depict people in both nonviolent anià

nonsexist lifestyles.

2. That we boycott products of manufacturers who sponsor violent and ie.:nisi
TV programs.

3. That preisure be applied to FCC for removal of sexist and violent programs
and commercials.

4. That Niuel and prim. time be allotted to feminists tot all forms or medit
to present their views.

5. That the media be encouraged to cover conferences, shelters, and other
issues regardin battered won*.
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CHOKER.

a

=RR= traditional religious institutions and practices have actively xcluded

women from lull personhood

SE IT RESOLVID TRIM

1. Contributions be withheld hos religious bodies untikthe following goals are

aobleved.

2. VOien's patticipntion in deeiston asking Aad leadornhip at all levels.

3. hesponsivsness to the real needs of women, e.g., supportive counseling which

presents realistic altornatives to women.

4. Mivinion of liturgical tents to remove semist seforenoesolend replace them with

inclusivo terminology.

1 I

.t
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GENERAL

WHERZAS women associated with men owmilitary bases re regarded as
dependents and not as human beings with rights of their own

BB IT BrscumED THAT recognition must be given of «onions affiliated with men
on military bases as persons with rights of their own..and given right to trans-
poitatlon to safe place and/or home base of choice without their husband's
signature.

WHIRT.AS the marriage contract is one into which people enter without aware-
ness, and is often precipitator of violence between women and men

BE IT all:SOLVED THAT marriage licenses be increased in cost and profit be
appryriated toward the support of shelters for battered women.
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Testim7my of CASA
(Citizens Against SpousallAssatilt)

ol Howard County, Murvland

CASA (Citizens Again...1 Spow,a1 1O-,soult) .0 Howard Counts:

had /ts inteption ip Spring 1976 as thp Hoxard Munty Task Force

on Mattered Women. In that same year, a survey of Howard County,
'

conducted by the Tusk Force, revealed that Ortually no organization

was maintaining statistics on the incidence oi spousal as:foolts.

These finding alerted the Task Force to the need for increased

awareness of this probli.m in the t'f,unty.

The first community awareness program was held in Fall, 1976

at Howard Community College. Soon after that, the Task Force

turned its attention toward the needs of the victim, as calls.

from victims seeking help began to e.ome in. Other clonverns sten.
(

that the vIct,ms needs were not being sufficiently met by %Isting

conmmnity sociai services and'that the development of a proPram to

'fivet these needs was imperattve.

. To date. CASA has been suppo4 only through seall

vontributions from individuals in the compliWy. Despitr this

constraint, CASA has bugun to develop tho toglowing comprehew,ive

program'staffed by volunteers:

I. A tolephonershelplino. Such a service will enable victim,: (0

spousal assault to seivk and receive immediateAelp. The telephone

line will be open on a 24-hour t.asis and s:alfed by viiluntver

counselor/advocates trainpd in erisps interventiem techniques

and the problem of battered spouses. llo existenve of P helpline

t-'

0
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CASA Wstimony
Page Two

will lacilitm14. CASA';, scrvlo....$1,1 and clmimunicattim uith haltf.rt.d

victLios, and will aid CASA in meeting their nepds. Ihe volunteer

conselor/advocates-lhill support .th vietim in the following areas:
.

medical assistance, tempprary shelter, mental health rounselliag.

legal referral, financial and employment coeneling, moral support.

and advocacy in the social service and coo- ...items.

2. A-network of private homes for .mergency Ael*fer. Ideally,

in the future, 'CASA will acquire a sheljer that will house many

virtim4 anct their chi ldren.i Sinre shelter funds are not now availabl.,,

a network c.f private volunteer homet;, aec.essible on a !Mort term

.basis, is'being utilized.

3. A support group for haltered %omen. This group is rompoNed

of battered and fprmerly buttered women and a team of psychiatrir

nurses as facilitators. .Theupport grAup enables the women to '

gain insight intO ;heir own situation, to feel a part of a caring,

attentive group, to learn that.others have experienced similar

patterns of abuse, and, finally.*to develop self-confidence and be

better abfe to make important ,decisions regarding iheir futtire.

. Another suPport group will consist of enuple, i.e. both

the vletim nd the battering spouse.

4. Commu ty eduraiion and the expan:Aon of romakeity involvement,

All of the goals of CASA necessarily involve community

participation and cooperation. CASA has presinted and will continue

to present inforroational training seminars to healt:i professipnals,

P

4
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CASA TestimJny
Page Three

a3

attorneys and police oRicers on tin. emerging problem of spousal

acsault. The purpose of the sessirs it to acquaint these professionals

Is

with the many myths regarding spousal assault and to encourage them to

refer victims and suspected victims to CASA or other agencies.

Another aspect of CASA's progra.1 of community service is the

presentation of educational pr,,rrams to the general public. In P

addition, CASA',. speaker's bureau ls avai.able to community groups,

t and professional organizations interested in spousal assault as an

issue.

The anticipated resalts of...these educational efforts will

- be a community program of maximum effectiveness.

RecomMendations

We urge Congress to addrOis the gr:owing problem of battering

aneviolence in the home. We urge passage of a bill that will not only

provide assistance to locally run community groups, but will also

provide the public with information on the problem of spousal assault.

The funding can be used to implement.numorous drograms. CASA envisions

a comprehensive approach that would include the following:

1. Fully Staffed shelters for'-battered spouses and (heir children

to insure a safe, supportive and informative atmosphere for decision

making regarding their futurq;

2. Crisis helplineS so that victims of battering can begin to solve

ft
'their problems thrOugh 0..lePtione counseling and referril to needed

services;
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3. A.Joilhlie intormatinn campaign which would include pamphlets

in both English and other languages. including. for example, Apan.ish,

Chinese and Vietnamese. The pamphlets would bp distributed through

the U.S, Government Printing Office in order to eCt lite health,

social service, law enforcement and legal personnel and the general

public. An example of A target group for such information are
:00

teenagers - the girls, uho often allow themselves to be abused by

their boyfriends, because they are learning that jealousy and

Ppossessiveness equals "true love" - Andboys, who believe that

dominatiun and confrol of a woman is the "manly" way; and

4. Police training, impel.ative for.training police officers to

understand.that spousal assault is not a victimless crime, and

that it is related to many other social problems including child

abuse and runaway teenagers. The police officers must learn to

listen tu the victim, to understand the fears and frustrations,

and to be able to inform tne victim of available options without

discouraging the arrest of the abusinq spouse, if that is the choice.

P/
f Whenever puskible, grants should to to groups with little or

no resources, who have alrea begun to address the needs of hattered

spouAes, rather than to universities und private firms who suddenly

show an interest in .the problem when federal monies become available.

CASA is pleased to have had this opportunity to contribute

our 1.estimony to this hearing on domestic violencii.1 We appreciate

the ,ncern and attention that you have given this isnuv.
a
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Reeds Nsseestent ior Th- Ares

Concerning Wosen As Victims Of Violence In Their Nomes

Even illourh public nwnrenees of the problem of domestic violence is

graving, tisk statistics hre difficult to eal.S.r. LAW enlorcoment experts

consider wile beating tt's rout uneseorted crier in the country, however more
police eon!: involve family violehoo tlian any other eriminnl incident. This

apparent contradiction is because rost lnw enforcement ageneies do not keep'

seperate statiutico for wife beating.

The research conducted in the Whittier area involveo a population of
71,7RB, which ie taken from the 1910 census and the Whittier City Planning

Department enleOntions. The Whittier Police Heport for 1975 indicates there

were ss,e75 sults for service, or enich there were 279 cuses of assault and battery,

and 4,41-16 for disorderly conduct. Reports of a person injured listn 149 citizens.

There ia no cuterory for IrsAily violence excert under Felony: Corporal Injury'

to Wife and enild. In the year 1975 the report listed one male and one female

injured. In un interviee with the information officer of the police force it was

explained that momen do not make these charges for fear of reprisal and the

difficulty or proof.

Another eny to collect statieticn was to call the local hoepitals for t4eir

estimate of ,:4:Wr, per month. Thirteen hospitals were called and the personnel in

Wain of n:flittance were intervieced. Three hoepitals did not have emerreney reems,

so they were eliminated from the surrey. However their services are psycholorical

or psycniatrie in nature and the personnel interviewed noted thatppem patients

have s history of brutal beatings from iTrsOns that they were crOse to in a

iersonal relationship.

Of the ten hospitals participating in the-research, not one replied that

they did not have patients who hnd been physically abused by a member of their

family. pains the monthly estimate rrom one per month to ten per month the

averuees were totaled to be 35 per month for all 10 hospitals. If thic amount

were multiplied by 12 per month that would indicate 420 women were receiving

treatment in the Whittier area for the results of domestic violence in 1977.

' Physical pfoblema ate usually treated by medical services, how lets turn

to the mental aguish that comes frees psyeholoeical fear. The fear of not having

a sure, secure plaCe to live, and the fear of being abused and threatened.

To rather these statisticn we have turned to a professional providers survey.

Eight psycholoeists indfor attorneys stated that approximately 90 of their clients

ln the past.year had been battered women. The estimates rnneed from"19S of

my caseload", to "numerous", "but hard to estimate", and "two la the last monte.

This survey was taken in July or 1977 nnd the evidence was not documented. and

was only used to sample the professional community in the Whittier area. This

research also uncovered some prominent community leaders tha had been victims of

violence in,years past.'
4

An extksive independent, survey done by thr Whittier Chaptekor AAUW,

(American Association of University Worm) by their memberst.. produced cos-

interestine result's Tne questionnaire was mailed to 437 members (rrquiremsnts

for membership include h degree from an accredited college). 91 members responded,

whic:, is 211, The following information comes from this research.

I.

57.735 0 - 75 -
r7

4
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Feeds A ment For The Whittier Arca
COncerning Women As Victims Of Violence /n ;Lir Romeo page two

One of the questions asked, "hat; anyone close to you ever been a battered

women?", and the response was yes, from 11% of the women. 22% said they had been

a victim of a crime in their commlnity, and 14% said someone close to them had

been rape victim. Askedder they favored a center in their community for

baitered women, the answer was 89% yea.

Fifty-three other questions were asked on this survey dealing with attitudes

about Riney, men, legal rights, age, and other social questions. Therefore bias

ten bs Ailed out. 49% or the women surveyed consider themselves socially moderate,

with 32% conservative and only 18% feeling liberal about their social mores. The

political distribution attitudes were ,:stributed as 400 conservative, 43% Aoderated,

tad only 15% liberal and 2% didnotanasver.

The conclusion to the problem researched is that, there is ft sirniacnnt

percentage of awarness blithe coo= ity to define the problem. Statistics from

law enforcement (where the cells fur help seem to fall on deaf ears), are

difficult to extract. ?here is physical evidence by the number of clients in

hospitals and from the professional community that women are victists of violence

in their homes in the Whittler area.
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.Incroduction

In response to a request from two Navajo women in Shiprock

N.M.C.S.M. helped.organize and present a two-day conference on Batter-

ed Women and Children. The conference, aimed at the entire San Juan

Basin area, was held on May S and 6, at the Shiprock Chapter House.

sohponsored by the Bureau of Indan Affairs, the conference con-

sisted of presentations by national experts on domestic violence and

a panel of local, 'state, federal and tribal officials. The objectives

of tge conferernce were.to:

1. Bring local residents and agency personnel together
to identify serVices end procedures Jor addressing
problems related to climatic violence;

2. Identify the national and local needs of victims of
domestic violence and;

3. Stimulate the coordination of existing resources,
wRile identifying gaps in service for domestic vio-
lence victims.

The conference was attended by 217 registered participants and

am estimated 60-unre-gtviermdpeafte. Fotiewing the-formai presenter

tion,attendees hed an opportunity to meet in workshops with represent-

atives of social services, mental and physical heralth', law enforcement

and'prosecution, and emergency and special services. The workshops

were designed to acquaint local residents of the Sin,Juan Basin with

social service workers, to clarify problems and concerns, and to gener-

sate recomendations aimed at Aiding state and local planners in the de-

velopment.of responsive services. '

Over 47 agencies were fepresented, including federal, siate, locpl

and tribal offices. Attendees at the conference came from around the

state representing Farmington, Shiprock, Paquate, Laguna, Oak Springs:-

Cove, Santa Clara, Kirtland, Newcomb, Mesavicw, Albuquerq'tie, Teec Nos Pos

(Arizona) and Redrock (Arizona).
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Content Summary

Dr. James Weston, Chief Medical Investigator for New Mexico,

opened the conference with an aldress on child abuse. In his pre-

sentation, Dr. Weston indicated that the abuse and neglect of child-

ren occurs at all social and economic levels of society. According

to Weston there has been a dramatic increase.in the mumber lf child

deaths in New, Mexico in the past six months. A more pervasive pro-

blem.exists in the area ofchild negleb4. .Emotional neglect is

found more often in upper or middle income families, where a greater

emphasis in placed on materialism, while physical neglect is found

More often in kower economic groups.

Weston stated that emotionally.neglectvichildren may have an a-

bundance of possessions and good clothes, and are usually well fed.

However, their parents.may be unable to spend time with them and as

a result thpy experience feelings of isolation and neglect which

can result in serve psychological problems ranging f.rom acting-out be-

havior, withdrawal, and even a failure to astimilate food.

Emotional and physical neglect and abuie are generally out-

growths of a parent's emotional insecurity and feelings of social

isolation. Dr. Weston pointed out that parents with depressed self

concepts and insufficient ego strength are often unable to provide

their'children with- the security th4 need. The resulting pattern of

neglect or abuis self perpetuating. Abused or neglected children,

Weston pointed out, lre more likely to act the same way towards their

own children.. Child.en that are habitually harmful to otheK often

come frox(backgrounus %,1 abuse or neglect.

In most instances, Weston indicated, child abuse is triggered by

a specific incident or.event. Exasperated parents, losing their tempers

may inflict harm uhintentionally on their child. The need for some

form of release nechanism for these people is. apparent.

2.
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Following Dr. Weston's presentation., representatives from

various local agencies addressed problems associated with child

and woman abuse. Included among the difficulties in seeking le-

gal solutiots to problems of domestic violence were!,

1. The legal requirement to prove intenticinal
batteringeof a child.

jt. A hi:h rate of charges being dropped by victims
ofvoman abuse, preventing the majority of such
cases from ever reaching the courtroom.

3. The loss of financial support of the family if
- a wage-earning battering spouse is jailed an4/or
heavily fined%

4. Laws which restrict police officers from making
an arrest unless the officer'tr a witness to
simple assault.

6. Reluctance on the part of many women to file a
complaint and to .press charges against their
husband.t

Dr. Shirley Hill Witt, Executive Director of the Rocky MountJA

ain Regional Office of the U.S. Commission on givil Rights, pre-

sented the resultrof a survey conducted by her office on woman a-

buse. According to Dr. Witt's Survey, woman abuse is only just be-

ing recognized as a problem. Few statistics exist which accurately}

reflect the degree or nature of woman abuse. What information is

available is largely buried in law enforcement, prosecution, social

service and medical records under a variety of headings.

According to Dr. Witt, 'surveys conducted in major population

centers around the country indicate that woman abuse occurs in as

many as SOt of all families. .While figures obtained are high, author-

ities agree that they are not an accurate.representaiion of the pro-

blem. Some groups of battered women, such as upper and middle income

people, are reluctant to report abuse because of its potential impact

on their family's economic and social standing. Available data on

woman abuse,.however, suggests a pattern similar to that found in

child abuse surveys. Woman battering appears to occur in all segments

.of the population, witti a surprisihgly frequentioccurrence among law

3.
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enforcement officers, physicians and service profeionals.

Few existing federal, tribal, state and Local agencies are

equipped to tandle woman abuse. Complic.ating sitoational probleTs

such as the presence of children, lack of financial `resources, If-

luctance.on the part of familio to becomefinvolved, and nesitant

police, ,tribute greatly' to the abused woman's inah'ility to escape

her situation.

Dr. Witt identified several key problem areas where significant

change is necesviry: research, social policy, emergency services and

the criminal justice system.
/

RiegArt41; Adequate knowledge about woman abuse, its extent and

nature and the nature of the victim and the offender is currenxlv

lacking. Frequency data, procedure's for handling woman abuse, and

an understanding of both the victim and 'the offender are not current-

l;'available to aid pla.nners in determining programs or revising pro-

cedures.

Social Polici: Social nd cultural norms tolerating, condoning or

encouraging violence, es .ciallv against women and children, have

contributed greatly to the "hidden" nature of domestic violence. The

absence of preventive approaches, myths which hinder recognition of

domestic violence, stereotypes of women, failiire to prepare people

adequately for the parent role, deglect by the general community,

fear of reprisal, and kack of public awareness were but a few of the

problems cited which impede the development of'responsive programming

and services to families under stress.

Vskergync.4 The Victims of domestic violence are often in need

of a range of medical, legal and social .services, eachi of which has

its own unique perspective. Some aid, usually slow in coming, is

available provideddthe family,has additional problems which qualify

1.
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' then for a particular agencY's services. !Domestic violence often

becomes secondary to other problems such as(unemployment, alcoholism,.
.. .

financial.distress, psy:chalgical distress, or chronic medical pro-

blasts.) A lack'df.specialized eiergency services, insufficient in-

/teragency cooperation alu coordination to effectively mobilize re-
.

sources, and inadequate definition and understanding of. domestic

ofiollence as a social problam were cited as the major obstacles to

irbviding emergencyLcare'through existing agenciel and organizations.
.- . .

Criminal Wiatioe; A number of Circumstances were identified which

work against the victim oi domeitic violence. .Tlie courts and law

enforcement branches df the crim-inat justice system'are reluctant

to became involved in, intrafamily pibblems. Family Violence is one

of the most dangerous.situations to a police officer,.and involve-.

sent by law enforcement officers frequently .intensifys the situat-

ion rither than Oiduces the violence.

In simple assault situations, an.officer must ectdilly witness

the attack in order 'I make sn arrest. While the family remains

united, legal solution such as ilprisonment or fines harm the en-

\ tire family, contributing to an already difficult and perhaps un-
.

stable situation. The'absence of legislation to cover such crimes
, .

as rape by a spouse, further contributes to the difficulty of achiev-

. ing a legal remedy. .

Also cited as contributing factors to an unresponsive crlminal

(

j.ustice approach were the high incidence of comp aints withdrawn

by victims, and judges who.do nbt view domestic iolence seriously.

While many other problems were cited which Contribute to or

maintai ii ,high frequency of domestic violence, conference partici-

%.epants ge rally felt that addressing i.,ose problems would do much to

reduce the incidence of violence and enhance the availablity of

5.
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service to victims.

Recommendations:

Following the presentations, particiPantl) kroke up into work-

shops toOdiscuas problems and needs in depth. Below is a list ,of

recommendations produced by those workshops tO address the problem

of domestic violence.

Prevonion Services:

Domestic violence is a progressive problem, passing from one

generation to the next. In addition, a variety of social and cul-
,

tural practices exist which support-or encourage the occurrence of

domestic violence. The following recommendations were made. In

order to prevent domestic violeyce:

1. Increase the availability of mental healih and self-con-
,.

cept development, services available to the general plablic, prior

to theoemergence of personal and social disfuncrions.

Ail people experience some degree of stness and frustrat-ion,

yet few individuals learn how to manage these feelings until after

they have encountered an extreme or severe difficulty. Conference

participant's felt that services designed to stcegthen individual

coping skills, improve parenting techniques, and encourage personal

grAwth and development should be made more ieadily available to the 4
1

general public prior%tt the onset of a severe emotional or behavior-

al problem.

2. Additional research locally and with respect to the various

New Mexico cultures to better understand the.scope and nature of the

domeseic violence problem is needed, Research aimed at understanding,

the development and underlying dynamic., of violent behavior should also

be undertaken.

S. Develop mental health --,ervitwork, which can provide

tr.

)01*
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crisis intervention and support services to individuals and

families under ress prior to the emergence of severe dysfunction.

4i4co.aunities around the state do not have an effective

crisis intervention program to provide meaningful, short term,

emergency Wielp to victims of stress. In addition the present treat-

ment and service philosophy of the State emphasizes rehabilitation

and reintegration of qnaividuals and families whose lives have been

disrupted. Conference participants acknowledged that many people '

will requiP1 continuous supportive services while residing in a

community: Support networks, designed to respond to people under-

going normal stress, will be increasingly needed as life becomes

more complex and demanding.

4. Increase public education on the nature of family life,

with an mphasis on parenting, child deOlopment, and relationship-

buildinp.

S. Provide consciousness raising experiences for women and men

to examine current attitudes And behavior patterns associated with

sex role stereotypingi,and explore more po;itive alternatives.

4,
6. Develop adequate recreation facilities for youth and families

and provide respite services to parents in need of, but unable to

obtain a inimal amount of time ()tit of the home.

7. Increase the opportunity for contact between families nd

the agencies which serve them. Include families'in the developilent

and provision of social services, and establish mechaniims thr. ugh

which families and community members can provide inliNt to social

service planners and organizations.

8. Provide a coordination mechanism through which community

support and service agencies, such as schools and churches, can

strengthen their effectiveness, and augment professional mental

health and social service efforts.
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9. Increase the emphasis on social responsibility, especially

in programs affecting the young, and intensify responses to the

met spiritual and philosphical needs of ;youth.

Ilher24,16'fi and .1 Services:

A substantiti number of conference participants indicated :

.
that a major factor in perpetuating

domestic violence is the lack

of alternatives available to victims. Oftentimes, the victim of
-

1,Jusehold violence is lacking in funds, support and the psychological

strength necessary to escape the situation. Among the specific re"-

quirements of victims of domestic violence were:

-NI. Develop a central registry to identify target families in

distress as al aid to th.e mobilization of preventive, protective

and treatment resources.

2. Develop a wider range of in-family intervention and crisis

strategies which de-emphasize the negatiye and self gepreciatimg

aspects of being unable to cope effectively, while identifing and

reinforcing inherent strcngths in the family.

3. Establish a 24 hour crisis intervention shelter care'service

to provide a full range of short term emergency services including

protective services, medical care, crisis iktervention, counseling.

advocacy, referral and follow-up-.

4. Provide community-based and supported respitr and homemakers'

services to relieve intrafamily tensions and reduce the.stress which

leads to episodic outbursts of- family violence.

5. Establish an elementary schciol social work program AS part

of an exianded case-finding and'early intervention network.

6. Insure closer coordination and cooperation between emergency,

medical, social service, law enforcement, mental hei/Ith, and judicial

resource agees to improve the quality of available 'service, and

provide the level of care suited to individual or family needs.

8.
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Criminal Justice 3metem:

The majority of conference attendants_ indicated a need for

legal 'and physical protection. To obtain those services, partici-

pants made the folloOlting recommendations:

1. Expand and improve educalion and training programs for law

enforcement, emphaLsizing alternative protective intervention'strategies

and defusing techniques.

2. Strengthen law enforcement procedures to iniure prompt

and effective responses to domestic disturbance calls.

3. Reviie and up-grade existing protective legislatiun to ex-

pand and strengthen protective services to adults and children.

4. Develop and enforce mandatory adult and child abuse report-

ing legislation which provides stiffer penalties for failure to

report by professionals.

S. Develop specific legislation aimed at protective and pro-

secutdrial recourse for female victims of household violence. .

6. Explore and develop alternatives.to the present system.of
o,

judicial involvement in family disturbances, with an emphasis'on chronic

reports and multiple problem families.

7. Recognize that a substantial segment of thO'population en-

gaged in criminal behavior is in need of comprehensive social, psy-

chological, and ndrabilitation services as an alternative to more tra-

donal criminil justice responses, and provide that range of service;

needed by this group.

8. Expand`the judical process as it is applied to family dis-

turbances to include consideration of dnd responsiveness to cause

mOtivations Ind situations which imfact on intra-family vOlence.

v

9.
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1-re.aL:

Many of the recommendations aPpearing above re app1ic,tb1e

with modification) to tribal needs'and institutionn. However, twn

areas were cited specifically pertaining tJ !ribai poiicies and

practices..

1. Improve cooperation and cocirdinatiom within and betwe...a

federal and state agencies to redrce duplication of services, ana

fill existing service gaps.

2. Include in the tri.bal code provisions outlining the rights

of children and women, and provide an effective mechanism NT. the,

enforcement'and protection of those rights.

Conclusion

Considerable interest in and support for an organized, systematic

and effective response to the problem of inti.family violence exists

in the San Juan Basin. Residents of the area are looking towards

their leaders and officials for assistance and support in rntsponding

to -.bis emerging nee0. Untreated, domestic violence can anly

leaving in its wake disturbed lives and wasted human resource, At

tut,: when few communities can afford the social costs.

t.

v.
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Senator %nom That completes our bearing for today and our wit-
ness list, and I want to again thank everyone who was here. .

[Whereupon at 11:15 a.m., the subcommittee adjourned, subject tA;
the call ofthe Chair.]
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